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Happy
Father’s Day!

The cost of keeping your boat in a slip: $6.40 – $8.40 per foot
The cost of catering a lunch on your boat for a daysail: $75.00
The cost of taking your dad for a sail on Father’s Day and ending
that special day at Grand Marina: Priceless
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Over 400 concrete berths 30 to 60 feet
Secured Gatehouses (electronic key system)
Dockside Electrical (up to 50A - 220V)
Cable TV & Telephone Service
Heated & tiled restrooms
with individual showers
Beautifully Landscaped
Ample Parking available
Sailboat & Powerboat Brokers on site
Excellent customer service
Monthly informative newsletter
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DIRECTORY of
GRAND MARINA
TENANTS
Alameda Prop & Machine . 113
Bay Island Yachts ................... 7
Bay Marine Diesel ............. 229
Mariner Boat Yard .............. 162
Pacific Coast Canvas ............ 95
Pacific Yacht Imports ..... 10, 11

510-865-1200

Leasing Office Open Daily
2099 Grand Street, Alameda, CA 94501
www.grandmarina.com

Pineapple Spinnakers

SF-30: Capo 30
Shameless*

press 27
PHRF VI: Ex
te*
Wile E. Coyo

PHRF IX: Ranger 26
Star Ranger*

One Design
:
Express 37
Stewball*

GOLDEN MOON PHOTO DENNIS MINNICK

ALL PHOTOS MARIAH’S EYES PHOTOGRAPHY (510) 864-1144 EXCEPT AS NOTED

Very fast and well behaved, they won eight
out of 20 divisions in May’s race to Vallejo.

One Desig
n:
Santana 2
2
Carlos*

PHRF VIII: Merit 25
Chesapeake*

One Design:
Catalina 30
Goose*

PHRF III:
40
Farr Custom
s*
Bodaciou

They gave some boats
a fun ride home.

Come get one of your own.
Unless, of course, one is not enough.

YOUR DEALER FOR: Musto foul weather gear, Dubarry footwear and Headfoil 2
Sails in need of repair may be dropped off at West Marine in Oakland, Alameda, Richmond or Berkeley

Phone (510) 522-2200
*Powered by Pineapples
Fax (510) 522-7700
www.pineapplesails.com
2526 Blanding Ave., Alameda, California 94501
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Buy a Yacht from Our Stock in June…
Island Packet 440

In Stock

The New Island Packet 440 has a modern underbody, versatile, easily handled cutter
rig, and state of the art construction. With only the best hardware and a beautifully hand
varnished interior, a better liveaboard offshore cruiser cannot be found at any price.
In Stock

Shown by Appointment

At Our Docks

At Our Docks

ISLAND PACKET 485

ISLAND PACKET 445

WAUQUIEZ CENTURION 40s
In Stock

In Stock

In Stock

WAUQUIEZ 41 PILOT SALOON

BENETEAU 323

1220 Brickyard Cove Rd.,
Pt. Richmond, CA
Ph: (510) 236-2633 Fx: (510) 234-0118
www.passageyachts.com

•
•
•
•
•

SWIFT 42

Serving Northern California since 1981
Yacht Sales & Service
Total Outfitters for Cruising or Racing
Financing
Charter Placement

Beneteau • Swift Trawler • Island Packet • Wauquiez

A

and Make No Payments for 6 Months*
BOAT YEAR
CE
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SAILING
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BE

Beneteau First 44.7

In Stock

4.7

OF
THE

UI
SE
R

This new Farr design offers value without compromise in an elegant and comfortable top flight racer/cruiser.
At Our Docks

At Our Docks
Shown by Appointment

Shown by Appointment

In Stock

BENETEAU 57

BENETEAU 523

BENETEAU 473
BOAT YEAR
ST

AU
3

BE

73

OF
THE

In Stock
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NE
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E

BE

VA

2 0 0 3

In Stock

In Stock

BENETEAU 423

BENETEAU 393

BENETEAU 373

Celebrate Summer with a New Boat from Passage Yachts!
Purchase any new boat from our stock in June
and make no payments for six months!*
*OAC through Passage Yachts Financing
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Cover: Want to get away? At the Agua Verde in the Sea of Cortez,
there’s no traffic, television, street lights, rap music or other rubbish.
It’s mostly just you, nature, and a few friends.
Photo by Doña de Mallorca
Copyright 2006 Latitude 38 Publishing Co., Inc.
Latitude 38 welcomes editorial contributions in the form of stories, anecdotes,
photographs – anything but poems, please; we gotta draw the line somewhere.
Articles with the best chance at publication must 1) pertain to a West Coast or
universal sailing audience, 2) be accompanied by a variety of pertinent, in-focus
digital images (preferable) or color or black and white prints with identification
of all boats, situations and people therein; and 3) be legible. These days, we
prefer to receive both text and photos electronically, but if you send by mail,
anything you want back must be accompanied by a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. Submissions not accompanied by an SASE will not be returned. We
also advise that you not send original photographs or negatives unless we specifically request them; copies will work just fine. Notification time varies with our
workload, but generally runs four to six weeks. Please don't contact us before
then by phone or mail. Send all electronic submissions to editorial@latitude38.
com, and all snail mail submissions to Latitude 38 editorial department, 15 Locust Ave., Mill Valley, CA 94941. For more specific information, request writers'
guidelines from the above address or see www.latitude38.com/writers.htm.
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48' PRIVILEGE, 1990

(510) 814-0400
yachtsales@bayislandyachts.com
www.bayislandyachts.com
51' ALEUTIAN

OUR DOCK

47' BENETEAU 47.7

OUR DOCK

Price reduced and out of state owners want
an offer. $109,500.

Great electronics, fast cruiser.
Asking $279,500.

46' IRWIN, 1982

45' BREWER

OUR DOCK

This cruising cat has all the gear you would ever need to go cruising and make life
comfortable on the water, and then some. If you're looking for a boat that is absolutely
ready to go, this is the one. Asking $400,000.

YOUR MULTIHULL BROKERAGE SPECIALIST
82' CNB................................... $1,700,000

44' KOHLER, 1993 ...................... $249,000

60' YAPLUKA ...........................€1,500,000

43' BELIZE, 2003 ......................... $416,000

60' CUSTOM CAT, 1998 .............. $350,000

43' LAGOON POWER CAT, 2003 $550,000

56' MARQUISES, 1999 ................€520,000

42' VENEZIA, 1995 ..................... $209,000

50' TROPIC, 1993 .......................€253,000

38' ATHENA, 1998 ..................... $195,000

48' PRIVILEGE ...................3 from $350,000

35' WILDCAT, 2000 ..................... $146,000

46' DOLPHIN 460, 2004 ............. $499,000

33' SEAWIND, 2000 ................... $160,000

42' VENEZIA

38' ATHENA, 1998

G
NEW LISTIN

OUR DOCK

Excellent liveaboard interior.
$98,500.

Ketch rig, nice condition and many new
upgrades. $99,000.

Currently cruising and ready for new owner.
Now $219,500.

New listing and she is well equipped and
maintained. $195,000.

43' SPINDRIFT PH, '81

39' BENETEAU 390, '93

ALEUTIAN '77
37' 51'
ENDEAVOUR,

37' ISLANDER, '77

OUR DOCK

OUR DOCK

OUR DOCK

Guaranteed liveaboard berth.
Price reduced to $139,000.

Great 3-stateroom layout for Bay,
coastal or extended cruising. $85,000.

Pacific cruise veteran. Excellent condition.
$47,500.

Plastic classic.
$26,000.

35' ERICSON, 1974

32' ISLANDER, '77

31' CAL, 1980

30' ERICSON 30+

OUR DOCK

G
NEW LISTIN

OUR DOCK

A great King design that can take you
anywhere. $29,500.

Very clean.
$27,500.

Really loaded for serious coastal cruising.
$29,900.

New engine in 2005. At our docks.
$31,400

30' O'DAY

29' HUNTER 29.5, '94

28' HUNTER 280, '96

List your boat
with us.
We are staffed by
expert sailors and
veteran salespeople.

CED
PRICE REDU

Perfect first boat. $14,500.

OUR DOCK

New standing rigging. Try mid $30s?

New sails 2005. $37,500.

In Grand Marina • 2099 Grand St., Alameda, CA 94501 • Fax (510) 814-8765
June, 2006 •
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Brokerage Listings Wanted • Trade-Ins Welcome • Financing Available

A SAMPLING OF OUR LISTINGS IN ALAMEDA
,OW
(OURS

2004 Hunter 36 - Sailed 6
times! Low hours. $127,500

,IKE .EW

2EDUCED

2001 Jeanneau 52.2 - Turn
Key! Must See! $399,999

2001 HC 50 - One of a kind
and loaded. $629,000

Impeccable 2004 Hunter 33
Loaded & ready! $99,850

2005 Hunter 41 - Like new!
Come see her. $219,995

A LARGE SELECTION OF PRE-CRUISED BOATS
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www.HSyacht.com

SAN DIEGO | NEWPORT BEACH | MARINA

A

 &)8%$ /. ! .%7 "/!4
H&S Alameda proudly represents these top manufacturers:

/NLY 1 LEFT IN
STOCK $ONT
MISS SUMMER
SAILING

$/5",% !7!2$
7)..%2
#RUISING 7ORLDS
 "EST #RUISER 
"EST 6ALUE

 (UNTER  $3
*UST ARRIVED AT
OUR SHOWDOCK
2EADY FOR YOUR
SUMMER SAIL

 3ABRE 

 *EANNEAU  $3
&UEL %FFECIENT
 A GREAT WAY
TO SPEND A
WEEKEND

 -AINSHIP 

Your nautical dream | Our focused team | One boat at a time
H&S Alameda also
represents

888.325.4353

www.HSyacht.com

*Subject to Tier 1 credit approval. Financing through Nautical Finance, minimum 20% down, 20 year term. Valid on new, in-stock boats only. Not valid
with any other offer. Limited availability. Offer subject to withdrawal without notice. See dealer for details. Offer expires 6/31/2006.

DEL REY | CHANNEL ISLANDS | SF BAY AREA

Photo: Francolini / Azzura Marine

SYDNEY 38 OD

One Design Range

38OD

32OD

Cruiser Racer Range

47CR

39CR

36CR

Sydney Yachts - Head Office
Suite 110 Jones Bay Wharf, Pirrama Road, Pyrmont, NSW, 2009, AUS
Tel: (612) 9552 1133 Fax: (612) 9552 1100 info@sydneyyachts.com.au
Sydney Yachts USA - Seatime Inc.
16458 Bolsa Chica Street #306, Huntington Beach, CA 92649
Tel: 877 358 SAIL Direct: 415 378 3840 cruisedt@earthlink.net
Sydney Yachts USA - Pacific Yacht Imports
2051 Grand Street #12, Alameda, CA 94501
Tel: 510 865 2541 Fax: 510 865 2369 sydney-yachts@mindspring.com
www.sydneyyachts.com
Page 10
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TAYANA 48 DECK SALOON

welcomes

Pacific Yacht Imports
as their new Northern California dealer
for the Sydney line of performance yachts.
Sydney Models: 32 • 36 • 38 • 39CR • 49CR • 60

Call for information

Robert Perry's famous cutter is available in either Center
Cockpit or Deck Saloon. With hull #100 now in construction, come see why Pacific Yacht Imports delivered six
of these fine sailing yachts last year, and have already
pre-ordered five more for 2006!
Custom two or three cabin arrangements available.
Starting at $360,000.

OUR BROKERAGE LISTINGS – TAKE A LOOK!
T
US

J

D

TE

LIS

D

CE

DU

RE

2000 SYDNEY 38
Join the fastest growing one design fleet on
the Bay. Cool Man Cool is available for immediate delivery. At our docks. $195,000.

JU

1999 TAYANA 58 CUTTER
Well equipped and well proven, this
boat's in excellent condition, ready for
your next adventure. $475,000.

2005 TAYANA 48 DECK SALON. Refer,
freezer, air/heat, genset, washer/dryer, Leisurefurl main, ProFurl headsails, electric
primaries, custom leather interior. $415,000.

1986 C&C 44. Spectacular example of this
C&C model. She has had an extreme makeover including new mast, Furl boom, rod
rigging, sails and electronics. $189,000.

1999 TAYANA 48 CC. Just Listed! Beau- 1986 TAYANA 37. Recent refit includes
tiful dark blue hull, less than 250 hours on new electronics, dodger, new interior cushYanmar 88 hp. Custom 2 cabin layout. Gen- ions and even a bow thruster. $125,000.
erator, refrig., many elect. Bristol! $379,500.

1988 HANS CHRISTIAN 41 Molokai
In as fine a condition as one will hope
to find in a yacht of this caliber.
Fully equipped. $250,000.

D

CE

DU

RE

ED

IST

TL

S
JU

2001 J/105
Starts & stripes blue. Super clean,
never raced, original owner.
$110,000.

ED

IST

L
ST

1987 SHANNON 37 KETCH. Clean, 1979 EXPLORER 45 CC KTCH Rugged, full
well equipped bluewater cruiser from atop keel world cruiser designed by Stan Huntingford.
quality East Coast builder. $149,000.
Full cockpit enclosure, AP, refer, solar. $105,000.

1983 UNION 36 CUTTER
Well equipped blue water cruiser.
Low hours, ready to go! $79,900.

Pacific Yacht Imports

2003 TAYANA 42 CENTER COCKPIT
Popular bluewater cruiser. Furlboom mainsail,
ProFurl genoa, exc. cond., like new! $239,000.

We’re at Grand Marina

2051 Grand Street #12, Alameda, CA 94501
Tel (510) 865-2541 Fax (510) 865-2369
sydney-yachts@mindspring.com • www.yachtworld.com/pacificyachtimports • tayana@mindspring.com
June, 2006 •
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SUBSCRIPTIONS

PLEASE
READ
CAREFULLY
BEFORE
SUBMITTING

❏ Enclosed is $30.00 for one year

Third Class Postage (Delivery time 2-3 weeks; Postal Service will not
forward third class, so you must make address change with us in writing.)

❏ Third Class Renewal (current subs. only!)

We regret that we
cannot accept
foreign subscriptions.
Check, money order,
or credit card info.
must accompany
subscription request.
Please allow 4-6 wks to
process changes/additions
plus delivery time.

❏ Enclosed is $55.00 for one year

First Class Postage (Delivery Time 2 to 3 days)
(Canada & Mexico: First Class Only)

❏ First Class Renewal (current subs. only!)
❏ Gift Subscription – Gift Card to read from:

Name
Address
City

State

CREDIT CARD
INFORMATION
Min. Charge $20

❏ MASTERCARD

❏ VISA

Zip
❏ AMERICAN EXPRESS

Number: ______________________________________ Exp. Date: __________

INDIVIDUAL ISSUE ORDERS
Current issue = $6.00 • With classy ad placed = $5.00
Back Issues = $7.00 (must indicate exact issue by month or vol. #)

DISTRIBUTION
❏ We have a marine-oriented business/yacht club in California
which will distribute copies of Latitude 38.
(Please fill out your name and address and mail it to the address below.
Distribution will be supplied upon approval.)

❏ Please send me further information for distribution outside California
Business Name

Type of Business

Address
City
County

State

Zip

Phone Number

Latitude 38
"we go where the wind blows"

Publisher/Exec. Editor .......Richard Spindler ........ richard@latitude38.com ....ext. 111
Assoc. Publisher/Ad Rep...John Arndt ................. john@latitude38.com ........ext. 108
Managing Editor ................John Riise .................. johnr@latitude38.com .......ext. 110
Senior Editor .....................Andy Turpin ............... andy@latitude38.com........ext. 112
Editorial Staff ....................LaDonna Bubak.......... ladonna@latitude38.com ...ext. 109
General Manager ...............Colleen Levine............ colleen@latitude38.com ....ext. 102
Display Advertising ...........Shawn Grassman ....... shawn@latitude38.com .....ext. 107
Classifieds .........................Mary Briggs ............... class@latitude38.com .......ext. 104
Production/Web ................Christine Weaver ........ chris@latitude38.com .......ext. 103
Production/Photos ............Annie Bates-Winship.. annie@latitude38.com .......ext. 106
Bookkeeping .....................Helen Nichols ............. helen@latitude38.com .......ext. 101
Directions to our office ....................................................................................press 4
Subscriptions ................................................................................................press 1,4
Classified ..........................class@latitude38.com .........................................press 1,1
Distribution .......................distribution@latitude38.com ...............................press 1,5
Editorial .............................editorial@latitude38.com ....................................press 1,6
Calendar ............................calendar@latitude38.com
Other email .......................general@latitude38.com......Website: www.latitude38.com

15 Locust Avenue, Mill Valley, CA 94941 • (415) 383-8200 Fax: (415) 383-5816
Please address all correspondence by person or department name
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Sell your boat here…
customers waiting!
NEW!

CATALINA 34 Mk
Mk II

CATALINA 350

CATALINA 36 Mk
Mk II

CATALINA 400

CATALINA 387

CATALINA 42 Mk II

CATALINA 440

CATALINA 470

CATALINA 309

OPEN BOAT WEEKEND

•

JUNE 10 & 11

Dyna 55, 2000

C&C 38, 1979

Catalina 380, 1998

Catalina 36, 2000

Hunter 42CC, 1993

Catalina 42, 1996

!
ose from
6 to cho

NEW CATALINA YACHTS
Catalina 470
Catalina Morgan 440
Catalina 387
Catalina 350
Catalina 309 (New model)
PREOWNED CATALINA YACHTS
Catalina 470
2003 325,000
Catalina 42 MkII 2004 228,500

Catalina 42 MkII
Catalina 387
Catalina 380
Catalina 36
Catalina 36
Catalina 36
Catalina 36
Catalina 36
Catalina 350

1070 Marina Village Pkwy., Suite 104
Alameda, CA 94501

T: 510.523.6730 • F: 510.523.3041

1996
2004
1998
1987
2000
2000
1985
1983
2003

147,000
199,955
145,000
59,500
120,000
135,000
55,000
53,000
159,000

Catalina 34
1989
49,900
Catalina 34
1987
56,900
Catalina 320
2002
99,000
Catalina 27
1984
17,500
PREOWNED SAILING YACHTS
Hunter 42CC
1993 159,500
Beneteau 390
1993
88,500
Cavalier 39
1985
74,000
C&C 38 Mk II
1979
59,900

Pearson 37
1989
65,000
Hunter 36
2004 125,000
C&C 34
1982
41,000
Beneteau 331
2004 119,000
Hunter 326
2002
65,000
Nonsuch 30
1982
57,500
PREOWNED MOTOR YACHTS
Dyna 55 MY
2000 595,000

View our New Yachts Showroom
and our Brokerage Listings at:

www.faralloneyachts.com

41 Liberty Ship Way
Sausalito, CA 94965

(415) 331-5020

50' BENETEAU OCEANIS 510
1993 • $174,500

www.McGrathYachts.com
78'
53'
51'
45'
42'
40'
39'
38'
36'

47' TAYANA
1990 • $280,000

80'
53'
49'
49'
46'
46'
44'
42'
42'

SAIL
CUSTOM HERESHOFF, 1990 .............. $249,000
NORSEMAN, 1987 ............................ $574,500
MORGAN YACHT, 1974 ..........................SOLD
LEOPARD, 1998................................. $289,000
HUNTER, 2001..........................................SOLD
OLSON, 1983 ...................................... $74,500
X-119, 1990 ....................................... $119,500
BENETEAU, 1999................................ $138,500
CATALINA, 1998 .................................. $95,000
POWER
SAN LORENZO, 1993/2003............ $2,175,000
HATTERAS YACHTFISH, 1978 ............. $299,000
HAMPTON TRI-CABIN, 2000 ............. $450,000
DEFEVER PILOTHOUSE, 1983 ............ $259,900
VIKING, 1996..................................... $469,500
ALASKAN, 1970 ................................ $139,000
CARVER 444, 2001 ........................... $367,000
CALIFORNIAN, 1979 ......................... $135,000
PT, 1986 ............................................. $142,000

40'
40'
40'
39'
38'
38'
36'
34'
34'
32'
32'
32'
28'
28'
28'
27'
27'
26'
22'

BELL MARINE KHA SHING, 1982......... $99,000
HERSHINE, 1982 ................................ $119,500
MERIDIAN, 2004................................ $399,650
CALIFORNIAN 39 SL ......................... $289,000
BAYLINER, 1990 ................................... $89,000
SEA RAY, 2004 ................................... $289,000
HERITAGE, 2000 ................................ $185,000
TOLLYCRAFT, 1987 ............................ $120,000
JOHN HENRY, 2001 ........................... $149,000
UNIFLITE, 1976 ..................................... $26,500
BAYLINER, 1987 ................................... $62,000
GRAND BANKS, 1986 ....................... $148,900
BERTRAM, 1978 ................................... $45,000
FAIRLINE, 1987 .................................... $38,000
PRO SPORTS 2860, 2002 ..................... $88,000
PRO LINE, 2001 ................................... $69,950
SEA SPORT, 1997 ................................. $65,000
TOLLYCRAFT, 1977 .............................. $24,500
PACIFIC 22 CUSTOM ............................... NEW

43' TA SHING TASWELL CUTTER
1992 • $249,000

43' SLOCUM
1986 • $198,000

39' CROWTHER SPINDRIFT CATAMARAN
1980 • $69,500

38' MORGAN
1982 • $79,500

36' CATALINA
1984 • $49,950

35' C&C
1984 • $63,700

31' HUNTER
1999 • $54,500

30' WYLIE CAT
1997 • $105,000

24' PACIFIC SEACRAFT
2002 • $98,000
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OPEN BOAT
WEEKEND
June 10-11

PR

BOAT YEAR
OF
THE

OD

NOW STANDARD ON ALL
TARTANS AND C&Cs
• Carbon Spar
• Epoxy Hull
• 15-Year Hull
Warranty

ON
CR
UI

TA
RT
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3

TI

40

0

UC
2 0 0 6

SE
R3
1’36
’

3400
ON OUR DOCKS NOW, READY
FOR YOU TO SEE AND SAIL AWAY!
TARTAN NEW5100 • 4400 • 4100 • 3700 • 3500 • NEW3400

NEW 2006 C&C 115
BOAT YEAR
OF
THE

ST

SAILING

ER
AL

2 0 0 5
6

L,

60' Mapleleaf Pilothouse, '87
Stunning, turnkey. $475,000

CE

C&

RA

• Epoxy hull – standard

15

OV

• Novis carbon fiber mast – standard

C1

BE

• One design specs

R/
CR

sistership

UI
SE
R

• 15-year hull warranty – standard
• Doyle race sail package

Ready to race and cruise – Take delivery immediately

Don't do anything until
you see the C&C 115

C&C 121 • C&C 115 • C&C 110 • C&C 99
ck

r do

at ou

Re d

C&C 38 MkIII, 1986. Swift performance racer/ 41' Pearson Rhodes sloop, 1965. Imcruiser. Impec. cond. Well equipped. $87,900 maculate, $150,000 total refit. $65,000
New

Listi

ng

uced

CSY 44, 1980
$105,000

Tanton 43 Cat Ketch, 1984
$145,000

Compac 25, 2005. Diesel,
wheel steering. $59,000

Hunter 28.5, 1986
Great shape, ready to sail. $21,950

Catalina 250........................... $21,500
Islander 28, 1976 ................... $18,500
Catalina 30, 1981 ................... $18,500

Freedom Cat Sloop, 1984 ....Pending
CS 33 Sloop, 1981 ................. $27,900
C&C 37, 1985 ........................Pending

Islander 36, 1980
Diesel, liferaft.
$52,500

SISTERSHIP

Tartan 4100, 2001
Like new! Lots of equipment.
Asking $285,000
uce
Red

40' Islander Peterson, '83
Pacific Cup ready. $89,900

d

Tartan C&C Yachts of San Francisco
1070 Marina Village Parkway, Suite 102, Alameda, CA 94501
Pacific Seacraft Voyager, 2001
It's turnkey for $449,500

(510) 769-9400
www.yachtworld.com/tccsf

GO
LISTI OD
NEEDNGS
ED

C&C 115, 2005. Complete. Thousands
below replacement. Pending.
June, 2006 •
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B A L L E N A B A Y
YACHT BROKERS

1150 Ballena Blvd. #121, Alameda, CA 94501 ✦ (510) 865-8600 ✦ Fax (510) 865-5560
2736 Shelter Island Drive, San Diego, CA 92106 ✦ (619) 523-1151
Victoria@ballenabayyachts.com ✦ www.ballenabayyachts.com ✦ www.trawlers.com ✦ www.yachtworld.com/ballenabay

Your California Nordic Tugs Center ✦ New and Used Nordic Tugs
Cruise Comfortably at 8 Knots/2 GPH ✦ Top Speed 16+ Knots
Safe and Reliable Diesel Power ✦ Bright, Spacious Engine Room

NORDIC TUGS 42

Hand built
in the USA

SNUG
NUG, WARM
ARM
PILOTHOUSE
ILOTHOUSE

NORDIC 37

1,000 NM
RANGE

42' NORDIC TUG, 2003. Ordered
and equipped by a knowledgeable
yachtsman for cruising the Pacific
and the Sea of Cortez. $489,000

37' NORDIC TUG, 2005.
Just listed. Great lines & lineage.
Like new. Only 112 hours.
$390,000.

32' NORDIC TUG, NEW. A Nordic
Tug is your best investment with one
of the highest resale values of any
yacht. MSRP $233,500.

36' KLAUS BRIEN CROSS TRI, '96
In La Paz, the Sea of Cortez is
waiting for you. $55,000

36' CATALINA Mk I, 1988
Popular cruiser
$60,000

35' BABA, 1979
Traditional bluewater cruiser.
Call for details. $75,000

Check our Web sites for other fine listings!
Page 16 •
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American Marine 50, 1969
$129,000

D

CITY
UCE

RED

Sunseeker Camargue 44, 1998
$359,000
UCE

SISTERSHIP

AND
T H E

RED

Sceptre 41, 1982
$149,000

D

Ingrid 38 Cutter, 1989
$79,900

Downeast 41 Pilothouse, 1981
$55,000

D

37' Beneteau 370, 1991
$84,000
UCE

RED

D

SISTERSHIP

37' Tayana Cutter Rig, 1977
$79,000

Californian Aft Cabin 36, 1983
$99,500
UCE

RED

36' Pearson 365, 1979
$47,500

Hunter Sloop 37, 1980
$28,000

D

Chris Craft Commander 35, 1969
$28,000

Canadian Sailcraft 34, 1990
$69,000

San Francisco's yacht broker since 1969
10 MARINA BLVD. • SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94123 • PHONE (415) 567-8880
FAX (415) 567-6725 • email sales@citysf.com • website http://yachtworld.com/cityyachts
PLEASE VISIT OUR FUEL DOCK AT GASHOUSE COVE MARINA • OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK • 9AM TO 5PM
June, 2006 •
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2330 Shelter Island Dr. # 207
San Diego, CA 92106
yachtfinders@earthlink.net
www.yachtfinders.biz

(619) 224-2349 • Fax (619) 224-4692
1984 PASSPORT 51

D
LISTE
JUST

The owner has enhanced this
vessel for long voyages including
390-gallon fuel capacity, an
efficient watermaker, a separate
generator and large refrigerator/
freezer capacities, making her
independent of shore facilities.
Truly set up for a couple to handle.
With in-boom main furling and
roller furling headsails, all sails
can be set and trimmed from
the cockpit. Asking $299,000.

UCE

RED

2002 HUNTER 410

D

Desirable options include an
integrated onboard PC navigation
system with a harness to run
navigation software that's a direct
input to the ship's computer, an
upgraded dripless packing gland,
roller furling main and jib, and allpurpose electric winch. Equipment
list includes radar, autopilot and
interfaced navigation. Easy to
board with a walk-through transom.
Shows as new! Asking $184,500.

go
San Die
Now in

48' CT KETCH, '77
$99,900
Currently berthed in Ensenada. Call us to make
arrangements to see her.

40' WINTHROP WARNER, '42 $ 3 8 , 5 0 0
Adored by all her owners, Astral has had a
storybook life, and she's ready to sail today.

39' SEALORD, '85
$94,500
Robust and nicely finished with excellent
sailing characteristics. At our docks.

38' CATALINA, '84
$49,900
Owner says, "Must sell!" Come see her before
someone tells you about the one that got away.

36' ERICSON CRUISING 36, '82 $59,900
The flush deck provides sure footing topsides
and more volume for accommodations below.

35' CHEOY LEE, '79
$54,800
With some time and maintenance, she would
be perfect for wintering in Mexico.

34' BENETEAU OCEANIS 350, '91 $69,000
Ready to go toward sunny climes with her new
dodger and bimini and polished decks.

30' CATALINA, '81
$22,900
Very stable and easy to sail. 6'3" headroom,
sleeps 7, lots of storage. Great boat, great price.

BRITISH
MARINE
and INDUSTRIAL

#11 Embarcadero Cove
Oakland, CA 94606

(800) 400-2757
(510) 534-2757

Conveniently located on the Oakland Estuary - 2 blocks from West Marine

r

Summe

The New Martin 242 Has Arrived!

Haulouts for
Bottom Painting
Small yard offers specialized service.

Servicing
California
Marine and
Industrial
Engines
Perkins
Authorized
Master Service
Dealer
SALES
SERVICE
PARTS

NEW

Perkins DIESELS
er
Summ L
A
SPECI

MARINE
DIESELS

10% OFF

ON BOARD REPAIR KITS • OVERHAUL KITS
Mention this ad ~ Good until 6/30/06

www.britishmarine-usa.com

We ship worldwide

FULL SERVICE BOATYARD
Page 18 •
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MG Marine has painstakingly pored over every
detail to re-manufacture the
best day-racer out there:
a competitive one design at an affordable price.
With its large cockpit, roller-furling jib and ultralight design, it is comfortable, fast, and easy to sail.

Check out the video at
www.m242yachtsusa.com
or call (310) 645-0196 for a test sail.

Golden Gate Yacht Sales

2002 Schumacher Custom
$699,000

1987 Sabre 38
$179,000

1996 Sabre 402
$249,000

1984 Soverel 33
$38,500

1977 Newport 30
$17,500

DING

PEN

1986 Express 37
$79,000

DEALER
ur
g to o mmer!
n
i
m
Co this su
s
dock

Allison Lehman, Bill Erkelens and Steve
Dold have combined years of unbeatable
experience to create a first class, full service
yacht sales facility. Call us today.

(415) 332-2120 • 301 Harbor Drive, Sausalito, CA 94965 • www.yachtworld.com/ggys/html

Sail & Power

NEW OFFICE IN MARINA MAZATLAN!
Ray Watson & Jeannette
ph: 011 52 (669) 913-3165
fax: 011 52 (669) 916-5015
email: Mazmarine@aol.com

Marine
Center

Centro
Marino

PUERTO VALLARTA
Nick Rau
ph: 011 52 (322) 297-2249
email: PVyachts@aol.com

s.a. de c.v.

Pv Yachts

Largest Selections of Boats in Mexico,
more than 60 boats to choose from.

Financial and titling transactions conducted in the U.S.
Tax savings on offshore sale; contact us for details.
Reasonable shipping methods.

Check our website, www.mazmarine.com, for Full Specs, Equipment Inventory and Photos
Size
86
80
53
51
50
50
48
48
46
46
46
46
45
45
45
45
44
44
44
44
43
43
42
42

Brand/Model
Staysail Schooner
Custom Motorsailer
Amel Mango Ctr Ketch
Formosa Ketch PH
Force Venice Ctr/Ktch
Hudson Pilothouse Ketch
Tayana Deck Saloon
CT Cutter Ketch
Hunter 460 Ctr Slp
Jeanneau Sloop
Formosa Peterson CC Slp
Beneteau 45f5
Noble Yachts Custom CC
Jeanneau Sloop
Formosa Peterson CC Slp
Columbia Sloop
Nelson Marek Sloop
Formosa Cutter
Hylas Cutter Sloop
Miller 44 CC Cutter
Beneteau 432 Sloop
Spindrift Ctr PH + 15k slip
Valiant Cutter Sloop
Catalina Sloop

Year
1970
1987
1981
1979
1987
1979
2001
1977
2000
1998
1978
1990
2005
1998
1978
1972
1989
1987
1986
1980
1987
1981
1994
1992

Price Loc.
100,000 MAZ
850,000 PV
225,000 PV
179,000 MZ
219,000 PV
167,500 MZ
450,000 PV
165,000 PV
235,000 MZ
225,000 PV
79,000 PV
139,000 PV
195,000 PV
225,000 PV
79,000 PV
69,000 PV
80,000 PV
179,000 MZ
188,500 WA
148,000 MZ
99,000 PV
100,000 MZ
319,000 PV
79,000 PV

Size
42
42
41
41
41
41
40
40
40
40
40
39
38
38
37
37
36
36
36
36
36
36
35
35

Brand/Model
Passport Cutter
Pearson 424 Ketch
Morgan OI Classic
Jeanneau Sun Legend
Islander Freeport Ketch
Formosa Yankee Clipper Ktch
Jeanneau Sun Fast Sloop
Baba Cutter
Ta Shing Panda Cutter
Hardin Sea Wolf Ketch
Valiant Cutter Sloop
Sweden 390 Ctr Slp
Ericson 200 Sloop
Morgan 382 Sloop
Tayana Cutter
Tayana Ketch
Chung Hwa Magellan Ketch
Oceanic
Chung Hwa Magellan Ketch
Westerly Conway Ketch
Ericson Cruising Cutter
Columbia Sloop
Ericson MK III (Deal Pdng)
Fuji Ketch

Year
1985
1979
1989
1986
1977
1974
2002
1983
1983
1978
1976
2001
1986
1979
1976
1975
1979
1978
1977
1976
1976
1969
1982
1974

Price Loc.
189,000 MZ
99,000 PV
110,000 PV
89,000 PV
64,900 MZ
94,500 SD
189,000 PV
159,000 PV
159,000 PV
92,000 MZ
140,000 Sea
315,000 PV
65,000 PV
59,900 MZ
85,000 PV
89,000 MZ
53,000 MZ
59,000 PV
62,500 MZ
45,000 MZ
49,900 MZ
13,000 MZ
65,000 PV
65,000 MZ

Size
35
33
30
30

Brand/Model
Piver Catamaran
Pearson 10 Meter
Ta Shing Baba Cutter
Simpson-Wild Retractabe Tri

Power
71 Custom Passenger MY
55 Ocean Alexander MK I
52 Hatteras Convertible Sprfshq
48 Bluewater Coastal
46 Lien Hwa Motoryacht Cockpt
46 Hatteras Conv Sprtfsh
45 CHB Sedan
41 President Sundeck
38 Californian Aft Cabin Trawler
37 C&L Marine Trawler
36 Blackfin Sportfisher
34 Sea Ray Sundancer
34' Silverton Sportfish Convertible
33 Knight & Carver
29 Bayliner Sundancer 290
27 Skipjack Cuddy Sportfisher
20 MasterCraft Powermaster
19 Sea Swirl Cuddy w/trailer

Year
1970
1976
1985
1970
1980
1981
1984
1991
1987
1977
1981
1987
1975
1978
1988
1987
2004
1997
1993
1985
1997
1994

Price Loc.
11,000 MZ
39,000 MZ
77,900 MZ
18,000 MZ
199,000
425,000
349,999
172,000
169,000
250,000
169,000
139,000
120,000
49,000
155,000
44,900
249,000
97,500
49,800
34,000
17,000
9,000

MZ
PV
PV
PV
PV
PV
MZ
PV
PV
MZ
PV
PV
PV
MZ
PV
PV
PV
MZ

“Don’t mess with it!”
Our roller furlers require literally NO MAINTENANCE,
and are proven trouble-free in the harshest ocean environment.
Visit our web site or call for a color brochure
to find out more.

Simply Better Because It’s Simple!

In central Marin, close to the Delta & Golden Gate
Family owned & operated since 1948

Call, fax or order on-line
Toll-free 877.SPINTEC
Fax 530.268-9060
www.spin-tec.com

• 25'-65' berths
• Best rates this side of the Bay – $6.50 per foot
• Friendly and warm environment, out of the fog
• Recently dredged (thanks Western Dock!)
• Whole Foods & Trader Joe's nearby
• Large, 2 bed, 2 bath waterfront home available to rent
at the marina

(415) 454-7595
Cutaways show inner assembly
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40 Pt. San Pedro Rd., San Rafael, CA 94901
Harbor Office: M-F 9:15-4:15

Sail • BROKERS • Power
Phone (562) 594-9716 Fax (562) 594-0710

6400 Marina Dr., Long Beach, CA 90803

48' HANS CHRISTIAN CUTTERS, '88/'89.
Both world cruise vets. Center cockpit and aft
cockpit. Call for specifications. From $369,000.

40' SCHOCK SLOOP, '01. New carbon fiber
mast, canting keel, new sails, trailer.
$159,000.

NEW 105Mc – GEMINI, 2006
Best selling cruising catamaran in the U.S.!
$147,500.

JOR
MA CTION
U
D
E
R

41' NELSON MAREK SLOOP, '83.
New LP, big sail inventory, fast race/cruise.
PHRF 60. $68,500.

43' BENETEAU, '88. Bow to stern refurb '05.
New sails, electronics, wiring, rigging,
canvas. Call for complete specs. $119,500.

46' MORGAN NELSON MAREK, '85.
Offshore cockpit, 2 double cabins,
swimstep transom. $105,000.

33' MASON CUTTER, '85. Quality craftsmanship throughout this family cruiser. Beautiful woods, complete cruise
inventory. Green hull, beautiful teak decks. $89,000.

57' BOWMAN CC KETCH, '78. 110hp Perkins,
new dark blue LP, cruise electronics, 3 staterooms,
inflatable, OB, VacuFlush heads. $249,000.

38' ERICSON SLOOP, 1984.
New North main, Harken genoa furling.
Bottom paint '05. $69,500

Web site: www.yachtworld.com /fcyachts

•

NEW

email: flyingcloud@verizon.net
G
TIN

LIS

43' & 38' HANS CHRISTIAN TRADITIONALS.
Both boats have a complete cruise inventory. Excellent maintenance. From $99,500.

45' NOBLE STEEL SCHNR, '90. Corten steel hull &
deck, Forespar masts, 50 hp Perkins, inverter, solar panels, watermaker, ProFurl furling. $250,000.

46' BOWMAN KETCH, '72.
New Perkins diesel, newer spars, complete
refit 00/05, new sails. $180,000.
0
,50
$67
NOW

35' CORONADO, '72. Clean, classic!
New cockpit bimini, full enclosure,
and steering. Harken furling. $35,000.
G
TIN
LIS
NEW

33' MORGAN. Head/holding tank '06. New stove,
water heater, mast step, spreaders, mast wiring
'05. Hull & deck painted with LP '02. $19,900.

41' CT KETCH, '75. Classic Garden design.
Rebuilt interior with larger galley and
navigation station. $89,500.

MORGAN 41 OUTISLAND SLOOP, '74
'99 Yanmar 50hp, generator, wind generator,
solar panels, 3 inverters, new hardwood floors.

36' CATALINA SLOOP, '86. One owner, beautifully maintained! Hood furling, new genoa,
Honda generator, canvas for all wood. $59,500.

D
UCE
RED

JOR
MA CTION
U
RED

30' NEWPORT SLOOP, '79. New refrigeration, full
epoxy bottom, custom dodger, sail covers and
cockpit cushions. Tabernacled mast. $22,000.

39' CAL SLOOP, '78/79. New upholstery,
Quantum genoa, Profurl furling,
CNG stove, rebuilt engine. $62,000.
G
TIN
LIS
NEW

44' FARR RACING SLOOP. Extensive refit '05.
New engine. KVH Sailcom '05, 3 digital displays,
mega sail inventory, 2 new spinns. $89,500.

30' HUNTER SLOOP, '88. Yanmar diesel,
walk-through transom, tabernacled mast,
furling. Beautiful teak interior. $33,500.

35' CORONADO SLOOP, '72.
Excellent condition, new diesel, two
staterooms. $35,000.

36' C&C SLOOP, '81.
Clean, good sails and equipment, FAST.
$58,500.

30' CATALINA SLOOPS AVAILABLE.
New sails, LP, race/cruise, all diesels.
Call for specifications. From $22,500.

39' ANDREWS SLOOP, '85.
Race/cruise. UK main, genoa. Hull and deck
painted with LP in '03. $29,500.

Some boats shown may be sisterships.
June, 2006 •
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BOATS

Sistership

NEW LISTING! J/120 1999 "Baraka"
$240,000

NEW LISTING! J-160 1999 Ruffian
$829,000

J-46 2001 "Sequoia"
$489,000.

FEATURED LISTINGS

J/120 2000 "Secrets"
Well Maintained Never Been Raced. $249,000
53' J/160, '00, Maitri................................ SOLD $789,000
53' J/160, '99, Ruffian ..........................................829,000
48' J/145, '03, Stark Raving Mad .............. SOLD 689,000
46' J/46', '01, Sequoia .........................................489,000
43' J/130, '93, Wreaking Havoc ...........................185,000
43' J/130, '96, Argonanta .......................... SOLD 239,000
43' Mason ketch, '81, Tiramisu ............................ 112,000
42' Renzo PT Runner 4.0, '05 ....................................Call
42' Renzo Express 4.0, '06 .........................................Call
41' Beneteau 411, '00, Southern Cross .... SOLD 160,000

J/160 2000 "Maitri"
One of the Finest Equipped J/160s Ever Built.$789,000
35' J/105, '01, Jim ............................ New Listing 122,000

40' Aqua Pro Raider 1200, '04, GR Tender .........179,000

35' J/105, '03, Flambuoyant............. New Listing 126,000

40' Islander Peterson, '82, Trivial Pursuit ..............87,000

35' J/105, '01, Trickster ............................. SOLD 117,000

40' Farr 40, '98, Empress ....................................135,000

35' J/105, '02, Hibiscuss ......................................127,000

40' J/120, '99, Baraka ..........................................240,000

34' Ericson, '88, Annie G ............................ SOLD 50,000

40' J/120, '00, Secrets .........................................249,000

33' J/100, '04, Jimmy J ............................. SOLD 139,000

39' CM1200/NM 39, '95, Velocity ..........................84,500

32' B-32, '95, IOTA ............................ New Listing 49,000

37' Pacific Seacraft, '93, Esprit II .............. SOLD 130,000

30' J/92, '93, Zippy............................. New Listing 55,000

35' J/109, '04, C'est Jolie .....................................209,000

29' Zulu, '84, Zulu ....................................... SOLD 25,000

35' J/105, '01, Hay Viento ................ New Listing 117,000

22' Aqua Pro Raider 665, '04 ............. New Listing 48,500

Sell your boat with us we are always looking for quality listings.

Net

ia
n
r
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– San Diego

www.yachtworld.com/sailcalsandiego

Introducing our
latest line of Yachts…

2330 Shelter Island Dr. #106
San Diego, CA 92106
PH: (619) 224-6200 • FAX: (619) 224-6278

Jeff Brown John Bohne Ken Bertino

www.rivoltamarine.com
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Product
of the Month

9

$

99

Optronics

1,000,000 CANDLEPOWER
RECHARGEABLE SPOTLIGHT
• Handheld portable spotlight features
55W quartz halogen bulb; includes
110V and 12V chargers

SAVE

10

$

Model 7907546 Reg. 19.99

ICOM

M422
SUBMERSIBLE
DSC VHF

Poly-planar inc.

Uniden

MRD60 TRULY WATERTIGHT
AM/FM/CD PLAYER

VOYAGER VHF
RADIO

• 180 watts (45 x 4) of audio power and
16 FM/12 AM presets
• Marine coated circuitry & watertight front
panel resist the elements
• Controls MCD 6 CD changer

• World’s smallest VHF is
only 2-1/2"W x 4"L x 3/4"D
• Li-Ion battery lasts up to 12 hours
• Shockproof, vibration-proof, and
submersible to JIS 7 standards

• All the options you want in a
space-saving package
• Built-in hailer, jumbo LCD screen, NMEA
in/out, Class D DSC, Force 5 exclusive
audio and COMMANDMIC expandability
• Features dual/tri scan capability and
integrated weather alert/scanner,
Mfr. rated IPX 7 waterproof

Model 2605087

Model 7873979

389
20% OFF

Model 6885735

$

$

99

169

19999
SAVE $9

99

$

SAVE $5

Starbrite

PREMIUM MARINE
POLISH WITH PTEF™
• Protects fiberglass, metal
and painted surfaces
• PTEFTM finish repels dirt,
stains and salt
• 16oz. and 32oz. sizes
Ref. Model 437707
Reg. 20.99

1679

$

Z-Spar

2015
FLAGSHIP
VARNISH
• Offers the highest
UV protection available
• Can be built up to many coats
for a deep, mirror-like finish
• Not for use below the waterline; Quarts
Model 382499 Reg. 32.99

2799/qt.

$

HoseCoil

50' SELF-COILING
WASHDOWN HOSE KIT
• High-flow hoses clean the filthiest
decks and stow compactly
• UV-protected polyurethane with
3/4" solid brass fittings
• Include 7-pattern spray nozzle
Model 5136312 Reg. 38.99

2999

$

1-800-BOATING • westmarine.com
Page 24 •
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20% OFF

Raymarine

Titan

S1 WHEEL PILOT
• A wheelpilot with the
convenience of a below-deck system

PRIMARY FLOATING
WINCH HANDLES

20% OFF

New England Ropes

STA-SET X POLYESTER
DOUBLE BRAID

• LCD shows the pilot status and repeats
up to seven pages of user-defined
navigation data from your ST60 system

• Light and strong—these reinforced
nylon handles won't chip gel coat
when dropped
• Glass-filled handle halves are
welded for rigidity
• Lifetime warranty against breakage

• A low stretch, all-polyester
line that’s excellent for all
running-rigging applications
• Parallel fiber core with braided cover
• Stretch: 1.6% at 15% of
breaking strength

Model 7846157

Ref. Model 551697 Reg. 37.99

Ref. Model 221341 Reg. 0.40/ft.

• Fully enclosed MkII wheel-drive for
simple installation and below deck
autopilot performance

1219

$

99

From

Save $20 with

mail-in rebate!

30

39

Special Buy!
save over $35

From

32¢/ft.

20% OFF

West Marine

PRESPLICED
DOUBLE BRAID
DOCK LINES
Jabsco

Taylor Made® Products

MANUAL HEAD
• Reliable, compact design
• Smooth surfaces for easy cleaning
• Base assembly is fully skirted
Model 360313 Reg. 139.99

119

$

99 AFTER

BIG B FENDER THREE-PACK
• Value-priced package contains three
8" x 20" Big B fenders for the best
protection at the most savings!
Model 7036874 Reg. 127.99

8999

$

REBATE

MUST PRESENT THIS AD!

to get the Sale Prices* shown. Specials in this ad not combinable with any other offer. Sale Prices good June 1–July 4, 2006

• Easy-to-handle line
stays flexible throughout
its service life
• Choose from
3/8"–5/8"dia.,
15'–35'L and breaking
strengths of 4,700lb.–13,500lb.
• Professionally spliced 12" eye
Ref. Model 5528757 Reg. 15.99

From

1279

For colored line, tensile strength may
be reduced by up to 15%.

*Cashier please ring through as POV using item discount, reason code “Event”.
Product descriptions, typographic, price or photographic mistakes are unintentional and subject to correction.

1-800-BOATING • westmarine.com
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"The most complete and efficient boat yard around."

SAVE A BUNDLE THIS SPRING!
Haul Out Sale

50% OFF
When we sand and
paint the bottom
of your boat.

Your Best Haul Out Value
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED*
* PLEASE SEE KKMI.COM FOR GUARANTEE DETAILS

((510) 235-5564 • fax: 235-4664
yard@kkmi.com • www. kkmi.com
530 W. Cutting Blvd. • Pt. Richmond, CA 94804

ARE YOU PAYING $8, $9, OR $10
PER FOOT FOR BERTHING?
Now is a great opportunity to own your slip paying far less and enjoying the special camaraderie of
belonging to a quality yacht club. Slips are also available for rent.
Marin Yacht Club, in sunny San Rafael,
is a gated, private club with abundant
parking and dry boat storage.
Enjoy our marvelous facilities with
your family:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Slips 36 Feet to 80 Feet
Bocce Ball Court
Tennis Courts
Spacious Lawn and Picnic Area
Pool and Spa
Gracious Dining Room
Come Visit Our Protected Harbor

Call (415) 453-9366 or see our website at www.marinyachtclub.com
Page 26 •
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Dark Horse
for sale

Ohlson 38 Masthead Sloop ~ Cutter Rig ~ $187,500
The Swedish architect, Einar Ohlson, designed the Ohlson 38 in 1967. The Tyler Boat Company of England
molded it to Lloyd’s specs. Of moderate displacement, it is built of solid (non-cored) fiberglass, with 14 full-length
foam-filled fiberglass stringers to strengthen the hull. Dark Horse is hull #P122, finished by Brodernia Ohlson AB.
Advantages of this boat for shorthanded offshore sailing include:
• Good stability range (134 degrees)
• Large foretriangle can accommodate an inner staysail
• Swept forefoot for collision resistance
• Well-balanced hull with small, skeg-hung rudder
• Excellent upwind abilities for a cruiser
There are fewer than a
handful of Ohlson 38s
on the West Coast. This
one has been completely
restored and rigged for
singlehanded sailing, as
described in the July 2004 issue of Latitude 38.
Dark Horse’s replacement value has been
appraised at $250,000.
LOA 37’6” LWL 26’6” Beam 10’3” Draft 5’6”
All new Egyptian Dacron sails from Port Townsend Sails.
All new standing and running rigging done by Svendsen’s Boat Yard.
New Schaefer roller furling genoa and staysail.
1994 Yanmar 3GM30F diesel with less than 100 hours on the meter.
30 gals diesel. 50 gals water. Fiberglass tanks, in excellent condition.
Located in the San Francisco Bay Area.

Interested buyers can check out full specs & more photos at

www.frequentlywrong.com/boat.html

(510) 521-9268
Courtesy to Brokers!

"The most complete and efficient boat yard around."

SAVE A BUNDLE THIS SPRING!
Discount Prices

All Rigging
Including Line, Wire, Rod,
Blocks & Hardware
For professional installation
and unbeatable prices,
call us today.

LOW PRICE GUARANTEED*
* PLEASE SEE KKMI.COM FOR GUARANTEE DETAILS

Available in
Northern California

Compac 25, 2005
$85,000

Compac 35, 2006
$203,000

(619) 295-9669
www.californiayachtsales.com
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((510) 235-5564 • fax: 235-4664
yard@kkmi.com • www. kkmi.com
530 W. Cutting Blvd. • Pt. Richmond, CA 94804

Along with a great place to berth
your boat, San Leandro Marina
offers you a wealth of
recreational opportunities…
• 27 holes of championship golf
• A waterfront hotel
• Fine dining at 2 restaurants
overlooking the water
• 40 acres of shoreline park and
picnic sites
• 300 acres of tidal wetlands on the
Bay Trail
• 2 active yacht clubs

(510) 357-7447

www.ci.san-leandro.ca.us/slmarina.html

BOATING GEAR

BLOWOUT
SALE!

SAVE
UP TO

MARINE UPHOLSTERY & INTERIORS

50

%

June 15th – 25th!
Shop early for best selection!
20% Off Blue Tags
30% Off Yellow Tags
40% Off Orange Tags

NEW markdown!
50% Off Red Tags
Electronics 20% Off
current clearance prices!*
*Color tag discounts not applicable

OAKLAND BARGAIN CENTER
2200 Livingston Street • (510) 532-5230
This location only.
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PROFESSIONAL
DESIGN
SERVICES
INCLUDE
CUSTOM
carpeting
cushions
designer fabrics
draperies
linens
upholstery

NEW AGENT FOR

Deborah Wright

510 .908.3939
2900 Main Street, #67, Alameda, CA 94501 • wwdesignz@hotmail.com

Quality
People
Quality
Service

Install it
For You!
Let Us

We’ve got the Bay Area covered!

Pt. Richmond

The largest selection
of marine electronics!
• Radar Systems

Sausalito
San Francisco Bay

• GPS/Chartplotters
Alameda

• Autopilots
• Fishfinders
• Radios
• Antennas
• Windlass
• Charging Systems
• Audio & Video
• Satellite Systems
• Email

Pt. RIchmond-(510) 236-2781
Ron Romaine, Service Manager
Specializing in complex electronic
installations and performance charging systems. Deep water slips to
service your Boat.
Sausalito-(415) 332-5096
Tony Backer, Service Manager
Complete project management for all
of your high-end installations. Years of
experience, and a true understanding
of boaters needs.

Alameda-(510) 769-8425
Kawika Ruddle, Service Manager
Providing solutions for boaters;
great product knowedge and
assortment. No Job too big or
too small.

June, 2006 •
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"The most complete and efficient boat yard around."

SAVE A BUNDLE THIS SPRING!
Discount Prices

All Engines
Call Us For Professional
Service & Installation

Authorized Dealers & Trained Technicians For:

((510) 235-5564 • fax: 235-4664
yard@kkmi.com • www. kkmi.com
530 W. Cutting Blvd. • Pt. Richmond, CA 94804

the

43rd annual

Trans Tahoe
Regatta
July 7-9

www.hfradio.com
www.waypoints.com
Your source for books, charts, software, navigation equipment,
marine radio, offshore email, and satellite communication
Waypoint
o

H.F. Radio On Board

o

lat: 37 46.61' N lon: 122 15.01' W

Nautical Books, Software, Charts, and More!
(510) 769-1547

Communication is our business!
(510) 814-8888

1813 Clement Avenue - Alameda Marina, Bldg. 24
info@waypoints.com - info@hfradio.com
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Info:
(530) 581-4700
www.tahoeyc.com

hosted by
Tahoe Yacht
Club

Experience a Tahoe
racing tradition…

Friday – Practice & Party
Saturday – Trans Tahoe Race
Sunday – Lakeside BBQ

CUSTOM DOCK LINES
MADE TO MEASURE DOCK LINES
SNUBBERS & CUSTOM SPLICING
16 DIFFERENT COLORS AVAILABLE
OR CREATE YOUR OWN UNIQUE
COLOR SCHEME TO COORDINATE
WITH YOUR YACHT
MANUFACTURED WITH ONLY THE HIGHEST
QUALITY AMERICAN MADE ROPES & HARDWARE
CALL US TOLL FREE

1-877-888-5546
www.customdocklines.com

TIE IT RIGHT - TIE IT TIGHT
June, 2006 •
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May 27 — Free Mariners Art Show with Jim DeWitt,
Mariah's Eyes Photography, Margaret Fago and others. Starts
at 3 p.m. as part of the Master Mariners Regatta at Encinal
YC. Info, (510) 522-3272.
May 27-29 — Half Moon Bay YC Memorial Day Bash on
the Beach. Tons of food, music, and fun! Info, Reservations4
MemorialDay@hmbyc.org.
May 28 — Giant Nautical Flea Market at Brisbane Marina,
400 Sierra Pt. Pkwy., 8 a.m. - 3 p.m. Info, (650) 583-6975.
May 29 — Observe Memorial Day.
Jun. 2-4 — 16th Annual NW Wauquiez Owners Association
Rendezvous, Port Townsend, WA. Call or email Ken Greff at
(206) 295-8055 or kgreff@w-link.net.
Jun. 3 — Pacific Mariners YC Swap Meet, Marina del Rey.
Info, (310) 823-9717 or pmyc@pmyc.org.
Jun. 4 — Minney's Swap Meet, Newport Beach, 6 a.m. to
Noon. Info, (949) 548-4192 or minneys@aol.com.
Jun. 4-25 — Free sailing at Pier 40 every Sunday courtesy
of BAADS. Info, (415) 281-0212 or www.baads.org.
Jun. 7 — Singlehanded Transpac Weather and Navigating
Seminar at Oakland YC, 7:30 p.m. Public welcome. Info, Ben
or Lucie Mewes at (510) 522-2894 or ssstp06@yahoo.com.
Jun. 8 — World Ocean Day was created at the 1992 Earth
Summit to celebrate the stuff that makes up 70% of our planet.
Go to www.worldoceanday.com to get in on the fun.
Jun. 8 — If you want to meet other single sailors, learn to
sail or need crew, go to Single Sailors Association's monthly
meeting at Oakland YC, 6:30 p.m. Info, www.sail-ssa.org.
Jun. 10 — Corinthian Yacht Club presents their Women's
Intermediate Sailing Seminar and Regatta. CYC Members,
$75. Non-members, $80. See www.cyc.org for more details.
Jun. 11 — Full moon on a Sunday night.
Jun. 11, 25 — Cal Sailing Club will give free sailboat rides
at Berkeley Marina from 1-4 p.m. Info, www.cal-sailing.org.
Jun. 14 — The least known U.S. holiday: Flag Day.
Jun. 15 — Learn about sea life from a staff member of the
Marine Mammal Center. Buffet dinner from 6 to 7:15 p.m.,
$8. Talk starts at 7:30, free. Vallejo YC, (707) 643-1254.
Jun. 17 — Treasure Hunt & Nav Rally to benefit TISC. Join
the bash at TISC afterwards. Sponsored by Club Nautique.
Info, marmand@clubnautique.net.
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Get your friends, family, and crew together for Summer Sailstice!

Jun. 17-18 — Celebrate with sailors around the world
during the 'Summer Sailstice.' Sign up for fun prizes and see
who'll be sailing in your area at www.summersailstice.com.

Guest Berthing
in the City

South Beach Harbor is a great way to experience San Francisco.
Boats of all sizes are welcome in our protected deep water harbor.
Bring your boat to South Beach and enjoy all the attractions
of the City – and great sailing too!
• 650-ft. Guest Dock
• 20 Guest Berths – Cruise-ins are welcome
• 24-Hour Security
• Free Pump Out Station
• Casual and Fine Dining Nearby
• Adjacent to SBC Park
• Easy Access to Transportation
• On-Site Marine Services
º Boat Charters
º Boat Cleaning/Detailing
º Diving Services
º Marine Canvas/Upholstery
º Rigging Services
º Sailing School

For Guest Reservations, Contact:

➘

South Beach
Harbor Office
(415) 495-4911
Fax (415) 512-1351

sb.harbor@sfgov.org
www.southbeachharbor.com
June, 2006 •
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"The most complete and efficient boat yard around."

SAVE A BUNDLE THIS SPRING!
Discount Prices

SAMPLE SAVINGS

All Bottom
Paint

ONLY
Trinidad SR

$189.99

Micron 66

$239.99

BlueWater 67

$139.99

For professional application
and unbeatable prices, call us today.

LOW PRICE GUARANTEED*
* PLEASE SEE KKMI.COM FOR GUARANTEE DETAILS

SUMMER
SPECIALS
on AVON and
ZODIAC
INFLATABLES

Cadet
Fastroller

Pro
Dive Boat

☞ YACHT TENDERS
☞ PROFESSIONAL DIVE BOATS
☞ RIBS & ROLL-UPS
☞ LIFERAFTS
☞ SALES AND SERVICE
CALL TODAY FOR LOWEST PRICE OF THE YEAR!
Tim's Zodiac Marine
45570 Industrial Place #10, Fremont, CA 94538

NOW
AVAILABLE
Page 36 •
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INFLATABLES

((510) 235-5564 • fax: 235-4664
yard@kkmi.com • www. kkmi.com
530 W. Cutting Blvd. • Pt. Richmond, CA 94804

South Beach Sailing Center
AWARD WINNING INTERIORS
SPECIALIZING IN:
YACHT INTERIOR DESIGN
CONSULTATION, FABRICATION
AND INSTALLATION

DESIGNER…
• CUSHIONS
Interior, Cockpit & Lumbar
• DINETTES
• CARPET
• CURTAINS
• MATTRESSES
• DESIGN CONSULTATION

Featuring
cockpit cushions
888•251•5455
415•543•1887
Pier 40, South Beach Harbor, San Francisco
www.northbeachmarinecanvas.com Fax (415) 543-2565

got time?
• WASHING
• WAXING
• VARNISHING

South Beach Riggers
Custom Solutions for your Custom Problems
Let our knowledgeable and professional
rigging team manage your project.

We have the Answers to your Questions.

Winning Technology for the
Hot Race or the Casual Cruise

Ask us about automotive detailing

• Expert advice, sales and splicing of Vectran,
Spectra, Technora, and Dacron by our certified splicer
• Professional survey and tune for your rig
• Standing and running rigging replacement
• Sales and installation of all marine hardware
• Fabrication and hydraulics
• Insurance work
• Over 100,000 miles racing and cruising experience

(415) 661-2205

TWO LOCATIONS

Serving the entire Bay Area for 20 years

Complete Yacht Care

email: westwinddetailing@sonic.net • website: boatdetailing.com
Pier 40, South Beach on the Embarcadero • San Francisco
Call Toll Free 1-888-828-6789

399 Harbor Dr. • Clipper Marina • Sausalito • 415.331.3400

Pier 40 • South Beach Harbor • San Francisco • 415.974.6063
DO IT ONCE – DO IT RIGHT… Call Tom Today

Pier 40 • South Beach Harbor • San Francisco

CALENDAR
Jun. 17-18 — Summer Sailstice Fund Raiser for Treasure
Island Sailing Center. Racing on both days, a cruise-in to
Clipper Cove, and a party on Saturday. Live music, food and
drink, raffle and auction benefitting TISC's Youth and Adaptive Outreach Sailing Programs. Tickets to party $25. Info,
www.tisailing.org or (415) 421-2225.
Jun. 17-18 — First Annual Hunter Owners Rendezvous,
Ballena Isle Marina. Info, steve@dalelawfirm.com.
Jun. 17-18 — Intro to Bronze Casting at SF Maritime's
Hyde St. Pier, $100. Info, www.maritime.org/cal-boat.htm.
Jun. 18 — Take Dad sailing today!
Jun. 21 — Go pagan for the Summer Solstice!
Jun. 21-23 — 11th Annual Brass Waterpump Weekend at
Lake Yosemite, Merced. Info, (209) 617-5890.
Jun. 23-25 — 6th Annual Islander Sail-In at Port Ludlow
Marina, WA. Contact Tom or Jeanne Brown at (206) 595-6480
or enlightn9458@hotmail.com.
Jun. 24 — "Boating the Bay and Delta," a free tour designed
for boaters at the Bay Model in Sausalito, 10 a.m. - noon.
Limited to 30 people. Info, (415) 332-3871.
Jun. 24, 25, Jul. 1, 2 — Oar, Paddle & Spar Making at
SF Maritime National Park Association's Hyde St. Pier, $125.
Info, www.maritime.org/cal-boat.htm.
Jun. 25 — Loch Lomond YC Nautical Flea Market at Loch
Lomond Marina in front of the market, 9 a.m. - ?? Info, (415)
453-5117.
Jun. 25 — Master Mariners' Wooden Boat Show at Corinthian YC, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. $10, kids under 12 free. Visit
www.mastermariners.org for more details.
Jun. 30 — Golden Gate Yacht Club Open House, 5 p.m.
Enjoy free munchies, music, and the spectacular view! Info,
www.ggyc.com.
Jul. 1 — Oakland's Office of Parks and Recreation is sponsoring a high school PCISA racing team. All Bay Area high
school kids are welcome. Tryouts at Jack London Aquatic
Center, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. Info, (510) 238-2166.
Jul. 4 — Celebrate Independence Day at Barron Hilton's
Fireworks Extravaganza at Mandeville Tip in the Delta.
Jul. 8 — Master Mariners' River Rat Cruise in the Delta.
Try something different this year and join this fun group
cruise. Info, www.mastermariners.org/riverrat.html.
Jul. 11 — GPS for Mariners, Santa Clara Power Squadron
at Boater's World in San Jose. Info, (408) 448-9250.
Jul. 14-16 — 24th Annual Catalina Rendezvous at Isthmus
of Catalina. Info, www.catalinayachts.com.
Jul. 15 — Nautical Swap Meet at Ballena Isle Marina in
Alameda, 8 a.m. - noon. Info, (510) 523-5528.
Jul. 22 — Nautical Flea Market at the Napa Valley Marina,
8 a.m. - 1 p.m. Info, (707) 252-8011.
Jul. 28-30 — Stephens Yacht Rendezvous in Petaluma.
Info, Classic Yacht Association at ghomenko@sbcglobal.net.
Aug. 5 — Marine Flea Market & Maritime Day Celebration
at Galilee Harbor in Sausalito, 8 a.m. - 6 p.m. Art, live music,
food, boat rides and more. Info, www.galileeharbor.org.
Racing
May 27 — Master Mariners Regatta, ending at Encinal YC.
A must for woody-philes. Info, www.mastermariners.org.
May 27-28 — Whiskeytown Regatta, WSC. More info at
www.whiskeytownsailing.org.
May 27-29 — 63rd Swiftsure Race, the big one for Northwest sailors. Six different race courses ranging from 78 miles
to 140 miles. Info, www.swiftsure.org.
Jun. 3 — Spring One Design. SCYC, www.scyc.org.
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AND NOW FOR THE REPORT
ON DURABLE GOODS.

UANTUM
U
A
L
I
T
Y

3

YEAR

GUARANTEE

From Skip Novak, exploring some

to produce a more exactingly engineered, durable sail.

of the world’s most inaccessible

Quantum Cruising Technology simply outdistances its rivals.

places, to Brad Van Liew encountering In fact, every sail that leaves the more than 50

ungodly sea conditions on Tommy Hilfiger, the most

Quantum lofts around

demanding sailors in the world have chosen Quantum. the world is backed by
It starts with an obsessive attention to detail:

Quantum’s Quality

custom mainsail headboards, innovative batten ten- Extended Guarantee: three years — fully two years
sioning systems, hand-sewn hardware,
the liberal use of Spectra to resist
chafe and only the finest materials.
We challenge any other sailmaker

longer than the nearest competitor.
Which isn’t
very near

QUANTUM
CRUISING
SAILDESIGNGROUP

at all.

ANTICIPATE THE SHIFT

WWW.QUANTUMSAILS.COM

Quantum Pacific; 1230 Brickyard Cove Road Suite 200; Point Richmond, CA 94801
P: 510.234.4334
F: 510.234.4863
E: sanfrancisco@quantumsails.com
w
w
w
.
q
u
a
n
t
u
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s
a
i
l
s
.
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o
m
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BAJA HA-HA Lucky 13
bROUGHT TO YOU BY THEse OFFICIAL SPONSORS

SELF-STEERING

ARE YOU READY
TO HA-HA?
Although the start of Baja Ha-Ha
XIII is still nearly five months away,
it's high time to start making your
plans for this year's event, which
officially begins October 29.

2006

Making Fresh Water, Worldwide.™

Most energy efficient • Push button operation
Quick & easy installation • Low maintenance

(415) 526-2280
www.spectrawatermakers.com

R

IGGING
ONLY

Standing and running rigging, lifelines, furlers,
winches, main slider systems, windlasses,
travelers, wire terminals, blocks and more…
Expert advice for selection and installation

Our 22nd Year
www.riggingonly.com

Let Marina El Cid
Welcome You to Mexico
A Cruiser's Paradise!

www.elcid.com
qcevallos@elcid.com.mx

011-52 (669) 916-3468

As we often explain in these
pages, the Ha-Ha is a 750-mile
cruisers’ rally from San Diego to
Cabo San Lucas, with stops along
the way at Turtle Bay and Bahia
Santa Maria.
Prospective entrants should
be clear that this offshore sailing
event definitely is not a handholding service for those incapable
of making this trip on their own.
However, it is a fabulous opportunity
to get acquainted with hundreds of
like-minded cruisers as you ‘cruisein-company’ along the Baja coast.
The two stops en route to Cabo give
even the slowest boats a chance to
catch up, and allow everyone to rest
and recreate.
At this writing, over 70 prospective
entrants have already requested
entry packets. To get yours, send a
9x12, self-addressed envelope – no
return postage necessary – with a
check for $15 (for postage and
handling) to: Baja Ha-Ha, Inc., 21
Apollo Road, Tiburon, CA 94920.

auto-helm
w
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Factory
Direct

432 South 1st Street • Pt. Richmond, CA 94804
Tel: (510) 215-2010 • Fax: (510) 215-5005
email: scanmar@selfsteer.com • www.selfsteer.com

Call me to help make your journey smoother.

As a cruiser, I understand investments and
asset management for the cruising lifestyle.
See you at the Baja Ha Ha 2006
2005 (KD7YID s/v Duetto)

Stuart Kaplan, CMFC, Sr VP–Investments
800 754-0692 or stuart.i.kaplan@pjc.com.
5/05 PC-05-0660

Not just a marina – a cruiser's community
Your best destination across the Sea…

www.marina-mazatlan.com
011-52 (669) 916-7799
antonio@marina-mazatlan.com

San Diego

MAIL CALL

Multilingual

CRUISER'S HOMEPORT
Worldwide forwarding

(619) 222-1186

Fax: (619) 222-1185
e-mail: mailcall1@earthlink.net

A Full Service Boat Yard in Puerto Vallarta
88 ton Travelift • Parts • Service • Repairs
011-52 (322) 221-1800
www.opequimar.com
gustavo@opequimar.com

Application packets will be mailed
out by June10, complete with
special offers from the sponsors
listed in this ad.

OFFSHORE PASSAGE OPPORTUNITIES

VISIT
www.baja-haha.com

1-800-4-PASSAGe

#1 Crew Networking Service
• Free Service • Free Crew
• Hell, even the phone call is free!
www.sailopo.com
since 1993

Page 40 •
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The Rally Committee encourages you to patronize
the advertisers who make this event possible.

Mexico Cruising Insurance

Bluewater Insurance
(800) 655-9224 • (619) 226-6702
Fax: (619) 226-8513

Mexico full or part-time • Crew of two
www.bluewaterins.com

Ventura Harbor
Boatyard

San
Diego

Marina CostaBaja, La Paz

Full & Self Service Facility • Up to 165 Tons
On-Site Chandlery

Our Goal: to provide the finest and most secure
marina for your vessel anywhere in Mexico.
Contact us at: costabajainfo@bellportgroup.com
Tel. from U.S.: 011 52 612 121 6225
www.bellportgroup.com

(805) 654-1433 • www.vhby.com
1415 Spinnaker Drive, Ventura, CA

Travelling anywhere? Let us forward your mail.

Turtle
Bay

NOV. 2

THE CRUISER'S CHANDLERY

(415) 332-2032

www.downwindmarine.com
downwind@attglobal.net

Fax: (415) 331-2223 • tmailbag@sbcglobal.net
3020 Bridgeway, Sausalito, CA 94965

TOTAL YACHT SERVICES
Yanmar Parts & Service
Complete Marine Repair
Located in Marina Mazatlan

totalyachtsvcs@aol.com
011-52 (669) 117-0911 (from US/Canada)
044 (669) 932-8767 (Local - Mazatlan)

FULL SERVICE MARINA
New breakwater • New docks
New U.S. #: (619) 618-0615
Tel: 011-52 (612) 122-1646
email: marinalapaz@prodigy.net.mx
www.marinadelapaz.com

Watermakers that improve
the cruising lifestyle.

(800) 755-6701

Nov. 6

The southbound
cruiser's source for
EVERYTHING!
Watch for our fall
cruising seminar
schedule.

(619) 224-2733 • Fax (619) 224-7683

Bahia
Santa
Maria
Cabo

nov. 9 San Lucas
IMPORTANT DATES
Aug 12 — Ha-Ha Preview Potluck
at Two Harbors, Catalina.
Sep 10 — Entry deadline.
Oct 4 — Mexico Only Crew List
and Baja Ha-Ha Party, Encinal
YC; 6 - 9 p.m.
Oct 29 — Skipper’s meeting,
11 a.m., at Cabrillo Isle Marina,
San Diego.
Oct 29 — Ha-Ha Halloween
Costume Party and BBQ, 1 p.m.
at Cabrillo Isle; co-hosted by
West Marine.
Oct 30 — Start of Leg 1
Nov 11 — Awards presentations
hosted by the Cabo Marina.

Professional
yacht brokers
specializing in offshore
cruising monohull and
multihull sailboats.
yachtfinders@earthlink.net • www.yachtfinders.biz

(619) 224-2349 Fax (619) 224-4692

marine@katadyn.com

MARINER'S GENERAL
INSURANCE
Cruise with Confidence

44 Years of Reliable Marine
Insurance for Cruisers

(800) 992-4443
see our half-page ad this issue

Baja Ha-Ha Inc.
21 Apollo Road
Tiburon, CA 94920
www.baja-haha.com
There is no phone number for the
Baja Ha-Ha. And please don't phone
Latitude 38 with questions, as the
Ha-Ha is a completely separate operation.

Call 1•800•BOATING
(1•800•262-8464)
for a catalog or the store nearest you.
June, 2006 •
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J/124

Three Sold on the West Coast
!

Now

y
F Ba
on S

Two on SF Bay – one now sailing, one coming in June
– and one headed to Southern California!
From its large cockpit and clear coat carbon 4-spoke
wheel, to the fine teak joiner work and Ultra-leather or
suede upholstery below, or simply by the smooth, graceful way it slides through the water, the new J/124 is every
bit a sailing yacht…in the best sense of the word.
Yet, J/124s focus on shorthanded sailing qualities doesn't
preclude many days of offshore coastal sailing. Her balanced dimensions are hallmarks of seaworthiness.
J/124 is a true escape…away from all the trappings
and chores of home. Little-used amenities and complex
cruising systems are discouraged where possible. But,
all the important stuff is there: An adequate galley and
chart table; the accessible top-loading icebox; 6 feet of
headroom; three separate sleeping areas; a dodger for
all-weather protection; and a cockpit made secure with
14" high backrests and seats that are long enough to
sleep on.
The high-tech composite hull evolves from Js that have
dominated IRC competition in Europe over the past
three years. The Hall Spars mast and ACC rudder are
carbon fiber. Easiest configuration of all is the optional
and removable Hoyt self-tacking jib boom with roller
furling jib. If the joy of sailing is a priority…that feel of
acceleration and response of a good boat…but you still
want to enjoy some overnight comfort on those yacht
club cruises, then this is the J for you.
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KS
SALES DOC
Web page: www.sailcal.com
Email: info@sailcal.com

SAN DIEGO
(619) 224-6200
FAX (619) 224-6278
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Jun. 3 — In the Bay Race. SSS, www.sfbaysss.org.
Jun. 3 — YRA-HDA #2, IYC. Info, www.yra.org.
Jun. 3-4 — YRA-OYRA Drake's Bay Race. For more info,
go to www.yra.org.
Jun. 3-4 — Sydney 38/Express 37 Invitational. SCYC,
www.scyc.org.
Jun. 3-4 — J/105 Invitational. SFYC, www.sfyc.org.
Jun. 3-4 — 'Go For The Gold' Regatta for one-design
classes, PHRF and Portsmouth boats, and Catalina 22 Far
West Region Championship on pretty Scotts Flat Lake, Nevada
City, CA. Info, Pierre at (530) 263-2157 or www.gcyc.net.
Jun. 4 — YRA-WBRA Races, StFYC. Info, www.yra.org.
Jun. 7-8 — Coastal Cup, a 277-mile sprint to Santa Barbara. EYC, (510) 522-3272 or www.encinal.org.
Jun. 10 — Delta Ditch Run from Richmond to Stockton.
RYC/SSC, (510) 237-2821 or www.stocktonsc.org.
Jun. 10 — YRA-ODCA, GGYC. Info, www.yra.org.
Jun. 10 — Independence Cup Qualifiers at TISC/Clipper
Cove. Info, www.baads.org.
Jun. 10-11 — Flying Dutchman North Americans. SCYC,
www.scyc.org.
Jun. 10-11 — Ronstan Bay Challenge. www.stfyc.com.
Jun. 11 — Spring Regatta on Lake Elizabeth. Fremont SC,
www.fremontsailingclub.org.
Jun. 15-18 — San Francisco Speed Invitational. GGYC,
www.ggyc.org.
Jun. 16-18 — Woodies Invite. StFYC, www.stfyc.org.
Jun. 17 — YRA-HDA Circle #3. SBYC, www.yra.org.
Jun. 17-18 — J/120 Summer Regatta. SFYC, (415) 7895647 or www.sfyc.org.
Jun. 18-24 — El Toro Nationals on Clear Lake, CA. Info,
www.eltoroyra.org.
Jun. 19-22 — Catalina 22 National Championship Regatta
at Scotts Flat Lake, Nevada City, CA. Info, www.gcyc.net or
Lynn at (530) 470-0511.
Jun. 23-25 — Ullman Sails Long Beach Race Week, Alamitos YC and Long Beach YC. Championships for Catalina 37s,
Olson 30s, Schock 35s, Beneteau 36.7s and more. Info, (562)
598-9401 or www.lbrw.org.
Jun. 23-25 — South Tower Race, Stockton to YRA #16
and return. SSC, www.stocktonsc.org.
Jun. 24 — 15th Biennial SSS Singlehanded TransPac.
Info, www.sfbaysss.org.
Jun. 24 — YRA-HDA #4, BVBC. Info, www.yra.org.
Jun. 24 — YRA-ODCA, EYC. Info, www.yra.org.
Jun. 24-25 — Easom Founders Trophy Regatta (Etchells
fleet). SFYC, (415) 789-5647 or www.sfyc.org.
Jun. 24-25 — PHRF Championship. Info, www.scyc.org.
Jun. 25 — YRA-WBRA Races, BVBC. Info, www.yra.org.
Jul. 1-2 — 39th Annual Marina del Rey to San Diego Race.
Santa Monica Windjammers YC, www.smwyc.org.
Jul. 2 — New Boreas Race, Half Moon Bay to Moss Landing, Elkhorn YC & HMBYC. Info, Jeff/EYC at (831) 277-0114
or Terri/HMYBC at (650) 726-2474.
Jul. 3-7 — 14th Biennial West Marine Pacific Cup. For
details on the race and seminars, visit www.pacificcup.org.
See our preview in this issue.
Jul. 4 — Brothers & Sisters Regatta, a low-key lap around
the two island groups. TYC, www.tyc.org.
Jul. 6-9 — Cal 20 Class Championships in Victoria, BC.
RVYC, www.rvyc.bc.ca/fleets/cal20.
Jul. 8 — J/105 Invitational. TYC, www.tyc.org.
Jul. 8 — 43rd TransTahoe Regatta, generally featuring
either too much wind or too little but always lots of fun. Tahoe
YC, www.tahoeyc.com.

AE 28

The Prettiest Girls at the Dance
Sailing One Will Change your Life…
With the Alerion Express 28, Bay Area legend Carl Schumacher started the trend to elegant daysailers by blending traditional topsides with a modern rig and underbody. This harmony of classic good looks with the promise of up-to-date speed, plus the bonus
of singlehanded ease, elicited wide admiration and prompted frequent imitation. On the West Coast it’s also meant over 40 Alerion
28s delivered with almost 20 in the Bay Area.
However, matching this Alerion’s singular beauty proved elusive until now. Ten years after its introduction, the AE 28 remains
the class of the field as the definitive elegant daysailer. With the new Alerion Express 38, the challenge was to equal the singular
beauty of the AE 28, gaining the extra comfort and longer stride that comes with added length – while preserving singlehanded
capability. The key here was the location of two Harken electric winches right handy to the helmsman, so that all hoisting, trimming and reefing becomes a matter of push-button ease. This enables the skipper to conveniently control all the power and grace
this yacht so uniquely embodies.
To fully appreciate the beauty and elegance that only Alerion can deliver, step aboard at our sales docks.
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AE 38
SAIL NORTHWEST

SAIL CALIFORNIA - NEWPORT

SAIL CALIFORNIA - SF

(206) 286-1004

(949) 675-8053

(510) 523-8500

2130 Westlake Ave., North
Suite 3
Seattle, WA 98109
Web Site: www.sailcal.com
Email: info@sailcal.com

FAX (206) 286-1353

251 Shipyard Way
Cabin A
Newport Beach, CA 92663
FAX (949) 675-0584

1070 Marina Village Pkwy
#108
Alameda, CA 94501
FAX (510) 522-0641
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True North 38 – New technology in a true classic.

The True North line of 33-38' powerboats, built by
Pearson Composites, represents state-of-the-art
design and technology. They are efficient, seaworthy,
comfortable and beautiful to behold.

Jul. 8 — Midnight Moonlight Maritime Marathon, a fun
pursuit race from Raccoon Strait to the Carquinez Bridge and
back. Starts beginning at 5:30 p.m. SFYC, www.sfyc.org.
Jul. 8 — Hart Nunes Regatta (Mercurys). SFYC, (415) 7895647 or www.sfyc.org.
Jul. 8-9 — Longboard SF Classic/UN Challenge. StFYC,
www.stfyc.com.
Jul. 8-9 — Columbia 5.5 Nationals, Alameda YC. Info,
www.alamedayachtclub.org.
Jul. 8-9 — High Sierra Centerboard Regatta on Huntington
Lake. FYC, www.fresnoyachtclub.org.
Jul. 15 — 22nd Plastic Classic Regatta. Bay View BC,
www.bvbc.org.
Jul. 15 — Knarr Match Races. StFYC, www.stfyc.com.
Jul. 15-16 — PICYA Lipton Series, the annual inter-club
all-star games, GGYC. Info, www.picya.org.
Jul. 15-16 — High Sierra Keelboat Regatta on Huntington
Lake. FYC, www.fresnoyachtclub.org.
Jul. 15-16 — 30th Annual Silver Eagle Long Distance
Race, with a shorter course for boats rating 150 or above.
IYC, www.iyc.org.
Jul. 17-22 — Governor's Cup int'l junior match racing
championship. Balboa YC, www.balboayachtclub.com.
Jul. 22-23 — Albert T. Simpson Sportboat Regatta. StFYC,
www.stfyc.org.
Jul. 29-30 — YRA-HDA/ODCA Second Half Opener, EYC.
Info, www.yra.org.
Jul. 29-30 — YRA-OYRA Crewed Lightship II, RYC. Info,
www.yra.org.
Jul. 29-30 — Monterey & Back. The name says it all. SCYC,
www.scyc.org.
Sept. 1-2 — Windjammers Race, SCYC. Pop the chute and
head for Santa Cruz! Info, www.yra.org.
Sept. 2 — 18th Annual Jazz Cup, a 26-mile romp from
T.I. to Benicia YC. SBYC, www.southbeachyc.org.
Summer Beer Can Regattas

Back Cove 29

The Back Cove is the ultimate luxury tender.
A sailor's powerboat, the Back Cove 29 and 26 are
elegantly styled and meticulously crafted. Crafted in
Maine, her Down East styling with traditional spoon
bow and sloped transom turns heads wherever
she goes. Due to overwhelming success, a recent
Maine factory expansion has just been completed!
Call now to inquire about available delivery.

Web page: www.sailcal.com
Email: info@sailcal.com

NEWPORT BEACH
(949) 675-8053
FAX (949) 675-0584
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BALLENA BAY YC — Friday Night Grillers: 6/9, 6/23,
7/14, 7/28, 8/11, 8/25, 9/8, 9/22, 10/13, 10/27. Ward
Fulcher, (510) 385-4285.
BAY VIEW BC — Monday Night Madness Spring Series:
5/29, 6/12, 6/19. John, (415) 664-0490.
BENICIA YC — Every Thursday night through 6/22 and
7/6 to 9/28. Joe Marra, (707) 746-6600.
BERKELEY YC — Every Friday night through 9/29. Paul
Kamen, (510) 540-7968.
CAL SC — Year-round Sunday morning Lido 14 races,
intraclub only. Ed Corbett, racing_chair@cal-sailing.com.
CORINTHIAN YC — Every Friday night through 9/1. David
Johnson, (415) 435-4771.
COYOTE POINT YC — Every Wednesday night through
10/18. Mike Finn, (408) 866-5495.
ENCINAL YC — Spring Twilight Series, Friday nights: 6/9,
6/23. Summer Twilight Series: 7/21, 8/4, 8/18, 9/8, 9/22.
Charles Hodgkins, (510) 504-4076.
FOLSOM LAKE YC — Every Wednesday night through
September. Steve Galeria, galeria@sbcglobal.net.
FREMONT SC — Sundays at 11:00: 6/11, 6/25, 7/16,
8/6, 8/13, 8/27, 9/17. Jim, (650) 856-1122.
GOLDEN GATE YC — Friday nights: 6/9, 6/23, 7/7, 7/21,
8/4, 8/18, 9/1. Gary Salvo, (916) 363-4566.
HP SAILING CLUB — El Toro Races. Wednesday nights
during Daylight Saving Time. Dan Mills (831) 420-3228.
ISLAND YC — Friday nights: 6/2, 6/16, 7/28, 8/11, 8/25,

WE WANT TO SELL THESE BOATS – CALL TODAY AND MAKE US AN OFFER!

Performance Yachts
RED

UCE

D!

SISTERSHIP

J/120, 1994

C&C 99, 2002

Valkyrie

North Star

Valkyrie is an early light
boat that has proven to be
one of the fastest 120s in
the local San Francisco
Bay fleet.
Valkyrie is one…

Fast, fun and easy to
singlehand or take a crew.
You can daysail or stay the
weekend. This is a great
Bay boat.

Asking $179,000

Asking $109,900
UCE

Baltic 51, 1982

RED

SISTERSHIP

D

ELLIOTT TOURER
46, 1997

Rascallion

Bravado

Since 1973, Baltic has engineered
their boats to combine safety, ease
of handling, high performance and
finest craftsmanship. See us for the
Baltic experience today!

Incredible racer/cruiser
all set up to cruise, and
she sails like a dream.

Asking $259,000

Asking $329,000.

Wauquiez
Centurion 47,
1989
Aten Ra
This fixer-upper
is an incredible
value. Excellent
liveaboard
potential. BIG
BOAT for the
bucks! Asking
$145,000
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Farr 395, 2002
Chance
Created for the
sailor who has
an eye on speed,
ease of handling,
and the fun of
competitive and
comfortable club
racing on a dual
purpose yacht.
Asking $240,000

Beneteau 36.7,
2003
Summer & Smoke
Racing or cruising,
what is your
pleasure?
Summer & Smoke
will give you what
you wish. Like new!
Asking $129,900

E AN

ISLAND PACKET 38, 1990, Bella Cartolina
Take her on a romantic rendezvous
on the Bay or around the world.
Asking $164,900.

MELGES 32, Prototype
Exceptional opportunity to own high performance sailboat with First to Finish potential.
Asking $95,000.

J

Net

We're selling used boats as fast as we can get them.
Call today if you would like us to sell your boat!
NEWPORT BEACH

Web Site: www.sailcal.com
Email: info@sailcal.com

SISTERSHIP

WAUQUIEZ CENTURION 45s, 2003, Angelline
A real sweetheart. Her modern design makes
her a fast and seaworthy yacht, as comfortable at sea as at anchor. Like new. $360,000.

MARINA VILLAGE
OPEN BOAT WEEKEND JUNE 10-11
BENETEAU 42s7, 1998, Just in Time
Not only do you get a great sailboat, you get
a fabulous slip in the City. Asking $220,000.

ER

SISTERSHIP
D
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SYNERGY 1000, 2001, Summer Moon. This
Schumacher-designed sportboat is a high-tech
race boat for the sailor who is looking for performance without compromise. Asking $65,000.
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9/15, 9/29. Joanne McFee, (510) 521-7442.
LAKE TAHOE WINDJAMMERS YC — Wednesday nights
through 10/25. Kurt Rasmussen, (530) 541-1129.
LAKE YOSEMITE SA — Thursday nights through early
September. Jim, (209) 383-6149 or ozonejim@aol.com.
MONTEREY PENINSULA YC — Sunset Series, every
Wednesday night through September. Ronald Baxter, (831)
626-9169 or Ron.Baxter@tfdg.com.
OAKLAND YC — Sweet 16 Midweek Series, Wednesday
nights through 6/28 and 7/26 to 9/13. Ted or Diane Keech,
(510) 769-1414.
RICHMOND YC — Wednesday nights: 6/7, 6/21, 7/5,
7/19, 8/2, 8/16, 9/6, 9/20. Eric Arens, (510) 841-6022.
ST. FRANCIS YC — Folkboat Wednesday Nights through
6/28 and 8/2 to 8/30. John Craig, (415) 563-6363.
SANTA CRUZ YC — Wet Wednesdays during Daylight Saving Time. Larry, (831) 423-8111 or lweaver@cruzio.com.
SAUSALITO YC — Tuesday nights. Spring Sunset Series:
5/30, 6/13. Summer Sunset Series: 7/18, 8/1, 8/15, 8/29,
9/12. J. Rigler, (415) 332-6367.
SEQUOIA YC — Every Wednesday night through 10/11.
Ron Brown, (650) 361-9472.
SIERRA POINT YC — Beercan Saturdays: 6/3, 7/8, 8/5,
9/9, 10/7. Beercan Tuesdays, every Tuesday night through
8/29. Larry Walters, (650) 579-3641.
SOUTH BEACH YC — Friday Night Series: 6/2, 6/16,
6/23, 7/7, 7/21, 7/28, 8/4, 8/18, 8/25. Holiday Series:
6/30. Nancy, (415) 409-1071.
STOCKTON SC —Every Wednesday night: 6/7 to 8/30.
Jim Hachman, (209) 474-6659.
TAHOE YC — Spring Series, every Wednesday night: 5/31
to 7/12. Summer Series: 7/19 to 8/30. Laser Spring Series,
every Monday night: 5/29 to 7/10. Laser Summer Series:
7/17 to 8/28. Valerie Melucci, (530) 581-4700 x102.
TIBURON YC — Friday nights; 6/2, 6/16, 6/30, 7/14,
7/21, 7/28, 8/11, 8/18, 8/25, 9/15. Ian Matthew, (415)
883-6339.
VALLEJO YC — Every Wednesday night through 9/27.
Jerry Halterman, (925) 788-8283.
Please send your calendar items by the 10th of the month
to Latitude 38 (Attn: Calendar), 15 Locust Avenue, Mill Valley,
CA, 94941. Better yet, fax them to us at (415) 383-5816 or
email them to calendar@latitude38.com. But please, no phoneins! Calendar listings are for marine-related events that are
either free or don't cost much to attend. The Calendar is not
meant to support commercial enterprises.

June Weekend Currents
date/day
6/03Sat
6/04Sun
6/10Sat
6/11Sun
6/17Sat
6/18Sun
6/24Sat
6/25Sun
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slack
0207
1417
0315
1507
0018
1415
0054
1501
0035
1302
0153
1357
0010
1413
0055
1458

max
0427/1.2F
1729/2.4F
0544/1.3F
1816/2.4F
0344/4.8E
1620/2.0E
0426/5.1E
1703/2.0E
0316/2.1F
1611/3.4F
0429/2.1F
1705/3.2F
0340/5.3E
1628/1.9E
0425/5.3E
1710/1.9E

slack
0703
2043
0820
2123
0744
1920
0824
1957
0556
1936
0717
2021
0741
1923
0826
2008

max
1012/2.8E
2313/1.9E
1111/2.4E
1049/3.7F
2214/2.5F
1129/3.9F
2254/2.5F
0917/4.0E
2209/2.8E
1018/3.3E
2309/3.2E
1054/4.1F
2213/2.7F
1137/4.1F
2256/2.6F

LETTERS

CANVAS, UPHOLSTERY,
HARDTOPS

⇑⇓WE DON'T WANT TO LIVE IN A CRAPPY APARTMENT
My wife and I are looking forward to starting our cruising
life in the next couple of years, but have a question. If everyone
sells their home to buy a boat and to fund their cruising kitty,
we wonder where they live and what they do for money when
they finish cruising? Do they continue to live on their boat,
sell the boat and live in an apartment, move into an RV, or
what? We're concerned about our retirement after cruising.
We're worried that if we sell our house, there's no way we'd
be able to purchase a home in the Bay Area again. We don't
want to end up in a crappy apartment on social security. We're
interested in what your readers have to say.
Anonymous
Northern California

HOME of

Anonymous — Good question. It will be interesting to see
what kind of responses we get. In the interim, we'll offer our
two cents worth. The closer you get to retirement, the less sense
it makes to have all your financial eggs in one basket, so you
may want to think twice about selling your home and pouring
all your equity into a cruising boat and cruising kitty.
Consider another option. If you've owned your home for some
time, we presume that you've built up a formidable amount of
equity. Rather than selling your house, we suggest that you
consider tapping into that tax-free equity to buy a nice — but
perhaps not the ultimate — cruising boat, and then rent your
house out. The idea is for the rental income from your house
to cover any remaining house payments and fund your normal
cruising expenses.
This might be more feasible than it seems, because the cost
of cruising is normally much less than the cost of living in the
Bay Area, and the cost of a decent cruising boat can be surprisingly low. For example, In the last two months, two members of
the Latitude editorial staff bought very cruisable boats. One is
36 feet, the other is 40 feet. Neither one of them cost more than
$25,000. Sure, it would be nicer to have a $250,000 cruising
boat with all kinds of gear and everything nice and shiny, but
unless you've done some cruising and are absolutely sure you're
going to be passionate about it over the long term, you might
be a little more conservative. The one thing you've got in your
favor is that you're going to work for a couple more years, and
thus have the opportunity to sock away a bunch more money
to spend on a boat.
Once you're out cruising, you'll discover there are scores of
cruisers who are funding their sailing adventures through real
estate rentals, often just their own home. A lot of cruisers rent
their homes out for six months at a time, which allows them to
enjoy six months cruising in the tropics during the winter, then
come back and live in their own home for six months during
the summer. Others rent their homes year-round, cruising in
the tropics six months a year, then travelling around the United
States in an RV — or doing other travelling — for the summer.
Six months of cruising alternated with six months of doing
something else is extremely popular with cruisers.
Once people of around retirement age go cruising and see
other great places in the world, a lot of them begin to lose interest in returning to the Bay Area. Part of their reasoning is that
the cost of living in the Bay Area is horrendously expensive,
the traffic is horrible, the pace of life is hectic, and the winter
weather isn't very nice. The other part is that there are a lot of
other great places in the world. As such, many of these folks
like to spend their post-cruising years aboard their boats in
marinas in Mexico or elsewhere in the tropics. And why not?
They are among many friends, the cost of living is low, the
pace of life is slower, the health care is more personal and

THE BAY AREA'S CENTER for

HARD TOPS

for Sail & Power

Canvas Dodgers, Biminis & Enclosures
Custom Upholstery
Dealer for

BARRETT & MAKROLON
Hard Windows

(707) 812-7075
mariners_choice@hotmail.com

www.mariners-choice.com
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ATTENTION
CRUISERS!

MARINER'S
GENERAL
INSURANCE

MEXICAN
LIABILITY
INSURANCE
ONLINE

Since 1959

Now with five offices
offering you local
insurance service and global
insurance coverage.
SEATTLE
Joe Cable
(800) 823-2798
(206) 281-8144
Fax (206) 281-8036
NO. CALIFORNIA
(800) 853-6504
(650) 373-0595
Fax (650) 548-1585
email: boomeins@aol.com
Lic. # OA99058
L.A./ORANGE COUNTY
Craig Chamberlain
(800) 992-4443 • (949) 642-5174
Fax (949) 642-0252
Lic. # OD36887
BRADENTON, FLORIDA
Jerry Norman
(800) 914-9928
Lic. # EO51940

SAN DIEGO
Henry Medina
(800) 639-0002
Fax (619) 226-6410
Lic. # OA96346

We insure racers and cruisers all over
the world with prompt, reliable service.

www.marinersinsurance.com
• Sail & Power
• Fishing
Boats

• Marine
Businesses
• Tugboats

• Charter
Boats

• Cargo

• Liveaboards

• Offshore
Cruising

It's a Mariner's Fact:
VHF Ch. 16 is preferred over a 911 cell call for
local marine distress. Nearby boats can hear
and respond to your Ch. 16 call!
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LETTERS
less expensive, and the weather is better. Indeed, once folks
who retired from cruising get too old to even live on their boats,
many simply buy or rent a place nearby. It's all about quality
of life. In places like P.V. and La Paz, for example, it's easy to
find a full-time housekeeper/cook/aid for just $300 a month.
Flush with social security payments, rental income from your
house, and the growing equity in your house, you'd be able to
live like a king.
⇑⇓MONEY SEEMS TO BE THE ONLY OBSTACLE
The last time I wrote was in August, when my girlfriend
and I were looking for our first boat. We had a lot of questions
that you were nice enough to answer. We bought an Ericson
27 named Velella, and sailed every single weekend until the
winds died down in November. We took family and friends out,
we anchored off Alcatraz during Fleet Week, we took overnight
trips, I did some singlehanding — it's been a blast.
Then in early January, we went to San Carlos, Mexico,
where we spent a week sailing with David at the San Carlos
Sailing School. While there, we completed the ASA Bareboat
Chartering course in the challenging winter conditions. Having
learned to sail on San Francisco Bay, the high winds were no
problem.
Now we’re engaged to be married, and are also looking for
a bigger boat to sail down to Mexico. We've decided that we’d
like to get married on a beach down in Mexico, probably near
Puerto Vallarta. We’re trying to figure out how we can sail down
to the wedding and then keep cruising for a while afterwards.
Doesn’t that sound fantastic?
We’re planning/dreaming about making the trip on a
catamaran because of all the interior space — I'm 6'2" — and
because they sail flat — Sara got a bit seasick during our Sea
of Cortez experience. A cat would also be good because we
have lots of friends who wish to visit us during our trip.
The problem is that cats are scarce and expensive on the
Pacific Coast of the United States. We're wondering how to
compromise, and what you might recommend. Money is an
obstacle, as our cruising dreams are bigger than our budget.
So here are our specific questions:
1) How do you recommend we do this? We can borrow
money, but we don’t own a house, and paying down a 30year boat loan is a scary proposition. Would it be possible to
stretch our money with a long-term rental? Have you heard
of anyone 'leasing' a cruising boat? Do you know of anybody
with a cat who wants to keep it, but won't be using it for a
year? We'd sure love to talk to them.
2) If we sail south with the Ha-Ha in late October, and
are married mid-January near Puerto Vallarta, what type of
six-month honeymoon cruising do you recommend? How do
the prevailing winds change over the year down there? If we
wanted to explore Guatemala, El Salvador, and Nicaragua,
is getting back north easier at one time of the year than the
other? What about the heat?
If you or your readers can offer advice, we would love to
hear it. We got some great replies last time. Our email is
will@sitch.org.
Will Sitch & Sara Fuller
Velella, Ericson 27
Santa Rosa
Will and Sara — It's difficult to give intelligent answers to
your questions without knowing the basics of your circumstances — age, income, physical condition, cash on hand and
so forth. But first, let's clear the air about a couple of things.
One, money is not an obstacle to your cruising dreams. Your
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current boat may not be what you'd like to cruise Mexico in,
but if money is an issue, she's all you really need. Think she's
too small? Then check out this month's Cruise Notes item on
Ardell Lien of San Diego. Three years ago the 70-year-old was
too weak to climb a flight of stairs or lift a bag of groceries, but
in the past 12 months he's singlehanded three-quarters of the
way around the world — aboard his 27-ft Catalyst.
Two, cruising cats are expensive everywhere in the world,
not just on the Pacific Coast. The bad news is that even the
used ones seem to be creeping up in price. We're big fans of
cats, but you certainly don't need a cat to enjoy a cruise in
Mexico or the South Pacific, where the overwhelming majority
of boats are monohulls.
Three, we're not aware of any outfits that offer 30-year loans
on boats. Based on the fact that you're even curious about such
a thing, we wonder if you're not thinking you need more boat
than you can comfortably afford.
Four, it's extremely unlikely that anyone would lease you
their cruising cat. The main reason is that it would be too easy
for you to do far more damage to the boat than the owner would
be getting in lease payments. And what's to guarantee the
owner that you wouldn't just walk away from his/her boat in
Mexico at the conclusion of your fun?
Knowing almost nothing about you, here are our recommendations: Sell all your crap and temporarily move aboard
your Ericson 27 to save money. Based on the assumption that
you're both working now, both of you should then get second
jobs. And no whining, because all kinds of people — from day
laborers to small business owners — regularly work 60 to 70hour weeks. Then live cheap. Don't eat out. Cancel your cable
service because you'll be too busy working to watch the tube. If
you've got two cars, sell one. By ultra-maximizing your income
and ultra-minimizing your expenses for just six months, and by
selling your Ericson 27, you should be in a financial position
to own a perfectly fine cruising monohull free and clear. Plus,
you should still have enough money to cruise for six months.
If you look at it the right way, the whole thing — starting with
your first hours at your second jobs — will be part of a single
grand adventure.
If you do the Ha-Ha, you'll arrive in Cabo the second week in
November. If you only have six months, we suggest that you immediately head up to the Sea of Cortez for a month, because the
water will still be warm. Once winter sets in, it won't be warm
enough in the Sea for comfortable swimming until the beginning
of May. Come December, even the air temperature is probably
going to be cool 50% of the time in the Sea, which means it will
be time to head over to wonderfully warm mainland Mexico.
There's so much to do and see in Mexico that it wouldn't make
much sense to sail all the way down to Guatemala, El Salvador
and Nicaragua for what would have to be a relatively short
period of time. Still want to investigate these other cultures?
When you get down to Zihua, take a vacation from cruising by
hopping on buses to visit those Central American countries.
Does this sound fantastic or what? It should. We hope to
see you at the start of the Ha-Ha!
⇑⇓DARWIN’S LAW SKIRTED BY THE COAST GUARD
On April 20, we were doing the California Bash up from
San Diego, monitoring channel 16. When about 10 miles off
of Carmel, I heard a vessel doing long counts up to 10 for a
Coast Guard helicopter. The skipper was saying, "One . . .
two . . . three," and so forth. This was repeated three times
over the course of about 20 minutes. I figured that the helo
was trying to home in on their location using an RDF. Since
it sounded like some sort of emergency, we stayed tuned in.
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After a few more minutes, I discovered that the sailing vessel Celcion — which means 'are we there yet?' in Latin — was
lost and that the helo was on its way to lend assistance. Once
they found the desperately lost voyager, the helo hovered
overhead in order to provide the adventurous captain with
his lat/long. The coordinates were repeated several times.
The skipper then asked where he was. The Coasties in the
chopper said, "You're six miles from Monterey." The skipper
mumbled something about wanting to go to Half Moon Bay,
then said, "Could you point me in the right direction?" He
added, "I think I have a map of Monterey someplace."
The Coasties were not about to give this guy 'directions',
and wisely so. The captain was strongly urged to seek an escort
into Monterey for the evening, as it was just two hours from
sunset. The skipper accepted, as he was a wee bit humbled
at this point.
The pilot contacted Coast Guard Monterey and requested
that a rescue boat be dispatched to the scene. Since we were
only about eight miles away, we offered our assistance. The
helo pilot asked if we could steam towards Celcion’s position
and act as another asset if needed. We agreed to do what we
could and altered course.
About 45 minutes later a Coast Guard rescue boat arrived. We were now three miles from Celcion. Communication
between the Coasties and the skipper was a little confused.
Several times the Coasties asked if the skipper or his crew
had suffered any injuries. The skipper finally understood, and
replied, "Only my pride." Eventually the Coasties escorted this
rather fortunate skipper and his crew into Monterey for the
evening, and we resumed bashing back up the coast.
Unless I'm mistaken, the skipper of the Celcion had left
San Francisco Bay on a trip to Half Moon Bay — and wound
up totally lost and confused near Monterey. I wonder if this
is how Gilligan’s Island started?
With apologies to the MasterCard commercial:
• 1.5 Hours of Coast Guard Helicopter flight time = $20,000
• 3 Hours of Coast Guard rescue boat time = $5,000
• Unexpected long weekend in Monterey courtesy of U.S.
taxpayers and the Coast Guard = priceless!
Arnstein Mustad
Recidivist
Alameda
⇑⇓NO HAPPINESS WITHOUT WORK? WHAT CRAP!
I just can't sit by and let Bill Hinkle get away with his May
issue comments about how people shouldn't go cruising when
they are young. His contention that it's a "senseless existence"
until you reach retirement age got me so riled up that it took
me a few days to calm down enough to compose a letter that
could be printed.
I wasn't aware that there was some national standard of
accomplishments that we must live by. And since when is
crossing an ocean not an accomplishment? Am I correct in
assuming that personal accomplishments don't account for
anything on this national scale?
The generalization that "we" must work and raise families
in order to be happy is crap. I'm a 40-year-old female with no
desire to have 2.5 kids, a mortgage, a dog, a minivan and a
stress level that's through the roof. Life's too short not to live
it to the fullest, and to live it in a way that makes us happy.
The way you choose to live your life is your prerogative.
I intend to continue cruising, tacking mile after mile onto
the 15,000 miles that I've already sailed. My adventures
through the South Pacific only whetted my appetite, as I
learned there is a whole world out there waiting to be exPage 54 •
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plored. There are remote islands with picturesque anchorages
and sandy beaches, new and different cultures, new foods,
markets, and many other things that I need to experience. All
of one's life should be a beautiful time, not just retirement.
So why should I feel obligated to work my butt off hoping to
stay healthy enough to maybe enjoy it after paying my debt
to society?
I will not apologize for my choice to cruise, and I encourage
anyone thinking about going to just go and do it. You only live
once, and you should make the best of it. Do what makes you
happy, not others. And do it now.
My husband and I are currently back at work — at lowstress, fun jobs — and saving every penny we can so we can get
back out there again. We've experienced the cruising lifestyle,
and can't get enough of it. But that's what makes us happy.
Caution: The cruising lifestyle isn't for everyone.
Emmy Newbould
Nataraja, Flying Dutchman 37
Zephyr Cove / Richmond
Emmy — Each one of us is created differently, and we're
all shaped by the culture and era we grow up in. Hinckle, like
a lot of folks who lived through the horrors of the Depression
and World War II, seems to have that Old Testament kind of
drive, the "be fruitful and multiply, fill the earth, and subdue
it" attitude. Alas, it seems that an increasing number of folks
in succeeding generations — having seen that mankind has
now overfilled the earth, subdued it, and seems hell bent on
destroying it — don't share that outlook. They don't see themselves as "worker ants," as does Hinckle, but more as artists,
vagagonds and explorers. And they are more interested in new
and interesting life experiences than material things, as the
latter often prove less satisfying than hoped.
A guy who was a little ahead of his time in acting on this
point of view was French painter Paul Gauguin, who rejected
his successful life as a banker to become a struggling painter,
but who eventually found great success while working and
messing around in French Polynesia. Interestingly enough,
Gaugain's last work, considered to be his masterpiece, is titled
Where Do We Come From? What Are We? Where Are We Going? If you're ever in Boston, you should check out the 5-ft by
12-ft canvas, as it's hanging in the Museum of Fine Arts.
Of course, there are other views on the meaning of life.
For Monty Python, the answer is that there is no meaning at
all. "You're born, you eat, you go to school, you have sex, you
have children and you grow old if somebody doesn't kill you
first. When you die, you go to heaven, where every day is like
Christmas." For Muslims, the meaning of life is nothing short
of total allegiance to God — which, thanks to extreme interpretations, can have some pretty bloody consequences. Mystics
don't worry about accomplishing things in life, as they see it
as happening or unfolding. Hindus see life as a game in which
everyone unwittingly plays, and in which there is no final goal.
Then there are the cynics. "We're all just here to fart around,"
wrote Kurt Vonnegut, "don't let anyone tell you different."
⇑⇓A GREAT WAY TO SAIL ECONOMICALLY
I'm not part of any business and am not trying to sell
anyone anything, but what if I told you that you could own a
30-foot sailboat on San Francisco Bay for — after the initial
purchase price — as little as $3 per day? I know you can
because I've done it for six wonderful years. The secret is
partnerships. If you thought owning a sailboat was too expensive, then you should read on. Partnerships are a way to
meet great folks and economically sail a boat of your own.
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The first step is to find your partners and pool your resources. Your partners could be family members, close friends,
co-workers, or folks you meet through the Classy Classifieds.
Choosing the right partners is, of course, a critical part of
building a successful partnership. You want to make sure that
everyone has the resources to afford a boat, has a steady job,
and is not likely to be leaving the area soon. Another plus is
that all the partners have a sailing background or at least be
willing to take
some sailing
courses. It's
good to have
similar sailing goals, too,
as a partner
who wanted
to load a boat
down with
cruising gear
wouldn't be
Our partnership in our Newport 30, 'Addiction', has
very combeen a big success for six years now.
patible with
other partners who wanted to strip the boat for racing. But
be forewarned, even if you pick the best possible partners,
compromising will still play a big part in the arrangement.
How many partners do you need? You can have as few as
two, of course. We started with three, went to four, and now
have five. Four works well as every partner can each have one
week a month when the boat is 'theirs'. The nice thing about
our partnership is that we've found we all get to sail as much
or as little as we want. We assign one week to each partner
starting on Thursday. This way if someone wants to take the
boat for a long weekend, they don’t have to worry about trading days with the other partners. If one of the other partners
wants to go sailing, they just email the partner whose week
it is and work out the details. When it’s 'your' week, you can
just head out. With a partnership, you also have a built-in
crew who often want to go sailing with you. Just let them
know and off you go for a daysail or whatever.
Another important aspect is figuring out what kind of boat
your partnership wants. Does your group want a daysailer,
racer/cruiser, or maybe a coastal cruiser? We wanted a safe
daysailer that we could also use for weekend trips on the Bay
and week-long trips up to the Delta. As such, we needed a
boat that could sleep 5-6, have a galley, and have a private
legal head.
Our partners were keen on a used 30-foot boat in the $15k
range, which meant we'd all have to come up with $5,000 for
an initial investment. Based on the April edition of Latitude, at
this price we could have had our pick of a Hunter 30, Pearson
31, Catalina 30, or an Islander 30. And with most sellers you
can negotiate lower than the asking prices.
We started our boat search looking through the Classy
Classifieds, and found several we wanted to look at. The third
boat we looked at, a 1981 Gary Mull-designed Newport 30,
turned out to be a great one. We met with the owners — who
turned out to be three partners about our age. They'd had the
boat for six years and were moving on. When our surveyor got
done with his job, he said, "Buy this boat!" The boat sailed
great in the sea trials, so we negotiated the best deal and
signed on the bottom line. We got ourselves a beauty!
Once we'd done the deed, we still had some work to do
— such as register the boat at the DMV, transfer the title,
get insurance, and pay the sales tax. Yes, every time a boat is
sold, the state wants sales tax. Lastly, we needed a place to
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keep the boat. We decided to keep her in Alameda, and just
took over the slip that she'd always been in. This worked out
well, as the less experienced of us could practice sailing in
the Estuary without worrying about getting into too much
trouble.
With five of us each paying $100 a month, that covers all
the expenses — insurance, property taxes, bottom cleaning,
canvas work, etc. — leaving a little extra for the little things
that come up. We haul the boat once every two years to have
the bottom painted and do minor repairs. Some of the haulout
is covered by the kitty, but most if it comes out of our pockets.
It usually has run about $300 to $350 a person.
In order to tie it all together, we made a simple contract and
had each partner sign it. The contract stated the purchase
price, who the partners were, and listed all the basics of our
arrangements — such as who gets to use the boat when, keeping the boat clean for others, getting repairs done in a timely
fashion, and a minimum length — one year — of participation.
The contract also stated that sailing is a dangerous sport and
that no one will sue any of the partners unless there was gross
negligence.
The contract also stated that if a partner decides he/she
wants out, it will be their responsibility to place the ads and do
the sea trials for potential replacement partners. Once that is
done, each of the current partners gets to meet the prospective
partner and determine if the person would be a good fit. If for
whatever reason the majority of partners don't feel comfortable with the potential partner, they can deny him/her and
the process starts over. We've never had a problem with the
latter.
We've had a wonderful experience with our partnerships
over the last six years. If you do your homework and pick the
right people to get involved, you can be sailing the Bay for a
few dollars a day, too!
For more information about our boat and partnership, visit
our website at http://addiction30.tripod.com/.
Craig Russell
Addiction, Newport 30
Emeryville
Craig — Thanks for your report. With time, money and berths
in seemingly shorter supply all the time, boat partnerships are
becoming more attractive. If any of you readers have been in
such a partnership, we'd love to have a brief report, no matter
if it was a success or failure.
⇑⇓ABANDONING ECLIPSE
The article about Richard Woods abandoning his 34-ft
catamaran Eclipse in the Gulf of Tehuantepec will hopefully
provide some lessons to those new to offshore sailing. Even
though Woods — a designer and builder of small catamarans
— claims to be a very experienced sailor with 70,000 offshore
miles and 45 years of experience, he made several major
mistakes.
1) Dinghies should never be carried on davits at sea. Not
ever. It's not a matter of 'if' they will get filled with water and
become a hazard to the safety of the vessel, but 'when'.
2) You should never get off a boat until you have to step up
into a liferaft. There's no need to risk the lives of others unless you are seriously in danger. Being scared doesn’t qualify.
Woods commented that Eclipse was still seaworthy, could
be salvaged and, at the time of the rescue, the wind and sea
conditions were moderating. He should have called off the
rescue.
3) A lightweight vessel like a cat with no lead keel or bal-
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last is like a ping-pong ball on the water. For situations with
exceptionally strong winds, owners of such boats need to have
several heavy weather options. It turned out that the best
for Eclipse was dragging warps. Woods would have been far
better off if he'd bought a drogue or two to slow the boat to
manageable speeds. With two, he could have streamed them
from each hull, and thus been able to control the speed and
direction of the boat. Also, by varying the length of the tow
lines, he could have reduced the risk of both drogues coming out of the water at the same time, reducing the inevitable
'rubber band effect' that puts significant strain on lines and
fittings.
4) Lastly, I question the skipper's decision-making. Woods
was northbound and knew there was a gale coming. He
decided to cross one of the most dangerous bodies of water
despite the forecast. Then he headed offshore rather than
inshore, and got into even stronger winds. I see from the location of the rescue that he was not even halfway across the
Gulf of Tehuantepec when he and Jetti were rescued. How in
the world did he think he could make it all the way across?
Yes, I know all about us armchair sailors, and that it's
easy for us to make good decisions when hunkered down in
our home by the fire on a stormy winter night. However, good
decisions at sea require good planning. To all who go offshore,
I recommend going by the good old Boy Scout motto of 'Be
Prepared'.
By the way, I'm a vet of the last Ha-Ha, and just completed
my first long solo passage — from Mexico to Hawaii in 20 days
in light wind conditions. I'm 67 years old.
Glen Read
Nootka, Island Packet 40
Port of Edmonds, Washington
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Glen — Congratulations on your singlehanded crossing.
We'll be the first to agree that Woods made a very poor decision when he tried to cross the Gulf of Tehuantepec knowing
full well that a gale was on its way. We wouldn't have tried
that in our old Ocean 71 ketch, let alone in a small and light
catamaran. We can only assume that being from England,
Woods wasn't sufficiently
familiar with how treacherous the gulf becomes
when a Tehuantepecker
comes through. We know
some experienced sailors aboard a Freya 39
— a very good heavyweather boat — who
were reduced to lying on
the cabin sole during a
'Pecker and praying to be
allowed to survive. Then
there was another experienced cruising couple
with a Morgan 38 who
almost immediately gave
up cruising after being
Richard Woods' 'Eclipse' had to be
caught in a similar storm
abandoned in a Tehuantepecker.
there. Both of these cases
happened about 20 years ago when Tehuantepeckers were
harder to forecast and harder to be informed of. Now they are
easy to forecast and therefore easy to avoid.
As for Woods' subsequent decisions, we're much more hesistant to be critical. We weren't there, so we have no idea how
much he and girlfriend Jetti's physical and mental states might
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have deteriorated as a result of the long pummeling. Fatigue has
a tremendously debilitating effect on physical and mental performance. Then, too, we have the benefit of hindsight. Suppose
Woods — as you recommend — had waved off the rescue, then
the wind and seas started to build again, the cat flipped and
the two were killed. We can only imagine the second-guessing
that would have gone on then. Nor are we sure it would have
been advisable to set two drogues in those conditions, as it
seems as though violent out-of-sync waves might have pulled
the two hulls apart like a wishbone. But as we weren't there,
we don't know.
Woods probably could have made better decisions, but the
fact that he and Jetti survived indicates to us that he could
have done worse.
⇑⇓ABOUT THE DIAPERS
Joe Elliott’s two-part article on cruising the coast of California seemed to be a contradiction in terms. While cruising
often means many things to many people, it always seemed
to have a certain amount of self-reliance to it. Elliott seemed
to think that seamanship can be replaced by whining on the
VHF for the Coast Guard to bail him out of his troubles.
Also, when did marina hopping, with an occasional dropping of the hook, fallen under the category of 'cruising'?
I once owned an Islander 30, too, but it was 30 years ago,
and we sailed her to Banderas Bay, Mexico. This was when
you had to navigate with a sextant using sight reduction
tables, a Nautical Almanac, and a Walker Log. Those days are
gone, Joe, but you seem to think being a prudent mariner is
no longer necessary either.
Perhaps the Coast Guard should charge a fee to recover the
costs incurred bailing novice mariners — such as Elliott — out
of problems they neglected to prepare for at the dock.
Elliott's 'got to have' and 'not necessary' list was interesting. He may disagree with me, but I enjoy spending weeks at
isolated anchorages, where water may not be available. And
since I've grown tired of lugging water from land sources when
it was available, I therefore disagree with his conclusion that
watermakers aren't important. After all these years of cruising, I still find that I ask questions, inquire, and try to find
solutions rather than relying on some self-inflated image.
In closing, I'd like to remind Elliott that diapers aren't just
for the very old, but for babies, too. Pick up a rattle while
you’re getting the diapers, because somebody may recognize
it for the EPIRB that you decided was unnecessary.
Jerry Metheany
Rosita
Jerry — Elliott had a lot of controversial opinions, so we're
surprised that there wasn't more reader reaction to some of
them. Here's our response to a couple of the things he claimed
weren't necessary for a California coastal cruise:
— A RIB tender with a big outboard. In our book, there is
no substitute for a planing dinghy. In fact, it's our opinion that
while his Sea Eagle tender might be marginally acceptable
for putting around in sheltered harbors, it would be grossly
inadequate — both in design and construction — for the kind
of coastal cruising we enjoy. We need a dinghy that can withstand being rolled in the surf, dragged over sharp rocks and
barnacles, and be capable of making headway in relatively
rough open ocean conditions.
— Spinnakers. We can't imagine cruising south of Pt. Conception without a spinnaker or gennaker. In many cases it makes
the difference between having a wonderfully satisfying sail
and having to listen to a noisy diesel. We've had some fabulous
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spinnaker runs in the Santa Barbara Channel between Pt.
Mugu and Pt. Dume, and back and forth between Catalina and
Long Beach, Redondo and Newport Beach. Contrary to Elliott's
contention, we think it's far more "suicidal" to fly a spinnaker
on San Francisco Bay than it is in typical Southern California
conditions.
In addition, the crack about diapers was absurd. The fact is
that the oceans of the world are overflowing with guys — and
a few gals — in their 60s and 70s and 80s, who can still
cruise with the best of them. Elsewhere in this issue we note
that Robin Knox-Johnston, the first man to singlehand around
the world nonstop, will be doing it again next year, at age 67,
with a big, beamy Open 60. Then there's lifelong smoker Tony
Bullimore, who at age 67 is going to attempt to singlehand his
102-ft racing cat Team Daedalus around the world. The list of
people sailing the oceans of the world past age 65 is a very long
one. Besides, does Elliott think it would be better for them or
the world if they were warehoused in senior care facilities?
Of course, we don't agree with Metheany on everything,
either. We've got a wonderful Spectra watermaker on our catamaran, but the only time we've used it was from California to
the Caribbean and back, and when we have a dozen or more
people on Profligate for a Ha-Ha. If we stop at a fuel dock or
marina every two weeks, we can take on all the water we need
for the next couple of weeks without ever having to fire up the
watermaker.
⇑⇓VIETNAMESE ARE GENERALLY VERY NICE PEOPLE
I’m a huge and longtime fan of Latitude, but thought you
might appreciate a different perspective on your cruising Vietnam story that appeared in the May 8 'Lectronic. Certainly a
case can be made for cultural exchange and personal relationships being built between nice people, and the Vietnamese are
generally very nice people. It is also one of the most beautiful
spots on earth — especially the Central Highlands.
However, no cruisers will see the Central Highlands
because it is the home of religious and racial persecution
against the Montagnard (Dega) people. It is locked down.
Journalists and diplomats are not allowed. Immigration is
denied. The Dega aligned themselves with Special Forces and
fought valiantly for their freedom. They fought innumerable
battles that American soldiers didn’t have to fight. They were
abandoned and misled by our government, which is largely
to blame for their present dire situation. A pitiful few escaped
through Laos and now have exemplary communities here in
the United States.
The point is that we are condoning a ruthless and totalitarian country by glibly taking a tour or cruise and pretending
everything is fine. It is not. If you go, please make a point of
asking about the Montagnards. They may have saved your
brother or uncle way back when. You owe them.
Steve Hatch
Black Irish Dive Service
South San Francisco
Steve — A clarification is required. The author of that piece
is Jack van Ommen, who singlehanded to Vietnam from
California. He first went to Vietnam very early in the '60s, at
which time he fell in love with the place. We don't think his
visit condones the current deplorable state of human rights in
that country any more than our cruise to Cuba condoned the
tyranny of Castro. Indeed, van Ommen's article on Vietnam,
like ours on Cuba, provided an opportunity to remind everyone
of the terrible human rights abuses in those countries.
In case we've been unclear on the matter, there are three
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principles we at Latitude stand for: 1) free people, 2) free trade,
and 3) personal responsibility. As such, we're diametrically
opposed to virtually everything the notably corrupt Vietnamese political and economic system stands for. Indeed, we're
encouraged that hundreds of people in Vietnam — including
priests, monks, former Communist Party members, academics,
engineers, teachers and many others — were brave enough
to sign two public appeals two months ago. On April 8, they
risked their lives by signing the Appeal for Freedom of Political
Association, and two days later, by signing the 2006 Manifesto
on Freedom and Democracy for Vietnam.
"In Vietnam, the mere act of signing such documents routinely triggers a police investigation, detention and often imprisonment," said Brad Adams, Asia Director at Human Rights
Watch. When it comes to human rights, Vietnam is high on
the shit list of groups such as Human Rights Watch, Amnesty
International, and other advocacy groups.
But talk about the ultimate irony, can you imagine a country
losing two million of its people in an armed conflict — and the
survivors ending up even more enslaved than ever? What an
incredible waste.
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⇑⇓THE STORY BEHIND THE PHOTO SPREAD
Thank you so much for choosing the wonderful photo of
my Black Soo Mirage for the centerfold in the Singlehanded
Sailing Society's Farallones Race coverage last month. It was
a great day to be out there — fine weather, gentle breezes,
and being on a great boat that loves those tight reaches.
Of course, there is a story. Mirage was, of course, the
'honeymoon ride' for my lovely wife Lucie and me during the
last West Marine Pacific Cup, so this was to be Lucie's first
singlehanded Farallones Race on the boat. I was going to take
Georgia, our soon-to-be cruising boat. Well, stuff happens,
and lucky me ended up taking Mirage. Thank you Lucie!
So there I was at the starting line looking for the other Black
Soo, Greg Nelsen's Starbuck, to push both of us to the limit.
But there was no Starbuck in sight! I got a good start, and
by the time I sailed beneath the Golden Gate Bridge, I could
still read the
sail number
and name
on Mark Holman’s Hobie
33 Sleeping
Dragon. So I
wasn't doing
too badly.
But looking
aft in the
direction of
'Mirage' rounding the Farallones.
Pier 39, I
could see a narrow and low shape so familiar to participants
in SSS events. It was Starbuck, late to the start because
Nelsen's outboard had crapped out off Treasure Island and
he'd had to start sailing from there.
Well, by the time we got to the Farallones, Greg had closed
so much that I could almost read his sail number. That's why
I was frequently looking back about the time the photo was
taken. As it turned out, on the way back to the Bay, Nelsen
opted to go to the northside of the shipping channel while I
took the southern route. Although his Starbuck finished ahead
of me by about five minutes, she owed Mirage time because
she's been modified. When it was all over, I corrected out
ahead of Greg by a mere eight seconds! It was that close. We
took second and third overall in the sportboat division, five
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corrected-time minutes behind Sleeping Dragon.
By the way, those hard-chine 'plywood boxes' are the greatest little sailing boats — especially in the ocean. In fact, I'm
quite sure that Lucie fell in love with Mirage long before she
fell in love with me!
Ben Mewes
Mirage, Black Soo 31
Alameda
Ben — Thanks for providing 'the rest of the story'. Sailing
is deceptive, for so often what looks like nothing more than a
boat sailing along is actually part of an exciting on-the-water
drama — albeit usually just between a few people. We were
involved in competitive sports for a long time, and have to say
that we rarely had more fun than when shorthanded racing
with/against friends.
Speaking of 'plywood boxes', you probably won't be surprised to note that Jack van Ommen, who did the '82 Singlehanded TransPac, had no trouble sailing his triple-chine Naja
29 Fleetwood from California to Vietnam.
⇑⇓LIFERAFTS OFTEN OPEN UPSIDE DOWN
Did anyone see Survivorman on the Science Channel? I'm
thinking of the installment where the guy inflated a liferaft
from the back of a sailboat and proceeded to practice his
survival techniques for a few days on the open ocean. The
liferaft he was using opened upside down, which he said was
common. As a result, the survival gear inside the raft got soaking wet. In addition, he had a terrible time with leaking from
the floor and from the inflated areas. He had to continually
bail the raft out and reinflate the sides. All this happened in
relatively calm waters.
If anyone knows the type of liferaft used, I’d like to know
about it so I can avoid purchasing that brand. There was no
reference on the show or on their website as to the brand.
Randy Hasness
Manassas, Virginia
Randy — There are different rafts/liferaft models for different situations. Some are classified for use less than three
miles offshore, some three to 20 miles offshore, and others for
more than 20 miles offshore. In some ways these categories
are ridiculous, because if your boat sinks three miles off the
Marin Headlands when the Potato Patch is breaking, you're
likely to need a better liferaft than if you sank 2,000 miles into
the Pacific.
As you might expect, the better made and equipped liferafts
cost substantially more than the basic models. As you also
might expect, many boat owners purchase the least expensive
models in the belief it's unlikely they'll ever have to use it.
It's not uncommon for liferafts to inflate upside down and/or
roll over in windy conditions. That's why candidates for Coast
Guard six-pak licenses have to get into a pool and prove they
have mastered the techniques necessary for righting such
liferafts — in a swimming pool, at least. And if you read accounts of people who have had to spend long periods of times
in liferafts during rough weather, being rolled and having the
raft fill with water is not uncommon.
That liferafts flip might seem like a severe defect — until you
realize that there are other important requirements that have to
be met also. For instance, a liferaft has to be compact enough
to fit on a small boat, light enough for one person to launch in
severe weather, yet large enough to accomodate several people.
If you want to take a crack at meeting all those design requirements in one package, you'll see that there is no way to avoid
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some serious compromises. For example, if you're thinking of
adding ballast to keep the raft upright, you'll no doubt make the
raft too heavy to be launched in the first place. And even if it
could be launched, it would leave the raft relatively stationary
in the water, and therefore a sitting duck for breaking waves
that, over time, might tear it apart.
We think a lot of mariners have a vague notion that if they
buy a liferaft, everything will turn out hunky-dory, even if their
boat suddenly goes down in 35-kt winds and 15-ft seas. To
assume that it would be easy to launch and board a liferaft in
such conditions is complete nonsense. Having a liferaft is not
a guarantee that you'll survive such situations, just that you'll
have a fighting chance at
it. The first
challenge in
an abandon
ship situation
is very physical — getting
the liferaft
into the water
from the probably pitching
Being able to right a flipped liferaft is a requirement
deck without
for some Coast Guard licenses.
anybody getting hurt in the process. It's not unusual for liferafts to be inflated — intentionally or unintentionally — on deck, in which
case the problems are multiplied many times over. Even if the
crew gets the raft into the water, can you imagine the force
that 35 knots of wind puts on a bulky liferaft? If you can, you'll
understand why many liferafts get blown away before their
crews can even climb into them. And even if they are launched
upright, and stay upright, rafts can still be extremely difficult
to climb aboard in stormy conditions, rope ladders notwithstanding. If you read the accounts of people who have had to
spend long periods of time in liferafts, they usually had a lot
of trouble with eliminating moisture. And with the moisture
comes sores and often rapidly deteriorating health. As such,
if you have to get into a liferaft, the most important thing is to
make sure you get out as quickly as possible — which is why
an EPIRB and/or satphone are so important.
Sal of Sal's Inflatables brings a raft that we inflate at every
Crew List Party, so everybody has a chance to crawl around
inside. While it's fun, hopefully it also makes everyone think
twice about what it would really be like to have to survive
extreme conditions in such a raft.
⇑⇓THE ICE MAN COMETH
Visitors to Two Harbors at Catalina Island should be
aware of a new rule that we ran afoul of during a recent visit
to that wonderful place. Our problem began just as the sun
was setting below an adjacent yardarm, as Phil, one of our
stout-hearted crew with a passion for heavily iced gin and
tonic, made a seemingly innocent quip to a passing Harbor
Patrol officer about our lack of ice. The officer said nothing
at the time, but he, and others on nearby moorings, clearly
made a note of our four rowdy crew — all in our '50s and '60s
— aboard La Storia.
About an hour later, there was an insistent rapping on
our hull followed by a loud, "Ahoy!" It was the same officer
as before, rousting me from below where I was preparing dinner for my crew. As I scrambled up the companionway steps
to meet the officer, my mind raced through the list of sinful
ommissions or commissions that could have brought the of-
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ficer to our vessel. The rest of my crew breathed an accusatory "Ooooh." I greeted the officer with a smile that hopefully
masked my anxiety, and asked as innocently as possible how
I could help him.
He gruffly informed me that one of our neighbors had
lodged a complaint.
I again racked my brain for a transgression. True, we'd
been having a good time, but I couldn’t imagine that we were
disturbing the early evening peace. After all, a cold wind was
blowing across the Isthmus, so we were all down below bending elbows, listening to Sinatra, munching cheese and crackers, and roasting the political establishment while I burned
the vegetables.
"What’s the problem?" I asked. He replied sternly that our
neighbors had observed the crew of La Storia having cocktails
— without ice!
As my expression morphed slowly from confusion to understanding, the officer, now sporting a big smile, handed
over a five-pound bag of frozen cubes, while captain and crew
burst into relieved and appreciative laughter. The officer graciously refused payment for his contribution to our icebox, and
motored off to perform his official duties with Two Harbor’s
unique hospitality.
Burt McChesney
La Storia, Catalina/Morgan 45
Chula Vista
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Burt — We've spent quite a bit of time at Two Harbors over
the last five years, and thus have had plenty of opportunity to
observe how the place is run. In our opinion, the management
and employees do a superb job. What gives the place such a
pleasant vibe is that all the harbor patrol folks come across as
facilitators of fun rather than law enforcement officers. That's
probably because they aren't law enforcement officers and don't
carry guns —
even though
they do have
"Limited
Police Officer Power,"
which does
allow them to
make arrests
and write citations. But
based on our
The Harbor Patrols at Catalina do everything from
experience,
rescuing submerged inflatables to delivering ice.
they do their
best to avoid doing that or calling the L.A. Sheriff who is stationed there. We also want to put in a good word for the great
harbor patrol folks at Avalon. They aren't part of the same
organization, but they do an equally good job. A tip of the hat
to all of them.
⇑⇓SHE REJUVENATES OUR SPIRIT
As a boy growing up around the Bay, I sailed two to six days
a week year 'round. Sunshine, fog, rain — it didn't matter.
As an adult, however, I settled into a bimodal child-centric,
workaholic lifestyle, and my time on the water shrunk. The
decades raced by, responsibilities grew, and eventually my
passion for sailing had to be crammed into a measly 10 or 15
days per year. In recent years, I compounded the problem by
getting onto airplanes several times a month, though I still
preferred sailboats. But clearly the work thing had gotten the
better of me.

Make Your First Ocean
Passage a Great One

L

EARN WHAT IT TAKES...

to make a major cruise under
sail during our 22nd offshore sail training voyage. In 2007 we are headed on the traditional
Milk Run Westward through the Pacific on a
voyage that offers you a choice of four ocean
passages, a coastal trip, or a rare exploration of
remote South Pacific atolls.
Our emphasis is on helping you build skills
in an environment of fun and great sailing.
Many who sail with us are planning voyages of
their own—there is no better way to prepare.
Underway, we provide in-depth experience in
vessel management, safety, provisioning,
electrical and plumbing systems, celestial
navigating, anchoring, sail handling, weather
routing, and heavy weather.
Along with eight other crewmembers, you’ll
sail in all conditions, standing watches and
steering as Alaska Eagle sails 180 to 240 miles a
day. Delicious meals are prepared by the ship’s
cook. Everyone has a comfortable berth, and
double cabins are available for couples and
single women.
Alaska Eagle is owned by one of the nation’s
premier non-profit sailing schools. Designed by
Sparkman & Stephens and strongly built of
aluminum by the Royal Huisman Shipyard,
Alaska Eagle (ex Whitbread winner Flyer) has
logged more than 350,000 offshore miles. She
has a comfortable four stateroom interior and all
the latest electronics and cruising gear. She is
Coast Guard certified for All Oceans.

2006/2007 SKIPPERS –

Sail and Learn with the Best

Since Rich and Sheri first sailed aboard Alaska Eagle from England
to California in 1982, they have been aboard as skipper and mate for
the majority of her voyages. Combined, they have sailed more than
550,000 miles, including three Atlantic crossings, more than 30
crossings between Hawaii and the West Coast, 13 equator crossings,
and many miles through the South Pacific between Tahiti and
Australia. In between, Rich and Sheri built two boats, virtually by themselves. In the first boat, a
Farr 44 named Confetti, they circumnavigated South America. Their next boat was a 54 foot aluminum sloop named Polar Mist, in which they voyaged from California to Antarctica and back.
Licenses held: USCG Master Upon Oceans • STCW International
Yacht Master (RYA/DOT) • US Sailing Instructor: Keelboat, Cruising, Coastal Navigation

ALASKA EAGLE 2006 VOYAGE SCHEDULE
Santa Barbara Island
Newport – Guadalupe Island – Newport
Northern Channel Islands
Baja Ha-Ha Cruisers’ Rally*
Cabo – Newport Beach

120 miles
650 miles
300 miles
750 miles
750 miles

Jun 8 – Jun 11
Jun 24 – Jun 30
Aug 16 – Aug 20
Oct 28 – Nov 10
Nov 13 – Nov 21

* apply for either Alaska Eagle or Kialoa III.

ALASKA EAGLE 2007 SUMMER VOYAGE SCHEDULE
Leg 1 Newport - Hawaii
Leg 2 Hawaii - Fanning Island - Tahiti*
Leg 3 Tahiti -Rarotonga - Suwarrow Nuie - Pago Pago
Leg 4 Pago Pago - Tonga - Fiji
Leg 5 Suva, Fiji - Vanuatu - Sydney

2250 miles
2500 miles

July 10 - July 23, 2007
July 27 - Aug 16, 2007

13 days
20 days

2000 miles
900 miles
2000 miles

Aug 20 - Sept 10, 2007
Sept 13 - Oct 2, 2007
Oct 5 - 26, 2007

21 days
18 days
21 days

* all women voyage

To learn more: occsailing.com
To request a color catalog or
specific info: 949-645-9412
Or write: Alaska Eagle Voyages, 1801 W. Coast Hwy, Newport Beach, CA 92663
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In January 2003, in an attempt to restore my psyche, I
took the advice of my friend Dave Parker and sent out the
"mother of all racing schedules" to a group of sailing buddies
who might crew for me. As Parker suggested, a company of
crewmembers signed up for laughs and luck on Youngster,
and ever since we have been off to, well, the races.
My wooden beauty was built in Norway in 1937. I bought
her in '91, and after an extensive restoration in '93, have
berthed her in the bucolic San Francisco YC harbor in Belvedere Cove. After paint and polish, she was renamed Youngster
— "because she doesn't look or feel her age" — by Christina,
the youngest of my four children. We are thankful that our
spry 69-year-old has the wherewithal to come and go as often
as she pleases.
A while ago, Hank Easom mentioned that he couldn’t believe
how often he had seen Youngster sailing — we keep no quarter
with engines — in and out of Belvedere. I began to wonder how
often that had been. So crew chief Chris Sidner and I added
up our racing
schedules, and
discovered that
the Youngster
indulged us
with a whopping 92 races
on 82 different
days in '03, 84
races in '04,
and 85 races in
'05. According
to our schedule,
Even at age 69, she's still a 'Youngster'.
we'll be doing
88 races this year. I actually wish we could race her more,
because each time we go out I feel privileged.
Youngster feels alive, is easy on the eyes, and rejuvenates
our spirit by providing constant play on the Bay. Who can fault
us for enjoying such a healthy elixir as often as possible?
Ron Young
San Francisco
Ron — Getting out an average of 85 times a year is pretty
rare. Can any readers top it?
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Sailrite®
(800) 348-2769
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www.sailrite.com
e-mail: sailrite@sailrite.com
Churubusco, IN (260) 693-2242
Ft.Lauderdale, FL (954) 779-2227
Annapolis, MD (410) 263-6732

⇑⇓THE TROUBLE WITH OUTDATED BOOKS
Gary Wyngarden quoted Steinbeck’s description of Cabo
San Lucas in The Log of The Sea of Cortez — based on a trip
the author took aboard the Western Flyer in 1940 — as a
reason to question why the Baja Ha-Ha ends in Cabo. That
bit of historic description reminds us of the value of contemporaneous historic accounts — the best of which is probably
Richard Henry Dana, Jr.’s Two Years Before The Mast, which
I am reading again with great enjoyment.
Based on that book, why would anyone want to go to:
• Santa Barbara, which lies "on a low, flat plain, covered
with grass, though entirely without trees . . . and is composed
of one-story houses build entirely of brown clay — some of
them plastered — with red tiles on the roofs." Dana estimated
there were 300 buildings, plus a presidio that was "apparently,
a little stronger."
• San Diego, which is "composed of about 40 dark brown
looking huts or houses and two larger ones," and protected
by a garrison of "12 half-clothed and half-starved fellows,"
with "only two guns, one of which was spiked and the other
had no carriage."
• San Francisco, on the other hand, sounds like a place

SAFETY WITH A TWIST
Why a Garhauer Radar Tower?
Rather than depend on high maintenance
gimbal mechanisms, a large knurled knob
quickly levels your radome to the tack you’re
on. Whether you are cruising coastal or
offshore, we have the tower to meet your
needs. Call us today to discuss the best
solution for your boat.

All stainless steel: Not powder coated,
our towers are polished stainless steel, designed with
quality marine materials and built in the USA. All radar
towers come with a 10 year unconditional guarantee.
Free technical/installation support: You are only a
phone call away from a helpful and knowledgable
representative.

Each all stainless steel radar tower kit comes
complete with:
•
•
•
•
•

Polished stainless steel pole
Radar plate matched to your radome model
All mounting hardware
Pivoting or fixed base and backing plate
6 to 1 engine hoist with yacht braid

Great price: Because Garhauer sells only direct to our
customers, we are able to offer top quality gear for a lot
less than elsewhere.
RT-8
RT-8
RT-10
RT-10

2.0" surface mount
2.5" surface mount
2.0"below deck mount
2.5"below deck mount

Tower shown includes the optional antenna hoop, available
for mounting other antennas in one easy to access location.

Tower shown with optional antenna hoop
(radome not included)

1082 West Ninth St., Upland, CA 91786

10 Year Unconditional Guarantee
Tel: (909) 985-9993

FAX: (909) 946-3913

www.garhauermarine.com
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Refrigeration – Easy As 1,2,3!

1. KEEL COOLED
• No Pump
• No Fan
• No Noise!

2. AIR COOLED
• Forced Air
Cooling
• Extremly
Compact
• Duct Kit
Available

3. WATER COOLED
• 20% better
cooling
efficiency
• Self-priming
pump
• Protected
against lack
of water
Frigoboat offers three cooling options each providing
unique features to ideally fit your circumstances.

Which is best for you?
CALL TODAY TO DISCUSS THE MOST COST EFFECTIVE
AND EFFICIENT SOLUTION FOR YOUR BOAT.

1150 BRICKYARD COVE RD., SUITE B6
PT. RICHMOND, CA 94801 (510) 234-9566
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that even back then we might have wanted to visit. It has "a
magnificent bay," with "small and beautifully-wooded islands."
Dana predicted that "if California ever becomes a prosperous
country, this bay will be the centre of its prosperity. The abundance of wood and water, the extreme fertility of its shores,
the excellence of its climate, which is as near to perfect as
any in the world, and . . . the best anchoring grounds in the
whole western coast of America, all fit it to be a place of great
importance."
Above all, Two Years Before The Mast is a great sailing
book. The new American Library edition, beautifully bound on
high-quality India paper includes Dana’s To Cuba and Back,
and Journal of a Voyage Around the World. They are fun to
read and an inspiration to all sailors.
Ken Harms
Land Locked in Yorba Linda
Ken — Another excellent historical book that would be of
interest to many mariners is David McCullough's The Path
Between Two Seas: The Creation of the Panama Canal. It's a
scholarly, rather than pop, book, in which much can be learned
about: U.S. politics (why the Canal site was changed from Nicaragua to Panama at the last minute); international politics (how
the United States all but created the country of Panama in a few
weeks out of what had been a valuable part of Colombia); wild
business speculation (how millions of innocent French investors
got fleeced by investing in the failed French attempt to build a
sea level canal in Panama); and medicine (at the time, malaria,
literally 'bad air', was thought to be the cause of malaria and
yellow fever.) The only bad thing about the book is that it's so
scholarly that it bogs down a bit. McCullough should have done
a pop version for the layman. But it's still an excellent book.
⇑⇓WHAT'S IN A BOAT NAME?
Some people ask why we gave our Freya 39 — just back
from a multi-year cruise in the South Pacific and antipodes, the name Solstice. As most readers probably know, the
solstices are the two days of the year corresponding to the
first day of summer and the first day of winter. These are the
longest and shortest days of the year, respectively. I liked the
name for its connections with the sun, and also for its symbolic
allusion to highs and lows, turning points, natural cycles,
and the balance and
symmetry in nature.
As much as I thought
of solstice as sort of a
celestial yin-yang, it
turns out the connection is much closer
than I had originally
realized. The Chinese
words yin and yang
literally mean moon
and sun, and the yinyang symbol comes
from plots of a pole's
shadow through the
seasons of the year.
This is the perfect spinnaker graphic for
The dots in the yina boat named 'Solstice'.
yang represent the
sun at the summer and winter solstices!
The word solstice comes from the Latin solstitium‚ which
means "the point at which the sun stands still" — referring to
the sun's arrival at the northern or southernmost limits of its
annual travels. This happens at 23.5º from the equator, and
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BEST LOCATION

Ten minutes from downtown San Francisco
and close to central bay sailing.

BEST STAFF

Friendly, knowledgeable and helpful.
Open 7 days a week.

Marin
I-80

San Francisco

Oakland

✠

U.S. 101

I-280

I-380

Brisbane Marina

GOING NORTH OR
SOUTH ON HWY 101,
TAKE THE
SIERRA PT. PARKWAY
EXIT.

✈ SFO

BEST RATES

According to the Bay Area Survey of Marina
Rates, Brisbane Marina is among the lowest.

36-ft Berths $21240/month
Home of Sierra Point Yacht Club

• BERTHS AVAILABLE NOW 30-66 FT.
• CONVENIENT PARKING
• ELECTRONICALLY KEYED
RESTROOMS/SHOWERS
• IMMEDIATE SAILING BEYOND
CHANNEL MARKERS
• FREEWAY ENTRANCE FROM HWY 101
• DEEP, WELL MARKED ENTRANCE
• PROTECTED WATERS, NO SURGE
• ALL CONCRETE DOCKS AND BREAKWATER

400 Sierra Point Parkway, Brisbane, CA 94005

(650) 583-6975
www.ci.brisbane.ca.us • harbormaster@ci.brisbane.ca.us
Open 7 days a week: Monday-Saturday 8am-5pm, Sunday 8am-4:30pm
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In addition to the
Ronstan batten car
systems on all seven
VO70’s, take a closer look
at the fleet and discover the
exclusive Series 42 RollerBall
mainsheet traveller systems,
powerful Orbit blocks and the
QuadRace Cars and Tracks.

There is a choice when
it comes to hardware.

w w w. r o n s t a n . c o m

Unique Solutions & Technical Support Email office@ronstan.us Ph 401-293-0539
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the lines circling the globe at these latitudes are called the
Tropic of Cancer in the northern hemisphere and the Tropic
of Capricorn in the southern hemisphere. The word tropic
comes from the Greek tropikos, which means "of or pertaining
to a turn or change," once again referring to the turn of the
sun when it reaches that latitude.
The choice of Cancer and Capricorn to name the tropics
is no accident either. These are the astrological signs where
the sun is at the summer and winter solstices respectively.
Furthermore, the astrological signs of Cancer and Capricorn
begin on — you guessed it — the summer and winter solstices.
(At one time the sun was in the constellations of Cancer and
Capricorn during the solstices, but due to the earth wobbling
on its axis — a phenomenon known as precession — this is
no longer the case.)
So another way to think of the solstices is as the boundaries of the tropics. I can't think of a better name for a tropical
cruising boat!
Jim Hancock
Solstice, Freya 39
Alameda
Jim — Very interesting. Anybody else have an entertaining
explanation for the name of their boat? If, however, your boat
is one of the many named Blow Job or Wet Spot, we're really
not that interested.
⇑⇓WOOD BOATS AND WORKING WHILE CRUISING
I’m a novice sailor who is considering buying a boat and
going cruising for a few years, and maybe more. In preparation, I’m busy taking sailing lessons, reading books and back
issues of Latitude, and saving money. But I’ve got a couple of
questions that I haven’t seen answers to.
First, would you recommend — or caution against — buying a wooden boat? I love the idea of wooden boats, and when
looking at the 'Classics' section of the Classy Classifieds, it
seems like you can get a lot of boat for the money. But will I
wind up spending a fortune on upkeep and will my life turn
into an endless saga of repairing dry rot? I've read some books
by happy owners of wooden boats, but other books have implied that a wooden boat will all but crumble into nothingness
the instant you sail it into the tropics. Will I have a harder
time finding repair facilities/materials in foreign countries?
Any other considerations I’m missing?
Second, I’d like to pick up some boat-related job skills before I go cruising. I’m a computer programmer, so with some
luck I’ll be able to do some telecommuting to pay some of
my cruising bills. But it would be nice to have some backup
job skills and/or skills that could allow me to do some of the
maintenance on my own boat. I’ve considered working for
free at a boatyard, perhaps learning to fix wooden boats, or
learning electronics, engine repair, carpentry, sailmaking or
something like that. I’ve also considered trying to pick up a
mishmash of this stuff by reading books and crewing on other
people’s boats. Do you have any recommendations on what
skills might be most useful for saving/making money while
cruising, and how you’d recommend picking them up?
Jason Duell
Berkeley
Jason — Traditional wood boats — as opposed to stripplanked and other epoxy-saturated boats — almost always
require considerably more time and money to maintain than
boats built of other materials. This is a shame, because wood

See us at our

OPEN HOUSE
Saturday,
June 24
Emeryville

San Francisco Bay
(510) 499-9463
(WIND)
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is the most natural and beautiful boatbuilding material of all.
If you want to get an idea of how much more work is involved
maintaining wood boats, become a part of the Master Mariners
fleet and volunteer to help some of the owners maintain their
boats. We're not saying that you can't successfully cruise on
a wood boat, just that there are plenty of good reasons why
most people don't try it. In addition, some wood boats seem like
'a lot of boat for the money' because those who aren't experts
don't have any idea how much work is required to bring them
up to snuff.
Most modern cruisers tend to have a lot more money than
they do mechanical skills. As such, if you find yourself in a
cruising center and know how to diagnose and repair diesels,
refrigeration systems and electronics, you'll usually have all
the work that you can handle. But we're talking about really
knowing what you're doing. There are all kinds of so-called 'mechanics' out there who know just enough to be dangerous, but
the word usually gets around pretty quickly. If you're serious
about learning how to repair diesels, electronics, or refrigeration systems — and we suggest that you become an expert in
one field rather than a jack of all trades — we recommend that
you get formal training at the appropriate school.
⇑⇓WEST TO EAST ACROSS THE CARIBBEAN
Elisabeth and I are planning our escape, one that will
eventually take us across the Caribbean and then across
the Atlantic to Europe. Everything I can find says that going
west to east across the Caribbean is not just uncomfortable,
but really bad. You and Profligate have done this a number of
times, haven’t you? We'd like to know what route you took. It
would appear that the southern harbor-hopping route would
be the best, but there's the Colombia and Venezuelan crime
factor to take into consideration. Is the northern route via
Jamaica and Hispanola any better? We'd really appreciate
any insight that you might be willing to share.
I have Jimmy Cornell's World Cruising Routes book and
the pilot charts. We're looking at a fall/winter/spring trip that
would put us in Antigua in time for the May start of the ARC
Europa.
Rod Lambert & Elisabeth Lehmbert
Proximity, Swan 41
San Francisco
Rod and Elisabeth — A west to east trip across the Caribbean from Panama to Antigua is one of the nastiest passages
in all of cruising because it's 1,200 miles — if you could make
it in a straight line, which you can't — directly into the relentless Caribbean trades, seas and current. In the winter, it's not
uncommon for the trades to blow 25 to 35 knots for weeks at a
time. During the summer, when the trades are generally lighter,
there's always the threat of hurricanes. Every year there are
people who try to make the straight shot, but Herb Hilgenberg,
the Canadian weather guru for the Caribbean and Atlantic,
thinks it's a terrible idea. "Boats have such a hard time making
much headway into the trades in the first place, and then they
lose about 30 miles of that each day because of the current."
In modern times, it's been Randy and Lourae Kenoffel of the
San Francisco-based Beneteau 50 Pizazz who have popularized
the harbor-hopping route that hugs the north coast of South
America. The really hard part is the 400 miles from Cartagena
to Aruba, generally thought to be the roughest part of the Caribbean. The Kenoffels have put together a rough cruising guide
to making that trip with only, as we recall, one overnight passage. A just-updated version can be gotten directly from them
at sy_pizazz@yahoo.com. The files are very large, so don't

TEST SAILS

HUNTER 25

OPEN
HOUSE
June 17-18 • 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Sign up at
www.summersailstice.com to win an Xcite

40’ CUSTOM CENTER COCKPIT
Ready to cruise.
$70,000

HUNTER 216

HUDSON
FORCE 50

NAUTICAT 43

Huge
cruising boat.
Beautifully kept.

S&S design.
High quality.
Cruise ready.

$189,000

$215,000

40’ CUSTOM SLOOP
Proven offshore racer.
$50,000

40’ OLSON
Immaculate racer.
$82,000

37’ HUNTER
Beautiful new interior.
$62,500

ADDITIONAL LISTINGS
38’ Freedom Sloop, 1993

$99,000

32’ Westsail, 1977

$54,600

30’ Hunter, 1980

$15,000

27’ Catalina, 1979

36’ Catalina Sloop, 1989

$62,000

30’ Carter, 1976

$19,950

29’ Cal 2-29, 1972

$17,000

27’ Hunter, 1978

$12,500

36’ S2, 1981

$49,500

30’ Catalina, 1978

25’ Hunter w/trailer, 2005

$34,000

$9,500

28’ Wylie Hawkfarm, 1979

$8,800

$12,500

DRY STORED BOATS SELL!! ONLY $5.00/ft LISTINGS WANTED
STEVE COGHLAN
RUTH SCOTT

www.nelsonyachts.net

1500 Ferry Point, Alameda, CA 94501 • email: sales@nelsonyachts.net • 510 337-2870

JUSTIN SCOTT
CHAD FREITAS
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Where the professionals shop!

On-the-water marine sales and services.

More Fun. Less Fuel.
• Quiet, 4-stroke
technology
• Unsurpassed fuel
economy

LED
AIR COO da
o
2 hp H n ck!
to
Now inaSl clutch
Option ble
availa

• Transistorized pointless
ignition
• Ideal for sailboats,
small tenders

Meets EPA
2006 & CARB
2008
Emissions
Standards!
© 2006 American Honda Motor Co., Inc.
Always wear a personal flotation device while boating and read your owner's manual.

NEW

Come Have
a Look!

C-Ranger
Tug
Classic line,
unusual comfort
with galley, head,
bunks tucked in
efficient 21'
pocket cruiser.
30 hp Yanmar.

ATOMIC 4 and
UNIVERSAL DIESEL
SPECIALISTS
We have everything you need
to keep your engine
in perfect running order.
• Tune up parts • Exhaust parts
• Water pumps • Carburetors
• Gasket kits
• Service manuals
*Your Northern California Auxiliary and Outboard Engine Specialists

•
•
•
•

Service
Parts
Sales
Repair

• Eight certified engine
technicians
• 800-feet deepwater
dock space

www.outboardmotorshop.com • www.sea-power.com

(510) 533-9290
333 Kennedy St., Oakland, CA 94606 • Fax 510-533-3374
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attempt it over SailMail or Winlink.
This southern route would probably be more popular were it
not for the fact that several crews — including that of a former
Ha-Ha boat — have been violently attacked at anchorages
along the coast of Colombia. Despite the handful of attacks,
many cruisers have been following the Kenoffel's advice. In
the opinion of the couple, the best times of year to attempt this
route are during the transitions between the wet and dry seasons, meaning between March and early June, and September
through November.
With all due respect, we don't agree completely with the
Kenoffel's recommended time frames. The last time we sailed
from Antigua to Panama, it was in early May, and it blew in the
high 20s to the low 30s almost the entire way, and there were
two swell trains. Trying to sail or motor into that would have
been all but impossible. As such, we think late May or early
June would be better before the beginning of the wet season,
and based on Profligate's experience, after the wet season a
crossing might be doable as late as the middle of December.
But you just never can tell.
Another timing strategy along this route is to wait until a
hurricane passing to the north — which could happen any time
between July and December — kills off the normal trades and
westerly swells. At that point you want to haul ass nonstop
from Cartagena to Aruba while praying the hurricane doesn't
make a surprise dip to the south. Of course, this would require
waiting for a hurricane that might never come to do exactly what
you want it to do. Once you're Aruba, you're still not home free,
as it's still a long way against the trades to Grenada, at which
point you can start heading up the chain of islands. If you hug
the coast of Venezuela, you can often avoid most of the trades
on the way to Grenada. Nonetheless, you will have covered a
hell of a lot more than 1,200 miles before it's all over.
The northern route consists of heading from either Panama
or Cartagena to the Cayman Islands or, if you can point high
enough and don't get set too much by the current, to Jamaica.
You can still get the living crap kicked out of you, and once you
reach Jamaica, you're still left with an upwind, upcurrent bash
of nearly 1,000 miles to get to Antigua. But at least you can duck
in and out of harbors and anchorages in Hispanola, Puerto Rico
and the Virgins, picking the best weather windows. Thanks to
the 'night lee' effect of the islands, it's possible to work eastward
in relatively calm weather — but only in the wee hours of the
night, and only for short distances. For details on this, you'll
want to read Bruce van Sant's colorful A Gentleman's Guide
to Passages South: The Thornless Guide to Windward.
It's possible to take this route more months of the year than
Cartagena to Aruba because it's usually not as rough once you
get 100 miles away from Cartagena. But once again, May to
June are good, as is the summer if there are no hurricanes.
And you can usually do it as late as December. The worst time
is mid-December through early April. There are, of course, exceptions, as you can sometimes find great weather windows
during the worst months and horrible weather during what are
normally the best months.
Our boats have gone eastward across the Caribbean twice.
The first time, Jim Drake left Cartagena, Colombia, with Big O,
hoping to take the southern passage across the top of South
America to Aruba. It was February, about the worst month of
the year. As we recall, he left port two or three times, and each
time was turned back by winds to 45 knots and seas to 15
feet. So finally he elected to sail north to Jamaica, then work
his way east across the islands. It was not a pleasure cruise,
and this was with a boat that can handle heavy weather.
The other time, Doña de Mallorca and crew found a decent
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211 Seton Road
Port Townsend, WA 98368
Toll Free: 1-866- 583-4055
Email: info@edensaw.com
MARINE PLY
Okoume BS 1088
Okoume BS 6566
Hydrotek BS 1088
Aquatek BS 6566
Douglas Fir Marine
Teak and Holly
Teak
VENEERS
(Over 150 species of
raw & paperbacked
in stock.)
EXOTICS
(Too many species on
hand to list here.
TRICEL
HONEYCOMB

LUMBER
Honduran Mahogany
Philippine Mahogany
African Mahogany
Western Red Cedar
White Bending Oak
Sitka Spruce
Douglas Fir
Ironbark
Apitong
Teak
Makore
Aniegre
Bubinga
Over 60 species in stock.

Now Stocking
System 3
Epoxy

Our Okoume products are available from
the following distributors.
CALIFORNIA

Sorensen Woodcraft
13307 Avenue 22-1/2
Chowchilla, CA 93610
Toll Free: 800-891-1808

MINNESOTA

Midwest Marine Plywood
2259 James Street
Eagan, MN 55122
Phone: 651-882-9704

www.edensaw.com
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enough weather window to streak from Cartagena to Aruba
to Antigua in early December. But in order for them to be able
to do that, they had to leave Cabo the first week in November
— right after the end of the Ha-Ha — and charge all but nonstop
to Panama at an average of 8.5 knots to position themselves for
the window. Few monohulls or smaller cats would be capable
of doing this, nor would their crews want to try. Had the Profligate crew not reached the Canal until the middle of December,
chances are they would have been turned back by the full fury
of the reinforced trades — and perhaps not been able to make
it to Antigua at all until the season was over. Indeed, prior to
the start of the trip we'd reconciled ourselves to the fact that
there was a good chance it wouldn't be successful.
The problem with leaving California in the fall with a slower
boat and trying to get to Antigua by May is that you can't leave
California until the hurricane season is over, but you have to
make it to Panama before the reinforced trades kick in. If you
don't, you'll likely have to wait until April to try to cross the
Caribbean in decent weather to reach Antigua by the early May
start of the ARC — meaning that you'll have had no time to enjoy
the Caribbean. And that would be a shame. If your primary
goals are to cruise Mexico, the Caribbean, and then Europe in
one year, you might want to see if there isn't a Dockwise ship
that could take your boat from Mexico to the Eastern Caribbean
in January or February.
⇑⇓SURPRISED THAT WE REVERSE T-BONED THEM
Thanks for your March issue advice on whether we should
join a boat for the trip from St. Barth to St. Kitts and back.
You gave good advice and we had a phenomenal time!
I was armed with Latitudes for both the port captain and
Marius Stakelborough of Le Select. I didn’t actually get to see
the port captain, but I met the gracious Marius, and he was
delighted to get the April edition. I brought some more Latitudes which I gave to other cruisers we met along the way.
The boat we joined up with in Gustavia Harbor, St. Barth,
was Black Angel, a CSY 41 with a custom sugar scoop on the
stern. The boat is owned by friends Tracy Brash, originally
from Belvedere, and Robyn Bently of St. Helena. They'd purchased her at Tortola in the British Virgins.
We enjoyed St. Barth for a few days but, before we spent
all our money, departed for Saba, where we anchored for a
day while getting a tour of the colorful mountain that comes
straight up out of the sea. We were taken to Hell’s Gate, high
above the airstrip. Trying to land on that strip on the side
of a mountain must be a real white knuckler for pilots. The
runway is only 1,300 feet long, and it drops 200 feet to the
sea at either end.
After sailing a lively beam reach in 22 knots of wind to St.
Eustatia, we pulled into the lovely bay at Oranjbaie. It was
Monday on Easter week, and the sound of reggae music was
booming from the beach. We picked up a mooring in the bay,
and it was here something occurred that your readers who
may visit Statia in the future will want to know about.
After securing the mooring, the three of us were emerging
from below to take the dink in to check out the festivities on the
beach — when we saw a 40-ft sailboat rapidly coming toward
us, seemingly out of control. The skipper of that boat and all
of us raced to our stern port quarter, where we managed to
avoid full impact. After several tense moments of fending off
and uncoupling, we pushed her bow away.
But get this! It was only after untangling their spare anchor
from our stern rail and pushing the two boats apart that we
learned that they were securely at anchor and that we'd 'reverse t-boned' them! Luckily, we only suffered a scraped toerail

Jacques Cousteau
considered the
Sea of Cortés
the world’s largest
aquarium.
Come view it
from within.

T

he Sea of Cortés is not only winter home to the grey whales, it has
more marlin than any area of the world as well as thousands of other
colorful creatures that are not to be observed from afar. So, to get an
up-close view, and to experience the adventure of this unique environment,
just dock your vessel at any one of the four superb marinas in La Paz and,
at your leisure, wander the streets and byways of this picturesque town,
cruise to the fishing grounds, or explore a quiet island, cove or inlet.
Then as Mr. Cousteau preferred, jump right into the aquarium. You’ll
never feel so alive.
For more information visit:

marinacostabaja.com; marinadelapaz.com;
marinapalmira.com; clubcantamar.com

Come Explore the Richness of Baja Sur.

mybajasur.com

1 877 MY BA JA SUR
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We build custom
sails to suit your
needs, your boat,
your plans.

Keep cruising with

HOGIN SAILS
Cruising Sails
High Tech Sails • Racing Sails
Repairs • Recuts
Canvas Work
In the Alameda Marina at
1801-D Clement Ave., Alameda, CA 94501

510.523.4388

Mon-Fri 8:30am to 5pm
Saturday by appointment only

email: sales@hoginsails.com
www.hoginsails.com
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JOE BUNKER

Sailing
Away?

and they a superficial gouge in the bow. We surmised that the
cement anchor on our mooring had crumbled, setting us adrift
in the offshore breeze. We were amazed that they, Rico and
Jackson Verburg of the Austin-based 40-ft Apparition, were
so calm and nice about the whole incident. We gave them a
bottle of our best wine and chalked the whole thing up to experience. We now
know not to
trust unknown
mooring balls.
The park ranger who spoke
with a Dutch
accent was
unapologetic
as he collected
our $10 fee for
spending the
Looking good, ready to set the hook off Nevis.
night, no matter if we were tethered to a mooring or at anchor.
Later, on a hike up the volcano, I told a local what happened. He told me that just a couple of weeks before a Moorings charterboat had dragged her mooring and wound up on
the rocks. Later, while fishing the reef outside the breakwater,
we saw a fairly new Moorings 37 in a junk pile, with the bottom of the hull looking pretty trashed. Yikes! In a stronger
offshore breeze, and no one to stop us, that could have been
us aboard Black Angel!
We went on to St. Kitts and Nevis without incident, except
for a pod of four humpback whales that surrounded Black
Angel for some exciting moments. I left Tracy and Robyn
anchored in Oualie Bay off Nevis. At last word, they were
in Guadaloupe on their way to Venezuela for the hurricane
season.
But thanks once again for the good advice.
Joe Bunker
San Rafael
⇑⇓THE RELATIVE COSTS OF HOMES AND BOATS
I’m asking your readers and the Latitude staff for some
perspective and wisdom with regard to boats. I need to buy
a yacht, and would like to be doing some cruising in about
four years. I have looked at a plethora of boats in the $150k
to $250k range. But what's the deal when it comes to the
relative costs of owning a boat when compared to a house? I
realize that real estate is obviously a better investment, but
I'm wondering more about the ongoing costs.
After doing some cost analysis — based on lots of reading
of Latitude and sites on the Internet — I think I have a decent
idea of boat costs. Say I buy a boat that costs $200,000. The
ballpark figures I come up with are about $2,000 a year for
insurance, $400 a month for berthing, and about $10,000 a
year for maintenance. With regard to the latter, I'm assuming that I've bought a well-maintained yacht without any
brightwork, and that I will be doing some of the maintenance
myself. So let’s say it costs $1,500/month to run the boat.
Having not owned a home, I'm not familiar with the associated costs.
I'm interested in opinions on whether I should forego buying a house and simply plunge into a yacht. And yes, I realize
that I'd have to live in a studio apartment until I leave the Bay
to cruise.
Anonymous
Planet Earth
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OYSTER
POINT
MARINA/PARK
MARINA SERVICES

BERTHING: 600 berths from 26-60 ft.
GUEST DOCK & BERTHING: Available at 60¢/ft./night
RESTROOMS & HOT SHOWERS: Public restrooms and
private restrooms with showers
LAUNCH RAMP: Two-lane concrete ramp with parking
for 70 boat trailers and cars
PUMP-OUT FACILITY: Located on the fuel dock
PARK/OPEN SPACE: Approximately 33 acres of park and open
space with trails, promenades and swimming beach
FISHING PIER: A 300' concrete fishing pier
24-HOUR SECURITY
DRY STORAGE
CABLE TV: Available
OFFICE HOURS: Weekdays 8:30 to 4:30
Saturdays and Sundays by Appointment
Closed holidays
BOAT & MOTOR MART
New Boat Sales (Parker, Osprey)
Yacht Broker
(650) 246-1460
OYSTER POINT BAIT, TACKLE & DELI
(650) 589-3474
MARINE CENTER
Dry Storage, Fuel (Both Regular & Diesel)
(650) 872-0795
DOMINIC'S RESTAURANT
Weekday Lunch • Banquet Facilities
Dinner Nightly
(650) 589-1641
INN AT OYSTER POINT
Bed & Breakfast with Restaurant
(650) 737-7633
ANCHOR DETAILING
Complete Yacht Detailing Services
(650) 579-2776
OYSTER POINT YACHT CLUB
(650) 873-5166
Located in
SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO
Take Hwy. 101 to South San Francisco/Oyster Point Blvd. exit.
Then one mile EAST on Oyster Point Blvd.
By Water: 8.2 Nautical Miles SOUTH of Bay Bridge.

FOR INFORMATION CALL

(650) 952-0808

www.smharbor.com
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Anonymous — Let's clarify a few things. First, real estate
is not obviously a better investment. While it's been a terrific
investment for the last few years, many experts believe there
is a bubble that's about to burst anywhere from 15 to 25%.
We personally don't think that's going to happen because the
supply-demand ratio for housing is so out of whack, but it's
certainly possible. If it did happen, and you had purchased
a median-priced house — $700,000 — in the Bay Area, you
might lose anywhere between $105,000 and $175,000 — or
darn near what you were thinking about paying for a boat. So
when it comes to investments — real estate included — nobody
knows for sure what the future holds.
There is one thing, however, that many experts agree on
— that this is a great time to rent rather than own. Why?
Because even with relatively low interest rates, it's a hell of a
lot cheaper to rent a $700,000 house than it is to make payments on a $700,000 house. And if you buy instead of rent,
the personal property taxes are just devastating. If you buy a
$700,000 house, you're going to be paying more than $700 a
month in personal property taxes alone. Yeah, you'd have to
pay those taxes on a boat, too, but because the boat would
cost so much less, the tax bill would be so much less. It's just
our opinion, but given the much higher cost of making mortgage
payments than rent payments, and the extremely high expense
of personal property taxes, anyone who buys a house now is
speculating that the market will continue its blistering rate of
appreciation. It could happen, but we wouldn't bet on it.
Although we've owned a house for nearly 30 years, we're
so disinterested in it that we can't even remember what the
expenses are. And, of course, the cost of home ownership can
vary wildly depending on what style you like to maintain. But
any good realtor could give you some good estimates.
As for your estimate of $1,500/month to berth, insure,
and maintain a boat, we think that's a little high for a typical
$200,000 boat used for sailing on the Bay. The berthing and
insurance sound about right, but $10,000 a year for maintenance seems over the top to us, assuming the boat is reasonably
well equipped and in good condition to begin with.
We don't know if this is at all applicable to you or your situation, but one option you might consider is buying an even nicer
boat than you were considering, and then living aboard instead
of buying a house or renting an apartment. You'd clearly be
way ahead in terms of cash flow. It was the only way we could
afford a boat in the beginning, and it helped us buy a house
later. And now, like a lot of boomers, it gives us the option of
renting our house out to pay for our cruising. The problem with
this approach, of course, is that it can be very hard to find a
legal place to live aboard.
For what it's worth, few people refer to their boats as a
'yacht', as it seems a wee bit on the pretentious side. 'Yachtie',
on the other hand, is much accepted, as it has a whiff of selfdepreciation.
⇑⇓I FOUND RULES AND LIMITATIONS COMFORTING
I was a bit dismayed by George Backhus' letter in which he
expressed his apparent disdain for Amateur Radio operators.
As an avid reader of Latitude over the years, I have enjoyed
the letters from Mr. Backhus, and admired his achievements
as a bluewater cruiser. But I would like him to know that
not all Hams whine about the rules and restrictions for "our
club." As an avid amateur for the past 40 or so years, I found
the rules and limitations somewhat comforting in that they
kept out the duffers and folks with lots of money but no radio
knowledge.
As for his comment about making Ham band utilities
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The Aeolian Yacht Club
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Private Yacht Harbor
Near Bay Farm Island Bridge in Alameda

Centennial Celebrations
All Year Long!
Come see us and
celebrate with us at our:
• Cruise-In of 100-year-old yacht clubs on
Saturday, June 24
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available to SSB, it's apparent that he doesn't understand
the function of the Federal Communications Commission and
"their" rules. By the way, SSB is a form of radio frequency
modulation, not a set of bands set aside for a particular
group.
Finally, I was one of those who was violently opposed to
the abolishment of the Morse Code requirement. I hope Mr.
Backhus enjoys sending email by SSB as much as I do using
Amatuer Radio — even with its attendant rules and limitations.
Byron Corley, Ha-Ha '00
Sabrina, Rawson 30
Fremont
Byron — Here's what we find troubling about your point of
view. We use computers even though we don't know how they
work. We use cell phones even though we don't know how they
work. We use SSB radios even though we don't know how they
work. As such, how much do we have to know about how Ham
radios work before we can use them?
Similarly, it's befuddling to many of us why we should have
to know Morse Code — a completely outdated skill in this era
of satphones — in order to get a Ham license. It's almost like
saying that nobody should be allowed to drive a car in the fast
lane unless they can prove they can drive a car with a manual
transmission. As such, it seems like hazing to those thinking
about applying for a license.
⇑⇓DEGREES OF SEPARATION
Too bad you were so quick to belittle Rick Gordon in your
reply to his question about how far it was from San Diego to
Ensenada. Look at line six and seven of your reply, and you'll
see where better proofreading might have spared you some
embarrassment. You stated "one degree of latitude is equal
to 1/60th of a nautical mile."
Please print a correction. You might add that one minute
of latitude is equal to one nautical mile, and one second of
latitude is equal to 1/60th of a nautical mile — and that these
degrees, minutes, and seconds are related to angles of arc and
not temperature and time.
Capt. Dave
Los Gatos
⇑⇓IT WOULD BE JUST A SHORT STROLL TO ENSENADA
Not only does Rick Gordon show a lack of knowledge about
navigating in his letter in the May issue, but you are leading
him farther astray with information such as, "one degree of
latitude is equal to 1/60th of a nautical mile". If that’s true,
Gordon wouldn't need a boat or any form of transportation
other than his feet to get to Ensenada, as it would be a short
stroll.
I think what you meant is that one degree of latitude is
equal to 60 nautical miles, and if you use the latitude scale
on a small scale chart, use the latitude scale opposite your
estimated position. The latitude scale varies when using charts
that cover large areas.
Dan Haynes
Pappy, Wilderness 21
Menlo Park
Dan — Either we planted that misinformation to find out how
many of you were reading closely, or we made an embarrassing
typo that new editor Herb McCormick will be glad happened
before he comes on watch on June 1. You decide.
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JOIN THE MARINA VILLAGE COMMUNITY

Marina Village is an idyllic, protected harbor, perfect for friends, family and crew. A park-like setting
with room for the kids to play, warm breezes and sunny skies – all combine to make a great home for
your sailing adventures. 28 to 38-foot slips available now.

Enjoy a FREE Guest Berth For
Summer Sailstice*
Enjoy the days,
enjoy the Bay –
then relax afterwards
at Marina Village

June 17/18

* Reservations required. Limited space available.

MARINA VILLAGE
Much More Than Just a Marina

www.marinavillageharbor.com

(510) 521-0905
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⇑⇓PETE DID MY PILOTHOUSE
During the Latitude 38 Crew Party at the Golden Gate YC
on April 5, one of your staffers asked who did the transom
extension on my Perry 47. At the time I'd had a beer or two too
many to recall, but now I can tell you it was a fellow named
Pete from H&H Boatbuilders in Auckland.
What got me interested in them doing the job is that I met
Pete and his girlfriend in New Caledonia. They'd just sailed
there from New Zealand aboard his Ranger 36 catamaran that
he'd extended to 39 feet. Interestingly enough, he extended
the bows as opposed to the transoms — and did a flawless
job. He also did some work inside the pods that was again
flawless.
Pete designed and built the pilothouse for my Perry 47, and
did a typically excellent job. What a maestro of design and
fiberglassing! I learned a lot from him, and he even helped
with the design of my stern extension. But when it came to
the setting of the mold and fiberglassing for that job, a shipwright, a laborer, and I did all the work.
At the time Pete did the work, he was so meticulous that
it drove me crazy. After all, it took a lot more time and the
additional time cost me a lot of money. But when I look at the
pilothouse and can't find a flaw, I realize it was all worth it.
The last I heard from Pete was three years ago. Someone in
Fiji had hired him to come up there and do some work on his
65-ft ketch. The last email address I have is: peteandjudi@igrin.
co.nz — or maybe peteandjudi@egrin.co.nz.
Max Young
Reflections, Perry 47
Antioch / Thailand

PEACEFUL, PROTECTED
FIRST CLASS
YACHT HARBOR

COOL
PROTECTION
FOR CLASSICS!
Call about our 42-ft
Covered Berths.
1535 Buena Vista Ave., Alameda, California

(510) 522-9080
For directions and rates go to:

www.fortman.com
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• Sheltered Alameda Location
• Competitive Rates
• Home of the Alameda Yacht Club

⇑⇓HARD DODGER FOR A WYLIE 38
I thought you might be interested in seeing the latest addition to our Wylie 38+ Flashgirl after we cruised her from
San Francisco to New Zealand — a rigid dodger. It has been
painted and fitted, we
just took measurements
for making the windows,
and soon we'll attach
flexible solar panels to
the top. It will have two
LED lights on the underside, one on port and
one on starboard, with
switches down below.
Since a major expense of such a project is
the making of the mold,
A hard dodger for a hard skipper.
those of you with similar
Wylie yachts — and you know who you are — might be interested in having one of these puppies made down here. We
have determined that the dodger could be made down here,
shipped to the States in two parts, and then custom-fitted to
individual housetops.
Another photo shows my husband, Commodore, sanding
our lightning dissipater spider. We plan to coat it with prop
guard, the same stuff we've used to coat and protect our
propeller.
Doesn't our boat look nice with her new Micron 66 bottom
paint job, her raised waterline, and her newly painted vivid
red topsides?
Our launch date is May 16, the next time the tide will be
high enough here at Waipapa Landing. Flashgirl was hauled
on January 16, so she will have been in the yard for exactly
four months. We'll launch with the boat mostly empty, then

For more than 20 years, yacht owners have been able to trust
Pacific Coast Canvas for the best in design, service and quality.
• Coastal Dodger™

• Offshore Dodger™

Affordable designs
Same high quality
materials
Same superior
workmanship

Welded aft handrail
Bolt-on side handrails
Lexan windshields

• Baja Awning™

• Cruiser's Awning™

Lightweight and
waterproof
Durable and
easy to launch
Multiple side screen
configurations

When Lou Bouc, from Lucasfilm, wanted the best
for his new Beneteau 423, he came to the best!

Open Monday-Friday 8:00-4:00
Saturday by appointment

Easy setup off
your dodger
Flies with no
bulky frame
Comes with
shade screens

2021 Alaska Packer Place
Alameda, CA 94501
Grand Marina

PACIFIC COAST CANVAS

(510) 521-1829

Out of Fuel Doesn’t
Mean Out of Luck
Even though you’re drifting along with no help in sight, if you’ve got towing
service from VESSEL ASSIST you won’t be running on empty for long. Our fleet
of professional towers are standing by to assist you, 24 hours a day, seven
days a week.
•
•
•
•
•

Over 22 years of experience and 100 boats in 40 ports
Unlimited* towing options available
Applies to all recreational boats you own, borrow or charter
Towing, soft ungroundings, parts & fuel delivery, jumpstarts
Dock to Dock Towing — paid for 100% from restricted use docks

Join today!

800-888-4869

BoatUS.com

*Unlimited Service for breakdowns at sea within a VESSEL ASSIST Service Area. All Towing Services are subject to the limits and conditions of the
BoatU.S. — VESSEL ASSIST On-the-Water Towing Service Agreement. For details, call or visit us online at BoatUS.com/Towing.

Towing You
Can Trust
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The Bay Area's Finest

Better materials, better workmanship

Our Customers Say It Best:
"The quality is such that
it can only be described
as a work of art."
1230 Brickyard Cove Road, #106
Pt. Richmond, CA 94801
In Brickyard Cove Marina

(510) 234-4400

Marine Financial Services

Boat Loans

"A better way to get a boat loan."
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Fixed Rates
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Northern California
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Canvas
Dodgers
Biminis, Covers, Enclosures

stay at Dove’s Bay in Kerikeri while reloading the boat. Once
she's reassembled, we plan to sail down to Auckland to test all
the systems and visit a few friends. Then we’ll return to Opua
Marina and provision for our departure to Tonga. I’m thinking
it will be midto-late June
by the time
we leave New
Zealand.
As I write
this in early
May, yachties
are heading
north to Tonga and Fiji in
droves. There
After cleaning off the bottom of 'Flashgirl', Commowas a cruise
dore polishes his spider.
rally that left
Opua last weekend for Tonga, and Bob McDavitt, the Kiwi
weather ambassador, recently gave a South Pacific weather
presentation at the Russell Boat Club. I think there are 25
boats leaving for Fiji this week. Perhaps we'll arrive there in
the lull between the cruisers leaving here and those arriving
from California and Mexico.
Nancy Tompkins
Flashgirl, Wylie 38+
Mill Valley / New Zealand
⇑⇓ONE TO SEVEN ON HOW TO GET STARTED CRUISING
I was telling the story of auctioning off copies of Latitudes
for Heinekens at the Dinghy Dock Bar in Marigot Bay, St.
Martin, the other day for the hundreth time, when I just happened to get a current issue of Latitude. Your response to Jim
Prevo’s letter asking for advice on buying a boat is typical of
one of many reasons why your magazine is so valuable. The
way you succinctly worked your way through this difficult
area — which is fraught with myth, urban legend, insanely
strident true believers, and the world’s wide-set spectrum
of opinion — was not only a joy to read, but full of valuable
information.
By complete accident, I started my boat-owning career
with one of the recipes you recommended — a washed-up
race boat. Specifically, an IOR Santana 525 Quarter Tonner.
She served me wonderfully for 10 years.
I would like to suggest that you consider writing a column
or a book installment on sailing advice, caveats, great blunders, insights, guidance, moral teaching, good bets, secret
weapons, shoal avoidance, relationship counseling, and
weather forecasting. Maybe you could get a TV show. Dr. Spindler presents The Sea Was Angry, But We Were Brave! Sailing
Through Life and Oceans, Too. I can see it now. Somebody says,
"Dr. Spindler, I want a monohull, but my wife favors the new
catamarans, and our marriage counselor is into powerboats.
What do we do?"
I’m about to start cruising, and I’d love to hear your recommendations from A-Z for getting started. I plan to start my
cruise by doing this year's Baja Ha-Ha.
Keep up the great writing, and hold forth for the unlearned.
Your advice is very, very valuable.
Dan A. Baker
Lake Havasu, Arizona
Dan — Thanks for the kind words. We're just expressing
one person's opinion, not the gospel truth, so don't believe
everything you read in this space. Besides, the one thing that
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Tradewinds Sailing School & Club
Phone: (510) 232-7999

Email: twsailing@sbcglobal.net

"You Don't Have To Be A Millionaire To Go Sailing"
American Sailing Association School
ASA 101 - Basic Keelboat
4 Days (32 hours instruction)
ASA 103 - Basic Coastal Cruising
3 Days (24 hours instruction)
ASA 104 - Bareboat Charter
2 Days (24 hours instruction)

25%

$495
$595
$695

Savings! June Special: 3-Class Package (101, 103, 104) –

$1295

Call or see our website for availability dates – classes are filling up fast!

http://www.TradewindsSailing.com
SUMMER CHARTER TRIP
Spain - The Balearics - Mallorca, Menorca, Ibiza – $2,495/person!
August 31-September 10, 2006
Check our website for details!
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we've learned from our 30 years of kicking around boats and
waterfronts is that there are usually a number of different ways
to do things.
T.V. show? Not interested. Book? Not anytime soon.
Our advice for how to start cruising? 1) Buy a boat that was
designed for the ocean and has been well maintained. 2) Learn
how to sail the boat really well. Be able to tack, jibe and do a
figure-eight by yourself at the drop of a hat. To us, this is one
of the keys to being able to really relax and enjoy cruising. 3)
Learn the basics of your diesel and charging systems. 4) Go
oversize on the anchor and rode. 5) Keep it simple. You can
always add stuff later. 6) Be active. In addition to sailing, go on
hikes, swim, surf, snorkel, take bus trips, learn about the sea
and birdlife, and interact with locals. 7) Monitor your alcohol
intake.
By the way, thanks for bringing up Marigot Bay on the
French side of St. Martin. It was the site of some of the best
cruising debauchery we've ever enjoyed, and the memories are
delicious. Long live the Bar de La Mer!
⇑⇓MARINA DEL REY TO SAN DIEGO
I want to remind all Latitude readers of the annual Marina
del Rey to San Diego Race, which will be held July 1-2. This
year will be the 39th running of the event, and we're expecting about 75 boats for this 'survive the night' overnighter
from as far away as Northern California, Arizona, Nevada and
Washington.
This year's event promises to be one of the best ever, as the
huge pre-race party for racers, cruisers, and friends will kick
off with a BBQ feast of tri tips and chicken — complete with
Pussers' Rum Painkillers — at the Santa Monica Windjammers YC on Friday the 30th. The next morning the Order of
the Blue Gavel will prepare a pre-race breakfast. The race will
finish early Sunday morning in San Diego, where the Southwestern YC will host another great party. July 3 will be the
awards breakfast at the same club, with countless trophies
and prizes from Pusser's Rum.
On July 4, a flotilla of race participants will head back
up the California coast, with planned stops at Mission Bay,
Oceanside, Dana Point and finally Isthmus Cove on Catalina
Island. The parties continue for a week with events on Catalina
Island hosted by Arizona YC.
Because it's often light between Marina del Rey and San
Diego, cruisers will have a mandatory three-hour motoring
period, with an engine time offset. In addition, the use of
autopilots and windvanes will be allowed. Classes will be
established using PHRF based Off Wind Course ratings, with
divisions for racers, cruisers with spinnakers, cruisers without
spinnakers, doublehanders and multihull sailors. Participating boats must be 24 feet or longer, have a minimum waterline
length of 20 feet, and be equipped per PHRF Category 2.
All entries received prior to June 19 will be provided complimentary berthing for the week prior to the start of the event.
Guests berthing at the Southwestern YC can also be made in
advance.
Last year Carl Radusch of the South Coast Corinthian
YC took racing honors with his custom 48-ft Sparta, posting
an elapsed time of 23 hours and 44 minutes. The San Diego
YC-based Speedplay took honors in the J-105 fleet, while the
Arizona YC-based Zonnie took honors in the PHRF C fleet. Ray
Durand and Gary Green took first in the two cruising classes,
with the Catalina 320 Bellezza and the Catalina 380 Green
Dragon, respectively.
Because the race usually features light winds and gentle
seas, it's considered an ideal event for skippers and crews to
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COME SEE US
FOR ALL REPAIRS
Large or small
for any size vessel

LEBRATIN
E
C

Traditional &
Modern Craftsmanship

37 YEARS
SERVICE
OF

G

Full Service Yard

Wood • Fiberglass
Aluminum • Steel

50-70-100+ Travel Lifts

Clean, Environmentally Safe,
USCG Approved Facility

Call now for an estimate
Tom Anderson or Jim Leech

Now Featuring
BLUE WATER
BOTTOM PAINT!

with maximum 25' beam

(415) 332-5432
(800) 310-5432

Haulouts on Short Notice
Any Tide
• Interior & Exterior
upgrades & retrofits
• Complete Paint
top to bottom
• Custom Metal
fabricating and welding
• Engine Service
and repowering
• Complete Rigging Shop
• Electrical Installation
and repairs
• In-House
Propeller Shop

400 HARBOR DRIVE, SAUSALITO, CA 94965

JACK D SCULLION
RIGGING & ELECTRICAL
Your cruising
and shorthanded
specialist.
Located in
Alameda Point,
Nelson's Boatyard.

(510) 919-0001 • jdsyachts@att.net

Performance and Value

Custom fit to your rig and sailing style
Call for a quote
(510) 919-0001 • jdsyachts@att.net
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get into ocean racing. To join the race and follow the fun, visit
www.smwyc.org.
Orlando Duran
Cuba Libre 2
Marina del Rey
Sabre 452 (1998) Cruising World's
"Best Full-Size Cruiser" of the year.
Refined, powerful, go-fast cruising
yacht for sailors w/extensive experience
& ambitious sailing plans. This yacht,
a Pacific Cup veteran, is extensively
equipped and exceptionally maintained.
$425,000

Beneteau 47.3 (2001) This 3-cabin
Oceanis series cruiser is exceptionally clean and lightly used. With a very
spacious interior, in-mast furling, twin
steering and new dodger, this boat is
a very comfortable cruiser and easy
to sail by a couple. $250,000

Oyster 48 (1989) Performance cruiser
as well as a comfortable liveaboard.
Large center cockpit, a spacious galley
and second companionway from the
deck to the owner's cabin. $299,000

Santa Cruz 52 (1993) This beautiful
fast cruiser looks like new. Stunning
red topsides, carbon rig, elect. main
halyard, watermkr, great sails.
Best around only $490,000!

Oyster 53 (1989) A semi-custom yacht Nordlund 65 (1995) Custom motor
which includes numerous detailed ap- yacht designed for easy operation
pointments.Designed to be modern and and comfortable living. Understated
coordinated, while remaining practical and tasteful accommodations in excellent condition. Asking $1,095,000
and durable at sea. Now $849,000

Stephens 68' Flushdeck MY (1968)
Clearly fills definition of a deluxe classic
motor yacht. Very comfortable; exceptionally maintained. Located in very
desirable/possibly transferable Sausalito
slip. $395,000

Nelson Marek Custom
A 92-ft aluminum world cruiser.
Recently returned from a major refit
in New Zealand, in perfect condition
and ready to go again. $2,850,000

Reichel/Pugh - Marten Yachts 72
Beecom. Fantastic R/P design high
performance cruiser. Exceptionally
outfitted and in immaculate condition.
Finished second in the IRC A division
of the 2005 Big Boat Series. Listing
price $3,600,000.

Crescent 96 (1998) Superb example
of one of the Pacific Northwest's
finest builders. Immaculate condition
with a recent refit. Price reduced to
$3,295,000

((510) 236-6633 • fax: (510) 231-2355
yachtsales@kkmi.com • www. kkmi.com
530 W. Cutting Blvd.
Pt. Richmond, CA 94804
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⇑⇓WAS OR WAS IT NOT A 'MIRACLE'?
In the January Changes, you characterized it as a "miracle"
that the Mexican Navy towed Sam Thayer’s Hans Christian
33 from Los Frailes to Cabo. I did not realize it at the time,
but apparently I witnessed a pretty significant miracle a few
years before.
Back in 1997, I was crew for my friends Barry and Ann
Graf on their Stevens 40 Abacus. During our trip down the
outside of Baja, we stopped in Bahia Santa Maria, where a
Mexican navy ship was anchored. Not long after we arrived,
a launch from the ship arrived alongside our boat with six
armed men. The senior officer asked permission to board and
inspect our boat. About 20 minutes later they were all done.
All in all, it was pretty painless.
The same cannot be said for our neighbors aboard another
cruising sailboat in the anchorage, the name of which I can't
remember. The navy launch pulled up to their boat, but after
one hour they were still there! Eventually the launch left, but
two sailors had been left aboard the boat. Boy, did we think
they were in trouble. Over the remainder of the day and into
the next morning the launch made several more visits, picking
up and dropping off more sailors. It seemed that our neighbors
had to be in hot water over something.
Well, it turns out that our neighbors had a serious problem
with their rudder. Upon learning of the situation, the Mexican
Navy jumped into action. First, they attempted to make the
repair. Determining that a part had failed, they took it to their
ship and attempted to repair it there. After all of the attempts
to fix the rudder failed, the Navy performed their 'miracle' and
towed the boat from Bahia Santa Maria to Cabo — a distance of
over 150 miles — and at no charge! How's that for service!
I want to be clear in relating this story. I'm not implying
that one can assume the Mexican Navy will 'be there' — as
we assume the Coast Guard will be while we're sailing in U.S.
waters. In general, I believe that all sailors should assume
they are on their own when it comes to dealing with problems
as they arise. That said, situations do occur where one needs
outside help — and as you reported many times, cruisers are
certainly a fantastic bunch, especially when one of their own
needs help.
I do, however, want to make sure that credit is given where
credit is due, and I am sure that the Mexican Navy has offered
more than their fair share of assistance to cruisers.
Jamie Rosman
Tardis, Taswell 49
Jamie — Our apologies for not running your letter when
you first sent it, as it disappeared into cyberspace for a few
months. The Mexican Navy certainly has helped cruisers over
the years. Nonetheless theirs has been a very spotty record.
Most troubling are those cases where the Mexican Navy has told
the U.S. Coast Guard that they will be assuming responsibility
for a particular rescue, but don't do it — and worse yet, don't
even inform the Coast Guard that they're not going to do it after
all. We reported on just such a case in the January issue. The
Mexican Navy has done nice things for cruisers, but if our life
depended on their coming to our rescue, we wouldn't feel all
that confident.
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KISSINGER CANVAS
Marine Canvas & Interiors
STEVEN KISSINGER

(925) 825-6734

Covering the Entire Bay Area
• Biminis

Caveat Emptor

• Boat Covers
• Cushions

Main Entry: caveat emp•tor

• Sail Covers

Function: noun

• Headliners
• Awnings

DODGERS
Side handrails and window covers
included
OPTIONS
Aft handrail, dodger cover,
sailing bimini.
Free Estimates and Delivery

Coyote Point Marina
➥ Berths: 24' to 50'
➥ Concrete Double Side Ties
➥ Monthly Rates: $5.96-$8.25 per ft. –

Utilities and Dockbox Included
➥ 22' Side Ties Available at $80.00/month
Larger Berths Are Available
• Beautiful Mid-Peninsula Location
Easy Access from US101
• Fuel Dock, Gasoline and Diesel
• Accommodating Staff and Convenient Parking
• Adjacent to Park with Playground, Shoreline Trail,
Nature Museum, Beach, Picnic and Barbecue Areas
• Adjacent to 18-Hole Golf Course
and Dominic's Restaurant

1900 Coyote Point Drive, San Mateo, CA 94401
Open 7 days a week

(650) 573-2594

Etymology: New Latin, may the buyer beware: a principle in commercial transactions:
without a warranty the buyer takes a risk as
to the condition of the property or goods
Source: Merriam-Webster's Dictionary of Law

Even if you don't speak Latin,
everyone knows that without a
warranty, you're taking a
risk when buying a used boat.

Presenting:

"A smart way to buy a used boat."

Finally, buy a pre-owned
yacht with a warranty.
Why take all the risk?
Call us today
for details
((510) 236-6633 • fax: (510) 231-2355
yachtsales@kkmi.com • www. kkmi.com
530 W. Cutting Blvd.
Pt. Richmond, CA 94804
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The NEW Swan 53. Built for
comfort. With three spacious and
luxurious cabins, she is able to
accommodate up to eight people
and yet she is easily managed with
just two aboard.

The NEW Swan
46. A bluewater yacht of unrivaled quality,
excellent craftsmanship with a
beautiful interior.

Swan 60 Privateer Sail around the world in comfort. Countless added features and
a stunning interior. From her crisp and clean lines to the flush deck with custom
recessed hatches, everything about this yacht is extraordinary. $1,675,000

Swan 41 Hektor Beautiful S&S
design. New teak decks, extensive
inventory and ready to cruise.
Asking $126,000

Swan 46 Well cared for by the original
owner. Extensive upgrades in '04,
including new rod rigging and electronics. $369,000

Swan 48 Luna Bella The most advanced and
complete Swan 48 in the world. Numerous
upgrades, including a new carbon fiber mast
with carbon fiber Leisure Furl self-furling
boom. New electric Andersen stainless steel
winches and a custom stateroom, custom
steering pod and instruments. $685,000
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((510) 236-6633
Swan USA West
530 W. Cutting Blvd.
Point Richmond,
CA 94804
yachtsales@kkmi.com
www.kkmi.com

COURTESY ROBERT VALLENTYNE
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⇑⇓WE SHOWED THEM OUR PERSONAL BOTTOMS
In the April issue, Julie Bassett mentioned that your female
readers were interested in pictures of scantily clad men. You
corrected her by saying that men are never "scantily clad," but
are sometimes "buck-naked." That reminded me of a photo
of a sailboat that I have in which the male crew may not be
buck-naked, but they are at least butt naked. I'm not sure
that this is what Ms. Bassett had in mind — it does show
some male 'buns' — but I thought your readers might get a
kick out of it anyway.
The boat is The Endeavor, a 50-foot cutter-rigged ferro-cement ketch. The owner kept her at Treasure Island — one of
the perks of being an old Navy vet. After sailing her around
California for years, he reluctantly had to sell her. In order to
do that, he thought it would be good to get a photo of her sailing and framed by the Golden Gate Bridge in the background.
So he positioned his wife on the dock by Crissy Field with a
camera, and sailed by with all of the sails up.
Unfortunately, there were fishermen on the dock who took
exception to his sailing so close to the docks — and they let us
know how they felt in a loud and colorful manner. My father
thought that we had every bit as much right to sail the Bay
as they had to fish it, so he took offense to their profanity.
So he handed me the helm, and gave the command to come
about and show them our bottom paint. My younger brother,
who was also
aboard, suggested that
we should
show them
our personal
bottoms as
well. And it
was so or dered. All
male sailors
were ordered
"My kingdom for a telephoto!" she cried.
on deck — the
females were spared. The result is captured in the accompanying photograph, which as unlikely as it might seem, has
become something of a family treasure.
P.S. I read Latitude from cover to cover each month.
Robert Vallentyne
Lafayette
Robert — That's an entertaining little tale, but we're not sure
Ms. Bassett will be pleased. As best we understand, today's
women demand close-ups. However, we're sure she'll appreciate the gesture.
⇑⇓TUG AND BARGE
While on a hike at Land's End on the afternoon of May
8, I watched a near-disaster unfold a short distance outside
the Golden Gate Bridge. Hearing the constant sounding of a
ship's horn, we ran to an open vista to see a sailboat headed
toward a tug towing a barge. The horn blasts continued. It
was blowing about 25 knots, and it seemed to us that the
sailboat wasn't coming around fast enough — and therefore
was either headed into the barge or the cable between the tug
and the barge.
The sailboat passed between the tug and the barge. To
those of us watching from shore, it looked as though the
sailboat's mast and sails would be cut down by the cable
between the tug and the barge. But apparently the skipper

For Customer Service
as Refreshing as a
Day on the Water

“Thanks to your claims representative,
our claim was handled in a timely and
professional manner. Your actions let us know
we had the full support of BoatU.S. Marine
Insurance and that you truly cared about
resolving our small tragedy.”

—J & S DeGour, BoatU.S. Insureds

At BoatU.S., we know how precious your boat is to you,
no matter where you live or where you boat. That’s why
we bring the same level of service and expertise to every
claim, regardless of size or location. We’re committed to
getting boaters back on the water quickly and easily—
setting the standard for over four decades.

• Affordable Policy Options—Yachts to PWC’s
• Fast Claims Service from Boating Experts
• 24-Hour Dispatch for Fire, Sinking & Fuel Spills

Call us for a fast, free quote:

800-283-2883
Priority Code 4848

All policies subject to limits and exclusions.

"Intelligently
designed…"

Or Apply Online at BoatUS.com

SR161 AIS Receiver
Give your navigation PC the power
to "see" shipping traffic.

Introductory Special – Only $189!

STARBUCK
CANVAS
WORKS

"…and highly
evolved"

Commercial ships now use AIS transponders.
Map nearby ships with navigation software using
a standard serial port connection with the
SR161 AIS Receiver.
For more information, contact:

67 Libertyship Way
Sausalito, CA 94965

415•332•2509

Milltech Marine
425-818-5246
http://www.milltechmarine.com
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JOHN GRAHAM

of the tug slowed down, allowing the cable to go slack, which
allowed the sailboat to pass over it without being damaged. If

Here's the scene as the sailboat crossed over the cable between the
tug and the barge.

that's what indeed happened, it was a case of good seamanship on the part of the tug captain.
As the sailboat continued out to sea, her jib flapping in the
wind, another tug rode her ass like a big bull seal, no doubt
having a few choice words for the skipper of the sailboat.
John Graham
San Francisco
John — It's inexplicable to us why the skipper of any sailboat would want to be anywhere near a tug and barge, as that
combo is even much less maneuverable than a ship. And when
you're talking about anywhere in or around the Bay, there are
strong winds and currents, not to mention lots of other boat
traffic, that the tug captain also has to worry about. It's real
simple, if you're on a sailboat and you see a tug and barge
— or any other commercial traffic coming — get way the hell
out of the way. It's not only easy when you do it early enough,
it's required by law.

NEW
22 SPORT
NEW
14.2 EXPO
NEW
12.5 EXPO
22, 250 KEEL
250 WATER
BALLAST
270, 28MKII

(800) 499-SAIL
(707) 542-SAIL

US SABOT, 14.2,
16.5, 18, 22
Northern California's
Largest Hobie Dealer!
20th Anniversary

Wave, Bravo,
Getaway 16, 17, 20,
Tiger 18, FX1,
Hobie Peddle & Sail Kayaks
Over 40 Sailboat Models Available!
Many Reconditioned and Demo Boats Also Available.
Consignment Boats Welcome!

WINDTOYS

Wind and Water Sports Center

3019 Santa Rosa Ave., Santa Rosa, CA 95407

(800) 499-SAIL • (707) 542-SAIL
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– TRIMARANS –
Rowing & Sailing Dinghys and a
Complete Line of kayaks, Small Boat
Chandlery, Parts and Accessories

⇑⇓HELP, I THINK I'M TOO DEEP
I have a question for anyone who might be able to help. I
have an Ericson 30+ with a deep keel. The boat has too much
draft for low tides, keeping me from getting into marinas. So
I'd like to either find someone with a shallow-draft keel that
we might swap, or information on how to change my keel so
it won't be so deep. I was told that you might have recently
run an article like that.
Latitude has been a big part of my life since I started reading it several years ago. I did the '95/96 Ha-Ha with my boat,
and have left her in Mexico.
Rich McCracken
Talisman, Ericson 30+
San Carlos
Rich — One solution would be to 'wing it'. Chop off the bottom
foot or so of the keel. Then, using that lead — and a bunch more
because you'll be reducing the righting moment by ultimately
having a more shallow keel — create wings that you would
attach to the stump of the keel. It would require making wing
molds, heating the lead to molten, shaping the keel, and all
that stuff. It sounds like a tremendous amount of potentially
dangerous work and expense for very little benefit. According to
the specs, an Ericson 30+ doesn't even draw six feet, so we're
having trouble figuring out what marinas you can't get into.
In any event, if we were you, we'd leave the boat stock. Then
when absolutely necessary, extend the boom with buckets
of water at the very end to heel the boat over to momentarily
reduce the draft. If that didn't do the trick, we'd skip that marina.

SHOULD WE RAISE PRICES?
• All cordage less expensive than the major ‘discount store’.
• Superior experience.
• Valuable knowledge saves you money – improves performance.
• Don’t believe it? Call for a quote and save.

Better business with better results!
Exclusive Distributor.
Advanced composite rigging.

Authorized
Agent

Home to Carboncord™

We meet or beat any rigging quote.

Easom Racing and Rigging

1150 Brickyard Cove Rd. Suite B1
Point Richmond, CA 95801

(510) 232-SAIL (7245)

SAUSALITO

BayRisk Classic

• Full service
engine shop
• We service all makes
• Dockside facilities
• Mobile service trucks

BayRisk Insurance Brokers, Inc.
800-647-2025
Visit our Website www.bayrisk.com
1920 Minturn Street • Alameda, CA 94501

P.O. BOX 2008 / 69 LIBERTY SHIP WAY
SAUSALITO, CA 94966
Adjacent to Schoonmaker Pt. Marina

415•332•5478
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Custom Canvas & Interiors

The Gianola Family has been designing and
fabricating custom canvas and interiors since
1969. Gianola & Sons offers you the best in
quality, more choices, and personal service.

360 Gate 5 Road
Sausalito, CA 94965
(415) 332-3339

www.gianolacanvas.com
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451 West Atlantic Ave., Alameda Pt. (Alameda Naval Air Stn.)

(510) 523-1977

www.roostersails.com • rui@roostersails.com
Open M-Th 9-6 • Fri 9-5 • Sat by appt.
Owned and Operated by Rui Luis • Experienced Sail Repair and Fabrication
NOW OFFERING NEW CRUISING SAILS!
SAIL REPAIR SPECIALISTS • COMPETITIVE RATES • RECUTS • CONVERSIONS
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⇑⇓FEARS ABOUT CLIPPER COVE MARINA EXPANSION
Clipper Cove has always been one of our favorite spots to
anchor, as it's unique in the Central Bay in that it's protected
from almost all wakes and from all winds except those from
the east. And it's scenic. Fortunately, the problem of derelict
boats has been much reduced since your articles on the
subject earlier in the year. Thank you!
What concerns me are the plans for the marina expansion
into Clipper Cove as part of the development of Treasure Island. If the marina is expanded southward into the center of
Clipper Cove, it will greatly reduce access to the most scenic
and peaceful parts of the anchorage. However, if the marina
is expanded eastward along the Treasure Island shoreline,
the impact on anchored boats would be minimized. I believe
boatowners need to band together to have a voice in how the
marina is designed. Representatives of the group could attend
design meetings, write key decision-makers, and generally
make sure the cruising boaters are represented.
Compared to the San Juans and much of the East Coast,
we have few places to anchor, so we need to protect — even
increase — them. I've been told that such a boater's group
was formed in Canada’s Gulf Islands, and they have been
instrumental in creating many marine parks, with state run
mooring buoys, as well as anchorage areas. We chartered
there two summers, and were very envious of the wonderful
anchoring opportunities.
What are your thoughts on forming such a group?
Martin Thomas
Kokopelli, Sabre 34
Alameda
Martin — If there are people who have the time and interest
to form a boatowners group to, among other things, encourage
the development of anchorages and the placing of mooring
buoys to better serve the boating public on San Francisco
Bay, we think that would be great. But we imagine it would
be pretty hard to find people with the free time and expertise
to effectively deal with all the different government agencies
in order to get something like that done. We imagine it would
also cost a small fortune in environmental impact reports.
When it comes to the new marina at Treasure Island, we
think the plans have already been approved. As one has to
expect, there have been tradeoffs, specifically, the number of
permanent berths versus the amount of room that will be left
for anchoring. We think the best that can be hoped for is that
mooring buoys will be put in to most effectively make use of
what space will be left.
It's true that there are more places in the San Juans and
the East Coast to anchor than there are on San Francisco Bay,
but we should count our blessings. We do have Clipper Cove,
Hospital Cove, Belvedere Cove, Richardson Bay, the lee of
Angel Island, and the lee of the Tiburon Peninsula to enjoy,
not to mention China Camp, the Petaluma and Napa Rivers,
and the whole Delta. Plus, we've got one huge thing they don't
— reliable summer winds.
In a typical month, we receive a tremendous volume of
letters. So if yours hasn't appeared, don't give up hope.
We welcome all letters that are of interest to sailors. Please
include your name, your boat's name, hailing port, and, if
possible, a way to contact you for clarifications.
By far the best way to send letters is to email them to
richard@latitude38.com. You can also mail them to 15 Locust,
Mill Valley, CA, 94941, or fax them to (415) 383-5816.
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NOMAR® BUMPERS
Manufactured By:

HMS

HOLMES MARINE SPECIALTIES
Meeting Your Docking Needs
PATENTS PENDING

Imagine NOT having the hassle of taking your fenders ON and OFF every time you go in and out of your slip.
Are you tired of having them constantly riding up on the docks, and getting your hull marked up or worse? Paying for expensive hull rub-outs or repairs? Tired of having your spouse or friends jumping off a moving boat onto
a shaky dock? We have great news for you! HMS is now manufacturing a new style of Dock Bumper. These new
NON-MARRING bumpers mount on your dock, making hassling with fenders a thing of the past. Not only is
the new style of bumper extremely durable, it is also removable so you can take it with you if you move. Now
available in three mounting formats to help protect your investment.

For more information and a FREE Price Quote please call us at

(800) 501-0607

or visit us at www.holmesms.com
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COURTESY FANDANGO

Aw, Ma, can we keep him?
John Eldredge is a good guy to have as crew. He'd recently
sold his Soverel 33 Fandango (ex-Cheap Sunglasses) to Len Yun-

John Eldredge and the hitchhiking seal.

San Francisco Bay Area
Jim Leech 415 827-1177
Jack D. Scullion 510 919-0001
Monterey Bay Area
Bob White 800 347-6817
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dzel of Dana Point, who'd entered the boat in April's Newport to
Ensenada Race. John really wanted Len to have a good race so
he offered to crew for him.
John was on watch at 2 a.m. — Fandango was barely moving
in the light winds — when he picked up a hitchhiker. A juvenile
seal found the open transom the perfect platform for a quick rest
stop and hopped aboard. Not finding his new perch all that stable,
he moved up to straddle the base of the tiller. Like Goldilocks
trying to find a comfy spot to sit, the seal found it too hard. Lo
and behold, the little guy found John's lap to be juuuuuuuust
right.
The unexpected hitchhiker bummed a ride for the next 12
hours. When John needed to move, he'd gently lift the seal's head;
when he sat down again, the seal would just put his head back
in John's lap. Worried that he'd been the attempted meal of a
bigger animal, the crew thoroughly examined the rascal — which
he patiently tolerated — but there was no apparent sign of injury.
"I guess he was just really tired," speculated Eldredge.
After 12 hours of near constant sleep, the seal woke up, looked
around, waved a flipper, and jumped off the boat. It must have
been his stop. Shortly after the race, in which Fandango placed
fourth in PHRF F, Len called John to see if he wanted to crew
for him again. Being the good guy he is, John agreed. "Okay,"
Len said, "but this time don't bring any of your friends!"
Tiger by the tail.
Golf superstar Tiger Woods recently settled a lawsuit against
Christensen Shipyards in Vancouver, Washington, for breech of
contract after they used photos of him and his new 155-ft yacht
Privacy for promotional purposes — after signing a contract
which expressly forbid them to do so.
The figure mentioned in the suit, filed in 2004, was $1.6
million, although the exact amount awarded in the out-of-court
settlement last month is being kept secret.
Woods is no stranger to litigation. Remember that commercial
he did in 1999 where he bounced a Nike golf ball off the head

SPRING

SPECIAL!!!

CELEBRATE

BY GETTING THE ONE YOU LOVE CLEANED
UP AND TAKING HER OUT. YOUR BOAT, OF COURSE!

CONFUSED BY OTHER BOAT YARD HAULOUT “DEALS”?
Bring in any other Bay Area yard’s printed offer and we’ll match it!
Expires 6/30/06

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Thank you for
your business!

R
RATO
GENE SERVICE
S&
SALE

Gas & diesel engine service & repowering
Complete painting services, LPU to anti-foul
Fiberglass & gel coat repair including blister work
Electronics & instrument installations
Coast Guard certified welding & metal work
Sandblasting, bead blasting, epoxy & zinc coatings
On site machine shop & prop work

BAY MARINE BOATWORKS,

A FULL SERVICE BOATYARD
310 West Cutting Blvd. • Point Richmond, CA 94804

1-800-900-6646

HANSEN RIGGING

CHULA VISTA MARINA
Slip Away
to
's
San Diego
!
South Bay
CALL FOR
AVAILABILITY

YALE • SAMSON • MARLOW • MOVSTAR
CORDAGE
Standing and Running Rigging Specialists
Masts • Booms • Furlers • Mainsail Systems
Legendary Tuning • Racing Consultations

(510) 521-7027 • email: hansenrig@sbcglobal.net

Find this ad
for new offers
monthly.

CRUISERS
WELCOME!

• 552 Slips with Concrete Docks
• Private Dock Boxes
• Telephone and Cable TV
Hookups
• Modem Hookup Available
• Secured Docks with On-Site
Security
• Restrooms, Showers & Laundry
• Chandlery, Gift Shop,
General Store
• 237 Site RV Resort
• Heated Pool, Jacuzzi
• Exercise Room and Picnic Grounds
• Two Waterfront Restaurants
• Boat Launch and Fishing Pier
• FREE Parking – EZ Freeway
Access
• Convenient Shuttle Bus and
Trolley
• Friendly and Professional Staff

( 619) 691-1860
Dockmaster's office open 7 days a week
boatslips@cvmarina.com

www.chulavistamarina.com
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of his club 49 times, then ‘caught’ the ball with the club and
whacked it a country mile? Well, it turns out that at the time, he
was a paid endorser for Titleist golf balls. Oops. Once that one
was settled, Woods switched to endorsing Nike’s ‘Tour Accuracy’
balls. Then Nike got sued when it was discovered Woods didn’t
use the Tour Accuracy balls at all — he used balls custom made
by Nike and unavailable to the public.
Geez, this golf stuff is almost as bad as the America’s Cup.
Smoke and mirrors.
We're all for clean air and clean water — hey, part of the appeal
of sailing is that it's one of the least-polluting of all pastimes. So
basically we're in agreement with all the press releases we get
advocating cleanup of, well, whatever dirty stuff that particular
agency is 'outing' that particular week. What we don't particularly
appreciate is the scattergun approach most of them take to get
our — and by extension, the public's — attention. For example,
a recent release by the Blue Water Network noted that, "A single
cargo ship coming into New York Harbor can produce as much
pollution as 350,000 current-model-year cars in one hour."
What? Are we talking parked cars that aren't running?
So we got on the internet to see if we could get some confirmation. What we found was lots of different numbers, hardly any
of which agreed with one another. Check it out.
"A single cruise ship, while docked in port everyday, spews
as much air pollution as thousands of cars or trucks."
— The Epoch Times, 2006
"In various cities across the country, commercial marine
vessels pollute as much as hundreds of thousands of onroad
vehicles, including diesel freight trucks, passenger cars and
buses."
— Environmental Defense, 2004
"Containerships long enough to ferry the Space Needle, some
belching as much exhaust as 12,000 cars, are cutting through
the bay toward the ports of Los Angeles/Long Beach."
— Seattle Times, 2004
"Ocean-going ships that cruised past Santa Barbara's coast
each year emitted more smog-forming pollution than all vehicles
on the county's roads combined."
— Truthout Environment, 2004
"In total, marine vessels in the ports (of LA-Long Beach) emit
more than 47 tons per day of smog-forming nitrogen oxides. That
is more than one-fifth the amount emitted by all of the region’s
cars."
— Air Quality Management District, 2002
"One ship each day produces diesel exhaust that is equivalent
to the exhaust of 10-12,000 cars."
— KAHEA, the Hawaiian Environmental Alliance, 2005
"In the ports of Los Angeles/Long Beach, the 16 container
ships each day in port produce as many smog-forming emissions
as one million cars."
— Blue Water Network, 2004
Gas pains.
Speaking of fuel burning, rising gasoline prices may be changing people’s plans ashore, but apparently not afloat. At least,
that’s one inference you could draw from the results of a survey
by Nationwide Insurance which revealed that 67% of boaters indicated high fuel prices would not cause them to use their boats
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MARINA BAY YACHT HARBOR
A Certified Clean Marina

(510) 236-1013
Open 7 days a week
1340 Marina Way South
Richmond, CA 94804

• Berth to Bay 15 Minutes
• Single Load Concrete Docks
• Deep Draft Harbor
• Nearby Boatyards,
Marine Stores and Fuel Dock
• Wireless Internet

Change a life.

Donate your boat.

SAILOR'S
COMMUNICATION COACH
THE

(510) 843-3131

(415) 453-7220

at my office, your home or your boat
"I want to sell the house and cruise and she won't hear of it."
"He yells at me all the time. I just don't want to sail
with him." "We've got the boat, we've got the
skills; if we worked together
we'd win races!"

Support local and regional programs for children and young
adults through the charitable donation of your boat.
The Pacific Marine foundation is a
501(c)(3) non-profit organization
funding regional programs such as
Northwest Youth Services, Sea Scouts,
Boys & Girls Clubs, and local public
school education foundations. A substantial tax savings and the possibility of
a partial cash sale makes a charitable
donation a very attractive alternative
for any owner who is considering selling
their well-found power or sailing yacht.

Call
Abigail
Grafton
MA, MFT, Skipper
of Cat's Paw, 3-time Plastic Classic winner, and
Executive Coach, to achieve:

(888) 443-8262
www.pacificmarine.org

• a champion racing team
• a harmonious sailing lifestyle
• a safe and happy boat!

FREE HALF-HOUR CONSULTATION
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less often. The survey also showed that 36% of boaters consider
their boating time more important than all other leisure time.
This study was only for powerboaters by the way. We don’t
know if any similar surveys have been done in the sailing demographic. But we wouldn’t be surprised to learn that sailing may
be one industry that actually grows in popularity in response to
rising gasoline prices. After all, our ‘alternative fuel’ will always
be free.
Tapping the Admiral.
A story reminiscent of Nelson's final trip home was published
in a Hungarian newspaper last month — and picked up by Reuters — relating a grisly tale of death and drink. The story goes
that construction workers chugged their way through a barrel
of "special tasting" rum, only to find, upon opening the barrel,
the finely pickled corpse of a Hungarian diplomat inside. It was
reported that his wife had shipped his body in the barrel of rum
from Jamaica 20 years ago to avoid paying repatriation fees.
We were instantly reminded of Admiral Lord Nelson's transport
home after his death at Trafalgar. The way that story goes, he was
carefully stowed in a barrel of rum for preservation but, when the
ship arrived in England, the level of the rum was suspiciously
low (or gone, depending on who's telling the story). It seems the
crew couldn't see letting a little thing like the body of a national
hero interfere with their daily 'tot' of rum. This heartwarming tale
reportedly brought about the British Navy saying "tapping the
Admiral," and the reference to any grog-based drink as "Nelson's
blood."
Not surprisingly, the first story was quickly pulled by Reuters,
who claimed it appeared to be more than 10 years old and could
not be verified. What they didn't say was that it was also listed
on the rumor-dispelling site www.snopes.com as the latest spin
on an old urban legend. Really old — some versions go back to
the 13th century, and the preserved bodies range from dead
Irishmen and Egyptians to "a great ape of Borneo."
The same website also dispels the Nelson story. Apparently,
the Admiral was indeed pickled for the trip home — this being
the only means of preservation available aboard ship — but he
was stored in brandy, not rum. And the barrel was still quite
topped off when the Victory arrived back in England.
Darn.

1016 Clemons St., Ste 404

(800) 655-9224
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What a sucker
Those prone to seasickness will try anything to prevent feeding the fish. If over-the-counter pills make you drowsy and the
bumpy wrist bands only leave a dent in your arm, consider trying
a new all-natural product that claims to ease mal de mer. Queasy
Drops and Queasy Pops come in a range of flavors — from ginger
to cinnamon to papaya — and are made with natural herbs and
ingredients. To find out more, check out their website at www.
threelollies.com. At a starting price of $9.99, they might seem
a tad spendy. But hey, there have been times we'd have spent
$1,000 on a single pill and considered it a bargain if the stuff
worked.
Getting your priorities straight.
In the May issue of Vanity Fair, they did one of those '2-minute'
interviews with Senator Edward Kennedy. We were intrigued by
his answers to two questions:
What is your greatest extravagance?
Maintaining my 60-year-old wooden sailboat, Mya.
What is your idea of perfect happiness?
Sailing on Mya with Vicki at my side and my dogs, Splash
and Sunny, at my feet. And, of course, a Democrat in the White
House. . .

ULTIMATE PREFEEDER™
SIGNETMARINE Ultimate Prefeeder.
Stainless steel headsail prefeeder.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prefeeder snaps open and closed allowing easy hoists on all sails using luff tape.
Eliminates need to completely drop head sail before re-hoisting.
Minimizes bowman's time forward.
Minimizes time required to clear fouls.
Rolling ball prefeeder prevents sail damage and fraying on the head of the sail.
Easy installation on headstay with supplied line.

SIGNETMARINE
505 Van Ness Avenue
Torrance, California 90501

(310) 320-4349
(310) 320-5026 Fax

www.signetmarine.com

Prefeeder Open

Prefeeder Closed

Alameda Prop & Machine
formerly Kappas Marina

MODERN FACILITIES IN A WELL-PROTECTED HARBOR

Concrete
Dock System
Well Maintained
Facilities
Beautiful
Surroundings

• DEEP WATER BERTHS:
BASIN AND CHANNEL
DREDGED
• CARD KEY SECURITY SYSTEM
• DOCK CARTS
• PUMP OUT STATION
• AMPLE PARKING
• CLEAN SHOWER AND
TOILET FACILITIES
• WITHIN WALKING
DISTANCE: MARKET/DELI,
LAUNDROMAT,
RESTAURANT
• AT EACH BERTH:
LARGE STORAGE BOX,
METERED ELECTRICITY,
PHONE HOOKUPS, WATER

BERTH YOUR BOAT IN SAUSALITO
Phone 415 • 332 • 5510
100 Gate Six Road, Sausalito • Fax (415) 332-5812

Stainless Custom Fabrication!

We Guarantee at Least 5% Savings
Over Any Competitive Fabrication Quote!*
Railings
Pulpits

Integrated Bow Rollers

Anchors

for
*Call
details

Alameda Prop & Machine

at the Grand Marina Marine Center

(510) 522-7899

(800) 774-7899
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Not Using Your Boat?

STORE
IT
Want To Sell Your Boat?

STORE
IT
Want to Dry Out Your Boat?

STORE
IT
Leaving the Country?

STORE
IT
Want to Save Money?

STORE
IT
DRY
STORAGE
$3.50/ft
NAPA VALLEY MARINA
1200 Milton Road • Napa, CA 94559

(707) 252-8011 • Fax (707) 252-0851
www.napavalleymarina.com
Marina • Boatyard • Chandlery • Brokerage
Dealers for
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Brownell

Boat Stands

They're baa-aaack!
As expected, sea lions have returned to roost in Newport
Beach, but this time harbor officials are ready for them. Last
summer saw a swath of destruction left in the wake of the sea
lions' rampage. Okay, that may be a little melodramatic, but
probably isn't to the multitude of boat owners whose pride and
joys were damaged, destroyed, defiled or sunk by the efforts of
the pesky pinnipeds to sun themselves. They've already damaged
several boats so far this spring.
The high-tech and elaborate plan is to fend off sea lions from
boarding boats by attaching automatic sensors to a sprinkler
system — and squirting them with cold water. Yes, you read
right. It appears that seals and sea lions sun themselves to
raise their core body temperatures and — just like teenage girls
sunbathing by the pool — they hate to be sprayed with water. If
that doesn't work, what's next? A low-flying cropduster to spray
slippery dishwashing liquid on every boat?
Last Titanic survivor dies.
Lillian Gertrud Asplund, the last American survivor of the
world’s most famous sinking, passed away in Shrewsbury, Massachusetts, on May 7. She was 99. Asplund was only 5 when
the ‘unsinkable’ Titanic hit an iceberg on her maiden voyage in
1912 and sank in the icy Atlantic, taking Lillian’s father and
three brothers with her. Her mother and a younger brother also
survived the sinking.
Titanic Titanic show in town.
Speaking of Titanic, it may surprise you — or it may not — that
the endless fascination with the doomed White Star liner has
spawned an industry. Two years after Woods Hole researcher
Bob Ballard found the wreck in 1985 — in 12,000 feet of water
450 miles southeast of Newfoundland — Premier Exhibitions
of Atlanta was granted 'salvor-in-possession' rights. That gave
them the exclusive right to recover Titanic artifacts, as well as
the responsibility to conserve them. Since none of the objects
can be sold, the money to cover costs (each expedition runs
between $1-3 million) comes from ticket sales to exhibitions of
the artifacts. At any one time, there are seven such shows going
around the world. One of the bigger shows with the coveted 'big
piece' debuts at the Metreon in San Francisco on June 10.
The 'big piece' is a 15-ton slab of Titanic's riveted hull, complete with six portholes. Two of them still have the glass. The
13x30-ft chunk was first spotted in 1994 and finally brought to
the surface in 1998. It has since been cleaned and preserved
— and is here for all to see.
The exhibition also features 300 other artifacts, including a
number of never-before-seen objects that will 'debut' at the San
Francisco show. Other highlights include a focus on two San
Francisco citizens who were aboard (a politician who survived
and a miner who didn't), as well as recreations of a first-class
stateroom and the grand staircase. There will even be a downsized
'iceberg' that's modeled after sketches done by survivors of the
iceberg. It's made of aluminum, but is actually covered with ice
so visitors to the show can 'feel' how cold the water really was
that fateful April night in 1912.
And back to that endless fascination: 16 million people in 50
cities around the world have viewed one of the Titanic shows,
making it the most successful and enduring exhibition in history.
We're not immune, and we admit to being among the endlessly
fascinated. So yeah, we're going.
Titanic — The Artifact Exhibition runs through January 7 at
the Metreon (Fourth and Mission). Tickets are $15-$20. For more
information, log onto www.SFTitanic.com.

SMOOT
H
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in Southern California…

Our engines idle smoother and quieter because of our high
inertia flywheel. This is one of the many Beta Marine exclusive
features that make our diesel engines easier to live with.

A First Class Full Service Facility Serving the Entire Pacific Coast
150 Ton & 30 Ton Travelifts

VENTURA HARBOR BOATYARD
Open 6 Days a Week!
Competitive Rates ~ Professional Staff
For quality and attention to detail you can count
on our commitment to your satisfaction.

(805) 654-1433
1415 Spinnaker Drive, Ventura, CA 93001
www.vhby.com

What a Concept! It is engineered to be easily serviced.
Beta Marine suberb propulsion engines, using Kubota diesel
10-90hp including our famous Atomic 4 replacements.
Also available: Marine Generators up to 30 kw.
Regional Dealer:

BETA MARINE US, LTD. HIRSCHFELD YACHT LLC
P.O. Box 5, Arapahoe, NC 28510
www.betamarine.net

800-682-8003 • 252-249-2473

265 Gate 5 Rd, Sausalito, CA 94965
www.enginerite.com

415-332-3507

info@betamarinenc.com
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riding the whale
Paul Farr’s J/105 Jupiter was homeward bound after rounding
the Lightship during the April 22 St. Francis YC Ocean Race. They
were coming in on the south side of the channel, with the kite up
in 15-20 knots of breeze, hitting 15s on surfs down the big swells
and having a grand old time — until they came to a screeching halt
about two miles west of Mile Rock.
“It felt like we’d hit the bottom,” says crewman Dave Tanis. But
the depth gauge revealed 80 feet of water. Maybe it was a net, or a
line wrapped around the rudder? One look over the side confirmed
the bizarre fact that they had somehow landed atop a whale about
the same size as the 34-ft boat. Not only that, the whale was stuck
between the keel and rudder — and quite obviously not happy
about it. It immediately began thrashing around and throwing the
J and her crew around like ragdolls.
continued on outside column of next sightings page

If there’s sailing in heaven, it can’t be any better than the May 16 Sausalito YC
Tuesday evening series, outtakes of which you see here. Nice breeze, beautiful
sunset, friendly people, good competition. . . hey, it was so nice that a couple of
times we thought we’d died and gone to heaven.
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new records
The 110-ft French trimaran Geronimo arrived in Yokohama, Japan, on April
27 — 14 days, 22 hours, 40 minutes out
of San Francisco. This breaks the old
record for the 4,525-mile course, set in
1996 by Steve Fossett’s 60-ft trimaran
Lakota, by nearly five days.
Skipper Olivier de Kersauson skippered the big boat through storms and
calms, always pushing the envelope just
enough to avoid damage. “For us, capsizes and breakages are failures. To win
you have to finish, and that’s our job,”
ODK said after arriving in Yokohama.
In a congratulatory email to ODK,

SIGHTINGS
Steve Fossett noted, “I confess to a
twinge of jealousy over your success,
but you have honored us with the recognition of our prior record by seeking to
break it. Please accept warm congratulations from myself and my original crew.”
Geronimo then went on to set a new
benchmark 4-day, 17-hour record from
Yokohama to Hong Kong. This is the fifth
straight record for the boat, which has
been chasing major Pacific records for
the last year. The big tri was scheduled
to wrap up their Pacific ‘campaign’ with
a record run attempt back to San Francisco starting at the end of May.

whale — cont’d
“I was standing on deck holding onto the shrouds and trimming
the spinnaker so I had a great view,” says Dave. “I saw its tail on
one side of the boat and the mass of its body on the other side. It
rolled over several times trying to free itself.”
Needless to say, everyone aboard was, shall we say, concerned.
The wind was still blowing hard, the seas were rough, the boat was
still trying to sail — but it was impossible to steer it or to take any
sails down. The strange dance went on for perhaps 5 minutes, during which Farr radioed a mayday to the Coast Guard and reported
that “a whale was attacking our boat.” The Coasties asked if the
whale was hurt, to which Paul replied, “No, but it’s really pissed.”
He didn’t know how true those words were. When the whale
finally extricated itself, it turned around — and started ramming
the boat!
continued on outside column of next sightings page

PHOTOS LATITUDE/RICHRD AND ANDY

for geronimo
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whale riders — cont’d
“It would get behind us and come up from underneath, bump
us under the aft quarter and slew us sideways as it slid the length
of the boat,” says Paul. “Then turn around and do it again.”
After two or three hits, the whale swam up right alongside the
boat — giving some of the crew their first good look — and paced
them for several minutes. “We were doing 8-10 knots, and it stayed
right there beside us, not three feet away,” says Paul. “I could have
reached out and touched it.”
“Oddly,” he adds, “at that point it seemed very friendly and curious — not threatening at all.” Then it just pulled away and disappeared.

SPREAD, LATITUDE/JR; INSET: MITCH PERKINS

continued on outside column of next sightings page
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cruiser killed in
Respected cruiser Mark Saunders
was killed April 18 following the grounding of the Nordhavn 62 trawler Charlotte
B at the entrance to Mag Bay. Saunders,
62, and his wife, Sue (who lived aboard
the sailboat Blue Suede Sue in La Paz),
were crewing aboard the Charlotte B on
a delivery from La Paz to the States when
the accident occurred.
It is still unclear how Charlotte B
ended up on the rocks, as she is a ca-

SIGHTINGS
mag bay grounding
pable and well-equipped vessel. Initial
reports were that Saunders was killed at
the time of impact, but we now understand he was trying to get a line to shore
after the grounding — so that Sue and
the three other crew could get off safely
— when he suffered a head inury.
A memorial service was held in La
Paz aboard Talofa on April 25, during
which Mark’s ashes were scattered in
the Bay.

A J/105 and an adult gray whale are about the
same size. But the whale outweighs the boat by
about 30 tons. So don’t mess with one.

whale riders — cont’d
Soon after that, a Coast Guard motorlifeboat arrived on scene.
The Jupiter crew had examined the boat and found no leaks or obvious structural damage. And once they got sails and lines squared
away, the boat seemed to be tracking okay, so they told the Coasties they no longer needed assistance. The 47-footer followed for
about 10 minutes, then returned to base.
Of course, when they jibed just west of the Golden Gate Channel about 20 minutes later, they found they suddenly had no steering. The Coast Guard eventually came back out and towed them
the rest of the way to the San Francisco Marina.
A haulout revealed that the rudder bearings had been munched,
and the steering gear in the pedestal had partially sheared. Paul
doesn’t know if the latter was caused by
the whale, or by his death-grip trying to
steer against it when it was caught. Also
apparent with the boat out of the water
— deep barnacle gashes extending from
stern to bow where the whale had pushed
the boat around.
“I still don’t believe this happened,
and I was there,” says Paul, who can
laugh about it now. At the time, it wasn’t
so funny. “You don’t know what’s going
to happen,” says another crewman, Tomi
Tianen (the fourth crew was Jeanne Lyons). “We’d all read these articles about
how every now and then a whale sinks
a boat. If we’d ended up swimming out
there, it would not have been a pretty
sight.”
At this writing, several members of
the crew had talked to Pete Winch, an interpretive naturalist for the Oceanic Society and FIMSA — the Farallon Islands
Marine Sanctuary Association. Based on
those conversations and the time of year,
Winch’s best guess is that the whale was
a gray that was headed back north from
the annual migration to Baja. If so, he
and others at the Oceanic Society and
FIMSA came up with two possible scenarios for the whale’s behavior: 1) It was
a female whose calf was nearby. In the old
days, when the whalers used to harpoon
whales in the Baja lagoons, the grays
were nicknamed ‘devilfish’ because they
used to aggressively defend their young.
2) The whale, male or female, may have
thought it was being attacked by orcas.
The type of orcas that attack whales do so
silently — without using their echolocation. Like those animals, Paul Farr’s boat
‘pounced’ silently and ‘captured’ the surprised whale.
While he can’t be positive it was a gray,
Winch confirms that if it was, it was an
adult. They average about 30-35 feet
in length and weigh about 35 tons. For
comparison’s sake, a J/105 displaces not
quite 4 tons.
It kind of goes without saying, but
Winch cautions boaters to give whales a
wide berth — when you can see them.
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separated at birth
Rowan Fennell and his older twin brothers Forrest and Nathaniel learned to sail on a Moore 24. In fact, since they were little
kids they virtually grew up on Paramour, a boat their father Michael got way back in the Fast Is Fun heydays of 1986.
“It was our summer home on the Delta,” recalls Rowan, who
last month won the Moore 24 Pacific Coast Championships on the
same boat. “We used to go up there every year and camp out for
extended periods throughout the summer.”
As he got older, Rowan — now a 30-year-old environmental
scientist — started racing the boat more and more and, a few years
ago, decided to get really serious. Paramour was stripped down and
continued on outside column of next sightings page
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hard act
They started inauspiciously, but
by the end of Louis Vuitton Act 10 last
month off Valencia, BMW Oracle Racing’s
newest boat, USA 87, is suddenly the hottest thing going. With syndicate founder
Larry Ellison often at the helm, 87 handily dispatched almost all comers from
the other aspiring America’s Cup teams,
most of whom were also sailing their newest boats. BMW Oracle lost only one race
out of 10 to perennial rival (and 2003
America’s Cup winner) Alinghi, who were

SIGHTINGS
separated — cont’d

to follow
sailing their much-modified SUI 75. Act
11, which featured fleet racing instead
of Act 10’s match racing, had just gotten
underway as this issue went to press.
Whether or not it seems like just yesterday or an eternity ago, the countdown
for the next America’s Cup has definitely
begun. There are two more Acts, late this
month and again next spring. The Challenger Elimination Series gets underway
off Valencia next April, with the best-ofnine Cup races starting in late June.

totally tricked out for competition. She is currently one of the top
boats in the very competitive local fleet.
“Dad wasn’t exactly upset, but he felt kind of bad that he was

BMW Oracle’s new IACC boat has a short bowsprit. You may recall that in the 1992 Challenger
Elimination trials in San Diego, NZL 20 — on
a winning streak at the time — was protested
out for having a sprit. USA 87 is legal under the
rules — so far.

GILLES MARTIN-RAGET/BMW ORACLE

Mike Fennell (right) and Harry Rowe with Moore 24 #75-B in Missouri. In the
movie ‘Easy Rider,’ Billy and Captain America were shot near here.

losing the Delta toy,” says Rowan. That’s when serendipity stepped
in, in the form of an eBay auction for a sad-looking Moore parked
in a field halfway across the country. But not just any Moore . . .
It seems that Paramour was the 74th Moore built. But there
was some kind of mixup at Moore’s Reef and Paramour came out of
the mold wearing #75. When the mistake was caught, the remedy
— this was Santa Cruz, remember — was just to build another #75.
So, technically, there is no 74th Moore 24 . . . and there are two
#75s.
For all their fun-loving ‘whatever, dude’ attitude, the Moore 24
Association is actually quite organized. They keep active track of
90% of the 24s built, and only a handful have fallen off the radar.
One of these was the ‘second’ #75. Nobody knew where it was. But
after Rowan had pretty much ‘stolen’ Paramour from family summer outings for the foreseeable future, right there on eBay, this
auction appeared — for Moore 24 hull #75! What are the odds?! It
was located in Arkansas, looked kinda sad, had really old sails and
was perched on a so-so trailer.
“So Dad bid on it,” says Rowan. Unfortunately, he lost (by $25)
to a guy in Missouri. But a few days later, that guy called and offered them the boat for the price they’d bid! SOLD — to the crazy
people from California!
Last July, the Fennell men — all of whom admit to terminal
cases of MDS (Moore Dementia Syndrome) — piled into a truck and
drove to Missouri.
“We showed up at dawn with a complete set of new running
gear for the trailer,” says Rowan. (More serendipity: the axles and
wheels were donated by Rowan’s uncle Justis who owns Oakland
Rim and Wheel — and who worked for Ron Moore building boats
in the late ‘70s.) After five straight hours of hard work in the hot,
humid conditions, the boat was on the road, headed back west.
An interesting sidebar to the trip occurred in Tulsa, where
they met the original eBay seller, a non-sailor who told them the
story of how he came to own the boat. He said it was one of a dozen
boats he’d been storing for a guy. When payments stopped coming, he looked for the owner only to discover he had mysteriously
disappeared. After a couple more months, this fellow filed for, and
received, ownership of the properties.
continued on outside column of next sightings page
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separated — cont’d
“This story was full of inconsistencies and seemed really fishy
to us, as well as to all the other patrons within earshot at Carl’s Junior,” says Rowan. “When the guy finally left, my father proclaimed,
‘He killed him’ — and half a dozen patrons agreed!”
“That’s my only memory of Oklahoma.”
Moore #75-B — renamed Moore Amour during the road trip —
continued on outside column of next sightings page
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angel island
Summer has finally arrived, boats are
straining at their docklines, and owners
need a weekend escape — but don’t have
time for a long trip. What to do? Look no
farther than that verdant hump just north
of The Rock.
If it’s been awhile, we’re here to remind

SIGHTINGS
revisited

separated — cont’d

you that Angel Island State Park is a fantastic getaway within an hour or so of just
about anywhere on the Bay. Accessible
only by boat, the island is big enough to
accommodate thousands of yearly ferry
visitors but still leave you with a sense of

arrived back in the Bay in August and was sailing a week later. Its
maiden voyage was from Richmond YC to Sam’s in Tiburon, which
is one of 75-A’s favorite passages. The next day, it was headed to
the Delta to provide the Fennell clan much needed R&R for the
remainder of the summer.
So now Rowan has his racing machine, Pop Fennell has his
Delta toy, and all is once again right with the world.

continued in middle column of next sightings page

crew overboard

LANCE BATTEN

We never have figured out what cockles are, but
the ones in our heart always warm at the sight
of a lovely schooner bowling along under a
cloud of sail. This spectacular lady is ‘Eleonora’
on her way to a class win at the annual Antigua
Classic Regatta.

In sailboat racing, losing a crew over the side now and then
is almost commonplace. In the Bay alone, rarely a season goes by
when we don’t hear about half a dozen people taking a dive off different boats — and that’s just the ones we hear about. Most are
recovered quickly, with the only lasting damage being the boat’s
ranking in that particular race. Most are quickly forgotten.
Sometimes crew overboard incidents deserve ink, if for nothing else than to remind folks that it happens, and keep you guys
thinking ‘what if’ when you’re out there sailing around for pleasure
or competition. John Yares’ unscheduled swim on May 20 was one
of those times.
John is the brother of Jim Yares, who is partners with Curtis
Press in the J/24 Running With Scissors. The Scissor-hands are
good sailors, winning among other things the J/24 Season Championship in 2004 and 2005, so they know what they’re doing. Still,
May 20’s windy Elite Keel Regatta was pretty gnarly, with 20-25
knots blowing across a choppy ebb. On the downwind leg near the
Berkeley Circle, Scissors rounded up. Not a bad one, but enough
to put the boat partway on its side. They luffed the chute, blew the
guy, and were in the process of moving crew weight aft to get the
bow up when John simply took a bad step and slid off the boat. He
immediately grabbed a stanchion. Brother Jim, at the helm, tried
to spin the boat up to get it to stop completely, which rolled the lee
rail under further, at which point John just let go.
John was wearing his inflatable PFD, which worked fine. It’s
also salient to tell you at this point that John is a Lieutenant in the
Coast Guard, so he’s had extensive water survival training. He put
that training into practice by kicking back, floating on his back,
and saving his energy.
Meanwhile, the remaining Scissors crew (a couple of whom
were new to the boat and to sailing in heavier air) were trying to
contain the kite and get it down — a task made all the harder due
to their missing comrade. “It’s tough to do a textbook QuickStop
recovery when you’re in full race mode with the chute up,” says
Jim. “We never lost sight of John, but it was clear he was doing fine
and not panicked, so we weren’t in a panic either.”
Enter Chris Owen and his crew on the Catalina 34 Mottley.
They were engaged in their own race, the Treasure Island YC’s second InterClub race, whose course happened to intersect the Elite
Keel’s. Mottley was headed toward the Bay Bridge under reefed
main and jib when one of the crew yelled, “There’s someone in the
water!”
Chris, who was driving, took a quick look around and realized
that they were the closest boat to the man in the water. He yelled
for the crew — two of whom were also new to the boat, and in fact
were sailing for the first time ever — to furl the jib while he started
the motor. He left the main up, thinking it might give the boat stability in the bouncy conditions (and, okay, because they didn’t have
time to get it down).
Chris half-circled John, positioned himself upwind and allowed Mottley to drift slowly down with the engine in neutral. There
continued on outside column of next sightings page
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overboard — cont’d
was no Lifesling on the boat, and their horseshoe float didn’t have
a line attached, but the manuever worked like the textbooks say
it should. Mottley drifted right to John, who was able to grab the
hand of crewman Forrest Knowlton, who helped pull him around to
the stern where the ladder had been rigged. John was able to climb
up himself, bringing about five gallons of water with him.
No one could say for sure, but the best estimate was that John
was in the water for about five minutes. That was long enough that
his teeth were chattering and his fingers were beginning to cramp.
But he’s a young guy in his 30s and recovered fast. Since the conditions were so rough, both boats headed to the shelter of Clipper
Cove, where John was transferred back to Scissors.
Both boats took DNFs for their respective races. Chris didn’t
ask for redress, but it was awarded by the TIYC race committee
anyway, noting “Even a first place award would pale in comparison
to the knowledge you may have saved another sailor’s life.”
continued on outside column of next sightings page

angel
solitude.
The island’s most popular destination
by far is Ayala (Hospital) Cove. Fees have
gone up a bit (docks: $15; mooring balls:
$20 from May-September — knock $5 off
each in the off season).
The docks are open from 8 a.m. to
sunset, but if you pay the day-use fee, you
can move to a mooring ball that evening
for an extra $5. If you plan on hitting the
docks more than a handful of times, you
should consider the yearly day-use pass
(dock only) for $125.
The State plans to replace the moorings, and possibly add more, sometime in
the near future, though no specific date
has been set. If you do tie to the existing
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Angel Island scrapbook (clockwise from above)
— Pelicans ride the thermals; leave Fido at
home or on the boat — no dogs are allowed on
the island, even for potty breaks; rafting up and
barbecuing are favorite pastimes; Blake Hall, and
John and Kwok Goulden enjoy a quick lunch stop
aboard Hall’s Catalina 36 ‘The Right One’; Ayala
Cove is popular year-round; reefed in Raccoon
Strait; though 20,000 people visit yearly, solitude
is easy to find.
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balls, be sure to tie up both bow and
stern. It’s considered bad form — and can
be dangerous — to swing on just one.
Ashore, you can choose from a guided
tram tour (worth every penny of its $12.50
price tag), bike rentals, the many historic
interpretive centers, or a nice long walk
or bike trip around the island. If you’re
energetic, you can even hike to the top of
Mount Livermore for a spectacular view
of the entire Bay.
No matter how many times you’ve
been, Angel Island always has something
new to offer. So whatever your summer
plans are, be sure to include at least one
trip to the Bay’s largest island.

overboard — cont’d
Says Chris, “Despite our DNF, I can tell you every member of
the Mottley crew was smiling as we headed back to South Beach.
They did an incredible job and I am very proud of each of them.”
From the Scissors gang: “We are all grateful to the sharp eyes
on Mottley, and the fast decisions and excellent seamanship of the
crew,” says Jim Yares, who notes that the Elite Keel was John’s last
race on Running With Scissors for awhile as he’s being tranferred
to Texas. “On the way out to the race course, we ‘dedicated’ this
regatta to him. . . who knew!”

pacific cup poised for departure
With the various divisions of the 14th Biennial West Marine
Pacific Cup slated to begin July 4 through 7, several hundred West
Coast sailors are undoubtedly scrambling this month to tick off the
myriad items on their ‘to do’ lists. Beginning in the Central Bay off
continued on outside column of next sightings page
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pac cup — cont’d
the St. Francis YC, the rhumbline course to Kaneohe, Hawaii — on
the island of Oahu — measures 2,070 nautical miles.
This year’s fleet roster lists 48 doublehanded and fully crewed
entries, ranging in size from Jeff Duvall’s Portland-based Moore 24
Keeli Quinn to Isao Mita’s BVI-flagged Marten 72 Beecom.
While it’s not the largest fleet in the event’s history, this year’s
contest boasts a few notable innovations. Most significantly, perhaps,
is the inclusion of a multihull division for the first time. Ironically,
though, after multihullers lobbied for years to be included, only
one signed up: Lawrence Olsen’s San Francisco-based Green 35 tri
Humdinger. Olsen and crew may get a little lonely for boat-for-boat
competition out there, but at least they’ll
‘set a record’ and bring home a trophy, as
the mono and multi fleets will be scored
separately.
Another first this year is the event’s
partnering with the ocean conservation
organization Oceana — an outfit highly
regarded by the event’s title sponsor,
West Marine. A special award will go to
the entry which demonstrates “the most
concern for the ocean realm through environmentally conscious preparations.”
A set of Million Mile Trophies are another first this year, in commemoration
of the approximate total mileage sailed
by the event’s 600-odd entries since its
inception in 1980. Other new awards
include trophies for the Best Prepared
Boat and Best First Passage — a ‘spirit’
award not necessarily equated with a top
finish time. And who can forget the new
Latitude 38 trophy, which will be given to
the boat which sails the best race relative
to other boats in her division. (Don’t ask
us how this is figured. Max talked Lee
into doing the formula. We have no idea
what all the numbers mean, but we’re assured the system will work flawlessly.)
Although details have not yet been
finalized at this writing, also look for
at least a half dozen boats to carry
transponders, which will automatically
record their positions en route using
technology from iTrack. Although experimental this year in the Pac Cup, this and
similar systems are rapidly gaining favor
with a variety of offshore race organizations.
As always, one of the biggest challenges for owners and navigators will be
how far south to sail in order to maximize
the wind potential of the Pacific High.
We like renowned offshore navigator
Stan Honey’s advice on this subject:
“Pick your strategy, and stick to it. Then,
whatever happens, make up your story
for the bar in Kaneohe, and stick to that
too!”
Look for a complete event preview in
our July edition, with a wrap-up report
in August. (See www.pacificcup.org for
complete event info.)
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no fun for
Stan Glaros and crew aboard his Cheetah 30 Great Fun II were headed out the
Golden Gate in the April 22 Duxship Race
(Bay — Duxbury Reef buoy — Lightship
— home), when the keel fell off. The boat
went onto her side and subsequently
turned turtle.
Glaros’ pal George McKay was also sailing the ‘Dux that day aboard his Moore 24
Cookie Jar. He radioed the Coast Guard,
reported his position and tacked over to

SIGHTINGS
great fun II

ha-ha race packets go out june 10

lend a hand. Soon after, a Fish and Game
vessel arrived on scene, took Glaros and
his crew aboard and released Cookie Jar,
which resumed racing.
“That would have been the end of the
story, except that on the way in, we damn
near ran into the half-submerged remains
of Great Fun II,” McKay claimed.
Glaros called to let us know he was
offering a reward for information lead-

“We’ve been getting an average of three requests for Baja Ha-Ha
packets a day,” reports Ha-Ha Honcho Lauren Spindler, “suggesting to me that we’ll once again have a fleet of over 120 boats for the
third year in a row.”
For those new to sailing, the Ha-Ha is the 750-mile cruisers’
rally from San Diego to Cabo San Lucas, with stops at Turtle Bay
and Bahia Santa Maria. The main goal of the Ha-Ha is for everyone
to make it to Cabo safely. To that end, there will be a roll call each
morning, plus weather forecasting from Commander’s Weather. And
to a certain extent, there’s safety in numbers.

continued in middle column of next sightings page
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Philippe Kahn’s ‘Pegasus 52’ blasts into hyperspace at last year’s Big Boat Series. Imagine
doing this in the Trades for days on end.
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A second goal of the Ha-Ha is for all participants to make lots of
new cruising friends. This will be facilitated by the West Marine KickOff Halloween Costume Party in San Diego, as well as the traditional
Ha-Ha beach parties and get-togethers in Turtle Bay, Bahia Santa
Maria, and Cabo. The parties are informal and G-rated. If you want
to get wild and crazy, the time and place is after the Ha-Ha in Cabo,
where such behavior is often the norm.
This year’s 13th running will be open to boats — sail, motor,
monohull, multihull — 27 feet or longer that were designed, built,
and have been maintained for ocean sailing. Although the Ha-Ha
weather conditions have traditionally been quite mild, make no
mistake, everyone will potentially be exposing themselves to the full
fury of the Pacific ocean.
The Ha-Ha is not an offshore babysitting service, so each boat
must have at least two crew with navigation and overnight sailing
experience. Everyone is expected to be in reasonably good physical
continued on outside column of next sightings page
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no fun
ing to the recovery of the boat, but as
of presstime, there had been no word of
further sightings.
Readers may recall that Glaros’ last
boat, the original Great Fun, a Davidson
50, sank nine months ago after hitting
a container. As Stan put it when we last
spoke, “It hasn’t been a good year for
me.”

playing
Not everyone was sailing to Vallejo
on May 6. On the way back home from
shooting photos of the race, we spotted

SIGHTINGS

‘Great Fun II’ was last seen heading out to sea.

hookie
the folks pictured below. From the looks
of things, they were having just as much
fun as any racer.

ha-ha — cont’d
shape and health. The event starts on October 30 from San Diego,
and ends in tropical Cabo on November 11.
If you’re interested in the Ha-Ha, send a check for $15 to 21
Apollo Road, Tiburon, CA 94920. Around June 10, you’ll be sent a
complete entry packet, plus discount offers and other good things
from sponsors. The Ha-Ha itself costs $299. Even though that’s far
less expensive than similar events, you’ll get more swag than you’ve
ever seen. We’re talking Ha-Ha hats, T-shirts, burgees, sunglasses,
frisbees, beachballs, tote bags, and lots of other stuff. And you never
can tell what other prizes and freebies West Marine and Pusser’s
Rum might add. The material stuff is definitely fun, but the best
thing you’ll take away is all the new friends you’ll make.
The much-experienced Ha-Ha volunteer management team — the
Wanderer as the Grand Poobah, Banjo Andy as the Assistant Poobah,
and Dona de Mallorca as the Chief of Security — will all be back
aboard Profligate, the mothership, having done a total of 30 Ha-Has
among them. They wouldn’t miss it for their lives. How about you?
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looking good
Our ‘Looking Good’ feature this month includes both a boat
and her owner. It really couldn’t be otherwise, as the Kettenburg
38 Chorus and Peter English have been together so long you can’t
really mention one without the other.
Peter bought and rebuilt the 48-year-old boat in 1979, and has
been actively racing her ever since. Master Mariners, HDA, OYRA,
coastal races, beer cans — Chorus’ beautiful bright-finished hull
has graced them all — and done well in them all. Until last year,
when her original box-section spruce mast broke. Repairs were delayed while Peter battled with the insurance company — a story
worth telling on another day — but as these photos show, she is
finally back, better than ever. These photos were taken in April
as the boat went through tuneups with her new suit of sails and
new aluminum mast. The modification adds 6 seconds to Chorus’s
PHRF certificate, but all aboard on this flat-water day felt she was
at least that much quicker.
English himself got ‘dismasted’ last year, too, with the news
that the abdominal pains he’d been experiencing required both
surgery and extended therapy. The worst of it was that he would
have to ‘take it easy’ for a while — which in this case meant no
sailing.
In a sense, Peter and Chorus went through a tough time together. Peter managed all the details and work assignments of ‘healing’
the boat — and watching the boat coming back together hardened
his resolve to sail her again. Bolstered by friends and family, they
both made it through, and we are happy to report that both are on
the way to a complete recovery.

new international travel rules
If you’re planning on doing the Ha-Ha this year, you’ll be required
to have a passport to return to the States. According to the U.S. State
Department’s travel website, the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism
Prevention Act of 2004 requires that by December 31, 2006, all air
and sea travelers to and from the Caribbean, Bermuda, Panama,
Mexico, and Canada must have a passport. By December 31, 2007,
the requirement will extend to all land border crossings as well.
This is a big change, so if you’ve been putting it off, now’s the
time. Figure on at least a six week wait after applying — and that’s if
there are no glitches. If you’re a procrastinator by nature, expect to
pay an extra $60 plus overnight shipping charges to get it quicker.
Info on passports and the new traveler requirements can be found
at http://travel.state.gov.

heyerdahl sails again
Following in the wake of his famous grandfather, Olav Heyerdahl
set sail from Peru on April 28 with five other men aboard Tangaroa, a
balsa raft similar to Thor Heyerdahl’s Kon Tiki. “We want to test the
navigation system of the indigenous people of the Peruvian coast, to
survey for environmental damage, and to follow in the path of Thor
Heyerdahl,” grandson Olav said.
Olav’s 56-ft raft differs significantly from Thor’s in that it’s loaded
with electronic gear, rudders, and much more sail area. In light of
Kon Tiki’s demise on a reef, the Tangaroa crew — four Norwegians,
a Swede, and a Peruvian — decided there was one more piece of
equipment they’d make room for: a liferaft. To read their occasional
updates, go to http://tangaroa.nettblogg.no./english.html.
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Peter English (above) and the lovely
‘Chorus’ — ridin’ again.

PHOTOS BOB ROGERS
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the 10-minute rule
When sailing in mid-ocean, shark sightings are common. That’s
not to say that you should avoid going swimming in mid-ocean, just
take care and follow the 10 Minute Rule. That is, don’t swim for more
than 10 minutes at a time. If possible, a person should also be on
watch to see if any uninvited ‘toothy guests’ drop in for a snack.
The accompanying photo was taken from Suisiutl during the
crossing to French Polynesia last year. We were in a dead calm area
1,000 miles offshore and I went over the side to clean the stuff off
the waterline. This oceanic white tip came by to see who was splashing around in his ocean. It’s a bit unnerving to realize that not all
animals see man as being at the top of the food chain!
continued on outside column of next sightings page

Oh yeah. Another good reason to do the Pacific
Cup is all the fun parties and activies that take
place after the race.
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summer
Now in its sixth year, Summer Sailstice
is an international celebration of sailing
held on or about the summer solstice.
What better day to enjoy sailing than on
the longest day of the year?
In the Bay Area alone, there are numerous events and cruises to choose from.
The largest will be a two-day extravaganza
hosted by Summer Sailstice and Club
Nautique at the Treasure Island Sailing
Center. There will be racing for all ages,
a cruise-in to Clipper Cove, a Navigation

SIGHTINGS
sailstice
Rally and Treasure Hunt (go to www.
clubnautique.com to register for the Rally),
and a party Saturday afternoon. You can
find out more and buy tickets online at
www.tisailing.org.
To check out what’s happening in your
neck of the woods, from Portland, Oregon,
to Portland, Maine, check out www.summersailstice.com. Not only is it a great way
to hook up with other sailors in your area,
you can sign up for great prizes, too.

10-min rule — cont’d
The oceanic whitetip shark (carcharhinus longimanus) is a large
pelagic shark of tropical and warm temperate seas. It is named after
both its oceanic habitat (living in deep waters), and of course the
white tips on its fins. It is a
stocky shark and its most
notable features include
its rounded fins and the
fins’ extreme length. It is
an aggressive fish which
dominates feeding frenzies,
and is said to attack more
humans than all other
shark species combined.
As such, it is a significant
danger to survivors of open
ocean ship sinkings and
plane wrecks. Given their
abundance and potential
threat to humans, oceanic
whitetips were a serious
concern during the World
Wars. For example, a Nova
Scotia steamship carrying
1,000 was sunk near South
Watch out for whitey!
Africa by a German submarine and only 192 survived, with many deaths attributed to whitetip
sharks. A more infamous example occurred after the sinking of the
cruiser USS Indianapolis near the end of World War II. This dramatic
story was retold in the first Jaws movie by the grizzled shark hunting captain, Quint.
Here’s hoping that all of this year’s Puddle Jumpers — ourselves
among them — have a great crossing and arrive with everybody they
left with.
— bob & brenda
suisiutl

tsunami hits tonga
A 7.8 magnitude earthquake, significantly larger than the 1989
San Francisco temblor, jarred Tongans out of their beds in the early
hours of May 4. Within 15 minutes, the Pacific Tsunami Warning
Center in Hawaii had issued international warnings, but not before
a tsunami — defined by NOAA as “an ocean wave produced by an
earthquake or underwater landslide” — reached the shaken island.
Luckily for the residents, it was only two feet high.
What’s disturbed officials is that Tonga never received the warning. According to reports, a power failure prevented it from reaching
the island nation. Not that it would have mattered. “Even if they had
received the warning, it would have been too late — it takes 10 minutes at best to issue a warning from the onset of seismic recordings at
the PTWC,” said Costa Synolakis, a USC tsunami researcher. Which
is about how long it took for the baby tsunami to reach Tonga.
A previously scheduled Pacific-wide tsunami drill, Exercise Pacific Wave, took place on May 18 to find out how well the international warning system worked — a direct response to the failure of
the system when a massive tsunami in 2004 wreaked widespread
devastation over a dozen Indian Ocean nations, killing more than
200,000 people.
Ironically, another quake — this time only 6.0 in magnitude
— struck Tonga at the exact time emergency authorities were broadcasting the simulated alerts. No damage or injuries were reported
— although confusion was understandably rampant.
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short sightings
OAKLAND — A man wielding a large knife near Jack London
Square in the early morning hours of May 9 jumped into the Oakland
Estuary rather than be taken into custody by the Oakland Police
Department. The Coast Guard tried to reach the man, but each time
the small boat would approach, he would duck under the water and
swim away. The Coasties tried throwing him a life ring but he refused
to grab it. Finally, after the fourth try to reach him, the man went
under and never came back up. The Coast Guard and Oakland PD
searched the shore and waters of the estuary but found no sign of
the man. The search was called off around 7 a.m. and it’s presumed
the man drowned though no body has been found.
CLEAR LAKE — Willows resident Lynn Thornton died several
days after suffering injuries in a boating accident on Clear Lake
on the night of April 29. Thornton was one of three people aboard
Beats Workin II, an O’Day 27, when it was struck head-on by a 24-ft
powerboat driven by Russ Perdock, an off-duty Lake County Deputy
Sheriff. Everyone on both boats suffered injuries, but none as severe
as Thornton’s. Before they even arrived at the dock, Thornton (whose
age was not noted) had stopped breathing. CPR was administered
and she was transported by air ambulance to UC Davis Medical
Center where she died on May 3.
Blood alcohol tests revealed that while Perdock had no alcohol in
his system, the operators of Beats Workin both had levels well over
the legal limit, .18 and .12 respectively.
The accident is still under investigation but witnesses state that
Beats Workin II was under sail in light winds with no running lights,
when Perdock’s vessel rammed them at high speed. A call to Clear
Lake State Park confirmed that while slower speeds after dark are
recommended, there is no stated speed limit on the lake.
OFF OXNARD — If you just read the previous ‘short sightings’,
you will know how often we end reports with, “The incident is under
investigation” And then we (or you) never hear anything more about
it. Well, here’s at least one ‘rest of the story’ . . .
Back in March of 2003, Ahmet Artuner’s squid fishing boat Junior
went down about three miles off Oxnard’s Channel Islands Harbor.
On the same day, Artuner showed up at a local dock in an inflatable
dinghy — but didn’t report anything wrong.
Thing was, when the 73-ft Junior went down, it apparently set
off the boat’s automatic EPIRB — emergency position indicating
radio beacon. This sets a series of events into motion at the Coast
Guard’s Search and Rescue center that — unless they have good
cause to stand down (such as an owner who accidentally activates
the device) — can eventually lead pretty quickly to them launching
boats and aircraft for an SAR mission. The new EPIRBs have electronic ‘fingerprints’ that identify the owner, but when Artuner was
contacted, he stated he was not on the boat, and didn’t know who
was. So the Coast Guard launched a full-on search for ‘survivors’
that went on for two days. None were found.
Now it turns out that Artuner was not only aboard, he deliberately
sank the boat. According to the U.S. Attorney’s office, Artuner has
pleaded guilty to federal charges relating to that, plus causing the
U.S. Coast Guard to launch an unnecessary rescue mission, plus
making false statements to Coast Guard officials. Artuner faces up
to 10 years in prison for his actions and must repay the $132,000
in search costs. We assume at some point the insurance company
that paid off the loss of Junior will also be knocking on his door.
PENSACOLA — Where’s the largest artificial reef in the world?
Funny you should ask, because the correct answer — as of just last
month — is “Pensacola, Florida.” On May 18, strategically-placed
explosives charges blew 20 holes in the bottom of the aircraft carrier
USS Oriskany, and the 888-ft flattop slipped beneath the waves to
settle 212 feet down. (This may also qualify as the most-observed
continued on outside column of next sightings page
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worldy
Great Britain’s Dee Caffari and American Donna Lange have accomplished high
goals they set for themselves.
Lange, a 45-year-old grandmother, left
Rhode Island on November 11 aboard her
Southern Cross 28 Inspired Insanity on
a planned two-leg solo circumnavigation.
She finished Leg One by reaching New
Zealand on April 30, 168 days and 17,000
miles after leaving the dock.
Backed by Sir Chay Blythe’s Challenge
Business, 33-year-old Caffari had her
sights set on a record: first woman to sail
around the world non-stop singlehanded
against the prevailing winds and currents.
Setting sail from Cornwall, UK, on November 20 aboard Aviva, her 72-ft high-tech

San Francisco has its own ‘Green Mile’. Of
course, Alcatraz is no longer a working prison,
but winter rains have turned its craggy slopes
a lovely shade of green.

SIGHTINGS
Challenge Class yacht, Caffari grabbed
the record with both hands, crossing the
finish line on May 18 after 178 days, 3
hours, 6 minutes, 13 seconds — nearly
six months and 29,227 miles.
In March, both women were crossing
the Indian Ocean going opposite ways
when their paths nearly intersected. Bad
weather ultimately prevented them from
getting any closer than 100 miles, but
just being that near another soul, after
so many months alone, reportedly lifted
the spirits of both.
To find out more about their long journeys and read their personal logs, check
out their websites, www.AvivaChallenge.
com and www.DonnaLange.com.

shorts — cont’d
sinking ever, as thousands of boaters in everything from dinghies
to million-dollar yachts came out to watch.) In the short term, the
‘Mighty O’ has already been called “An underwater Mt. Everest” by
dive groups, who were exploring the wreck within the week. In the
longer term, it’s hoped the sea life that accumulates around the
sunken ship will give a boost to the local fishing industry. Tourism
in Pensacola has never quite recovered after Hurricane Ivan tore
through in September, 2004 — and the potential ‘draw’ of the sunken
carrier was part of the reason that the Florida city beat out several
other contenders for the ship.
The Oriskany — named for a Revolutionary War battle — was
launched in 1950 and saw action in the Korean and Vietnam conflicts. It was from her deck that Senator John McCain took off for the
1967 mission in which he was shot down and spent the remainder
of the war as a prisoner. James Stockdale, Ross Perot’s one-time
running mate, was also shot down and imprisoned after taking off
from the Oriskany.

LATITUDE/JR

women
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riding the whale
Paul Farr’s J/105 Jupiter was homeward bound after rounding
the Lightship during the April 22 St. Francis YC Ocean Race. They
were coming in on the south side of the channel, with the kite up
in 15-20 knots of breeze, hitting 15s on surfs down the big swells
and having a grand old time — until they came to a screeching halt
about two miles west of Mile Rock.
“It felt like we’d hit the bottom,” says crewman Dave Tanis. But
the depth gauge revealed 80 feet of water. Maybe it was a net, or a
line wrapped around the rudder? One look over the side confirmed
the bizarre fact that they had somehow landed atop a whale about
the same size as the 34-ft boat. Not only that, the whale was stuck
between the keel and rudder — and quite obviously not happy
about it. It immediately began thrashing around and throwing the
J and her crew around like ragdolls.
continued on outside column of next sightings page

If there’s sailing in heaven, it can’t be any better than the May 16 Sausalito YC
Tuesday evening series, outtakes of which you see here. Nice breeze, beautiful
sunset, friendly people, good competition. . . hey, it was so nice that a couple of
times we thought we’d died and gone to heaven.
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new records
The 110-ft French trimaran Geronimo arrived in Yokohama, Japan, on April
27 — 14 days, 22 hours, 40 minutes out
of San Francisco. This breaks the old
record for the 4,525-mile course, set in
1996 by Steve Fossett’s 60-ft trimaran
Lakota, by nearly five days.
Skipper Olivier de Kersauson skippered the big boat through storms and
calms, always pushing the envelope just
enough to avoid damage. “For us, capsizes and breakages are failures. To win
you have to finish, and that’s our job,”
ODK said after arriving in Yokohama.
In a congratulatory email to ODK,

SIGHTINGS
Steve Fossett noted, “I confess to a
twinge of jealousy over your success,
but you have honored us with the recognition of our prior record by seeking to
break it. Please accept warm congratulations from myself and my original crew.”
Geronimo then went on to set a new
benchmark 4-day, 17-hour record from
Yokohama to Hong Kong. This is the fifth
straight record for the boat, which has
been chasing major Pacific records for
the last year. The big tri was scheduled
to wrap up their Pacific ‘campaign’ with
a record run attempt back to San Francisco starting at the end of May.

whale — cont’d
“I was standing on deck holding onto the shrouds and trimming
the spinnaker so I had a great view,” says Dave. “I saw its tail on
one side of the boat and the mass of its body on the other side. It
rolled over several times trying to free itself.”
Needless to say, everyone aboard was, shall we say, concerned.
The wind was still blowing hard, the seas were rough, the boat was
still trying to sail — but it was impossible to steer it or to take any
sails down. The strange dance went on for perhaps 5 minutes, during which Farr radioed a mayday to the Coast Guard and reported
that “a whale was attacking our boat.” The Coasties asked if the
whale was hurt, to which Paul replied, “No, but it’s really pissed.”
He didn’t know how true those words were. When the whale
finally extricated itself, it turned around — and started ramming
the boat!
continued on outside column of next sightings page
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whale riders — cont’d
“It would get behind us and come up from underneath, bump
us under the aft quarter and slew us sideways as it slid the length
of the boat,” says Paul. “Then turn around and do it again.”
After two or three hits, the whale swam up right alongside the
boat — giving some of the crew their first good look — and paced
them for several minutes. “We were doing 8-10 knots, and it stayed
right there beside us, not three feet away,” says Paul. “I could have
reached out and touched it.”
“Oddly,” he adds, “at that point it seemed very friendly and curious — not threatening at all.” Then it just pulled away and disappeared.

SPREAD, LATITUDE/JR; INSET: MITCH PERKINS

continued on outside column of next sightings page
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cruiser killed in
Respected cruiser Mark Saunders
was killed April 18 following the grounding of the Nordhavn 62 trawler Charlotte
B at the entrance to Mag Bay. Saunders,
62, and his wife, Sue (who lived aboard
the sailboat Blue Suede Sue in La Paz),
were crewing aboard the Charlotte B on
a delivery from La Paz to the States when
the accident occurred.
It is still unclear how Charlotte B
ended up on the rocks, as she is a ca-

SIGHTINGS
mag bay grounding
pable and well-equipped vessel. Initial
reports were that Saunders was killed at
the time of impact, but we now understand he was trying to get a line to shore
after the grounding — so that Sue and
the three other crew could get off safely
— when he suffered a head inury.
A memorial service was held in La
Paz aboard Talofa on April 25, during
which Mark’s ashes were scattered in
the Bay.

A J/105 and an adult gray whale are about the
same size. But the whale outweighs the boat by
about 30 tons. So don’t mess with one.

whale riders — cont’d
Soon after that, a Coast Guard motorlifeboat arrived on scene.
The Jupiter crew had examined the boat and found no leaks or obvious structural damage. And once they got sails and lines squared
away, the boat seemed to be tracking okay, so they told the Coasties they no longer needed assistance. The 47-footer followed for
about 10 minutes, then returned to base.
Of course, when they jibed just west of the Golden Gate Channel about 20 minutes later, they found they suddenly had no steering. The Coast Guard eventually came back out and towed them
the rest of the way to the San Francisco Marina.
A haulout revealed that the rudder bearings had been munched,
and the steering gear in the pedestal had partially sheared. Paul
doesn’t know if the latter was caused by
the whale, or by his death-grip trying to
steer against it when it was caught. Also
apparent with the boat out of the water
— deep barnacle gashes extending from
stern to bow where the whale had pushed
the boat around.
“I still don’t believe this happened,
and I was there,” says Paul, who can
laugh about it now. At the time, it wasn’t
so funny. “You don’t know what’s going
to happen,” says another crewman, Tomi
Tianen (the fourth crew was Jeanne Lyons). “We’d all read these articles about
how every now and then a whale sinks
a boat. If we’d ended up swimming out
there, it would not have been a pretty
sight.”
At this writing, several members of
the crew had talked to Pete Winch, an interpretive naturalist for the Oceanic Society and FIMSA — the Farallon Islands
Marine Sanctuary Association. Based on
those conversations and the time of year,
Winch’s best guess is that the whale was
a gray that was headed back north from
the annual migration to Baja. If so, he
and others at the Oceanic Society and
FIMSA came up with two possible scenarios for the whale’s behavior: 1) It was
a female whose calf was nearby. In the old
days, when the whalers used to harpoon
whales in the Baja lagoons, the grays
were nicknamed ‘devilfish’ because they
used to aggressively defend their young.
2) The whale, male or female, may have
thought it was being attacked by orcas.
The type of orcas that attack whales do so
silently — without using their echolocation. Like those animals, Paul Farr’s boat
‘pounced’ silently and ‘captured’ the surprised whale.
While he can’t be positive it was a gray,
Winch confirms that if it was, it was an
adult. They average about 30-35 feet
in length and weigh about 35 tons. For
comparison’s sake, a J/105 displaces not
quite 4 tons.
It kind of goes without saying, but
Winch cautions boaters to give whales a
wide berth — when you can see them.
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separated at birth
Rowan Fennell and his older twin brothers Forrest and Nathaniel learned to sail on a Moore 24. In fact, since they were little
kids they virtually grew up on Paramour, a boat their father Michael got way back in the Fast Is Fun heydays of 1986.
“It was our summer home on the Delta,” recalls Rowan, who
last month won the Moore 24 Pacific Coast Championships on the
same boat. “We used to go up there every year and camp out for
extended periods throughout the summer.”
As he got older, Rowan — now a 30-year-old environmental
scientist — started racing the boat more and more and, a few years
ago, decided to get really serious. Paramour was stripped down and
continued on outside column of next sightings page
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hard act
They started inauspiciously, but
by the end of Louis Vuitton Act 10 last
month off Valencia, BMW Oracle Racing’s
newest boat, USA 87, is suddenly the hottest thing going. With syndicate founder
Larry Ellison often at the helm, 87 handily dispatched almost all comers from
the other aspiring America’s Cup teams,
most of whom were also sailing their newest boats. BMW Oracle lost only one race
out of 10 to perennial rival (and 2003
America’s Cup winner) Alinghi, who were

SIGHTINGS
separated — cont’d

to follow
sailing their much-modified SUI 75. Act
11, which featured fleet racing instead
of Act 10’s match racing, had just gotten
underway as this issue went to press.
Whether or not it seems like just yesterday or an eternity ago, the countdown
for the next America’s Cup has definitely
begun. There are two more Acts, late this
month and again next spring. The Challenger Elimination Series gets underway
off Valencia next April, with the best-ofnine Cup races starting in late June.

totally tricked out for competition. She is currently one of the top
boats in the very competitive local fleet.
“Dad wasn’t exactly upset, but he felt kind of bad that he was

BMW Oracle’s new IACC boat has a short bowsprit. You may recall that in the 1992 Challenger
Elimination trials in San Diego, NZL 20 — on
a winning streak at the time — was protested
out for having a sprit. USA 87 is legal under the
rules — so far.

GILLES MARTIN-RAGET/BMW ORACLE

Mike Fennell (right) and Harry Rowe with Moore 24 #75-B in Missouri. In the
movie ‘Easy Rider,’ Billy and Captain America were shot near here.

losing the Delta toy,” says Rowan. That’s when serendipity stepped
in, in the form of an eBay auction for a sad-looking Moore parked
in a field halfway across the country. But not just any Moore . . .
It seems that Paramour was the 74th Moore built. But there
was some kind of mixup at Moore’s Reef and Paramour came out of
the mold wearing #75. When the mistake was caught, the remedy
— this was Santa Cruz, remember — was just to build another #75.
So, technically, there is no 74th Moore 24 . . . and there are two
#75s.
For all their fun-loving ‘whatever, dude’ attitude, the Moore 24
Association is actually quite organized. They keep active track of
90% of the 24s built, and only a handful have fallen off the radar.
One of these was the ‘second’ #75. Nobody knew where it was. But
after Rowan had pretty much ‘stolen’ Paramour from family summer outings for the foreseeable future, right there on eBay, this
auction appeared — for Moore 24 hull #75! What are the odds?! It
was located in Arkansas, looked kinda sad, had really old sails and
was perched on a so-so trailer.
“So Dad bid on it,” says Rowan. Unfortunately, he lost (by $25)
to a guy in Missouri. But a few days later, that guy called and offered them the boat for the price they’d bid! SOLD — to the crazy
people from California!
Last July, the Fennell men — all of whom admit to terminal
cases of MDS (Moore Dementia Syndrome) — piled into a truck and
drove to Missouri.
“We showed up at dawn with a complete set of new running
gear for the trailer,” says Rowan. (More serendipity: the axles and
wheels were donated by Rowan’s uncle Justis who owns Oakland
Rim and Wheel — and who worked for Ron Moore building boats
in the late ‘70s.) After five straight hours of hard work in the hot,
humid conditions, the boat was on the road, headed back west.
An interesting sidebar to the trip occurred in Tulsa, where
they met the original eBay seller, a non-sailor who told them the
story of how he came to own the boat. He said it was one of a dozen
boats he’d been storing for a guy. When payments stopped coming, he looked for the owner only to discover he had mysteriously
disappeared. After a couple more months, this fellow filed for, and
received, ownership of the properties.
continued on outside column of next sightings page
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separated — cont’d
“This story was full of inconsistencies and seemed really fishy
to us, as well as to all the other patrons within earshot at Carl’s Junior,” says Rowan. “When the guy finally left, my father proclaimed,
‘He killed him’ — and half a dozen patrons agreed!”
“That’s my only memory of Oklahoma.”
Moore #75-B — renamed Moore Amour during the road trip —
continued on outside column of next sightings page
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angel island
Summer has finally arrived, boats are
straining at their docklines, and owners
need a weekend escape — but don’t have
time for a long trip. What to do? Look no
farther than that verdant hump just north
of The Rock.
If it’s been awhile, we’re here to remind

SIGHTINGS
revisited

separated — cont’d

you that Angel Island State Park is a fantastic getaway within an hour or so of just
about anywhere on the Bay. Accessible
only by boat, the island is big enough to
accommodate thousands of yearly ferry
visitors but still leave you with a sense of

arrived back in the Bay in August and was sailing a week later. Its
maiden voyage was from Richmond YC to Sam’s in Tiburon, which
is one of 75-A’s favorite passages. The next day, it was headed to
the Delta to provide the Fennell clan much needed R&R for the
remainder of the summer.
So now Rowan has his racing machine, Pop Fennell has his
Delta toy, and all is once again right with the world.

continued in middle column of next sightings page

crew overboard

LANCE BATTEN

We never have figured out what cockles are, but
the ones in our heart always warm at the sight
of a lovely schooner bowling along under a
cloud of sail. This spectacular lady is ‘Eleonora’
on her way to a class win at the annual Antigua
Classic Regatta.

In sailboat racing, losing a crew over the side now and then
is almost commonplace. In the Bay alone, rarely a season goes by
when we don’t hear about half a dozen people taking a dive off different boats — and that’s just the ones we hear about. Most are
recovered quickly, with the only lasting damage being the boat’s
ranking in that particular race. Most are quickly forgotten.
Sometimes crew overboard incidents deserve ink, if for nothing else than to remind folks that it happens, and keep you guys
thinking ‘what if’ when you’re out there sailing around for pleasure
or competition. John Yares’ unscheduled swim on May 20 was one
of those times.
John is the brother of Jim Yares, who is partners with Curtis
Press in the J/24 Running With Scissors. The Scissor-hands are
good sailors, winning among other things the J/24 Season Championship in 2004 and 2005, so they know what they’re doing. Still,
May 20’s windy Elite Keel Regatta was pretty gnarly, with 20-25
knots blowing across a choppy ebb. On the downwind leg near the
Berkeley Circle, Scissors rounded up. Not a bad one, but enough
to put the boat partway on its side. They luffed the chute, blew the
guy, and were in the process of moving crew weight aft to get the
bow up when John simply took a bad step and slid off the boat. He
immediately grabbed a stanchion. Brother Jim, at the helm, tried
to spin the boat up to get it to stop completely, which rolled the lee
rail under further, at which point John just let go.
John was wearing his inflatable PFD, which worked fine. It’s
also salient to tell you at this point that John is a Lieutenant in the
Coast Guard, so he’s had extensive water survival training. He put
that training into practice by kicking back, floating on his back,
and saving his energy.
Meanwhile, the remaining Scissors crew (a couple of whom
were new to the boat and to sailing in heavier air) were trying to
contain the kite and get it down — a task made all the harder due
to their missing comrade. “It’s tough to do a textbook QuickStop
recovery when you’re in full race mode with the chute up,” says
Jim. “We never lost sight of John, but it was clear he was doing fine
and not panicked, so we weren’t in a panic either.”
Enter Chris Owen and his crew on the Catalina 34 Mottley.
They were engaged in their own race, the Treasure Island YC’s second InterClub race, whose course happened to intersect the Elite
Keel’s. Mottley was headed toward the Bay Bridge under reefed
main and jib when one of the crew yelled, “There’s someone in the
water!”
Chris, who was driving, took a quick look around and realized
that they were the closest boat to the man in the water. He yelled
for the crew — two of whom were also new to the boat, and in fact
were sailing for the first time ever — to furl the jib while he started
the motor. He left the main up, thinking it might give the boat stability in the bouncy conditions (and, okay, because they didn’t have
time to get it down).
Chris half-circled John, positioned himself upwind and allowed Mottley to drift slowly down with the engine in neutral. There
continued on outside column of next sightings page
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overboard — cont’d
was no Lifesling on the boat, and their horseshoe float didn’t have
a line attached, but the manuever worked like the textbooks say
it should. Mottley drifted right to John, who was able to grab the
hand of crewman Forrest Knowlton, who helped pull him around to
the stern where the ladder had been rigged. John was able to climb
up himself, bringing about five gallons of water with him.
No one could say for sure, but the best estimate was that John
was in the water for about five minutes. That was long enough that
his teeth were chattering and his fingers were beginning to cramp.
But he’s a young guy in his 30s and recovered fast. Since the conditions were so rough, both boats headed to the shelter of Clipper
Cove, where John was transferred back to Scissors.
Both boats took DNFs for their respective races. Chris didn’t
ask for redress, but it was awarded by the TIYC race committee
anyway, noting “Even a first place award would pale in comparison
to the knowledge you may have saved another sailor’s life.”
continued on outside column of next sightings page

angel
solitude.
The island’s most popular destination
by far is Ayala (Hospital) Cove. Fees have
gone up a bit (docks: $15; mooring balls:
$20 from May-September — knock $5 off
each in the off season).
The docks are open from 8 a.m. to
sunset, but if you pay the day-use fee, you
can move to a mooring ball that evening
for an extra $5. If you plan on hitting the
docks more than a handful of times, you
should consider the yearly day-use pass
(dock only) for $125.
The State plans to replace the moorings, and possibly add more, sometime in
the near future, though no specific date
has been set. If you do tie to the existing

ALL PHOTOS LATITUDE / LADONNA

Angel Island scrapbook (clockwise from above)
— Pelicans ride the thermals; leave Fido at
home or on the boat — no dogs are allowed on
the island, even for potty breaks; rafting up and
barbecuing are favorite pastimes; Blake Hall, and
John and Kwok Goulden enjoy a quick lunch stop
aboard Hall’s Catalina 36 ‘The Right One’; Ayala
Cove is popular year-round; reefed in Raccoon
Strait; though 20,000 people visit yearly, solitude
is easy to find.
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balls, be sure to tie up both bow and
stern. It’s considered bad form — and can
be dangerous — to swing on just one.
Ashore, you can choose from a guided
tram tour (worth every penny of its $12.50
price tag), bike rentals, the many historic
interpretive centers, or a nice long walk
or bike trip around the island. If you’re
energetic, you can even hike to the top of
Mount Livermore for a spectacular view
of the entire Bay.
No matter how many times you’ve
been, Angel Island always has something
new to offer. So whatever your summer
plans are, be sure to include at least one
trip to the Bay’s largest island.

overboard — cont’d
Says Chris, “Despite our DNF, I can tell you every member of
the Mottley crew was smiling as we headed back to South Beach.
They did an incredible job and I am very proud of each of them.”
From the Scissors gang: “We are all grateful to the sharp eyes
on Mottley, and the fast decisions and excellent seamanship of the
crew,” says Jim Yares, who notes that the Elite Keel was John’s last
race on Running With Scissors for awhile as he’s being tranferred
to Texas. “On the way out to the race course, we ‘dedicated’ this
regatta to him. . . who knew!”

pacific cup poised for departure
With the various divisions of the 14th Biennial West Marine
Pacific Cup slated to begin July 4 through 7, several hundred West
Coast sailors are undoubtedly scrambling this month to tick off the
myriad items on their ‘to do’ lists. Beginning in the Central Bay off
continued on outside column of next sightings page
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pac cup — cont’d
the St. Francis YC, the rhumbline course to Kaneohe, Hawaii — on
the island of Oahu — measures 2,070 nautical miles.
This year’s fleet roster lists 48 doublehanded and fully crewed
entries, ranging in size from Jeff Duvall’s Portland-based Moore 24
Keeli Quinn to Isao Mita’s BVI-flagged Marten 72 Beecom.
While it’s not the largest fleet in the event’s history, this year’s
contest boasts a few notable innovations. Most significantly, perhaps,
is the inclusion of a multihull division for the first time. Ironically,
though, after multihullers lobbied for years to be included, only
one signed up: Lawrence Olsen’s San Francisco-based Green 35 tri
Humdinger. Olsen and crew may get a little lonely for boat-for-boat
competition out there, but at least they’ll
‘set a record’ and bring home a trophy, as
the mono and multi fleets will be scored
separately.
Another first this year is the event’s
partnering with the ocean conservation
organization Oceana — an outfit highly
regarded by the event’s title sponsor,
West Marine. A special award will go to
the entry which demonstrates “the most
concern for the ocean realm through environmentally conscious preparations.”
A set of Million Mile Trophies are another first this year, in commemoration
of the approximate total mileage sailed
by the event’s 600-odd entries since its
inception in 1980. Other new awards
include trophies for the Best Prepared
Boat and Best First Passage — a ‘spirit’
award not necessarily equated with a top
finish time. And who can forget the new
Latitude 38 trophy, which will be given to
the boat which sails the best race relative
to other boats in her division. (Don’t ask
us how this is figured. Max talked Lee
into doing the formula. We have no idea
what all the numbers mean, but we’re assured the system will work flawlessly.)
Although details have not yet been
finalized at this writing, also look for
at least a half dozen boats to carry
transponders, which will automatically
record their positions en route using
technology from iTrack. Although experimental this year in the Pac Cup, this and
similar systems are rapidly gaining favor
with a variety of offshore race organizations.
As always, one of the biggest challenges for owners and navigators will be
how far south to sail in order to maximize
the wind potential of the Pacific High.
We like renowned offshore navigator
Stan Honey’s advice on this subject:
“Pick your strategy, and stick to it. Then,
whatever happens, make up your story
for the bar in Kaneohe, and stick to that
too!”
Look for a complete event preview in
our July edition, with a wrap-up report
in August. (See www.pacificcup.org for
complete event info.)
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no fun for
Stan Glaros and crew aboard his Cheetah 30 Great Fun II were headed out the
Golden Gate in the April 22 Duxship Race
(Bay — Duxbury Reef buoy — Lightship
— home), when the keel fell off. The boat
went onto her side and subsequently
turned turtle.
Glaros’ pal George McKay was also sailing the ‘Dux that day aboard his Moore 24
Cookie Jar. He radioed the Coast Guard,
reported his position and tacked over to

SIGHTINGS
great fun II

ha-ha race packets go out june 10

lend a hand. Soon after, a Fish and Game
vessel arrived on scene, took Glaros and
his crew aboard and released Cookie Jar,
which resumed racing.
“That would have been the end of the
story, except that on the way in, we damn
near ran into the half-submerged remains
of Great Fun II,” McKay claimed.
Glaros called to let us know he was
offering a reward for information lead-

“We’ve been getting an average of three requests for Baja Ha-Ha
packets a day,” reports Ha-Ha Honcho Lauren Spindler, “suggesting to me that we’ll once again have a fleet of over 120 boats for the
third year in a row.”
For those new to sailing, the Ha-Ha is the 750-mile cruisers’
rally from San Diego to Cabo San Lucas, with stops at Turtle Bay
and Bahia Santa Maria. The main goal of the Ha-Ha is for everyone
to make it to Cabo safely. To that end, there will be a roll call each
morning, plus weather forecasting from Commander’s Weather. And
to a certain extent, there’s safety in numbers.

continued in middle column of next sightings page

continued on outside column of next sightings page
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Philippe Kahn’s ‘Pegasus 52’ blasts into hyperspace at last year’s Big Boat Series. Imagine
doing this in the Trades for days on end.
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ha-ha — cont’d
A second goal of the Ha-Ha is for all participants to make lots of
new cruising friends. This will be facilitated by the West Marine KickOff Halloween Costume Party in San Diego, as well as the traditional
Ha-Ha beach parties and get-togethers in Turtle Bay, Bahia Santa
Maria, and Cabo. The parties are informal and G-rated. If you want
to get wild and crazy, the time and place is after the Ha-Ha in Cabo,
where such behavior is often the norm.
This year’s 13th running will be open to boats — sail, motor,
monohull, multihull — 27 feet or longer that were designed, built,
and have been maintained for ocean sailing. Although the Ha-Ha
weather conditions have traditionally been quite mild, make no
mistake, everyone will potentially be exposing themselves to the full
fury of the Pacific ocean.
The Ha-Ha is not an offshore babysitting service, so each boat
must have at least two crew with navigation and overnight sailing
experience. Everyone is expected to be in reasonably good physical
continued on outside column of next sightings page
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no fun
ing to the recovery of the boat, but as
of presstime, there had been no word of
further sightings.
Readers may recall that Glaros’ last
boat, the original Great Fun, a Davidson
50, sank nine months ago after hitting
a container. As Stan put it when we last
spoke, “It hasn’t been a good year for
me.”

playing
Not everyone was sailing to Vallejo
on May 6. On the way back home from
shooting photos of the race, we spotted

SIGHTINGS

‘Great Fun II’ was last seen heading out to sea.

hookie
the folks pictured below. From the looks
of things, they were having just as much
fun as any racer.

ha-ha — cont’d
shape and health. The event starts on October 30 from San Diego,
and ends in tropical Cabo on November 11.
If you’re interested in the Ha-Ha, send a check for $15 to 21
Apollo Road, Tiburon, CA 94920. Around June 10, you’ll be sent a
complete entry packet, plus discount offers and other good things
from sponsors. The Ha-Ha itself costs $299. Even though that’s far
less expensive than similar events, you’ll get more swag than you’ve
ever seen. We’re talking Ha-Ha hats, T-shirts, burgees, sunglasses,
frisbees, beachballs, tote bags, and lots of other stuff. And you never
can tell what other prizes and freebies West Marine and Pusser’s
Rum might add. The material stuff is definitely fun, but the best
thing you’ll take away is all the new friends you’ll make.
The much-experienced Ha-Ha volunteer management team — the
Wanderer as the Grand Poobah, Banjo Andy as the Assistant Poobah,
and Dona de Mallorca as the Chief of Security — will all be back
aboard Profligate, the mothership, having done a total of 30 Ha-Has
among them. They wouldn’t miss it for their lives. How about you?

ALL PHOTOS LATITUDE/LADONNA

GEORGE MCKAY

— cont’d
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looking good
Our ‘Looking Good’ feature this month includes both a boat
and her owner. It really couldn’t be otherwise, as the Kettenburg
38 Chorus and Peter English have been together so long you can’t
really mention one without the other.
Peter bought and rebuilt the 48-year-old boat in 1979, and has
been actively racing her ever since. Master Mariners, HDA, OYRA,
coastal races, beer cans — Chorus’ beautiful bright-finished hull
has graced them all — and done well in them all. Until last year,
when her original box-section spruce mast broke. Repairs were delayed while Peter battled with the insurance company — a story
worth telling on another day — but as these photos show, she is
finally back, better than ever. These photos were taken in April
as the boat went through tuneups with her new suit of sails and
new aluminum mast. The modification adds 6 seconds to Chorus’s
PHRF certificate, but all aboard on this flat-water day felt she was
at least that much quicker.
English himself got ‘dismasted’ last year, too, with the news
that the abdominal pains he’d been experiencing required both
surgery and extended therapy. The worst of it was that he would
have to ‘take it easy’ for a while — which in this case meant no
sailing.
In a sense, Peter and Chorus went through a tough time together. Peter managed all the details and work assignments of ‘healing’
the boat — and watching the boat coming back together hardened
his resolve to sail her again. Bolstered by friends and family, they
both made it through, and we are happy to report that both are on
the way to a complete recovery.

new international travel rules
If you’re planning on doing the Ha-Ha this year, you’ll be required
to have a passport to return to the States. According to the U.S. State
Department’s travel website, the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism
Prevention Act of 2004 requires that by December 31, 2006, all air
and sea travelers to and from the Caribbean, Bermuda, Panama,
Mexico, and Canada must have a passport. By December 31, 2007,
the requirement will extend to all land border crossings as well.
This is a big change, so if you’ve been putting it off, now’s the
time. Figure on at least a six week wait after applying — and that’s if
there are no glitches. If you’re a procrastinator by nature, expect to
pay an extra $60 plus overnight shipping charges to get it quicker.
Info on passports and the new traveler requirements can be found
at http://travel.state.gov.

heyerdahl sails again
Following in the wake of his famous grandfather, Olav Heyerdahl
set sail from Peru on April 28 with five other men aboard Tangaroa, a
balsa raft similar to Thor Heyerdahl’s Kon Tiki. “We want to test the
navigation system of the indigenous people of the Peruvian coast, to
survey for environmental damage, and to follow in the path of Thor
Heyerdahl,” grandson Olav said.
Olav’s 56-ft raft differs significantly from Thor’s in that it’s loaded
with electronic gear, rudders, and much more sail area. In light of
Kon Tiki’s demise on a reef, the Tangaroa crew — four Norwegians,
a Swede, and a Peruvian — decided there was one more piece of
equipment they’d make room for: a liferaft. To read their occasional
updates, go to http://tangaroa.nettblogg.no./english.html.
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Peter English (above) and the lovely
‘Chorus’ — ridin’ again.

PHOTOS BOB ROGERS
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the 10-minute rule
When sailing in mid-ocean, shark sightings are common. That’s
not to say that you should avoid going swimming in mid-ocean, just
take care and follow the 10 Minute Rule. That is, don’t swim for more
than 10 minutes at a time. If possible, a person should also be on
watch to see if any uninvited ‘toothy guests’ drop in for a snack.
The accompanying photo was taken from Suisiutl during the
crossing to French Polynesia last year. We were in a dead calm area
1,000 miles offshore and I went over the side to clean the stuff off
the waterline. This oceanic white tip came by to see who was splashing around in his ocean. It’s a bit unnerving to realize that not all
animals see man as being at the top of the food chain!
continued on outside column of next sightings page

Oh yeah. Another good reason to do the Pacific
Cup is all the fun parties and activies that take
place after the race.
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summer
Now in its sixth year, Summer Sailstice
is an international celebration of sailing
held on or about the summer solstice.
What better day to enjoy sailing than on
the longest day of the year?
In the Bay Area alone, there are numerous events and cruises to choose from.
The largest will be a two-day extravaganza
hosted by Summer Sailstice and Club
Nautique at the Treasure Island Sailing
Center. There will be racing for all ages,
a cruise-in to Clipper Cove, a Navigation

SIGHTINGS
sailstice
gation Rally and Treasure Hunt on the
beach hosted by Treasure Island Yacht
Club, and a party Saturday afternoon.
You can find out more and buy tickets
online at www.tisailing.org.
To see what’s happening in your neck
of the woods, from Portland, Oregon, to
Portland, Maine, check out www.summersailstice.com. Not only is it a great way to
hook up with other sailors in your area,
you can sign up for great prizes, too.

10-min rule — cont’d
The oceanic whitetip shark (carcharhinus longimanus) is a large
pelagic shark of tropical and warm temperate seas. It is named after
both its oceanic habitat (living in deep waters), and of course the
white tips on its fins. It is a
stocky shark and its most
notable features include
its rounded fins and the
fins’ extreme length. It is
an aggressive fish which
dominates feeding frenzies,
and is said to attack more
humans than all other
shark species combined.
As such, it is a significant
danger to survivors of open
ocean ship sinkings and
plane wrecks. Given their
abundance and potential
threat to humans, oceanic
whitetips were a serious
concern during the World
Wars. For example, a Nova
Scotia steamship carrying
1,000 was sunk near South
Watch out for whitey!
Africa by a German submarine and only 192 survived, with many deaths attributed to whitetip
sharks. A more infamous example occurred after the sinking of the
cruiser USS Indianapolis near the end of World War II. This dramatic
story was retold in the first Jaws movie by the grizzled shark hunting captain, Quint.
Here’s hoping that all of this year’s Puddle Jumpers — ourselves
among them — have a great crossing and arrive with everybody they
left with.
— bob & brenda
suisiutl

tsunami hits tonga
A 7.8 magnitude earthquake, significantly larger than the 1989
San Francisco temblor, jarred Tongans out of their beds in the early
hours of May 4. Within 15 minutes, the Pacific Tsunami Warning
Center in Hawaii had issued international warnings, but not before
a tsunami — defined by NOAA as “an ocean wave produced by an
earthquake or underwater landslide” — reached the shaken island.
Luckily for the residents, it was only two feet high.
What’s disturbed officials is that Tonga never received the warning. According to reports, a power failure prevented it from reaching
the island nation. Not that it would have mattered. “Even if they had
received the warning, it would have been too late — it takes 10 minutes at best to issue a warning from the onset of seismic recordings at
the PTWC,” said Costa Synolakis, a USC tsunami researcher. Which
is about how long it took for the baby tsunami to reach Tonga.
A previously scheduled Pacific-wide tsunami drill, Exercise Pacific Wave, took place on May 18 to find out how well the international warning system worked — a direct response to the failure of
the system when a massive tsunami in 2004 wreaked widespread
devastation over a dozen Indian Ocean nations, killing more than
200,000 people.
Ironically, another quake — this time only 6.0 in magnitude
— struck Tonga at the exact time emergency authorities were broadcasting the simulated alerts. No damage or injuries were reported
— although confusion was understandably rampant.
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short sightings
OAKLAND — A man wielding a large knife near Jack London
Square in the early morning hours of May 9 jumped into the Oakland
Estuary rather than be taken into custody by the Oakland Police
Department. The Coast Guard tried to reach the man, but each time
the small boat would approach, he would duck under the water and
swim away. The Coasties tried throwing him a life ring but he refused
to grab it. Finally, after the fourth try to reach him, the man went
under and never came back up. The Coast Guard and Oakland PD
searched the shore and waters of the estuary but found no sign of
the man. The search was called off around 7 a.m. and it’s presumed
the man drowned though no body has been found.
CLEAR LAKE — Willows resident Lynn Thornton died several
days after suffering injuries in a boating accident on Clear Lake
on the night of April 29. Thornton was one of three people aboard
Beats Workin II, an O’Day 27, when it was struck head-on by a 24-ft
powerboat driven by Russ Perdock, an off-duty Lake County Deputy
Sheriff. Everyone on both boats suffered injuries, but none as severe
as Thornton’s. Before they even arrived at the dock, Thornton (whose
age was not noted) had stopped breathing. CPR was administered
and she was transported by air ambulance to UC Davis Medical
Center where she died on May 3.
Blood alcohol tests revealed that while Perdock had no alcohol in
his system, the operators of Beats Workin both had levels well over
the legal limit, .18 and .12 respectively.
The accident is still under investigation but witnesses state that
Beats Workin II was under sail in light winds with no running lights,
when Perdock’s vessel rammed them at high speed. A call to Clear
Lake State Park confirmed that while slower speeds after dark are
recommended, there is no stated speed limit on the lake.
OFF OXNARD — If you just read the previous ‘short sightings’,
you will know how often we end reports with, “The incident is under
investigation” And then we (or you) never hear anything more about
it. Well, here’s at least one ‘rest of the story’ . . .
Back in March of 2003, Ahmet Artuner’s squid fishing boat Junior
went down about three miles off Oxnard’s Channel Islands Harbor.
On the same day, Artuner showed up at a local dock in an inflatable
dinghy — but didn’t report anything wrong.
Thing was, when the 73-ft Junior went down, it apparently set
off the boat’s automatic EPIRB — emergency position indicating
radio beacon. This sets a series of events into motion at the Coast
Guard’s Search and Rescue center that — unless they have good
cause to stand down (such as an owner who accidentally activates
the device) — can eventually lead pretty quickly to them launching
boats and aircraft for an SAR mission. The new EPIRBs have electronic ‘fingerprints’ that identify the owner, but when Artuner was
contacted, he stated he was not on the boat, and didn’t know who
was. So the Coast Guard launched a full-on search for ‘survivors’
that went on for two days. None were found.
Now it turns out that Artuner was not only aboard, he deliberately
sank the boat. According to the U.S. Attorney’s office, Artuner has
pleaded guilty to federal charges relating to that, plus causing the
U.S. Coast Guard to launch an unnecessary rescue mission, plus
making false statements to Coast Guard officials. Artuner faces up
to 10 years in prison for his actions and must repay the $132,000
in search costs. We assume at some point the insurance company
that paid off the loss of Junior will also be knocking on his door.
PENSACOLA — Where’s the largest artificial reef in the world?
Funny you should ask, because the correct answer — as of just last
month — is “Pensacola, Florida.” On May 18, strategically-placed
explosives charges blew 20 holes in the bottom of the aircraft carrier
USS Oriskany, and the 888-ft flattop slipped beneath the waves to
settle 212 feet down. (This may also qualify as the most-observed
continued on outside column of next sightings page
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worldy
Great Britain’s Dee Caffari and American Donna Lange have accomplished high
goals they set for themselves.
Lange, a 45-year-old grandmother, left
Rhode Island on November 11 aboard her
Southern Cross 28 Inspired Insanity on
a planned two-leg solo circumnavigation.
She finished Leg One by reaching New
Zealand on April 30, 168 days and 17,000
miles after leaving the dock.
Backed by Sir Chay Blythe’s Challenge
Business, 33-year-old Caffari had her
sights set on a record: first woman to sail
around the world non-stop singlehanded
against the prevailing winds and currents.
Setting sail from Cornwall, UK, on November 20 aboard Aviva, her 72-ft high-tech

San Francisco has its own ‘Green Mile’. Of
course, Alcatraz is no longer a working prison,
but winter rains have turned its craggy slopes
a lovely shade of green.

SIGHTINGS
Challenge Class yacht, Caffari grabbed
the record with both hands, crossing the
finish line on May 18 after 178 days, 3
hours, 6 minutes, 13 seconds — nearly
six months and 29,227 miles.
In March, both women were crossing
the Indian Ocean going opposite ways
when their paths nearly intersected. Bad
weather ultimately prevented them from
getting any closer than 100 miles, but
just being that near another soul, after
so many months alone, reportedly lifted
the spirits of both.
To find out more about their long journeys and read their personal logs, check
out their websites, www.AvivaChallenge.
com and www.DonnaLange.com.

shorts — cont’d
sinking ever, as thousands of boaters in everything from dinghies
to million-dollar yachts came out to watch.) In the short term, the
‘Mighty O’ has already been called “An underwater Mt. Everest” by
dive groups, who were exploring the wreck within the week. In the
longer term, it’s hoped the sea life that accumulates around the
sunken ship will give a boost to the local fishing industry. Tourism
in Pensacola has never quite recovered after Hurricane Ivan tore
through in September, 2004 — and the potential ‘draw’ of the sunken
carrier was part of the reason that the Florida city beat out several
other contenders for the ship.
The Oriskany — named for a Revolutionary War battle — was
launched in 1950 and saw action in the Korean and Vietnam conflicts. It was from her deck that Senator John McCain took off for the
1967 mission in which he was shot down and spent the remainder
of the war as a prisoner. James Stockdale, Ross Perot’s one-time
running mate, was also shot down and imprisoned after taking off
from the Oriskany.

LATITUDE/JR

women
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VALLEJO RACE 2006

S

ome people gauge the arrival of
spring by the blooming of wildflowers,
the blossoming of fruit trees or by air
temperatures which inspire them to pack
away their winter woollies. But our annual springtime barometer has always
been the running of the Vallejo Race,
which celebrated its 106th anniversary

sive cluster of spinnakers gliding north
across San Pablo Bay during the Saturday half of the race is arguably the area's
most colorful on-the-water event — while
also drawing the largest fleet of any local
regatta. For the more pragmatic, Vallejo
also serves as the YRA season opener.
This year, light but steady winds at

— SPIN CITY

Chute first, ask questions later — the Vallejo
Fleet heads north.

the start sent the fleet around the single
windward mark, after which the chutes
quickly emerged for the run north. Near
Red Rock, the breeze shut down for a
while, leaving many of the early starters
temporarily parked, allowing the back

of the pack to gain ground. One notable
exception was Lani Spund's Santa Cruzbased custom Santa Cruz 52 Kokopelli II,
which seemed to be sailing in her own
air, accumulating a massive lead by the
time she reached The Brothers.
By the time the fleet assembled at
the Vallejo YC that afternoon, all hands

seemed to be in high spirits, celebrating
the day with animated conversations and
soulful gyrations on the dance floor.
Sunday's race back to the RichmondSan Rafael bridge was an easy beat in
light-to-moderate conditions with a push
from the ebb — what we'd call idyllic.
— latitude/aet

VALLEJO
VALLEJORACE
RACE2006

Welcome to the soft parade (this page, clockwise from here) — 'Razzberries'
(left) and 'Rocinante' lead a contingent of boats north; 'Warp Speed' getting
things straightened out; 'Zamazaan' looked like a Cal Trans project — except
everyone was busy; 'Kokopelli 2' glides by Red Rock.
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More kite runners (this page, clockwise from here) — charge of the heavy brigade, 'Sobrante' showing a nice, um, 'backhand' at the Brothers; a wave rolls
over 'Rocinante'; 'Strike Slip' looking sharp; 'Made Easy' making tracks. All
photos latitude/ladonna.
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VALLEJO RACE 2006
SATURDAY RACE RESULTS*
DIV. 1 (PHRF< 0) — 1) Kokopelli 2, SC 52, Lani
Spund; 2) Cipango, Andrews 56, Bob/Rob Barton;
3) Astra, Farr 40, Mary Coleman. (5 boats)
DIV. 2 (9-57) — 1) Sand Dollar, Mumm 30, Erich
Bauer; 2) Pegasus XIV, Newland 36, Dan Newland;
3) Racer X, Mumm 30, Gary Redelberger; 4) Howl,
Sydney 38, Peter Krueger; 5) Q, Schumacher 40,
Glenn Isaacson; 6) Sapphire, Synergy 1000, David
Rasmussen; 7) Quiver, N/M 36, Jeffrey McCord;
8) Merlin, Melges 32, R/J Courcier; 9) Phantom
Mist, Beneteau 40.7, Gary Massari; 10) Tout Suite,
Beneteau 40.7, Tim Merrill. (21 boats)
DIV. 3 (60-75) — 1) Bodacious, Farr 40, Clauser/
Tosse; 2) Somewhere in Time, Schock 35, Thomas
Ochs; 3) Tivoli, Beneteau 42s, Judy & Torben Bentsen; 4) Stray Cat Blues, J/35, Bill Parks; 5) Tupelo
Honey, Elan 40, Gerard Sheridan; 6) Sky High, J/35,
John West. (14 boats)
DIV. 4 (78-99) — 1) Regazzoni, Melges 24, Nigel
Donnelly; 2) Tinseltown Rebellion, Melges 24, Cam
Lewis; 3) Eurydice II, Ross 930, George Biery; 4)
Mintaka 4, Farr 38, Gerry Brown; 5) Razzberries,
Ericson 34, Bruce Nesbit. (12 boats)
DIV. 5 (102-120) — 1) Cappuccino, Ericson
38, Donald/Mary Lou Oliver; 2) Baleineau, Olson
34, Charles Brochard; 3) Mon Desir, Jeanneau 35,
Jerry Nassoly; 4) Novia, Cal 39, David DeMeter;
5) Breakout, Santana 35, Lloyd Ritchey; 6) Harp,
Catalina 38, Mike Mannix. (13 boats)
DIV. 6 (123-144) — 1) Wile E Coyote, Express
27, Dan Pruzan; 2) Cassiopeia, Islander 36, Kit

Wiegman; 3) Desperado, Express 27, Mike Bruzzone; 4) Dianne, Express 27, Stephen/Steve
Hodges; 5) Mirage, Express 27, Terry Cobb; 6) Kolibri, Express 27, Tibor Ipavic; 7) El Raton, Express
27, Ray Lotto; 8) Andiamo, SC 27, Michael Warren;
9) Xena, Express 27, Mark Lowry; 10) Warwhoop,
Contessa 33, Chuck/Shelly Hooper. (22 boats)
DIV. 7 (147-165) — 1) El Gavilan, Hawkfarm
28, Jocelyn Nash; 2) Sunset Woman, Hunter 31,
Louis Kruk; 3) Kelika, Hunter 33.5, Mike Weaver;
4) Wanderlust, Ericson 35, Rolf O'Grady; 5) Coast
Starlight, Morgan 38, John English; 6) Alexandria,
Ericson 35, George Blackman. (12 boats)
DIV. 8 (168-183) — 1) Chesapeake, Merit 25,
James Fair; 2) Wuvulu, Islander Bahama 30, John
New; 3) Casual Contact, J/24, Edward Walker; 4)
Strike Slip, Merit 25, Brad Cameron; 4) Lelo Too,
Tartan 30, Emile Carles; 5) Travieso, Ericson 30, Dan
Alvarez; 6) On Belay, J/24, Don Taylor. (15 boats)
DIV. 9 (186 and >) — 1) Star Ranger, Ranger 26,
Simon James; 2) Antares, Islander 30, Larry Telford;
3) Bolero, Pearson 28, Ely Gilliam; 4) Checkout,
Cal 27, Misha Orloff; 5) Don Wan, Santana 28, Don
Kunstler. (13 boats)
SF 30 — 1) Shameless, Schumacher 30, George
Ellison; 2) Peggy Sue, Laser 28, John Davis; 3) Stink
Eye, Laser 28, Jonathan Gutoff. (7 boats)
BENETEAU FIRST 36.7 — 1) Mistral, Ed Durbin;
2) Serendipity 2, Thomas Bruce; 3) Chances R,
Raffaele Sena. (5 boats)
ANTRIM 27 — 1) Arch Angel, Bryce Griffith;

2) Always Friday, John Liebenberg; 3) Max, Bryan
Wade. (7 boats)
CATALINA 30 / CAL 29 — 1) Goose, Michael
Kastrop; 2) Starkite, Laurie Miller; 3) Boog A Loo,
Nancy Rogers. (5 boats)
EXPRESS 37 — 1) Stewball, Caleb Everett; 2)
Expeditious, Bartz Schneider; 3) Golden Moon,
Bridge/Richards. (6 boats)
ISLANDER 36 — 1) Tom Cat, Barry Stompe; 2)
Diana, Steve Zevanove; 3) Absolute, Steve Schneider; 4) Windwalker, Richard/Greg Shoenhair; 5)
Pacific High, Harry Farrell. (14 boats)
J/105 — 1) Donkey Jack, Eric Ryan; 2) Arbitrage, Bruce/Neil Stone; 3) Brick House, Kristen
Lane; 4) Jam Session, Adam Spiegel; 5) Advantage
3, Pat & Will Benedict; 6) Hazardous Waste, Cihak/
Sack/Young; 7) Larrikin, Stuart Taylor. (14 boats)
NEWPORT 30 — 1) Topgallant, Frank Hinman;
2) Harry, Richard Aronoff; 3) Fast Freight, Bob
Harford. (7 boats)
OLSON 25 — 1) Hamburger Haus, Jens Jensen;
2) Pearl, Thomas Blagg; 3) Vivace, Larry Nelson; 4)
Shark on Bluegrass, Falk Meissner; 5) Synchronicity, Steve Smith. (10 boats)
OLSON 30 — 1) Hot Betty, John/Dave Scarbo;
2) Naked Lady, Jeffrey Blowers; 3) Family Hour,
Bilafer Family. (5 boats)
IOR WARHORSE — 1) Zamazaan, Farr 52,
Charles Weghorn; 2) True North, Baltic 42, Jeff Dunnavant; 3) Samiko, Serendipity 43, Dexter Bailey; 4)
Aleta, Peterson 46, Keith Brown. (7 boats)

* YRA scores Saturday and Sunday separately. For Sunday's results see www.yra.org.
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S

ome people gauge the arrival of
spring by the blooming of wildflowers,
the blossoming of fruit trees or by air
temperatures which inspire them to pack
away their winter woollies. But our annual springtime barometer has always
been the running of the Vallejo Race,
which celebrated its 106th anniversary

sive cluster of spinnakers gliding north
across San Pablo Bay during the Saturday half of the race is arguably the area's
most colorful on-the-water event — while
also drawing the largest fleet of any local
regatta. For the more pragmatic, Vallejo
also serves as the YRA season opener.
This year, light but steady winds at
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Chute first, ask questions later — the Vallejo
Fleet heads north.

the start sent the fleet around the single
windward mark, after which the chutes
quickly emerged for the run north. Near
Red Rock, the breeze shut down for a
while, leaving many of the early starters
temporarily parked, allowing the back

of the pack to gain ground. One notable
exception was Lani Spund's Santa Cruzbased custom Santa Cruz 52 Kokopelli II,
which seemed to be sailing in her own
air, accumulating a massive lead by the
time she reached The Brothers.
By the time the fleet assembled at
the Vallejo YC that afternoon, all hands

seemed to be in high spirits, celebrating
the day with animated conversations and
soulful gyrations on the dance floor.
Sunday's race back to the RichmondSan Rafael bridge was an easy beat in
light-to-moderate conditions with a push
from the ebb — what we'd call idyllic.
— latitude/aet
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Welcome to the soft parade (this page, clockwise from here) — 'Razzberries'
(left) and 'Rocinante' lead a contingent of boats north; 'Warp Speed' getting
things straightened out; 'Zamazaan' looked like a Cal Trans project — except
everyone was busy; 'Kokopelli 2' glides by Red Rock.
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More kite runners (this page, clockwise from here) — charge of the heavy brigade, 'Sobrante' showing a nice, um, 'backhand' at the Brothers; a wave rolls
over 'Rocinante'; 'Strike Slip' looking sharp; 'Made Easy' making tracks. All
photos latitude/ladonna.
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VALLEJO RACE 2006
SATURDAY RACE RESULTS*
DIV. 1 (PHRF< 0) — 1) Kokopelli 2, SC 52, Lani
Spund; 2) Cipango, Andrews 56, Bob/Rob Barton;
3) Astra, Farr 40, Mary Coleman. (5 boats)
DIV. 2 (9-57) — 1) Sand Dollar, Mumm 30, Erich
Bauer; 2) Pegasus XIV, Newland 36, Dan Newland;
3) Racer X, Mumm 30, Gary Redelberger; 4) Howl,
Sydney 38, Peter Krueger; 5) Q, Schumacher 40,
Glenn Isaacson; 6) Sapphire, Synergy 1000, David
Rasmussen; 7) Quiver, N/M 36, Jeffrey McCord;
8) Merlin, Melges 32, R/J Courcier; 9) Phantom
Mist, Beneteau 40.7, Gary Massari; 10) Tout Suite,
Beneteau 40.7, Tim Merrill. (21 boats)
DIV. 3 (60-75) — 1) Bodacious, Farr 40, Clauser/
Tosse; 2) Somewhere in Time, Schock 35, Thomas
Ochs; 3) Tivoli, Beneteau 42s, Judy & Torben Bentsen; 4) Stray Cat Blues, J/35, Bill Parks; 5) Tupelo
Honey, Elan 40, Gerard Sheridan; 6) Sky High, J/35,
John West. (14 boats)
DIV. 4 (78-99) — 1) Regazzoni, Melges 24, Nigel
Donnelly; 2) Tinseltown Rebellion, Melges 24, Cam
Lewis; 3) Eurydice II, Ross 930, George Biery; 4)
Mintaka 4, Farr 38, Gerry Brown; 5) Razzberries,
Ericson 34, Bruce Nesbit. (12 boats)
DIV. 5 (102-120) — 1) Cappuccino, Ericson
38, Donald/Mary Lou Oliver; 2) Baleineau, Olson
34, Charles Brochard; 3) Mon Desir, Jeanneau 35,
Jerry Nassoly; 4) Novia, Cal 39, David DeMeter;
5) Breakout, Santana 35, Lloyd Ritchey; 6) Harp,
Catalina 38, Mike Mannix. (13 boats)
DIV. 6 (123-144) — 1) Wile E Coyote, Express
27, Dan Pruzan; 2) Cassiopeia, Islander 36, Kit

Wiegman; 3) Desperado, Express 27, Mike Bruzzone; 4) Dianne, Express 27, Stephen/Steve
Hodges; 5) Mirage, Express 27, Terry Cobb; 6) Kolibri, Express 27, Tibor Ipavic; 7) El Raton, Express
27, Ray Lotto; 8) Andiamo, SC 27, Michael Warren;
9) Xena, Express 27, Mark Lowry; 10) Warwhoop,
Contessa 33, Chuck/Shelly Hooper. (22 boats)
DIV. 7 (147-165) — 1) El Gavilan, Hawkfarm
28, Jocelyn Nash; 2) Sunset Woman, Hunter 31,
Louis Kruk; 3) Kelika, Hunter 33.5, Mike Weaver;
4) Wanderlust, Ericson 35, Rolf O'Grady; 5) Coast
Starlight, Morgan 38, John English; 6) Alexandria,
Ericson 35, George Blackman. (12 boats)
DIV. 8 (168-183) — 1) Chesapeake, Merit 25,
James Fair; 2) Wuvulu, Islander Bahama 30, John
New; 3) Casual Contact, J/24, Edward Walker; 4)
Strike Slip, Merit 25, Brad Cameron; 4) Lelo Too,
Tartan 30, Emile Carles; 5) Travieso, Ericson 30, Dan
Alvarez; 6) On Belay, J/24, Don Taylor. (15 boats)
DIV. 9 (186 and >) — 1) Star Ranger, Ranger 26,
Simon James; 2) Antares, Islander 30, Larry Telford;
3) Bolero, Pearson 28, Ely Gilliam; 4) Checkout,
Cal 27, Misha Orloff; 5) Don Wan, Santana 28, Don
Kunstler. (13 boats)
SF 30 — 1) Shameless, Schumacher 30, George
Ellison; 2) Peggy Sue, Laser 28, John Davis; 3) Stink
Eye, Laser 28, Jonathan Gutoff. (7 boats)
BENETEAU FIRST 36.7 — 1) Mistral, Ed Durbin;
2) Serendipity 2, Thomas Bruce; 3) Chances R,
Raffaele Sena. (5 boats)
ANTRIM 27 — 1) Arch Angel, Bryce Griffith;

2) Always Friday, John Liebenberg; 3) Max, Bryan
Wade. (7 boats)
CATALINA 30 / CAL 29 — 1) Goose, Michael
Kastrop; 2) Starkite, Laurie Miller; 3) Boog A Loo,
Nancy Rogers. (5 boats)
EXPRESS 37 — 1) Stewball, Caleb Everett; 2)
Expeditious, Bartz Schneider; 3) Golden Moon,
Bridge/Richards. (6 boats)
ISLANDER 36 — 1) Tom Cat, Barry Stompe; 2)
Diana, Steve Zevanove; 3) Absolute, Steve Schneider; 4) Windwalker, Richard/Greg Shoenhair; 5)
Pacific High, Harry Farrell. (14 boats)
J/105 — 1) Donkey Jack, Eric Ryan; 2) Arbitrage, Bruce/Neil Stone; 3) Brick House, Kristen
Lane; 4) Jam Session, Adam Spiegel; 5) Advantage
3, Pat & Will Benedict; 6) Hazardous Waste, Cihak/
Sack/Young; 7) Larrikin, Stuart Taylor. (14 boats)
NEWPORT 30 — 1) Topgallant, Frank Hinman;
2) Harry, Richard Aronoff; 3) Fast Freight, Bob
Harford. (7 boats)
OLSON 25 — 1) Hamburger Haus, Jens Jensen;
2) Pearl, Thomas Blagg; 3) Vivace, Larry Nelson; 4)
Shark on Bluegrass, Falk Meissner; 5) Synchronicity, Steve Smith. (10 boats)
OLSON 30 — 1) Hot Betty, John/Dave Scarbo;
2) Naked Lady, Jeffrey Blowers; 3) Family Hour,
Bilafer Family. (5 boats)
IOR WARHORSE — 1) Zamazaan, Farr 52,
Charles Weghorn; 2) True North, Baltic 42, Jeff Dunnavant; 3) Samiko, Serendipity 43, Dexter Bailey; 4)
Aleta, Peterson 46, Keith Brown. (7 boats)

* YRA scores Saturday and Sunday separately. For Sunday's results see www.yra.org.
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SCHOONMAKER
POINT MARINA

"Sausalito's finest Marina"

• IN SAUSALITO •

Call the Marina Office
for more information

415•331•5550
FAX 415•331•8523
www.schoonmakermarina.com

160 Berth Marina in one of the most
beautiful spots on the Bay

85 LIBERTY SHIP WAY, #205
SAUSALITO, CA 94965

• Visitor berths • Guest moorage able to handle yachts up to 200 ft.
• Dry storage • Waterfront Offices • Three-ton Hoist • Windsurfing
• Deli • Beach • Rowing • Kayaking • Yacht clubs always welcome

or check our web site at

THE NEW

BOREAS

RACE

Sponsored by Half Moon Bay & Elkhorn YCs.
From Half Moon Bay to Moss Landing,
with a Non-Spinnaker Cruising Class.
Saturday July 1, 2006
1800: Reasonably priced TGIS dinner
and cocktails at HMBYC
1700: Mandatory skippers meeting
Sunday July 2, 2006
1000: Race starts
Elkhorn YC open all night with snacks
and soup available from 1800 on
Monday July 3, 2006
1000: continental breakfast and $2 bloody Marys
This race is for racing and cruising sailboats.
We encourage single handed, double handed,
Jack & Jill, and all Jill participants.
If you have a good boat with a good engine,
join in the fun and frolic!
$55 entry fee payable to Elkhorn YC.
Race packets with entry forms will be available at most
Yacht Clubs. Please return entries before June 25.
Late entries will be accepted but will cost $65.
For more information contact
Jeff Coronado at (831) 277 0114

Ballenger Spar Systems, Inc.
Custom Racing and Cruising Spars
Expert Design and Consultation
• Carbon and Aluminum spars
• Rod and wire rigging
• Hi-tech and conventional halyards
• Spar kits, extrusion
• Repair and modification
• Custom fabrication, waterjet and CNC
• Hardware, sheaves, spreaders
• Bay Area pick-up and delivery
• Discounts on halyards, standing rigging, deck
hardware, furlers, Navtec integral cylinders

• 30 years experience!

Call about Carbon Spars.
Masts • Booms • Poles

ballengerspars.com
831/763-1196
831/763-1198 (fax)
June, 2006 •
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or years we've been extolling the
virtues of the California Delta so we're always surprised when we find a longtime
ailing in unknown waters
local sailor who's never been there. When
always makes the heart beat just
asked for a reason, they stutter a bit and
a little faster, but it also burns
admit to having no decent excuse — and
the memories of your vacation
that (funny you should ask) they were
onto your brain forever. Who can
planning to go this year . . . really!
forget their first ripping sail on the
Sailors generally tend to be an adBay, or their first trip out the Gate
venturous lot — or
to Drake's
so we like to tell ourBay? The
selves — so why do
same will be
Delta Chamber of Commerce
so few Bay sailors
true of your
www.CaliforniaDelta.org
choose to explore
first vacaCalifornia Dept. of Boating & Waterways
their own backyard?
tion upriver.
www.dbw.ca.gov
We don't have an
And, as with
California Dept. of Fish & Game
answer, but those
any journey,
www.dfg.ca.gov
guilty of this heinous
a little prepcrime against the spirit of exploration
aration goes a long way.
know who they are. This year we chalCharts are probably the single most
lenge them — and you — to pack up the
important piece of equipment any boat
boat with sunscreen, windscoops and
can have aboard when meandering
awnings, and spend a week or at least a
along the Delta's maze of rivers and
long weekend poking around the thousloughs. Most Bay Area chandleries carsand or so miles of navigable waterways
ry Maptech's San Francisco Bay and the
just a few miles inland from your normal
Delta waterproof chartbook, but you can
stomping grounds. Imagine spending
also pick up the individual NOAA charts
your vacation in a bathing suit instead
(18652, 18656, 18661, and 18662) if
of foul weather gear!
you prefer to go old school. And no boat
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Two faces of the Delta — top, calm waters and
sweet breezes can be gentle enough for even
the newest of sailors or, above, cookin' enough
to give the saltiest sailor heart palpitations.
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STOCKTON ➙

should be without Hal Schell's Delta
Map and Guide, an invaluable tool for
enjoying your Delta adventure. It shows
the locations of marinas, shares some
Delta history and lists annual events,
in addition to scads of other cool stuff.
Franko's Map of the California Delta is
a newcomer on the scene, and shows
much of the same info Hal Schell's map
offers, but also points out fishing holes,
windsurfing spots, and anchorages.
And for you procrastinators out there,
the paltry price of these maps offers no
excuse not to get one — or both!
Even armed with the most up-to-date
charts, however, you're likely to find
the listed depths aren't all that accu-

— A RIVER PRIMER
followed by more reverse.
Still stuck? You can
try the time-honored technique of heeling the boat
by swinging the boom out
and piling people on it
(kids love this job), then
try reverse. No? Try kedging off with one of your
anchors or hopping in
the dinghy and using the
outboard to push the boat
off. Still there? May we
suggest breaking out the
chips and dip?
By the way, when other
boats go by, don't hide
below in shame. Running aground is a rite of
passage in the Delta, and
the favored etiquette is
to wave and smile confidently — you know, like
you meant to do it!

O

ne of the qualities
of the Delta in which the
Bay is severely lacking is
the multitude of safe, calm
anchorages. Practically
anywhere you feel comfortable — with the obvious exception of a channel
— is good enough to drop
the hook . . . stern hook,

THE DIRT ON DELTA DRAWBRIDGES
LATITUDE / JOHN A

rate. Many of the less-travelled sloughs
haven't had soundings taken since the
'30s, so it's vital to have a working depth
sounder and a little patience. There's
only one written-in-stone, never-to-bebroken rule (well, okay, a strong suggestion) when plying these muddy waters:
Move only on a flood tide. Why? Because
when you cruise the Delta, it's not if you
run aground, it's when — and if all else
fails, a rising (flood) tide will lift you off.
What do we mean by "all else"? Well,
first you should know that the Delta
bottom is nice, soft mud so groundings
are more like hitting a pile of sticky pillows, meaning the boat isn't going to
be damaged. Most times, unless you've
been steaming along at flank speed, a
sustained burst of reverse will extricate
you. Didn't work? Try 'rocking' the boat
with alternate bursts of a little forward,

Most of the drawbridges on the Delta's busy waterways are tended during the day and an opening can be requested on VHF Channel 9 or by simply sounding one long and one short blast on
your horn. A few — such as the bridge on the North Fork of the Mokelumne River, leading to The
Meadows — require at least 24 hours notice for an opening. To make an appointment, call Caltrans
at (707) 374-2134 or contact Station Rio Vista at (707) 374-2871. Many bridges open to schedules,
and opening times may change with the seasons. Most Bay Area tidebooks have drawbridge info,
as does Franko's Map of the California Delta and Hal Schell's Delta Map and Guide.
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that is. Most rivers and sloughs are too
narrow to swing on a bow anchor and,
even in the spots where you could, in
the summer months there are too many
boats to do so.
Anchoring in the Delta generally
means scouting out a suitable spot on
shore in the form of a tree, piling, or
large stump, pointing the bow toward
the object of your desire, dropping the
stern anchor as you ease toward shore,
and wrapping a bow line around the tree.
Depending on your draft, you may have
to use the dinghy for this last step. Most
folks then pull the boat close to shore
during the day, for easy disembarking,
and pull it back out in the evening when
the bugs show up for dinner.
When you're in the mood for some
civilization, stop at one of the many
marinas that dot the area. Some of our
favorites are Pittsburg Marina, Antioch
Municipal Marina, Delta Marina Yacht
Harbor in Rio Vista, Herman & Helen's
Marina on Little Potato Slough, Outrigger
Marina on Three Mile Slough, Oxbow Marina on Georgiana Slough, Willow Berm
Boat Harbor on the Mokelumne, and the
Stockton Sailing Club. Of course, this is
far from a comprehensive list, so before
you head out, surf on over to www.
californiadelta.org and print up a list of
possible stops. It's wise to call to confirm
their depths and make reservations.

ALL PHOTOS LATITUDE / JOHN A EXCEPT AS NOTED

DELTA DAYDREAMIN'

Above, the beauty of the Delta attracts thousands of boaters every summer and the good anchorages
fill up fast. Remember what Mom always said: "Sharing's a good thing." Inset, in the Delta, 'horsepower' doesn't always refer to engines. Center right, the young at heart need to play too, and what
better way to do that than by enjoying some cold beverages on a sunny day? Bottom Right, whether
you're young or old, bosun chair boating is the ride of choice when temperatures heat up.

WHAT'S DOIN' IN THE DELTA
Check out www.californiadelta.org for more on
Delta events throughout the year.

Fourth of July Fireworks and Doin's
• Antioch — The Fireworks Spectacular barge
moves down the San Joaquin River from Downtown Antioch to the Antioch Marina. Don't miss the
hometown parade, classic car show, and other
terrific entertainment. Info, (925) 779-6957.
• Lodi — Fireworks and Milk Carton Regatta
at Lodi Lake. Info, (209) 367-7840.
• Mandeville Tip — The massive Hilton Fireworks Extravaganza is now staged in honor of
Barron Hilton, who passed away in 2004. This
popular show attracts over 5,000 boats and is
the largest boat-in event in the Delta.
• Old Sacramento — Parade, fireworks, and
other fun stuff. Info (916) 264-7031.
• Pittsburg — Fireworks are usually shot from
either an offshore barge near the waterfront, or
from shoreside. Info, (925) 432-7301.
• Stockton — On the waterfront at Webber
Point. All day food, live entertainment, fireworks
and much more! Parade at 4 p.m. Gates open at
5 p.m. Info, www.visitstockton.org.
• Suisun City — A signature family event
with games, races, kiddie carnival, arts & crafts,
live music, and 'Sky Concert' fireworks over the
harbor. Info, (707) 421-7309.
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Other Doin's to Mark On Your Calendar
• May 26-29 — Sacramento Jazz Jubilee,
featuring more than 100 jazz bands. Ticket prices
vary. Info, www.sacjazz.com.
• June 3 — Al the Wop's Annual Chili Cook-Off
in Locke. Chili and beer seem strangely at home
in this tiny historic Chinese town. Starts at 11 a.m.
Info, www.locketown.com.
• June 16-18 — Whether you call 'em crawdads, crawfish or crayfish, these little bugs sure
are tasty! Eat your fill at the wildly popular Isleton
Crawdad Festival, www.crawdadfestival.org.
• July 15 — Lodi Summer Fest at Woodbridge
by Robert Mondavi Winery. Food and wine tasting
with 15 area restaurants and caterers. Starts at
6 p.m. Call Donna for info, (209) 339-7582.
• July 16-Aug 27 — Suisun City's Sunday
Jazz Series. Live jazz concerts from 3-6 p.m.
every Sunday on the Harbor Plaza. Info, (707)
421-7309.
• July 22-23 — Bridge-to-Bridge Waterfront
Festival in Old Sacramento. Offshore boats will
make timed runs past the boardwalk between the
bridges. Vendors, sky diving stunts, CG rescue
demos, live music, and, most importantly, a beer
garden. Info, www.sacramentocvb.org.

• July 29 — Village West YC's Annual Luau in
Stockton. Polynesian dinner, mai tais, live music,
hula dancers and flame throwers! It's no surprise
that this event sells out fast. For reservations, call
Blair at (209) 478-9900 ext. 6.
• July 30 — Taste of the Delta. Wines and
foods from Delta restaurants and wineries, live
and silent auctions, and live music. Held at the
historic Ryde Hotel. Call Kim, (916) 977-5203.
• July 30 — Courtland Pear Fair. If you like
pears, you'll love all the pear-oriented food &
drinks. Info, www.pearfair.com.
• Sept. 9-10— Pittsburg Seafood Festival at
Pittsburg Marina. Sample tasty treats from over
40 vendors while listening to live music. Info,
www.pittsburg.org.
• Sept. 16 — Delta Blues Festival, 12-7:30
p.m. on the waterfront, free. Great boat-in venue!
Info, www.deltabluesfestival.net.
• Sept. 23-24 — Antioch Rivertown Jamboree. Car show, petting zoo, rib cook-off, and live
music. Info, www.rivertownjamboree.com.
• October 7 — Suisun City Waterfront Festival
at Harbor Plaza. Art, Wine and Chocolate are
the delicious theme of this annual fall festival,
10 a.m.-6:30 p.m. Info, (707) 421-7309.

INSET & RIGHT: LATITUDE / LADONNA

— A RIVER PRIMER
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moments when you just feel like kicking
back, which will be surprisingly often.
Keep in mind that temps in the Delta
can easily soar into the 100s for days at
a time, which means windscoops and an
awning or two are mandatory for summer
cruising. Drape one over the cockpit for
shade and the other over the bow to keep
the boat's interior cool. Even if it's just
the ubiquitous blue
tarp, the
shade will
protect you
from, at the
very least, a really nasty sunburn.
Speaking of which, the sun's rays
reflecting off the water may be a lovely
sight, but even in total shade a good sunscreen with 30 SPF or higher is a good
idea to prevent the painful consequences
of prolonged exposure. Slather up every
time you get out of the water — after all,

S

tocking
your boat for a
Delta trip is quite
dif fer ent fr om
prepping it for
a trip to Monterey. Leave the
sweaters and
foul weather
gear in storage,
and pack plenty
of swimsuits,
shorts, T-shirts,
and the like. Toss
in a pair (or two,
if you must) of long pants, a sweatshirt
and lightweight jacket, and you'll have
a complete wardrobe. Some kind of sun
cover-up, sunglasses, sandals and hats
round out the list of must-haves. Anything more will just use up space that
could be filled with fun stuff.
The balmy days and sultry nights
inspire water sports and general idleness. Regardless of whether your crew's
median age is above or below 12, pack
plenty of fun stuff that everyone will enjoy. Water toys are a must and probably
account for the most space allotment
on any Delta boat. Inner tubes, air mattresses, kayaks, windsurfers, dinghies
and small sailboats are great vehicles on
a hot afternoon while a hammock and a
stack of paperbacks are perfect for those

f you subscribe to bumper sticker
mentality, maybe you really would rather
be fishing. If that's the case, the Delta
waters offer plenty of opportunity to get
your line wet. Depending on the season,
your rail-mounted BBQ could see catfish, black bass, stripers, sturgeon, or
even salmon. Crawdads are plentiful upDelta and, if you've never tried them, are
essentially just tiny, freshwater lobster.
A pole and trap are all you need to hone
your angling skills
and feed
your family. Just do
yourself a
favor and get a license before you make
that first cast. Hefty fines tend to put a
damper on the fun.
What if your bumper sticker says
"sailing" instead of "fishing"? No problema! The Sacramento and San Joaquin
Rivers offer plenty of wind during the
summer, so much that you might think
you're still on the Bay if not for
the flat water and the golden
tan you're acquiring. The
farther off the rivers you go,
the lighter the winds become,
offering the chance to pop
the chute. The most secluded
spots inland may only see light
breezes — perfect for learning
a new sport, such as windsurfing or dinghy sailing. It's not
likely you'll be able to swing a
"sail-only" Delta vacation, but

no one ever said "I wish I hadn't put on
sunscreen." And don't forget your lips!
Pack several tubes of 15+ SPF lip balm
— they're easy to lose.
Speaking of bugs — okay, so we
weren't but it's the best segue we could
come up with — the mosquitoes in the
Delta can be voracious feeders, and
you're the main course. No-see-ums
and flies are also aggravating, so bring
plenty of bug spray, citronella candles
(though they sometimes seem to attract
more bugs than they repel), those nasty
mosquito coils, and screens for your
ports and hatches. Bay sailors may
question this commandment — just how
many more bugs can there be up there
compared to just a few miles away? Just
trust us on this one, okay?
June, 2006 •
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N

ow that you're all packed
and ready for your trip, where do you go?
There are countless destinations in the
Delta — try to pick up Hal Schell's Dawdling on the Delta and Robert Walters'
Cruising California's Delta (both long out
of print) on eBay for invaluable information and history on the Delta — but here
are a few of the most popular stops:
• Decker Island — Conveniently located right on the Sacramento River, the
anchorage tucked behind Decker Island

Whether you're on the board or taking a snap
from the cockpit of your Delta-bound boat,
windsurfers rule the rowdy downriver waters.

is perfect for the first, or last, night of
your vacation.
• Mandeville Tip — Barron Hilton's
legacy continues with his annual 4th of
July Fireworks Spectacular.
• The Potato Sloughs — Circumnavigating Boudin Island via Potato Slough,
Little Potato Slough, and the South Fork

Bruno's Island Yacht Harbor
On the Scenic Delta Loop
(1200 Brannan Island, Isleton, CA)

Happy
Sailing!

(916)
777-6084
Enjoy a park-like setting overlooking
Mt. Diablo. Our PRIVATE ISLAND is wellsecured and offers shaded parking and
deep draft berths: 28'-50' with easy
access to the San Joaquin River. Tent
and RV spaces available.
Boat Yard – On Site
Offering Complete Marine Service
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of the Mokelumne River is a
popular trip.
• The Meadows — The most
popular anchorage in the Delta,
but it can be troublesome for
deeper draft boats to reach.
• Georgiana Slough — The
prettiest waterway in the Delta
begins at the historic towns of
Walnut Grove and Locke, neither
of which are to be missed.
• Steamboat Slough — Relatively wide, it's home to the
famous Grand Island Mansion
and a bascule bridge that attracts hordes of fun-lovin' folk.

LATITUDE / LADONNA

destinations are so close together,
engine time will be minimal.
Since you'll only run your engine for short periods of time, it's a
good idea to bring a generator and
a solar panel or two to keep your
batteries charged. The sun shines
endlessly up-Delta, so even a small
panel can make a significant contribution. Nothing's worse than
looking forward to a nice blended
beverage at the end of a hot day,
only to find you're out of juice
— both the liquid and electrical
kinds.

W

e've issued the challenge, the
rest is up to you. Will you spend yet another summer engulfed in Mark Twain's
"coldest winter I ever spent," or will you
choose to expand your horizons by exploring the labyrinthine waters of your
own backyard — and getting a tan while
you're at it?
— latitude / lrb
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"with access to San Francisco Bay
and the Sacramento River Delta"
Glen Cove Marina has recently been updated
with extensive improvements:
• 120-foot Guest Dock
• Pump-out Station
• Clean Restrooms
• Showers
• 24 Hour Security Gates

• Laundry
• Water & Storage Boxes
• Yacht Brokerage Services
• Picnic & Recreational Facilities
• Waterfront Walking Trail

Open Berth to 55 Feet • Covered Berth to 44 Feet

GLEN COVE MARINA 707-552-3236
On the Carquinez Strait
2000 Glen Cove Road, Vallejo, CA 94591
www.friendlyharbors.com • friendlyharbors@msn.com
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long weekend poking around the thousloughs. Most Bay Area chandleries carsand or so miles of navigable waterways
ry Maptech's San Francisco Bay and the
just a few miles inland from your normal
Delta waterproof chartbook, but you can
stomping grounds. Imagine spending
also pick up the individual NOAA charts
your vacation in a bathing suit instead
(18652, 18656, 18661, and 18662) if
of foul weather gear!
you prefer to go old school. And no boat
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Two faces of the Delta — top, calm waters and
sweet breezes can be gentle enough for even
the newest of sailors or, above, cookin' enough
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STOCKTON ➙

should be without Hal Schell's Delta
Map and Guide, an invaluable tool for
enjoying your Delta adventure. It shows
the locations of marinas, shares some
Delta history and lists annual events,
in addition to scads of other cool stuff.
Franko's Map of the California Delta is
a newcomer on the scene, and shows
much of the same info Hal Schell's map
offers, but also points out fishing holes,
windsurfing spots, and anchorages.
And for you procrastinators out there,
the paltry price of these maps offers no
excuse not to get one — or both!
Even armed with the most up-to-date
charts, however, you're likely to find
the listed depths aren't all that accu-

— A RIVER PRIMER
followed by more reverse.
Still stuck? You can
try the time-honored technique of heeling the boat
by swinging the boom out
and piling people on it
(kids love this job), then
try reverse. No? Try kedging off with one of your
anchors or hopping in
the dinghy and using the
outboard to push the boat
off. Still there? May we
suggest breaking out the
chips and dip?
By the way, when other
boats go by, don't hide
below in shame. Running aground is a rite of
passage in the Delta, and
the favored etiquette is
to wave and smile confidently — you know, like
you meant to do it!

O

ne of the qualities
of the Delta in which the
Bay is severely lacking is
the multitude of safe, calm
anchorages. Practically
anywhere you feel comfortable — with the obvious exception of a channel
— is good enough to drop
the hook . . . stern hook,

THE DIRT ON DELTA DRAWBRIDGES
LATITUDE / JOHN A

rate. Many of the less-travelled sloughs
haven't had soundings taken since the
'30s, so it's vital to have a working depth
sounder and a little patience. There's
only one written-in-stone, never-to-bebroken rule (well, okay, a strong suggestion) when plying these muddy waters:
Move only on a flood tide. Why? Because
when you cruise the Delta, it's not if you
run aground, it's when — and if all else
fails, a rising (flood) tide will lift you off.
What do we mean by "all else"? Well,
first you should know that the Delta
bottom is nice, soft mud so groundings
are more like hitting a pile of sticky pillows, meaning the boat isn't going to
be damaged. Most times, unless you've
been steaming along at flank speed, a
sustained burst of reverse will extricate
you. Didn't work? Try 'rocking' the boat
with alternate bursts of a little forward,

Most of the drawbridges on the Delta's busy waterways are tended during the day and an opening can be requested on VHF Channel 9 or by simply sounding one long and one short blast on
your horn. A few — such as the bridge on the North Fork of the Mokelumne River, leading to The
Meadows — require at least 24 hours notice for an opening. To make an appointment, call Caltrans
at (707) 374-2134 or contact Station Rio Vista at (707) 374-2871. Many bridges open to schedules,
and opening times may change with the seasons. Most Bay Area tidebooks have drawbridge info,
as does Franko's Map of the California Delta and Hal Schell's Delta Map and Guide.
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that is. Most rivers and sloughs are too
narrow to swing on a bow anchor and,
even in the spots where you could, in
the summer months there are too many
boats to do so.
Anchoring in the Delta generally
means scouting out a suitable spot on
shore in the form of a tree, piling, or
large stump, pointing the bow toward
the object of your desire, dropping the
stern anchor as you ease toward shore,
and wrapping a bow line around the tree.
Depending on your draft, you may have
to use the dinghy for this last step. Most
folks then pull the boat close to shore
during the day, for easy disembarking,
and pull it back out in the evening when
the bugs show up for dinner.
When you're in the mood for some
civilization, stop at one of the many
marinas that dot the area. Some of our
favorites are Pittsburg Marina, Antioch
Municipal Marina, Delta Marina Yacht
Harbor in Rio Vista, Herman & Helen's
Marina on Little Potato Slough, Outrigger
Marina on Three Mile Slough, Oxbow Marina on Georgiana Slough, Willow Berm
Boat Harbor on the Mokelumne, and the
Stockton Sailing Club. Of course, this is
far from a comprehensive list, so before
you head out, surf on over to www.
californiadelta.org and print up a list of
possible stops. It's wise to call to confirm
their depths and make reservations.

ALL PHOTOS LATITUDE / JOHN A EXCEPT AS NOTED

DELTA DAYDREAMIN'

Above, the beauty of the Delta attracts thousands of boaters every summer and the good anchorages
fill up fast. Remember what Mom always said: "Sharing's a good thing." Inset, in the Delta, 'horsepower' doesn't always refer to engines. Center right, the young at heart need to play too, and what
better way to do that than by enjoying some cold beverages on a sunny day? Bottom Right, whether
you're young or old, bosun chair boating is the ride of choice when temperatures heat up.

WHAT'S DOIN' IN THE DELTA
Check out www.californiadelta.org for more on
Delta events throughout the year.

Fourth of July Fireworks and Doin's
• Antioch — The Fireworks Spectacular barge
moves down the San Joaquin River from Downtown Antioch to the Antioch Marina. Don't miss the
hometown parade, classic car show, and other
terrific entertainment. Info, (925) 779-6957.
• Lodi — Fireworks and Milk Carton Regatta
at Lodi Lake. Info, (209) 367-7840.
• Mandeville Tip — The massive Hilton Fireworks Extravaganza is now staged in honor of
Barron Hilton, who passed away in 2004. This
popular show attracts over 5,000 boats and is
the largest boat-in event in the Delta.
• Old Sacramento — Parade, fireworks, and
other fun stuff. Info (916) 264-7031.
• Pittsburg — Fireworks are usually shot from
either an offshore barge near the waterfront, or
from shoreside. Info, (925) 432-7301.
• Stockton — On the waterfront at Webber
Point. All day food, live entertainment, fireworks
and much more! Parade at 4 p.m. Gates open at
5 p.m. Info, www.visitstockton.org.
• Suisun City — A signature family event
with games, races, kiddie carnival, arts & crafts,
live music, and 'Sky Concert' fireworks over the
harbor. Info, (707) 421-7309.
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Other Doin's to Mark On Your Calendar
• May 26-29 — Sacramento Jazz Jubilee,
featuring more than 100 jazz bands. Ticket prices
vary. Info, www.sacjazz.com.
• June 3 — Al the Wop's Annual Chili Cook-Off
in Locke. Chili and beer seem strangely at home
in this tiny historic Chinese town. Starts at 11 a.m.
Info, www.locketown.com.
• June 16-18 — Whether you call 'em crawdads, crawfish or crayfish, these little bugs sure
are tasty! Eat your fill at the wildly popular Isleton
Crawdad Festival, www.crawdadfestival.org.
• July 15 — Lodi Summer Fest at Woodbridge
by Robert Mondavi Winery. Food and wine tasting
with 15 area restaurants and caterers. Starts at
6 p.m. Call Donna for info, (209) 339-7582.
• July 16-Aug 27 — Suisun City's Sunday
Jazz Series. Live jazz concerts from 3-6 p.m.
every Sunday on the Harbor Plaza. Info, (707)
421-7309.
• July 22-23 — Bridge-to-Bridge Waterfront
Festival in Old Sacramento. Offshore boats will
make timed runs past the boardwalk between the
bridges. Vendors, sky diving stunts, CG rescue
demos, live music, and, most importantly, a beer
garden. Info, www.sacramentocvb.org.

• July 29 — Village West YC's Annual Luau in
Stockton. Polynesian dinner, mai tais, live music,
hula dancers and flame throwers! It's no surprise
that this event sells out fast. For reservations, call
Blair at (209) 478-9900 ext. 6.
• July 30 — Taste of the Delta. Wines and
foods from Delta restaurants and wineries, live
and silent auctions, and live music. Held at the
historic Ryde Hotel. Call Kim, (916) 977-5203.
• July 30 — Courtland Pear Fair. If you like
pears, you'll love all the pear-oriented food &
drinks. Info, www.pearfair.com.
• Sept. 9-10— Pittsburg Seafood Festival at
Pittsburg Marina. Sample tasty treats from over
40 vendors while listening to live music. Info,
www.pittsburg.org.
• Sept. 16 — Delta Blues Festival, 12-7:30
p.m. on the waterfront, free. Great boat-in venue!
Info, www.deltabluesfestival.net.
• Sept. 23-24 — Antioch Rivertown Jamboree. Car show, petting zoo, rib cook-off, and live
music. Info, www.rivertownjamboree.com.
• October 7 — Suisun City Waterfront Festival
at Harbor Plaza. Art, Wine and Chocolate are
the delicious theme of this annual fall festival,
10 a.m.-6:30 p.m. Info, (707) 421-7309.
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moments when you just feel like kicking
back, which will be surprisingly often.
Keep in mind that temps in the Delta
can easily soar into the 100s for days at
a time, which means windscoops and an
awning or two are mandatory for summer
cruising. Drape one over the cockpit for
shade and the other over the bow to keep
the boat's interior cool. Even if it's just
the ubiquitous blue
tarp, the
shade will
protect you
from, at the
very least, a really nasty sunburn.
Speaking of which, the sun's rays
reflecting off the water may be a lovely
sight, but even in total shade a good sunscreen with 30 SPF or higher is a good
idea to prevent the painful consequences
of prolonged exposure. Slather up every
time you get out of the water — after all,

S

tocking
your boat for a
Delta trip is quite
dif fer ent fr om
prepping it for
a trip to Monterey. Leave the
sweaters and
foul weather
gear in storage,
and pack plenty
of swimsuits,
shorts, T-shirts,
and the like. Toss
in a pair (or two,
if you must) of long pants, a sweatshirt
and lightweight jacket, and you'll have
a complete wardrobe. Some kind of sun
cover-up, sunglasses, sandals and hats
round out the list of must-haves. Anything more will just use up space that
could be filled with fun stuff.
The balmy days and sultry nights
inspire water sports and general idleness. Regardless of whether your crew's
median age is above or below 12, pack
plenty of fun stuff that everyone will enjoy. Water toys are a must and probably
account for the most space allotment
on any Delta boat. Inner tubes, air mattresses, kayaks, windsurfers, dinghies
and small sailboats are great vehicles on
a hot afternoon while a hammock and a
stack of paperbacks are perfect for those

f you subscribe to bumper sticker
mentality, maybe you really would rather
be fishing. If that's the case, the Delta
waters offer plenty of opportunity to get
your line wet. Depending on the season,
your rail-mounted BBQ could see catfish, black bass, stripers, sturgeon, or
even salmon. Crawdads are plentiful upDelta and, if you've never tried them, are
essentially just tiny, freshwater lobster.
A pole and trap are all you need to hone
your angling skills
and feed
your family. Just do
yourself a
favor and get a license before you make
that first cast. Hefty fines tend to put a
damper on the fun.
What if your bumper sticker says
"sailing" instead of "fishing"? No problema! The Sacramento and San Joaquin
Rivers offer plenty of wind during the
summer, so much that you might think
you're still on the Bay if not for
the flat water and the golden
tan you're acquiring. The
farther off the rivers you go,
the lighter the winds become,
offering the chance to pop
the chute. The most secluded
spots inland may only see light
breezes — perfect for learning
a new sport, such as windsurfing or dinghy sailing. It's not
likely you'll be able to swing a
"sail-only" Delta vacation, but

no one ever said "I wish I hadn't put on
sunscreen." And don't forget your lips!
Pack several tubes of 15+ SPF lip balm
— they're easy to lose.
Speaking of bugs — okay, so we
weren't but it's the best segue we could
come up with — the mosquitoes in the
Delta can be voracious feeders, and
you're the main course. No-see-ums
and flies are also aggravating, so bring
plenty of bug spray, citronella candles
(though they sometimes seem to attract
more bugs than they repel), those nasty
mosquito coils, and screens for your
ports and hatches. Bay sailors may
question this commandment — just how
many more bugs can there be up there
compared to just a few miles away? Just
trust us on this one, okay?
June, 2006 •
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DELTA DAYDREAMIN'

N

ow that you're all packed
and ready for your trip, where do you go?
There are countless destinations in the
Delta — try to pick up Hal Schell's Dawdling on the Delta and Robert Walters'
Cruising California's Delta (both long out
of print) on eBay for invaluable information and history on the Delta — but here
are a few of the most popular stops:
• Decker Island — Conveniently located right on the Sacramento River, the
anchorage tucked behind Decker Island

Whether you're on the board or taking a snap
from the cockpit of your Delta-bound boat,
windsurfers rule the rowdy downriver waters.

is perfect for the first, or last, night of
your vacation.
• Mandeville Tip — Barron Hilton's
legacy continues with his annual 4th of
July Fireworks Spectacular.
• The Potato Sloughs — Circumnavigating Boudin Island via Potato Slough,
Little Potato Slough, and the South Fork

Bruno's Island Yacht Harbor
On the Scenic Delta Loop
(1200 Brannan Island, Isleton, CA)

Happy
Sailing!

(916)
777-6084
Enjoy a park-like setting overlooking
Mt. Diablo. Our PRIVATE ISLAND is wellsecured and offers shaded parking and
deep draft berths: 28'-50' with easy
access to the San Joaquin River. Tent
and RV spaces available.
Boat Yard – On Site
Offering Complete Marine Service
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of the Mokelumne River is a
popular trip.
• The Meadows — The most
popular anchorage in the Delta,
but it can be troublesome for
deeper draft boats to reach.
• Georgiana Slough — The
prettiest waterway in the Delta
begins at the historic towns of
Walnut Grove and Locke, neither
of which are to be missed.
• Steamboat Slough — Relatively wide, it's home to the
famous Grand Island Mansion
and a bascule bridge that attracts hordes of fun-lovin' folk.

LATITUDE / LADONNA

destinations are so close together,
engine time will be minimal.
Since you'll only run your engine for short periods of time, it's a
good idea to bring a generator and
a solar panel or two to keep your
batteries charged. The sun shines
endlessly up-Delta, so even a small
panel can make a significant contribution. Nothing's worse than
looking forward to a nice blended
beverage at the end of a hot day,
only to find you're out of juice
— both the liquid and electrical
kinds.

W

e've issued the challenge, the
rest is up to you. Will you spend yet another summer engulfed in Mark Twain's
"coldest winter I ever spent," or will you
choose to expand your horizons by exploring the labyrinthine waters of your
own backyard — and getting a tan while
you're at it?
— latitude / lrb
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"with access to San Francisco Bay
and the Sacramento River Delta"
Glen Cove Marina has recently been updated
with extensive improvements:
• 120-foot Guest Dock
• Pump-out Station
• Clean Restrooms
• Showers
• 24 Hour Security Gates

• Laundry
• Water & Storage Boxes
• Yacht Brokerage Services
• Picnic & Recreational Facilities
• Waterfront Walking Trail

Open Berth to 55 Feet • Covered Berth to 44 Feet

GLEN COVE MARINA 707-552-3236
On the Carquinez Strait
2000 Glen Cove Road, Vallejo, CA 94591
www.friendlyharbors.com • friendlyharbors@msn.com

Gateway
To The
Bay & Delta
A Friendly, Helpful Staff…Join Us! We love Making New Friends and Spoiling Them!
✯ Competitive Rates!

✯ Great Restrooms with Showers

✯ Guest Dock

✯ Full Service Boat Yard and Chandlery

✯ Fuel Dock and
Pump Out Stations

✯ 2 Restaurants for Breakfast,
Lunch, Cocktails and Dinner
48' BER
THS
NOW
AVAILAB
LE

707-648-4370
Fax 707-648-4660
✯

N SAILIN
O
T

G

SAILBOATS ONLY

42 Harbor Way • Vallejo, CA 94590

UB
CL
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website: www.ci.vallejo.ca.us

AND MARINA
Join us for:
16th Annual Delta Ditch Run: June 10
South Tower 2006: June 23 & 24
Wednesday Night Races: June – Aug.

Come for the races, stay for the summer!
Summer Slips available!
Dry Storage available
Ladd's Boatyard nearby
On the Deep Water Channel
Located at Buckley Cove at the
west end of March Lane

www.hiddenharbormarina.com

www.stocktonsc.org
For more information (209) 951-5600
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2006 SINGLEHANDED
W

hat evil lurks in the minds
of men? The Shadow knows — and so
do most long-distance singlehanded
sailors. Short of surviving cancer and
frontline combat in Iraq, there are few
endeavors that can tell you more about
yourself than crossing an ocean alone.
Which is as good a segue as any
into the 2006 Singlehanded TransPac,
which starts off the Corinthian YC on
June 24. This is the 15th running of
this biennial 2,120-mile marathon sail
from San Francisco to beautiful Hanalei
Bay in Kauai. There are 17 entries this
year, down slightly from 24 in 2004, but
well up from the 8 in 2002. (The race
record is 38 boats and 27 finishers in
the race's second running in 1980.) As
ever, they are as eclectic a bunch as you
could meet — sailmaker, retired general, software engineer, doctor, retired
doctor, philosophy teacher and, well,
who knows what else.
Also as ever, the fleet is about half
'newbies' — who come mostly for the
personal accomplishment — and half
returning veterans. Most of the latter return to improve previous performances,
and/or just to have another adventure
with old friends. It might seem counterintuitive at first, but this event is notable for forging 'instant' friendships
among racers, some of which have
lasted for years and extend well beyond
sailing. The event's (unofficial) slogan
may be "It's a race you do for yourself,"
but no matter how you place, you 'win'
the camaraderie of all participants, past
and present.

A

lthough it has never achieved
the glitz nor nearly the participation
of any of the shorthanded trans-Atlantic events, if the truth be told, Solo
TransPac'ers like it that way. The postrace tradition of gathering under the 'big
tree' on the beach in Hanalei Bay (now
a figurative place since the tree was cut
down a few years ago) every evening further enforces the 'people' aspect of this
event, as families get to mingle along
with the racers.
If we've piqued your interest, we encourage you to visit the SSS website at
www.sfbaysss.org — or better yet, plan
to come by the Corinthian YC the afternoon before the race (Friday, June 23),
when all skippers are required to have
their boats at the club for the final prerace inspection. They invite everyone to
come down, check out the boats and
meet the racers.
And on Saturday, June 24, if you're
planning to go out, why don't you swing
Page 148 •
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by the Corinthian at mid-morning (or
the Golden Gate around noonish) and
give a thumbs up to these 17 intrepid
folks (they'll be easily identified by the
numbers on each bow).
When your own boat is put away
Sunday, and when you're back at work
the next week, these skippers will still
be sailing, ever west over the horizon.
We'll tell you all about their adventure
in the August issue.
Phil MacFarlane
Sail a Vie — Ericson 35
San Francisco
Age — 44
We start with Phil because he is the
man to beat — he won the 2004 race
overall with a boat he has owned for
more than 25 years, the 1971 Ericson
35 Sail a Vie.
Phil's first Solo TransPac was in
2000. He finished third in division but
admits to not having much fun. With
time, the experience mellowed to "not so
bad" and, finally, "pretty cool." He took
off in '04 with the same motivations as
2000: "I don't expect to win; I just hope
I'm not last."
But win he did, aided quite a bit in
the quest by the desire to beat other
Division V competitors Ken Roper on
Harrier and Jim Kellam on Haulback.
Concerned that they might beat him
in the homestretch, Phil — an electrical contractor in 'real life' — stayed up
almost three days straight near the end,
tweaking the boat and watching as his
favorite 18-year-old Larson spinnaker
slowly unwove itself before his eyes. By
the time he finished, it was full of small
holes, and the whole bottom seam was
gone. But it never blew. Since repaired,
the 20-year-old 'lucky' kite will again be
flying from Sail a Vie's masthead in the
'06 race.
Ken Roper
Harrier — Finn Flyer 31
Virginia and San Pedro
Age: 77
The sailor that most veteran solo
TransPac’ers know as “The General” is
back once again — for his ninth Solo
TransPac! “It’s habit I guess,” he says
by way of explanation. “Plus I still need
to correct out first overall. Been close,
but no cigar yet.”
Roper also holds the record for ‘most
senior’ competitor. He will be 77 at the
start of this year’s race.
Ken retired from the Army as a Brigadier General in 1977 (he was a master

aviator flying fixed and rotory wing aircraft, serving two tours of duty in Viet
Nam) “to go sailing and scuba diving.”
He has done lots of both and, in fact
just recently returned from his fourth
diving trip to Palau. As far as sailing
goes, we’re surprised Harrier can keep
any paint on the bottom. Ken lives in
Virginia with his OW (original wife) of 54
years, but these days keeps the boat in
San Pedro. As always, the most difficult
part of the race for him is the prep and
pre-race delivery from L.A. to San Francisco.
During the race itself, Roper’s tactics
are, well, Roper’s tactics. He carries “a
golf-bag-full” of autopilots and changes
them out like spent rifle clips when they
go bad. He sleeps pretty much normal

TRANSPAC PREVIEW
in the ranks. All that
began to change in
2003 when Andy traded Foolish Laughter for
a quick and agile Olson
30 he named Foolish
Muse. He subsequently won both the Fall
50 and 100 Mile races
against crewed competition.
Evans originally
planned to make his
ocean debut in the Bermuda 1-2, but in the
spring of 2004, he and
wife Sharon moved to
the west coast (of Canada) and he decided to
do the Solo TransPac.
He notes that the qualification run for this
race is nearly equal to
the singlehanded first
leg of the B1-2.

'Sail a Vie' romps out the Golden Gate Channel
at the start of the '04 Solo TransPac enroute to
an overall win.

hours during the night except when
crossing shipping lanes or “when the
boat tells me something has changed."
And it's said that, as soon as the wind
goes aft, Ken starts mixing evening
martinis and gains several hours a day
on the fleet. This race wouldn’t be the
same without him.
Andrew Evans
Foolish Muse — Olson 30
Victoria, BC
Age: 45
Andy’s interest in shorthanded sailing started with the BOC Challenge in

the 1980s. The eastern Canadian actually started in 2001 when stepson Steve
bought him a Tanzer 22 for Father’s
Day. Andy was singlehanding Foolish
Laughter a week after launch, and within three months entered his first longdistance race, the Fall 50-Mile Race
on the Ottawa River. He received two
awards: Keenest Sailor in the Race, for
maintaining good spirits despite finishing a distant last; and the Mayu Rock
Trophy, for spectacular performance
in shoal waters — he hit rocks three
times.
More races followed, with Andy — a
VP for a manufacturer of solar-powered traffic lights — almost always the
only singlehander amid a sea of crewed
boats. . . and almost always well down

Bill Merrick
Ergo — Ericson 35,
Sausalito
Age: 57
Inspiration comes
from
unexpected
places. Bill’s interest
in shorthanded sailing was sparked when
he met Nance Frank,
skipper of the Whitbread boat US Womens
Challenge in Annapolis
in 1993. In exchange
for fundraising advice
(Bill makes a living as
a fundraising consultant), he asked Nance
to teach him to sail.
She did, he sailed with
the team for about a year, and they
raised enough money to start the race.
Merrick moved to the Bay Area in
1994 and was once again lucky to fall in
with a good group of sailors, in this case
the Olson 30 fleet where he crewed regularly with Al Holt on Think Fast. Two
years later, he bought his first boat, a
Catalina 22, sailing it alone “because
it was easier than finding good crew.”
In 1999, he moved up to Ergo and has
been converting her into a singlehanded
offshore boat ever since.
His first solo TransPac was in 2004.
"I wondered what it would be like to be a
thousand miles offshore by myself," he
says, doubtless echoing other budding
soloists. "I discovered that it’s exactly
the same as being 50 miles offshore, exJune, 2006 •
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hat evil lurks in the minds
of men? The Shadow knows — and so
do most long-distance singlehanded
sailors. Short of surviving cancer and
frontline combat in Iraq, there are few
endeavors that can tell you more about
yourself than crossing an ocean alone.
Which is as good a segue as any
into the 2006 Singlehanded TransPac,
which starts off the Corinthian YC on
June 24. This is the 15th running of
this biennial 2,120-mile marathon sail
from San Francisco to beautiful Hanalei
Bay in Kauai. There are 17 entries this
year, down slightly from 24 in 2004, but
well up from the 8 in 2002. (The race
record is 38 boats and 27 finishers in
the race's second running in 1980.) As
ever, they are as eclectic a bunch as you
could meet — sailmaker, retired general, software engineer, doctor, retired
doctor, philosophy teacher and, well,
who knows what else.
Also as ever, the fleet is about half
'newbies' — who come mostly for the
personal accomplishment — and half
returning veterans. Most of the latter return to improve previous performances,
and/or just to have another adventure
with old friends. It might seem counterintuitive at first, but this event is notable for forging 'instant' friendships
among racers, some of which have
lasted for years and extend well beyond
sailing. The event's (unofficial) slogan
may be "It's a race you do for yourself,"
but no matter how you place, you 'win'
the camaraderie of all participants, past
and present.

A

lthough it has never achieved
the glitz nor nearly the participation
of any of the shorthanded trans-Atlantic events, if the truth be told, Solo
TransPac'ers like it that way. The postrace tradition of gathering under the 'big
tree' on the beach in Hanalei Bay (now
a figurative place since the tree was cut
down a few years ago) every evening further enforces the 'people' aspect of this
event, as families get to mingle along
with the racers.
If we've piqued your interest, we encourage you to visit the SSS website at
www.sfbaysss.org — or better yet, plan
to come by the Corinthian YC the afternoon before the race (Friday, June 23),
when all skippers are required to have
their boats at the club for the final prerace inspection. They invite everyone to
come down, check out the boats and
meet the racers.
And on Saturday, June 24, if you're
planning to go out, why don't you swing
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by the Corinthian at mid-morning (or
the Golden Gate around noonish) and
give a thumbs up to these 17 intrepid
folks (they'll be easily identified by the
numbers on each bow).
When your own boat is put away
Sunday, and when you're back at work
the next week, these skippers will still
be sailing, ever west over the horizon.
We'll tell you all about their adventure
in the August issue.
Phil MacFarlane
Sail a Vie — Ericson 35
San Francisco
Age — 44
We start with Phil because he is the
man to beat — he won the 2004 race
overall with a boat he has owned for
more than 25 years, the 1971 Ericson
35 Sail a Vie.
Phil's first Solo TransPac was in
2000. He finished third in division but
admits to not having much fun. With
time, the experience mellowed to "not so
bad" and, finally, "pretty cool." He took
off in '04 with the same motivations as
2000: "I don't expect to win; I just hope
I'm not last."
But win he did, aided quite a bit in
the quest by the desire to beat other
Division V competitors Ken Roper on
Harrier and Jim Kellam on Haulback.
Concerned that they might beat him
in the homestretch, Phil — an electrical contractor in 'real life' — stayed up
almost three days straight near the end,
tweaking the boat and watching as his
favorite 18-year-old Larson spinnaker
slowly unwove itself before his eyes. By
the time he finished, it was full of small
holes, and the whole bottom seam was
gone. But it never blew. Since repaired,
the 20-year-old 'lucky' kite will again be
flying from Sail a Vie's masthead in the
'06 race.
Ken Roper
Harrier — Finn Flyer 31
Virginia and San Pedro
Age: 77
The sailor that most veteran solo
TransPac’ers know as “The General” is
back once again — for his ninth Solo
TransPac! “It’s habit I guess,” he says
by way of explanation. “Plus I still need
to correct out first overall. Been close,
but no cigar yet.”
Roper also holds the record for ‘most
senior’ competitor. He will be 77 at the
start of this year’s race.
Ken retired from the Army as a Brigadier General in 1977 (he was a master

aviator flying fixed and rotory wing aircraft, serving two tours of duty in Viet
Nam) “to go sailing and scuba diving.”
He has done lots of both and, in fact
just recently returned from his fourth
diving trip to Palau. As far as sailing
goes, we’re surprised Harrier can keep
any paint on the bottom. Ken lives in
Virginia with his OW (original wife) of 54
years, but these days keeps the boat in
San Pedro. As always, the most difficult
part of the race for him is the prep and
pre-race delivery from L.A. to San Francisco.
During the race itself, Roper’s tactics
are, well, Roper’s tactics. He carries “a
golf-bag-full” of autopilots and changes
them out like spent rifle clips when they
go bad. He sleeps pretty much normal
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in the ranks. All that
began to change in
2003 when Andy traded Foolish Laughter for
a quick and agile Olson
30 he named Foolish
Muse. He subsequently won both the Fall
50 and 100 Mile races
against crewed competition.
Evans originally
planned to make his
ocean debut in the Bermuda 1-2, but in the
spring of 2004, he and
wife Sharon moved to
the west coast (of Canada) and he decided to
do the Solo TransPac.
He notes that the qualification run for this
race is nearly equal to
the singlehanded first
leg of the B1-2.

'Sail a Vie' romps out the Golden Gate Channel
at the start of the '04 Solo TransPac enroute to
an overall win.

hours during the night except when
crossing shipping lanes or “when the
boat tells me something has changed."
And it's said that, as soon as the wind
goes aft, Ken starts mixing evening
martinis and gains several hours a day
on the fleet. This race wouldn’t be the
same without him.
Andrew Evans
Foolish Muse — Olson 30
Victoria, BC
Age: 45
Andy’s interest in shorthanded sailing started with the BOC Challenge in

the 1980s. The eastern Canadian actually started in 2001 when stepson Steve
bought him a Tanzer 22 for Father’s
Day. Andy was singlehanding Foolish
Laughter a week after launch, and within three months entered his first longdistance race, the Fall 50-Mile Race
on the Ottawa River. He received two
awards: Keenest Sailor in the Race, for
maintaining good spirits despite finishing a distant last; and the Mayu Rock
Trophy, for spectacular performance
in shoal waters — he hit rocks three
times.
More races followed, with Andy — a
VP for a manufacturer of solar-powered traffic lights — almost always the
only singlehander amid a sea of crewed
boats. . . and almost always well down

Bill Merrick
Ergo — Ericson 35,
Sausalito
Age: 57
Inspiration comes
from
unexpected
places. Bill’s interest
in shorthanded sailing was sparked when
he met Nance Frank,
skipper of the Whitbread boat US Womens
Challenge in Annapolis
in 1993. In exchange
for fundraising advice
(Bill makes a living as
a fundraising consultant), he asked Nance
to teach him to sail.
She did, he sailed with
the team for about a year, and they
raised enough money to start the race.
Merrick moved to the Bay Area in
1994 and was once again lucky to fall in
with a good group of sailors, in this case
the Olson 30 fleet where he crewed regularly with Al Holt on Think Fast. Two
years later, he bought his first boat, a
Catalina 22, sailing it alone “because
it was easier than finding good crew.”
In 1999, he moved up to Ergo and has
been converting her into a singlehanded
offshore boat ever since.
His first solo TransPac was in 2004.
"I wondered what it would be like to be a
thousand miles offshore by myself," he
says, doubtless echoing other budding
soloists. "I discovered that it’s exactly
the same as being 50 miles offshore, exJune, 2006 •
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Phil MacFarlane

Bob Johnston

cept if something breaks, you have to
fix it yourself or do without.”
Within days of finishing the ‘04 race,
Merrick decided to do it again. Like
most first timers, his goal in the inaugural race was pretty much just to finish.
This time, he’s in it “to finish, to have
fun, and to knock at least 12 hours off
my last time.”
Terry Cobb
Mirage — Express 27
Pt. Richmond
Age:62
Terry grew up crewing for his Dad in
the family Lightning, but he didn’t fully
appreciate sailing until he started skippering a Penguin in high school. “A really cute girl crewed, we won our class,
I was hooked,” he says.
A long hiatus ensued when Terry
entered college, then medical school. It
was not until he was an intern in Los
Angeles that he decided to rent a boat
and pick up where he'd left off. Not
knowing much about renting boats, he
drove to Marina del Rey. He didn’t have
much luck in the boat department that
weekend, but he picked up a hitchhiker
on the way home and ended up dating
the guy's sister. A year later, he proposed to Mary on a boat he'd bought.
“Despite being seasick at the time, she
accepted,” says Terry.
For the next 18 years, sailing took
another backseat while family and his
career as a neurosurgeon took center stage. Then, in the late ‘80s, Mary
returned from a local yard sale with a
surprise: a Catalina 22. It's been a long
road from there to the Express 27 Mirage and the Singlehanded TransPac,
but it's safe to assume Terry's 'hooked'
once again — this time for good.
And though it's his first solo effort,
he and the boat know the way to Hawaii. He's doublehanded the last three
Pacific Cups (a couple with the hitchhiker, Don Abrams, who's been his
brother-in-law for the last thirty-some
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Chris Humann

Ken Roper

Terry Cobb

years). Now, he notes, "I’ve run out of
friends, so singlehanded racing seems
like the next logical step.”
Greg Nelson
Starbuck — Black Soo
Berkeley
Age: 36
Greg is a four-time Singlehanded
TransPac starter, three-time finisher (he
dropped out early in '04 with shredded
headsails) and one-time overall winner
(against 22 other boats in 2000). He
returns in '06 intent on winning again
— on one of the oldest boats to do the
race, his hardchined 31-ft plywood flyer
Starbuck, which was built in Holland's
famed Van de Stadt yard in 1968.
Greg, a network engineer, will certainly be a contender for overall honors
if he gets the right conditions. He is one
of the most accomplished shorthanded
sailors on the local scene. In addition to
numerous individual events, Greg has
won five of the last six Singlehanded
racing seasons and — for a change of
pace — took season honors in 2005 in
the Doublehanded Division.
Rob Macfarlane
Tiger Beetle — N/M 45
Alameda
Age: 44
Rob is a returning TransPac veteran with tales to tell. In ’96, the rudder on his first Tiger Beetle, a Newport
33, snapped off about 3/4 of the way
to Hawaii and he sailed the last 500
miles under emergency rudder (which
all racers are required to have and demonstrate). In '02, he served as the race
chairman for the Solo TransPac, and in
2004 he returned to the fray in his 1983
N/M 45 Tiger Beetle, taking fourth in
Class II. This is all the more respectable
when you consider that the boat was a
former IOR battlewagon designed for
a crew of 12. Rob's done lots of refinements over the years to make the 'Beetle
more user friendly in both shorthanded

Lou Freeman

Synthia Petroka

and crewed racing. And there are few
events she misses. In fact, Beetle may
put more racing miles under her keel in
any given year than any other entry in
this race.
As before, Rob will be looking to better his previous time(s) — and of course
striving for a podium finish. Once there,
"The best part of this event is the people. I'm looking forward to '5 o’clock tree
time' in Hanalei.”
Al Hughes
Dog Bark — Custom 60
Seattle
Age: 53
Al is also a returning 2004 veteran,
and is once again sailing the race's largest boat, the John King-designed Open
60 Dogbark, which started life as Kanga
Birtles' 1990-91 BOC solo 'round-theworld racer Jarkan Builders.
Hughes put in an amazing performance last time, especially considering
it was not only his first visit to Hawaii, it
was his first race ever! Nevertheless, in
an exciting homestretch run, he came
from behind to capture first-to-finish by
less than an hour over Chuck Beazell's
well-sailed Hunter 54 Joe.
This time, who knows? Al's had two
more years to sail and update the boat,
and this time he knows not to go as far
south as '04 (which added several hundred unecessary miles). If he gets good
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Andy Evans

Al Hughes

Greg Nelson

Dwight Odom

breeze and the Dog gets to romp, Hughes
could threaten the monohull record for
this race, set by another Open 60, Ray
Thayer's Wild Thing, in 1996: 11 days,
10 hours.
The curious name of Al's boat comes
from the family dog, Gus, as well as
“dogbark” navigation — in the old days,
mariners in fog could tell where they
were by listening to farm dogs barking
along the coast.
Synthia Petroka
Eyrie — Hawkfarm
San Francisco
Age: 48
Synthia, this year’s only woman
competitor, was introduced to sailing by
her father, but didn’t start seriously racing (FJs and Lasers) until college. After
graduation, she rode the dot-com train
and — via a premonition during a twoweek sailing charter in Belize — jumped
off just before it derailed.
Choosing to blend avocation and
vocation, she landed at Sally LindseyHoney’s Spinnaker Shop in Palo Alto.
Sally showed her a lot about sailing and
sailmaking, but it was another employee, Sylvia Seaborg, who would have the
biggest impact when the two of them
started sailing Sylvia’s Eyrie together.
As the 'Dolls with Balls', they went on
to win the 2004 Doublehanded season,
as well as the Doublehanded Division

Mark Deppe

Ken Stuart

Bill Merrick

Rob Macfarlane

of the 2004 Pacific Cup — that event's
first doublehanded womens team.
For the TransPac, Eyrie is still so
well set-up for shorthanded sailing that
Synthia says about the only concern
she has “is finding an autopilot that can
steer as well as Sylvia!”
Paul Woodward
Hesperus — Modified Kirby 24
Bath, North Carolina
Age — 49
Paul learned to sail in Seattle as a
youngster on a boat his Dad bought. He
first started racing in the late '80s on
a local Thunderbird, then moved up to
bigger boats and bigger races, including several Swiftsures, and the '94 VicMaui on the Peterson 43 Carissa.
Woodward moved to Bath, North
Carolina, 10 years ago, where he teaches philosophy at East Carolina University and sails more than ever. As a
member of the Pamlico Sailing Club, he
sails either his own boat or with others
up to four nights a week as well as on
weekends.
Feeling they don't take sailing as seriously in North Carolina as they do out
here (despite the fact that one of Bath's
main claims to fame is that Blackbeard
homeported his Queen Anne's Revenge
there), he maintained an interest in doing a shorthanded Hawaii race. That's
the main reason he added a small scoop

Paul Woodward

Steve Wilson

to the back of his Kirby 23 — since the
smallest boat the Pacific Cup allows is
24 feet, and they have a doublehanded division. But the Pac Cup dreams
never came to fruition, mainly because
"I couldn't think of anyone I'd want to
spend two weeks with cramped up on
a small boat." Eventually, he came
around to the Singlehanded Sailing Society and focused on the Singlehanded
TransPac.
Paul tried to do the 2004 race, but
got out here late and wasn't able to
complete a qualifier by the early-June
deadline. This year, the boat is ready
(well, readier) and he planned to take off
in late May to complete the necessary
400-mile sail (200 out, 200 back) out
of his homeport. If all goes as planned,
little Hesperus will then be loaded on a
trailer and driven cross country to join
the other competitors in the '06 Solo
TransPac.
Mark Deppe
Alchera — J/120
San Francisco
Age: 53
A veteran of the 1996, 2002 and
2004 SSS TransPacs, Mark is setting
out once again in Alchera, his custom
J/120 that is as fine-tuned an instrument as one of Paganini's violins.
Among the special features that Mark, a
retired software developer, incorporated
into the boat are a watertight compartment in the bow section in case he hits
anything (during the ’96 race, he did
T-bone a whale in his former boat), a
radar repeater screen mounted in the
quarterberth, and an additional set of
winches in the cockpit that allows Alchera ('dreamtime' in aborigine) to be
singlehanded from either behind the
wheel or in front.
Those who follow the race will also
know that Mark is kind of the poet laureate of the event. His daily logs, posted
on the SSS website, really bring the
race to life for friends, family and 'fans'
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ashore. (You can access Mark's dispatches at www.sfbaysss.org)
Lou Freeman
Seabird — Swan 51
San Diego
Age: 62
Lou is another returning veteran.
He raced the '02 Solo TransPac, but
has also crossed the pond twice in the
crewed (Los Angeles to Honolulu) TransPac — the last time in 1991 aboard his
Swan 391 Cygnet.
He's had Seabird, a stock 1982 Swan
51, since 1998. And though she still carries some original gear (autopilot, SSB,
Aries windvane, etc.), he has also added
a lot: watermaker, diesel generator, G4
Mac laptop and — perhaps the most
important item for those hot tradewind
afternoons — a freezer for ice cubes.
Lou has lightened the boat from her
2002 configuration — to the point that
he will ship his Avon, outboard and
some other gear over by plane. His motivations are to do well in the race, of
course, but his main motivation may be
that July 9 is his 40th wedding anniversary, and wife Marge would not look
kindly on the situation if he misses it.
Talk about pressure!
Bob Johnston
Ragtime — J/92
Alameda
Age: 49
Bob learned to sail on El Toros in the
late '60s in Aquatic Park — Berkeley's
Aquatic Park — noting that "the semis
on I-80 taught us a lot about velocity
headers." His first overnight race was at
age 13 on Dick Heckman's Santana 27
Quetzal, which nearly crossed between
a tug and tow in the middle of the night
— another lesson never to be forgotten.
Fortunately, most of the rest of the
lessons he's learned from sailing have
been of the less-stressful variety. Bob's
"always had a boat on a trailer somewhere" but didn't sail much through his
college and early career as a CPA. Now
that his four kids are mostly grown,
he's gotten a chance to get out more.
He's owned Ragtime for three and a
half years and has optimized the boat
for shorthanding. But he's never been
to Hawaii before, and admits he would
probably not be going this time if it
weren't for a nice bunch of folks he met
a few years back. . .
"I've belonged to a couple of yacht
clubs over the years but the SSS is a
special group. I would not have considered doing this race had I not received
timely encouragement, technical help
and the friendship offered by many in
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the Society."
Dwight Odom
Na Na — Saga 43
Sausalito
Age: 68
During the sail back to California
with his daughter after the 2000 Solo
TransPac, Dwight told Melissa that he
was so happy with the race and the
result (second in class), "That I would
never do that again."
"But it seems like every six years,
I'm required to sail singlehanded across
the Pond, and then home again," says
the retired physician. (And yes, he did
sail the 1994 race, too.)
Dwight grew up in Southwest Texas
"where the largest body of water was a
stock tank that we swam in as kids." He
met a wonderful lady in medical school
who taught him to sail on Galveston
Bay. He was so grateful that he married her. After moving to the Bay Area,
Dwight, a retired physician, got into the
sport bigtime with a Catalina 22, Santa
Cruz 27 and Niagara 35 preceding his
present boat.
Both Dwight and the boat are readier
than they've ever been, including some
new sails and the fully-tested doubleheadsail arrangement so favored by
solo TransPac'ers. Melissa (and another friend) will help sail the boat home
again — with Dad no doubt vowing,
"That's enough of that. . ." somewhere
along the way.
Ken Stuart
Second Chance — Pacific Seacraft 37
San Francisco
Age: 70
El Toros? Hah! Optimists? Smirk!
Ken's first sail — his first sail — was on
the 295-ft Coast Guard square rigger
Eagle! He was one of 175 cadets who
learned how to trim the giant barque's
22,000 square feet of sail.
Fortunately, he didn't let that go to
his head. Or maybe he did. It certainly
instilled the sailing bug but, until recently, all his sailing has been of the
cruisey variety.
In 1999, Ken, a retired aerospace
scientist, bought Second Chance with
the idea of doing some extended offshore cruises. Those have yet to happen, but over the years, he began following the Solo TransPac, got more and
more interested in the latter, and, well,
here he is.
Like a couple of fellow competitors,
this will not only mark Ken's racing debut, but his first trip to the islands. He's
looking forward to the personal accom-

plishment, "and perhaps being competitive if the skipper doesn't spin off into
the dreaded Pacific High."
Steve Wilson
Westerly — Westsail 39
Alameda
Age: 60
Steve was weaned on Snipes and
Lightnings on the Great Lakes. He
moved west to a career as a dentist (now
semi-retired), and to do more sailing.
He's been a semi-regular participant in
SSS events with Westerly (including the
2002 Singlhanded TransPac), which he
bought in 1991.
"Fourteen years of 'improvements'
will require the waterline to be raised
for the fourth time on the pre-race
haulout," notes Steve, who adds, "But
I can't think of anything I've done that
would make her slower."
While the light boats sail hot angles
and others head south or north looking
for the best breeze, Steve's 'Plan A' is to
sail the big, heavy Westerly right down
the rhumbline and hope for the best.
Chris Humann
Carroll E — Dana 24
Berkeley
Age: 39
This will be Chris' first Solo TransPac, and his first trip to Hawaii. Having been an avid follower of the race for
the past decade, this time he decided
enough was enough with this vicarious
stuff — "It was time to observe the race
from the deck of my own boat . . . at the
back of the fleet." With a PHRF rating
of 243, Chris is confident he can realize
this goal.
(Realistically, small boats have done
well in this race. Doug Graham's Pacific
Dolphin 24 Big Dot brought up the rear
of the 1996 fleet, and won on corrected
time; and in 1980, Bob Counts sailed
the race's oldest boat, the 25-ft Golden
Gate Sanderling, which was built back
in the '30s, to first overall in that biggest-ever 38-boat fleet.)
Chris, who in 'real life' is an architectural designer, grew up sailing
'shorthanded' — it was usually just his
Dad and him — on the East Coast. Most
of his racing experience comes from
summers in the Laser and 420 fleets on
Massachusetts' Buzzard's Bay.

W

ell, that's a quick glimpse at
the Singlehanded TransPac class of '06.
We wish them all fair winds, following
seas — and aloha!
— latitude/jr
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OF REEFS AND HEROES
W

e will never forget the date,
October 9, 2005, when we crashed our
Reef because I’ve often been called a
37-ft cutter Whinchat onto one of Fiji’s
‘duffer’ on the links.
infamous platform reefs.
Of course Captain Cook would have
L ying approximately 1,000 miles
been excused for
north of New Zearunning into one of
land, the nation of
these hidden land
Fiji is comprised
masses in his day,
of 320 habitable
but for us it would
islands. Its warm
seem almost imwaters hide many
possible. We had
— perhaps thouall the information
sands — of reefs.
at our fingertips
In fact, there are
as to their locasome 2,000 square
tion and our own
miles of them.
— exactly. We had
They are natural
charts and GPS
wonders and many
and plotters up the
are blessed with
yin yang. Cook had
hundreds of spenothing.
cies of beautiful
Duff reef is 7
living corals.
miles long and
Of the thousand
different kinds of Liette and Raine strike a pose during happier a b o u t 3 m i l e s
reefs here, the flat- times. They left mainland Mexico last spring with across. It is 'U'
shaped with a latopped platfor m the Pacific Puddle Jump 'Class of 2005'.
goon of deeper water in the middle, facreefs are the most common. These subing, and open, to the south. The sides of
merged shelves often cover many miles
the 'U' are barely submerged limestone
in every direction, are far out to sea,
rock, a half mile wide. If it was land it
and become clearly visible slightly above
would be the first land you would see as
water only when the tide is lowest. There
you approached Fiji from Samoa, which
is roughly a 5-foot tidal range. Their
lies 400 miles to the East. My wife, Liette,
consistent flatness and immense size is
and I had left Samoa three days earlier in
a wonder to behold. Mind you, even at
brisk SE trades. Along the way, 6-to-10low tide you have to be up on the spreadfoot seas gave the boat plenty of motion
ers to really see them. Early explorers,
in otherwise ideal sailing conditions,
including Captain Cook, stressed their
making it difficult for Liette to find her
perilous nature.
sea legs. The day before our grounding,
we had sought rest at Tonga’s most
northerly island, but it proved to be too
t has come to my attention recently
rough for anchoring anywhere so we had
that I have always had an affinity for
continued on. We needed rest badly. The
reefs. Paul Suominen, a 75-years-young
watches were kept, but navigation had
fellow cruiser from Finland who is cruisbecome minimal. It was my responsibiling the South Pacific in his 26-ft sloop,
ity, but I felt that we were in no danger
informed me that my last name, Riutta,
until we reached the coast of Fiji’s second
means ‘reef’ in Finnish. Furthermore, it
largest island of Vanua Levu.
was appropriate that we ran into Duff
Our Navman chart plotter in the piWith the region's 5-foot tidal range, Duff Reef
lothouse showed us still some six hours
looks substantially different between high tide,
away at 4 a.m. when we changed the
as seen on the left, and low tide, right.

I

watch, with no known
dangers ahead. I had
it (C-Map) set on the
91.7-mile scale which
doesn’t show the reef.
Just one click to the
46.1-mile scale would
have shown it — dead
ahead. Liette went to
sleep. I kept only an
occasional lookout
for ships while blissfully awaiting daylight
down below.
Normally, we mark
our position on a paper chart about every
12 hours. We had last
marked it 10 hours
earlier, at 6 p.m. If I
had opened the chart,
I would have seen Duff
Reef right in our path,
but the chart stayed
folded in just the
wrong spot. An hour
later, at 5 a.m., under
full sail with the wind
behind us, the 6- to
8-foot seas suddenly
became huge breakers
and it seemed as if our
world had come to an
end.
You cannot imagine the shock of such
a totally unexpected
catastrophe. During
heavy weather, a reef front is the site of
indescribable violence. Few living corals
exist there. Our boat was picked up by
breaking waves and tossed as though it
were a piece of driftwood onto solid rock,
which was covered by only a few inches
of water and strewn with boulders of
all sizes. Water poured in through open
hatches as the waves broke over us, and
we crashed this way and that way in the
maelstrom.

— WHINCHAT 'S FIJIAN NIGHTMARE
about to leave his
r e t r e a t o n Va n u a
Balavu for a business
trip, went to turn off
his home VHF and
heard Liette’s faint
voice calling for help.
Knowing where we
were, he rounded up
two other men, John
Taylor and Paul Schneider, from yachts in
the beautiful private
harbor, and raced to
our rescue. John told
us that Tony’s open
boat, doing 18 knots
in the 6- to 9-foot
seas, was airborne
much of the way.

C

ALL PHOTOS WHINCHAT

ertain that the
boat was lost, we had
launched and loaded
our inflatable by the
time we saw them
anchor in the lagoon
portion of the reef.
It was quite a sight
to see them wading
and swimming the
quarter mile up to
where we were now
stranded, although
2- to 3-foot swells
hampered their progress. Upon reaching
us, there was an immediate consultation
about the possibilities of saving the boat.
— me on the SSB down below, and Liette
Amazingly, the engine room bilge was
on the VHF in the pilot house. I first tried
still dry, and no sea water was coming
the ‘distress’ button on our ICOM, but
in through the hull, despite the severe
nothing. Then I went to various chanpounding received earlier. Now in one
nels and simply called a mayday over
foot of water and on its side, Whinchat
and over, giving our position. Liette did
looked hopeless. But our rescuers deterthe same over channel 16. We continued
mined that the tide was going up, and
calling for perhaps 30 minutes until I
we could see deeper
finally received acsections a few boat
knowledgment from
lengths away. Tony
somewhere in the
During
heavy
weather,
said, "We’ll get her
USA. A while later
off," then he and the
Natalie on Renegade
a reef front is the site of
others got into furirelayed to us that
indescribable violence.
ous action with our
help was on the
two anchors, tugway. Three men in
ging the boat to the
a speed boat had left
deeper sections as the swells picked it
the Lau group, 25 miles away, and would
up. They also moved rocks and boulders
reach us in two hours. New Zealand
in her path. This went on for hours with
Rescue Center and others also started
little help from us. Finally, Tony brought
to organize help for us. We were relieved
his 28-ft speed boat closer and, pulling
beyond expression, although completely
from long lines attached to the top of the
exhausted.
mast, got us into deep water, just as the
Later, we learned that at about
tide started to go down again.
5:20 a.m. Tony Philp, who was just

Two hours after 'Whinchat' charged onto Duff
Reef, Raine shot this image with a video camera
as he was packing the ditch bag.

Lockers opened to spill their contents
into the growing mess inside while we
just held on, expecting at any moment for
the whole thing to roll. It took an eternity
to expell enough water so that we could
go out and see what we had run into.
Fortunately, the pilothouse doors had
been closed. Looking out through the
first light of dawn, I could see no land
anywhere, but realized by this point that
we were on a reef. The waves were carrying us further and further onto it, but at
the same time were diminishing in size
and violence. Downwind you could see
almost calm water. Our panic began to
settle as the boat still scraped along on
its side with each wave. Sails, partly in
the water, flapped in the twenty knots
of wind. As it got lighter, we could look
down and see the bottom just two feet
below.
Finally, we both got on the radios
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OF REEFS AND HEROES

Launched in 1981, you'd think that 'Whinchat's
hull was purpose built for reef bashing. Her hull
is nearly an inch thick.

How nice it was to be vertical again.
It was at about that time that a second
boat arrived with more men and gear,
earlier arranged by Tony just in case they
were needed. They headed back. Curly
Carswell in Savusavu was notified to call
off all rescue parties. The dramatics were
over, but our new friends' assistance was
not. Our rudder had blown a hydraulic
line. They fixed it temporarily so we
could proceed back to Tony’s haven — a
peaceful, lush tropical island hideaway
— for a rest.
As we neared Vanua Balavu, the engine started to overheat. Claudia, from
the luxurious S/V Whirlwind came out to
tow us the last mile or two. We learned
a lot about Fijian reefs during that long
afternoon, zigzagging around almost-invisible, barely submerged land masses.
Tony, Paul and John were all experienced sailors who encouraged us not to
give up, saying that almost everyone hits
a reef sometime. In fact, a Beneteau had
struck Duff Reef in almost the same spot
a year earlier — though with grimmer
results.

LESSONS
• Never allow anything, even exhaustion, to prevent you from practicing very
diligent navigation.
• If possible, stay on the radios even
when you don’t get any response. Many
others heard our mayday when we could
not hear them, especially on the VHF
which has only a short range for receiving. Always give your position, number
of persons on board and your boat name,
as well as your last port. We did, and it
enabled Tony to establish which side of
the 3-mile-wide reef we had hit.
• We were glad that we did not panic
too much — it was hard to control — and
leave the ship too soon. It would have
been very dangerous to venture outside
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was nerve-racking all the way on that
The following day, Paul
overnight crossing with many reefs to
and John came to our
negotiate. Our arrival was expected
anchored vessel early
by the Fiji Customs officers, who proto get us mobile. They
cessed us efficiently and courteously. We
checked everything, inmoored there at the famous Copra Shed
cluding the bulkheads
Marina, owned by the same Tony Philp,
for structural damage
who also owns many other businesses
— none could be found
on these beautiful islands. After resting
— and dove under to
for a whole month, we continued on to
examine the rudder and
Vuda Point Marina, on Viti Levu to haul
hull, etc. They then proout for repairs to our chewed-up hull.
ceeded to fix what was
Whinchat was built by Cooper Yachts
necessary. The engine
in Vancouver, Canada, in 1981, with a
pump impeller was reshallow draft, full keel and center cockpit.
placed; the anchor gear was re-stowed;
Our first boat had been a 38-ft Alajuela
Peter Finch, a rigger
double-ender,
on another yacht, was
which we had
called to help tighten up
built from a
the mast shrouds and
hull and deck
stays which had all bekit in Califorcome quite loose. At the
nia 30 years
end of the day they also
e a r l i e r. O n
gave us lessons on sailthis one, I
ing Fiji's waters, reading
added a pilotelectronic charts, and
house and inmany other safe practicboom furling
es such as not traveling
before we left
near reefs at night time,
in 2004.
or with the sun ahead
C o m i n g
because the reflection
down the
makes it hard to see the
West Coast,
shallows and bommis
we stopped
(large coral heads).
in Monterey,
These three men,
C a l i f o r Tony Philp, Paul Schnia, where I
neider and John Taylor,
added a step
were true heroes in our As the C-Map image shows, there are plenty keel for more
book, even before they of reasons to stay alert and practice careful stiffness, and
refused anything in re- navigation when sailing Fijian waters.
nearly a ton
turn. We will always be grateful for their
of lead, encapsulated and bonded to the
selfless sacrifice to save fellow mariners
bottom of the original keel. This extra
in distress.
15 inches of keel draft took the greatest
Early the following day we left for
part of the punishment on the reef and
Savusavu, our original destination. It
protected the rudder considerably. The
hull was solid hand-laminated fiberglass,
nearly an inch thick. This was very fortuLEARNED
nate, because the reef had gouged some
when we first hit the reef. Calling for
spots more than a half inch deep. I did
help is the correct action, whenever posall the glass work myself, having done
sible.
so much of it in the past. Also repaired
• Your handheld VHF needs regular
was the Autohelm wind rudder installed
charging. A week after our adventure I
in Hawaii.
went to use ours, which had been stowed
It took four hard weeks in Fiji’s very
in our emergency grab bag since leaving
warm climate, but the results were most
Mexico, only to discover that the battery
satisfying. Whinchat now looks better
was dead. Imagine if we had abandoned
than ever and, we feel, as solid as ever.
ship relying on it!
We hope to meet up with Tau, Renegade,
• Don’t give up on your ship. It might
and Midnight Sun (Tony, Paul and John’s
still make it. Too often mariners have
boats respectively) after the hurricane
left their safe haven only to perish in a
season, somewhere among these lusraft.
cious islands. As for future October 9ths,
• There is a God and there still are
they will be good days to celebrate new
true heroes.
friends and true heroes.
— r.r.
— raine riutta

OF REEFS AND HEROES
W

e will never forget the date,
October 9, 2005, when we crashed our
Reef because I’ve often been called a
37-ft cutter Whinchat onto one of Fiji’s
‘duffer’ on the links.
infamous platform reefs.
Of course Captain Cook would have
L ying approximately 1,000 miles
been excused for
north of New Zearunning into one of
land, the nation of
these hidden land
Fiji is comprised
masses in his day,
of 320 habitable
but for us it would
islands. Its warm
seem almost imwaters hide many
possible. We had
— perhaps thouall the information
sands — of reefs.
at our fingertips
In fact, there are
as to their locasome 2,000 square
tion and our own
miles of them.
— exactly. We had
They are natural
charts and GPS
wonders and many
and plotters up the
are blessed with
yin yang. Cook had
hundreds of spenothing.
cies of beautiful
Duff reef is 7
living corals.
miles long and
Of the thousand
different kinds of Liette and Raine strike a pose during happier a b o u t 3 m i l e s
reefs here, the flat- times. They left mainland Mexico last spring with across. It is 'U'
shaped with a latopped platfor m the Pacific Puddle Jump 'Class of 2005'.
goon of deeper water in the middle, facreefs are the most common. These subing, and open, to the south. The sides of
merged shelves often cover many miles
the 'U' are barely submerged limestone
in every direction, are far out to sea,
rock, a half mile wide. If it was land it
and become clearly visible slightly above
would be the first land you would see as
water only when the tide is lowest. There
you approached Fiji from Samoa, which
is roughly a 5-foot tidal range. Their
lies 400 miles to the East. My wife, Liette,
consistent flatness and immense size is
and I had left Samoa three days earlier in
a wonder to behold. Mind you, even at
brisk SE trades. Along the way, 6-to-10low tide you have to be up on the spreadfoot seas gave the boat plenty of motion
ers to really see them. Early explorers,
in otherwise ideal sailing conditions,
including Captain Cook, stressed their
making it difficult for Liette to find her
perilous nature.
sea legs. The day before our grounding,
we had sought rest at Tonga’s most
northerly island, but it proved to be too
t has come to my attention recently
rough for anchoring anywhere so we had
that I have always had an affinity for
continued on. We needed rest badly. The
reefs. Paul Suominen, a 75-years-young
watches were kept, but navigation had
fellow cruiser from Finland who is cruisbecome minimal. It was my responsibiling the South Pacific in his 26-ft sloop,
ity, but I felt that we were in no danger
informed me that my last name, Riutta,
until we reached the coast of Fiji’s second
means ‘reef’ in Finnish. Furthermore, it
largest island of Vanua Levu.
was appropriate that we ran into Duff
Our Navman chart plotter in the piWith the region's 5-foot tidal range, Duff Reef
lothouse showed us still some six hours
looks substantially different between high tide,
away at 4 a.m. when we changed the
as seen on the left, and low tide, right.

I

watch, with no known
dangers ahead. I had
it (C-Map) set on the
91.7-mile scale which
doesn’t show the reef.
Just one click to the
46.1-mile scale would
have shown it — dead
ahead. Liette went to
sleep. I kept only an
occasional lookout
for ships while blissfully awaiting daylight
down below.
Normally, we mark
our position on a paper chart about every
12 hours. We had last
marked it 10 hours
earlier, at 6 p.m. If I
had opened the chart,
I would have seen Duff
Reef right in our path,
but the chart stayed
folded in just the
wrong spot. An hour
later, at 5 a.m., under
full sail with the wind
behind us, the 6- to
8-foot seas suddenly
became huge breakers
and it seemed as if our
world had come to an
end.
You cannot imagine the shock of such
a totally unexpected
catastrophe. During
heavy weather, a reef front is the site of
indescribable violence. Few living corals
exist there. Our boat was picked up by
breaking waves and tossed as though it
were a piece of driftwood onto solid rock,
which was covered by only a few inches
of water and strewn with boulders of
all sizes. Water poured in through open
hatches as the waves broke over us, and
we crashed this way and that way in the
maelstrom.

— WHINCHAT 'S FIJIAN NIGHTMARE
about to leave his
r e t r e a t o n Va n u a
Balavu for a business
trip, went to turn off
his home VHF and
heard Liette’s faint
voice calling for help.
Knowing where we
were, he rounded up
two other men, John
Taylor and Paul Schneider, from yachts in
the beautiful private
harbor, and raced to
our rescue. John told
us that Tony’s open
boat, doing 18 knots
in the 6- to 9-foot
seas, was airborne
much of the way.

C

ALL PHOTOS WHINCHAT

ertain that the
boat was lost, we had
launched and loaded
our inflatable by the
time we saw them
anchor in the lagoon
portion of the reef.
It was quite a sight
to see them wading
and swimming the
quarter mile up to
where we were now
stranded, although
2- to 3-foot swells
hampered their progress. Upon reaching
us, there was an immediate consultation
about the possibilities of saving the boat.
— me on the SSB down below, and Liette
Amazingly, the engine room bilge was
on the VHF in the pilot house. I first tried
still dry, and no sea water was coming
the ‘distress’ button on our ICOM, but
in through the hull, despite the severe
nothing. Then I went to various chanpounding received earlier. Now in one
nels and simply called a mayday over
foot of water and on its side, Whinchat
and over, giving our position. Liette did
looked hopeless. But our rescuers deterthe same over channel 16. We continued
mined that the tide was going up, and
calling for perhaps 30 minutes until I
we could see deeper
finally received acsections a few boat
knowledgment from
lengths away. Tony
somewhere in the
During
heavy
weather,
said, "We’ll get her
USA. A while later
off," then he and the
Natalie on Renegade
a reef front is the site of
others got into furirelayed to us that
indescribable violence.
ous action with our
help was on the
two anchors, tugway. Three men in
ging the boat to the
a speed boat had left
deeper sections as the swells picked it
the Lau group, 25 miles away, and would
up. They also moved rocks and boulders
reach us in two hours. New Zealand
in her path. This went on for hours with
Rescue Center and others also started
little help from us. Finally, Tony brought
to organize help for us. We were relieved
his 28-ft speed boat closer and, pulling
beyond expression, although completely
from long lines attached to the top of the
exhausted.
mast, got us into deep water, just as the
Later, we learned that at about
tide started to go down again.
5:20 a.m. Tony Philp, who was just

Two hours after 'Whinchat' charged onto Duff
Reef, Raine shot this image with a video camera
as he was packing the ditch bag.

Lockers opened to spill their contents
into the growing mess inside while we
just held on, expecting at any moment for
the whole thing to roll. It took an eternity
to expell enough water so that we could
go out and see what we had run into.
Fortunately, the pilothouse doors had
been closed. Looking out through the
first light of dawn, I could see no land
anywhere, but realized by this point that
we were on a reef. The waves were carrying us further and further onto it, but at
the same time were diminishing in size
and violence. Downwind you could see
almost calm water. Our panic began to
settle as the boat still scraped along on
its side with each wave. Sails, partly in
the water, flapped in the twenty knots
of wind. As it got lighter, we could look
down and see the bottom just two feet
below.
Finally, we both got on the radios
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OF REEFS AND HEROES

Launched in 1981, you'd think that 'Whinchat's
hull was purpose built for reef bashing. Her hull
is nearly an inch thick.

How nice it was to be vertical again.
It was at about that time that a second
boat arrived with more men and gear,
earlier arranged by Tony just in case they
were needed. They headed back. Curly
Carswell in Savusavu was notified to call
off all rescue parties. The dramatics were
over, but our new friends' assistance was
not. Our rudder had blown a hydraulic
line. They fixed it temporarily so we
could proceed back to Tony’s haven — a
peaceful, lush tropical island hideaway
— for a rest.
As we neared Vanua Balavu, the engine started to overheat. Claudia, from
the luxurious S/V Whirlwind came out to
tow us the last mile or two. We learned
a lot about Fijian reefs during that long
afternoon, zigzagging around almost-invisible, barely submerged land masses.
Tony, Paul and John were all experienced sailors who encouraged us not to
give up, saying that almost everyone hits
a reef sometime. In fact, a Beneteau had
struck Duff Reef in almost the same spot
a year earlier — though with grimmer
results.

LESSONS
• Never allow anything, even exhaustion, to prevent you from practicing very
diligent navigation.
• If possible, stay on the radios even
when you don’t get any response. Many
others heard our mayday when we could
not hear them, especially on the VHF
which has only a short range for receiving. Always give your position, number
of persons on board and your boat name,
as well as your last port. We did, and it
enabled Tony to establish which side of
the 3-mile-wide reef we had hit.
• We were glad that we did not panic
too much — it was hard to control — and
leave the ship too soon. It would have
been very dangerous to venture outside
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The following day, Paul
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checked everything, inmoored there at the famous Copra Shed
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refused anything in re- navigation when sailing Fijian waters.
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turn. We will always be grateful for their
of lead, encapsulated and bonded to the
selfless sacrifice to save fellow mariners
bottom of the original keel. This extra
in distress.
15 inches of keel draft took the greatest
Early the following day we left for
part of the punishment on the reef and
Savusavu, our original destination. It
protected the rudder considerably. The
hull was solid hand-laminated fiberglass,
nearly an inch thick. This was very fortuLEARNED
nate, because the reef had gouged some
when we first hit the reef. Calling for
spots more than a half inch deep. I did
help is the correct action, whenever posall the glass work myself, having done
sible.
so much of it in the past. Also repaired
• Your handheld VHF needs regular
was the Autohelm wind rudder installed
charging. A week after our adventure I
in Hawaii.
went to use ours, which had been stowed
It took four hard weeks in Fiji’s very
in our emergency grab bag since leaving
warm climate, but the results were most
Mexico, only to discover that the battery
satisfying. Whinchat now looks better
was dead. Imagine if we had abandoned
than ever and, we feel, as solid as ever.
ship relying on it!
We hope to meet up with Tau, Renegade,
• Don’t give up on your ship. It might
and Midnight Sun (Tony, Paul and John’s
still make it. Too often mariners have
boats respectively) after the hurricane
left their safe haven only to perish in a
season, somewhere among these lusraft.
cious islands. As for future October 9ths,
• There is a God and there still are
they will be good days to celebrate new
true heroes.
friends and true heroes.
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GORDIE'S WORLD
F

or as long as anyone can remember, the Sausalito waterfront has been
home to freethinking individuals whose
ideas were a bit out of step with the
mainstream. Over the decades, bohemians, beatniks, hippies, artists and a
wide variety of salty shipwrights have all
added character to Sausalito's waterfront
culture, and the trend continues today.
One of the best examples of outsidethe-box thinking these days can be found
in a quiet corner of a Sausalito dry storage yard. There, on any given day, you're
likely to find a lanky, gray-mopped fellow fiddling intently with what appears
to be a modern race boat perched on a
trailer. His name is Gordie Nash, and his
boat is a 38-year-old Santana 27, which
This ol' boat has come a long way since Gordie
got ahold of her. These days, he is one proud
papa.

only acquired her modern look in
recent months, having undergone
a makeover more ambitious than
that of even the most narcissistic
Hollywood starlet.
Born into a family of active Bay
sailors, Gordie, now 56, has raced
everything from class dinghies to
offshore ultralights and has never
lost his passion for sailing at either
end of the spectrum. Despite his
6'1" height, he's become a legend
among El Toro sailors, and has won
national championships in both El
Toros and International 110s. Next
month, he'll crew aboard the Schumacher 40 Auspice in yet another
Pacific Cup.
In addition to his sailing (and
rowing) credentials, though,
this project
may soon earn
Gordie a reputation as the
ultimate recycler. His goal,
after all, was
to resurrect an
out-of-fashion
production
sloop into a
go-fast racer
that would be
competitive
with contemporary designs,
for a fraction
of the cost. We
have a feeling
that even if he
could afford a
brand new race
boat, Gor die
would rather
rebuild a plastic classic such
as this, just
to prove his
point. "There
are so many
good boats out
there that are
going to end up
in dumpsters.
But by making
modifications
like a new keel,
a new rig and
a new cockpit,
they can be really nice boats
for about 1/3

The boat today, with the lines of the original
superimposed on top. Note the new keel's bulb
tucked away beneath the hull.

the cost of buying a new one."
His contention sounds logical enough
to us, but perhaps we're more openminded than some. Long before he ever
cranked up his Sawzall to begin the
makeover, Gordie's ideas met with skepticism from a wide variety of disbelievers.
He laughs now, for example, when he
recalls his attempt to introduce his ideas
for radically modifying this old Santana
to a WD Schock Corp. — builder of the
Santana line — salesman at a local boat
show a few years back. "He didn't even
bother to tell me I was crazy. He just
walked away!"
The boat's designer, however, the
late Gary Mull, was much more openminded. Years ago, when Gordie first in-

"There are so many
good boats out there
that are going to end up
in dumpsters. . ."
troduced his ideas to Mull over lunch, he
was pleasantly surprised. "Every design
can be made better," Mull acknowledged,
"because no design is perfect." He took
out a piece of paper and said, "So what
do you have in mind?"
Gordie's goals were to modernize
both its look and performance by extending the waterline with a plumb bow
and a scooped transom, adding a bulb
keel, rebuilding the cockpit to be more
comfortable and functional, as well as

— RESURRECTION OF A PLASTIC CLASSIC

shifting the mast base forward to accommodate a fractional rig with a large
main, small jib and asymmetrical chute
for better downwind performance. The
modified boat also needed to be easily
trailerable.

F

ast forward to the present and
that's exactly what Gordie's created, after
countless hours of labor during the past
two and a half years. In 2001, he and
his wife, accomplished local sailor Ruth
Suzuki, bought this good ol' boat for a
pittance up in Stockton,
renamed her Arcadia and,
soon after, tested her racing prowess in that year's
double-handed George and
Gracie Regatta. "We were
dead last," recalls Gordie
with a laugh. After learning
of the refit plan, sailmaker
Kame Richard's dockside
quip probably summed up
the feelings of others in the
fleet that day: "You're not
starting out with much!"
But Gordie had a vision
and, much to his credit, was
willing to see it through. The
first step was to store this
venerable 27-footer on the
hard at Napa Valley Marina for the better part of a
year in order to thoroughly
dry her out. In October of
'02 she was trailered to
Sausalito and was unceremoniously dumped on the
ground, where her resurrection would soon begin.

Today, the boat's
basic lines are still
reminiscent of the
original, but with
some very distinct
changes — most
notably a new bow
shape, cockpit and
keel.
After gutting her,
one of the first big
steps was to replace the wooden
main bulkhead
(which supported
the original deckstepped mast) with
a much stronger
one built of foam
core and glass. Gordie gave it a rounded
shape so that its outer ends could support the chainplates of the new rig's
swept-back shrouds, while its midsection supports the new keel-stepped mast
— it drops down through what used to
be the forward hatch.
The original side windows remain, although the cabin sides have been moved
4" inboard to create wider side decks.
The old cockpit was completely cut out,
and replaced with a more comfortable,
modern insert which was built as a single
piece nearby, and has an open transom.

The waterline was extended aft, with the
addition of a sugar scoop.
Inside, there's bunk space for weekending, with a head and a simple galley
that features a pull-out icebox for quick
access while shorthanding.
A modified 12-hp Honda outboard has

"Every design can be
made better," Mull
acknowledged, "because
no design is perfect."
replaced the original Atomic Four engine,
resulting in a substantial weight savings.
The new unit is called a Saildrive 280
(marketed by Arne Jonsson Boatbuilders), and its lower end is glassed right
into the hull, while its upper section
is housed in an insulated box, lodged
beneath the companionway.
The original 2,400-lb keel was replaced by a custom bulb keel of half the
weight but twice the length (6'8"), essentially giving equal stability with a huge
weight savings. A product of much study
and brainstorming, the keel's modern
design incorporates a lead bulb, which
Gordie formed himself in a homebuilt
"Hey, nothin' to it." While most sailors would be
horrified to attempt such an ambitious rebuild,
Gordie makes it sound relatively simple.

GORDIE'S WORLD

Left to right: Like the rudder on a sailing dink,
Gordie's new rudder blade slides out when not
in use; the center console keeps the deck clear
and lines running smoothly; the slide out ice
box will make it easy to grab a cool one.

mold, and a symmetrical blade constructed of two steel pipes sheathed in
steel to create an airfoil shape. (Naval
architect Doug Frolich did the design
work, and Werner's Welding did the
fabricating.)
A cradle, sort of like a centerboard
trunk, holds the keel's midsection firmly
in place when sailing, yet allows it to slide
up inside the hull for trailering, with the
Sailing an El Toro is one of the last places you'd
find most guys in their mid-50s. But Gordie still
races his homebuilt Toro avidly.

bulb resting just beneath
the hull — a pretty slick
trick. Gordie has also
designed a clever pulley
system for hoisting the
boat out of the water which pulls the
keel up snugly into its storage position,
as it simultaneously hoists up the hull.
Conversely, when it's time to splash the
boat again, the keel drops down first,
ready to stabilize the hull as it hits the
water.
The new outboard rudder is also innovative. As the photo above shows, it's
composed of a removable blade which
slots into a steel housing. Attached to
the housing is a permanent rudder section that rides forward of the gudgeons
and pintles in order to balance the
helm.
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he most noticeable element
of the makeover,
however, is the
new plumb bow,
which gives Arcadia a substantially extended
waterline and
much better forward buoyancy
— an idea which
Mull thought to
be particularly
apt during that
memorable lunch,
acknowledging

that the
original 27s lacked sufficient buoyancy
in their bows.
Gordie is the first to admit that if
you look close enough, you can see
slight imperfections where the new bow
shape blends into the old. Nevertheless, he did an amazing job, considering
the challenge of reshaping a fiberglass
form which had been set in place for 35
years. The process began with Gordie
slitting the bow right down the middle
with his Sawzall, from the stem head to
the bilge, as though he was about to gut
an animal of prey. When a well-known
Sausalito boatbuilder — who shall remain nameless — dropped by to check
out the carnage, he simply howled with
laughter and walked away, shaking his
head. These days, though, the mocking laughter has stopped, and Gordie
hears a lot more compliments than
wisecracks — although, before passing
final judgement, waterfront pundits are
understandably anxious to see how well
the 'new' boat sails.
After the initial bow cut, Gordie made
a series of horizontal cuts, or "darts," to
allow the lower bow sections to be pulled
outward. Through an exhaustive series
of steps, the new bow gradually took
shape, with a watertight, carbon-fiber
forward bulkhead giving it strength and
stability.

L

ike other production boats of her
era, the original Santana 27s carried

— RESURRECTION OF A PLASTIC CLASSIC

Left to right: Like a dinghy's daggerboard, the keel slides up for trailering;
the outboard rides beneath the companionway; the sprit pole articulates
for better performance.

relatively small mains and masthead 150
genoas. They went well upwind, but were
dogs — at least relative to newer designs
— off the wind. Gordie aimed to solve
this inconsistency by moving the center
of effort forward, and shifting more of the
sail area to the main. When he first called
Ballenger Spars to discuss his ideas,
"they almost hung up on me," he recalls,
but to their credit they eventually took
him seriously and produced a sleek carbon spar with a custom backstay wand
to accommodate a big-roached main
(made by Quantum). Gordie built the
new carbon-fiber box boom himself.
Another key element in the new sailplan is a telescoping sprit pole — after
the fashion of those used on modern
sportboats — for his asymmetrical's tack
fitting. In addition to telescoping forward,
however, this sprit also articulates from
side to side allowing the crew to tweak
the tack position.

A

s you poke around his creation,
you notice all sorts of subtle design innovations, and get a true sense of Gordie's
talents as a craftsman. The new cockpit,
for example, features a center console
where a cluster of control lines converge

from beneath the deck. The unit
also houses a GPS antenna,
bilge pump switch, engine controls, plus the engine blower
and intake. On the bow, a shallow well
houses the roller furler's lower drum
for a cleaner look. Its furling line passes
aft, unseen beneath the deck. Having
sacrificed the original forward hatch
to accommodate the new mast, Gordie
designed a new dual-faceted hatch at
the very front of the house. When open,
it allows a crewperson to stand up in
the forward cabin with his/her torso
extending outside, thereby facilitating
quick and easy spinnaker takedowns.
Obviously a guy who enjoys working

with his hands, Gordie is no stranger to
boat building projects, although the bulk
of his previous fiberglassing experience
came from building both traditional and
high-performance rowing boats years
ago. If you were to see him walking
around in dirty jeans and a resin-splattered sweatshirt, you might assume
he's just another waterfront wacko, but
Gordie is actually a very smart guy with
a background in engineering. He did
a stint at Scanmar doing design work,
and later did engineering work for a big

PROJECT COSTS:

• Cost of Hull....................... $1,000 (after selling off some original gear)
• Cost of Materials, Part I .... He started with a war chest of $10,000, which
took 2.5 years to spend on materials to
complete the hull modifications.
• Cost of Materials, Part II ... He then spent another $20,000 on the keel,
mast, trailer, sails and electronics. Most of
this, Gordie notes, you'd have to spend
anyway if you bought a relatively new hull
that needed upgrading.

MATERIALS:
•
•
•
•
•

Roughly 50 gallons of resin
A roll of 9-oz fiberglass cloth; the stitched, 'medium-tech' variety
Kevlar cloth for the cockpit floor and new side decks
Unidirectional carbon fiber
Lead, steep pipe and steel sheeting for the keel
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• "Whoa! I don't even like to think about that."
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construction firm. "I made big
bucks, but hated every minute
of it." Clearly, Gordie is much
more at ease puttering away like
a mad professor in the solitude
of Schoonmaker Marina's back
lot, gradually breathing new life
into this vintage war horse.
While most sailors wouldn't
dream of tackling such an ambitious project, Gordie swears
it's really not that difficult
— even the carbon fiber work,
which was completely new to
him. "Hey, fiberglass work can't
be that difficult — even I can do
it!" Although Gordie is not one
to boast, he's obviously proud of
his accomplishment, and he'd
undoubtedly be thrilled if other
sailors with more time than
money were to follow his lead by refitting other plastic classics which would
otherwise be destined for a dumpster.
Or, better yet, hire him to do the work!
"There are hundreds of old boats out
there that have amazing potential, but I
guess people just don’t want to work on
them. You go out and buy a boat cheap,

The new forward hatch will allow a crewperson
to quickly douse the asymmetrical without having to walk up to the foredeck.

modify it the way you want it and you
can have a really great boat that's fast
and fun to sail. Even if you buy it for

$20,000 and put $20,000 into it,
it will still be 1/3 the cost of a new
boat. And would a new boat be
three times better? I don't think
so."
Now that the project is near
completion, the obvious questions are: How well will she sail?
And what kind of a rating will
she be given? In addition to the
changes in waterline, rig and
keel, Gordie shaved about 1,000
lbs off her original 5,000-lb displacement.
If all goes as planned, this
smart yellow sloop will make her
racing debut at the Encinal YC's
doublehanded George and Gracie Regatta on August 12. Win
or lose, it will undoubtedly be a
great day for Gordie and Ruth
— and Arcadia.
These days, former disbelievers are
conspicuously silent. And a recent
passerby gave Gordie what he considers
to be the ultimate compliment: "Good
job, Gordie. I think Gary Mull would be
proud!"
— latitude/aet
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"I wanna give it
away but my wife
won't let me."
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or as long as anyone can remember, the Sausalito waterfront has been
home to freethinking individuals whose
ideas were a bit out of step with the
mainstream. Over the decades, bohemians, beatniks, hippies, artists and a
wide variety of salty shipwrights have all
added character to Sausalito's waterfront
culture, and the trend continues today.
One of the best examples of outsidethe-box thinking these days can be found
in a quiet corner of a Sausalito dry storage yard. There, on any given day, you're
likely to find a lanky, gray-mopped fellow fiddling intently with what appears
to be a modern race boat perched on a
trailer. His name is Gordie Nash, and his
boat is a 38-year-old Santana 27, which
This ol' boat has come a long way since Gordie
got ahold of her. These days, he is one proud
papa.

only acquired her modern look in
recent months, having undergone
a makeover more ambitious than
that of even the most narcissistic
Hollywood starlet.
Born into a family of active Bay
sailors, Gordie, now 56, has raced
everything from class dinghies to
offshore ultralights and has never
lost his passion for sailing at either
end of the spectrum. Despite his
6'1" height, he's become a legend
among El Toro sailors, and has won
national championships in both El
Toros and International 110s. Next
month, he'll crew aboard the Schumacher 40 Auspice in yet another
Pacific Cup.
In addition to his sailing (and
rowing) credentials, though,
this project
may soon earn
Gordie a reputation as the
ultimate recycler. His goal,
after all, was
to resurrect an
out-of-fashion
production
sloop into a
go-fast racer
that would be
competitive
with contemporary designs,
for a fraction
of the cost. We
have a feeling
that even if he
could afford a
brand new race
boat, Gor die
would rather
rebuild a plastic classic such
as this, just
to prove his
point. "There
are so many
good boats out
there that are
going to end up
in dumpsters.
But by making
modifications
like a new keel,
a new rig and
a new cockpit,
they can be really nice boats
for about 1/3

The boat today, with the lines of the original
superimposed on top. Note the new keel's bulb
tucked away beneath the hull.

the cost of buying a new one."
His contention sounds logical enough
to us, but perhaps we're more openminded than some. Long before he ever
cranked up his Sawzall to begin the
makeover, Gordie's ideas met with skepticism from a wide variety of disbelievers.
He laughs now, for example, when he
recalls his attempt to introduce his ideas
for radically modifying this old Santana
to a WD Schock Corp. — builder of the
Santana line — salesman at a local boat
show a few years back. "He didn't even
bother to tell me I was crazy. He just
walked away!"
The boat's designer, however, the
late Gary Mull, was much more openminded. Years ago, when Gordie first in-

"There are so many
good boats out there
that are going to end up
in dumpsters. . ."
troduced his ideas to Mull over lunch, he
was pleasantly surprised. "Every design
can be made better," Mull acknowledged,
"because no design is perfect." He took
out a piece of paper and said, "So what
do you have in mind?"
Gordie's goals were to modernize
both its look and performance by extending the waterline with a plumb bow
and a scooped transom, adding a bulb
keel, rebuilding the cockpit to be more
comfortable and functional, as well as

— RESURRECTION OF A PLASTIC CLASSIC

shifting the mast base forward to accommodate a fractional rig with a large
main, small jib and asymmetrical chute
for better downwind performance. The
modified boat also needed to be easily
trailerable.

F

ast forward to the present and
that's exactly what Gordie's created, after
countless hours of labor during the past
two and a half years. In 2001, he and
his wife, accomplished local sailor Ruth
Suzuki, bought this good ol' boat for a
pittance up in Stockton,
renamed her Arcadia and,
soon after, tested her racing prowess in that year's
double-handed George and
Gracie Regatta. "We were
dead last," recalls Gordie
with a laugh. After learning
of the refit plan, sailmaker
Kame Richard's dockside
quip probably summed up
the feelings of others in the
fleet that day: "You're not
starting out with much!"
But Gordie had a vision
and, much to his credit, was
willing to see it through. The
first step was to store this
venerable 27-footer on the
hard at Napa Valley Marina for the better part of a
year in order to thoroughly
dry her out. In October of
'02 she was trailered to
Sausalito and was unceremoniously dumped on the
ground, where her resurrection would soon begin.

Today, the boat's
basic lines are still
reminiscent of the
original, but with
some very distinct
changes — most
notably a new bow
shape, cockpit and
keel.
After gutting her,
one of the first big
steps was to replace the wooden
main bulkhead
(which supported
the original deckstepped mast) with
a much stronger
one built of foam
core and glass. Gordie gave it a rounded
shape so that its outer ends could support the chainplates of the new rig's
swept-back shrouds, while its midsection supports the new keel-stepped mast
— it drops down through what used to
be the forward hatch.
The original side windows remain, although the cabin sides have been moved
4" inboard to create wider side decks.
The old cockpit was completely cut out,
and replaced with a more comfortable,
modern insert which was built as a single
piece nearby, and has an open transom.

The waterline was extended aft, with the
addition of a sugar scoop.
Inside, there's bunk space for weekending, with a head and a simple galley
that features a pull-out icebox for quick
access while shorthanding.
A modified 12-hp Honda outboard has

"Every design can be
made better," Mull
acknowledged, "because
no design is perfect."
replaced the original Atomic Four engine,
resulting in a substantial weight savings.
The new unit is called a Saildrive 280
(marketed by Arne Jonsson Boatbuilders), and its lower end is glassed right
into the hull, while its upper section
is housed in an insulated box, lodged
beneath the companionway.
The original 2,400-lb keel was replaced by a custom bulb keel of half the
weight but twice the length (6'8"), essentially giving equal stability with a huge
weight savings. A product of much study
and brainstorming, the keel's modern
design incorporates a lead bulb, which
Gordie formed himself in a homebuilt
"Hey, nothin' to it." While most sailors would be
horrified to attempt such an ambitious rebuild,
Gordie makes it sound relatively simple.

GORDIE'S WORLD

Left to right: Like the rudder on a sailing dink,
Gordie's new rudder blade slides out when not
in use; the center console keeps the deck clear
and lines running smoothly; the slide out ice
box will make it easy to grab a cool one.

mold, and a symmetrical blade constructed of two steel pipes sheathed in
steel to create an airfoil shape. (Naval
architect Doug Frolich did the design
work, and Werner's Welding did the
fabricating.)
A cradle, sort of like a centerboard
trunk, holds the keel's midsection firmly
in place when sailing, yet allows it to slide
up inside the hull for trailering, with the
Sailing an El Toro is one of the last places you'd
find most guys in their mid-50s. But Gordie still
races his homebuilt Toro avidly.

bulb resting just beneath
the hull — a pretty slick
trick. Gordie has also
designed a clever pulley
system for hoisting the
boat out of the water which pulls the
keel up snugly into its storage position,
as it simultaneously hoists up the hull.
Conversely, when it's time to splash the
boat again, the keel drops down first,
ready to stabilize the hull as it hits the
water.
The new outboard rudder is also innovative. As the photo above shows, it's
composed of a removable blade which
slots into a steel housing. Attached to
the housing is a permanent rudder section that rides forward of the gudgeons
and pintles in order to balance the
helm.
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he most noticeable element
of the makeover,
however, is the
new plumb bow,
which gives Arcadia a substantially extended
waterline and
much better forward buoyancy
— an idea which
Mull thought to
be particularly
apt during that
memorable lunch,
acknowledging

that the
original 27s lacked sufficient buoyancy
in their bows.
Gordie is the first to admit that if
you look close enough, you can see
slight imperfections where the new bow
shape blends into the old. Nevertheless, he did an amazing job, considering
the challenge of reshaping a fiberglass
form which had been set in place for 35
years. The process began with Gordie
slitting the bow right down the middle
with his Sawzall, from the stem head to
the bilge, as though he was about to gut
an animal of prey. When a well-known
Sausalito boatbuilder — who shall remain nameless — dropped by to check
out the carnage, he simply howled with
laughter and walked away, shaking his
head. These days, though, the mocking laughter has stopped, and Gordie
hears a lot more compliments than
wisecracks — although, before passing
final judgement, waterfront pundits are
understandably anxious to see how well
the 'new' boat sails.
After the initial bow cut, Gordie made
a series of horizontal cuts, or "darts," to
allow the lower bow sections to be pulled
outward. Through an exhaustive series
of steps, the new bow gradually took
shape, with a watertight, carbon-fiber
forward bulkhead giving it strength and
stability.

L

ike other production boats of her
era, the original Santana 27s carried

— RESURRECTION OF A PLASTIC CLASSIC

Left to right: Like a dinghy's daggerboard, the keel slides up for trailering;
the outboard rides beneath the companionway; the sprit pole articulates
for better performance.

relatively small mains and masthead 150
genoas. They went well upwind, but were
dogs — at least relative to newer designs
— off the wind. Gordie aimed to solve
this inconsistency by moving the center
of effort forward, and shifting more of the
sail area to the main. When he first called
Ballenger Spars to discuss his ideas,
"they almost hung up on me," he recalls,
but to their credit they eventually took
him seriously and produced a sleek carbon spar with a custom backstay wand
to accommodate a big-roached main
(made by Quantum). Gordie built the
new carbon-fiber box boom himself.
Another key element in the new sailplan is a telescoping sprit pole — after
the fashion of those used on modern
sportboats — for his asymmetrical's tack
fitting. In addition to telescoping forward,
however, this sprit also articulates from
side to side allowing the crew to tweak
the tack position.

A

s you poke around his creation,
you notice all sorts of subtle design innovations, and get a true sense of Gordie's
talents as a craftsman. The new cockpit,
for example, features a center console
where a cluster of control lines converge

from beneath the deck. The unit
also houses a GPS antenna,
bilge pump switch, engine controls, plus the engine blower
and intake. On the bow, a shallow well
houses the roller furler's lower drum
for a cleaner look. Its furling line passes
aft, unseen beneath the deck. Having
sacrificed the original forward hatch
to accommodate the new mast, Gordie
designed a new dual-faceted hatch at
the very front of the house. When open,
it allows a crewperson to stand up in
the forward cabin with his/her torso
extending outside, thereby facilitating
quick and easy spinnaker takedowns.
Obviously a guy who enjoys working

with his hands, Gordie is no stranger to
boat building projects, although the bulk
of his previous fiberglassing experience
came from building both traditional and
high-performance rowing boats years
ago. If you were to see him walking
around in dirty jeans and a resin-splattered sweatshirt, you might assume
he's just another waterfront wacko, but
Gordie is actually a very smart guy with
a background in engineering. He did
a stint at Scanmar doing design work,
and later did engineering work for a big

PROJECT COSTS:

• Cost of Hull....................... $1,000 (after selling off some original gear)
• Cost of Materials, Part I .... He started with a war chest of $10,000, which
took 2.5 years to spend on materials to
complete the hull modifications.
• Cost of Materials, Part II ... He then spent another $20,000 on the keel,
mast, trailer, sails and electronics. Most of
this, Gordie notes, you'd have to spend
anyway if you bought a relatively new hull
that needed upgrading.

MATERIALS:
•
•
•
•
•

Roughly 50 gallons of resin
A roll of 9-oz fiberglass cloth; the stitched, 'medium-tech' variety
Kevlar cloth for the cockpit floor and new side decks
Unidirectional carbon fiber
Lead, steep pipe and steel sheeting for the keel
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• "Whoa! I don't even like to think about that."
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construction firm. "I made big
bucks, but hated every minute
of it." Clearly, Gordie is much
more at ease puttering away like
a mad professor in the solitude
of Schoonmaker Marina's back
lot, gradually breathing new life
into this vintage war horse.
While most sailors wouldn't
dream of tackling such an ambitious project, Gordie swears
it's really not that difficult
— even the carbon fiber work,
which was completely new to
him. "Hey, fiberglass work can't
be that difficult — even I can do
it!" Although Gordie is not one
to boast, he's obviously proud of
his accomplishment, and he'd
undoubtedly be thrilled if other
sailors with more time than
money were to follow his lead by refitting other plastic classics which would
otherwise be destined for a dumpster.
Or, better yet, hire him to do the work!
"There are hundreds of old boats out
there that have amazing potential, but I
guess people just don’t want to work on
them. You go out and buy a boat cheap,

The new forward hatch will allow a crewperson
to quickly douse the asymmetrical without having to walk up to the foredeck.

modify it the way you want it and you
can have a really great boat that's fast
and fun to sail. Even if you buy it for

$20,000 and put $20,000 into it,
it will still be 1/3 the cost of a new
boat. And would a new boat be
three times better? I don't think
so."
Now that the project is near
completion, the obvious questions are: How well will she sail?
And what kind of a rating will
she be given? In addition to the
changes in waterline, rig and
keel, Gordie shaved about 1,000
lbs off her original 5,000-lb displacement.
If all goes as planned, this
smart yellow sloop will make her
racing debut at the Encinal YC's
doublehanded George and Gracie Regatta on August 12. Win
or lose, it will undoubtedly be a
great day for Gordie and Ruth
— and Arcadia.
These days, former disbelievers are
conspicuously silent. And a recent
passerby gave Gordie what he considers
to be the ultimate compliment: "Good
job, Gordie. I think Gary Mull would be
proud!"
— latitude/aet
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The Sail Warehouse
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Catalina 22 Mainsail
Catalina 22 110% Jib
Catalina 22 Cruising Spinnaker
Catalina 27 Full Batten Main
Catalina 27 135% Furling Genoa
Catalina 27 Cruising Spinnaker
Catalina 30 Full Batten Main
Catalina 30 135% Furling Genoa
Catalina 30 Cruising Spinnaker
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In Stock Sail Examples

CDI FF2
CDI FF4
CDI FF6
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Harken #00 Unit
Harken #0 Unit
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Profurl B35M
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1,000 Sails in stock with great
deals on custom sails & furlers too!

Call for a free print catalog or
shop online 24/7

Phone (831) 646-5346
Visit our online store at w w w.t h e s a ilwa r e h o u s e . c o m

CLIPPER YACHT HARBOR
Sausalito's Only
Full Service Marina
www.clipperyacht.com
310 Harbor Dr., Sausalito, CA 94965
(415) 332-3500

800 Slips 20-60 ft • Dry Storage Available
• Fuel Dock
• Bait & Tackle Shop
• Sport Fishing
• Restaurants
• West Marine
• Launch Ramp
• Pump Out
• Laundry Facility
• Private Restrooms/Showers
• Anderson's Boat Yard
• Guest Slips Available
"Your Destination for a Full Service Marina"

BOAT SECURITY.
BOATER SAFETY.
BOATING ENJOYMENT.

AUTHORIZED
POWER CENTER
GASOLINE/DIESEL

800-326-5135
www.helmutsmarine.com

MARINE SERVICE
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ate April — what better time of
year to head to the western Sea of Cortez for a week-long cruise to see what's
changed and what hasn't changed since
we first visited by boat in the late '70s?

Jim Elfers stands atop one of the breakwaters
of the 'made from scratch' marina soon to be
open at Puertos Los Cabos.

Actually, there is no better time of year
— so stand by for our — with apologies
to that Steinbeck fellow — Blog of the Sea
of Cortez.
Day One — We had to fly to San Jose
del Cabo because, unlike when Jimmy
Carter was President and some Paciens
used to spit at American women who
dared to wear shorts on the streets of
La Paz, the airport that serves Cabo now
gets 50 times more flights a day than
does La Paz. After a needlessly long wait
at passport control and for baggage, everybody had to run their stuff through a
scanner normally used to check baggage
before it goes on a plane. "We're looking
for large bundles of cash, weapons, and
other interesting things coming into the
country," explained the woman operating
the machine.
The taxi fares from the San Jose del
Cabo Airport are perhaps the worst ripoffs we've come across in Mexico. The
This is a model of just the marina portion of the
Puertos Los Cabos project. In addition, there
will be five hotels and several golf courses.

driver's association demands a ridiculous $50 for the very short ride to San
Jose del Cabo, and wanted $250 for
the 2.5 hour-ride to La Paz. Of
course, who can blame them, as
hordes of gringos, money all but
spewing off their persons, pour
out of the airport nonstop all
day long. Our four-person group
— Wayne, Bruce, Doña, and the
Wanderer — ended up renting
a car from Mr. Hertz for about
$125, including a $50 drop-off
fee in La Paz. When Wayne's
girlfriend Carol made the trip a
week later to join the boat, she
paid $16 to ride on a very nice
bus.
Before heading up to Profligate
in La Paz, we drove to Puertos
Los Cabos, the luxurious mega-development under construction at San Jose
del Cabo that will include a 540-berth
marina. The Marina Manager is Jim Elfers, known to many cruisers from holding various marine industry positions
in southern Baja, but also for being the
author of The Baja Bash.
The Puertos Los Cabos project is enormous, as it includes five hotel sites, golf
courses, private residences, condos, and
the marina. The marina basin is being
built from scratch — meaning they dug
a giant hole and filled it with water, and
then created a double breakwater. There
are already about 50 berths in place,
but one big obstacle remains to it being
a functioning marina — a watery path
to the ocean. Elfers says they hope to
attack that problem in a few months so
that a bunch of the berths will be available for use by the start of the season
in November. The first segment of the
marina will include 90 berths, almost all
of which have been spoken for — all but
one or two by owners of motoryachts.
The numbers and money flowing
around the Cape are mind-numbing.
Jack Nicklaus and Greg Norman are rumored to have gotten $1 million each just
for lending their names to
the design of the to-be-built
golf courses. We couldn't
figure out how such a project
could afford such an expense
— until we stopped by the realty office. A woman showed
us a model of the entire
project, one part of which is
a string of moderate-sized
lots, each with 90 feet of
beachfront. There is nothing
special about the lots — ex-

cept the price. To what we were told was
even the surprise of the developers, the
last remaining ones just sold for between
$4 and $5 million! Thirty years ago, you
could have bought everything south of
La Paz for that amount of money.
Puertos Los Cabos Marina is going to
be mostly a residential community, so
when it's done in a few years, it won't
be as wild and frantic as Marina Cabo
San Lucas can sometimes be. Speaking
of Cabo, during our visit to Baja we ran
across a review of the Cape in Vanity Fair,
the smug and Manhattan-centric glossy
publication. Their reviewer warned readers not to go to Cabo proper, and particularly the "Singing Marlin" — known to
everyone else in the world as the Giggling
Marlin — because of the "vulgarity". Who
knew New Yorkers could be so prissy?
Elfers advises that the most serious
problem in the Cabo area is not vulgarity,
but the dangerous driving environment.
"I have to drive the Cabo to artsy-fartsy
Todos Santos road to go home every
night, and I'm not joking when I say that
an average of one person a day gets killed
on that highway."

N

ot wanting to die in a car crash,
and having gotten our fill of Cabo after
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Spread above; The basin for the Puerto Los Cabos Marina will have an island. In the background is
where an entrance to the sea will have to be dredged. Inset above; Some of the berths are already
completed. Below, a curved fairway at the lovely new Costa Baja Marina in La Paz.

the Ha-Ha each year, we took the 30minute longer alternate route to La Paz,
which goes past the east cape and up
over the mountains. If you love rugged

desert landscape, giant washes, lots of
buzzards, and real Mexico — and we do
— it's the only way to drive north. We arrived at the outskirts of La Paz at about

dusk, and were flabbergasted at how
it had grown, both in size and style. It
doesn't seem that long ago that we used
to shop in the mercado, where a teenage
friend almost barfed at the not-uncommon sight of a man carrying a skinned
cow's head
down the aisle.
Now La Paz
has a place on
the outskirts
called Sorriano's, which is
such an mega
all-purpose
store that it
makes average
Costcos look
like 7/11s.
This place had
everything
you'd find in David and Jan Vidmar of
the U.S., from 'Polar Bear' are just two
wine cellars to of the cruisers who love
high end cos- La Paz.
metics, and everything in between.
American-style mass consumerism has
established a powerful beachhead in La
Paz.
The old Central District and waterfront, however, have changed very little
over the years. The buildings are old as
are most of the businesses. But the waterfront seems cleaner than it used to be,
and the popular malecon seems to have
been greatly extended. As we drove along
the waterfront toward Profligate, which
was berthed a couple of miles out of town
at Marina Costa Baja, we couldn't help
but notice that street lights now lined
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the entire stretch, as did newly-planted
palms. Somebody has been making an
effort to give La Paz a signature look, and
when the palms mature, we think it's
going to be very attractive. We were also
pleased
to notice
many garbage cans
on the various, and
later on
even saw
uniformed
b e a c h
cleanup
crews. Way
to go, La
Paz!
Only
Mary Shroyer, seen with her son
Neil, has been a great friend to o p e n
a
cruisers for nearly a quarter of y e a r, t h e
a century.
Marina
Costa Baja is the centerpiece of a blossoming luxury residential, hotel, golf,
and marina development. Managed by
the Bellport Group of Newport Beach,
big bucks have clearly been spent to
create a first-class facility. The marina
was playing host to large powerboats
— such as the California-based 190-ft
Halcyon with a helicopter on the back.
We didn't used to see yachts like that in
La Paz. Also new in the marina are a trio
of 80 to 100-ft gulets — straight from
Turkey — about to engage in Turquoise
Coast-style charters in the wonderful
cruising grounds in the 140 or so miles
between La Paz and Loreto. While Marina
Costa Baja is a little further out of town
than some boatowners might want, the
tranquility and elegance are exactly what
We can't help but salivate at the sight of the
various marinated meats the cook at the Rancho
Viejo Arachera is grilling.

others will be seeking. Marina Palmira,
La Paz's third major marina, and the
base for The Moorings charterboat operation, is located about halfway between
downtown and Marina Costa Baja.
All the driving and looking around
made us hungry. In the next issue of
Latitude, Ray Durkee of the Tartan
37 Velella is going to argue that typical Mexican food is terrible. As such,
we wish he could have joined us that
night at the Rancho Viejo Arachera, as
the food — arachera refers to different
kinds of marinated meats — was delicious! The bill for four of us — including
several rounds of beers — came to just
$24 dollars. The next night we ate at a
somewhat similar places, also packed
with locals, and once again had a terrific
meal. The tab, including drinks, came to
$21. We're don't know about the rest of
you, but paying $5-$6 for a beer and a
tasty and filling dinner agrees with our
pocketbook.
Day Two — On the way to the Yamaha
dealer in a futile attempt to find fuel
pumps for our two sputtering Yamaha
15s, Wayne and Bruce dropped Doña
and the Wanderer off at Marina de la Paz.
Mac and Mary Shroyer started creating
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The dinghy dock and common areas of Marina
de La Paz are — and always have been — a
beehive of cruiser activity.

this facility in the early '80s, making it
the second oldest marina in Mexico after
the Grossman's marina in San Carlos.
Marina del La Paz was the center of
cruiser activity in the western Sea of
Cortez in the '80s and '90s, and nothing
has changed in that regard. There are
three reasons why the place buzzes with
activity every day: 1) It's more centrallylocated than the other marinas, 2) It's
home to and surrounded by all kinds of
businesses that cater to cruisers, and 3)
Mary, Mac, and son Neil have brought
a personal touch and continuity that
corporate-managed marinas have a hard
time duplicating.
We asked Mary — always one of the
most reliable sources of accurate information in Mexico — about what changes
she's noticed over the years. Her answers made us laugh. "Today's cruisers
are much more affluent, sophisticated,
and genteel. In the old days, we always
used to find drunk people throwing up
and pooping in the heads. We never see
that anymore. I'm not sure where those
kinds of cruisers have gone, maybe
Puerto Escondido and some of the other
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smaller places. Today's cruisers want
more comfort and have larger boats. As
you probably noticed, the anchorage
that used to always be so packed with
cruising boats almost looks empty now
by comparison. That's not because there
aren't as many boats, but rather because
all the owners want to keep their boats

in a berth. Some of that is because so
many of them are 'commuter' rather
than full-time cruisers. Since there are
so many bigger boats, we've replaced our
30-ft slips with 45-ft slips."
Neil is a fountain of factual
information when it comes to
trying to understand why La
Paz hasn't experienced the
same kind of tourist explosion
that Cabo has over the last 15
years. "About 80% of all international vacations are for 'sun
and sand', and the problem with
La Paz is that we get Northers in
the winter and the water cools.
October and November are the
very best months for cruising
in the La Paz area, because the
air temperature is no longer
too hot and because the water
temperature is perfect for swimming. But starting in November,
we get Northers, which can really bring
down the air temperature. Half the days
may be lovely, but the other half may see
cruisers bundling up inside their boats
against the cold wind. The consistency
of good weather really improves in La
Paz by March, but there's a lag before
the water warms up, so it's not really
pleasant for swimming until mid-April
to May.
"Cabo, on the other hand, is protected
from the Northers by the mountains,"
Neil continues, "and the water stays
warm enough for swimming throughWhat's the attraction of La Paz? For many cruisers, it's the proximity to spectacular cruising
grounds, such as Isla San Francisco.

out the winter. As a result, there are 50
planes a day arriving at the airport at
San Jose del Cabo, while La Paz, with the
loss of Aero California for safety reasons,
now only gets three flights a week from
Los Angeles. This means that Cabo gets
1,500,000 visitors a year, while La Paz

We're told that a Mexican-Turkish partnership
will soon be operating these 'gulets' as charterboats in the Sea of Cortez.

only gets 50,000. We're never going to
be like Cabo, and our visitors are always
going to be more adventure tourists."
All things considered, La Paz — and
the nearby uninhabited islands just a
few miles to the north — are probably
better off without those extra 1,450,000
annual visitors, as they would be overwhelmed and change.
La Paz has a number of qualities to
recommend it to cruisers. First, it's a
real Mexican city as opposed to a gringo
party town. Second, thanks to all the additional new marine facilities, there are
open berths in the marinas — something
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you'll not find in Cabo or Banderas Bay.
Third, La Paz is so close to the States that
it makes quicker and less expensive for
commuter cruisers and/or folks who use
their boats as second homes in the tropics as opposed to places much further
south like Zihua. Fourth — and perhaps
the best of all — both Espiritu Santo and
Isla Partida are just a few miles away,
and between them they have more good
anchorages than, for example, the entire
Hawaiian Island chain.
Neil Shroyer was nice enough to provide us with the following summary of
marine facilities in La Paz, something he
was able to do off the top of his head:
Marina Costa Baja — 250 slips.
Marina Palmira — 200 slips, dry storage, and a hydraulic trailer.
Marina de La Paz — 100 slips..
Marina Abaroa — 25 slips.
Abaroa Boatyard — Two rails, 30-ton
Travel-LIft, no slips.
Palmar Marina — 25 slips, 60-ton
Travel-LIft.
Fidepaz Marina — 40 slips, 100-ton
Travel-Lift, facility still under construction.
Little Abaroa — Two rails, no slips.

'Mango man' Wayne shows another reason why
April is great for cruising in the Sea of Cortez
— mangos are in season.

Cantamar — 30 slips.
Santa Cruz Marina — 50 to 100 slips,
completion about one year away.
Neil says the other big change in La
Paz has been the boom in construction.
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"Up to 5,000 houses have been built
in each of the last five years, much of
it so-called 'social housing'. If you're a
local and you've got a job, you can now
get a loan on a home — something not
previously possible. In addition, retiring
cruisers can still buy a three-bedroom
house in La Paz for about $80,000, which
is popular with folks who have swallowed
the anchor but don't want to leave their
friends. The same home with a view goes
for about $300,000."
The bottom line — and good news
— is that La Paz hasn't changed all that
much, and the ways in which it has
changed — many more marina and repair facilities, cleaner beaches, spruced
up waterfront — are all for the better.
Next month we'll have more time to tell
you about the cruising in the all-butuninhabited waters and islands to the
north, and it's all good news.
As such, if you're making plans for
after the Ha-Ha, a quick run up to La Paz
— and even all the way to Loreto — is
highly recommended. That's because the
water will be warm, something it won't
be again until the following May.
— latitude/RS
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ate April — what better time of
year to head to the western Sea of Cortez for a week-long cruise to see what's
changed and what hasn't changed since
we first visited by boat in the late '70s?

Jim Elfers stands atop one of the breakwaters
of the 'made from scratch' marina soon to be
open at Puertos Los Cabos.

Actually, there is no better time of year
— so stand by for our — with apologies
to that Steinbeck fellow — Blog of the Sea
of Cortez.
Day One — We had to fly to San Jose
del Cabo because, unlike when Jimmy
Carter was President and some Paciens
used to spit at American women who
dared to wear shorts on the streets of
La Paz, the airport that serves Cabo now
gets 50 times more flights a day than
does La Paz. After a needlessly long wait
at passport control and for baggage, everybody had to run their stuff through a
scanner normally used to check baggage
before it goes on a plane. "We're looking
for large bundles of cash, weapons, and
other interesting things coming into the
country," explained the woman operating
the machine.
The taxi fares from the San Jose del
Cabo Airport are perhaps the worst ripoffs we've come across in Mexico. The
This is a model of just the marina portion of the
Puertos Los Cabos project. In addition, there
will be five hotels and several golf courses.

driver's association demands a ridiculous $50 for the very short ride to San
Jose del Cabo, and wanted $250 for
the 2.5 hour-ride to La Paz. Of
course, who can blame them, as
hordes of gringos, money all but
spewing off their persons, pour
out of the airport nonstop all
day long. Our four-person group
— Wayne, Bruce, Doña, and the
Wanderer — ended up renting
a car from Mr. Hertz for about
$125, including a $50 drop-off
fee in La Paz. When Wayne's
girlfriend Carol made the trip a
week later to join the boat, she
paid $16 to ride on a very nice
bus.
Before heading up to Profligate
in La Paz, we drove to Puertos
Los Cabos, the luxurious mega-development under construction at San Jose
del Cabo that will include a 540-berth
marina. The Marina Manager is Jim Elfers, known to many cruisers from holding various marine industry positions
in southern Baja, but also for being the
author of The Baja Bash.
The Puertos Los Cabos project is enormous, as it includes five hotel sites, golf
courses, private residences, condos, and
the marina. The marina basin is being
built from scratch — meaning they dug
a giant hole and filled it with water, and
then created a double breakwater. There
are already about 50 berths in place,
but one big obstacle remains to it being
a functioning marina — a watery path
to the ocean. Elfers says they hope to
attack that problem in a few months so
that a bunch of the berths will be available for use by the start of the season
in November. The first segment of the
marina will include 90 berths, almost all
of which have been spoken for — all but
one or two by owners of motoryachts.
The numbers and money flowing
around the Cape are mind-numbing.
Jack Nicklaus and Greg Norman are rumored to have gotten $1 million each just
for lending their names to
the design of the to-be-built
golf courses. We couldn't
figure out how such a project
could afford such an expense
— until we stopped by the realty office. A woman showed
us a model of the entire
project, one part of which is
a string of moderate-sized
lots, each with 90 feet of
beachfront. There is nothing
special about the lots — ex-

cept the price. To what we were told was
even the surprise of the developers, the
last remaining ones just sold for between
$4 and $5 million! Thirty years ago, you
could have bought everything south of
La Paz for that amount of money.
Puertos Los Cabos Marina is going to
be mostly a residential community, so
when it's done in a few years, it won't
be as wild and frantic as Marina Cabo
San Lucas can sometimes be. Speaking
of Cabo, during our visit to Baja we ran
across a review of the Cape in Vanity Fair,
the smug and Manhattan-centric glossy
publication. Their reviewer warned readers not to go to Cabo proper, and particularly the "Singing Marlin" — known to
everyone else in the world as the Giggling
Marlin — because of the "vulgarity". Who
knew New Yorkers could be so prissy?
Elfers advises that the most serious
problem in the Cabo area is not vulgarity,
but the dangerous driving environment.
"I have to drive the Cabo to artsy-fartsy
Todos Santos road to go home every
night, and I'm not joking when I say that
an average of one person a day gets killed
on that highway."

N

ot wanting to die in a car crash,
and having gotten our fill of Cabo after
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Spread above; The basin for the Puerto Los Cabos Marina will have an island. In the background is
where an entrance to the sea will have to be dredged. Inset above; Some of the berths are already
completed. Below, a curved fairway at the lovely new Costa Baja Marina in La Paz.

the Ha-Ha each year, we took the 30minute longer alternate route to La Paz,
which goes past the east cape and up
over the mountains. If you love rugged

desert landscape, giant washes, lots of
buzzards, and real Mexico — and we do
— it's the only way to drive north. We arrived at the outskirts of La Paz at about

dusk, and were flabbergasted at how
it had grown, both in size and style. It
doesn't seem that long ago that we used
to shop in the mercado, where a teenage
friend almost barfed at the not-uncommon sight of a man carrying a skinned
cow's head
down the aisle.
Now La Paz
has a place on
the outskirts
called Sorriano's, which is
such an mega
all-purpose
store that it
makes average
Costcos look
like 7/11s.
This place had
everything
you'd find in David and Jan Vidmar of
the U.S., from 'Polar Bear' are just two
wine cellars to of the cruisers who love
high end cos- La Paz.
metics, and everything in between.
American-style mass consumerism has
established a powerful beachhead in La
Paz.
The old Central District and waterfront, however, have changed very little
over the years. The buildings are old as
are most of the businesses. But the waterfront seems cleaner than it used to be,
and the popular malecon seems to have
been greatly extended. As we drove along
the waterfront toward Profligate, which
was berthed a couple of miles out of town
at Marina Costa Baja, we couldn't help
but notice that street lights now lined
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the entire stretch, as did newly-planted
palms. Somebody has been making an
effort to give La Paz a signature look, and
when the palms mature, we think it's
going to be very attractive. We were also
pleased
to notice
many garbage cans
on the various, and
later on
even saw
uniformed
b e a c h
cleanup
crews. Way
to go, La
Paz!
Only
Mary Shroyer, seen with her son
Neil, has been a great friend to o p e n
a
cruisers for nearly a quarter of y e a r, t h e
a century.
Marina
Costa Baja is the centerpiece of a blossoming luxury residential, hotel, golf,
and marina development. Managed by
the Bellport Group of Newport Beach,
big bucks have clearly been spent to
create a first-class facility. The marina
was playing host to large powerboats
— such as the California-based 190-ft
Halcyon with a helicopter on the back.
We didn't used to see yachts like that in
La Paz. Also new in the marina are a trio
of 80 to 100-ft gulets — straight from
Turkey — about to engage in Turquoise
Coast-style charters in the wonderful
cruising grounds in the 140 or so miles
between La Paz and Loreto. While Marina
Costa Baja is a little further out of town
than some boatowners might want, the
tranquility and elegance are exactly what
We can't help but salivate at the sight of the
various marinated meats the cook at the Rancho
Viejo Arachera is grilling.

others will be seeking. Marina Palmira,
La Paz's third major marina, and the
base for The Moorings charterboat operation, is located about halfway between
downtown and Marina Costa Baja.
All the driving and looking around
made us hungry. In the next issue of
Latitude, Ray Durkee of the Tartan
37 Velella is going to argue that typical Mexican food is terrible. As such,
we wish he could have joined us that
night at the Rancho Viejo Arachera, as
the food — arachera refers to different
kinds of marinated meats — was delicious! The bill for four of us — including
several rounds of beers — came to just
$24 dollars. The next night we ate at a
somewhat similar places, also packed
with locals, and once again had a terrific
meal. The tab, including drinks, came to
$21. We're don't know about the rest of
you, but paying $5-$6 for a beer and a
tasty and filling dinner agrees with our
pocketbook.
Day Two — On the way to the Yamaha
dealer in a futile attempt to find fuel
pumps for our two sputtering Yamaha
15s, Wayne and Bruce dropped Doña
and the Wanderer off at Marina de la Paz.
Mac and Mary Shroyer started creating
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The dinghy dock and common areas of Marina
de La Paz are — and always have been — a
beehive of cruiser activity.

this facility in the early '80s, making it
the second oldest marina in Mexico after
the Grossman's marina in San Carlos.
Marina del La Paz was the center of
cruiser activity in the western Sea of
Cortez in the '80s and '90s, and nothing
has changed in that regard. There are
three reasons why the place buzzes with
activity every day: 1) It's more centrallylocated than the other marinas, 2) It's
home to and surrounded by all kinds of
businesses that cater to cruisers, and 3)
Mary, Mac, and son Neil have brought
a personal touch and continuity that
corporate-managed marinas have a hard
time duplicating.
We asked Mary — always one of the
most reliable sources of accurate information in Mexico — about what changes
she's noticed over the years. Her answers made us laugh. "Today's cruisers
are much more affluent, sophisticated,
and genteel. In the old days, we always
used to find drunk people throwing up
and pooping in the heads. We never see
that anymore. I'm not sure where those
kinds of cruisers have gone, maybe
Puerto Escondido and some of the other
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smaller places. Today's cruisers want
more comfort and have larger boats. As
you probably noticed, the anchorage
that used to always be so packed with
cruising boats almost looks empty now
by comparison. That's not because there
aren't as many boats, but rather because
all the owners want to keep their boats

in a berth. Some of that is because so
many of them are 'commuter' rather
than full-time cruisers. Since there are
so many bigger boats, we've replaced our
30-ft slips with 45-ft slips."
Neil is a fountain of factual
information when it comes to
trying to understand why La
Paz hasn't experienced the
same kind of tourist explosion
that Cabo has over the last 15
years. "About 80% of all international vacations are for 'sun
and sand', and the problem with
La Paz is that we get Northers in
the winter and the water cools.
October and November are the
very best months for cruising
in the La Paz area, because the
air temperature is no longer
too hot and because the water
temperature is perfect for swimming. But starting in November,
we get Northers, which can really bring
down the air temperature. Half the days
may be lovely, but the other half may see
cruisers bundling up inside their boats
against the cold wind. The consistency
of good weather really improves in La
Paz by March, but there's a lag before
the water warms up, so it's not really
pleasant for swimming until mid-April
to May.
"Cabo, on the other hand, is protected
from the Northers by the mountains,"
Neil continues, "and the water stays
warm enough for swimming throughWhat's the attraction of La Paz? For many cruisers, it's the proximity to spectacular cruising
grounds, such as Isla San Francisco.

out the winter. As a result, there are 50
planes a day arriving at the airport at
San Jose del Cabo, while La Paz, with the
loss of Aero California for safety reasons,
now only gets three flights a week from
Los Angeles. This means that Cabo gets
1,500,000 visitors a year, while La Paz

We're told that a Mexican-Turkish partnership
will soon be operating these 'gulets' as charterboats in the Sea of Cortez.

only gets 50,000. We're never going to
be like Cabo, and our visitors are always
going to be more adventure tourists."
All things considered, La Paz — and
the nearby uninhabited islands just a
few miles to the north — are probably
better off without those extra 1,450,000
annual visitors, as they would be overwhelmed and change.
La Paz has a number of qualities to
recommend it to cruisers. First, it's a
real Mexican city as opposed to a gringo
party town. Second, thanks to all the additional new marine facilities, there are
open berths in the marinas — something
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you'll not find in Cabo or Banderas Bay.
Third, La Paz is so close to the States that
it makes quicker and less expensive for
commuter cruisers and/or folks who use
their boats as second homes in the tropics as opposed to places much further
south like Zihua. Fourth — and perhaps
the best of all — both Espiritu Santo and
Isla Partida are just a few miles away,
and between them they have more good
anchorages than, for example, the entire
Hawaiian Island chain.
Neil Shroyer was nice enough to provide us with the following summary of
marine facilities in La Paz, something he
was able to do off the top of his head:
Marina Costa Baja — 250 slips.
Marina Palmira — 200 slips, dry storage, and a hydraulic trailer.
Marina de La Paz — 100 slips..
Marina Abaroa — 25 slips.
Abaroa Boatyard — Two rails, 30-ton
Travel-LIft, no slips.
Palmar Marina — 25 slips, 60-ton
Travel-LIft.
Fidepaz Marina — 40 slips, 100-ton
Travel-Lift, facility still under construction.
Little Abaroa — Two rails, no slips.

'Mango man' Wayne shows another reason why
April is great for cruising in the Sea of Cortez
— mangos are in season.

Cantamar — 30 slips.
Santa Cruz Marina — 50 to 100 slips,
completion about one year away.
Neil says the other big change in La
Paz has been the boom in construction.
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"Up to 5,000 houses have been built
in each of the last five years, much of
it so-called 'social housing'. If you're a
local and you've got a job, you can now
get a loan on a home — something not
previously possible. In addition, retiring
cruisers can still buy a three-bedroom
house in La Paz for about $80,000, which
is popular with folks who have swallowed
the anchor but don't want to leave their
friends. The same home with a view goes
for about $300,000."
The bottom line — and good news
— is that La Paz hasn't changed all that
much, and the ways in which it has
changed — many more marina and repair facilities, cleaner beaches, spruced
up waterfront — are all for the better.
Next month we'll have more time to tell
you about the cruising in the all-butuninhabited waters and islands to the
north, and it's all good news.
As such, if you're making plans for
after the Ha-Ha, a quick run up to La Paz
— and even all the way to Loreto — is
highly recommended. That's because the
water will be warm, something it won't
be again until the following May.
— latitude/RS
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SEA GYPSY VIGNETTES
W

hen it comes to making “where
to next” decisions, my choices are often
. . . unusual. But one can’t lead an authentic sea gypsy life by making such
selections based on sound reasoning.
And besides, there are extenuating circumstances in my case. That’s because
I’m not just trying to cast my fate to the
wind; I’m also trying to cast three bowling balls.
As an itinerant juggler/sailor I need
to find those uncommon ports of call
where street performing is not a felony
— but merely a misdemeanor. Thus did
Key West beckon. There in the Conch
Republic, thousands, if not dozens
of tourists meander down to Mallory
Square each evening to celebrate the
sunset and usher in the revelries of the
night. Waiting there to greet them are as
motley a crew of brigands — disguised
as entertainers — as you would find
even if you sailed the Seventeen Seas.
You might encounter the Dumpster
Wizard, so-named because of the apparent source of his 'costume.' Most of
the meager tips in his hat seem to come
from people who are amazed that he
can actually remain standing, considering the quantity of malted medicinals he
appears to have ingested.
Or how about the strongman, whose
brain is apparently lagging a bit astern
of his brawn? He once asked the nearby
tightrope walker how he managed to be
so successful with the ladies. The highwire daredevil jokingly claimed that his
secret was simple — he hides a salami
in his tights. The strongman decided to
try that alluring technique the next evening.
Midway through his first show he
turned around to pick up a prop. At
that point some of his audience started
screaming and others started to race
away. The tightrope artist hurried over
to see what had gone wrong. After one
quick glance at the strongman’s encumbered tights he said,“No, my friend,
you’re supposed to put the salami in the
front!”

U

pon arrival in Key West, after
a six-day singlehanded passage from
Grand Cayman, my land legs seemed a
tad wobbly. Their joints definitely needed lubrication, but instead of settling on
a tourist bar, I sought a locals’ hangout.
A red-nosed but wise counselor directed
me to The Green Parrot.
Within 90 seconds it was obvious that
this was the right place. What clued me
in were the bartenders’ T-shirts. They
were both emblazoned with the Green
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Parrot logo, but different slogans. One
read, “No shirt — no shoes — no problem!” The other proclaimed, “No cover
— no minimum — no wonder!” This was
my kind of bar and soon I would learn
that Key West was my kind of town.
My shows went pretty well during the
next few months and the cruising kitty started to fatten up. So I decided to
spend some of that bounty on boat upgrades. My inflatable was now 20 years
old and, although it was venerable, it
was also vulnerable. I had named the
dinghy Ling for the opening lines of the
bawdy drinking song, “My dinghy Ling
being the cutest thing. . .”
It was an Avon Redcrest that had
provided me superb service for many
years and many miles. Likewise, I had
always endeavored to treat it well. I took
pride in the fact that I had never defiled
it with an outboard motor. All the miles
that we covered together were achieved
with oars, delts and lats.
As most sailors know, Avons are constructed out of a miracle material called

Hypalon, which is extremely resistant
to abrasion and abuse. In two decades,
the homely but sturdy little rubber boat
had only required two patches.
But since I finally had un poco dinero
ahead, it seemed like a good time to buy
a new dink. Unfortunately, my dinero
was so poco that I couldn’t afford the
higher-priced Hypalon, and would have
to settle for one of the less durable PVC
brands — in this case a West Marine Zodiac with a roll-up floor. My closest sailing friends advised against this, saying
that such a decision would come back
to haunt me. Little did I realize that it
would only take a few days before the
Hypalon gods would punish me for rejecting them in favor of the cheaper fabric.

I

was living in a funky little marina
that had unreliable electricity but very
reliable eccentricity. My neighbors included writers, painters, cabbies and
many people "with no visible means of
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be in jeopardy, I slept soundly that
night. However, Charley the Belligerent was less inclined towards peaceful
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Adventures With Inflatables, Commandment 8
— the Bay is always dead flat until you launch
the dinghy.

support” as the police might phrase it.
There were substance amusers and a
group that was apparently crusading to
remove the 'anonymous' from 'alcoholics'. As one neighbor liked to describe it,
“We’re a floating halfway house minus
the social workers and the clipboards.”
One of the residents had a threelegged black cat named Charley. In
spite of a missing hind leg, the cat was
very confrontational and territorial. But
since Charley didn’t have a clear concept of 'territory,' one never knew when
or where he would pick a fight.
Even though Ling II was the least
expensive inflatable sold by West, that
did not diminish my pride in my first
new dinghy since the 1980s. And I was
determined to take just as good care of
it as the first Ling. That's why, several
days after purchase, it was bobbing
safely out of the way between my lovely sloop Aventura and the neighbor's
houseboat while I varnished Aventura's
teak toerail.
Never imagining that my dink might

slumber, and managed to get himself
into a battle on the dock. Who knows
whether his opponent was a cat, a dog,
or a human foot. Whatever it was propelled him into the water — right beside
my five-day old dinghy!
Since cats are only distantly related
to fish, Charley decided to climb rather
than swim. And with no kitty ladder in
the vicinity, he clawed his way up my
rubber boat — puncturing it eight times
and transforming it from an inflatable
into a deflatable. Because there had
been a layer of teak sawdust in my dink
from my toerail project, there was an
obvious three-legged feline escape trail.
Being greeted the next morning by the
sight of my flaccid dinghy Ling, I was a
bit . . . displeased. Charley showed no
remorse, and his owner wasn’t much
help either. The obvious dilemma was
whether to approach West Marine. But
it seemed highly unlikely that their warranty included plunderings by paraplegic cats.
It took a week to fix the dinghy because the punctures were so needlelike that initially only three were evident. But each time one was patched,
the increased air pressure revealed another. All during the repairs I wondered
whether the considerably thicker Hypalon fabric would have withstood the
black cat assault.
But since I always try to see the bright
side of things, like a Viagra salesman in
the face of an impotency epidemic, my
hope was that all of my bad luck with
the new dinghy had already occurred.
Ha! The Hypalon hex was just kicking
in.

y next unforgettable episode
with Ling II occurred down in the West
Indies near the tiny island of Mayreau.
My friend Hillary had flown in from
Sausalito for a 17-day visit. You might
remember her from some of my previous stories, where it was revealed that
her childhood nickname was Celery.
We had spent a lovely evening anchored in Salt Whistle Bay, which is one
of the prettiest spots in the entire Caribbean. The morning weather report was
predicting 15-20-knot easterlies as it
had done for the last 10 days. This had
us giggling, since we had finally figured
out that such an estimate was actually
a code that really meant 23-33 knots.
So we headed out for the next island
up the chain, which was only about four
miles of open ocean north of us. The
first mile featured the typical betweenislands rambunctious seas — or rodeo
waves as Hillary likes to call them. But
out of the proverbial nowhere, which is
apparently upwind of somewhere, we
suddenly got hammered by winds that
swiftly accelerated from 25 to 40 knots.
And faster than you can say “Rush Limbaugh pharmaceuticals,” the dinghy,
which was trailing astern of Aventura,
was now upside down.
I had of course taken the outboard off
and secured it to the stern pulpit before
departure. I had also double-reefed the
main and furled out only about 60% of
the jib.
Whatever hit us — I’ll call it a white
squall for lack of a better term — transformed the sea from its usual confused
and lumpy condition into a state that
was contorted and nasty. Even a 100ft megayacht went by us sideways in a
vain attempt to steer toward their destination. As for our own predicament,
we eased the sheets, put the wind on
our starboard quarter and ran off to the
northwest. After all, Belize is lovely at
that time of the year!
But since Ling was not particularly
adept at the missionary position, my
disoriented dinghy was having a rough
go of it. As I tried to pull it closer to
Aventura to flip it back upright, I got
some help from a big wind gust and a
wave that was escorting it. Suddenly
Ling was rightside-up again, and Celery let out a robust cheer. However, she
soon followed that with an equally robust expletive as my dinghy started doing multiple somersaults! It looked like
it was auditioning to be a thrill ride at
Sea World.
The aerodink would do about five
complete propeller spins above the
waves and then come crashing down
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So I didn’t want to do anything wrong
that might get me demoted from a
stand-in to an extra.

N

COURTESY RAY JASON

into the water. It was a
mesmerizing display that
became even more astonishing when the aluminum
oars broke free from their
sockets. Now my acrobatic
dinghy also sported a pair
of flailing tubular arms.
Poor Ling must have felt
like it had been forsaken
by Mother Ocean and adopted by Mother Maytag.
The only thing keeping
the oars from breaking
free and leading the way to
Belize were two very thin
bungy cords. It was obvious that in order to save
the paddles, some action was necessary. During one of the brief intervals
when Ling was upright, I untied her and
pulled her into the lee of Aventura. Had
my crazy rubber acrobat gone airborne
again at this stage, I would never have
been able to hold on. But I got lucky —
or perhaps the strength gained from all
of those years of juggling bowling balls
finally paid off.
My original intention was to secure
the boat on the relatively protected
downwind side of the bigger boat until
the squall passed. But suddenly one of
those bizarre notions that often seem to
plague singlehanders occurred to me:
with the little boat somewhat under
control, why not hop down into it and
secure the oars back into their sockets?
So I unsnapped the tether on my safety
harness, led it under the bottom lifeline,
dropped down into the dink and then
reattached myself to my harness. Partly
bolstered by Captain Adreneline, I was
able to swiftly get the oarlocks back into
their sockets. All of this only took about
three minutes, but when I returned to
the cockpit, it was clearly apparent that
it was not time well spent.
Who would have imagined that Celery could turn so red. Wow! Was my
first mate ever irate! It’s a good thing
she didn’t have one of those oars in her
hands or she would probably have used
it for something besides rowing. Once
Hillary settled down and articulated all
the reasons that my bonehead maneuver had been stupid to the fourth power,
I apologized and promised never to do it
again.
About a half an hour later the wind
started to ease and we sailed into the
harbor at Canouan. We idled away the
afternoon and then cooked ourselves a
lobster dinner. As we sipped our festive
rum drinks and enjoyed our feast, we
toasted Ling’s first day as an acrobat

Ray Jason (left) on the set of 'Pirates of the
Caribbean' with some actor guy.

— and hopefully its last.

T

he next catastrophe for my dinghy
took place near the island of St. Vincent. I had gotten work as a stand-in
actor in the movie Pirates of the Caribbean. Several other sailors from about
six other cruising boats had also scored
gigs as extras. We were all anchored in
the small bay between Young Island
and St. Vincent because Disney had arranged for high-speed boats to shuttle
us up to the movie set every morning —
very early every morning — pre-rooster
early every morning!
Each day at 0415 I would wake up,
make some tea, get dressed, hop in the
dinghy and head off for my 14-hour
work day. Unlike the extras who earn
sub-MacDonald’s wages, a stand-in
actor can make over $200 a day. And
besides the much better salary, it is extremely interesting since your function
is to stand in the sun in place of the
stars while the director sets the cameras and lights.
Even the 'hanging around' time is interesting because you get to watch the
cinematic tradesmen at work. These incredibly hardworking and efficient men
and women all seem to possess a great
sense of humor. One of the grips liked
to wear an official-looking work shirt
emblazoned over the left pocket with
the logo "Nuclear Waste Removal, Inc."
Over the right pocket, where the employee’s name is embroidered, it read
“Stoner.”
By the third day, I was extremely appreciative of this gig that the Sky Bosun
had bequeathed me. The work was interesting, the free food was superb and
three weeks at this salary would allow
me to cruise comfortably for 6 months.

ow, certain narrow-minded movie
executives might interpret not showing
up for work as doing something wrong.
So on my fourth day I was not pleased
to awaken and discover that half of my
dinghy and my entire outboard were
underwater. The starboard tube of the
dink was still inflated, but whether it
could provide enough buoyancy to support me while I tried to raise the engine
remained to be seen. Actually, since it
was 0420 and there was complete cloud
cover, I could see very little.
I grabbed a piece of line and eased
myself down into the space where I
guessed the dinghy floor was hiding.
The cool water quickly reminded me
that I sleep naked in the tropics.
The surviving tube did not prove buoyant enough to support me, and quickly
I was waist-deep in the bay. To make
things worse, the submarflatable folded
inward and the outboard caressed my
nether region. Knowing that somewhere
on the motor there was a sizable barnacle support group, I frantically clawed
my way back onto Aventura and put on
some jeans.
Once back in the semi-dinghy, I attached a line to the engine, which enabled me to wrestle it back up onto its
mount on the stern rail. Working from
the illumination of a flashlight held in
my mouth, I removed the spark plug
and cranked the engine several times
with the pull cord in an attempt to purge
the water from it. I squirted a load of
WD40 into the cylinder and cranked the
engine some more. Whether this was
the proper procedure for such a submergency beats me. After all, I know as
much about outboards as Sumo wrestlers know about anorexia.
Using my latissimus dorsi, which is
Latin for “bowling ball muscles,” I managed to pull the dinghy far enough out
of the water to find the problem. There
was a jagged 5-inch gash near the bow.
Rapid repair was out of the question.
So now the remaining unsolved riddle
was how to get to shore. I could swim
the 100 yards through sunken-dinghyinfested waters okay, but how could I
keep my clothes dry? AHA!!! This was
an opportunity for Mr. Bucket to do a
little multi-tasking. I piled my clothes,

— REVENGE OF THE HYPALON
towel and wallet into a plastic pail and
swam for shore. Ah, the romantic life of
the West Indies sailor — skinny dipping
in the jasmine-scented darkness with .
. . an old paint bucket!
I did make it to work on time and, a
few days later, I was able to get the outboard running. However, repairing Ling
II proved to be much more difficult. None
of my various glues was strong enough
to secure the big patch, so eventually I
had to use the miracle adhesive 5200
which did manage to hold.
During the 10 days that it took to
succeed with this repair I didn’t want to
tantalize the local barracudas by swimming naked through their dark waters
twice a day, so I borrowed an inflatable
kayak from a nearby boat. This beauty,
which was more like a kid’s toy than an
actual watercraft, resembled a banana
in color, shape and passenger carrying efficiency. It was a grand adventure
each and every trip.

M

y final disaster with Ling II occurred back in Key West, where the
three-legged black cat had originally
defiled it five years earlier. At the time
of this visit, there was no room in the
nautical inn. All of the local marinas
were either full or priced for mega-yacht
wallets.
The only option was the city-owned
mooring field. This facility had many
nice features. It was inexpensive, quiet,
had a good dinghy dock, free pump-out
and was blessed with a sensational array of fisherbirds. There were pelicans,
frigates, gulls, cormorants, great white
herons and even osprey. One of these
large, handsome sea hawks liked to
case the neighborhood for just the rightsized fish from the top of my mast. Although the osprey was a joy to behold,
it was also a massive defecator, so I was
forced to discourage its visits.
Besides the nice aspects of the mooring field, there was also a downside
which at times was so severe that one
worried that it could turn into a drowned
side: there was no land to the north of
us to knock down the waves when the
winter storms came through about every 10 days or so. These systems could
smack a sailor with 25-30 knots for well
over a full day.
This meant that every 15-minute
dinghy trip back to the mothership
was through waves that were three feet

high and extremely steep. Full foulies
were required and even then you would
sometimes be so wet that you might
as well have swum back to your boat.
But the damp discomfort was minor
compared to the fear that you could
experience as the bow of your dinghy
lunged skyward and tried to flip over. In
20 years of cruising I have never worn
a lifejacket in my dinghy, but several
times in recent months I’ve strapped on
the ole orange Michelin Man corset.
Needless to say, in these conditions
a reliable dinghy was essential. But my
PVC special seemed to be on its last
layer. Undoubtedly the five years of exposure to the tropical sun had taken its
toll, and the other calamities that I have
just described also weakened it. At this
point, Ling II was sprouting leaks faster
than I could repair them.
It now sported eight patches in the
floor and nine in the air tubes. If I didn’t
pump it up at least every six hours it
would deflate enough to submerge my
outboard — again. So every night I had
to set my alarm clock and get up out of
my bunk to pump up the dinghy. As for
the holes in the floor fabric, these leaks
meant that before each trip, I’d have to
bail out an inch or two of water.
So essentially my dinghy was ruling,
if not ruining my life. Here was what the
drill involved: I had to constantly pump
up the boat and bail it out. Then every
few days another leak would appear
and the dink would have to be hauled
up onto my foredeck and patched. Since
the glue required 24 hours of curing
time, this further complicated things.
Fortunately my friend Bob Rowland
came to my rescue. He owns a sistership to Aventura, so immediately one
can assume that he has excellent taste.
Years before, when I had asked him
about his circumnavigation aboard his
30-footer, he said that he was proud of
two things: first that he had circled the
entire globe without eating even one can
of Dinty Moore beef stew, and second,
that he had acquired profound wisdom
on his voyage. When I asked for more
details concerning this knowledge, he
shared this insight: “Beautiful women
are not looking for 50-year-old men
with 30-foot boats. They are looking for
30-year-old men with 50-foot boats.”

C

aptain Bob let me use his inflatable during my dinghy patching sessions. Unfortunately, after a few weeks
the valve on his old boat started leak-

ing, so I was now a pumping fool, trying
desperately to keep at least one of these
rubber beasts afloat long enough to get
ashore, juggle some bowling balls and
buy more glue.
This was not a fulfilling life. It might
even be argued that my psychological
condition was becoming . . . marginal
My friends, Jeff and Mario, who are the
manager and assistant manager of our
local West Marine store, had been monitoring my steady deterioration during
my glue purchasing visits. Perhaps they
were weary of hearing my latest tale of
PVC travail; or maybe they feared that I
might finally snap and in a jealous rage
take an icepick to the immaculate inflatables on their showroom floor.
I will never truly know, but for whatever reason, they decided to become my
PVC angels. They asked me if my 'burden' was still under warranty and I replied that it was probably down to its
last few months. Then they led me to
the storeroom and unrolled a beautiful,
almost-new Zodiac.
Mario explained that “keeping the
customer happy” was not just an empty phrase with West Marine — at least
not at their store. The dinghy they were
showing me had been returned by a
customer less than a year after its purchase. It had a couple of leaks but they
had been professionally patched at the
West Marine facility.
Then Jeff said that they wished they
could give me a new one to replace my
current 'troublesome' one, but extenuating circumstances (perhaps the cat,
the somersaults, the gash) made that
impossible. However, they wanted to
know if I would be willing to trade my
dinghy for this 'slightly used' one?
I was so overwhelmed by this generous offer that I remained speechless for
a few seconds while deciding whether
to prostrate myself and kiss their deck
shoes. Eventually, I realized that such
behavior might be unseemly, even
by Key West standards, so instead I
thanked them profusely.

A

nd now, a few months later, as
I watch Ling III float peacefully astern
of Aventura, I again send my thanks to
Jeff and Mario. But the happiness I feel
is tinged with a trace of sadness. That’s
because their noble gesture did have
one unforeseen tragic consequence. It
prevented some lucky psychiatrist from
being the first doctor to diagnose and
name a previously unknown mental
disorder — hypalonosis.
— ray jason
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hen it comes to making “where
to next” decisions, my choices are often
. . . unusual. But one can’t lead an authentic sea gypsy life by making such
selections based on sound reasoning.
And besides, there are extenuating circumstances in my case. That’s because
I’m not just trying to cast my fate to the
wind; I’m also trying to cast three bowling balls.
As an itinerant juggler/sailor I need
to find those uncommon ports of call
where street performing is not a felony
— but merely a misdemeanor. Thus did
Key West beckon. There in the Conch
Republic, thousands, if not dozens
of tourists meander down to Mallory
Square each evening to celebrate the
sunset and usher in the revelries of the
night. Waiting there to greet them are as
motley a crew of brigands — disguised
as entertainers — as you would find
even if you sailed the Seventeen Seas.
You might encounter the Dumpster
Wizard, so-named because of the apparent source of his 'costume.' Most of
the meager tips in his hat seem to come
from people who are amazed that he
can actually remain standing, considering the quantity of malted medicinals he
appears to have ingested.
Or how about the strongman, whose
brain is apparently lagging a bit astern
of his brawn? He once asked the nearby
tightrope walker how he managed to be
so successful with the ladies. The highwire daredevil jokingly claimed that his
secret was simple — he hides a salami
in his tights. The strongman decided to
try that alluring technique the next evening.
Midway through his first show he
turned around to pick up a prop. At
that point some of his audience started
screaming and others started to race
away. The tightrope artist hurried over
to see what had gone wrong. After one
quick glance at the strongman’s encumbered tights he said,“No, my friend,
you’re supposed to put the salami in the
front!”

U

pon arrival in Key West, after
a six-day singlehanded passage from
Grand Cayman, my land legs seemed a
tad wobbly. Their joints definitely needed lubrication, but instead of settling on
a tourist bar, I sought a locals’ hangout.
A red-nosed but wise counselor directed
me to The Green Parrot.
Within 90 seconds it was obvious that
this was the right place. What clued me
in were the bartenders’ T-shirts. They
were both emblazoned with the Green
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Parrot logo, but different slogans. One
read, “No shirt — no shoes — no problem!” The other proclaimed, “No cover
— no minimum — no wonder!” This was
my kind of bar and soon I would learn
that Key West was my kind of town.
My shows went pretty well during the
next few months and the cruising kitty started to fatten up. So I decided to
spend some of that bounty on boat upgrades. My inflatable was now 20 years
old and, although it was venerable, it
was also vulnerable. I had named the
dinghy Ling for the opening lines of the
bawdy drinking song, “My dinghy Ling
being the cutest thing. . .”
It was an Avon Redcrest that had
provided me superb service for many
years and many miles. Likewise, I had
always endeavored to treat it well. I took
pride in the fact that I had never defiled
it with an outboard motor. All the miles
that we covered together were achieved
with oars, delts and lats.
As most sailors know, Avons are constructed out of a miracle material called

Hypalon, which is extremely resistant
to abrasion and abuse. In two decades,
the homely but sturdy little rubber boat
had only required two patches.
But since I finally had un poco dinero
ahead, it seemed like a good time to buy
a new dink. Unfortunately, my dinero
was so poco that I couldn’t afford the
higher-priced Hypalon, and would have
to settle for one of the less durable PVC
brands — in this case a West Marine Zodiac with a roll-up floor. My closest sailing friends advised against this, saying
that such a decision would come back
to haunt me. Little did I realize that it
would only take a few days before the
Hypalon gods would punish me for rejecting them in favor of the cheaper fabric.

I

was living in a funky little marina
that had unreliable electricity but very
reliable eccentricity. My neighbors included writers, painters, cabbies and
many people "with no visible means of
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be in jeopardy, I slept soundly that
night. However, Charley the Belligerent was less inclined towards peaceful
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support” as the police might phrase it.
There were substance amusers and a
group that was apparently crusading to
remove the 'anonymous' from 'alcoholics'. As one neighbor liked to describe it,
“We’re a floating halfway house minus
the social workers and the clipboards.”
One of the residents had a threelegged black cat named Charley. In
spite of a missing hind leg, the cat was
very confrontational and territorial. But
since Charley didn’t have a clear concept of 'territory,' one never knew when
or where he would pick a fight.
Even though Ling II was the least
expensive inflatable sold by West, that
did not diminish my pride in my first
new dinghy since the 1980s. And I was
determined to take just as good care of
it as the first Ling. That's why, several
days after purchase, it was bobbing
safely out of the way between my lovely sloop Aventura and the neighbor's
houseboat while I varnished Aventura's
teak toerail.
Never imagining that my dink might

slumber, and managed to get himself
into a battle on the dock. Who knows
whether his opponent was a cat, a dog,
or a human foot. Whatever it was propelled him into the water — right beside
my five-day old dinghy!
Since cats are only distantly related
to fish, Charley decided to climb rather
than swim. And with no kitty ladder in
the vicinity, he clawed his way up my
rubber boat — puncturing it eight times
and transforming it from an inflatable
into a deflatable. Because there had
been a layer of teak sawdust in my dink
from my toerail project, there was an
obvious three-legged feline escape trail.
Being greeted the next morning by the
sight of my flaccid dinghy Ling, I was a
bit . . . displeased. Charley showed no
remorse, and his owner wasn’t much
help either. The obvious dilemma was
whether to approach West Marine. But
it seemed highly unlikely that their warranty included plunderings by paraplegic cats.
It took a week to fix the dinghy because the punctures were so needlelike that initially only three were evident. But each time one was patched,
the increased air pressure revealed another. All during the repairs I wondered
whether the considerably thicker Hypalon fabric would have withstood the
black cat assault.
But since I always try to see the bright
side of things, like a Viagra salesman in
the face of an impotency epidemic, my
hope was that all of my bad luck with
the new dinghy had already occurred.
Ha! The Hypalon hex was just kicking
in.

y next unforgettable episode
with Ling II occurred down in the West
Indies near the tiny island of Mayreau.
My friend Hillary had flown in from
Sausalito for a 17-day visit. You might
remember her from some of my previous stories, where it was revealed that
her childhood nickname was Celery.
We had spent a lovely evening anchored in Salt Whistle Bay, which is one
of the prettiest spots in the entire Caribbean. The morning weather report was
predicting 15-20-knot easterlies as it
had done for the last 10 days. This had
us giggling, since we had finally figured
out that such an estimate was actually
a code that really meant 23-33 knots.
So we headed out for the next island
up the chain, which was only about four
miles of open ocean north of us. The
first mile featured the typical betweenislands rambunctious seas — or rodeo
waves as Hillary likes to call them. But
out of the proverbial nowhere, which is
apparently upwind of somewhere, we
suddenly got hammered by winds that
swiftly accelerated from 25 to 40 knots.
And faster than you can say “Rush Limbaugh pharmaceuticals,” the dinghy,
which was trailing astern of Aventura,
was now upside down.
I had of course taken the outboard off
and secured it to the stern pulpit before
departure. I had also double-reefed the
main and furled out only about 60% of
the jib.
Whatever hit us — I’ll call it a white
squall for lack of a better term — transformed the sea from its usual confused
and lumpy condition into a state that
was contorted and nasty. Even a 100ft megayacht went by us sideways in a
vain attempt to steer toward their destination. As for our own predicament,
we eased the sheets, put the wind on
our starboard quarter and ran off to the
northwest. After all, Belize is lovely at
that time of the year!
But since Ling was not particularly
adept at the missionary position, my
disoriented dinghy was having a rough
go of it. As I tried to pull it closer to
Aventura to flip it back upright, I got
some help from a big wind gust and a
wave that was escorting it. Suddenly
Ling was rightside-up again, and Celery let out a robust cheer. However, she
soon followed that with an equally robust expletive as my dinghy started doing multiple somersaults! It looked like
it was auditioning to be a thrill ride at
Sea World.
The aerodink would do about five
complete propeller spins above the
waves and then come crashing down
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So I didn’t want to do anything wrong
that might get me demoted from a
stand-in to an extra.

N

COURTESY RAY JASON

into the water. It was a
mesmerizing display that
became even more astonishing when the aluminum
oars broke free from their
sockets. Now my acrobatic
dinghy also sported a pair
of flailing tubular arms.
Poor Ling must have felt
like it had been forsaken
by Mother Ocean and adopted by Mother Maytag.
The only thing keeping
the oars from breaking
free and leading the way to
Belize were two very thin
bungy cords. It was obvious that in order to save
the paddles, some action was necessary. During one of the brief intervals
when Ling was upright, I untied her and
pulled her into the lee of Aventura. Had
my crazy rubber acrobat gone airborne
again at this stage, I would never have
been able to hold on. But I got lucky —
or perhaps the strength gained from all
of those years of juggling bowling balls
finally paid off.
My original intention was to secure
the boat on the relatively protected
downwind side of the bigger boat until
the squall passed. But suddenly one of
those bizarre notions that often seem to
plague singlehanders occurred to me:
with the little boat somewhat under
control, why not hop down into it and
secure the oars back into their sockets?
So I unsnapped the tether on my safety
harness, led it under the bottom lifeline,
dropped down into the dink and then
reattached myself to my harness. Partly
bolstered by Captain Adreneline, I was
able to swiftly get the oarlocks back into
their sockets. All of this only took about
three minutes, but when I returned to
the cockpit, it was clearly apparent that
it was not time well spent.
Who would have imagined that Celery could turn so red. Wow! Was my
first mate ever irate! It’s a good thing
she didn’t have one of those oars in her
hands or she would probably have used
it for something besides rowing. Once
Hillary settled down and articulated all
the reasons that my bonehead maneuver had been stupid to the fourth power,
I apologized and promised never to do it
again.
About a half an hour later the wind
started to ease and we sailed into the
harbor at Canouan. We idled away the
afternoon and then cooked ourselves a
lobster dinner. As we sipped our festive
rum drinks and enjoyed our feast, we
toasted Ling’s first day as an acrobat

Ray Jason (left) on the set of 'Pirates of the
Caribbean' with some actor guy.

— and hopefully its last.

T

he next catastrophe for my dinghy
took place near the island of St. Vincent. I had gotten work as a stand-in
actor in the movie Pirates of the Caribbean. Several other sailors from about
six other cruising boats had also scored
gigs as extras. We were all anchored in
the small bay between Young Island
and St. Vincent because Disney had arranged for high-speed boats to shuttle
us up to the movie set every morning —
very early every morning — pre-rooster
early every morning!
Each day at 0415 I would wake up,
make some tea, get dressed, hop in the
dinghy and head off for my 14-hour
work day. Unlike the extras who earn
sub-MacDonald’s wages, a stand-in
actor can make over $200 a day. And
besides the much better salary, it is extremely interesting since your function
is to stand in the sun in place of the
stars while the director sets the cameras and lights.
Even the 'hanging around' time is interesting because you get to watch the
cinematic tradesmen at work. These incredibly hardworking and efficient men
and women all seem to possess a great
sense of humor. One of the grips liked
to wear an official-looking work shirt
emblazoned over the left pocket with
the logo "Nuclear Waste Removal, Inc."
Over the right pocket, where the employee’s name is embroidered, it read
“Stoner.”
By the third day, I was extremely appreciative of this gig that the Sky Bosun
had bequeathed me. The work was interesting, the free food was superb and
three weeks at this salary would allow
me to cruise comfortably for 6 months.

ow, certain narrow-minded movie
executives might interpret not showing
up for work as doing something wrong.
So on my fourth day I was not pleased
to awaken and discover that half of my
dinghy and my entire outboard were
underwater. The starboard tube of the
dink was still inflated, but whether it
could provide enough buoyancy to support me while I tried to raise the engine
remained to be seen. Actually, since it
was 0420 and there was complete cloud
cover, I could see very little.
I grabbed a piece of line and eased
myself down into the space where I
guessed the dinghy floor was hiding.
The cool water quickly reminded me
that I sleep naked in the tropics.
The surviving tube did not prove buoyant enough to support me, and quickly
I was waist-deep in the bay. To make
things worse, the submarflatable folded
inward and the outboard caressed my
nether region. Knowing that somewhere
on the motor there was a sizable barnacle support group, I frantically clawed
my way back onto Aventura and put on
some jeans.
Once back in the semi-dinghy, I attached a line to the engine, which enabled me to wrestle it back up onto its
mount on the stern rail. Working from
the illumination of a flashlight held in
my mouth, I removed the spark plug
and cranked the engine several times
with the pull cord in an attempt to purge
the water from it. I squirted a load of
WD40 into the cylinder and cranked the
engine some more. Whether this was
the proper procedure for such a submergency beats me. After all, I know as
much about outboards as Sumo wrestlers know about anorexia.
Using my latissimus dorsi, which is
Latin for “bowling ball muscles,” I managed to pull the dinghy far enough out
of the water to find the problem. There
was a jagged 5-inch gash near the bow.
Rapid repair was out of the question.
So now the remaining unsolved riddle
was how to get to shore. I could swim
the 100 yards through sunken-dinghyinfested waters okay, but how could I
keep my clothes dry? AHA!!! This was
an opportunity for Mr. Bucket to do a
little multi-tasking. I piled my clothes,

— REVENGE OF THE HYPALON
towel and wallet into a plastic pail and
swam for shore. Ah, the romantic life of
the West Indies sailor — skinny dipping
in the jasmine-scented darkness with .
. . an old paint bucket!
I did make it to work on time and, a
few days later, I was able to get the outboard running. However, repairing Ling
II proved to be much more difficult. None
of my various glues was strong enough
to secure the big patch, so eventually I
had to use the miracle adhesive 5200
which did manage to hold.
During the 10 days that it took to
succeed with this repair I didn’t want to
tantalize the local barracudas by swimming naked through their dark waters
twice a day, so I borrowed an inflatable
kayak from a nearby boat. This beauty,
which was more like a kid’s toy than an
actual watercraft, resembled a banana
in color, shape and passenger carrying efficiency. It was a grand adventure
each and every trip.

M

y final disaster with Ling II occurred back in Key West, where the
three-legged black cat had originally
defiled it five years earlier. At the time
of this visit, there was no room in the
nautical inn. All of the local marinas
were either full or priced for mega-yacht
wallets.
The only option was the city-owned
mooring field. This facility had many
nice features. It was inexpensive, quiet,
had a good dinghy dock, free pump-out
and was blessed with a sensational array of fisherbirds. There were pelicans,
frigates, gulls, cormorants, great white
herons and even osprey. One of these
large, handsome sea hawks liked to
case the neighborhood for just the rightsized fish from the top of my mast. Although the osprey was a joy to behold,
it was also a massive defecator, so I was
forced to discourage its visits.
Besides the nice aspects of the mooring field, there was also a downside
which at times was so severe that one
worried that it could turn into a drowned
side: there was no land to the north of
us to knock down the waves when the
winter storms came through about every 10 days or so. These systems could
smack a sailor with 25-30 knots for well
over a full day.
This meant that every 15-minute
dinghy trip back to the mothership
was through waves that were three feet

high and extremely steep. Full foulies
were required and even then you would
sometimes be so wet that you might
as well have swum back to your boat.
But the damp discomfort was minor
compared to the fear that you could
experience as the bow of your dinghy
lunged skyward and tried to flip over. In
20 years of cruising I have never worn
a lifejacket in my dinghy, but several
times in recent months I’ve strapped on
the ole orange Michelin Man corset.
Needless to say, in these conditions
a reliable dinghy was essential. But my
PVC special seemed to be on its last
layer. Undoubtedly the five years of exposure to the tropical sun had taken its
toll, and the other calamities that I have
just described also weakened it. At this
point, Ling II was sprouting leaks faster
than I could repair them.
It now sported eight patches in the
floor and nine in the air tubes. If I didn’t
pump it up at least every six hours it
would deflate enough to submerge my
outboard — again. So every night I had
to set my alarm clock and get up out of
my bunk to pump up the dinghy. As for
the holes in the floor fabric, these leaks
meant that before each trip, I’d have to
bail out an inch or two of water.
So essentially my dinghy was ruling,
if not ruining my life. Here was what the
drill involved: I had to constantly pump
up the boat and bail it out. Then every
few days another leak would appear
and the dink would have to be hauled
up onto my foredeck and patched. Since
the glue required 24 hours of curing
time, this further complicated things.
Fortunately my friend Bob Rowland
came to my rescue. He owns a sistership to Aventura, so immediately one
can assume that he has excellent taste.
Years before, when I had asked him
about his circumnavigation aboard his
30-footer, he said that he was proud of
two things: first that he had circled the
entire globe without eating even one can
of Dinty Moore beef stew, and second,
that he had acquired profound wisdom
on his voyage. When I asked for more
details concerning this knowledge, he
shared this insight: “Beautiful women
are not looking for 50-year-old men
with 30-foot boats. They are looking for
30-year-old men with 50-foot boats.”

C

aptain Bob let me use his inflatable during my dinghy patching sessions. Unfortunately, after a few weeks
the valve on his old boat started leak-

ing, so I was now a pumping fool, trying
desperately to keep at least one of these
rubber beasts afloat long enough to get
ashore, juggle some bowling balls and
buy more glue.
This was not a fulfilling life. It might
even be argued that my psychological
condition was becoming . . . marginal
My friends, Jeff and Mario, who are the
manager and assistant manager of our
local West Marine store, had been monitoring my steady deterioration during
my glue purchasing visits. Perhaps they
were weary of hearing my latest tale of
PVC travail; or maybe they feared that I
might finally snap and in a jealous rage
take an icepick to the immaculate inflatables on their showroom floor.
I will never truly know, but for whatever reason, they decided to become my
PVC angels. They asked me if my 'burden' was still under warranty and I replied that it was probably down to its
last few months. Then they led me to
the storeroom and unrolled a beautiful,
almost-new Zodiac.
Mario explained that “keeping the
customer happy” was not just an empty phrase with West Marine — at least
not at their store. The dinghy they were
showing me had been returned by a
customer less than a year after its purchase. It had a couple of leaks but they
had been professionally patched at the
West Marine facility.
Then Jeff said that they wished they
could give me a new one to replace my
current 'troublesome' one, but extenuating circumstances (perhaps the cat,
the somersaults, the gash) made that
impossible. However, they wanted to
know if I would be willing to trade my
dinghy for this 'slightly used' one?
I was so overwhelmed by this generous offer that I remained speechless for
a few seconds while deciding whether
to prostrate myself and kiss their deck
shoes. Eventually, I realized that such
behavior might be unseemly, even
by Key West standards, so instead I
thanked them profusely.

A

nd now, a few months later, as
I watch Ling III float peacefully astern
of Aventura, I again send my thanks to
Jeff and Mario. But the happiness I feel
is tinged with a trace of sadness. That’s
because their noble gesture did have
one unforeseen tragic consequence. It
prevented some lucky psychiatrist from
being the first doctor to diagnose and
name a previously unknown mental
disorder — hypalonosis.
— ray jason
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A

s luck would have it, I ran into
Lee Helm before I even reached the tiny
shack that serves as their clubhouse.
She was with two friends and a large
black dog, all of them — except the dog
— wearing wetsuits and windsurfing
harnesses. She deduced my intentions
almost immediately.
“Scouting for more foredeck fodder?”
she asked.
“That’s right,” I said. “Next week’s YRA
race. Interested?”
“Not me,” she said as she glanced
over at her friends. “But like, Kay and
Jocelyn might be up for it. Kay’s a totally
awesome windsurfer, and that means
she can sail anything with a mast and a
sail.”
“I won’t try to confuse her with the
rudder,” I joked. “Are you Lee's colleagues from the naval architecture
department?”
“A futurist, doing a post-doc in the
City Planning department,” Lee informed
me as she introduced me to Kay
Serra. “And this is
Jocylen Shaike,” a
seismologist.
“Let’s talk,” said
Kay. “But first,
could you watch
my dog for about a
half hour?”
She passed me
the leash before I could come up with a
good excuse.
“Sure, I guess so,” I mumbled, not
thinking fast enough to get out of this.
“Great! We’ll be back soon!” and the
three of them ran to the gangway where
three fully rigged windsurfers were waiting.
“Uh, what’s the dog’s name?” I called

after them.
“Nimby!” Kay yelled back as she
sheeted in and flew off on a broad reach
at speeds unknown to sailors with ballast.

“W

ell, Nimby, it’s you and me for
the next half hour,” I said as I tugged on
the leash of my new best friend, thinking he would enjoy a walk along a small
gravelly beach.
But Nimby wanted to go the other
way, so I let him lead me along the seawall to the next gangway, stopping to
examine bits of shrubbery that caught
his attention. At the gangway it was my
turn to stop for something interesting.
A small sailboat was heeled over about
45 degrees, struggling to get back to the
dock through the shallow water. I could
see a plume of mud behind it every time
the sailor pivoted it around into a direction that would get it closer to the dock
and the hoist. The tide was falling fast.
“You might try some centerboard up,”
I suggested helpfully.
“Thanks, but it’s a fixed keel,” answered the sailor, heeling beyond what I
would have thought was the point of no
return from a capsize to make a few more
boatlengths of progress before rounding
up again as the boat pivoted around into
the wind on the tip of its keel.
“Is that the Bongo?” asked an onlooker who had been watching from the
gangway.
“Don’t know," I said. “But it sure is
stuck. What’s a Bongo?”
“It’s a 15-ft skiff-like boat, very fast
but with a comfortable cockpit and a
deep keel for capsize resistance and easy
recovery. I think the designer wanted
to build a high-performance dinghy for
people with bad
knees.”
It looked like an
attractive boat for
someone who believes they are too
old to get launched
by a capsizing dinghy, but still wants
to sail fast.
“I was hoping for
a chance to sail it today. I think it’s the
perfect boat for someone like me who
just wants to sail fast, but doesn’t want
to race or work too hard to contort themselves into strange body positions . . .”
This person could sure talk, and the
material started to repeat after just a few

"A windsurfer is like, the
most efficient high performance singlehanded
small boat we have."
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O

ne of the best things about my
marina is that we share the space with
a university sailing club, and that place
is a breeding ground for great dinghy
sailors. And dinghy sailors make great
crew — so it’s well worth dealing with
the occasional beginner blocking the
channel in return for a ready source of
race crew.
My pick-up crew of college students
did so well on last month’s ocean race
that I was looking for more for the upcoming Bay race. But rather than hope
they would magically appear at the yacht
club when needed, for this race I would
leave nothing to chance: I took a walk
down to the small-boat launching area
to recruit some likely prospects from the
university sailing club.

minutes. I learned that his name was
Bjorn Toulouse, and he loved sailing fast
but avoided racing.
“I’ve been giving demo sails all morning,” hailed the Bongo sailor, who also
turned out to be the boat’s designer and
main promoter, according to Bjorn. “But
I have to end early today because of low
tide. Come back later if you want to take
it out for a spin.”
“Tide still has a ways to go out,” I
informed him.
“I know,” he moaned. “The chart said
it was much deeper here.”
“The chart soundings are quite old,”
I said. “Looks like you’re stuck pretty
good.”
“I’ll throw you my mainsheet, and you
can pull me in,” he said.
He lowered the main, unrove the
mainsheet, and tried to throw it to the

— DOG DAY AFTERNOON

Spread, the Bongo's design is fast, ergonomic, stable, and so easy even a kid can
sail it. Inset, but watch out for falling tides as the fixed keel can make returning
to a small boat dock a challenge.

dock, but the throw was upwind and,
after three tries, it was still falling way
short. Nimby, meanwhile, was getting
impatient.
“No good,” I said. “I’ll see if the sailing
club will tow you back with their rescue
boat.”
“We won’t need to do that if we can
find a tennis ball,” suggested Bjorn.
“A stick would probably work as well,”
I said, immediately understanding the
plan.

N

imby and I ran back up the
gangway, and a suitable stick was easy
to find in the pile of scrap wood next to
the sailing club. Nimby was jumping up
and down for it before we were even back
down on the dock. I unhooked his leash
and hurled the stick over to the boat,

where the sailor got a hold of it with the
help of his hiking stick.
Just in time, too, because Nimby, after a flying leap off the dock and a huge
splash, was right there. The end of the
mainsheet was hitched to the stick and
was given to Nimby, who swam back to
the dock. Now we had a line to the boat,
and after few good pulls, assisted by
some more people who had been taking
demo rides that day, the boat was under
the hoist and there was a new channel in
the mud. The designer ran to his truck
to retrieve the keel-lifting tackle.
“Now if only that keel could be lifted
up while underway,” suggested one of
the onlookers, “then that would be a nice
boat for the Bay.”
“That’s the designer who was sailing
it just now,” said another dock pundit.
“Sort of an embarrassing moment for
him, don’t you think?”
“Well, he did say it’s not for beach

sailing,” replied the first assistant. "The
concept is to build a small boat that’s
fast enough to plane upwind like a skiff,
but can be sailed by someone with bad
knees, like the designer. And non-capsizable, so it needs the fixed keel.”
Nimby chose that moment to walk
right into the middle of this group of
critics and shake gallons of water in all
directions. Suddenly remembering that
I was supposed to be watching this dog,
I grabbed his collar, weathered another
gallon or two of Eau de Doggy at close
range, and made the leash fast.

W

e continued our walk down the
waterfront, next coming to the public
launching ramp. Mostly powerboats
launch here, but another unusual machine caught my eye. This was a very
narrow thing with huge hiking racks
on either side, and a simple but powerJune, 2006 •
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MAX EBB
ful-looking rig that looked like it would
be more at home on a sailboard than a
dinghy. I convinced Nimby to follow me
down the ramp to have a closer look.
This boat was called the Hoot, and it
too was being sailed by the designer.
The concept was refreshingly simple:
No trapeze harness or wires, no complicated rig, just one
modern sail with
lots of battens and
all the basic controls. But unlike
other cat-rigged
performance dinghies, the designer
was quick to explain, this one had
two shrouds and a
forestay to keep the rig light, strong and
less expensive to build. It was a fairly
sophisticated rig design that seemed
to incorporate a lot of windsurfer sail
technology.
“Would I be the first person to say
that you seem to have re-invented the
International Sailing Canoe?” I asked
after viewing the boat from all angles
“The IC needed to be reinvented,” he
said. “Those things have become way too
complicated, what with the jib and the
sliding seat to mess with. Notice that the
fleet has pretty much died out.”
“That’s true,” I agreed, “but isn’t it
possible that the IC fleet, and others like
it, died out because the market doesn’t
support this type of boat anymore?”
“There’s still a big niche for a fast
singlehander,” he replied. “And this design takes advantage of the nice handling
properties of a long slender monohull,
with the hiking power of racks, and a
simple but really powerful rig.”
He went on to explain the virtues
of narrow hulls, especially their easy
transition from displacement to planing
mode, the simple structural requirement
that keeps them much lighter than multihulls, and the positive maneuvering
control.
“We get catamaran speeds without all
the downsides,” he insisted.
“But I imagine it’s much easier to
capsize,” I said.

“It’s also much easier to self-rescue,”
he countered.

N

imby was not particularly interested in this discussion, so we decided
to move on down
the waterfront. We
were about to turn
inland towards
the park when I
noticed two more
strange small craft
at the fuel dock.
These were small
outriggers, looking very much like
single-person outrigger canoes. They
had bucket seats on the main hulls, and
small amas on the starboard side. The
rigs were large by sailing canoe retrofit
standards, but still very small for boats
of that length. With no obvious provision for hiking out, they looked like they
would sail okay with the ama to leeward
for buoyancy. But what happens when
the ama is to windward, on starboard
tack, with no way to hold it down? Formula for a huli, as they say in Hawaii.
Nimby and I watched with great interest as one of the boats was paddled away
from the dock using what appeared to be
a very fancy carbon canoe paddle with a
blade that seemed to curve in the wrong
direction. Once the paddler was in clear
water he slid the paddle into a kind of
holster and unrolled the sail, which had
vertical battens to allow it to roller-furl
around the mast.
Port tack revealed no surprises, with
the ama to leeward. The boat was sailing
fast considering the wind speed and the
small sail, although I'd always thought
that proas and outriggers sailed best
with their amas to windward, to give the
crew some hiking leverage and to keep
all the displacement on the longer of the
two hulls.
Then it tacked to starboard. The
mainsail was sheeted in, and, as the boat
accelerated, the ama, now on the windward side, rose just clear of the water.

"It's faster than a Laser,
easy to paddle, and
no component weighs
more than 50 pounds."

Bongo
LOA: 15’ 2”
Maximum beam: 6’ 6”
Draft: 3’ 11”
Weight: 415 lbs. fully rigged
Sail area: 131 ft2
Designer: Paul Cronin
Price (with trailer): $15,000
www.sailabongo.com
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Hoot
LOA: 14'
Maximum beam: 8’ 4”
Sail Area: 107 ft2
Weight: 140 lbs. fully rigged
Designer: Doug Kidder/Chris Maas
Sail Designer: Bill Hansen
Price: $7,500
www.gohoot.com

“There it goes,” I said out loud, remembering what I’d seen happen to
outriggers after the ama clears the water.
There’s virtually nothing to keep it from
going all the way. Even with paddlers
ready to correct the mistake, it’s very
hard to prevent a capsize. But this thing
just hovered there with only a centerboard penetrating the surface below the
flying ama.
I could see a gust approach on the
water surface. “He’s done for if he
doesn’t have a hand on the mainsheet,”
I remarked to Nimby. But instead of a
capsize or a luff, the boat just accelerated
and the ama remained that same few
inches above the water. And the sailor
hadn’t moved his weight an inch — he
just sat there in that bucket seat, his
enjoyment increasing as the wind did.
“Nimby,” I said, “there’s something
strange about that boat,” and we turned
down to the fuel dock where the other
sailing outrigger was still tied up.
More gusts blew up the channel before
we were at the bottom of the gangway,
and every one of them resulted in more
boat speed with no hiking.

“O

kay, what’s keeping that thing
upright?” I asked the person standing
next to the machine at the dock.
“It’s foil-stabilized,” he said.
That didn’t really answer my question, so he leaned down and pulled a
control line that rotated the foil above
the surface. What I had taken for the
centerboard was really a “J foil,” according to this guy, who turned out to be the
boat’s designer.
“So on port tack the foil lifts up to keep
the ama from being buried,” I concluded.
“And on starboard tack the foil pulls
down?”
“You got it,” he said.
“I imagine that if you sheet in after a
tack but before you have any speed, the
foil pulls out and you go right over.”
“Precisely,” said the designer. “And
since you figured that out all by yourself,
you're now qualified to solo. That is, if
Raptor 16
LOA: 16’ 9”
Maximum beam: 8’ 0”
Weight with rig and foil: 95 lbs.
Sail area (full size sail): 90 ft2
Sail area (high wind sail): 70 ft2
Designer: John Slattebo
Price: $5,000
www.hydrovisions.com
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DOUG KIDDER

nearly as much as
I was, especially
as the wind continued to build.
Suddenly,
three windsurfers came into
view around a
bend in the channel. Nimby’s nose
picked it up before
my eyes did, because it was Lee,
Jocelyn and Kay,
Nimby’s human.
He was too good-

were both dragged back to the fuel dock,
we were all drying off and warming up
on a sunny patch of grass behind some
trees that made a good windbreak.
Lee explained that the tide was still
going down, and their skegs were too
deep to get back to the small boat dock
at the sailing club, so they had sailed
into the harbor to pull out.
Meanwhile, the designer of the foilstabilized outrigger, which I had learned
is called the Raptor, made the pitch for
his invention.
“It had to be faster than a Laser, easy
to paddle, and no component could
weigh more than 50 pounds — for easy
car-topping,” he explained.
“For sure,” Lee interrupted, “but the

you start with the sail reefed. We’re giving
demo sails today. Care to take it out for
a spin?”
“I have to look after this dog . . .”
“No problem, he can ride in the sidecar. In fact, with that dog in the sidecar
you won't even have to reef.”
The “sidecar” was a small trampoline
deck between the main hull and ama.
The designer explained that with a passenger in the sidecar the boat had all
the righting arm it needed to be docile
for beginners. The dog would add the
perfect amount of extra righting moment
for a safe lesson while still allowing me
to fly the ama in the gusts. Or so he
imagined.
After a quick briefing on the controls,
I climbed into the cockpit, and Nimby,
apparently used to riding windsurfers,
jumped onto the tramp. We cast off with
the sail still rolled up. I let the boat drift
backwards to clear the dock area and,
after a few false starts, got the rudder controls right for going astern in a
straight line. I unrolled the sail, fell off
on port tack, and we were off.
It was almost as lively as a beach
cat, but I was sitting in that bucket seat
instead of hiking out.
Starboard tack was a whole different
story, with enough wind to lift the ama
clear — when I remembered which way
to pull on the angle-of-attack lever.
It was a fascinating boat to play with.
Really two boats, I concluded, because
it behaved so differently on each of the
two tacks. But Nimby wasn’t enjoying it

DAVE HIGGINS

Above, the Hoot shows off its simple, windsurfer-esque rig. Right, the Raptor's J Foil acts
as a stabilizer to keep the boat upright.

mannered to whine, but he was clearly
impatient to switch boats.
“Max! Like, what are you doing on
that thing?” Lee hailed as she planed
past me.
“Nimby!” shouted Kay, “How did you
get out on the . . .”
And that’s when Nimby jumped for
it. Startled, I pushed down on the lever
instead of pulling up to hold the ama at
constant altitude.

A

half hour later, after Nimby and I

problem with selling a new small boat
concept is that there are two kinds of
boats that are already mature technologies, types that have like, optimized the
most popular kinds of small boating.”
“And these are?” I asked.
“Kayaks and windsurfers,” she said as
if this were obvious to everyone. “I mean,
what did you think?”
“The outrigger canoe has to count
as a ‘mature technology’ too," noted the
designer of the Raptor.
“For sure,” Lee admitted. “And I think
outrigger paddlers will be the biggest
market for that boat, because they’re
like, already used to asymmetrical
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boats.”
“Outrigger paddlers and Moore 24
sailors,” I added.
“We're definitely going after that market segment,” said the designer. "In fact,
we plan to allow the use of paddles during races. It should have a lot of appeal
to competitive paddlers.”
“I don’t know,” said Kay. “I think you
would have to paddle for the entire race
to be competitive, and if I were entering
a sailboat race I’d want to test a different
skill set than how hard I could paddle.”
“Top-end windsurfer racers pump
their way around the course,” he countered.
“That’s different,” she replied, but she
couldn’t really explain why.

“B

ut clearly the windsurfer is
like, the most efficient high-performance
singlehanded small boat we have,” Lee
maintained. “And like, for people who
just want to float on the water and direct
their own course into interesting waters,
the kayak is the best machine. There
really isn’t much market share left in
between those two solutions, especially

when you subtract out the totally conventional dinghies and daysailors that
are already established.
“But Lee,” I said, coming to the defense of innovation. “This thing has to be
sailed to be believed. You get to control
the ama with a hydrofoil.”

"Nimby, there's something
strange about that boat."
“And the heaviest piece is only 45
pounds,” added the designer.
“That would be a tank to a windsurfer,” said Lee.
“But actually it could be important,”
said the futurist. “Here we are looking
down from Hubbert’s Peak, with the price
of oil about to change everything.”
“You don’t think car -topping will
become a thing of the past, do you?” I
asked.
“No way. We’ll still be driving cars,
but they'll be much smaller, lighter and

less powerful cars, and the conventional
paradigm of boat-trailer-RV has got to
go. So very light car-toppable boats will
be in, and on-site dry storage for kayaks
and windsurfers will be in. Even wet
berths for boats under 25 feet might
make a comeback — especially when
marina operators figure out that there’s
more revenue per square foot of harbor
in small berths than in big ones.”
“And they're all going to have to
rebuild after the earthquake,” added
Jocelyn, “which will be an opportunity
for marinas to reconfigure.”
“We’re off the subject,” I said. “Today
I saw the Bongo, the Hoot and the Raptor, all sailed by their designers. Which
do you think has the best chance?”
“They’ll all find their market niche,”
Lee predicted. “But like, that design
space between the windsurfer and the
kayak is filling up fast.”
Nimby, who had been chasing tennis
balls into the harbor again, shared his
opinion of this conversation by shaking
off on us one more time.
— max ebb
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A

s luck would have it, I ran into
Lee Helm before I even reached the tiny
shack that serves as their clubhouse.
She was with two friends and a large
black dog, all of them — except the dog
— wearing wetsuits and windsurfing
harnesses. She deduced my intentions
almost immediately.
“Scouting for more foredeck fodder?”
she asked.
“That’s right,” I said. “Next week’s YRA
race. Interested?”
“Not me,” she said as she glanced
over at her friends. “But like, Kay and
Jocelyn might be up for it. Kay’s a totally
awesome windsurfer, and that means
she can sail anything with a mast and a
sail.”
“I won’t try to confuse her with the
rudder,” I joked. “Are you Lee's colleagues from the naval architecture
department?”
“A futurist, doing a post-doc in the
City Planning department,” Lee informed
me as she introduced me to Kay
Serra. “And this is
Jocylen Shaike,” a
seismologist.
“Let’s talk,” said
Kay. “But first,
could you watch
my dog for about a
half hour?”
She passed me
the leash before I could come up with a
good excuse.
“Sure, I guess so,” I mumbled, not
thinking fast enough to get out of this.
“Great! We’ll be back soon!” and the
three of them ran to the gangway where
three fully rigged windsurfers were waiting.
“Uh, what’s the dog’s name?” I called

after them.
“Nimby!” Kay yelled back as she
sheeted in and flew off on a broad reach
at speeds unknown to sailors with ballast.

“W

ell, Nimby, it’s you and me for
the next half hour,” I said as I tugged on
the leash of my new best friend, thinking he would enjoy a walk along a small
gravelly beach.
But Nimby wanted to go the other
way, so I let him lead me along the seawall to the next gangway, stopping to
examine bits of shrubbery that caught
his attention. At the gangway it was my
turn to stop for something interesting.
A small sailboat was heeled over about
45 degrees, struggling to get back to the
dock through the shallow water. I could
see a plume of mud behind it every time
the sailor pivoted it around into a direction that would get it closer to the dock
and the hoist. The tide was falling fast.
“You might try some centerboard up,”
I suggested helpfully.
“Thanks, but it’s a fixed keel,” answered the sailor, heeling beyond what I
would have thought was the point of no
return from a capsize to make a few more
boatlengths of progress before rounding
up again as the boat pivoted around into
the wind on the tip of its keel.
“Is that the Bongo?” asked an onlooker who had been watching from the
gangway.
“Don’t know," I said. “But it sure is
stuck. What’s a Bongo?”
“It’s a 15-ft skiff-like boat, very fast
but with a comfortable cockpit and a
deep keel for capsize resistance and easy
recovery. I think the designer wanted
to build a high-performance dinghy for
people with bad
knees.”
It looked like an
attractive boat for
someone who believes they are too
old to get launched
by a capsizing dinghy, but still wants
to sail fast.
“I was hoping for
a chance to sail it today. I think it’s the
perfect boat for someone like me who
just wants to sail fast, but doesn’t want
to race or work too hard to contort themselves into strange body positions . . .”
This person could sure talk, and the
material started to repeat after just a few

"A windsurfer is like, the
most efficient high performance singlehanded
small boat we have."
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O

ne of the best things about my
marina is that we share the space with
a university sailing club, and that place
is a breeding ground for great dinghy
sailors. And dinghy sailors make great
crew — so it’s well worth dealing with
the occasional beginner blocking the
channel in return for a ready source of
race crew.
My pick-up crew of college students
did so well on last month’s ocean race
that I was looking for more for the upcoming Bay race. But rather than hope
they would magically appear at the yacht
club when needed, for this race I would
leave nothing to chance: I took a walk
down to the small-boat launching area
to recruit some likely prospects from the
university sailing club.

minutes. I learned that his name was
Bjorn Toulouse, and he loved sailing fast
but avoided racing.
“I’ve been giving demo sails all morning,” hailed the Bongo sailor, who also
turned out to be the boat’s designer and
main promoter, according to Bjorn. “But
I have to end early today because of low
tide. Come back later if you want to take
it out for a spin.”
“Tide still has a ways to go out,” I
informed him.
“I know,” he moaned. “The chart said
it was much deeper here.”
“The chart soundings are quite old,”
I said. “Looks like you’re stuck pretty
good.”
“I’ll throw you my mainsheet, and you
can pull me in,” he said.
He lowered the main, unrove the
mainsheet, and tried to throw it to the

— DOG DAY AFTERNOON

Spread, the Bongo's design is fast, ergonomic, stable, and so easy even a kid can
sail it. Inset, but watch out for falling tides as the fixed keel can make returning
to a small boat dock a challenge.

dock, but the throw was upwind and,
after three tries, it was still falling way
short. Nimby, meanwhile, was getting
impatient.
“No good,” I said. “I’ll see if the sailing
club will tow you back with their rescue
boat.”
“We won’t need to do that if we can
find a tennis ball,” suggested Bjorn.
“A stick would probably work as well,”
I said, immediately understanding the
plan.

N

imby and I ran back up the
gangway, and a suitable stick was easy
to find in the pile of scrap wood next to
the sailing club. Nimby was jumping up
and down for it before we were even back
down on the dock. I unhooked his leash
and hurled the stick over to the boat,

where the sailor got a hold of it with the
help of his hiking stick.
Just in time, too, because Nimby, after a flying leap off the dock and a huge
splash, was right there. The end of the
mainsheet was hitched to the stick and
was given to Nimby, who swam back to
the dock. Now we had a line to the boat,
and after few good pulls, assisted by
some more people who had been taking
demo rides that day, the boat was under
the hoist and there was a new channel in
the mud. The designer ran to his truck
to retrieve the keel-lifting tackle.
“Now if only that keel could be lifted
up while underway,” suggested one of
the onlookers, “then that would be a nice
boat for the Bay.”
“That’s the designer who was sailing
it just now,” said another dock pundit.
“Sort of an embarrassing moment for
him, don’t you think?”
“Well, he did say it’s not for beach

sailing,” replied the first assistant. "The
concept is to build a small boat that’s
fast enough to plane upwind like a skiff,
but can be sailed by someone with bad
knees, like the designer. And non-capsizable, so it needs the fixed keel.”
Nimby chose that moment to walk
right into the middle of this group of
critics and shake gallons of water in all
directions. Suddenly remembering that
I was supposed to be watching this dog,
I grabbed his collar, weathered another
gallon or two of Eau de Doggy at close
range, and made the leash fast.

W

e continued our walk down the
waterfront, next coming to the public
launching ramp. Mostly powerboats
launch here, but another unusual machine caught my eye. This was a very
narrow thing with huge hiking racks
on either side, and a simple but powerJune, 2006 •
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ful-looking rig that looked like it would
be more at home on a sailboard than a
dinghy. I convinced Nimby to follow me
down the ramp to have a closer look.
This boat was called the Hoot, and it
too was being sailed by the designer.
The concept was refreshingly simple:
No trapeze harness or wires, no complicated rig, just one
modern sail with
lots of battens and
all the basic controls. But unlike
other cat-rigged
performance dinghies, the designer
was quick to explain, this one had
two shrouds and a
forestay to keep the rig light, strong and
less expensive to build. It was a fairly
sophisticated rig design that seemed
to incorporate a lot of windsurfer sail
technology.
“Would I be the first person to say
that you seem to have re-invented the
International Sailing Canoe?” I asked
after viewing the boat from all angles
“The IC needed to be reinvented,” he
said. “Those things have become way too
complicated, what with the jib and the
sliding seat to mess with. Notice that the
fleet has pretty much died out.”
“That’s true,” I agreed, “but isn’t it
possible that the IC fleet, and others like
it, died out because the market doesn’t
support this type of boat anymore?”
“There’s still a big niche for a fast
singlehander,” he replied. “And this design takes advantage of the nice handling
properties of a long slender monohull,
with the hiking power of racks, and a
simple but really powerful rig.”
He went on to explain the virtues
of narrow hulls, especially their easy
transition from displacement to planing
mode, the simple structural requirement
that keeps them much lighter than multihulls, and the positive maneuvering
control.
“We get catamaran speeds without all
the downsides,” he insisted.
“But I imagine it’s much easier to
capsize,” I said.

“It’s also much easier to self-rescue,”
he countered.

N

imby was not particularly interested in this discussion, so we decided
to move on down
the waterfront. We
were about to turn
inland towards
the park when I
noticed two more
strange small craft
at the fuel dock.
These were small
outriggers, looking very much like
single-person outrigger canoes. They
had bucket seats on the main hulls, and
small amas on the starboard side. The
rigs were large by sailing canoe retrofit
standards, but still very small for boats
of that length. With no obvious provision for hiking out, they looked like they
would sail okay with the ama to leeward
for buoyancy. But what happens when
the ama is to windward, on starboard
tack, with no way to hold it down? Formula for a huli, as they say in Hawaii.
Nimby and I watched with great interest as one of the boats was paddled away
from the dock using what appeared to be
a very fancy carbon canoe paddle with a
blade that seemed to curve in the wrong
direction. Once the paddler was in clear
water he slid the paddle into a kind of
holster and unrolled the sail, which had
vertical battens to allow it to roller-furl
around the mast.
Port tack revealed no surprises, with
the ama to leeward. The boat was sailing
fast considering the wind speed and the
small sail, although I'd always thought
that proas and outriggers sailed best
with their amas to windward, to give the
crew some hiking leverage and to keep
all the displacement on the longer of the
two hulls.
Then it tacked to starboard. The
mainsail was sheeted in, and, as the boat
accelerated, the ama, now on the windward side, rose just clear of the water.

"It's faster than a Laser,
easy to paddle, and
no component weighs
more than 50 pounds."

Bongo
LOA: 15’ 2”
Maximum beam: 6’ 6”
Draft: 3’ 11”
Weight: 415 lbs. fully rigged
Sail area: 131 ft2
Designer: Paul Cronin
Price (with trailer): $15,000
www.sailabongo.com
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Hoot
LOA: 14'
Maximum beam: 8’ 4”
Sail Area: 107 ft2
Weight: 140 lbs. fully rigged
Designer: Doug Kidder/Chris Maas
Sail Designer: Bill Hansen
Price: $7,500
www.gohoot.com

“There it goes,” I said out loud, remembering what I’d seen happen to
outriggers after the ama clears the water.
There’s virtually nothing to keep it from
going all the way. Even with paddlers
ready to correct the mistake, it’s very
hard to prevent a capsize. But this thing
just hovered there with only a centerboard penetrating the surface below the
flying ama.
I could see a gust approach on the
water surface. “He’s done for if he
doesn’t have a hand on the mainsheet,”
I remarked to Nimby. But instead of a
capsize or a luff, the boat just accelerated
and the ama remained that same few
inches above the water. And the sailor
hadn’t moved his weight an inch — he
just sat there in that bucket seat, his
enjoyment increasing as the wind did.
“Nimby,” I said, “there’s something
strange about that boat,” and we turned
down to the fuel dock where the other
sailing outrigger was still tied up.
More gusts blew up the channel before
we were at the bottom of the gangway,
and every one of them resulted in more
boat speed with no hiking.

“O

kay, what’s keeping that thing
upright?” I asked the person standing
next to the machine at the dock.
“It’s foil-stabilized,” he said.
That didn’t really answer my question, so he leaned down and pulled a
control line that rotated the foil above
the surface. What I had taken for the
centerboard was really a “J foil,” according to this guy, who turned out to be the
boat’s designer.
“So on port tack the foil lifts up to keep
the ama from being buried,” I concluded.
“And on starboard tack the foil pulls
down?”
“You got it,” he said.
“I imagine that if you sheet in after a
tack but before you have any speed, the
foil pulls out and you go right over.”
“Precisely,” said the designer. “And
since you figured that out all by yourself,
you're now qualified to solo. That is, if
Raptor 16
LOA: 16’ 9”
Maximum beam: 8’ 0”
Weight with rig and foil: 95 lbs.
Sail area (full size sail): 90 ft2
Sail area (high wind sail): 70 ft2
Designer: John Slattebo
Price: $5,000
www.hydrovisions.com

— DOG DAY AFTERNOON

DOUG KIDDER

nearly as much as
I was, especially
as the wind continued to build.
Suddenly,
three windsurfers came into
view around a
bend in the channel. Nimby’s nose
picked it up before
my eyes did, because it was Lee,
Jocelyn and Kay,
Nimby’s human.
He was too good-

were both dragged back to the fuel dock,
we were all drying off and warming up
on a sunny patch of grass behind some
trees that made a good windbreak.
Lee explained that the tide was still
going down, and their skegs were too
deep to get back to the small boat dock
at the sailing club, so they had sailed
into the harbor to pull out.
Meanwhile, the designer of the foilstabilized outrigger, which I had learned
is called the Raptor, made the pitch for
his invention.
“It had to be faster than a Laser, easy
to paddle, and no component could
weigh more than 50 pounds — for easy
car-topping,” he explained.
“For sure,” Lee interrupted, “but the

you start with the sail reefed. We’re giving
demo sails today. Care to take it out for
a spin?”
“I have to look after this dog . . .”
“No problem, he can ride in the sidecar. In fact, with that dog in the sidecar
you won't even have to reef.”
The “sidecar” was a small trampoline
deck between the main hull and ama.
The designer explained that with a passenger in the sidecar the boat had all
the righting arm it needed to be docile
for beginners. The dog would add the
perfect amount of extra righting moment
for a safe lesson while still allowing me
to fly the ama in the gusts. Or so he
imagined.
After a quick briefing on the controls,
I climbed into the cockpit, and Nimby,
apparently used to riding windsurfers,
jumped onto the tramp. We cast off with
the sail still rolled up. I let the boat drift
backwards to clear the dock area and,
after a few false starts, got the rudder controls right for going astern in a
straight line. I unrolled the sail, fell off
on port tack, and we were off.
It was almost as lively as a beach
cat, but I was sitting in that bucket seat
instead of hiking out.
Starboard tack was a whole different
story, with enough wind to lift the ama
clear — when I remembered which way
to pull on the angle-of-attack lever.
It was a fascinating boat to play with.
Really two boats, I concluded, because
it behaved so differently on each of the
two tacks. But Nimby wasn’t enjoying it

DAVE HIGGINS

Above, the Hoot shows off its simple, windsurfer-esque rig. Right, the Raptor's J Foil acts
as a stabilizer to keep the boat upright.

mannered to whine, but he was clearly
impatient to switch boats.
“Max! Like, what are you doing on
that thing?” Lee hailed as she planed
past me.
“Nimby!” shouted Kay, “How did you
get out on the . . .”
And that’s when Nimby jumped for
it. Startled, I pushed down on the lever
instead of pulling up to hold the ama at
constant altitude.

A

half hour later, after Nimby and I

problem with selling a new small boat
concept is that there are two kinds of
boats that are already mature technologies, types that have like, optimized the
most popular kinds of small boating.”
“And these are?” I asked.
“Kayaks and windsurfers,” she said as
if this were obvious to everyone. “I mean,
what did you think?”
“The outrigger canoe has to count
as a ‘mature technology’ too," noted the
designer of the Raptor.
“For sure,” Lee admitted. “And I think
outrigger paddlers will be the biggest
market for that boat, because they’re
like, already used to asymmetrical
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boats.”
“Outrigger paddlers and Moore 24
sailors,” I added.
“We're definitely going after that market segment,” said the designer. "In fact,
we plan to allow the use of paddles during races. It should have a lot of appeal
to competitive paddlers.”
“I don’t know,” said Kay. “I think you
would have to paddle for the entire race
to be competitive, and if I were entering
a sailboat race I’d want to test a different
skill set than how hard I could paddle.”
“Top-end windsurfer racers pump
their way around the course,” he countered.
“That’s different,” she replied, but she
couldn’t really explain why.

“B

ut clearly the windsurfer is
like, the most efficient high-performance
singlehanded small boat we have,” Lee
maintained. “And like, for people who
just want to float on the water and direct
their own course into interesting waters,
the kayak is the best machine. There
really isn’t much market share left in
between those two solutions, especially

when you subtract out the totally conventional dinghies and daysailors that
are already established.
“But Lee,” I said, coming to the defense of innovation. “This thing has to be
sailed to be believed. You get to control
the ama with a hydrofoil.”

"Nimby, there's something
strange about that boat."
“And the heaviest piece is only 45
pounds,” added the designer.
“That would be a tank to a windsurfer,” said Lee.
“But actually it could be important,”
said the futurist. “Here we are looking
down from Hubbert’s Peak, with the price
of oil about to change everything.”
“You don’t think car -topping will
become a thing of the past, do you?” I
asked.
“No way. We’ll still be driving cars,
but they'll be much smaller, lighter and

less powerful cars, and the conventional
paradigm of boat-trailer-RV has got to
go. So very light car-toppable boats will
be in, and on-site dry storage for kayaks
and windsurfers will be in. Even wet
berths for boats under 25 feet might
make a comeback — especially when
marina operators figure out that there’s
more revenue per square foot of harbor
in small berths than in big ones.”
“And they're all going to have to
rebuild after the earthquake,” added
Jocelyn, “which will be an opportunity
for marinas to reconfigure.”
“We’re off the subject,” I said. “Today
I saw the Bongo, the Hoot and the Raptor, all sailed by their designers. Which
do you think has the best chance?”
“They’ll all find their market niche,”
Lee predicted. “But like, that design
space between the windsurfer and the
kayak is filling up fast.”
Nimby, who had been chasing tennis
balls into the harbor again, shared his
opinion of this conversation by shaking
off on us one more time.
— max ebb
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Bay Propeller is the largest and
most experienced propeller shop
in Northern California

Full service repairs on all makes and sizes. Our services
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repair/replacement, rudder and lower unit skeg repair.
Featuring Electronic 3-D Propeller Analysis
✔ Improves speed and fuel economy
✔ Increases performance
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510-337-9122
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THE RACING

With wrap-ups this month from the Moore 24 PCCs, the J/24
Nationals, the Elite Keel, the Elvstrom-Zellerbach Regatta
and the Mayfest Regatta. There are also reports on a surprise
ending at the Ensenada Race, as well as tragedy and redemption in the Volvo Round the World Race. Couldn't get everything
in, but we tried to stuff a few more high points into Race Notes.

J/24 Nationals
Sixty J/24s and more than 300 sailors converged on Galveston Bay April
27-29 for the J/24 2006 US National
Championships, hosted by the Houston
Yacht club and sponsored by Sailing Anarchy. San Diego sailmaker Chris Snow
and the crew of Bogus positively dominated the three-day, eight-race, nothrowout event with three bullets and
a 46-point spread over the second place
boat, Mike Ingham's 2005 winner Brain
Cramp. Ingham’s own bullet gave him
the tiebreaker over the Zaleski brothers
in third place.
Michael Whitfield and his TMC Racing team made the long haul to Texas as
the lone Bay Area representative in the
competition. TMC performed well, posting a 'top half' finish in 25th place. Onboard TMC were Lulu Yang, Michael’s
wife and mast person; Lou Anna Koehler, foredeck; Lester Igo, trimmer; and
Jim Yares, tactician. In San Francisco,
Whitfield and Yares are competitors in
the local J/24 fleet (Yares sails Running
With Scissors), but the two joined forces
for this event.
“Over the past two years, we’ve competed in two Nationals and two North
Americans on both coasts,” said Whitfield. “What made Houston unique was
that it brought together the best sailors from both sides of the country. The
depth and talent in the fleet here in
Houston was by far the toughest we’ve
ever seen,” he added.
Other West Coast competitors included Deke Klatt (Jaded) in 6th, Ryan
Cox (of Moraga) in 7th, Pat Toole (3 Big
Dogs) in 19th, and Kent Pierce (Watermelon) in 23rd – all from Southern California. Pierce was joined by Brian Goepfrich from Lake Tahoe who served as his
tactician. Geopfrich is a longtime J/24
sailor who frequently sails his Tahoebased J/24 Snowjob in the San Francisco fleet regattas.
The fleet was treated to three excellent days of racing with a wide range of
conditions — wind ranging from 6 to 28
knots, 40-degree shifts, warm weather,
cold weather, sun, clouds, thunderPage 180 •
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storms that delayed racing on Saturday, and even a tornado warning. Can't
get much 'wider' than that!
Houston YC's race committee, led by
PRO Jim Tichenor, took it all in stride,
running a nearly flawless series. The
extra-long start line even featured a
mid-line committee boat to help watch
over the aggressive starters. As a result
there were few general recalls and only
one 'I flag' start.
The first day of racing on Thursday featured the lightest and shiftiest
breeze. Friday was the 'heavy weather'
day, with cool 15 to 28-knot southeasterlies. The final races on Saturday
— after the thunderstorms and tornado
warning — were perhaps the most enjoyable of all, with a mild 8 to 13-knot
breeze and partly cloudy skies.
The event concluded with the Sailing
Anarchists Ball, which included copious amounts of adult beverages, shot
girls, and all manner of debauchery.
On Sunday morning, bleary-eyed crews
downed gallons of strong coffee as they
loaded up boats and started their long
journeys home.
The healthy turnout at the Nationals as well as the strong 15-boat fleet
in San Francisco are continued evidence that J/24 racing is alive and well
and thriving. “The J/24 is still one of
the best values in competitive one-design racing,” Whitfield noted. Since its
introduction in 1977, more than 5,100
J/24s have been built, and thousands
are still racing all around the world.
— jim yares
1) Bogus, Chris Snow (San Diego), 25 points;
2) Brain Cramp, Mike Ingham (NY), 71; 3) Twins,
Chris and Waldek Zaleski (CT), 71; 4) Running
on Empty, John Kolius (TX), 76; 5) Spoilsport,
Stuart Challoner (NJ), 84; 6) Jaded, Deke Klatt
(CA), 88; 7) USA 3324, Ryan Cox (Moraga), 93.5;
8) Flood Tip, Bill Worsham (TX), 102; 9) Team
Tarheel, Peter Bream (FL), 115; 10) Jesus Lizard, Daniel Borrer (FL), 119. Other California
Boats — 19) 3 Big Dogs, Pat Toole, 170; 23)
Watermelon, Kent Pierce, 185; 25) TMC Racing,
Michael Whitfield, 207. (60 boats).
Complete results: http://www.regattatech.
com/websites/action/showPage?page=websites/
j24nationals06/templates/6-results.html

Moore 24 PCCs
A lifetime of sailing Moore 24s paid
off bigtime for Rowan Fennell on May
6-7, when he and his Paramour crew
topped a 22-boat fleet to win the 2006
Moore 24 Pacific Coast Championships.
Hosted by the Tiburon YC, the 5-race,
no-throwout series was sailed in light to
mostly medium breeze on the warm, flat
waters off Paradise Cay.
Fennell and his twin older brothers
learned to sail on Paramour after their
father, Michael, bought the boat in
1986. "Every summer we'd sail all over
the Delta and camp out on the boat,"
Rowan recalls.
Although his father and siblings still

SUE BODYCOMB/YACHTSHOTS.COM
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Above, 'TMC Racing' (32) goes through the
rinse cycle at the J/24 Nationals in Houston last
month. Michael Whitfield and his 'roadies' — the
only Bay Area team in attendance — ended up
25th, a respectable placing in the high-energy
60-boat fleet.

sail mostly for pleasure, Rowan got the
racing bug and has been campaigning Paramour for the last several years
in the Moore 24 Roadmaster Series
— which he won in 2004 — as well as
other events. And he's long been considered one of the 'top guns' in the Afleet. Nevertheless, this is his first major
class championship — and yeah, it felt
pretty good.
"Great racing, great venue, great

crew," he said. "I'm totally stoked."
Going into the weekend, things
didn't exactly look promising. Fennell,
who sails with wife Vikki on the bow,
had lost his other two regular crew to
moves or kids. So he was kind of scrambling around in the week leading up to
the race to secure replacements. One
of them he found in longtime friend
Mick Burns, whose lack of experience
— this was his first time sailboat racing — was more than made up for by
his enthusiasm. The other had a tad
more experience: Will Baylis is partners
with Rowan's uncle in a Soverel 33. For
those unfamiliar with it, Will's long resume includes five Moore 24 Nationals

sailing with the likes of Dee Smith and
Dave Hodges back in the mid-80s. It
was soon clear that Will, who steered
Paramour while Rowan skippered and
trimmed, hasn't forgotten much.
"We were very aggressive and had excellent starts, nailing the favored end of
the line in every race," says Rowan. "In
between, we were tactically smart and
often made up boats at the corners."
There were three races on Saturday
and two on Sunday, with Saturday's
last race enjoying the most breeze of
the regatta — about 20-22 knots. By
the end of the fourth race, Paramour's
2,1,2,1 score had all but sewn up the
championship. A nice points cushion
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allowed them to throttle back and sail
a conservative last race, but their 8th
place was still good enough to best
Scott Sorensen's second-place No Idea
by four points.
In the bigger picture, the PCCs was
the third event in the nine-race Roadmaster Series, which sees the fleet race
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in such far-flung venues as Stockton,
Huntington Lake and the Columbia River Gorge. Next on that list is the Delta
Ditch Run in mid-June.
Next up for the Para-sailors, though,
was the Whiskeytown Regatta over Memorial Day weekend when, per family
tradition, 'Papa Mike' Fennell will help

crew.
The 'Big One' of the year that Fennell
and most of the other Moore faithful are
looking forward to is the 30th Annual
Moore 24 Nationals, scheduled for October 5-8 in Santa Cruz, the big-wave
venue where the Moore 24 started the
whole 'fast is fun' ultralight thing back

ALL PHOTOS ALLEN DEKELBOUM/TIBURON YC EXCEPT AS NOTED

COURTESY ROWAN FENNELL
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Fast is still fun (clockwise from above) — 'Paramour' leads the way to the winner's circle; in-yourface-competition was a hallmark of the PCCs; getting kicks on Moore #66; heavy current had the
fleet racing the marks as much as each other; 'Paramour' crew (l to r) Will Baylis, Rowan Fennell,
Mick Burns and Vikki Fennell do a post-race Red Stripe commercial; 'Wildfire' making us glad we've
gone all-color; (l to r) 'Sparrowhawk', 'Wasabi' and 'Frenzy' in close formation.

in the early '70s. "We're looking to get
40 boats out for that," says Fennell.
"Wouldn't that be something?"

Indeed it would.
1) Paramour, Rowan Fennell, 14; 2) No Idea,
Scott Sorensen, 18; 3) Mercedes, Joel Verutti, 23;

4) Eclipse, Brad Butler, 25; 5) One Moore, Scott
Wondolleck, 27; 6) Mooregasm, John Siegel,
30; 7) Sunshine, Stan and Alison Martin, 39; 8)
Wet Spot, Michael O’Calaghan; 40; 9) E-9, Lesa
Kinney, 48; 10) Flashman, Daniel Perrin, 58; 11)
Century, Matt & Mark Dini, 60; 12) Wasabi, Dan
Nitake, 63; 13) JR, Rich Korman, 67; 14) Wildfire, Howard Ruderman, 68; 15) Sparrowhawk,
Tom Condy, 70; 16) No Moore, Bernard Saggese,
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71; 17) Numa Boa, Mark English, 77; 18) Tranya,
Colleen Maxwell, 84; 19) Frenzy, Lon Woodrum,
86; 20) Twoirrational, Chargin/Burleson, 90; 21)
US 101, Rudy Salazar, 113.

2) Brendan Fahey,15; 3) Michael Karas, 27. (17
boats)
LASER RADIAL — 1) Katie Maxim, 11 points;
2) Jessica Lombard, 22; 3) Ben Lezin, 22. (11
boats)
Complete results: www.stfyc.org.

CHRIS RAY

Sailing in the Big E-Z
Dinghy sailing on San Francisco
Bay — the only way you can get wetter
is to swim around the course, and even

Above, wet work on a Laser at the Elvstrom
Zellerbach Regatta.

then it's a toss-up. But a little cold water down the neck never kept the small
boat faithful away, especially when
the Elvstrom-Zellerbach Regatta rolls
around each spring. This 'big boat series' of dinghy racing on the Bay dates
back into the '60s for the Zellerbach,
which was then exclusively for the Finn
class. The Laser-only Elvstrom — with
the Great Dane himself sailing in the
first event — started in 1975. The two
events merged about 20 years ago and
the modern E-Z now hosts fleets as diverse as 29ers, Finns, Lasers, Laser Radials and Formula sailboards.
Bright, sunny skies and 15 to 25
knots of breeze greeted the 47 boats/
boards in five divisions that participated in this year's 8-race, 1-throwout
event, sailed out of the St. Francis YC
on May 6-7. There were outstanding
performances in every fleet, but the
cream really rose to the top — in virtually every class, the winning boats really dominated. Of particular note, Canadian John Romanko did 'Laser surgery'
on that fleet, scoring straight bullets
through Race 7. He threw out his third
in Race 8 for a series total of 8 points to
second-place Brendan Fahey's 15.
29ER — 1) Max Fraser, 9 points; 2) Danny
Cayard, 14; 3) Mark Anders, 17. (7 boats)
FINN — 1) Darrell Peck, 8 points; 2) Henry
Sprague, 11; 3) Andy Kern, 17. (5 boats)
FORMULA BOARDS — 1) Mike Pearcy, 9
points; 2) Steve Bodner, 12; 3) Soheil Sahedi, 25.
(7 boards)
LASER — 1) John Romanko (CAN), 8 points;
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Elite Keel
Forty-one boats showed up for San
Francisco YC's Elite Keel Regatta on May
13. Etchells, J/24s, Express 27s and
Alerion Express 28s enjoyed stiff summer-breeze conditions for the three-race,
no-throwout series, which was sailed on
the Olympic Circle.
Chuck Eaton's Eagle posted straight
bullets for the weekend, easily topping
the six-boat AE 28 fleet. Over in the
Etchells — at 14 boats the largest fleet
— Tim Wells and Bill Barton's Wilder
Beast topped the leaderboard with a
1,2,1. Tom Baffico and Forrest Baskett's
Express 27 Baffet had the exact same
score to take that class trophy, while
Michael Whitfield's TMC Racing, still
humming from her trip to the Nationals
in Texas, sailed to a narrow 1-point win
in the J/24 class. The J/24 '05 season
champions on Running With Scissors
dropped out after losing a crewman
overboard in Race 2. (See Sightings for
details on his rescue.)
ETCHELLS — 1) Wilder Beast, Wells/Barton,
4 points; 2) Agent Smith, Jim Gregory, 9; 3) No
Name, Wayne Clough, 13; 4) JR, Bill Melbostad,
16; 5) Ginne Fe, Michael Laport, 18. (14 boats)
EXPRESS 27 — 1) Baffett, Baffico/Baskett, 4
points; 2) Xena, Mark Lowry, 7; 3) Chimo, Gerry
O'Driscoll, 10; 4) Salty Hotel, Schmidt/Whippich,
16. (10 boats)
J/24 — 1) TMC Racing, Michael Whitfield, 5
points; 2) Casual Contact, Edward Walker, 6
points; 3) Nixon Was Cool, Chet Chauhan, 14; 4)
Small Flying Patio Furniture, Steve Hartman, 15.
(11 boats)
ALERION EXPRESS 28 — 1) Eagle, Chuck
Eaton, 3 points; 2) Dream, Kirk Smith, 7; 3) Mil
Besos, Chris Vaughan, 11. (6 boats)
Complete results: www.sfyc.org

J/105 Mayfest
If there's a weekend that the J/105
fleet isn't out there duking it out, we sure
don't know about it. Their May 13 outing
saw 24 boats hit the line in St. Francis
YC's four-race Mayfest Regatta, sailed
in windy conditions off the Cityfront. In
a real nail-biter, Tim Russell's Aquavit
tied the Perkins/Wilson team on Good
Timin', with the former advancing to the
winner's circle by virtue of two first-place
finishes to GT's one.
MAYFEST — 1) Aquavit, Tim Russell, 16

points; 2) Good Timin', Perkins/Wilson, 16; 3)
Brick House, Peter Lane, 19; 4) Arbitrage, Bruce
Stone, 22; 5) Donkey Jack, Kaiser/Ryan, 28. (24
boats)

Ensenada Race
Some 454 boats showed up for the
59th Annual Lexus Newport to Ensenada
International Yacht Race on April 28.
Light breeze for the duration of the 125mile sprint took a big toll — 109 boats
either DNF'd or motored in for their THWI
(to hell with it) disqualifications. Amazingly, that's only the second worst attrition rate since the race's debut in 1948.
(In 1996, 179 of 446 starters dropped
out.) But hey, some people do have to
go back to work Monday, you know.
The big surprise of the event was the
first-to-finish boat. No, it wasn't Doug
Baker's Magnitude 80 or Rich DeVos'
maxZ86 Windquest. It wasn't even Lo

SHEET

Above and inset, J/105s romp on the Cityfront
in the St. Francis Mayfest Regatta.

Real (ex-Primagaz), the 60-ft trimaran
that once held the singlehanded day's
run and singlehanded Atlantic records.
It went instead to the 'detuned'
maxZ86 Pyewacket. You may recall that
Roy Disney donated the two-year-old
speedster to the Orange Coast College
School of Sailing and Seamanship just
last year. OCC had the rig shortened,
the keel changed and other modifications made to allow the varsity boat to
be sailed by non-professionals. And 26
of them (including three women), along
with 8 or 10 pros, sailed the hell out of
her, arriving in 17 hours, 8 minutes,
20 seconds — nearly three hours before
Magnitude 80 (and Lo Real). Reached by
phone in Baltimore where he was sailing
with Paul Cayard's Volvo 70 Pirates of

the Caribbean during that event's in-port
racing, Disney said he could not have
been more pleased. "I read some early
reports that Windquest was leading at
the start, and thought maybe we slowed
(Pyewacket) too much. Now I see it's still
very fast!" (The race record, never threatened, is 10 days, 44 hours, 54 minutes.
It was set in 2003 — by Disney's previous
Pyewacket 77.)
Pyewacket co-skippers Brad Avery
(who is also the OCC school's director)
and Keith Kilpatrick were at least as
pleased as her former owner. "The good
news is that with the changes we made,
it's still a very quick boat," says Avery.
"It's also the first major trophy for the
college, so we're very happy."
Alternating back and forth between an
aso spinnaker and Code Zero headsail
on a furler, Pyewacket crossed the finish
line under spinnaker in the last gasps

of pre-dawn breeze
Saturday morning.
"It could not have
gone better," said Kilpatrick. "We had a
great start and were
always going 2 knots
faster than the wind."
When the numbers were crunched
on Sunday, Pyewacket
ended up sixth in Maxi
A. The overall corrected time winner turned
out to be the King Harbor -based Hobie 33
Mad Max. Owner Max
Rosenberg and Madmen Paul Wren, Jack
Lemaire and Tim Harris were also the first
Class D boat to finish,
in just 25 hours.
One of the only
Northern California
boats in attendance,
Robert Youngjohn's
DK 46 Zephyra got
third in PHRF A.
Along with division
trophies, some special
awards were given out
Sunday to special entries. These included
83-year-old Vic Stern,
whose catamaran Imi
Loa was doing its 44th
consecutive Ensenada
Race, and Dennis Conner's chartered Kelpie,
an 82-ft schooner built
in 1928. Ironically,
both dropped out in

the early going.
Perhaps the best Ensenada race story
of '06 was that of Division L winner Valkyrie. Owner Stan Albrecht of Newport
Beach has been sailing the Cal 25 for 33
years, and this was the boat's fifth division win in 16 total Ensenada Races.
But how she got it was, well . . . bowman Paul Self explains:
"One of our guys hit the MOB (man
overboard) button on the GPS and we
sailed eight miles outside the rhumbline
before we realized what was happening.
It turned out to be a good thing, because
it found us some wind."
Crewman Frank Martin, at first
blamed for the error, later bathed in the
tactical brilliance of it. "I meant to do
that," he said.
SELECTED RESULTS
MAXI A — 1) Staghound, R/P 50, Alec OberJune, 2006 •
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schmidt; 2) Scout Spirit, R/P 75,
David Janes; 3) Pendragon V, John
MacLaurin. (13 boats)
the likelihood off being recovORCA — 1) Delta Vee, Corsair
ered is very low. It is a harsh
F31, Michael Leneman; 2) Moxie,
world out here when it gets
Corsair 31, Gary Hall; 3) Triple Time,
rough and these boats start
Corsair F31R, Rodney Goodman. (28
doing in excess of 30 knots.
boats)
I think the crew of ABN Two
SPRIT A — 1) Dr. No, J/120, Jed
Olenick; 2) Picante, J/133, Tom Jorshould be given a special recgensen; 3) Blew Bayou, J/120, Dale
ognition from the highest levels
& Jean Price. (19 boats)
of our sport for finding Hans
SPRIT B — 1) Yabsolutely, Melin 40 minutes on a pitch black
ges 32, Jim Yabsley; 2) Belly Dancer,
night with 4-meter waves."
J/105, Art McMillan; 3) Avet, J/80, Curt
The incident occurred during
Johnson. (18 boats)
Leg 6 of the round-the-world
PHRF A — 1) Locomotion, Anrace which started last Nodrews 45, Ed Feo; 2) Deception,
vember in Vigo, Spain. Leg 6,
SC50T, Alex Blankfield; 3) Zephyra, DK 46, Robert Youngjohns. (17
a 3,200-miler from New York to
boats)
Portsmouth, England, started
If you're going to get passed anyway, at least take a nice picture. This May 8, with the first boats
PHRF B — 1) Shiver, 1D35, Yabis Larry Weinhoff's Ericson 28 'Synergizer' sailing over the top of Bob due to arrive in Portsmouth
fley/McDonough; 2) Penguin, 1D35,
Farrell's Catalina 30 'Second Wind' (from which this photo was taken) at
Scott Nordeng; 3) Black Knight, Farr
the third weekend of May.
the South Beach YC beer can race on April 28.
39, Phillip Friedman.
ABN Amro One was on track
PHRF C — 1) Amante, Choate 48,
knots over the bottom under main, fraconce again to win the leg. Right behind
Bud Richley; 2) Colt 45, Tripp 40, Dan Chepley, Jr.;
tional spinnaker and staysail. Sebastian
them was the Swedish entry, Ericsson,
3) Cadenza, N/M 45, Carl Eichenlaub. (19 boats)
Josse, skipper of the boat, was at the
and then Pirates of the Caribbean. The
PHRF D — 1) Mad Max, Hobie 33, Max Rosenhelm when the boat nose-dived into a
berg; 2) Roller, Andrews 42, Michael Hatcher; 3)
2005-2006 Volvo Ocean Race wraps
Magic Light, Hobie 33, Spencer/Schmidt/Duket.
wave, which washed over the deck. When
up in June with two short final legs,
(30 boats)
the foam cleared, 32-year -old Hans
from Portsmouth to Rotterdam (1,500
PHRF E — 1) Rival, J/35, Velthoen/Defrieta;
Horrevoets, who had been trimming the
miles), and Rotterdam to Gothenburg
2) Breakaway, J/35, O'Connor/Hugh; 3) Masquerspinnaker, was no longer on board.
(500 miles).
ade, Choate 40, Tim Coker. (16 boats)
Josse immediately hailed a "Man overABN Two dropped out of the Leg and
PHRF F — 1) Second Wind, Columbia 50, Dan
board." The navigator punched a position
was proceeding to Portsmouth under
Delane; 2) XL, Olson 30, Cole Price; 3) Bag of
into the GPS and the crew got the boat
reduced sail. Almost unbelievably, the
Tricks, Hobie 33, Larry Maxwell. (27 boats)
cleared to turn around. Alarms were
drama of Leg 6 was not yet over for them.
PHRF G — 1) Wind Dancer, Vance & P.K.
raised both ashore and at sea and the
Edwards; 2) Day Tripper II, Hunter 40, Andy HornBarely a day had passed since they had
ing; 3) Gauntlet, Ericson 39, George Duran. (21
nearest racer to ABN Two, Paul Cayard's
recovered Hans, when Sebastian Josse
boats)
Pirates of the Caribbean, also stopped
got a call from Bouwe Bekking, skipper of
PHRF H — 1) Rascal, Catalina 38, Richard
racing and turned around to proceed to
the Spanish entry movistar — requesting
Swensson; 2) Lickity Split, Catalina 38, Joe DeABN's position.
rescue! The severe keel problems which
genhardt; 3) Rush Street, J/29, Larry Leveille. (23
ABN Two, under power, somehow
have plagued movistar through several
boats)
found their crewman (remember this was
legs had returned, and compounded. The
PHRF I — 1) Pussycat, Peterson 34, John
at night, in 25-knot winds and 10-15 ft
boat was leaking badly and the crew did
Szalay; 2) An Darah Claddagh, C&C 33, Ken &
seas — incredible) and got him aboard.
not think she could survive another big
Nanci Hehehan; 3) Friction Loss, J/30, Shawn
However, he had no pulse and could not
Ivie. (26 boats)
storm system that was approaching.
PHRF J — 1) Midnight Run, Catalina 320,
be revived with CPR.
Once again, ABN Amro Two turned
John Dean; 2) Wind Catcher, Catalina 320, Mike
The loss of one of their own hit the
into the wind and went to the aid of fellow
Difede; 3) Campaign II, C&C 34, James Devling.
whole fleet hard, but especially the
sailors. They rendezvoused with movistar
(16 boats)
Dutch boats, ABN Amro Two and ABN
about 300 miles southwest of the Lizard,
PHRF K — 1) Mighty Mouse, Mar 242, Michael
Amro One.
and between storm systems were able
Georgia; 2) Latitude, Ranger 29, Bill Barham; 3) La
Cayard, writing for the crew of the
to make a trouble-free transfer of all 10
Marquesita, SJ 30, Ed Tschernoscha. (12 boats)
Black Pearl, voiced what everyone in the
movistar crew. Movistar was left with
PHRF L — 1) Valkyrie, Cal 25, Stan Albrecht;
fleet was feeling:
pumps, generators and a beacon going,
2) Encore, Catalina 27, Dick Holmes; 3) Caliban,
"At 0500 we got word that the crewCal 25, Ted Zellmer. (12 boats)
and it's hoped, if the storm doesn't sink
Complete results: www.nosa.org/06_racesman (on ABN Two) had passed on. There
her, that she can be recovered.
lx.html
was about five minutes of total silence
"Seb and his crew have been fantas-

Volvo Ocean Race Turns Deadly
Tragedy struck the Volvo Ocean Race
on May 18, when a crewman was swept
off ABN Amro Two and died, despite heroic efforts to resucitate him.
At the time of the incident, ABN Amro
Two was sailing downwind in 25-30
knots of wind at night, making 20-25
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in the pitch black of night as all 10 of
us huddled in the cockpit of the Pearl.
Finally, about an hour later, after next
of kin had been notified, we learned that
it was Hans who had perished. A very
shocking and sobering three hours.
"We have all thought about the possibility of falling overboard. The reality is,
that if you fall off of one of these boats,

tic," radioed Bekking from ABN Two.
"Hopefully, with everything that has
happened, they can find a little comfort
that they have saved 10 lives."
Race Notes
A thousand pardons. With an early
deadline for this issue, we weren't able
to include coverage of the Melges 24

SHEET
Nationals held off Santa Cruz May 1821. What we can tell you is that 31 boats
came to race, and that the weather, at
least by Santa Cruz standards, sucked.
After terrific windy, sunny conditions for
the practice racing on Wednesday, the
first two days of the Nationals featured
uncharacteristically light winds and
haze in the morning. The breeze filled
in in the afternoon, but on Friday, that
was accompanied by rain. On Saturday,
racing was cancelled altogether when the
wind failed to appear at all.
We finished this issue Saturday night.
At that point, it appeared the '06 National Champion was either going to be
Chicago's Brian Porter or the seemingly
ageless Dave Ullman of Newport Beach,
who after six races and one throwoutwere separated by only one point.
We hope the wind returned with a
vengeance on Sunday and that all teams
were treated to at least one day of classic
Santa Cruz conditions. For final results,
go to www.melges24.com.
Frenchman Yves Parlier is the fastest
man alive — at least on a sailboat. On

May 18-19, in the Atlantic, he sailed his
twin-rig 60-ft catamaran (masts mounted
on both hulls) Mediatis Region Aquitaine
to a new singlehanded 24-hour record:
585 miles, an average of 24.33 knots. He
thinks he can go much faster.
Parlier is an engineer and innovator
of the first order, and few of his boats
have looked, well, 'normal.' Mediatis is
no exception. Besides the twin rigs, she
is an astounding 50 feet wide, giving
her the biggest beam-to-length ratio of
any big cat. But perhaps the strangest
thing about her is her hulls. Instead of
the narrow rapier-like hulls so common
these days, Mediatis' hulls looks like they
belong on an old PBY flying boat. In fact,
flying boats were exactly the inspiration.
Parlier feels the odd prow and 'stepped'
hull will make for a better, faster craft.
We don't understand the tech stuff, but
the gist is that these are planing hulls,
and that — when optimized — they will
allow Mediatis to get on a plane quicker,
and go faster once she's there.
Crazy, you say? You're not alone in
that thinking. But we remind you once

again that Parlier is the world's fastest
solo sailor — so who's crazy now? Want
to find out more? It's worth checking out
this long website (and it's even in English): www.parlier.org/hydraplaneur/
partenaires/partenaires_officiels.php?la
ng=eng&contenu=mediatis.
Speaking of crazy, with the Bay's dependable summer winds, we've always
thought it was crazy that nobody's ever
staged speed trials here. We apparently
weren't alone in this thinking because
this month the first ever San Francisco
Speed Sailing Event kicks off.
On June 15-18, the SF Speed Sailing Management folks will set up a
500-meter 'box' off Crissy Field, and
all speed freaks (sailing craft only) can
'go for pinks' — or at least for bragging
rights. The event is open to all sailcraft,
large or small. Expected entries include
catamarans, skiffs, windsurfers, kiteboarders and who knows what else. If
this all sounds a bit 'free-form' to you,
we're happy to note that Matt Jones is
on tap to run the show on the water, so
it should come off with a minimum of
confusion. For more, check out www.
sanfranciscospeed.com.
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WORLD
With reports this month on a relatively close-to-home Alternative to
Overseas Chartering, two longtime sailors' return to Turkey's Turquoise
Coast with a boatload of neopytes, a look at the latest voyaging plans of
The Globe-Trotting Swede, and miscellaneous Charter Notes.

"Put your back into it, maties!"Participation in
the sailing chores is definitely not mandatory,
but few can resist the urge to join in the fun.

pression. But despite the hard
times which choked the national
economy, Swift soon found a ready
market for his innovative sailing
cruises. Then, as today, the lure
of nature, physical exercise, hearty
home-cooked meals and comradeship were the selling points that
kept customers coming back again
and again.
By the time Swift retired in
1961, he'd bought and refurbished
many proud schooners, and had
built the vacation option dubbed
'windjamming' into a thriving business.
Today's fleet is comprised of 14 vessels, which sail out of the 'mid-coast'
towns of Camden, Rockport and Rockland — part of the region that locals call
Downeast. Ranging in size from 46 to
132 feet, they accommodate between 6
and 40 passengers on three to six-day
cruises. Within this classic armada are
two of Swift's original vessels, the Grace
Bailey and the Mercantile. Built in 1871,
they are America's oldest working 'coasting schooners'. Others in the group have
similarly impressive pedigrees, having
been fishing schooners, cargo schooners
or racing yachts — eight of these, in
fact, have been designated as National
Historic Landmarks. In addition, four
new schooners of similar lines have been
built for the fleet since Swift's era.
Unlike most charter boats today, these
vessels are traditionally rigged without
the aid of such new-fangled contraptions
as roller-furling and self-tailing winches
— if winches are used at all. Instead, sails
are raised and trimmed the old-fashioned
way, with many
arms and backs
pulling together.
Although each
schooner car ries a relatively
large professional
crew, hands-on
participation is
part of the fun.
T h e c a m araderie born of
such shared experiences often
generates lasting friendships
and leaves par ticipants feeling
ALL PHOTOS MAINE WINDJAMMER'S ASSOC.

We Be Jammin'!
Windjamming in Downeast Maine
Given the scope of international
turmoil these days, it's no wonder that
some American sailors are nervous about
vacationing abroad. Although we think
the fears of many would-be travelers
are overblown, we can understand how
uncertainty can lead to angst and stress
— two emotions you can do without while
vacationing. That's precisely why we've
decided to focus this month's charter
column on a decidedly worry-free sailing destination: the waters of 'Downeast
Maine'.
Although plenty of modern yachts ply
these waters, and bareboats are available
in limited quantities, the most highly
revered vessels here are a fleet of vintage
schooners whose legacy dates back more
than 200 years.
Until steamships encroached on their
market at the beginning of the 20th
century, coastal schooners were the
mainstay of commercial transport all
along the Eastern Seaboard, carrying
cargos such as lumber, granite, bricks,
lime, farm produce, fish and shellfish. By
the 1930s, however, most of these grand
old workhorses had been left to rot in
New England backwaters. It was indeed
a lucky twist of fate when a rural artist
named Frank Swift concocted a novel
use for these aging beauties, as pleasurecruise vessels for urban escapees.
Swift bought his first schooner in
1936, at the height of the Great De-

Above: Beautiful scenery, good
food, and light exercise are essential ingredients of every schooner
cruise. Right: The 'American Eagle'
struts her stuff.

revitalized, with a new appreciation for America's maritime
heritage.
Scheduled sailings run between May and early October,
and the guest list on any given
cruise is likely to be quite diverse. Folks of all ages, from
many walks of life and many
parts of the U.S. and Canada
enjoy these trips annually.
Accommodations are in two,
three or four-person cabins.
Maine boasts roughly 3,000
islands clustered along 3,000
miles of coastline. While you'll
only see a small portion of it during a
week-long cruise, you'll certainly get a
good sampling of the area's dramatic,

2006 Gatherings of the Fleet
• Schooner Gam, Week of June 19 — A gathering of the fleet to celebrate the long tradition of
schooner sailing. Location of this huge raft-up is
TBA.
• Windjammer Days, Week of June 26
— Schooners come from both north and south
to participate in this grand parade of sail through
picturesque Boothbay Harbor. Shoreside activities
include music and fireworks.
• Great Schooner Race, Week of July 3
— More than two dozen tall ships gather for an
exciting all-day race in which guests may participate. Celebrating its 30th anniversary, the Great
Schooner Race is North America’s largest annual
gathering of tall ships.
• Maine Windjammer Parade, July 14 — The
entire windjammer fleet participates in an afternoon
Parade of Sail past the mile-long Rockland Breakwater, which is lined with adoring spectators.

OF CHARTERING

verdant scenery, its historic waterside
towns and villages, and even its culinary traditions. Bountiful meals served

— Races and Rendezvous
• Music Festival, Week of July 31 — Fleet will
gather on Friday night for live shipboard performances. The wide range of entertainment includes
blues, folk and sea chantey singers as well as
story-tellers.
• Camden Windjammer Weekend, Week of
August 28 — The fleet gathers in picturesque
Camden Harbor for festivities, reminiscent of the
days when hundreds of coastal schooners lined the
waterfront — including a parade of sail, live music,
dancing and fireworks.
• WoodenBoat Sail-In, Week of September
11 — Now celebrating it's 20th year, this annual
fall gathering of the fleet takes place in Brooklin,
Maine, headquarters of WoodenBoat Magazine and
WoodenBoat School.
For further info, see www.sailmainecoast.com/
and http://midcoast.com/~schooner/

'family style' in the great salon or on
deck are a long-established tradition. In
addition to special treats such as freshbaked breads, pies and sometimes even
hand-cranked ice cream, every schooner
cruise includes a traditional lobster bake
ashore on an island beach. As the promoters like to say, no one has ever gone
hungry on a schooner cruise.
Besides the sheer majesty of sailing
aboard such vintage craft in these wellprotected waters,
the region's prolific
wildlife is a big draw
for vacationers. On a
typical cruise, you're
likely to see bald eagles, ospreys, dozens
of varieties of ducks,
as well as seals, porpoises and sometimes
a whale or two.
As you can see

by the accompanying box, a variety of
special events are staged throughout
the summer. While any schooner cruise
would be great fun, some of these sound
particularly festive and picturesque.
Whatever dates work best for you,
however, we would urge you to lock in
your plans as soon as possible. After
As you might imagine, the traditional lobster
bake that's part of every cruise is always a
highlight.

WORLD
Turkey as well, with
its many different
flavors, sizes and
colors — something
to appeal to almost
every sailor.
My wife Miri and
I, both longtime sailors, cruised Turkish
waters 14 years ago,
and had vowed to
retur n someday.
Last summer we
finally did, chartering a Jeanneau 37
bareboat with Miri’s two sisters and their
husbands — all of whom were non-sailors.
Because we were not anxious to face
the inevitable growth and development
of the coastal areas we had visited years
ago and loved, we chose a stretch of
coast that was new to us: Gokova Bay,
located on Turkey’s southwest coast
adjacent to Marmaris. The main harbor
is the historic town of Bodrum.
JOHN SKORIAK

After arriving at Istanbul, Turkey's
ancient capitol, a one-hour flight took
us to Bodrum Airport. With the Crusader
Castle of St. Peter guarding a tranquil
harbor, Bodrum is the quintessential
picture-postcard Mediterranean port.
This historic town is a wonderful
departure point for a one- or two-week
sailing trip, with a variety of itineraries
to consider. It's also a busy tourist Mecca
with a bustling waterfront. Dozens, if
not hundreds, of beautiful, hand-crafted
wooden sailboats called gulets are based
here, offering both week-long catered
cruises and daysails to nearby swimming
holes. Somehow, the hordes of tourists,
shops and restaurants didn’t disturb
the experience. Bodrum's streets were
very clean and tidy and, less than two
blocks from the bustling waterfront, all
was peaceful and quiet.
After contacting several charter companies, we went with the British firm
Nautilus Yacht Charters, which has a
base right at Bodrum. They were great
to deal with: prompt, courteous and efficient. Our three-cabin 2003 Sun Odys-

Built 1,000 years ago, Bodrum's Crusader Castle now houses the world's foremost Museum
of Underwater Archeology.

all, the windjammin' season has already
begun.
— latitude/aet
Turkish Delight
Turkish delight is a type of candy
made and sold in Turkey and throughout
the Middle East. It's sweet and comes in
many different colors, sizes and flavors
— something for just about everyone.
That description could fit sailing in
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pected detour turned out
to be one of the highlights
of the trip. We had the best
traditional Turkish food
with fresh fish at Captain
Ibrahim’s Restaurant, a
scenic open air waterfront
'taverna', and enjoyed fresh
grapes from vines which
overhang the restaurant.
We also met Timocin Oncur
there, a 73-year-old
sailor from Bodrum,
Southwestern
Southwestern Turkey
Turkey
Turquoise Coast Region
who is said to be one
of the area’s most notable sailors
Gökova
Buku
and racers. Timocin pointed out
Cökertme
Bodrum
many good spots on our chart
• Sogut
•
for the coming week.
•
•
•
Soon the family crew got into
Marmaris
GULF OF GÖKOVA
the on-board routine. Miri’s two
sisters and their husbands, all in
•
their early 50’s, soon proved to be
an able, willing and capable crew.
Knidos
None of them had ever been on a
•
boat before, much less a sailboat
MEDITERRANEAN

DORIAN GULF

JOHN SKORIAK

sey 37 never felt crowded.
We sailed out of Bodrum and headed
southeast twenty miles across the Gokova Bay for Cece Buku, one of dozens
of scenic, protected anchorages. Due
to a problem with the boat's GPS chart
plotter, however, we soon were diverted
to Cokertme, a well-known town with
several restaurants, where one of the
charter technicians would meet us to
try to repair the problem. This unex-

Although there are plenty of quiet anchorages,
in Turkish towns, every boat berths stern-to. You
can't help but get to know your neighbors.

for a week. Motion sickness was never an
issue, despite the fact that we often had
over 25 knots of wind — who says there’s
no wind in the Med? — and had to pound
into head seas more than once.
While pumping the head and conserving fresh water were novelties to them,
they soon became accustomed. By the
trip’s end, they were all seasoned sailors,
launching and retrieving the dinghy, ty-
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John — Thanks for your insightful
report. To complete our look at Aegean
chartering, we'll follow up next month
with a report on chartering in Greece, by
a professor of ancient history.

JOHN SKORIAK

ing a stern line ashore, grinding winches,
trimming sails and steering a compass
course.
Gokova Bay offers many islands,
coves and anchorages. We sailed up Amazon Creek, then around Seven Islands,
on to English Harbor and Degerman
Bay, then to Sogut and past Cleopatra’s
Island. Each stop was delightful. We
often moored stern-to (Mediterranean
style) a dock or wharf, making it easy
to go ashore for a stroll, pick up a fresh
loaf of bread and mingle with the locals.
Other times we dropped the hook in a
quiet anchorage and enjoyed great swimming, delicious dinners cooked onboard
and lots of beer and wine.
We found the local restaurants and
markets to be very reasonable and the
food excellent. We loved the local beer,
named Efes. (Ironically, ‘efes’ is the
Hebrew word for ‘zero’, but Efes beer
definitely rated much higher.)
After a week of wonderful sun, good
consistent wind and great sailing, we
reluctantly headed back to Bodrum,
arriving on Sunday night, just in time
to be Timocin’s guests at an awards

No matter where you charter, some activities are
predictable, such as cooling off with an afternoon swim and sampling the local 'suds'.

ceremony at the Bodrum Yacht Club. We
had a wonderful time meeting Timocin’s
crew, while enjoying some wonderful
finger food, beer, wine and Raki (the local drink, very similar to Ouzo). It was a
great ending to a wonderful charter trip,
which had indeed been a real 'Turkish
Delight'.
— john skoriak
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Abaco waters with their beautiful islands and beaches aboard
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Exploring the Path Less Traveled
With the Globe-Trotting Swede
We don't often profile skippers of
private charter boats based outside the
Bay Area, but the offerings of this fellow
are pretty remarkable.
We first met Lars Hassler — aka the
'globe-trotting swede' — in the early
'90s, when he was in the middle of an
around-the-world cruise, financed partly by taking paying crew. Smart, athletic
and easy-going, Lars is an instantly likable guy who's had several diverse careers and many unusual sailing adventures. Trained as an attorney in Sweden
and the U.S., he bailed on that career
in the late '70s to backpack around the
world by land and sea. Later, he built
up a kitty to buy a brand-new Beneteau
50 by working as a commodities trader.
In 1988, he moved aboard Jennifer, sold
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everything he owned and set out to circumnavigate.
During the next 10 years, Lars financed his trip around the globe by doing charters in the Caribbean and South
Pacific, and visited some very out-of-the
way places before eventually working
his way back to Europe. For example,
Jennifer was one of the first yachts —
if not the first — to cruise the coastal
waters of Vietnam. Since returning to
Europe he's written several books and
worked as a consultant and lecturer. To
his credit, some would say, he never returned to lawyering!
This summer and fall Lars is off on a
new endeavor which may be of interest
to some of our more adventurous readers. Later this month, Jennifer will begin a cruise around the Black Sea with
port stops in Turkey, Georgia, Russia,
Crimea, the Ukraine, Bulgaria, Romania
and back to Istanbul — all with paying
guests aboard, who book 'by the berth'.
Although rich in history, these areas
are rarely visited by American sailors.
And, unlike Western Europe, are very

YACHT JENNIFER

OF CHARTERING

inexpensive.
In September, Jennifer will explore
the Greek Isles and the Turquoise Coast
of Turkey. She'll winter there, then sail
to the Suez Canal in the summer of '07,
and on into the Red Sea, eventually returning to Greece. In addition to being a
marathon runner and mountain climber, Lars is a certified PADI divemaster.
For itinerary info and photos see
www.yacht-jennifer.nu. Lars can be
contacted directly at lars@yacht-jennifer.nu or lars.hassler@chello.se.
— latitude/aet

Lars' Beneteau 50 'Jennifer' has been facilitating his adventures since the late '80s. This
summer she'll cruise the Red Sea.

Charter Notes
Ever think about chucking it all and
starting a second career as a yacht
charter captain? If you have the right
skills and are a 'people person' it certainly can be a fun way to make a living
— or, in some cases, almost make a living.
Depending on where you hope to
do this charter work, you'd be well advised to get either a U.S. Coast Guard
captain's license or a (British) Royal
Yachting Association Yachtmaster's

YACHT CHARTERS IN GREECE,
TURKEY, ITALY & CARIBBEAN
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Full services: Low airfares, hotels, tours, transfers
Visit our website for
yacht photos and details,
destinations and itineraries:
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license. The former is required in all U.S. waters in
order to take 'passengers
for hire', while the latter is
required in the United Kingdom and other EU countries, and is either required
or recommended in most
British affiliates, such as
the BVI.
You can find a number of
US Coast Guard captain's
courses advertised right
here in Latitude. But until
recently, you had to fly to
Europe to get RYA instruction. Sausalito's Modern Sailing Academy now
offers a range of RYA courses, taught
by the school's head instructor, John
Connolly, the only American certified
to do so. Earning your RYA 'ticket' just
might help you land that cushie job on
some swank European megayacht or at
a tropical waterside resort such as one
of Sunsail's Watersports Beach Clubs.
Call (800) 995-1668 or see www.modernsailing.com.
Looking for catamaran experience,
but can't afford the price of admission?

A young, fit sailor with an RYA certificate might
land a gig at an idyllic waterside resort such as
Sunsail's Club Colonna in Antigua.

Footloose Sailing Charters might have
the answer. Acquired in recent years by
The Moorings as a lower-cost alternative, Footloose now offers Moorings
4700 cats in their BVI fleet. As with
others in The Moorings current fleet, the
award-winning 4700 is an Alex Simonis
design, built by Robertson & Caine in
South Africa. The Footloose 4700s are

essentially the same boats
used currently by The
Moorings, although several years older. Call (800)
521-1198 or see www.footloosecharters.com.
Here on the San Francisco Bay, the prime sailing season has officially
begun, of course, so there's
no time like the present to
get out sailing. For special
occasions, don't forget to
consider chartering one of
the Bay's large, multi-passenger charter vessels, which were detailed extensively in our April issue.
One we did not mention there, however, was the historic USS Potomac
— the last time we checked she wasn't
flying any sails. She is so unique, however, that we'll make an exception here
to our 'sailing-only' editorial rule.
Formerly President FD Roosevelt's
private yacht, she is available this
summer for a variety of special sailings (booked by the head), including a
Fourth of July Champagne Cruise. See
www.usspotomac.org for complete info.
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WORLD
With reports this month on a relatively close-to-home Alternative to
Overseas Chartering, two longtime sailors' return to Turkey's Turquoise
Coast with a boatload of neopytes, a look at the latest voyaging plans of
The Globe-Trotting Swede, and miscellaneous Charter Notes.

"Put your back into it, maties!"Participation in
the sailing chores is definitely not mandatory,
but few can resist the urge to join in the fun.

pression. But despite the hard
times which choked the national
economy, Swift soon found a ready
market for his innovative sailing
cruises. Then, as today, the lure
of nature, physical exercise, hearty
home-cooked meals and comradeship were the selling points that
kept customers coming back again
and again.
By the time Swift retired in
1961, he'd bought and refurbished
many proud schooners, and had
built the vacation option dubbed
'windjamming' into a thriving business.
Today's fleet is comprised of 14 vessels, which sail out of the 'mid-coast'
towns of Camden, Rockport and Rockland — part of the region that locals call
Downeast. Ranging in size from 46 to
132 feet, they accommodate between 6
and 40 passengers on three to six-day
cruises. Within this classic armada are
two of Swift's original vessels, the Grace
Bailey and the Mercantile. Built in 1871,
they are America's oldest working 'coasting schooners'. Others in the group have
similarly impressive pedigrees, having
been fishing schooners, cargo schooners
or racing yachts — eight of these, in
fact, have been designated as National
Historic Landmarks. In addition, four
new schooners of similar lines have been
built for the fleet since Swift's era.
Unlike most charter boats today, these
vessels are traditionally rigged without
the aid of such new-fangled contraptions
as roller-furling and self-tailing winches
— if winches are used at all. Instead, sails
are raised and trimmed the old-fashioned
way, with many
arms and backs
pulling together.
Although each
schooner car ries a relatively
large professional
crew, hands-on
participation is
part of the fun.
T h e c a m araderie born of
such shared experiences often
generates lasting friendships
and leaves par ticipants feeling
ALL PHOTOS MAINE WINDJAMMER'S ASSOC.

We Be Jammin'!
Windjamming in Downeast Maine
Given the scope of international
turmoil these days, it's no wonder that
some American sailors are nervous about
vacationing abroad. Although we think
the fears of many would-be travelers
are overblown, we can understand how
uncertainty can lead to angst and stress
— two emotions you can do without while
vacationing. That's precisely why we've
decided to focus this month's charter
column on a decidedly worry-free sailing destination: the waters of 'Downeast
Maine'.
Although plenty of modern yachts ply
these waters, and bareboats are available
in limited quantities, the most highly
revered vessels here are a fleet of vintage
schooners whose legacy dates back more
than 200 years.
Until steamships encroached on their
market at the beginning of the 20th
century, coastal schooners were the
mainstay of commercial transport all
along the Eastern Seaboard, carrying
cargos such as lumber, granite, bricks,
lime, farm produce, fish and shellfish. By
the 1930s, however, most of these grand
old workhorses had been left to rot in
New England backwaters. It was indeed
a lucky twist of fate when a rural artist
named Frank Swift concocted a novel
use for these aging beauties, as pleasurecruise vessels for urban escapees.
Swift bought his first schooner in
1936, at the height of the Great De-

Above: Beautiful scenery, good
food, and light exercise are essential ingredients of every schooner
cruise. Right: The 'American Eagle'
struts her stuff.

revitalized, with a new appreciation for America's maritime
heritage.
Scheduled sailings run between May and early October,
and the guest list on any given
cruise is likely to be quite diverse. Folks of all ages, from
many walks of life and many
parts of the U.S. and Canada
enjoy these trips annually.
Accommodations are in two,
three or four-person cabins.
Maine boasts roughly 3,000
islands clustered along 3,000
miles of coastline. While you'll
only see a small portion of it during a
week-long cruise, you'll certainly get a
good sampling of the area's dramatic,

2006 Gatherings of the Fleet
• Schooner Gam, Week of June 19 — A gathering of the fleet to celebrate the long tradition of
schooner sailing. Location of this huge raft-up is
TBA.
• Windjammer Days, Week of June 26
— Schooners come from both north and south
to participate in this grand parade of sail through
picturesque Boothbay Harbor. Shoreside activities
include music and fireworks.
• Great Schooner Race, Week of July 3
— More than two dozen tall ships gather for an
exciting all-day race in which guests may participate. Celebrating its 30th anniversary, the Great
Schooner Race is North America’s largest annual
gathering of tall ships.
• Maine Windjammer Parade, July 14 — The
entire windjammer fleet participates in an afternoon
Parade of Sail past the mile-long Rockland Breakwater, which is lined with adoring spectators.
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verdant scenery, its historic waterside
towns and villages, and even its culinary traditions. Bountiful meals served

— Races and Rendezvous
• Music Festival, Week of July 31 — Fleet will
gather on Friday night for live shipboard performances. The wide range of entertainment includes
blues, folk and sea chantey singers as well as
story-tellers.
• Camden Windjammer Weekend, Week of
August 28 — The fleet gathers in picturesque
Camden Harbor for festivities, reminiscent of the
days when hundreds of coastal schooners lined the
waterfront — including a parade of sail, live music,
dancing and fireworks.
• WoodenBoat Sail-In, Week of September
11 — Now celebrating it's 20th year, this annual
fall gathering of the fleet takes place in Brooklin,
Maine, headquarters of WoodenBoat Magazine and
WoodenBoat School.
For further info, see www.sailmainecoast.com/
and http://midcoast.com/~schooner/

'family style' in the great salon or on
deck are a long-established tradition. In
addition to special treats such as freshbaked breads, pies and sometimes even
hand-cranked ice cream, every schooner
cruise includes a traditional lobster bake
ashore on an island beach. As the promoters like to say, no one has ever gone
hungry on a schooner cruise.
Besides the sheer majesty of sailing
aboard such vintage craft in these wellprotected waters,
the region's prolific
wildlife is a big draw
for vacationers. On a
typical cruise, you're
likely to see bald eagles, ospreys, dozens
of varieties of ducks,
as well as seals, porpoises and sometimes
a whale or two.
As you can see

by the accompanying box, a variety of
special events are staged throughout
the summer. While any schooner cruise
would be great fun, some of these sound
particularly festive and picturesque.
Whatever dates work best for you,
however, we would urge you to lock in
your plans as soon as possible. After
As you might imagine, the traditional lobster
bake that's part of every cruise is always a
highlight.

WORLD
Turkey as well, with
its many different
flavors, sizes and
colors — something
to appeal to almost
every sailor.
My wife Miri and
I, both longtime sailors, cruised Turkish
waters 14 years ago,
and had vowed to
retur n someday.
Last summer we
finally did, chartering a Jeanneau 37
bareboat with Miri’s two sisters and their
husbands — all of whom were non-sailors.
Because we were not anxious to face
the inevitable growth and development
of the coastal areas we had visited years
ago and loved, we chose a stretch of
coast that was new to us: Gokova Bay,
located on Turkey’s southwest coast
adjacent to Marmaris. The main harbor
is the historic town of Bodrum.
JOHN SKORIAK

After arriving at Istanbul, Turkey's
ancient capitol, a one-hour flight took
us to Bodrum Airport. With the Crusader
Castle of St. Peter guarding a tranquil
harbor, Bodrum is the quintessential
picture-postcard Mediterranean port.
This historic town is a wonderful
departure point for a one- or two-week
sailing trip, with a variety of itineraries
to consider. It's also a busy tourist Mecca
with a bustling waterfront. Dozens, if
not hundreds, of beautiful, hand-crafted
wooden sailboats called gulets are based
here, offering both week-long catered
cruises and daysails to nearby swimming
holes. Somehow, the hordes of tourists,
shops and restaurants didn’t disturb
the experience. Bodrum's streets were
very clean and tidy and, less than two
blocks from the bustling waterfront, all
was peaceful and quiet.
After contacting several charter companies, we went with the British firm
Nautilus Yacht Charters, which has a
base right at Bodrum. They were great
to deal with: prompt, courteous and efficient. Our three-cabin 2003 Sun Odys-

Built 1,000 years ago, Bodrum's Crusader Castle now houses the world's foremost Museum
of Underwater Archeology.

all, the windjammin' season has already
begun.
— latitude/aet
Turkish Delight
Turkish delight is a type of candy
made and sold in Turkey and throughout
the Middle East. It's sweet and comes in
many different colors, sizes and flavors
— something for just about everyone.
That description could fit sailing in
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pected detour turned out
to be one of the highlights
of the trip. We had the best
traditional Turkish food
with fresh fish at Captain
Ibrahim’s Restaurant, a
scenic open air waterfront
'taverna', and enjoyed fresh
grapes from vines which
overhang the restaurant.
We also met Timocin Oncur
there, a 73-year-old
sailor from Bodrum,
Southwestern
Southwestern Turkey
Turkey
Turquoise Coast Region
who is said to be one
of the area’s most notable sailors
Gökova
Buku
and racers. Timocin pointed out
Cökertme
Bodrum
many good spots on our chart
• Sogut
•
for the coming week.
•
•
•
Soon the family crew got into
Marmaris
GULF OF GÖKOVA
the on-board routine. Miri’s two
sisters and their husbands, all in
•
their early 50’s, soon proved to be
an able, willing and capable crew.
Knidos
None of them had ever been on a
•
boat before, much less a sailboat
MEDITERRANEAN

DORIAN GULF

JOHN SKORIAK

sey 37 never felt crowded.
We sailed out of Bodrum and headed
southeast twenty miles across the Gokova Bay for Cece Buku, one of dozens
of scenic, protected anchorages. Due
to a problem with the boat's GPS chart
plotter, however, we soon were diverted
to Cokertme, a well-known town with
several restaurants, where one of the
charter technicians would meet us to
try to repair the problem. This unex-

Although there are plenty of quiet anchorages,
in Turkish towns, every boat berths stern-to. You
can't help but get to know your neighbors.

for a week. Motion sickness was never an
issue, despite the fact that we often had
over 25 knots of wind — who says there’s
no wind in the Med? — and had to pound
into head seas more than once.
While pumping the head and conserving fresh water were novelties to them,
they soon became accustomed. By the
trip’s end, they were all seasoned sailors,
launching and retrieving the dinghy, ty-
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John — Thanks for your insightful
report. To complete our look at Aegean
chartering, we'll follow up next month
with a report on chartering in Greece, by
a professor of ancient history.

JOHN SKORIAK

ing a stern line ashore, grinding winches,
trimming sails and steering a compass
course.
Gokova Bay offers many islands,
coves and anchorages. We sailed up Amazon Creek, then around Seven Islands,
on to English Harbor and Degerman
Bay, then to Sogut and past Cleopatra’s
Island. Each stop was delightful. We
often moored stern-to (Mediterranean
style) a dock or wharf, making it easy
to go ashore for a stroll, pick up a fresh
loaf of bread and mingle with the locals.
Other times we dropped the hook in a
quiet anchorage and enjoyed great swimming, delicious dinners cooked onboard
and lots of beer and wine.
We found the local restaurants and
markets to be very reasonable and the
food excellent. We loved the local beer,
named Efes. (Ironically, ‘efes’ is the
Hebrew word for ‘zero’, but Efes beer
definitely rated much higher.)
After a week of wonderful sun, good
consistent wind and great sailing, we
reluctantly headed back to Bodrum,
arriving on Sunday night, just in time
to be Timocin’s guests at an awards

No matter where you charter, some activities are
predictable, such as cooling off with an afternoon swim and sampling the local 'suds'.

ceremony at the Bodrum Yacht Club. We
had a wonderful time meeting Timocin’s
crew, while enjoying some wonderful
finger food, beer, wine and Raki (the local drink, very similar to Ouzo). It was a
great ending to a wonderful charter trip,
which had indeed been a real 'Turkish
Delight'.
— john skoriak

Maine Cat 30 & 41
Hope Town, Abaco, Bahamas
Bareboat Charters

Enjoy well protected Sea of
Abaco waters with their beautiful islands and beaches aboard
an open bridgedeck cruising
catamaran. A breeze to handle
and fully equipped.
Visit: www.mecat.com
Email: mecat@gwi.net
Phone: 1-888-832-CATS
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Exploring the Path Less Traveled
With the Globe-Trotting Swede
We don't often profile skippers of
private charter boats based outside the
Bay Area, but the offerings of this fellow
are pretty remarkable.
We first met Lars Hassler — aka the
'globe-trotting swede' — in the early
'90s, when he was in the middle of an
around-the-world cruise, financed partly by taking paying crew. Smart, athletic
and easy-going, Lars is an instantly likable guy who's had several diverse careers and many unusual sailing adventures. Trained as an attorney in Sweden
and the U.S., he bailed on that career
in the late '70s to backpack around the
world by land and sea. Later, he built
up a kitty to buy a brand-new Beneteau
50 by working as a commodities trader.
In 1988, he moved aboard Jennifer, sold
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'subscribe' in the subject line. We'll then notify you by
email each time ’Lectronic Latitude is updated!

See ’Lectronic Latitude at
www.latitude38.com

everything he owned and set out to circumnavigate.
During the next 10 years, Lars financed his trip around the globe by doing charters in the Caribbean and South
Pacific, and visited some very out-of-the
way places before eventually working
his way back to Europe. For example,
Jennifer was one of the first yachts —
if not the first — to cruise the coastal
waters of Vietnam. Since returning to
Europe he's written several books and
worked as a consultant and lecturer. To
his credit, some would say, he never returned to lawyering!
This summer and fall Lars is off on a
new endeavor which may be of interest
to some of our more adventurous readers. Later this month, Jennifer will begin a cruise around the Black Sea with
port stops in Turkey, Georgia, Russia,
Crimea, the Ukraine, Bulgaria, Romania
and back to Istanbul — all with paying
guests aboard, who book 'by the berth'.
Although rich in history, these areas
are rarely visited by American sailors.
And, unlike Western Europe, are very

YACHT JENNIFER
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inexpensive.
In September, Jennifer will explore
the Greek Isles and the Turquoise Coast
of Turkey. She'll winter there, then sail
to the Suez Canal in the summer of '07,
and on into the Red Sea, eventually returning to Greece. In addition to being a
marathon runner and mountain climber, Lars is a certified PADI divemaster.
For itinerary info and photos see
www.yacht-jennifer.nu. Lars can be
contacted directly at lars@yacht-jennifer.nu or lars.hassler@chello.se.
— latitude/aet

Lars' Beneteau 50 'Jennifer' has been facilitating his adventures since the late '80s. This
summer she'll cruise the Red Sea.

Charter Notes
Ever think about chucking it all and
starting a second career as a yacht
charter captain? If you have the right
skills and are a 'people person' it certainly can be a fun way to make a living
— or, in some cases, almost make a living.
Depending on where you hope to
do this charter work, you'd be well advised to get either a U.S. Coast Guard
captain's license or a (British) Royal
Yachting Association Yachtmaster's

YACHT CHARTERS IN GREECE,
TURKEY, ITALY & CARIBBEAN
Best Rates For Reliable Charters

Full services: Low airfares, hotels, tours, transfers
Visit our website for
yacht photos and details,
destinations and itineraries:
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license. The former is required in all U.S. waters in
order to take 'passengers
for hire', while the latter is
required in the United Kingdom and other EU countries, and is either required
or recommended in most
British affiliates, such as
the BVI.
You can find a number of
US Coast Guard captain's
courses advertised right
here in Latitude. But until
recently, you had to fly to
Europe to get RYA instruction. Sausalito's Modern Sailing Academy now
offers a range of RYA courses, taught
by the school's head instructor, John
Connolly, the only American certified
to do so. Earning your RYA 'ticket' just
might help you land that cushie job on
some swank European megayacht or at
a tropical waterside resort such as one
of Sunsail's Watersports Beach Clubs.
Call (800) 995-1668 or see www.modernsailing.com.
Looking for catamaran experience,
but can't afford the price of admission?

A young, fit sailor with an RYA certificate might
land a gig at an idyllic waterside resort such as
Sunsail's Club Colonna in Antigua.

Footloose Sailing Charters might have
the answer. Acquired in recent years by
The Moorings as a lower-cost alternative, Footloose now offers Moorings
4700 cats in their BVI fleet. As with
others in The Moorings current fleet, the
award-winning 4700 is an Alex Simonis
design, built by Robertson & Caine in
South Africa. The Footloose 4700s are

essentially the same boats
used currently by The
Moorings, although several years older. Call (800)
521-1198 or see www.footloosecharters.com.
Here on the San Francisco Bay, the prime sailing season has officially
begun, of course, so there's
no time like the present to
get out sailing. For special
occasions, don't forget to
consider chartering one of
the Bay's large, multi-passenger charter vessels, which were detailed extensively in our April issue.
One we did not mention there, however, was the historic USS Potomac
— the last time we checked she wasn't
flying any sails. She is so unique, however, that we'll make an exception here
to our 'sailing-only' editorial rule.
Formerly President FD Roosevelt's
private yacht, she is available this
summer for a variety of special sailings (booked by the head), including a
Fourth of July Champagne Cruise. See
www.usspotomac.org for complete info.
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Latitude 38
Now available everywhere in the world at the beginning of each
month in electronic form – and looking more spectacular than
ever! The issues will be exactly like the print version, as they
will be magazine rather than scrolling format, and include all
the display ads and Classy Classifieds.
No matter if you're at anchor in Zihua, hanging on the hook off
Bora Bora, making your way up the Red Sea, cruising off New
Caledonia, or pretending to be working at your office on Montgomery Street, if you have Internet access and a reasonably upto-date computer, you'll be able to get the latest issue of Latitude
38. That's right. From Pichilinque to Peru, from Cape Horn to
Hong Kong, from the South of France to Catalina, from your
house in Orinda to your boat at South Beach Harbor, Latitude
38 is going to be there and waiting for you.
But there is even better news. Your issues of Latitude — and
particularly the photographs – will look more dazzling than ever,
because rather than appearing on newsprint, they're going to
be on your computer screen. The difference in the quality is,
well, astonishing! You won't believe the difference until you
check it out.
The May, June, July and August, 2006, issues of Latitude on
e-Book will be free. Single issues after that will be $7 each with
a one-year subscription at $36. Once you see the photos, we
think you'll agree that it's well worth it!
And don't worry, it only takes a couple of minutes to do a onceonly free download of the FlipViewer software. From then on,
access to entire issues will be almost instantaneous.
To get your free issue of Latitude 38 on e-Book, visit our website
at www.latitude38.com, and follow the easy directions. We think
you're going to love it.
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CHANGES
With reports this month from Reba on repairing a sudden ingress of
water; from Breila on cruising to and around Cape Horn; from Eaux Vives
on the Antigua Classic Regatta; from Swell on surfing adventures in Mexico;
and a generous helping of Cruise Notes.

Reba — Celestial 48 Ketch
Steve & Jamie Sidells
On Being Self-Reliant
(Incline Village, Nevada)
Since returning from the South Pacific
in '04, we've hosted several preparation
seminars for prospective Puddle Jumpers at the Vallarta YC. In the seminars
we've tried to stress the value of knowing
one's boat and being prepared for the
unexpected at sea, because every boat is
on her own out there. But it often seems
as if our message is a bit wide of the mark
for some attendees, who are so anxious
to get started. So maybe our recent experience coming back to Puerto Vallarta
from Tenacatita Bay will help reinforce
that our advice applies to everyone.
After motorsailing all day into increasing wind and seas, Reba's engine
suddenly overheated off Chamela right
about sunset. I assumed that it was a
saltwater pump impeller problem, but it
was rough, so I couldn't investigate until
later. So I just shut the engine down.
By midnight, we had 30 knots of wind
and about 8-foot seas. It was wet, but we
were fine. At 1:15 a.m. — yes, that magic
hour for gremlins — we noticed that the
bilge pump was going on whenever we
were heeled hard to starboard. A quick
check of the engine room revealed that
we had bilge water two feet deep — al-

COURTESY REBA

Big photo; 'Reba' looking lovely sailing off
New Caledonia. Inset, the hose that failed off
Chemela and nearly sank the ketch.

most as high as the electrical panel! It
was also clear that we had heavy flooding
somewhere aft.
Quickly checking, I found the sump
pump was very hot and just barely running. The bilge pump was running, but
not keeping up with the flooding. While
Jamie quickly manned the bilge pump, I
searched for the source of the incoming
water. It was critical, because with our
main engine out of order, our ultimate
last 'bilge pump', the ship's raw water
pump, would not be available. And we
were eight miles at sea.
I looked into the packing inspection
port, and it was flooded — even though
the packing itself seemed fine. But water
was already over the floorboards. What
was going on?! It was no time for fatigue
or to feel sorry for ourselves. It was time
to prove that we knew our boat, our
spares, and our tools.
Thinking about the aft of the boat,
I remembered that Reba has a hose
inside the aft deck locker that connects
the three deck scupper drains on each
side. Usually it's 18 inches above the
waterline, but could it have something
to do with the ingress of water? While
the wind and sea swirled, I went — with
life-jacket and safety harness on — to the
aft deck and opened the locker. The hose
had somehow become disconnected, so
deck water was pouring inside the hull
through a 1-inch hose.
After a quick trip to the tool box,
grabbing a few wedges along the
way, I reconnected the hose and
stopped the flooding — and just
in time. Apparently, pounding
into the sea had shifted items in
the locker and somehow pulled
the hose loose.
We hope this example demonstrates how important it is
for everyone to know their boat
intimately, for you also may be
called on to solve a similar problem at night. And even though
you might be fatigued or even
injured, it's probably going to be
up to you to solve the problem.
Amazingly, by the time we got to
normally breezy Cabo Corrientes,
we were becalmed. That gave us
the chance to repair the engine
at sea. So once we got back to the
dock, we only had to take care

of the extensive damage caused by the
flooding.
— steve & jamie 04/15/06
Breila — Contessa 39
Mike & Catharine Whitby
Patagonia And Cape Horn
(Vancouver, B.C.)
There have been lots of reports in Latitude about the wonders of Ecuador — especially since it is such a great place to
wait out Central America's rainy season
and/or jump off to the South Pacific. But
it's south of Ecuador that cruisers find
themselves really off the beaten path.
We know, because we've been cruising
the Pacific Coast of South America for
two seasons now. The primary reason
for cruisers to sail south of Ecuador,
of course, is to reach Patagonia and to
round famous Cape Horn. That was our
goal, and now that we've accomplished it,
we'd like to share some of our thoughts
about cruising in the 'far south'.
There Are Cruisers Down Here. Thanks

BOTH PHOTOS COURTESY BREILA
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to sailing magazine coverage given this
area in recent years, the number of cruisers has continued to grow. The previous
season, there were as many as 35 yachts
checking in with the HF radio net in
Patagonia — which covers the Falkland
Islands to Easter Island. This year there
are 50 yachts checking in. Most of the
cruisers are from Europe, Australia, New
Zealand, and Canada. It puzzles us that
the United States is so under-represented. There were only two U.S. boats
this season, including Holger Kreuzhage
and Tracy Brown's Sausalito-based 72ft gaff topsail schooner Lord Jim, which
was on a passage from the South Pacific
through the Straits of Magellan.
Yes, There Are Singlehanders Down
Here, Too. We are amazed at how many
singlehanders there are here this year
— eight out of 50 boats. The ones we've
met are exceptionally good sailors who
have always had adventure high on

the list of things they enjoy. They were
not about to let the fact that they were
alone deter them. Some take on crew
when available, others do not. We truly
marvel at how they can manage here
— especially with having to go through
the anchoring hassle each day.
Six Months On, Six Months Off, Still
Works. Most cruisers in Mexico — ourselves included — spend six months on
their boat, then return north by
plane or road for six months.
We assumed that once we'd
left Mexico, all cruisers would
be full-timers, but that hasn't
been the case. Even this far
south, about half of the cruisers spend four to seven months
a year away from their boats. If
you plan in advance, you can
find plenty of places down here
to safely leave your boat, making part-time cruising possible.
Last year we left Breila on the
hard at Puerto Montt while we

flew to the U.S. and Canada for eight
months. It worked out very well.
You Can Charter In This Part Of
The World. There is a healthy fleet of
skippered charter yachts offering the
opportunity to sail around Cape Horn
and among the Beagle Channel glaciers
— or even longer trips to Antarctica or
the Falklands and/or South Georgia
Tak about your changes in latitudes, this is Mike,
reclining with a cerveza, at Zihua SailFest. He
and Catharine were big organizers in '03.
LATITUDE/RICHARD

You can't help but marvel at the different palette used to color (spread) the anchorage in the Beagle
Channel versus the one to color the (inset) skies over Ushuaia, the world's southernmost city.
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Islands. If you'd prefer not to see these
places from your own boat, you can do
it on the charter boats for between $200
and $500 a day — depending on the
amount of comfort and adventure you
desire. In fact, many cruisers with their
own boats down here decide that 10-day
expedition charters to Antarctica, which
leave from Ushuaia, are the best way to
see the White Continent.
We Motored Often. Down here you
spend much of your time in narrow
north-south channels, in which the wind
inevitably blows out of the north or south
— no matter which direction it might be
blowing in the open Pacific. Even when
the wind blew from a favorable direction,
we often motorsailed, as getting to the
next anchorage was crucial. Maximizing
one's range under power is important
because there are very few fuel stops in
the 1,000 miles between Puerto Montt
and Puerto Williams/Ushuaia. It's recommended that boats have a range of
at least 500 miles under power. We felt
comfortable because we have a range of
almost 700 miles. Nonetheless, we did
sail some of the time, and even set the
chute for a few hours.
Cape Horn Is Do-Able. Rounding
feared 'Old Cape Stiff' is, of course, a
major goal for those who venture this
far south. Thanks to accurate weather
forecasts and two anchorages within just
14 miles of the Cape, it's actually not that
hard. Making a rounding starting from
Chile's Puerto Williams usually takes between four and seven days. Surprisingly,
the weather is settled often enough at
the Horn itself that about 50% of crews
are able to go ashore at Isla de Hornos
to visit the monument, take photos,
and meet representatives of the Chilean
Armada. Normally, however, one crewmember stays aboard to watch the boat.
But you can even buy a souvenir t-shirt
at Isla de Hornos. Indeed, we were more

BREILA

The Whitbys confirm that there is lots of sea life
in Patagonia and around Cape Horn, including
these high-flying dolphins.

than a little disappointed to hear that a
concession is being built at Cape Horn,
complete with docking facilities, so that
cruise ship passengers may go ashore.
It's our understanding that once this
facility is completed, landing fees will
apply to everyone.
We had a great sail around the Horn,
but the wind freshened considerably
when we got in front of the very unprotected Bahia Leones, preventing us from
being able to go ashore. In fact, we had a
difficult time getting back to a safe
anchorage, as it
required seven
hours of sailing
into 40+ knots
of wind and very
short and steep
waves. We tried
to make a landing the second
day also, but bad
weather thwarted
us once again.
Winter Isn't

Forget the bikinis and sun tan lotion in Patagonia, where the glaciers are many shades of blue
and there are bits of ice everywhere.

That Bad. Although the marinas on the
Beagle Channel at Ushuaia, Argentina,
and Puerto Williams, Chile, are at about
55° South, it's still possible to sail in the
winter. In fact, that's the time when most
long-timers prefer to sail, as there is less
wind and rain during the austral winter.
We've enjoyed some really lovely sunny
and windless days, comparable to cool
autumn days in the Pacific Northwest.
And there are considerably fewer boats
about. The bad news is that it's colder
in the winter, with the temperatures averaging just below freezing. In addition,
the days are much shorter, necessitating
quick hops from one safe anchorage to
the next, something that greatly lengthens passages.
Long Distance Days Are Out. While
sailing in the channels, a good day is 50
to 60 miles, but on average we'd move
about 30 miles daily going south, and

BREILA
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The raft-up of boats at the Club de Yates near
Cape Horn. There seem to be more boats taking
up the Horn challenge every year.
BREILA

15 to 20 miles going north. The 1,000+
mile trip from Ushuaia to Puerto Montt
takes several months, with only a few
places in between to provision, refuel,
and meet crew/guests. Like most others,
we avoided offshore passages whenever
possible.
The Weather Can Be Ferocious. Yesterday's forecast included rachas to 100
knots — and the Horn actually recorded
gusts to 130 knots! That's nothing to be
taken lightly. It's not uncommon for the
wind to blow from one direction at 50
knots, then half an hour later blow at
50 knots from the other direction. You
cannot over prepare for conditions like
that. Again, numerous sailing magazine
articles in recent years have extolled the
pleasures of sailing Patagonia, but read
between the lines, because it's truly extreme sailing. During the course of our
adventure, we experienced some of the
worst weather we could have imagined.
Constant vigilance is required because of
both changes in the weather and difficult

anchoring conditions. The result can be
very stressful cruising. We even encountered some gales in the channels.
It's Dangerous Cruising Down Here.
While we knew this would be a challenging sailing area, the cautionary tales
can't be overstated. Every year at least
one cruising boat is involved in a disaster
that includes either the loss of the boat
or a life. This season one boat was lost
because of a propane fire. Had the boat
not been in such a remote area, she
might not have become a total loss. As it
was, the crew had to camp ashore for 21
days before being rescued! A few months
later, two boats were rolled in the 70knot winds of a storm that hadn't been
forecast. Both boats were dismasted.
One skipper managed to limp into port
under jury rig seven days later, but the
other boat and skipper were never seen
again.
The season before, several boats
endured dismastings, roll-overs, or
knock-downs in very high seas and
powerful winds. Even when the weather
conditions aren't horrendous, constant
vigilance is required to sail in this area.
It's tiring. We think that cruisers with
boats under 40 feet in length — ours
is 38 feet — should think very carefully
before deciding that this is an area they
really want to cruise.
New Anchoring Techniques Are Required. All the previous anchoring rules
are reversed down here. We'd look for the
smallest gap in the rocky shoreline to
sneak into, watching for areas where the
trees have grown straight up, not bent
over. Then we'd back in, drop the hook,
jump in the dinghy, row quickly ashore,
and make fast to the trees. Like everyone
else, we carried four extra shorelines of
300 feet each, as well as several heavy
anchors on all-chain rode. We used these
most every night. Getting settled in an
anchorage took an hour each day. On
one occasion we
had to change anchorages four times
and ultimately travel 20 miles to find
an anchorage with
sufficient shelter
from the weather.
Most of the anchorages are deep right
to the shore and
have little swinging room. As such,
we tucked right up
against the land
and tied off. In

some places, we were literally just feet
away from sheer cliffs.
Treacherous Sea Hazards. Kelp can
foul your anchors and rudder. We carried
a scythe bound to a long pole for cutting
through the seaweed. Ice could also be a
problem, and there were a few times that
we were lucky to make it through the ice
floating near the glaciers. Milky waters
near glacial runoff also hide rocks and
moraine — even a foot below the surface.
Plus, there are numerous places where
the currents — up to 11 knots — require
careful planning. We also had to negotiate standing waves in a few places. While
there are charts and good cruising guides
to the main areas, there are plenty of
places that haven't been charted.
The Wildlife And Scenery Are Superb.
Nothing we'd heard, no photos we'd seen,
could have prepared us for the splendor
of the area. Though virtually all cruisers
come here to 'do' Cape Horn, it is usually
the glaciers that make the greatest impression. There are endless opportunities
to hike the mountains, valleys, glaciers
and peat bogs, and to explore by dinghy
or kayak. There is also an abundance
of opportunities for photographers, as
the glaciers are every color of blue. We
enjoyed fantastic wildlife encounters, too
— Andean condors, Austral parakeets,
flightless steamer ducks, and huge albatross. In addition, we enjoyed seeing
Austral dolphins, Magellanic penguins,
guanaco herds, and giant rheas. We had
to download our photo files each day to
ensure that we wouldn't miss a shot.
Getting Here Is Less Than Half The
Battle. On both Atlantic and Pacific
coasts, going north from the Cape Horn/
Beagle Channel area is harder than
the trip south. Most cruisers — even
hardened circumnavigators — who have
sailed north up the Atlantic side, report
these were the most challenging sailing
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conditions they have ever encountered.
This year we met three boats whose crew
abandoned their northbound passage
through the Chilean canals, and several
others said they wished they had.
It's Hard, But It's Worth It. Like all
the other cruisers we've talked to, we'll
forever cherish our memories of sailing in
Patagonia, Tierra del Fuego, and around
Cape Horn. Now we're looking forward to
cruising in the warm waters of Argentina,
Uruguay and Brazil. Believe us, a little
warm wind sounds pretty good about
now!
— mike & catharine 04/15/06
Eaux Vives — Beneteau 40
Susie Bowman & Lance Batten
Antigua Classic Yacht Regatta
(Berkeley)
We know you folks at Latitude love
St. Barth, and so do we, but for those
of us not accustomed to rubbing shoulders with the glitterati, Antigua has its
charms. We came to the Antigua Classic
Regatta in early April so that we could
join the other dockwalkers in drooling
over the acres of brightwork and all the
polished brass. But it turns out that the
most fun thing to do is not watch the
classic yachts race from atop Shirley
Heights, but actually sail aboard one of
the boats. We found this out after being
invited to join Skip and Barbara Eaton
aboard their 44-ft French pilot boat
Ragnar. Their 25-ton gaff schooner was
built of wood in Germany in '02 — from
a 1910 design!
Ragnar is a heavy boat designed for
strong winds and big seas, so we weren't
very competitive in the first race, which
featured abnormally light winds for Antigua. Indeed, it took us nearly an hour
to make it across the starting line. The
whole fleet ended up milling around and
chatting until the lighter boats finally
responded to a faint breeze that finally
came up. As it turned out, we finished
just 10 minutes before the six-hour
deadline! Our exhausted crew collapsed
shortly after sunset, missing the party
sponsored by Mt. Gay Rum. This probably gave us the advantage in Race 2,
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It's almost an honor to be passed by the modern
day 135-ft J Class yacht 'Ranger', her many
uniformed crew lining the rail.

as all the boats with crew sporting red
Mt. Gay hats — purchased at the cost of
three rum drinks — looked a little grey.
We had our best day on the third and
final race, which was sailed on the Cannonball course. For this race they place a
mark six miles off English Harbor, making it a tradewind reach both going out
and coming back in. Because there was
a staggered start, every boat got to see
all the other boats going out and coming back in. What a thrill it was to see
some well-matched 135-ft J Class yachts
charging down on us under a cloud of
sail, their huge crews wearing matching
uniforms. At one point we were temporarily becalmed because the Elenora, the
136-ft Herreshoff gaff schooner, sailed

Smashing spread! The 72-ft 'Ticonderoga' in the
foreground, and the 150-ft schooner 'Elenora' in
back. Inset; There were small boats, too.

right over the top of us and stole our
wind.
The very big boats — such as Ranger,
Eleonora, Altair, Aschanti IV and Ticonderoga — have professional crews and
take the racing very seriously. The rest of
us could relax after the races and enjoy
the plummy British spit & polish at a
distance.
We particularly enjoyed the charming graciousness of the race committee,
and loved the stately pre-racing parade
of classic yachts through Nelson's
Dockyard in English Harbor. But seeing
— and feeling — the spray flying from
these grand old ladies
pressed to the hilt in
indigo seas under brilliant blue skies was
the thrill of a lifetime!
We’ve put an unreasonable number of

very pretty boat pictures from the racing
and Concours d’Elegance up at www.accidentalcruiser.com.
By the way, there's been quite a bit
written recently about wifi in Mexico.
Well, we can report that it's arrived in the
Caribbean in a very big way this year. For
example, there are five bars in Falmouth
Harbor alone that offer wireless internet,
and in some cases power, for just the
price of a drink. This wasn't available
last year. We have also been able to get
free internet access in Dominica and St.
Lucia from out in the anchorages, and
very reasonably priced internet access
in Carriacou. We've yet to buy one of
those fancy antennas, but do use a good
wireless USB adaptor placed up on the
deck on a USB extension cord snaked up
through the salon hatch. This way we've
been able to view our monitor from the
comfort of the salon, and don't have to
huddle under a towel on the foredeck.
But don't forget to watch for squalls!
— susie & lance 04/15/06

Susie & Lance — It's
true that we love fooling
around with our riff-rafferati
sailing friends in St. Barth,
but we're big fans of Antigua,
too. Between the mid-'80s and mid-'90s,
we did no less than six Antigua Sailing
Weeks with Big O, and few things in
our lifetime have made us prouder than
to have been named 'Party Boat of The
Week' the last three times. However, because of conflicts between our deadline
and the dates of the Classic Regatta,
we've never been able to attend a Classic.
That shall be corrected next April.
By the way, in hindsight would you
say that the dot.com bust was the best
thing that ever happened to you?
Swell — Cal 40
Liz Clark
The Sailing Surfing Safari
(Santa Barbara)
The first solid south swell has just
spent over a week hitting the Michoacan
coast of Mexico with waves, and it just so
happened that Swell was floating within
striking distance of a spot I’d been eyeing
on the charts for two months. The swell
is gone now, but my body has tangible
evidence that it came through — I have
a leash tan on my ankle and my arms
feel like steel. In addition, my eyes are
bloodshot from the salt and sun, and my
skin is the color of caramel.
Before departing the paradise of the
'Mexican Taliban', we hitched a ride
north and found some thick beachbreak
peaks funneling into a lush rivermouth.
Despite sharing a cozy early '90s Honda
Civic with three chain smokers and a
deafening music dance mix as old as the
car, Shannon and I both enjoyed looking
over the ledge of a few chunky mainland
Mexico lips. But with the swell picking
up and our getting tired
of Swell's perpetual
rolling, we continued
on the next morning in
search of a more protected anchorage. We
found it behind a little
point with a breakwater
just 30 miles down the
coast. The swell was
still making its way in,
but the beach was flatter, so the backwash
and boat rolling were
less pronounced.
The next morning
we made our way to the

wave that I’d been seeking. As the taxi
bumped down into the dusty little town,
I caught my first glimpses of the glassy
lefts between the palm-topped cabanas
on stilts — and saw that they were bigger than I'd expected. My first session
reminded me of a backwards version
of my favorite wave back home on one
of the bigger days of the year — except
here there were hardly any people in
the water. I'd never surfed such a long
left, and after a few waves sent me into
uncontrollable giggles, I knew that I was
going to get my fill. My backside surfing
was in need of some oiling, and this was
the place to get it lubed.
By the end of the first day, we’d met
most of the local surfers, either in the
water or while hanging at the little restaurant with the best view of the point.
I can't remember the name of the place,
but it became our daily hangout. It was
almost like the bleachers at a high school
football game, both because of the excellent view of the action and the perpetual
chitchat amongst the mix of surfers who
hung there before and after sessions.
The tiny town attracted the usual
group of sundry surfers in search of their
fix. Unlike the speechless surf line-ups in
the States, the folks in the water at the
less well-known Mexican surf spots have
generally been warm and welcoming.
And why not, as the locals are usually
tired of talking to each other, and the
newcomers are lonely. Following a brief
conversation and a shared surf session,
Shannon usually felt as though we'd
been initiated. Such was the case at this
break, as by the end of the first day we
were 'in'.
Had our time there been a remake of
an episode of the Brady Bunch, I surely
would have found myself smiling down at
Shannon from the top left square during
"I'd never surfed such a long left, and after a
few waves sent me into uncontrollable giggles,
I knew I was going to get my fill," says Liz.
SHANNON SWITZER
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the intro. In the other squares would be
the common overland surf traveler, the
'shoulda been here 20 years ago' guy,
and the genuine local Mexican surfer.
The first of these types can come from as
far away as Holland, such as Klas, or as
near as Seal Beach, such as Todd. And
they can be everything from mega-rippers to shoulder-hopping funboarders.
You can generally judge how long they’ve
been away from home by how shaggy
their hair is. The 'shoulda been here 20
years ago' guy is easily spotted by his
extreme tan and his non-stop stories of
how we really blew it by not being born
earlier. This type says the waves used to
be better and the water warmer, there
was never anyone out, and a mermaid
dragged him back to the line-up after
every ride. Blah, blah, blah. Sure buddy.
These guys just tend to be mad because
now a girl can paddle faster than they
can.
In absolute contrast to this type of
character was Flaco, filling the 'Mexican
local' square. With his explosive backhand dominance in the line-up, he just
smiled and let his surfing do the talking.
And then there was Pablo, in a square of
his own. He was an experienced bluewater sailor and longtime lover of the sea.
Shannon deemed him a true AmericanMexican, as he'd lived south of the border
for over 30 years. Nearly as jubilant and
fiery as I can be, his whole body shook
when he spoke. His laugh was loud and
unconstrained, his eyes were bright and
youthful — he had a spirit that hadn't
been crushed by the 9 to 5 world up
north. When he heard of our saillingsurfing plans, he nearly exploded with
questions and advice, and quickly took
us under his helpful wing.
As the week progressed, we found
ourselves immersed in Semana Santa,

SHANNON SWITZER

There's more to good waves in a surfing safari
under sail. There's also mucking around in the
bilge when bilge pumps fail.

which is both Easter and Spring Break in
Mexico. The population of the little town
quadrupled in size, as very large families
pitched their tents wherever they could
find space — high or low, in sand or
dirt, it didn't seem to matter. They happily indulged in piles of fresh fruit and
basked in the sun. Unlike most American
campers, who seem to bring along a car
full of olive green gadgets to replicate
nearly everything they have at home,
the Mexicans were more concerned
with family and
fun than appliances. It was
hard to distinguish one family
from another,
and everyone
walked through
everyone else's
campsites. It
was customary
to stop under
someone else’s
shade, and
people offered
each other food,
smiles, and

Liz's Cal 40 'Swell' was built way back in the
'60s, so she's pretty basic. Nonetheless, she's
got everything a sailng surfer needs.

songs. A general feeling of joy oozed
through the chaos like mud between
one's toes. But by midweek the town felt
the burden of its new population. Trash
piles overflowed, the restaurants ran out
of food, and the water happened to run
out right as Shannon and I rubbed perfumed dollops of shampoo into our hair.
That was to have been our first showers
in five days.
One evening we accepted an invitation
for dinner with some Californian surfers
who were being hosted at the gorgeous
vacation home of the Arche family of
Mexico City. As I walked through the
door — late — I jabbered on about how
the local restaurant was out of everything
except spaghetti. "I just don’t like spaghetti," I declared boldly, and prattled on
about how noodles "just seem like worthless food". Twenty minutes later, we sat
down at a long, dark wood table, and
were served from a big bowl of shrimp
spaghetti. Beatriz, the charismatic and

talented captain of the kitchen, gave me
a friendly smirk and asked me to pass
my plate. After quietly removing my foot
from my mouth, I ate every delicious
scrap, and asked for seconds. Later on
Raul, the patriarch of the Arche family,
told cautionary tales of bee swarms,
amoebas, and of six men in the Med who
had drowned because they'd jumped
off their boat before first putting down
a swim ladder. Shannon and I left with
the man's antihistamine injections and
home phone number in case we got into
any trouble in Mexico.
On principle, I don't like to rely on
others for help, but we needed four
rides each day. One from our boat to the
shore, then from the shore to the surf
spot, and then two more to reverse the
process. We could have gotten to shore
using my dinghy, but I didn't want to
have my dinghy taken over the falls by a
big wave from the southern hemisphere.
As it turned out, deciding on relying on
others for rides turned out to be pretty
interesting.
Most mornings we were able to flag

down a fisherman heading in with his
early catch, and thus make it to the
beach dry. But when there were no pangas in sight, we’d stuff the day's necessities in the dry bags and paddle or swim
200 yards to shore, then emerge on the
beach like 'swamp things', making our
way through an obstacle course of oddly
clad swimmers of all shapes and sizes.
Our most unusual trip from boat to shore
was on the back of a rented jet-ski being driven by an inexperienced Semana
Santa-er. Having had no luck hailing a
panga, and feeling the need to conserve
our energy for the surf, we waved down
a guy with a blindingly neon-yellow,
wide-brimmed hat, small purple shorts,
and the jet-ski. After happily agreeing
to deliver us to shore, he rammed Swell
while attempting to pick us up, leaving
a purple streak on the hull as a souvenir. But I admit that I was a bit jealous
of Shannon, who got to wrap her arms
around him on the way in.
Next, we had to find a way from the
town to the break. On the sweltering
walk up the hill towards the main road,
we’d take whichever came first, be it
an innocuous-looking ride or a passing taxi. By the second day, we agreed
not to waste our money on taxis, and
found ourselves bouncing along in the
front of a bright orange Dorito delivery
truck. After a brief stop to restock the
local gas station with a day’s supply of
chips, Armando and Juan Carlos kindly
took us all the way out the dirt road,
delivering us just a skip away from the
point. As we dismounted from our marmalade-colored magic carpet, the guys
already perched at the restaurant just
shook their heads in disbelief. The local police became another staple 'go-to'
option. Pablo set us up
with them the first afternoon, and everyday
thereafter, the police
always stopped when
they saw us, all three of
them motioning for us
to jump in. They always
made a pass down the
dirt road before heading
back to the main town
where Swell was anchored, so we’d throw
our boards in the back
and jump in with one
of the policia, his AK-47
casually slung across
his back.
The last trip of each
day — the one from

town back out to the boat — was always
the most unusual, as it would usually
begin with Shannon and me hopping out
of a truck or Jeff or Clark's slick rental
minivan at about midnight, sunburned,
aching, and exhausted. Having left our
boards at the surf spot for the next
day, Shannon and I would both make
a 'there's no alternative' sigh, walk out
to the breakwater, and throw our dusty
clothes into the dry bag. On the rise of
the surge, I’d dog-dive off the rocks and
into the black abyss to make sure it was
deep enough. Shannon would then slide
in behind me. One night a group of 14year-old boys watched in disbelief as we
plunged in off the rocks and into the dark
sea. Shannon said she felt like a Charlie’s
Angel. Hair wet yet again, we’d swim the
200 yards back towards Swell’s faithfully
swaying anchor light. There was always
a bit of negative anticipation before we
jumped into the water, but these actually turned out to be magical swims. We
were surrounded by darkness, the lights
of the town flickering on shore, the stars
smeared across the overhead blackness,
and glowing flecks of phosphorescence
trailed our motion through the black
water. By the time we heaved our fluorospeckled bodies up the side of the boat,
we'd be laughing and reminiscing about
the events of the day — much of which
involved Shannon breaking hearts right
and left!
Okay, I saved the best for last — the
waves. If you're a surfer sitting in a cubicle under a flickering fluorescent light,
save yourself the agony and don’t read
on. But when it came to the waves in
Mexico, I was a kid in a candy store, a
fat guy at an all-you-can eat smorgie, a
Different kinds of curves. As early as Cabo,
consecutive days of surfing would leave Liz's
arms feeling like they were made of steel.
SHANNON SWITZER

SHANNON SWITZER
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mosquito in a room full of lightly clothed
gringos, a cow in a green pasture. In
other words, I was hungry. During the
daylight hours, I was possessed by the
waves — it was overhead all week long
— that constantly caressed the point. I’d
surf a morning session and eventually
straggle in to the restaurant. While sucking down a mango-banana licuado that
would put Jamba Juice out of business,
I’d try to hang with the group of surfers
recalling the waves of the morning. Just
as one would launch into a story, my eyes
would stick to a set lining up through the
inside. My mind would wander as it rifled
across the empty bay. I’d lose my focus
and start to twitch. I’d roll and squirm in
the hot sand and try to convince myself
that I needed some shade and some rest.
Then another set, without anyone on
the waves, would wash across the bar.
It was more than I could take, so I'd put
on more sunscreen, grab my board, and
sprint back to the point. Everyone else
thought I was nuts, but how could I sit
there? There was nobody out, and I had a
perfect chance to get back in touch with
the mechanics of my backside surfing.
Wave after wave would come through
with enough size and power to allow me
to make 10 turns! I’d crank the next
one a little more vertical, drop in a little
deeper, drive around a section a bit faster
and smoother — mad with excitement,
energy, and creativity. I was in love with
surfing, the warmth, the freedom of my
new life, and the victory of each small
progression. It was a high that I’d previously only experienced in fleeting flashes,
but now it was around long enough to
almost get comfortable with. As I dropped
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The gift that keeps on giving. Before continuing
south, Liz passed along the gift of 'stoke' to her
Mexican buddies Herman and Octavio.
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into a wave on the evening of the fourth
day, the sun’s reflection was hung up in
the lip. I placed my feet with the perfect
angle and glided down the glowing face. It
all came together. I set my rail hard, went
straight up into the pocket, and cracked
the lip above me. Fortunately, for both
peace of mind and a break for my body,
the swell finally faded. If it hadn't, I'm
not sure I could have left.
On our last day in the area, we arrived
back at Swell’s cove midday with a heap
of goods from our week on land. We’d left
everything overnight at the break, and
thus had accumulated quite a pile. It was
Easter Sunday and the pangas weren’t
heading out to fish, so I paddled a load
out to Swell and grabbed the longboard
for the next pickup. Upon returning to
the beach, I found Shannon had lent her
board to a little boy playing in the water. He clung to it like a long lost friend,
floundering happily in the ankle-deep
whitewash. I walked up to little Herman
and asked him if he wanted some help
catching a wave.
"Quieres ayuda? Soy una maestra de
surfear," I gently tempted. His eyes lit
up and he excitedly plopped his belly
square on the stringer where I patted
the board. I launched him out over the
incoming waves, reverting to my days
as a summertime surf instructor in Del
Mar. He looked at me with wide-eyed
trust. "Listo?" I asked. He nodded with
slight reluctance, as I pushed into the
momentum of the incoming swell. In my
rush back to the beach, I had neglected
to put the fin in the tail of the board, so
I held on as we rode towards the shore,
doubling as the board’s rudder. Herman
didn’t stand up for the first three waves,
but on the fourth he rose and planted his
grubby little feet beneath him — and with
style. His face glowed as he dismounted
that first wave, and I slapped him a
congratulatory high-five. He immediately
wanted his buddy to try, and so for the
next hour Herman and Octavio took
turns popping to their feet as we rode
together toward the sand. It felt good to
share the joy I’d felt all week.
I finally had to pull the plug on the
fun — we would be sailing all night and
needed a bit of time to get Swell ready
for sea. So Shannon strapped on her
infamous water backpack, and we waved
good-bye to the new little surfers. I almost felt guilty as I looked back to see
Herman, dripping wet, carrying on to his
dad on the beach about what had happened. Surfing can change your life.
— liz 04/18/06

Cruise Notes:
Bob van Blaricom has done a lot of
sailing in his 75 years, but on his latest
trip, he saw a few things he'd never seen
before:
"When my friend Carl Seipel — a circumnavigator who had crewed aboard
our boat Misty on two cruises to the
Northwest and Alaska — decided to sail
his Yankee 30 Tootsie to New Zealand, I
went along for the first leg to La Paz. We
had a very strange experience the first
night when we sailed between Pigeon
Point and Point Sur. I was on watch when
I heard a very low, steady tone like that of
a diaphone. It was loud enough for Carl
to hear it in his bunk and to ask me what
was going on. I didn't know. But I did observe three evenly-spaced looms of light
on the horizon. They were far enough
away so that I couldn't see the source of
the light, meaning the source was probably 10 or more miles away — which was
totally inconsistent with the volume of
the tone. As I was looking at the lights
through the binoculars, I was amazed to
see what I can only describe as 'reverse
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a pellet gun, but still I didn't like being
in the crossfire all that much. The next
scene was even wilder, as the antagonists
got into their outboard-powered inflatables and engaged in a ramming battle!
The Washington boat's dinghy, with another dinghy lashed alongside, rammed
the Oregon dinghy at speed, capsizing
one dinghy, throwing two people into the
water — including the Oregon guy — and
sending his dinghy zooming round in
circles with the motor at full throttle. It
was total pandemonium! Miraculously,
the Oregon guy managed to catch his
dingy and crawl aboard, then retreat
to his boat while hurling dire threats
at his attackers. Shortly thereafter, the
Mexican Navy showed up to board both
yachts. I decided to change neighborhoods by re-anchoring near an American
schooner — whose skipper informed me
that the two ferro boats had been in the
harbor for a whole year, and their skippers had been fighting continuously!
"After a nice sail to Cabo, we headed
on up to La Paz, but were stopped by a
Norther at Los Frailes. Unsure of how
long it would last, I decided to hitch a
ride to the airport and let Carl get on
with his singlehanding. I caught a ride
to the beach, then stuck out my thumb.
My first ride on the dirt road was with
a couple of elderly American desert rats
in a jeep. My second was with a Mexican family in the back of their rattly old
pickup. The third ride toward the highway was with a silent young Mexican,
who might have been some sort of cop.
Finally, I got a ride with another young
Mexican in a van heading south toward
the airport, which is where he works.
He drove like a maniac, stopping twice
to water the flowers at a couple of those

Check the width of the house and the interior of this new Hunter Mariner 49, the sistership of which
Mike Harker, who learned to sail in the 2000 Ha-Ha, will be taking on a circumnavigation next year.
This summer he's demo-ing the boat for dealers and customers on the East and West Coasts.

The whole works is housed in one new
little building right on the waterfront,
and there are separate windows for the
Harbormaster, Customs, and Immigration. There's even a mini-bank to pay
the fees. The only thing missing was a
copy machine with which to make the
multiple copies of everything that the
officials require. That means you have
to run all over town to find a copy shop
that isn't closed for siesta and whose
copy machine isn't broken."
"While Carl was ashore, I anchored
Tootsie between a pair of ferro-cement
sailboats — a green cutter from Oregon
and a black ketch from Washington.
While waiting, I began to hear an unbelievable stream — in English — of profanity, ranting, and death-threats over the
VHF. Looking around with the binoculars, I soon figured out that the source of
the outrage was the guy on the Oregon
boat, who was directing it toward a hippie-looking group on the Washington
boat. Next I heard several pings — and
realized that the Oregon guy had a rifle
and was shooting at them! It was only

Before leaving the dock at the start of the trip
from Tiburon to La Paz, Bob van Blaricom had
that 'don't give me any UFO crap' look.

COURTESY TOOTSIE

tracer shells'. Suddenly, a stream of
bright orange lights would appear, then
they would be sucked back into the light
loom at extreme speed! This happened
over and over from all three light sources
for six or seven minutes. Suddenly, the
sound, the light looms, and the 'reverse
tracers' stopped for about 15 minutes
— then reappeared farther astern with
a repeat performance lasting about five
minutes! I was sorry I didn't get Carl up
to corroborate my story, which I admit
is pretty unbelievable. I can only assume
that it was either the military up to some
of their ominous tricks, or a UFO. I never
much believed in UFOs before, but now
I'm not so sure!"
"We arrived in Ensenada about midnight a couple of nights later," van Blaricom continues, "and anchored off the old
sunken Catalina Island steamer — which
is now occupied by a mob of sea lions
who bellow and bark all night. The next
day Carl went ashore to try out the new
Mexican entry facility and procedures.
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little shrines built along the roads in
memory of people who died in car accidents. When I asked why he was stopping, he explained they were memorials
for his relatives! I was afraid someone
might have to build one for me, but we
arrived safely at the airport, and soon I
was on a plane bound for home. It had
been a most interesting three weeks."
Seipel's wife later reported that Carl
made a 21-day solo passage from Cabo
to Nuku Hiva, experiencing almost no
calms in the doldrums. He expects to
reach New Zealand, where he's bought
property, by November.
How fast can you sail around the
world in a small boat? Well, singlehander Ardell Lien of San Diego left 'America's
Finest City' in May of last year aboard his
Nor' Sea 27 Catalyst, and in less than
one year has made it all the way around
to Brazil, which we figure is about 80% of
a circumnavigation. After a short rest, he
was going to resume his trip up the coast
of South America, through the Canal,
and hoped to be back in California before the end of summer. Latitude readers
might recall that only about three years
ago, Lien was so weak from congestive
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Ardell Lien — what an incredible change in
fortune, from being unable to walk upstairs to
singlehanding a 27-footer around the world.

heart failure that he couldn't climb a
flight of stairs or lift a bag of groceries.
But after a heart and kidney transplant
at the Mayo Clinic, he's became a new
man. He calls his circumnavigation "a

mission to build awareness of the need
for organ donations around the world."
According to the www.organ-donationfor-life.com website, as many as seven
lives can be saved or enhanced from the
tragedy of just one person. The least we
can all do in recognition of Lien's feat is
to check the website out and seriously
consider putting ourselves on the list of
organ donors.
"We were in Bequia for three weeks,
including April 13-17 for the justcompleted 25th annual Bequia Easter
Regatta," write Terry and Evelyn Drew
of Aquarelle, a former charter boat the
Aptos couple bought and keep in the
Caribbean. "There were never more than
12 knots of wind this year. In fact, the
cruising class division of the around-theisland race had to be called off. Nonetheless, it had been a hard-fought battle,
and we'd made it to within just a few
miles of the finish. The after-race party,
which went on for hours, made up for it.
The fishing boat class was interesting,
as Iron Duke, which was built in 1885,
made it back out on the water for the first
time in many years. There's no original

wood left in her hull, but the Portsmouth,
New Hampshire-built boat is the one that
all the Bequia boats are fashioned after.
Trouble, built about 1890, and rebuilt
last year, was also back on the course.
In less good news, the crew of Perseverance, a 17-ft whale boat, managed to bag
a 40-ft humpback whale on Sunday prior
to the start of racing. The International
Whaling Commission now allows Bequia
to kill up to four whales a year, up from
just two a few years ago. The island
has a long history of whaling, and all
who participate in the kill get a portion.
For some it's a major source of protein.
We're down in Tobago now, and half the
boats that were in Bequia are here, too.
Thankfully, the loud music hasn't come
with them. That stuff was really hard to
take in Bequia, as sometimes it went on
until 5 a.m., and there was no way to get
away from it."
It's June, which also means it's the
start of hurricane season in Mexico.
Here's the score of Mexican hurricanes in
recent years: Last year there were seven
hurricanes, the first starting on May
17, the last ending on October 3. None
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caused any real
damage ashore.
In '04 there were
six hurricanes,
the first starting
on July 19 and the
last ending on September 19. Again,
there wasn't much
damage. It was different in '03, however, as there were
seven hurricanes,
the first of which
wasn't until August
22, and the last of
which was October
26. But two of these were very destructive. The first of these was Ignacio in late
August, which really made a mess out of
La Paz, as well as boats in and out of the
water. But he wasn't anything compared
to Marty, which hit almost exactly a
month later, causing extreme damage
to boats and marinas in La Paz. Up in
Puerto Escondido, it blew many boats

What you see here is a — thanks to hurricane
'Marty' — snub-nose Columbia 41. There are
several similar-looking boats off La Paz.

ashore. While most of the waterfront of
La Paz has been cleaned up nicely, there
are still many battered boats around at
anchor and on the hard, reminders of
the terribly destructive power of hurricanes. Good luck to everyone with a
boat in Mexico this season. As for the
Caribbean-Atlantic hurricane season,
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which was so horrendously awful last
year, it runs from July until December.
Good luck to all you folks, too.
"I regret to have to inform everyone
that Sylvia de La Mora has left her position here at Marina Mazatlan," reports
Antonio Cevallos. "She was much loved
by the members of the cruising community for her great service, generosity, and
friendship. We'll miss her badly. Before
her departure, the cruisers in Mazatlan
and other friends organized a farewell
party attended by 120 people. The good
news is that Liana Buchanan has now
joined the Marina Mazatlan team. She
and her husband Bob, who runs Total
Yacht Services, cruised for a year before
deciding to call Marina Mazatlan home.
They've been here for four years now.
Liana has been a key volunteer in organizing many marina events, knows most
of the cruisers who visit us on a regular
basis, and knows all the places cruisers
need to know about in this wonderful
city."
"Our time in Acapulco passed quickly,"
write John and Amanda Neal of their allover-the-planet-based Hallberg-Rassy 46
Mahina Tiare, which this summer they
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Bob and Liana Buchanan have been residents
of Marina Mazatlan for four years. Liana has now
replaced Sylvia on the marina staff.

are sailing from Vancouver, B.C. to the
Baltic countries via the Canal. "After a
couple of rough days with the current
bouncing Mahina Tiare off a concrete
finger pier, Sr. Jose Marquez, the Club de

Yates harbormaster, found a much better
mooring spot for us across from the fuel
dock. Changing berths involved undoing
six dock lines and one stern mooring
line. In order to not hit the expensive
sportfishing boat sharing the berth, we
had to have her skipper plus three helpers assist with the docklines. A stop at
the club's fuel dock — the only place to
fuel in Acapulco — took several hours, as
we had to wait for two large sportfishing
boats to fuel before we topped our main
tanks plus the additional jerry jugs. It
then took over an hour to carefully back
into our new Med-style mooring and
adjust the lines and fenders. Although
the club has recently added over 100
new berths, the demand for slips here
is tremendous, as the wealthy of Mexico
are buying 100-ft plus powerboats the
way people buy little Bayliners in the
Northwest. But the club officials did their
best to accomodate all of the even modest
cruising boats. Our new stern-to berth
meant that we could sleep through the
night without having to get up to adjust
mooring lines. Plus, we gained a fabulous
view of the Acapulco skyline, where the

BERTHING at OYSTER COVE
can make boating easier, more convenient and more enjoyable!

Making boating easier – and more fun! is what a marina should be
all about. That's why Oyster Cove Marina rates number one with many Bay Area
• Berths 30 feet to 60 feet
• Double Finger Concrete Slips
• Telephone Available
• Close to the Airport
• Five Minutes to SFO
• Heated Dressing Rooms & Showers
• Laundry Room
• Nightly Security Patrol
• Complimentary Ice
• Cable TV
• High Speed Internet Access
• Recently Dredged
• End Ties Available at $5.75 per Foot!
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mariners. It's an exclusive yet reasonable facility of 219 berths, accommodating
pleasurecraft in slips 30', 32', 36', 40', 44', 50' and 60' in length.

Oyster Cove is the private Peninsula marina closest to Blue Water
boating. Want to cruise to Sausalito, lunch at Tiburon, or sail to Angel Island?
How about a day's fishing outside the Gate, or a weekend at the Delta? No other
private Peninsula marina is better situated or offers nicer, fresher surroundings.

First Month FREE with 6-Month Lease (for 30-ft & 32-ft slips only)

385 OYSTER POINT BOULEVARD #8A, SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO

(650) 952-5540

night lights reach up behind the city into
the mountain ridges behind.
"Provisioning took a fair amount of
time," the couple continue, "as traffic was
tied up with holidays and parades. But
we again used Wal-Mart for bulk and dry
goods, and the new Gigante for vegetables. The quality and price of fruits and
veggies varied considerably from store to
store. It was so hot in Acapulco that John
would leave for his morning run along
the beaches well before sunrise, while
Amanda would spend that time with her
Rodney Yee yoga workout on DVD. The
yacht club's large swimming pool was
our midday and early evening respite.
One of the days we must have gone swimming five times, it was that hot. The pool
is surrounded by lush, tropical plants
and flowers, and the entire club premises
is an oasis of calm, beauty, and extraordinary architecture. Stepping out the
club gate requires a quick adjustment
to the intense, bustling, and slightly
dirty and smelly city. Maybe we're turning into wimps, but the $800 charge
for eight nights of moorage — the most
we're ever paid — seemed a bargain com-

pared to being
anchored out in
the dirty harbor
and having to
worry about the
security of the
boat and the
dinghy. If we
weren't working, we could
never justify
the expense,
but as we treasure our days
between expeditions, it was a
joy to relax a little. The highlights of Acapulco were a leisurely afternoon spent at
Fuerte San Diego, an impressive, huge,
pentagon-shaped structure built to protect the treasures passing through Acapulco from English and Dutch privateers.
The fuerte has been completely restored
and turned into a first class museum.
Plus, it was air-conditioned."
We spent some time with Big O in

SKIP CRILLY
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With John, worker Edmundo, and Amanda in the
foreground on 'Mahina Tiare', you can see how
tightly-packed boats are in Acapulco.

Acapulco one May, and can empathize
with John and Amanda. It's as hot there
as Acapulco Bay is naturally beautiful.
And the Acapulco YC — which is actually
a private club as opposed to a U.S.-style
yacht club – and particularly the club's
pool, is a very welcome refuge. But
$100/night for a mooring. Wow! They
must think they're in South Florida or

Your Boatyard in the Heart of Paradise
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HAULOUT
• Marine Travelift 25 tons
• Marine railway 120 tons
• Storage in adjustable steel cradles
• Fenced Yard
PAINTING
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MECHANICAL WORK
• Inboard, outboard, diesel, gas
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• Refrigeration installation & repair
• Fiberglass & woodwork
• Welding, steel, stainless, aluminum

Large, fenced, secure dry storage area

Tahiti Customs policy has changed!

Foreign Flag vessels can stay on dry storage in
our yard for up to 12 months out of 24.

SAIL LOFT
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Professional boatyard in the heart of Paradise

Raiatea Carenage will make sure
paradise is everything you expected.
Call, write, or sail in . . . we're here to serve you.
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The Moorings Yacht Charter, Ltd.

STORE
• International, Pettit, Epiglass, Devoe
• Spares
• Fill U.S. gas cylinders
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BoatUS Cooperating Marina

B.P. 1111 Uturoa Raiatea 98 735 Polynésie Française
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Martha's Vineyard. The truth of the matter is that Mexicans, from middle class
on up, are starting to take to boating in
a big way. In fact, the last time we were
at Paradise Village, Harbormaster Dick
Markie told us they were going to have
to reconfigure their docks to accomodate
a 170-ft motoryacht that will be permanently based there. On a slightly different scale, but no less important, Markie
reported that Paradise Village will be the
site of the prestigious J/24 Worlds next
March, with entries expected from 30
countries.
One of the cultural differences
Americans have the most difficulty with
in Mexico is that laws are interpreted and
enforced very differently from one area
to another. For example, if you want to
clear out of most ports in Mexico for the
United States — an international clearance — you have to get a time-consuming and costly medical clearance. But if
you clear out of Ensenada for the United
States, they don't require one. So what
do mariners do if they are headed from
Puerto Vallarta or Mazatlan or La Paz for
San Diego? They clear from that port for
Ensenada — an easy 'domestic' clear-

CHERIE SOGSTI

CHANGES

With megayachts slated to arrive at Paradise
Marina, slips for smaller boats will be ever
harder to come by. Reserve early!

ance — then pop over the border, not
having had to get a medical clearance.
We've even heard rumors that boats
simple clear from P.V., Mazatlan, or La
Paz for Ensenada, then don't even both

stopping there at all. As long as you can
prove that you came from Mexico, U.S.
officials couldn't seem to care less about
any medical clearance.
Another area of Mexican law that
is interpreted differently depending on
where you are concerns the legal way to
charter foreign-owned vessels. Neil and
Mary Shroyer of Marina de La Paz tell us
that, in the La Paz area, it can only be
done under the auspices of a company
that is 51% or more owned by a Mexican.
But David Crowe of San Jose, who owns
the Paradise Marina-based Choy-Morrelli
70 catamaran Humu-Humu, says that's
not how it works in Puerto Vallarta. "I
know because I have formed the required
Mexican corporation, having undergone
all the necessary inspections, and am
now duly approved to conduct charters
in Mexican waters. In fact, Humu-Humu
will start summer charters on Banderas
Bay on May 22. Here's another neat
thing. The corporation has Mexican liability insurance, which covers all paying
passengers. It costs $500 for one year.
Try to get passenger liability insurance
in the good ol' lawyer-infested U.S. for a

Because for More than 30 Years ALPHA PILOTS
Have Delivered the Highest Performance,
Reliability and Low Power Consumption
These Competitors Demand!

PHOTO: STEVE CHAMBERLAIN

Use the Autopilot Favored
by Shorthanded Racers

Jonathan Livingston, Susie Grubler and Brian Larkey sailed
as a trio to win Division C of the West Marine Pacific Cup.

Why buy an Alpha Autopilot? Because it will make your boating more fun!
Singlehanded skippers have proven that the world's best autopilot can steer almost as well as they can,
save battery power, be more reliable than most crew members, and almost never break down. But, what
really counts is how much more enjoyable your boating can be with an Alpha Pilot!
Please visit our web site at www.alphamarinesystems.com or call 1-800-257-4225
and let our knowledgeable staff discuss how we can put pleasure in pleasure boating.

A World Class Product Built in the USA
Alpha Marine Systems, Inc. 6809 96th Avenue SE, Mercer Island, WA 98040
(800) 257-4225 (206) 275-1200 email sales@alphamarinesystems.com Web site www.alphamarinesystems.com
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price like that."
What's currently driving us to distraction about Mexico is whether or not
they are going to require all boats over
10 meters to have an AIS (Automatic
Identification System) — as they've been
threatening. Here's the strange story:
According to Mexico's powerful SCT
ministry, thanks to something called the
North American Security and Prosperity
Partnership, Mexico, like co-signers the
United States and Canada, will be obligated to require that all boats over 33
feet, foreign and domestic, be equipped
with these devices that identify what and
where the vessel is. These devices cost
about $700, but there would also be a
monthly fee of about $20 to be paid to
a private company for the service. But
here's the rub — while SCT insists that
the U.S. will be implementing the exact
same policy, the U.S. Coast Guard, including the department that is charged
with AIS implementation, say they don't
have any idea what SCT is talking about.
The U.S. requires such devices on commercial boats over a certain size, but not
recreational boats. In any event, about

a month ago the
Marina Owners Association of Mexico
went to Mexico City,
met with the SCT
honchos, and came
away with what they
thought was a promise that the requirement wouldn't go
into effect in Mexico
until it did in the
United States. But
then the SCT went
ahead and sent the
proposed legislation to Cofmer, which is
an agency of the Mexican government
that checks to see that no new laws
contradict existing law. If Cofmer finds
there are no conflicts, the legislation
automatically becomes law, game over.
Will a law requiring AIS units on all
boats over 33 feet go into effect in the
next few months in Mexico? If so, will
port captains in Mexico actually enforce
it? How will boats currently in Mexico get
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Owner David Crowe reports that his 70-ft catamaran 'Humu-Humu' is now legal to charter in
Mexico from a Mexican company he owns.

such units? What will happen to owners
who refuse to get them? We'll let you
know as soon as we find out.
"While getting ready to help deliver a
boat from Cabo to San Diego, I looked
into getting the necessary Mexican fishing licenses," reports Bob Walden. "As
many readers already know, everybody
on a boat in Mexico must have a personal
fishing license — even if the only fishing
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gear aboard is for emergencies. What
might be less well known is how easy it
can be to get such licenses. Thanks to
Sherry at Vagabundos del Mar, it took
me less than five minutes and $50 to
become legal for one year. I got my license
priority mail less than 24 hours later. So
anyone looking to get a license may want
to check out www.vagabundos.com.
John Kelly and Linda Keigher of the
Seattle-based Sirona 38 Hawkeye report
it took them 23 days to cover the 3,185
miles between the Galapagos and Fatu
Hiva in the Marquesas. "We are in awe of
the islands — they are soooo beautiful!
And the water is clean, clear, and warm.
We now have a sense of accomplishment
that's hard to explain. We were so excited
to get here, as when we listened on the
net each day, we'd hear about boats that
had just arrived. We're sorry to say that
each day there seemed to be, in addition
to the reports of arrivals, reports of boats
having problems. For example, Figment
suffered three broken shrouds, so Bob,
who was a rigger, was doing his best to
jury-rig something. Another boat had an
engine problem, and had been working
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If you land fish like this, the Mexican government wants you to have a license. In fact, if you
land any fish, you have to have a license.

on it for several days. Today the skipper
of Trudel checked in and said he'd lost
his propeller! They are fine, however,
and will be sailling in — although they
will need help getting the hook down in

a good spot."
Our report in 'Lectronic Latitude that
Jack van Ommen had singlehanded his
triple-chine Naja 29 Fleetwood from
California to Vietnam got a lot of reaction. For example, Scott Brear writes:
"I lived in Hong Kong for 10 years,
and while I cruised a lot in the Philippines, I never did make it to Vietnam.
But the Royal Hong Kong YC held races
to Vietnam every other year. I have a lot
of knowledge regarding the problems
with pirates in that region and with corrupt government officials. Vietnam is
extremely corrupt, as nothing gets done
without a payment. And if the payment
is to the wrong person, the payee can
be exposed as 'corrupt' and get jail time
— as happened to a friend of mine. The
pirates are generally in a region bordered
by Indonesia, the southern Philippines,
and Vietnam. They have been around for
centuries and are a real problem. They
used to ignore pleasure boats because of
the slim booty, but now it seems that all
boats are fair game. My advice would be
to only travel in groups. I would also stay
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well away from Mindanao, the southern
tip of Palawan, as well as virtually the
entire coast of Vietnam. The people in
that part of the world are beautiful, very
inviting, and all of the countries are
magnificent to visit in so many ways.
Nonetheless, a few pirates and corrupt
officials can quickly ruin a very nice
journey — or charter."
That's right, Sunsail has a bareboat
charter base at Nha Trang, Vietnam,
which is just south of Danang. The boats
are allowed to cruise a 60-mile stretch of
coast that is, presumably, free of pirates.
By the way, we'll have van Ommen's
report on Vietnam in the next issue.
"I have to get someone to bring
some more current Latitudes down to
Panama," writes Bruce Winship of the
Alameda-based Crowther 33 cat Chewbacca. "I was walking by the yacht club
bar carrying the May '06 issue, and was
almost mobbed. I finally relinquished it
in return for a cold beer. You just gotta
love capitalism! By the way, the crew
of Chewbacca helped Steve and Renee
take their F/P 42 cat Shiraz through the

Canal a few weeks
ago."
Well, Bruce, we
have what we think is
great news for all you
folks out cruising and
lusting for the latest
issue of Latitude. By
the time this issue
gets out, you should
be able to download
the complete latest
issue — in magazine
rather than scrolling
format — and read it
at your convenience
on your computer. It will be the complete
issue in magazine form, and to 'turn the
page', you just hit a button. The thing we
like best about it is that the photographs
turn out so much better than they do on
newsprint. After a two-month free trial,
the service will cost $24/year. We're
very excited about it, and hope you will
be also. Visit www.latitude38.com for
details.

FLEETWOOD
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When van Ommen returned to Vietnam, he
found that much of it — such as this — still
looked the same. More next month.

Speaking of Panama, we're told that
the folks behind Red Frog Beach Resort
and Marina in the Bocas del Toro area on
the Caribbean side of Panama have obtained all the permits necessary to begin
construction of their housing, marina,
and golf course development. We've also
been told that all 100+ slips have been
spoken for. While Panama is usually a

COME AND
VISIT US!!!

• Spaces from 20-100' long
• Each space comes with its own mooring
• 62 private spaces available
• Double breakwater
• Dry marina storage
• Port Clearance
• Water and power supply (30 & 50 amp)
• Controlled access to dock
• Private swimming beach right next to your vessel

• Internet
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• Parking
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• Picnic area
• Restaurant (boat service)
• Lauch ramp
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at Manzanillo 'The Sail Fish Capital'
Col. Mexico

19˚ 06' N / 104˚ 21' W
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long overnight trip from California, it's
only a couple of hours by air from Texas
and the South, and is becoming an ever
more popular place for Americans to retire. Unlike the mostly murky water on
the Pacific Coast of Panama, the waters
on Panama's Caribbean coast are incredibly clear. A popular feature of the Bocas
del Toro area, which is already home to
two small marinas, is that, historically,
hurricanes haven't ventured that far
south.
The damn sea lions are back! Eric
Mears, who has become a partner in
the 45-ft Capricorn Cat formerly 100%
owned by Blair and Joan Grinoles,
reports that he's having a heck of a
time keeping sea lions off the cat at her
Newport Beach mooring. "About four or
five large — 400 to 500-pound sea lions
showed up last week, and I'm having a
heck of a time keeping them off Capricorn
Cat."
Sea lions taking over boats have been
and from time to time continue to be a
serious problem at Pier 39, Monterey,
Avila Beach, Newport Beach, and other
places. Where they have been congregating on boats has not been their natural
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Sea lions are cute looking, but they are also
incredibly noisy, stink, and sink boats. Ironically,
they hate getting sprayed with water.

habitat. But they are cute and muchloved by the public, so almost anything
you can think of to try to get rid of them
is illegal or ineffective. Up close, sea lions
aren't so cute. In fact, they are mean

American Adventures

Marine & RV Finance

and dangerous. As we know from firsthand experience, they make a terrible
mess on boats, stink, and often make it
impossible for people to sleep anywhere
in the vicinity. In addition, they've been
the cause of a number of boats sinking,
including a large sailboat last summer
in Newport Harbor.
It's been a couple of years since we'd
heard from old friends Garth Wilcox and
Wendy Hinman, who did the 2000 HaHa aboard their Port Ludlow, WA-based
Wylie 31 Velella. It turns out they've
been out cruising all along, and most
recently they sailed from Saipan, in the
Marshall Islands, to Hong Kong — which
meant they left the Pacific Ocean for the
South China Sea, having passed through
the Philippine Sea along the way. It was
a tricky passage, as it was transition
time for the monsoon, which means unstable weather — and even the chance
of typhoons (the name for hurricanes in
that part of the world.) But they made it
safely, and we'll have a longer report next
month.
There were three days of racing in last
month's Second Annual Marina Mazat-

marina real
San carlos, sonora, mexico
IN THE SEA OF CORTEZ

Located on the Mexican mainland near
Guaymas and San Carlos, 265 miles south of
Nogales, Arizona.

CUSTOM BOAT LOANS
National lender in all 50 states
Call our friendly staff today for
your pre-qualiﬁcation:

(866) 773-1313
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lan Regatta, with 11 boats between 27
and 38 feet participating. Much of the
racing — cruiser-style, of course — was
along Mazatlan's popular malecon,
where the colorful spinnakers attracted
the attention of the locals enjoying their
afternoon strolls. There was tremendous
local support for the event, from officials
such as Lt. Gabriel Fuentes, representing the Navy, and Capt. Gonzalez Dada,
representing the port captain's office, to
radio, television, and newspaper coverage. It all culminated with a ramped up,
catered, tableclothes-on-the-table, sitdown dinner, where the men were even
required to wear shirts. The top three
places went to Techumsech, Eduardo
Olivares's Morgan 37; Spondylus, Jose
Luis Rivera's Catalina 27; and tied for
third, Galapagos, Jose Villalon's C&C
38, and Gypsy, Luis Algara's Yankee
30. Nonetheless, the loudest audience
applause went to those skippers who
refused to lighten ship by leaving their
cruising gear — washer-dryers, televisions, fuel jugs, anchors, kayaks, dinghies — ashore.
The World Cruising Club, the British

outfit that's been running the Atlantic
Rally for Cruisers (ARC) from the Canary Islands to St. Lucia for 21 years,
has announced that they will be hosting another Around The World Rally.
If we're not mistaken, the only previous
one was the '82 Europa '92, in which two
Northern California boats participated.
Back then the event was run by Jimmy
Cornell, who founded the ARC. He's since
sold the outfit, but just completed the
new course on his own boat, and pronounced it good. The route wisely makes
use of the Panama Canal and goes via
the Cape of Good Hope to avoid political
strife in the Red Sea.
The new Rally will start from the Caribbean in January of '08, and continue
as follows: Panama, Ecuador and the
Galapagos, the Marquesas, the Tuamotus, Tahiti, the Cook Islands, Nuie,
and Tonga, Fiji, Vanuatu, Australia,
and Darwin, Indonesia, Cocos-Keeling,
the Chagos, Mauritius, Reunion, South
Africa, and Cape Town for Christmas.
In January of '09, the rally will cross

the Atlantic to Brazil for Carnival, and
up to the Caribbean to complete the circumnavigation by late spring. If you're
thinking that just over a year for a circumnavigation is lightning fast, it is, as
the typical cruise around the globe is
three years. Nonetheless, the organizers
assure everyone that there will be plenty
of time for independent cruising, sidetrips, and breaks.
The World Cruising Club has yet to
announce a price for the event or say how
many boats will be allowed to participate.
They do, however, acknowledge receiving over 500 inquiries. The event will
be open to monohulls 38 feet or longer,
and multihulls between 38 and 60 feet.
Each boat must have at least two people
aboard, and there will be detailed safety
requirements. If you have any interest
in such an event, we'd visit www.worldcruising.com and get your name on the
list. For no matter what the fee is going
to be — we're sure there will be a lot of
takers.
With the summer cruising season
upon us, we'd love to hear from you folks
cruising in the South Pacific, the Med,
the Pacific Northwest — wherever!

San Francisco Boat Works
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AUTHORIZED DEALER
YANMAR
JOHNSON
EVINRUDE
SAN FRANCISCO'S
ONLY FULL SERVICE
BOAT YARD!
* Certain restrictions apply. Limited time offer.

REDEEM THIS COUPON FOR

100 OFF YARD LABOR SERVICES*

$

835 Terry A. François St.
San Francisco, CA 94158
Convenient location 5 minutes to
downtown S.F and easy walk to PacBell Park

And yes, there is a FREE LUNCH with bottom job…
at our restaurant – The Ramp

(415) 626-3275
Fax (415) 626-9172

Email: sfboatworks@yahoo.com • Visit our Website: www.sfboatworks.com
June, 2006 •
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1. Write your ad. Describe what
you’re selling. Indicate category.
Don’t forget price and contact info.

Be neat. We aren’t responsible for errors
due to illegible writing or unclear meaning.
We make final placement determination.

2. Count the words. Anything with
a space before and after counts as

one word (eg, phone number, email address,
price). We’ll spell-check, edit and abbreviate,
as necessary.

3. Mail your ad. Enclose check or
money order, or deliver to our office
with cash, or ...
Post your ad safely online with
Visa, MasterCard or AmEx at:

www.latitude38.com

1-40 Words:
41-80 Words:
81-120 Words:
Photo: B&W
Photo: Color

Mail (or bring) to:

Latitude 38

Attn: Classified Dept
15 Locust Ave, Mill Valley, CA 94941
Questions?: (415) 383-8200, ext 104 • class@latitude 38.com
VANGUARD 15, 2001. Lightly used.
Freshwater boat. Excellent condition.
Includes trailer, deluxe board bag, new
bungies. Located Richmond Yacht
Club. $4,000. (408) 920-5423 (days) or
mtclarke@mercurynews.com.

SAILING ZODIAC, SABOT MAIN. Custom sail-away, roll-up inflatable, power
inflator, transom wheels. $2,750. (949)
400-9856 or rkleishman@hotmail.com.

SPRINTA SPORT 23, 1982. Van de
Stadt designed midget ocean racer.
Excellent condition, but needs new
bottom paint. 6 hp Johnson with charger. Mostly Harken equipped. Hard
vang, 4 bunks, galley. 9 sails including 2 symmetrical and 1 asymmetrical
chutes. $4,500/obo. Bob (510) 568-1262.
J/24, 1980. In excellent condition, 6 hp
Mercury, removable roller furling with extra
sail with hanks, autotiller, genoa and spinnaker, new jib and mainsails, new standing
rigging. Call (510) 790-7217 (days) or
(650) 857-0464 (eves).
WAYFARER 16. All mahogany, mint
condition. Sails and trailer included. (734)
891-2347.

C.C. RIGGING

Wholesale Rigging and Installation
(510) 710-1360
PROFESSIONALLY-BUILT SKIFFS
Any size • Any design • Sailing or Rowing
Modern or Vintage • Cedar on Oak or Plywood
Finished or Unfinished • Call for Pricing
Portland, OR • (503) 223-4575 (msg) • melchiori@comcast.net
Latitude 38

• June, 2006

Camera-ready art OK
No photos/reversals
No Extra Bold type
Not to exceed 12 pt font
Artwork subject to editor approval.

All ads will be set to fit Latitude 38 standard.
Re-Run Ads: Same price, Same deadline.

ISLANDER BAHAMA 24, 1965. Nissan
4-stroke 5 hp, cockpit control, new rigging.
Sausalito berth. $2,000. (707) 571-8295.
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All promotional advertising
1 boat per broker per issue

Searching for People: $10 for 20 Words Max

24 FEET & UNDER

BOSTON WHALER SQUALL, 9’6”.
Unsinkable double fiberglass urethane
foam-filled hull, tows great. Stable. Perfect
yacht tender. Up to 3 hp ob. Oars, rudder,
centerboard, lateen sail, no spars, 3-pt lift
sling. Great shape. $350/obo. Call (415)
713-4511.

$70 for 40 Words Max

‘Trying to Locate’ Ads

ZODIAC YACHTLINE 420 DLX RIB. Custom cover, bimini, Garmin FF with depth,
temp, speed. 125 hours on Evinrude 50
hp ob. EZ Loader trailer with spare tire.
Perfect yacht tender in excellent condition.
$8,500/obo. (510) 523-1644.

ZODIAC YL DELUXE 380, 2005. Rigid
inflatable, 12’9”. 40 hp four-stroke Yamaha
engine. Excellent condition and ready to
go for the season. Asking $9,850. Includes
EZ Loader trailer and custom cover. See:
<http://www.geraldbartlett.com/zodiac/
pics.htm> or call (408) 209-6908.

$40
$65
$90
$20
$30

• Personal Advertising Only •
No Business/promotional ads
except Non-Profit, Job/Biz Op.

DINGHIES, LIFERAFTS
AND ROWBOATS

9-FT BOSTON WHALER. Excellent condition. Trade the Whaler for a recently certified liferaft, prefer canister type. Call and
let’s negotiate. Perry (415) 467-2572.

Business Ads

Personal Ads

CAPE DORY 22. Well-maintained, classic sloop built in 1985. Just had sails
cleaned, 5 hp Nissan 2-stroke serviced,
and boat hauled and bottom painted.
Roller furling jib. Many extras. $8,000.
Email: werblin@berkeley.edu or call (510)
642-7236.
GLADIATOR 24-FT FULL KEEL SLOOP.
Yamaha 6 hp motor. Full set of sails. New
mainsheet and tiller. $2,000. Call (650)
344-5967 or margreene@rcn.com.
CATALINA 22, 1976. Excellent. New
sails, loaded with gear and extras, spinnakers, trailer, cushions in and out like
new, autopilot, pop-top, set up to race
this year but illness forces sale. $3,500.
Email for pictures. (209) 552-9310 or
m_sprague@comcast.net.

FLICKA 20, 1979. This boat is hull #100,
black fiberglass, teak deck. Many new
items including port holes, deck lights,
and tan sails. Epoxy barrier coat, Yanmar
diesel. $25,000/obo. (805) 704-1946.

DEADLINE
is always the

18th at 5 pm
of the month prior to
publication.

Due to our short lead time,
deadlines are very strict and
include weekends & holidays.
• No ads without payments
• No billing arrangements
• No ads accepted by phone or fax
• No verification of receipt
• We reserve the right to refuse poor
quality photos or illegible ads.

BRISTOL CARAVEL 22. Beautiful classic
Herreshoff design pocket cruiser. New in
2005: 5 hp Mercury, main, 110 jib, Danforth anchor, VHF, Horizon depthsounder.
Standing and running rigging and bottom
paint, excellent. Alameda. Immaculate
condition. $4,595/obo. (916) 204-4646.

KAMAKAI 20, 1999. Topsail gaff cutter
pocket cruiser. See: <www.members.cox.
net/dwellens/kamakai/kamakai.htm> for
pictures and details. Call (619) 980-8704
or email: dwellens@cox.net.
SANTANA 20, 1978. Five sets of headsails, including spinnaker and 150 Kevlar
genoa. 5 hp Honda outboard, trailer. All in
very good condition. Used last 25 years
for family recreation on Folsom Lake.
Asking $3,000. (916) 342-2546 or (916)
967-9459.
SANTANA 22, 1968. Hull # 28, 6 hp
Yamaha. New Pineapple racing sails
including main, jib, genoa, spinnakers.
3 additional jibs and main. Additional
fairlead tracks and winches on cabin.
Lines led aft. Race ready. Alameda Marina
sail-in slip. $4,800. Ron (209) 988-2012 or
wajwriter@aol.com.

BLUEWATER DELIVERY • SURVEY
Over 100 deliveries from Mexico to Canada
All vessels • 20 years experience
USCG Master • Member ABYC • SAMS SA • (415) 722-7695
NEW for 2006! • HIGH DEFINITION PRINTS
256 INCREDIBLE SHADES! • CHART SAVINGS UP TO 80%
Worldwide • Sample Chart $5 • Affordable E-Chart back-ups

Bellingham Chart Printers Division, TIDES END LTD., PO Box 1728L, Friday Harbor, WA 98250

800-643-3900 • Fax 360-468-3939 • Web: www.tidesend.com

VENTURE 24. Trailer, cast iron keel, 8 hp
Johnson, five sails plus spinnaker, PortaPotti, airscoop. Equipped, ready to launch.
$2,700. (916) 635-8489.
14-FT MERLIN ROCKET. The elegance
of mahogany. The thrill of ‘hot rod’ lines
and performance. Built 1976, England.
New main and jib. Fully adjustable. Quick,
planes in 12 knots. Hand/car trailer.
Moving. $950. Geoff (707) 399-8219 or
gogeoff@gmail.com.

25 TO 28 FEET
NEWPORT 27, 1974. Ideal, fast, coastal/
Bay family cruising boat. Fin keel, new
Yanmar 17 hp diesel, three sails, two anchors, stove, VHF. Sleeps 4+2. Included:
36-ft slip at Pier 39, SF. Original owner.
Fair/good condition. Combination fast sale
priced $16,000. (415) 310-5888.
RANGER 26, 1972. Good condition. 10 hp
Honda, fix keel, full batten main, 4 bags of
sails, full winter cover. Trailer. Freshwater
boat, Tahoe. Double forestay, CB radio.
$6,500. John (530) 541-2442.
STOLTZ 25 SLOOP, 1982. Bottom
painted 2004. New: 6 hp Mercury 4-stroke
outboard with easy lift, cockpit and interior cushions and stereo. Sails: Main, jib,
genoa. 2 single, 1 double berths. Moss
Landing. $3,900. Call (831) 682-6331.
MacGREGOR 26S, 1992. Fresh water,
custom cruising interior, solar panel.
Honda 8, internal halyards and boom.
Lines led aft, all new Doyle racing sails
with spinnaker. Modified foils, rebuilt trailer
with brakes. One person rig and launch.
Asking $13,750. Dave (559) 673-2344.

27-FT SS DESIGN, 1968. Built by Bandholm in Holland. New rigging, chainplates,
turnbuckles, motor mounts, 40 gal ss
fuel tank, plumbing, electrical. New paint
on hull, deck and bottom. Full keel,
Yanmar 2Qm15. Boat needs finish work,
must sell. $3,000. (321) 446-1252 or
michaelmccarthy14@lycos.com.
PROFESSIONALLY BUILT 26-FT 6ton fiberglass double end cutter. Teak
cockpit, Yanmar diesel, new rigging, 7
excellent sails, windlass, vane, liferaft,
radar, dinghy, etc. Loaded. Most gear
new. Ready. Great Monterey mooring.
$23,000. Call (831) 521-4921 or email:
sallyanddennis@yahoo.com.

CATALINA 27, 1977. Dinette version
with Petter 16 hp diesel. This boat has
many upgrades & extras. Can be cruised
or raced. (707) 528-9520 or email:
nemphi@aol.com.
BALBOA 26, 1976 with 4-wheel trailer, all
in good shape. 1,200-lb swing keel, 9.9 hp
4-stroke Yamaha electric start. Sturdy, well
built. Sleeps 5. Self-tending working club
jib, 150 % genoa, all lines aft. Beautifully
balanced sailer, great Bay boat. Wonderful cruises to San Juans, Gulf Islands,
Baja, Lakes Powell, Mead, Delta, Santa
Cruz/Monterey. Porta-Potti, propane
stove, KM, DS, radio. Delta awning. Many
cruising extras, small inflatable, 200’ 1/2”
anchor line, 17# Bruce, 11# anchor, etc.
$7,900/obo. (650) 948-3010.
MacGREGOR 26X, 1999 with 70 hp Suzuki 4-stroke, better than new condition,
less than 2 hours on sails, less than 100
hours on engine, lots of extras, always
covered, never left in water. $18,900.
(408) 268-4573 or paul5z@comcast.net.

CATALINA CAPRI 26, 1990. Beautiful
and well maintained. Full keel, 9.9 Nissan,
open transom, speed/depth, new North
sails with furling, dodger, tiller, 2 water
tanks/batteries, spacious cockpit, large
bathroom, aft cabin, cruiser/racer. Los
Angeles. $18,500. Call for email. (310)
487-1309.
CAL 225 Mk II, 1979. $8,500/obo. Jensen
sloop, surveyed 8/03. Yanmar YSM8,
300 hours. New standing rigging, hauled,
bottom painted, 8/03. North main and jib,
good. Large V-berth, head, sink, forward.
Galley, sink, icebox, pressure water, all
safety gear. Inverter, 2 battery combo,
electric and manual bilge. VHF, new
compass, depthsounder. 10-ft inflatable.
Located Paradise Cay, Tiburon. Call (707)
585-0318 or maclumley@gmail.com.
MacGREGOR 25, 1977. Two sets sails,
easy mast lift, full boat cover, upgraded
interior, all in good condition. Mainly
freshwater sailing. 6 hp Evinrude, trailer.
$4,000. Honda EPA 2006 4-stroke 9.9 hp
outboard for Tahoe. $1,800. Chuck (650)
493-6588 or cethomas@earthlink.net.
ERICSON 27, 1977. Tiller, 2003 Honda
outboard. 2 mains, near-new cover. 3
headsails, spinnaker, holding tank, 2 batteries, built-in charger, knotmeter, depthsounder. Excellent interior. 2 anchors
and tackle. Safety gear. VHF. Lines led
aft. $7,500/obo. Call (916) 944-8713 or
(916) 803-7332.

MacGREGOR 26X, 1996. Motor sailer. 50
hp Tohatsu, low hours. Dual-axle trailer.
Clean, new bottom paint. All lines aft.
Enclosed dodger with windows, screens.
Upgraded galley, interior. Sleeps four.
Berkeley Marina. Great weekend getaway. $19,300. (408) 218-7606.

PEARSON 26 OD, 1978, Hull #29. 9.9
Evinrude, Pineapple sails, wheel, roller
furling, custom rudder, wisker pole, new
standing rigging 2004, sail cover 2005.
Great daysailer. Extra sails: Genoa, main.
$8,000/obo. Berthed in Richmond. Gary
(510) 889-8959.

NEWPORT 28, 1981. Saucy C&C design
in great shape. Wheel, Universal diesel,
Harken roller furling, North main/jib, adjustable backstay, enclosed head. Cruising chute and original sails included. Your
basic coastal cruiser. $11,100. Call (510)
658-1741 or rgriffoul@sbcglobal.net.

Alameda, CA -- (510) 523-6011

SANTA CRUZ 27, HULL #2, 1974. Hull,
mast, boom, trailer, 4 hp Johnson ob,
all solid condition. Original sails. Needs:
Electronics, standing/running rigging. On
trailer, new tires. Brookings, OR. $4,000.
Sam (541) 469-4281 or (541) 412-0612
(lv msg).

ISLANDER 26, 1977 AND SCHOCK 26,
1965. Both with trailers and both always
in fresh water in Tahoe, no rust, extra
equipment and sails. $3,500/each/obo.
Barry (805) 440-5651.
DUFOUR 27, 1974. Sound, fiberglass hull.
Great condition, clean, fully equipped,
2 mainsails, 4 headsails, VHF, inboard
10 hp freshwater-cooled Volvo diesel.
Full galley, standing headroom. Berthed
Coyote Point Marina. $14,000/obo. Call
Dick (408) 358-0384.

CORONADO 26. Galley, 5 hp outboard,
one main, three jibs, recent running rigging, roller reefer, bilge pump, 3 step
charger, shore power, sleeps 4. Berkeley
slip. $2,500/obo. David (925) 381-5523 or
Dpastorcid@aol.com.
CAL 25, 1975. Pop-top model. Great
singlehander, great condition. 1998 8 hp
4-stroke Evinrude, electric start, remote
gear/throttle control. Furling jib, Walker
Bay 8’ dinghy with sail kit. Recent upgrades: New battery, bilge pump, motor
mount. $5,500. Call (415) 508-0827 or
wildduck1975@yahoo.com.

MILLER 28, 1974. Canadian-built, full
keel, bluewater fiberglass sailboat. Keelstepped mast, oversized standing rig, 12
hp Yanmar, standing headroom, all lines
aft, roller furling headsail, wheel or tiller,
new bottom paint, no blisters. $5,500/obo.
(707) 823-0390.
CATALINA 250, 1995. Excellent condition,
Tahoe boat, water ballast swing keel version, 9.9 hp Merc ob. Galvanized dual-axle
trailer. Easy rig and launch. $16,950. Call
Greg (530) 308-0331.
RANGER 26 with fixed keel. One set of
sails, 2 outboard motors, Porta-PottI, fresh
water tank, sink, table, sleeps 3+ inside.
Very sound, no leaks or problems, ready
to sail. $3,000. (707) 616-4354 or email:
lem7001@humboldt.edu.
CATALINA 27, 1975. BMW rebuilt diesel,
many upgrades, 4 bags, tiller, dodger,
autopilot. Reduced $1,000, now $6,500.
In Ventura Co. (818) 363-6914.

All-Marine Electronics & Electrical
✦ System Design ✦ Troubleshooting / Repair ✦ AC & DC ✦ Quality Installation ✦ Licensed & Insured ✦
✦ Radio & RADAR ✦ Antennas & Mastwork ✦ Integrated Navigation Systems ✦ Auto Pilots ✦
✦ Battery Monitoring Systems ✦ Alternators, Regulators ✦ Solar ✦

CHOATE CF 27. Race/cruise. New faired,
epoxied racing bottom. PHRF champion.
Full sail inventory, adjustable everything,
VHF, outboard. 5’9” headroom. Fits in
24’ slip. Great in light air/heavy air/chop,
strong & fast. Emergency forces reduced
price. $9,000/best offer. (310) 398-1430.

29 TO 31 FEET
SANTANA 30. Diesel, MaxProp, jacks,
4 headsails, full batten main, wheel
steering with autopilot. Excellent condition and sharp looking. On the hard in
Napa. $20,000/obo. Email for more info:
robclair@comcast.net or (707) 935-8898,
ask for Bob.
NEWPORT 30 Mk II, 1982. Gary Mull
design in excellent condition inside and
out. 2-year-old main, 3-year-old 90% jib,
spinnaker. Harken furler, Lewmar selftailing winches, lines led aft, new bottom
paint Oct. ‘05, new standing rigging Feb.
‘05, lifelines 5 years old. Depth and knot
meters, diesel engine serviced Oct. ‘05.
Great cruiser/racer. Sleeps 6. More details/photos by email: lee1@pge.com or
(925) 933-9890 (eves) or (415) 973-2331
(days). Asking $23,000.

ALPHABOAT graphics
Creative and durable vinyl lettering, artwork and logos for your boat.

alphaboatsue@aol.com • (510) 599-1197

VOLPAR, Inc.

(408) 986-0848 • (800) 258-4545
Parts / Service • Penta Only
M-F 10am-8pm • Sa-Su 10am-7pm (pst)
email: Volpar@Volpar.com
June, 2006 •
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CATALINA 30, 1979. A-4, 630 hours. Perfect and strong, constant upgrades, 2nd
owner. Davits, upholstery, Awlgrip mast,
ground tackle, batteries and Tru-charger.
North sails, 150, 110, 90. Tiller. Bottom
10/05. $11,500. Terry (916) 777-7095.

The fast mainsail-flaking system
• Fast – release one hook per side to deploy
• Value – backed by a 5 year warranty
• Convenient – no sail or sail cover modifications
• Secure – with 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 support lines per side
• Choices – custom made for your boat
• Safety – no falling over the mainsail!

480-993-5280 • www.jiffyjax.com
Email: service@jiffyjax.com

Patent Pending

Stainless Steel
Chain

PACIFIC SEACRAFT MARIAH 31, 1978.
Cutter, LOA 39’, singlehander. Monitor
self-steering, lines led aft. Tillermaster,
sails, chain rode, new windlass, diesel.
Montgomery 9’6” sailing dinghy with 2003
Honda 8 hp. On 35’ mooring, Newport
Beach. Everything for $98,700. (714)
381-5610.
NEWPORT 30, 1976. Zarpa. Must sell,
bought other boat. New standing rigging.
Anderson self-tailing winches, Garhauer
vang, pressure water. Good running Atomic 4. Extra sails. Race ready Bay and Delta
cruiser. Well maintained. Price reduced:
$11,995. Call Donn (510) 538-7333.

Strength, Quality
and Dependability…
plus a Lifetime Warranty!

Custom lengths
in link sizes from 5/32" to 1"
in Proof Coil and BBB Chain

Stainless Steel Marine Hardware,
Rigging & Fittings at Reasonable Prices.
See our complete catalog and order on the Web:

Or call toll-free for catalog and to order

(888) 433-3484

MARINE

ENGINE CO.
PERKINS • YANMAR • ATOMIC 4 • VOLVO
WESTERBEKE • UNIVERSAL • BETA MARINE

CALL NOW FOR LOW ENGINE QUOTES
• Engine Repowering and Rebuilding
• Engine Sales, Service and Parts
• Complete Marine Engine Service

(415) 332-0455

ISLANDER 30 Mk II, 1971. New Yanmar
diesel. 5 sails, all in good condition. Recent bottom paint. Dinette, depthsounder,
new batteries, recent survey 2005. $7,500/
obo. Motivated. George (707) 882-2942
(wk) or (707) 882-2321 (hm).
BEAUTIFUL 1994 HUNTER 29.5 with
custom teak cabinets. Easy sailing in a
very comfortable boat. Loaded with all
amenities, leather wheel cover. Custom dodger, standard Hunter electronics, radio, professionally washed each
month. $39,500. (510) 582-8142 or email:
savillan1@aol.com.
BRISTOL 30, 1972. New List-reconditioned A-4. Monitor windvane, VHF, full
keel, tiller. Located Loch Lomand Marina.
$9,000/obo. Will trade for Yankee Dolphin
or similar with trailer. Talk to me. Call Kevin
for appt. (775) 843-0891.
COLUMBIA 29 Mk I, 1964. S&S design,
sloop. Fiberglass with encapsulated lead
keel, Palmer gas auxiliary. Berkeley berth
a possibility. $3,000/obo. Write to: Mozart,
PO Box 2552, Mendocino, CA 95460.
ISLANDER 30. Reliable Atomic 4. Well
equipped. Two autopilots, two GPSs, lots
more. Singlehanded, seaworthy. It breaks
my heart, but I must sell her. $3,300. (650)
728-7702.
ERICSON 29. $4,500. Hauled and bottom
paint October 2005. Honda outboard. A
good boat. Needs some cabin work. Boat
in Emeryville. (916) 769-4876.

CASCADE 29, 1974. Beautiful, clean
sloop. Quality built. New $2,000 main,
radio, lifelines, batteries. Rigging good.
Extensive recent work on Atomic 4, runs
great. Tridata, GPS. Pt. Richmond berth.
$9,900. Call (707) 578-0130 or email:
gffpwr@yahoo.com.
PACIFIC SEACRAFT 31, 1986. Cutter,
loaded with factory options and extras.
Great condition. Windvane, autopilot.
Radar, EPIRB, 3 VHFs, 2 GPSs. CQR
and Fortress. Solar, refrigeration. Low
diesel hours. Avon and 3.3 Merc. Ventura. $89,500. <http://www.members.
cox.net/ps31capella> (805) 895-4189 or
ps31capella@bigfoot.com.
OLSON 30, HULL #198. Warpath. Very
nice boat, ready to race or daysail,
double-axle trailer, 5 hp outboard motor.
Dry sailed. Good sail inventory. Double
spreader. New standing rigging 2003.
Lying Santa Cruz. $14,900/obo. Call
Ryan (831) 234-3229 or Geoff (831)
595-4180.
CATALINA 30 TMBS. Ultimate all-around
weapon, all the extra gear. Tall mast,
bowsprit, spinnaker, 2 jib halyards, 2
spinnaker halyards, full batten main, 3
headsails, rigid vang, tiller, all controls
aft. Universal M25 diesel, new bottom
and upholstery. $26,500. (650) 577-2933
or bruce.paris@cbre.com.
PRIME BERTH, BERKELEY MARINA.
Upwind ‘O’ Dock. No waiting. Comes with
sailboat. Islander 30, Mk II, 1971. Old,
classic warrior looking for new TLC owner.
Second owner. $5,000. Send email for full
particulars, good and bad, via return email:
islander30.1971@yahoo.com.

HUNTER 28.5, 1986. Dodger, hot water,
Yanmar diesel, autopilot, VHF, shower,
stove, Harken furling, inverter, wheel
steering, 3 battery banks. Sleeps 6.
$15,000. Call (707) 631-9464 or (707)
249-5109 or johnny@wunderbar.com.
NEWPORT 30 Mk II, 1976. Excellent
condition, original owner, fully equipped
for cruising, sleeps 6, new CNG stove/
oven, AM/FM/CD, 45 gallons fresh water,
holding tank, rebuilt Atomic 4, GPS, VHF,
depthfinder, knotmeter, autopilot, roller
furling jib, extra sails. $18,500/obo. (714)
637-5338.
PEARSON 30. No engine. Needs to be
rewired. Interior ok. Mast and rigging ok.
$2,000. (831) 462-2742.

Private Sailing Instruction
• Individual instruction on your boat to meet your needs and goals
• Certified instructor • 25 yrs experience • USCG 100 ton Master
• Available for skippered charters and West Coast deliveries
• Dan at (650) 325-1147 or elizabethdan@earthlink.net

WOODRUM MARINE
Specializing in custom interior
cabinetry, tables, cabinets, countertops,
cabinsoles. For power or sail.
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CARPENTRY

Mobile cabinet shop
Call Lon Woodrum at:

415-332-5970

/

CATALINA 30, 1985. Three-cylinder Universal diesel, wheel steering, self-tailing
winches, hot/cold pressure water. Needs
TLC. $ 17,900. Absolutely must sell. (831)
295-1360.
EXCEPTIONALLY CLEAN HUNTER 30,
1980. Recent and new items include: Jib,
head, holding tank, sanitation hoses, all
thru hulls and seacocks, water heater,
portlights, upholstery and cushions, hull
liner, lines and running rigging. $13,750/
obo. Gary (916) 383-2150 (days).
ERICSON 30+, 1985. Full batten main,
two jibs, Harken furler, repowered with
Yanmar diesel, 225 hours, new standing
rigging and lifelines 2004, self-tailing Barients, wheel steering, dripless stuffing box,
microwave oven, VHF, depth, speedo,
no blisters, excellent condition. $30,000.
(415) 479-5755.

32 TO 35 FEET
COLUMBIA 5.5 METER. Impatient is
completely restored from keel up, better
than new. Classic fiberglass sloop, superb
daysailer for family to play on or learn on.
Newly painted heavy-duty 4-wheel trailer.
Call Captain Bill Jarvis (510) 521-8075 or
capt207@aol.com.

PEARSON TRIDENT 31, 1978. Hull #6.
Richmond Marina Bay, F dock, 186. 24 hp
Volvo Penta diesel, very good condition,
very clean. Main and jib, Garmin GPS,
tiller steering, stereo, head, galley, 6-ft
headroom. (510) 527-2312.

33-FT APHRODITE 101, 1979. Sleek,
looks like a Swan. Easy to sail. Self-tacking jib, rod rigging, PHRF 132, Yanmar
diesel, two 100% jibs, one 150%, two
spinnakers. Just hauled 5/06. Alameda berth. Call (510) 527-1477 or email:
adlib81@comcast.net.

NEWPORT 30, 1972. Roller furling jib, full
batten double reef main in great shape,
6+’ headroom, spacious cabin, anchor
and rode. VHF, compass, depthsounder
and more. Atomic 4 needs work. Marina
Bay, Dock E. $7,500/obo. Call Jack (530)
241-5622.

CAL 35, 1981. This vessel has received
impeccable maintenance and is in excellent condition. It has an extensive list of
equipment that makes it a completely
self-contained cruiser. It is comfortable,
fast and strong. Call (619) 840-1011 or
tntaune@msn.com.

CATALINA 30, 1977. Atomic 4 inboard.
Main and 2 jibs. Autopilot. New LPG
system. Clean interior, newer upholstery.
$9,000/obo. (707) 753-1313.

MORGAN 33 O/I, 1976. $33,000. New
Volvo, feathering prop 60 hours. Quantum
main, 110% headsail 3 years old. New
electronics. Hard vang. Clean and big,
11.8’ beam. Liveaboard. Displacement
and sea-kindly shape handle Bay winds
comfortably. See: <sepwww.stanford.
edu/sep/brad/Pics/Boat/Interior/> Brad
(650) 400-6158.

RAWSON 30, 1981. Offshore ready. Spacious, comfortable and strong. Rebuilt
Volvo diesel, radar, GPS, SSB, windvane, fridge/freezer, 6 sails and much
more. Asking $39,000. In La Paz, Mexico
and ready to sail the world. Email Jay:
travellinglows@yahoo.ca.

CATALINA 30, 1980. All new rigging, large
sail inventory. New 3-cyl diesel, under 60
hours. Force 10. All new interior, SSB,
radar, much more. $26,800/obo. (925)
372-0475.

1D35, HULL 29. Outlaw. Always drysailed, freshwater boat. Quantum sails: 3
mainsails, 7 jibs, 6 spin, 1 code 0. B&G
Hydra2000 Ocean Package, Garmin GPSMAP 180, NAVTALK, Autopilot ST2000,
and Triad trailer. One-owner boat, stored
in an indoor heated facility. Sailed only
3 major regattas per year. Boat located
in Muskegon, MI. Transportation can be
arranged. Call Mario (415) 546-7245 or
email: mario_yovkov@yahoo.com.
MASON 34 DOUBLE-ENDED SLOOP.
10’6” Beam. Hull only. Honduras mahogany, strip-planked. Tiller steering, full keel.
Built by owner, always inside. You custom
design the interior. Located in Montana.
$15,000/obo. (801) 673-0975.

35-FT C&C 34R, 1990. Racer/cruiser in
great condition. Wheel, full galley, head
with shower, microwave, inverter, B&G,
Furuno radar/plotter, A/P, Profurl, battcars,
good sails, much more. Tacoma, WA.
$69,900/offer. Mark (253) 851-4497 or
mark@ays.com.

NEW ZEALAND-BUILT SLOOP. 1-1/2”
Kauri. Hull is edge-glued, timbers laminated. Tight hull, solar panels, 5 berths,
interior immaculate, new propane stove/
oven, head with holding tank, 20 hp outboard, sails OK, plenty of ground tackle.
$15,000. (831) 277-3971.

DOWNEAST 32, 1977. Cutter with
refurbished main, staysail, 110 genoa,
yankee. 30 hp Farymann diesel. Radar,
depthsounder, Loran C, GPS, Icom VHF.
New standing rigging. Needs some work
but still a very strong seaworthy vessel.
(510) 912-8946.

COLUMBIA SABRE 5.5, 32.5-FT. $8,500.
Cabin, head. Hull #120. New rigging, new
furler. Two sets sails, spinnaker. 1998
Johnson Sailmaster 9.9. Original bronze
trim and winches. Survey from 2002. Very
fun boat. Make offer. (408) 396-7698.

32-FT SLOOP BY LEGENDARY SWEDish builder Marieholm. New rigging,
fasteners, autopilots, etc. Beautiful and
cruise ready, built for Mexico or the
world. Must see, lots of sails, A-1 shape.
Asking $27,500/offers. Call Todd (510)
575-5880.

VOLVO PENTA
Specialist Dealer Since 1980
ESKELUND MARINE • (510) 523-7670

1913 Clement Ave • Alameda Marina • Bldg 13 at Pier 2

NOR-CAL COMPASS ADJUSTING

Magneuto™ System Exclusively
Boat Remains in Berth • Eliminates Deviation
Authorized Compass Repair • All Major Brands
Hal McCormack
•
Phone/Fax: (415) 892-7177

CAL 33, 1972. Lots of upgrades, furling
headsail, F/B main, Yanmar diesel. All new
electronics/instruments, recent haulout,
well equipped for cruising. Monterey
Municipal Harbor slip. For details see:
<www.schellenbergweb.com/boatforsale>
(831) 688-5543.
RAFIKI 35, 1980. New jib, cushions,
one hour on engine post-overhaul, one
month on new bottom paint. A solid deal
at $40,000. South Beach Harbor. Call
(916) 635-3820.
ERICSON 32, 1974. Universal diesel
2002. Standing rigging new 2004. Halyards led aft. Recent haulout 2005. New
plumbing and head. Pressure water,
oven, 3-burner stove. Great boat, ready
to sail the Bay today. $13,000/obo. (775)
342-8145.
ROUGHWATER 33. Thomas Gilmer design. He designed the Southern Cross 31
sailboat. This is a strong, proven circumnavigator. Fiberglass. Traditional doubleender. Lots of teak. Sloop with removable
inner forestay for storm jib. Furl-Ex roller
furling on headstay. Fleming windvane
(outstanding). Tillerpilot (electronic) by
SimRad. Solar panel. Simpson-Lawrence
windlass. PUR-40 watermaker. Furuno
GPS. Professional epoxy barrier coat on
bottom of hull. Reliable 20 hp Yanmar
diesel. $34,500. (650) 851-7795.
TARTEN TEN, 1980. Diesel, complete
sail inventory, new standing rigging,
recent haulout, all records, spare parts.
$10,500/obo. (831) 247-7013.

PACIFIC SEACRAFT 34, 1996. Crealock
sloop. Rigged for singlehanded offshore
cruising. Oversized winches, Seafrost 12v
refrigeration, propane stove, microwave,
B&G instruments, ST4000 A/P, ICOM402
VHF. Berthed Shelter Island, San Diego.
$146,700. For detailed info call (949)
489-1529.
COLUMBIA 34 Mk II. Beautiful custom interior, new Volvo diesel. One of the nicest
34-footers that you will ever find. Roomy
too. $42,000. Call (541) 264-0343. Photos
at: <http://s75.photobucket.com/albums/
i289/jtwhitefish/Matsu/>

HALLBERG-RASSY 31, 1978. Finances
force me to sell this boat that I really love.
If you’re looking for one of these boats
you’ll want this one. There’s probably none
nicer. Looks new and original. $45,000.
(805) 471-6863.
HUNTER 290, 2001. $10,000 upgrades
for 2004 Baja Ha-Ha. Radar, autopilot,
GPS, spinnaker and sock, jacklines,
spares. Spacious salon, 2 cabins, galley
with stove, shower/head. Furling headsail,
self-tailing winches, inboard diesel. Capable coastal cruiser. $54,950. Rick (510)
620-1969 or rjwhitfi@comcast.net.

32-FT COLUMBIA 5.5. Open cockpit
racer/daysailer. Excellent sail inventory.
$3,500. Please call after June 18: (707)
644-3366 or farwest33@msn.com.

34-FT WILLIAM GARDEN KETCH, 1966.
Mahogany on oak, copper riveted. New
shaft, prop and transmission. Perkins
diesel, radios, depthfinder, Sat Nav.
Needs some hatch work. Very clean,
great all-weather sailer. Liquidation sale.
$10,700/obo. Mike (925) 325-6301.
RANGER 33, 1978. Prefer selling 1/2
share, but will sell all. Upwind Berkeley
berth, well rigged, well kept, good condition, full sail selection, Atomic 4. Great
Bay boat, full galley. $22,000/obo. Call
DJ (415) 515-1353 for full specs, photos
and test sail.
345 FAST YACHT, 1983. Rare Camper
Nicholson, great sail or liveaboard. New
interior with teak and Koa wood. Rebuilt
Pathfinder engine, roller furling, Autohelm,
fore and aft cabin. Standing rigging good
shape, running rigging crap. $42,000/obo.
(775) 354-2795.

MARINE SURVEYS • Jan Van Sickle
Member: SAMS – AMS & ABYC

Ultrasound Thickness Testing of Steel & Aluminum

jtvs@post.harvard.edu • www.vintageyachts.org
(707) 939-9131 • No travel charge within Bay Area

ADVANCED OFFSHORE

Fall: Victoria, BC to SF, SF to Cabo, SD to Cabo • Spring: Mex to HI, HI to BC
Learning charters: BVI • Caribbean • Bahamas • Pacific NW ~ Families welcome!
Monohulls and Catamarans. ASA, private, chef service available.
www.OrcaSailing.com/Learn • (800) 664-6049 • (360) 671-4056
June, 2006 •
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OUR MISSION:

THE BEST POSSIBLE COVERAGE
AT THE BEST POSSIBLE PRICE
Complete offshore, coastal and Bay cruising
packages from experienced insurance professionals.
Liveaboard insurance

36 TO 39 FEET
HUGHES 38-FT SLOOP. Built 1970 in
Canada. 60 hours on new engine. Pictures available. Asking $36,000. Possible
Monterey slip. Call (831) 915-4984 or
(831) 775-2475.

BILL FOWLER of McDERMOTT COSTA INSURANCE
4049 First Street, #240
Livermore, CA 94550

(888) 408-8108
Fax (925) 606-6216

www.mcdermottcosta.com

Lic.# OB21939

QUALITY SAILS FOR LESS!

PETER NEVADA
(510) 523-3337
bluepelicanmarine@sbcglobal.net

SPECIALIZING IN
HIGH QUALITY
CUSTOM FIT
AFFORDABLE
CRUISING SAILS

SAILMAKERS TO THE WORLD!

•
•
•
•
•
•

Varnishing • Wood Refinishing • Leak and Wood Repairs
Teak Deck Caulking, Fastening, Repairs • Caulking
Port Light and Window Replacement
Gloss and Non-Skid Painting Featuring Sterling LPU
Hardware Installed and Rebedded
Interior/Exterior Restoration

Regina Roberts ~ Owner/Operator
P.O. Box 2658, Alameda, CA 94501

www.thefleetkeeper.com
Tel/Fax (510) 865-9375 • Cell (510) 499-7113

BAYSIDE BOATWORKS INC.

WORK GUARANTEED

Featuring
Paints

STRANGE MAGIC BY HUTTON is for
sale. A 36.8-ft steel sailboat, interior needs
to be done by new owner. As seen in pic
with mast and boom, sails, refrigerator,
diesel engine, etc. Will consider offers. Tamee (408) 956-1849 or (408) 646-7621.
DOWNEAST 38. A 41-ft pilothouse cruiser
with large bowsprit, three-sail cutter rigged
sloop. Just rebuilt original huge Lehman
diesel, one-year-old completely new
standing rigging, everything in excellent
condition, loaded for family and fun.
Doctor’s orders mean you steal this boat,
which has been made virtually new. Two
steering stations, two staterooms, davits,
jiffy reef and lazyjacks, great gear reduction on doubled main, power winch, all
lines back, totally new electrical with 8
new batteries and two chargers, electric
windlass, etc. Perfect ladder, great Bay
and Delta canvas, long list, everything with
attention to quality, durability and detail.
A steal for $69,000/obo. For pictures see
<http://www.ilpp.org/personal/boat/> Call
(510) 486-8340 or email: kal@ilpp.com.

FREEDOM CAT-KETCH, 1986. $69,900.
San Diego. Weekender or liveaboard or
shorthanded cruiser. Comfortable and
easy to sail. Pictures and description:
<www.freedomsailboat6252.blogspot.com>
Email: badkitty_barclark@yahoo.com.
FARALLON CLIPPER 38, 1955. Hauled
May ‘06, Stockton. New deck, topside,
boot, and bottom paint. Brightwork refinished. Interior defunkified. Looks, runs
(and smells) great. Decent sails. Shipping
to San Diego if not sold by July. $12,500.
Dan Payne, (619) 507-6129.

CAL 37, MODIFIED CAL 40. Under
restoration. New diesel, fuel tank, head,
electrical wiring, prop and shaft. Many
extras. Investment + 15%. Daily change.
Approx. $57,000. (562) 301-9736.
CAPE GEORGE 36. Commissioned
2004. Bronze windlass, 4 anchors,
autopilot, radar, depthsounder, VHF, 18
hp Sabb with pitchprop. 6’4” headroom,
offshore capable but unfinished. Located in Baja. Family of 5 needs bigger
boat. Delivery possible. $37,500. Email:
sunbreak@sunbreakea.org.
1964/91 36-FT DUTCH ROUND-BILGED
steel sloop/cutter. Insulated, strong world
cruiser. Total rebuild 1991. Sails well. Allen
Buchanan design. New Yanmar 1509, rig,
sails, radar, windlass, CQR, TMTL. Foldup ss sprit. Hauled out. $29,500/obo. (360)
385-7588 or cliffwds@hotmail.com.

JEANNEAU SUNSHINE 36, 1986. Performance cruising boat with large cockpit,
roomy salon, and three large double
cabins provide lots of room and privacy
for your family and friends. Excellent
racer. Swim platform makes boarding
from a dinghy simple and safe. Yanmar
3GM24/27 diesel. DataMarine instruments for speed, depth and wind. Autohelm 4000 autopilot. Dacron main sail
2001, Dacron #3 2003, Dacron #1, 0.75
oz spinnaker and a storm sail. Harken
roller furling system and a babystay
adjuster. Dripless stuffing box added in
2002 along with Martec two-blade folding
prop. Selling for only $49,900. Interested
parties please call (408) 353-5787 or
benson95033@hotmail.com.
ERICSON 38, 1981. New bottom 12/05.
Newer interior, dodger, roller furling, st
winches, Autohelm, 32 hp diesel, hydraulic
backstay, refrigeration. Great liveaboard,
very comfortable. $58,000, all offers considered. Seller motivated. (650) 438-5377
or (406) 870-0207.
HUNTER 36, 2004. $125,000. This one
is better than new. Owner spent more
time perfecting than using. Call for details
and specifications. New 3-blade prop,
asymmetrical spinnaker. Stackpack main
provides more sail area and full battens.
(925) 284-9080.
ISLANDER 36 FREEPORT, 1981, B PLAN.
Pathfinder diesel, electric windlass.
Excellent condition. Great for cruising or
liveaboard. $61,000. (925) 825-2026 or
jacksandy@astound.net.

BLUE DOLPHIN YACHT DELIVERIES

• • • Local experience • • •
100 Ton CG Master • Sailing and radar endorsements

New Rail 200,000# Capacity To 130'
●

We Specialize in
‘Classic’ Refinishing
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(415) 332-5744
2360 Marinship Way
Sausalito, CA 94965

Joe Guthrie
guthriejoe@hotmail.com • (415) 860-7245

SMALL AD, SMALL PRICES

•

RIGGING ONLY

Standing and running rigging, life lines, furling gear, winches, line, windlasses,
travelers, wire and terminals, blocks, vangs, etc. Problem solving is our specialty.
We are a rigging shop specializing in discount mail order. Free catalog.

www.riggingonly.com • (508) 992-0434 • email: riggingonly@comcast.net

s

t

HUNTER 356. 2002 Boat of the Year.
Class A bluewater cruiser. Take a look then
compare to others. Electronics, electric
windlass, refrigeration, microwave, more
extras. $129,500. (530) 273-2072.

FOLKES 39, 1986 CRUISING STEEL
cutter. This one is as good as it gets, built
solid, well cared for. Made to cruise around
the world. A 39-foot sailing yacht with 5
sails, Yanmar 27 hp. Solar power with 6
deep-cell batteries. Beautiful cedar and
teak wood. Many extras, too much to list.
$58,000. Call Jon (715) 792-5503 (hm).
BENETEAU 361, 2000. Great Lakes
freshwater boat classic. Main with stakpak. Yanmar 27, 362 hours. Autopilot
4000, electric windlass, Zodiac raft. Barrier coat (6). $115,000. Photos: <www.
beneteauowners.net> (925) 895-3660 or
yachtfinder@yahoo.com.
SAMSON C-PETREL 37. Ferro cement
sailboat. $38,000. Owner-builder. Yanmar
diesel, aluminum mast, stainless steel
rigging. Radar, GPS, wind generator,
solar panels, elecric anchor windlass, 7
self-tailing winches, brand new sails and
sailcovers. Propane heater. Rudy (510)
928-9100.

ISLANDER 36, 1979. $42,000/obo.
Very good condition. New mainsail, new
dodger, Harken furler. 1992 Yanmar 24 hp
diesel, 500 hours. Recent survey, many
more extras. (650) 592-1895 or email:
regande@nuevaschool.org.
PACIFIC SEACRAFT MARIAH Mk II,
1979. LOA 36’, LOD 31’, LWL 25’, Beam
10’9”, Draft 4’5”, Displacement 16,000-lbs,
Ballast 6,000-lbs. SA 596 sq ft, Headroom
6’5”. Fiberglass hull double-ender with
full keel and cutaway forefoot. Steering
by wheel and emergency tiller. Fully battened main, staysail, roller furling, foresail.
Yanmar diesel, 30 hp, serviced 10/05.
New rigging 9/03. Trinidad bottom paint
6/05. Radar, GPS, VJHF, SSB/Ham, Muir
windlass and much more. Asking $83,000.
Call Richard (415) 927-2765 (MWF 10 am
to noon or M thru Th, 7-9 pm).

ISLANDER 36, 1973 with repowered
Westerbeke 27 hp diesel, autopilot, windlass, GPS, propane stove with oven, H/C
pressurized water, shower, refrigerator.
New prop, 6v batteries, canvas, carpeting, cushions, bottom and non-slip paint.
Looks and sails like a dream. Custom
Lexan windows. Presently located in
Los Angeles and drastically reduced to
$33,900 to sell this summer. Owner may
consider financing with $18,000 down
and $600 per month for 32 months with
good credit. A great boat at a great price.
(310) 458-1229.
PEARSON 365, 1976. Incredible cruising
value. Radar arch, oversized self-tailing winches, lines run aft, rewired with
new panels. Far too much to continue
here. See <http://home.comcast.net/
~phlyphish/pearson365.html> for more.
Motivated seller at $39,900/obo. (510)
506-1991.
HUNTER 356. Almost all the options available plus upgraded AGM battery banks,
Balmar alt/reg, Link 2000, Pathmaker,
dual-station color radar, chartplotters,
fishfinder, deck-installed liferaft, max prop,
dodger, bimini, dual VHF, cruising spinnaker. $132,500. (707) 225-7890.

BALTIC 43, 1987. A truly beautiful and
well-cared-for vessel, one of only 47 in
the world. She has a very comfortable
and elegant interior that is both sensible
and seaworthy. Fast, responsive, fun to
sail and is well suited for daysailing or
extended ocean passage. Brand new
factory-installed teak deck. Berthed in
Sausalito. $275,000. <www.sfdolphindance.com> (831) 684-2457.

MORGAN 382, 1980. Well equipped, good
electronics, GPS, hard dodger, Perkins
4-108, Autohelm, Monitor windvane,
electric windlass, Adler-Barbour. Asking
$62,500. For specs please call (213)
500-0009 or (213) 999-1450 or email:
oukiva80@hotmail.com.
YORKTOWN 39, 1973. Factory aft cockpit
sloop. 74 hp Isuzu diesel. 2 mains, 130
genoa, 90 jib, storm sail. Norcold refrigerator, GPS, Autohelm, depth, wheel,
furling, oversized rigging, good glass, solid
decks. Comfortable cruiser for good price.
$42,000. Eureka. (707) 407-7124.
HUNTER LEGEND 35.5, 1993. 3 spinnakers, 5 jibs, A/P, GPS, all instruments. Includes Marina Bay condo berth. $75,000.
(415) 606-7573 or ptannerrce@aol.com.

TASWELL 43, 1993. CCC. One-owner
boat fully equipped in excellent condition. New dodger/bimini, Autohelm
7000, Furuno 24-mile radar. Balmar
(ACP750) 275 amp alternator, 40-gph
watermaker, Glacier Bay freezer/refrigerator/AC. Lying Alameda. $279,900.
Information/details/pictures: <http://
www.boats.com/listing/boat_details.
jsp?entityid=101670571> (408) 507-7508
or email: bob@sailboatcruiser.com.

40 TO 50 FEET

KELLY PETERSON 44, 1979. Extensive
refit, completely cruise equipped. Cruising
Mexico. $140,000. (818) 364-1920 for info
and where to view.
FARR 40 ONE TON. Ocean race modifications. All gear required for OYRA offshore
racing. Berthed at Richmond Yacht Club.
$44,950. Call Mike at (916) 769-0299 or
email: mcaplan@golyon.com.

MARINER 48 KETCH, 1979. Center cockpit bluewater sailer. George Stadell design
with spacious traditional teak interior, dual
heads,2 large staterooms. In good repair
with new fuel tanks, many extras and
ready for ocean passage. Located in Alameda, CA. $128,000. (510) 453-5929.
JEANNEAU SUN ODYSSEY 40, 1999. 2
cabins, 2 heads, 56 hp Yanmar, autopilot,
in-mast furling main and genoa, dodger,
bimini, watermaker, refrigeration, freezer,
davits, 4x 110 watt solar panels, inverters,
rigid inflatable, 15 hp, 2 GPSs, satphone,
datalink. Lying Curacao. $138,000. (604)
465-4898 or boatcasa@yahoo.ca.

HARDIN SEA WOLF 40 KETCH, 1973.
Beautifull restoration, new engine, electric,
plumbing, paint and varnish, canvas, refer.
Many upgrades. Ready to cruise. Owner
may carry with 50% down. Possible transferable slip in Los Angeles Harbor. Brokers
welcome. $59,500. (818) 667-3887.
WESTSAIL 43. Illness forces sacrifice.
Boat located in South Texas. First $60,000
gets her. (361) 230-2312.

KELLY PETERSON 44 CUTTER. Mexico vet and class of Baja Ha-Ha 2003.
$127,500. Currently in San Pedro, CA.
Much, much more info, pics and contact
info at: <http://tinyurl.com/md3qg> or call
Tom (213) 500-3545.

MARINE ENGINE CO.

Complete Engine Services • Gas & Diesel
30 Years Experience • Reasonable Rates
Tune-Ups • Oil Changes • Engine Rebuilding, etc.

bsite
our We

CHEOY LEE 48 CENTER COCKPIT.
It is completely cruise equipped. Too
many extras to list. It has it all. This
vessel has proven herself as a comfortable, easy to sail, fast passagemaker.
See at: <http://ALawrence6.photosite.
com/> $160,000. Call (520) 777-0069 or
almarine04@yahoo.com.

(415) 332-0455

www.latitude38.com

isit Latitude, updated daily, in glorious color! Place a Classified Ad with your
V'Lectronic

credit card on our secure server. Buy a LogoWear hat or t-shirt. Subscribe! Peruse
some of our Archives as well as dozens of interesting links. Try it, you'll Love it!!

COLUMBIA 45 SHOAL KEEL KETCH,
1972. Hull #3. Solid and clean motorsailer.
Perkins 4-107 with 425 hours. 200 gal
fuel, 200 gal water. Independent hydraulic
inside steering station. Paneled wood interior throughout. Tiled shower, galley and
heads. Great liveaboard or go anywhere.
Additional photos and info at: <http://
www.msnusers.com/Columbia45Hull3>
$65,000. Call (415) 420-4299 or email:
eprincipe01@hotmail.com.

ADAMS 40, 1984. Steel, excellent condition, cruise ready. $89,500/obo. (619)
297-3209.

MARINE & ENGINE SURVEYORS

Prompt • Competitive • SAMS Accredited
SF Bay Area • Most Surveys at $12 per Foot
Purchasing • Insurance Renewals • Accidents
Sheldon R. Caughey, AMS • (415) 332-2550 or 990-9707

CNI MARINE SERVICES

25-year licensed captain available for yacht maintenance, operation, and deliveries.
Services include varnish, paint, electrical, mechanical, and electronic installations.
Instruction, pre-purchase consultation, and photography also available.
Reasonable rates – Prompt service • (925) 685-6634 • captnedd@sbcglobal.net
June, 2006 •
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McGinnis Insurance
Yacht & Boat Insurance Only
COVERAGE AT ITS BEST

MASON ADRIATIC 48 KETCH, 1980.
Classic and very spacious, lots of storage. Turnkey boat. Exceptionally well
maintained. Photos and full specs at
<www.gaggia.li/Tanya/page0001.htm>
US$189,000 or serious offers. If purchased, $1,000 towards travel expenses.
Email: thoogeveen@highstream.net.

800-486-4008

BIANCA 414, AVION, with new Quantum sails, new bottom paint, new covers, modified rig and keel for enhanced
performance. 41.4’ LOA, 9.5’ beam.
Yanmar diesel, a beautiful boat ready
for anything. $58,000/obo. Call evenings
(510) 524-9166.

Call us at:
mcginnsins@aol.com
License #0570469

Hurth
GEARS

ENGINES

Why wait?
Same day shipping worldwide
Foley Marine Engines
800-233-6539

46-FT STEEL CUTTER, 1992. Industrial/workboat type design. New cockpit,
aluminum hard dodger, hydraulics 2006.
Detroit 353. Sound rig and sails, solar,
vane, etc. $50,000 range or consider
trade on smaller vessel or Eastern Sierra
property. Could finish interior to suit. (408)
656-7745.
41-FOOT GARDEN KETCH, 1976.
Excellent cruising platform at a bargain
price. This boat has cruised the oceans
many times and is ready to go again. Too
many features and equipment for cruising
to be listed. Asking $79,000. Call (415)
454-6008.

(US and Canada)

email: info@foleyengines.com
MONTHLY SPECIALS: www.foleyengines.com

HAWAII

LONG TERM DRY STORAGE
Clear Customs at our dock

888-458-7896
TOLL FREE

156°1'30" W
19°40'20" N

The friendliest boatyard in Hawaii

CHEOY LEE 40 MIDSHIPMAN. New
Yanmar engine, new canvas in enclosed
center cockpit, ketch rigged, fiberglass,
new systems. New Force 10, aft stateroom
with head/shower, forward stateroom with
head/shower. $79,900. Please call Bob
(510) 719-7153.
SPINDRIFT/PETERSON 46, 1983. Big
sister of Peterson 44. Perfect cruiser/
liveaboard. Cutter rigged sloop, center
cockpit, makes easy, fast sailing. Excellent condition, new tankage, wind
steering vane, etc. $125,000. Call (510)
601-6863.
OLD SAILOR LOOKING FOR enthusiastic new owner for 1980 Sampson 42 ferro
ketch, 45-ft overall. Insured. $23,500.
(360) 906-1289.

Hand Crafted, High Efficiency Light
New L.E.D. Night-Vision Option
Alpenglow Lights use the
latest compact fluorescent
and L.E.D. technology for
unmatched efficiency and
light quality. The attractive
wood fixture is available in
several models including
night-vision and splash-proof.
Prismatic lens designed for
wide-angle illumination. Dual
power switch allows choice of bright light or gentle glow.
Also, high-efficiency brass reading light. Brochure includes
helpful information on selecting cabin lighting.
Alpenglow Marine Lights
P. O. B ox 41 5 • E u re ka , M T 5 9 91 7 • 4 0 6 - 8 8 9 - 3 5 8 6
w w w. a l p e n g l ow l i g h t s. c o m
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GREAT OPPORTUNITY. Lots of boat for
the money. 44-ft Roberts steel cruiser,
center cockpit, cutter rigging. Launched
6/02. Cruise ready. Low hours Yanmar
diesel, radar, autopilot, EPIRB, liferaft,
watermaker, electronics, Hogin sails,
Harken roller furling jib and staysail,
LectraSan, too much to list. In Alameda,
CA. $230,000/obo. rbybarra@aol.com or
(510) 928-9100.

BENETEAU OCEANIS 46, 2000. Fully
cruise equipped. Already in Caribbean.
Stern arch with davits, solar panels, Aerogen 6 wind generator. Seafrost freezer.
A/P. GPS, Apex dinghy, 15 hp Mercury
outboard. etc. Excellent condition. <www.
sbcontrol.com/boat.htm> $195,000. (805)
969-3009.

BENETEAU 45f5, 1991. 3 cabins, 2 mains
and 155% jibs, 135% jib, drifter, 3 spinnakers. Deck hardware, autopilot, 1,100
watt inverter, AC/DC switch panel, stereo,
three-battery system with house/starting
and windlass batteries, electric anchor
windlass with chain, rode and 44-lb plow
anchor. Two GPSs, radar, VHF radio,
propane stove and oven, microwave,
pressure water system, hot water heater,
coffee pot and pantry. $85,000. Jim (949)
278-5812.
MARINER 40 FULL KEEL WORLD
cruiser, ketch rig. Rebuilt Perkins 4-236,
all spars rebuilt, new standing rigging, new
decks, housetop, hatches, water heater,
propane tanks. Great liveaboard with
shower, etc. Needs to be finished. Best
offer over $10,000. (707) 258-1494.

HUGHES NORTHSTAR 40, 1975. Center
cockpit ketch. Two cabins, each with
head. Fully equipped, maintained and
upgraded, with radar, GPS, solar and wind
gen, windvane,SSB/Ham. 3 sets of heavy
ground tackle, dinghy with 2 engines,
too much equipment and spare parts to
list. Kayaks, fishing and diving gear, CD
player, TV/VCR/DVD player. Currently
cruising in Mexico for last 2 years. Instructions included. Price reduced: $84,000.
sailinman@earthlink.net.
GOLDEN WAVE 42. Built by Cheoy Lee
1984, designed by Robert Perry for sale
by owner. This is a wonderful cruiser/racer
that has classic teak interior with 2 staterooms. Perkins 4-108, Barient winches,
Furuno radar, Horizon VHF, Benmar autopilot, Datamarine depth, app wind, knot/
log, electric windlass. Possible Sausalito
slip. The boat is in excellent shape with
many new improvements. (415) 846-6919
or email: sailonbaby@gmail.com.

/

SPARKMAN & STEPHENS 42 SLOOP.
$45,000. Aluminum hull, mahogany cabin,
beautiful, classic lines. Herreshoff-type
interior in excellent condition, hull very
sound, exterior could be brought back
to bristol. Built by Derecktor in 1970
to 1960 S&S design. Please email:
barrazeke@yahoo.com.
CHEOY LEE 48. She is completely cruise
equipped. This vessel has proven herself
as a comfortable, easy to sail, fast passagemaker. $160,000. Will take Class
A motor home in on trade. See photos
at <http://alawrence6.photosite.com/>
Email: almarine04@yahoo.com or (520)
777-0069.
CUSTOM BREWER 46 KETCH, 1972.
Teak hull, center cockpit. Major upgrades
in last five years including new 76 hp diesel. Large equipment inventory. $114,000.
Located in San Diego. See details at:
<www.custombrewerketch.us>

VALIANT 40, 1977. Cutter rigged, bluewater cruiser, Perry design. Mexico veteran
2001-02. Ready to cruise, new LP paint,
located in San Diego. Owners of 22 years
must sell. $90,000. See <http://members.
cox.net/ddalton3> for more info. (760)
230-1861.
COLUMBIA 43 Mk III, 1973. Ecstasy.
Rare tall cutter rig, lead keel. Skeg hung
rudder. Documented, Mexico vet. Stiff and
fast Tripp design. Liveaboard possible in
Marin. Huge updated interior. Clean boat,
second owner. New standing rigging 2005.
Profurl, Maxwell windlass, 300’ 3/8 HT,
bimini, more. Used as 6-pack charter boat.
$50,000/firm. No brokers. See photos:
<http://www.wilmermarine.com> Please
call Mike (510) 932-9305.
BENETEAU 461, 1997. 3 stateroom/3
head model, radar, SSB, full instrument
package, A/P, Avon, liferaft, Profurl, new
canvas, Yanmar, inverter, etc. Canal vet.
Fast, reliable, fun. $180,000. Call (760)
579-1093 or keweco@cox.net.

SAMSON 55 FERRO CEMENT SLOOP.
Project boat. New, never been on water.
Built new in Half Moon Bay. On gigantic
trailer. New 85-hp diesel engine, 200 gals
fuel, 150 gals water. Hydraulic steering,
windlass. Dry storage available. $10,000/
obo. Call (650) 224-1462.

CLASSICS

FELLOWS & STEWART ISLAND CLIPPER.
Nirvana. 44’3” auxiliary sloop. 1946
classic, beautiful lines, solidly built, carefully restored. Fast, full keeled, fir on oak/
bronze/African mahogany, coach roof. Full
cover. 6’ headroom, 8’7” draft, 9’10” beam.
Hauled, repainted, varnished, bottom and
topsides, April 2006. Recent survey rates
her in ‘above BUC condition’. Located Alameda. Price reduced: $45,000/obo. Call
Rob (510) 461-2175 or (510) 886-0902 or
robmickele@msn.com.

51 FEET & OVER

THE HYLAS 47, 1986. Designed by
Sparkman and Stephens, center cockpit,
cutter rigged vessel with three staterooms,
two heads with showers. $160,000. (253)
278-8827 or (831) 262-1940 or email:
mwills@istationinc.com.
SEAWOLF 47 LOA. Garden design.
Totally rebuilt in 1994, new aluminum
LeFiell masts, decks, cabin tops. Factory remanufactured Perkins 4-108 with
BorgWarner transmission with less than
800 hours. Harkin #2 roller furling with two
headsails. Manual windlass, solid stainless rails, sterling paint. Very long list of
items. $79,000 or best cash offer. This is a
wonderful sailing boat and she is beautiful.
Our life has taken a turn. Email for photos
and parts list: Webesailinon@hotmail.com
or (510) 428-1575.

1974 HUDSON FORCE 50 PILOTHOUSE.
Ford diesel 250 hours, diesel genset 0 hrs.
Good sails, mechanically sound, 3 cabins,
teak interior, lots of potential, possible
liveaboard slip. $95,000. Serious buyers
only. (650) 302-3446.

98-FT FOOT STEEL KETCH. Good condition, low time machinery, world traveler,
ready to go, got everything you need, good
for charter or great liveaboard. For sale or
trade. (916) 777-5326.

IRWIN 52 STAYSAIL KETCH, 1984. Center cockpit, twin rollers and in-mast furling.
Navtek hydraulics, Maxwell windlass, 3
anchors, cockpit enclosure. 6-cylinder
Perkins, 12.5 Westerbeke generator,
watermaker, bow thruster, 3-station air
conditioner/heater, Trace inverter, radar.
2 GPSs, B&G instuments, autopilot, walkaround queen in aft master, with tub and
shower. 20-gallon water heater, 2 forward
staterooms with heads and showers. 300
Sony CD Jukebox, Yamaha 400 watt stereo and 10 speakers. 8’6” Zodiac with 4
hp. Suzuki and tons more. This is not only
a fantastic sailing vessel but she is also
an excellent family liveaboard. $228,000.
Please call Richard for more information.
(310) 435-5667.
65-FT AMERICAN PRIVATEER STEEL
schooner. Dry-docked in Northern California. No miles on Isutta Fraschini 300
hp diesel engine. On trailer. Washer,
dryer, icemaker, refer/freezer, stove,
oven. Custom tiled bathroom, shower, tub.
Liveaboard. Survey w/pics: <http://home.
comcast.net/~shauna.renee/> Reduced to
$50,000/obo. (831) 251-3252.

1980 MURRAY PETERSON COASTER
III schooner. 42 feet, cedar over oak, teak
and holly interior, 100 hp Detroit diesel,
12-sail inventory. A traditional beauty.
$125,000. Call (208) 315-1050 or email:
lifeepbaker@hotmail.com.

CLASSIC SEABIRD GAFF CENTERboard yawl, Seabird. 26-ft, 33-ft LOA.
Carvel planked (Port Orford cedar above
chine, mahogany below) on oak frames
with bronze fastenings. Sitka spruce
spars, teak decks, 16 hp Yanmar diesel,
recent sails, lots of bronze hardware, full
cover, Tiny Tot wood stove. Solidly built by
Dutch cabinet maker in Mill Valley 1957.
A fast sailing, great looking boat in good
condition. Reluctantly for sale. $9,000.
(415) 252-9491.

MULTIHULLS
GO OUT THE GATE, TURN LEFT. 1964
Tahiti 30 ketch, cedar on oak, Volvo 2003
diesel, large sail inventory, AP, Hassler
vane, wind gen, solar, inverter, cruising
ground tackle. Mexico, South Pacific vet.
$9,500. Call (415) 227-4555 or email:
sail1025@aol.com.

34.5-FT DOUBLE-ENDED KETCH.
Classic Atkins, 1961. Yellow cedar on
Apitong, bronze, Yanmar diesel, teak
deck. Professionally maintained. See at:
<www.cascadecomputing.com/sailboat/
sailboat.html>

CATANA 53, 1994. Outstanding ocean
class performance cruiser. Recent refit,
repower, and survey. Custom rigging. 4cabin owners layout. Bluewater outfitted,
set up to be sailed by two. Proven, safe,
and comfortable. Extensive equipment
inventory. $539,500. Delivery/orientation
available. Info: svtizza@hotmail.com.

18-FT ALPHA CAT. $1,250/OBO. Extra
power from 10-ft beam. Special tilt trailer,
highway legal. Newer sails, trampoline
and trapeze. Photos by fax, no Internet.
Ray (209) 772-9695.

TRYING TO FIND THAT PERFECT, AFFORDABLE PRE-OWNED BOAT?
We just might have the one you’re looking for!
~ ~ ~ Financing available ~ ~ ~

212 International Blvd., Oakland • Rent, buy, or lease
All models in stock • New & Used • Only $35 for a lesson

Call Rudy or Sandy • Alameda, CA • (510) 928-9100

(510) 832-2429

JOHN TUMA BOAT BUILDER
Small craft for rowing, paddling and sailing
Shallow-draft sailboats a specialty

(510) 366-1476

SEGWAY OF OAKLAND

YACHT DELIVERY
Ex-Navy Captain delivering yachts worldwide since 1972
350 ton CG Master • Detailed knowledge Alaska to Panama
Resumé: www.master350.com • (250) 954-0427 • Cell: (250) 951-5201
June, 2006 •
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CORSAIR 36, 2004. Lightly used in
freshwater only. Rotating wing mast, Code
Zero genoa and furler, spinnaker rig, 15
hp Honda, flash water heater, tandem
trailer. The ultimate performance cruiser.
$218,000. Call (831) 426-6849 or email:
bill.jacobs@pacbell.net.
34-FT BROWN TRIMARAN. Hull’s
completely rebuilt. Amas freshly painted.
2-cylinder Kubota diesel. Cutter rig, extra
sails. Needs completion. Many extras.
$18,000/obo. (925) 584-7658.

R E P A I R S
R E P A I R S
R E P A I R S

HAYNES SAILS

A full service sail loft
Call

(415) 459-2666
for appointment

60-FT PERFORMANCE CAT, 1999. Four
guest cabins with heads and showers,
two crew quarters. Epoxy, honeycomb
vacuumbag post-cured hulls, structure
hardtop and daggerboard. Calvert Vectran
main, jib and screecher. Yanmars, Harken
hardware, Lewmar hatches, Balmar alts,
2 Glacier Bay refers, freezer. Air cond.,
8 gel cell batteries, flat screen TV, DVD,
VCR, CD, autoprops. One of the fastest
cats in the Caribbean, open, light and
airy. $950,000. Worldwide delivery. Email:
nlbolde@yahoo.com or (340) 998-1976.
USVI.

351 EMBARCADERO
OAKLAND, CA 94606

(510) 465-1093

Save Your Aft!
Using one of our 1400+ patterns or your
own pattern, let our craftsmen create a
comfortable, durable, and stylish set
of all-weather cushions for your cockpit. Find your custom, closed cell foam
cushions at www.bottomsiders.com!

BottomSiders
2305 Bay Avenue
Hoquiam, WA 98550
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Fax: 360-533-4474

60-FT EX-DRAG BOAT, 1984. Lots of
hydraulics. 20 kw generator, autopilot.
Would make good conversion, runs great.
$35,000. (925) 783-0605.

42-FT FIBERGLASS RAWSON/MONK
1969, long-range trawler. Supremely
outfitted good condition. 800 gals. diesel,
Naiad stabilizers, hydraulic Get-home,
rebuilt Detroit 453, keel coolers, storm
plates, liferaft, EPIRB, 2 new generators, 2
radars, 2 Nav-Trak Laptop Nav Systems, 2
windlasses, weatherfax, SSB, color depthsounder, autopilot, isolation transformer,
bimini, 1800 watt inverter, 4 anchors,
watermaker, 2 refrigerators, 2 microwave
ovens, watermaker, Webasto heat, roomy
salon and galley, island bed, 2 heads, Lectra-San, stand-up shower, new carpeting,
stern davits, AB inflatable with 9.9 Honda
outboard, Honda Elite motor scooter and
much more at: http://www.sheerfolly.net.
$100,000. (831) 429-1780.

CORSAIR F28R, 1997. Excellent condition. Carbon mast and boom, Calvert sails,
extra spinnaker, 8 hp Honda, updated
rigging, Tacktick Sailmaster, all safety
equipment. Pacific trailer. Long Beach,
CA. Asking 75,000. Call or email for photos and equipment list. (562) 938-7623 or
zekejoseph@yahoo.com.

PARTS
YANMAR • UNIVERSAL • WESTERBEKE
PERKINS • ISUZU • PATHFINDER • ATOMIC 4
SERVICE
DIESEL ENGINES

Barbara Campbell

POWER & HOUSEBOATS

REDUCED: 53-FT FOUNTAINE-PAJOT
luxury catamaran. Totally customized, one
of a kind. Major refit in 2005: New mast,
sails, fridge and more. Family recently
returned from 5-year world cruise. Spacious, light, with panoramic views. All extras. 4 double cabins plus crew quarters.
Was $599k. Now $549,000. See: <www.
Rhapsodie.us> Caren (805) 745-5643 or
caren_edwards@earthlink.net.
CROWTHER 33 DEMOUNTABLE trimaran, Sundowner. Successful SF to
Caribbean cruiser. Successful 100 race
winner with 1993 Singlehanded Farallons record. Value priced $15,000 as is.
Needs work. Call original owner Joe (510)
734-4369 or (775) 972-1431 or email:
joe4ther@yahoo.com.
CORSAIR MARINE 31CC, 1997. #64.
Well maintained. Tapedrive main, jib, spinnaker, screacher, kite, fixed mast, new 9.9
Yamaha, anchors, enclosed, 2 hp dinghy,
trailer, full electronics, autopilot, solar. Las
Vegas, NV. $80,000. (702) 630-4468.

32-FT CLASSIC MONTEREY. Totally
restored Monterey fishing boat, converted
to day boat, sportfisher or Bay cruiser.
All woodwork had been done. New fuel
tanks, hydraulic steering, tinted glass,
etc. GMC 2-71 diesel engine. Needs
to be finished, such as controls, wiring,
exhaust and finishing touches. Must be
seen to be appreciated. $45,000, will
consider any reasonable offer. More pics
and details: ancona@mcn.org or pls call
(707) 964-5423.

65-FT WOOD CLASSIC, 1939. Heavy
built ex-trawler. GMC 12V-71, 21 kw generator. Full electronics. Lots of equipment.
Ready to go. Would make great conversion. More pics/details: ancona@mcn.org.
Asking $112,000 or any reasonable offer.
Call (707) 964-5423.
1964 R. FUNG YARD DRAGONFLY. 32
feet. All teak over Eucalyptus frames.
Perkins 6-354 diesel/overhauled. Electric
water heater, refrigerator, canvas, GPS,
sounder VHF, fishfinder, full head with
shower. Great liveaboard. $22,500. Call
Jim (510) 220-6480.

K

GRAND BANKS 46 ALASKAN, 1969.
Beauty. Twin Lehman diesels with low
hours, generator, dinghy with two davits,
fly bridge, two staterooms and two baths.
$89,500. Call (650) 851-4947.

36-FT KROGEN MANATEE, 1986. Spacious liveaboard cruiser. Economical
Volvo diesel, upgraded electronics and
appliances, 3kw inverter, VacuFlush with
LectraSan treatment. Complete specs
and pictures at: <http://home.comcast.
net/~Our-Salty-Dog> Price reduction,
$135,000. (650) 869-7270.

TUGBOAT YACHT CONVERSION. Completely rebuilt. Classic Rosenblatt design.
Length: 110-ft, Beam: 28-ft, Draft: 12-ft.
Approx: 1,200 square feet living space.
Built 1955, National Steel and Shipbuilding, San Diego, CA. Steel construction.
Custom galley: Mahogany cabinets, stainless 6-burner range, mahogany interior,
hardwood floors. 1 full bath with Jacuzzi
tub, tile walls and floor, pedestal sink.
2 half-baths. Radiant heat with oil-fired
boiler, hi-tech pro galley. See: <http://www.
tugboatsf.us/> $395,000. (415) 380-6213
or email: scott@tugboatsf.us.

LORD NELSON VICTORY TUG 37, Tugstyle trawler built in 1989. Teak interior
with teak/holly cabin sole. Hull is solid
fiberglass. 150 hp Cummins diesel, 7.5
kts at 2.5 gph. Single stateroom with VacuFlush head and separate shower. A/C and
Espar heater. Radar, sounder, VHS, hailer,
power windlass with pilothouse remote,
autopilot, inflatable with 3 hp outboard, s/s
Danforth-type anchor with all chain rode.
$175,000. Call (530) 476-3750 or email:
gfperry@frontiernet.net.

CALIFORNIAN 34 TRAWLER, 1983.
Twin Crusader gas 350s, 300 hours since
rebuild. Excellent condition, all new cushions. AC/DC refrigeration, propane stove,
GPS, depthsounder, windlass. Pullman
berth forward, two singles in mid-cabin,
and separate shower. All reciepts. 6-8 gph
at 8 knots. (650) 743-7521.

26-FT CAULKINS BARTENDER. One of
the best offshore boats ever built. Fresh
300 Series Chrysler FWC V8, 43 mph.
Excellent condition, trailerable, sleeps 2
with head, large cockpit. Hauled 10/05.
Type used by USCG and Aussie Beach
Patrol. $16,500/firm. (510) 830-7982.

1979 HERSHINE SAN FRANCISCO
trawler. Single 120 hp Lehman diesel, teak
removed from main deck, deck refinished
by Svendsen’s, bottom paint 5/06, Webasto heater, AC/DC/propane fridge, propane
stove, possible liveaboard slip in Redwood
City. $79,000. (650) 867-0946.

$89,000. 50-FT CUSTOM remodeled
former WWII mine sweeper. Spacious interior includes loft bed, living room, large,
fully-equipped kitchen featuring generous counter space, antique Wedgewood
stove, dining table that comfortably seats
up to 8, plus bathroom with claw foot tub.
Lots of storage space, including cementslab ‘basement’ where engine used to be.
Fully furnished with satellite dish and recently repainted interior. Electricity, water,
the works. Fully transferable liveaboard
status on one of Sausalito‘s most quiet
and scenic docks. Outstanding views.
Wooden hull refurbished in 2002. Also
comes with small dingy. Step out your front
door and take a paddle on the Bay. Email:
jake33383@yahoo.com for info.

28-FT MONTEREY CLIPPER by Anderson & Christofani, 1918. Hauled 10/05.
Sound condition. Detroit 2-53 diesel,
fresh top end 2004. Engine produces
7 knots and burns 1 gph. Fisherman’s
Wharf berth available. Currently working.
Fully equipped. New boat coming. $8,500.
(510) 830-7982.
43.5-FT LaBELLE TRAWLER. Sausalito
berth. Volvo 165 hp diesels, 500 hours.
7.5 Onan. Large safety glass enclosure,
panoramic vista. Full canvas. Large custom galley. Walkaround queen, tub; guest
stateroom with head. Excellent workmanship. Ask $159,000/will negotiate. May
finance or rent. (415) 331-5251.

COSTA RICA BEACHFRONT • Best Costa Rica Deals

9 acres beachfront, private, all services, calm water, $275,000.
2 cabins, beachfront near Montezuma, all services, 1,000 meters,
only $84,000. 130 acres, only $58,000, ocean views.
<www.YourCostaRicaRealEstate.com> • Toll Free (888) 626-0242

YACHT DELIVERIES

Motor or Sail • Mega Yacht or Family Cruiser • Whatever/Wherever
Our Approach is Professional • Meticulous • Thorough
sailon1@gmail.com
Capt. Greg Snead (415) 846-6919 • Capt. Phil Howe (415) 290-1659

BENETEAU 393 PARTNERSHIP. Beautiful 2002 39-ft cruiser. Sausalito berth. Fully
equipped, full electronics. Great sailing
boat and comfortable below. Carefully
maintained. Two sleeping cabins, large
salon. Non-equity shared use, one year
commitment minimum, from $400/mo.
(415) 331-4900 (day) or (415) 332-4401
(eve).
CATALINA 36, 1983. Dodger, bimini,
Autohelm, 120/12V refrigeration, inverter,
M25 diesel, depth, knot, wind meters,
offshore raft. New rigging, radar, sails, fuel
tank. Alameda berth. 1/4 share one week
per mo. $1,100 and $285 per mo. Experience a must. John (415) 740-4629.
CRUISE REGULARLY ON PEARSON
Coaster 30-ft fiberglass sailboat berthed in
downtown Sausalito. Non-equity partnership, $150/month. Call (415) 332-3414 or
gusvonb@yahoo.com.
SEXY, FAST, AND GOOD LOOKING
Newport 41 seeks experienced Bay
sailors for ongoing partnership. She is
well-maintaned and equipped for Bay and
coastal cruising and easy to doublehand.
Her comfortable upwind slip is in sunny
Marina Bay: Safe, secure, and close to
all the best sailing on the Bay. Equity plus
monthly dues. 3-1/2 years of records are
available. Go to <www.accidentalcruiser.
com> and click ‘Partner Wanted’ or email:
mostlyharmlesssailboat@gmail.com.
1/4 PARTNERSHIP AVAILABLE in
31-ft Dufour sailboat in Sausalito. Classic French design with modern interior.
Dining area, stereo, sleeps seven, full
kitchen, chart desk, head, shower, Volvo
diesel. Well maintained, recently hauled.
Low buy-in cost and dock fees. (415)
335-0550.

SOUTH OF THE BORDER

CONTEMPORARY 40-FT FIBERGLASS
houseboat. Bright, open, custom, 1995.
Nice galley, head, separate shower, open
topside with hot tub, wet bar. Liveaboard or
office. Needs work: Outdrive, engine, floor
and paint. Priced for quick sale. $13,950.
Email owner: forpropert@hotmail.com.
1979 BAYLINER CONQUEST 3150.
Fiberglass motorcruiser. Remodeled
galley and wet bar. Separate head and
shower, forward bedroom with queen
bed and two side berths. Recent hauling,
Chevy V-8s and Volvo drives. New batteries, carpet and paint. $18,950. Email:
yout1234@yahoo.com.

PARTNERSHIPS

18-FT BOSTON WHALER, MONTAUKstyle. 80 hp Mercury ob. New blue bimini
sun-shade and seat covers. LR 20 gal
fuel tank. newer fat tires on custom
trailer. Perm plates. $9,500/obo. Ray
(209) 772-9695.

PARADISE CONDO RENTALS. Marina
residence overlooking N. Vallarta Lagoon,
Banderas Bay. Access to 5-star resort
amenities. 2-bedroom, 2-bath condo or
3-bedroom, 3-1/2-bath, sun deck, palapa,
Jacuzzi, view. See: <www.paradisevillage.
com> Condo info: jnmoores@aol.com or
call (510) 865-7580.
LEARN TO SAIL in the Sea of Cortez.
San Carlos Sailing School, an ASA school
based in San Carlos, Sonora. Specializing in learn-to-sail cruises, vacations.
Also offer boat rentals, day trips. See:
<http://mexicosailing.com> or please call
(800) 874-4830.

AUSTRALIA • GREAT BARRIER REEF
~ ~ ~ www.sailingwhitsundays.com ~ ~ ~
A must-see website for anyone contemplating chartering a vessel in the
Whitsunday Islands • 74 islands • The jewel of Australian cruising
or call our Charter Manager at 011-61 (7) 4946-5299
COMPLETE MARINE WOODWORK
Design / Restoration • Expert European Craftsmanship • Interior / Exterior
Repairs / Maintenance • Marine Windows & Frame Replacement
Wood & Dry Rot Repairs • Varnish Work • Marine Painting
References Available • Reasonable Rates • Call (415) 331-6718
June, 2006 •
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Schionning Catamarans
www.schionningdesigns.com.au

HARDIN 45 KETCH, 1982. Heavy fiberglass, documented, recently and
fully equipped for serious bluewater
cruising. No teak decks but lots below,
aluminum spars, lots of quality gear with
many spares, ready to go. $120,000/offer/trades? Will deliver/help. Email:
shellback8067@yahoo.com.

Jim Milski, U.S. & Canadian Agent

(707) 748-7405

17 Embarcadero Cove, Oakland, CA 94606

(510) 532-1786
Fax (510) 532-3461
evstarmr@ix.netcom.com

Avoid Rocks, Shoals, Excessive Costs and Taxes!
We can help you plan any Maritime Transaction. Resolving
Marine Insurance Coverage, Warranty and Purchase/Sale/
Construction/Repair/Charter Disputes since 1960. Lifelong SF
Bay/Delta/Coastal Racer/Cruiser & Sailor. Affiliate Member,
Society of Accredited Marine Surveyors.

VICTORY/TRINTELLA 40. Located
in La Paz. Van de Stadt design, fiberglass ketch, teak interior. US documented. Center cockpit, rebuilt Perkins
4-236, roller furling, propane stove/oven,
fridge/freezer, autopilot, GPS, radar,
dinghy and outboard. $55,000. Email:
patencasa117@yahoo.com.
AHOY, BAJA HA-HA & SOUTHBOUND
cruisers. Think MexiColder. Custom,
low-amp, affordable refrigeration. Designed and built in the tropics for the
tropics. 100% cruiser satisfaction. Call
on VHF Channel 22 in Mazatlán. Website: <www.mexicolder.com> Email:
sales@mexicolder.com. Internationally
accepted marine surveys too.

BRAND NEW 45-LB CQR-STYLE stainless steel anchor. I now need larger size
for Mexico cruising. $475. Older 8’6”
Hypalon Achilles and 4 hp Johnson. Holds
air, runs great. Needs new plywood floor
boards made. $500. (707) 758-9046.
1993 NISSAN 5 HP 2-STROKE outboard
short shaft. Good shape except swivel
turn lock screw stuck in loose position. 50
hours of usage. Original tool kit, factory
service, owners manual, 3.3 gallon external tank. $400. Mike (805) 384-9851.

SELF-STEERING MONITOR WINDVANE
in good condition with all brackets, fittings,
spare parts, wheel adaptor and manuals,
$1,400. Email for additional details and
photos: mikkal@gmail.com.

CT-41, LA PAZ, MEXICO. Cruise ready.
See: <www.geocities.com/cheznous2029>
$65,000. Email: sv.spirit@yahoo.com.

TRADE
LOOKING FOR OFFSHORE 35 TO 45-FT
sailboat in excellent condition to trade
for 2003 Monaco motorhome, 35 feet,
2 slides, all options. Like new. 3,000 mi.
Warranty through 2011. (541) 420-6020
or dougboudinot@hotmail.com.

WANTED
20-FT ZEPHYR. Prefer fiberglass but
interested in any Zephyr in sailing condition. Call Nancy (209) 957-3361 or email:
nancysilvershadow@comcast.net.

Anchoring sail works
like a wind vane to
reduce swinging.
You'll sleep sounder.

USED GEAR
TWO YANMAR 52 DIESEL ENGINES
each with 3,000 hours, Model #4JH2E,
with or without saildrives, Model #SD31.
74-ft mast designed for catamaran. Teleflex Capilano hydraulic steering parts. Call
(415) 269-5165.

CAD designed plans and pre-cut kits for sail or power cats 24'-68'
For home or professional builder ✯ Ocean-going high performance

www.levelmarine.com
LEVEL MARINE, INC.

MONITOR SELF-STEERING WINDVANE,
in good condition. Will pay $1,800, or
offer if not in good condition. Dale (916)
704-0298.

SPINNAKER FOR ISLANDER 36 or
similar. Tri-radial 3/4 oz. No patches and
in great condition. 45’ leech, 27’ foot,
$550. Dahon folding bicycle, $125. Call
Jim (510) 791-2620.
SAYES RIG. Windvane-type self-steering
gear in near perfect condition. Cell phone
and rig located in San Jose. $1,500/obo.
John (520) 204-2269.
USED PUNCHLINES, DIESEL, $100.
18 hp Universal diesels with almost new
engines, 2 available at $2,500. 1 GM10
Yanmar diesel, complete, $3,000. 14 hp
Westerbeke diesel engine and tranny,
$2,500. Yanmar GSM for parts, $700.
11 hp Universal engine for parts, runner,
$400. (415) 272-5776.
AUTOHELM WINDVANE, SGC SSB/HAM,
autotuner, air conditioner, Avon, Achilles, 2-8 hp outboards, Yanmar spares,
Paranchor, oars, anchors, headsails,
stainless ballard, BBQ, chain, line, blocks,
scoops, trilite, gallows, charts, books,
Glendenning engine synchronizer, drysuit, compass, Baja filter, Bangstick,
chainplates, bow roller. (415) 497-3731
or brad-low@sbcglobal.

Does your boat have a diesel smell? A head smell?

A musty smell? Mildew or mold? Eliminate these problems with

FRESH AIR TO GO • www.freshairliving.com/lindaritz
(password: guest) See for yourself how it works, then call me,
Linda Ritz • (209) 586-3947

SHARE YOUR ADVENTURE!

Free web journals for sailors. Keep in touch
with family & friends • Premium accounts
add video, map-tracking, offshore posting.

Fast, easy setup • Great support!
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PALMER P-60 27HP GAS ENGINE, 2:1 reduction, V-drive, $750. Marine washer/dryer, Equator EZ3600 CEE ventless, $500.
Origo 3000 alcohol stove, $150. Trades?
(541) 264-0343 Newport, OR. Pictures
at: <http://s75.photobucket.com/albums/
i289/jtwhitefish/items%20for%20sale/>

CLUBS & MEMBERSHIPS
SINGLE SAILORS ASSOCIATION welcomes all levels of experience. Members
enjoy daysailing, cruising, group sails,
socials, etc. Monthly meetings 2nd Thursday of month, social 6:30 p.m., meeting
7:30 p.m., Oakland Yacht Club, 1101 Pacific Marina, Alameda. Guests welcome,
PICYA member. Call (510) 273-9763.
<http://www.sail-ssa.org>.

NON-PROFIT
USED DIESEL ENGINES. Volvo MD2B,
tired, good for rebuild, tranny included,
complete, $700/obo. Perkins 4-107, low
hours, out of 30-ft lifeboat, converted from
hydraulic, hand start to 12 volt starter and
alternator, shaft and prop included, 95%
complete, $1,250. Volvo 2040, like new,
180 hours, in shop for new valve job, no
tranny, 40 hp, $5,500/obo. Ray (209)
772-9695.
PACTOR IIE MODEM, $350. Spinnakers:
1/2-oz drifter, $400; 1/2-oz asymmetrical
spinnaker, very good condition, $600; 3/4oz tri-radial spinnaker, used twice, $1,500.
Spinnaker sock, $200. Genoas (all have
#6 luff tape): UK tapedrive 150%, never
used, $1,500; 130% with UV cover, good
condition, $500; UK tapedrive 125% with
foam luff and UV cover, excellent condition, $800. Set of spinnaker sheets and
guys, $100. Above sails for Morgan 382 or
any boat with I=46’. (510) 749-4911.

MISCELLANEOUS

MARIN POWER & SAIL SQUADRON
promotes high standards of navigation
and seamanship, offers members free
classes ranging from Seamanship to
Celestial Navigation plus cruises and
social events. Next class in Novato: July
11, 12, 18, 19. For details and registration
call (415) 883-6777.
GPS FOR MARINERS will be conducted
by Santa Clara Power Squadron, Sail &
Power Boating, on Tuesday, starting July
11th at Boaters World, 3291 Stevens
Creek Blvd, San Jose at 1830. Seating
is limited. For more information call Lu
(408) 448-9250 or see: <http://www.usps.
org/localusps/santaclara/>
BOAT SALE: RICHMOND YC Foundation
has many donated dinghies, power, and
sail boats at well-below market prices.
All proceeds go to Bay Area Sailors.
For details visit website: <Richmondyc.
org/foundation/forsale.asp>

PROPERTY SALE/RENT

MARINE FLEA MARKET / MARITIME
Day Celebration: Sausalito, 300 Napa
Street. Saturday, August 5, 8-6 pm.
Festivities include: Flea market, maritime
skills demonstrations, boat model races,
art, live music, food, boat rides and more.
Bring the whole family. Spaces available.
$30. <www.galileeharbor.org> (415)
332-8554.
WANTED: AUTOHELM OR HYDROVANE
self-steering vane, EPIRB. For sale: SSB/
Ham marine radio. Ron (541) 269-1737 or
setsail@rock.com.
CAPTAIN’S LICENSE CLASSES. OUPV
(6-pack)/100 ton Masters, plus towing and
sailing endorsements. USCG-approved
courses. Successful completion satisfies
USCG exam requirements. Offered by US
Maritime Academy of California. Weeknight classes in San Mateo, Sausalito and
Ventura. Call Mike (650) 298-9489.

SAILOR’S HOME, HAWAII. 2 blocks
from Kaneohe Yacht Club, finish of the
Pacific Cup. 20,000-sq. ft. of land, 3,000
sf of home, 3/3 including 2 garages,
shop, office, and legal vacation rental.
Room for a 2nd home. Fantastic Bay and
Mountain views, best sailing in the Pacific.
$1,775,000. Call Brett (808) 306-4959 or
email: bphillips@shidler.com.
EXECUTIVE HOME, ALAMEDA. 2/2.5,
two deep water docks, 50’and 30’. Breathtaking panoramic Bay and San Francisco
city views. Gourmet kitchen, huge master
suite with office. Large deck with enclosed
hot tub. <www.300tideway.com> John
(510) 301-4004.

WATERFRONT LOTS

Scams!

SAUSALITO SIDE-TIE 18 TO 56-FT. Excellent facilities. Reasonable rent. Special
deal for boat being sold. (415) 331-5251.

BERTHS & SLIPS

TRYING TO LOCATE

SAN FRANCISCO PIER 39 slip sublease
for sale. Dock B, Slip 19. Close-in, great
location. Facilities include tenant lounge,
showers, laundry, water and electrical
hook-up. Good parking. Walk to Fisherman’s Wharf, restaurants and downtown
SF. $12,500. Call (707) 433-1412.

MY OLD CAL 36, SOLITAIRE. Sold in
Marina del Rey in 1995. White hull, light
blue deck. David (603) 487-3248 or (603)
540-0656.

50-FT+ END TIE. Protected. Marina Bay
Yacht Harbor, for extended time. Pass
through cost, utilities extra. Liveaboard
OK. Call (510) 759-7777.
PRIVATE DOCK, 20 TO 50-FT. Brickyard
Cove, Richmond. Deep draft, protected,
easy maneuvering, secure. $7.50/ft LOA
per month. Call (510) 237-5021.
PIER 39 SLIP OWNERS. Tired of loud
smelly sea lions? Do you think the assessment fees are out of proportion to
services provided? Would you like more
slip owner input into marina operations?
Concerned about slip values? Call M.
Belden (209) 293-3111.
MULTIHULL SLIP AT PIER 39 for sale.
Two modified side-by-side slips. Unique,
the only double-wide slip in the Marina.
30-year lease. 36’ long and over 22’ wide.
Finger piers each side, not an end-tie.
Located east side, away from the Pier on
Dock C. Very quiet. $20,000 for both slips.
(415) 267-5908 or slip@antares-sf.com.
PIER 39, 40-FT SLIP. Most desirable
north (Alcatraz) side. Approx. 29 years
on lease, you own the sublease and pay
no rent, only maintenance fee of approx.
$200/mo. Includes access to inexpensive parking in structure. Price $14,250.
Owner: forpropert@hotmail.com.

Land and residences available on the Columbia River
Deep water moorage • Sandy beaches • Breathtaking views
Marina estates now available at affordable prices
Bill Coons • www.LowerColumbiaRealty.com • (360) 795-8299

f
Beware o

80-FT MARIN SHOWCASE SIDE-TIE.
First down the ramp. 8 feet depth at low
water. 25 feet wide. Perpetual ownership. No taxes. Only $272 monthly
maintenance. Trailer spaces $20/month.
Beautiful, prestigious marina. $60,000.
John (415) 309-8474.

www.latitude38.com

If you use your email address in your ad, please be WARY of Internet scams. Especially,
if they want to pay you MORE than you’re asking. It’s too good to be true. For more info
on these cons, see: <www.craigslist.com/about/scams.html/> Brave New World!

40+ FT BERTH FOR RENT, ALAMEDA
Estuary. Private dock, good security,
power, water, close parking, space to
work on your boat, peace of mind, good
deal. $240/month. Sorry, no liveaboards.
Also, boat electrical repairs. Call Capt. Ed
(510) 521-2000.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
CAPTAINS, FIRST OFFICERS & CREW
and Sailing Instructors. Rendezvous
Charters and Spinnaker Sailing is hiring. P/T or F/T, midweek and weekend
shifts available. Want to love your job?
Building sea time? Join this fun company
full of great people. Fax resumé to (415)
543-7405 or email: rendezvous@earthlink.
net. Questions? Call (415) 543-7333.
GROWING BAY AREA MARINA management company is looking for marina, office
and maintenance managers. Fax résumés
to: (866) 490-5919.
TRADE LABOR FOR LIVING arrangement in large, private crew quarters with
galley, head, direct TV/VCR, utilities and
view for one day/week and/or project completion of work on sailboat in Richmond.
Must be experienced craftsman, wood,
metal, glass. Call (510) 759-7777.
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL Technicians: Svendsen’s Boat Works is seeking
experienced and motivated marine technicians to handle its growing service business. Specific requirements are for those
with installation and/or repair expertise in
electrical or mechanical systems. Preference will be given to candidates who are
ABYC certified or trained, and who have
a proven track record within the industry.
Positions are full-time. Compensation is
highly competitive with a complete benefit
package. Fax résumés to (510) 522-2889
or email: info@svendsens.com.

BERTH AVAILABLE. 36-ft berth at Pier
39, San Francisco. Very close in. Rental
by month or annually. (415) 474-2474.
36-FT SLIP AT PIER 39 FOR SALE.
C-35. Great location, close to everything.
Excellent marina facilities, good parking.
No liveaboards. $12,000/obo. Call Rafael
(415) 595-9428 or faloaca@yahoo.com.

VALLEJO BOAT WORKS. Young company with tons of potential looking for
positive-minded, experienced techs. Gas
and outdrive, diesel, wood, glass and
paint, travel lift operation, etc. Call (707)
554-2813, Ken or Richard.

Dropping anchor in the Bay Area & staying awhile?
Work with a realtor who sails and sells in SF.
1% of profits go to Save the Bay foundations.

John McCory • (415) 999-7207
www.johnatzephyr.com

OFFSHORE PASSAGEMAKING INSTRUCTION IN THE ATLANTIC
John & Amanda Neal are dedicated to providing hands-on,
documented instruction aboard their Hallberg-Rassy 46 Mahina Tiare III,
drawing on their combined 434,000 miles and 61 years of experience.

www.mahina.com • (360) 378-6131
June, 2006 •
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SHORT WAIT FOR SANTA CRUZ HARBOR SLIPS
The estimated wait for: North harbor 20'
6 months
North harbor 25'
1-2 years
North harbor wide 45' 1-2 years
South harbor 24'
5 years
No wait for kayak rack/dry storage (not all sizes available)
$85 annual waiting list fee for wet slips

JOB OPPS. cont.
CATERING AND MAINTENANCE. No
experience required but is preferred.
Prepare food for charters, crew and
maintain our 26 sailing yachts. F/T or P/T.
Fax resumé to (415) 543-7405 or email:
rendezvous@earthlink.net or call (415)
543-7333.
RIGGER WANTED: California’s premier
rigging shop is looking for skilled rigging
help for the best rigging projects on the
Bay. Leading-edge technology, great
clients, competitive compensation. Call
Scott Easom (510) 232-7245.

Santa Cruz Harbor
135 5th Avenue
Santa Cruz, CA 95062

(831) 475-6161

ASSISTANT AND/OR BOATWORKER.
One or two people, part-time or full-time
to help with business, organization or
upgrading boats. My interests include
mortage and real estate brokerage
(properties in Mexico and local properties). Also boat upgrading and sales.
Sausalito location, ability to travel a plus.
(415) 331-5251.
EXPERIENCED BOATYARD HELP.
We have openings for boatbuilders,
rigger, woodworker, f/g-gelcoat repair.
Competitive salaries plus benefits. Call
Anderson’s Boatyard, ask for Tom or Ron
(415) 332-5432.
ENGINE MECHANIC WANTED with outdrive experience for Santa Rosa marine
shop. (707) 586-7900.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Cabo Yachts • Scout Boats • Zodiac
EZ Loader
Yamaha • Honda • Suzuki

www.montereybaymarine.com

831.479.4595

Oceanus Marine LLC

Marine Surveying and Consulting
The Bay Area’s premier marine surveying
firm committed to excellence and value
in our surveying & consulting services.
John H. Moses M.S. (SA)
650.267.3104
oceanusmarine@hotmail.com
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CATALINA 38, 1981, HULL #130. S&S
design, white hull with blue sheer stripe.
Best value under $60k, replacement over
$150k. Fast Bay racer, PHRF 114, perfect
Delta cruiser. CNG stove and pressure
water, Universal 3 cyl diesel with very low
hours. Heavy duty #48 Lewmar 3-speed
winchs, wheel, roller furler genoa, spinnaker, etc. 3rd owner. Newport Beach only
since new. Photos and survey available.
Price reduced to $49,995, includes delivery to Alameda. Hurry. (949) 533-5317 or
(714) 545-4537.

BRUCE ROBERTS OFFSHORE 38,
1982. Commissioned in 1996. Fiberglass
hull, Volvo Penta, 3 cyl with turbo, 100
hours. New sails, 6 heavy duty batteries,
aluminum mast, all lines to cockpit. Hauled
10/15/05. New propeller. $23,000. (650)
948-3800 or (408) 242-1845.

It’s
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HERE’S HOW

Eas

to place or renew a Classified Ad on
our Website:

1. Go to http://www.latitude38.com
2. Click on “Classifieds”
3. See ads from the last 3 months
4. Click on “Read this first.”
5. Read instructions, click on “click here”
6. Follow directions, fill in form on our
secure server, preview ad, submit ad
7. Get an automatic confirmation
8. Ad appears in the magazine, then one
week later on the Website
9. Deadline is always the 18th at 5 pm
10. Wow, that is easy!

CUSTOM YACHT CHARTER BUSINESS
for sale. 12-year-old California corporation. Includes 1988 53-ft bluewater coastal
cruiser presently berthed in South San
Francisco. Cremation scatterings, film
shoots, overnights, special events. Great
income for liveaboard skipper. Visit:
<http://vycyachtcharters.com> $250,000.
karel@pacbell.net or (650) 222-9475.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
COLUMBIA CHALLENGER 24, 1963.
Evinrude 6 hp outboard, 3 sails, PortaPotti, many extras. Berkeley slip. $999/
obo. Hal (510) 882-9384.

COSTA RICA

SF Sailor, 25 Years in Costa Rica • Real Estate Info and/or Travel Info

www.yourcostaricarealestate.com
Toll Free (888) 626-0242

y
Class Idea!!

www.latitude38.com

Place your Classified Ad on our Website with your credit card.
Fast, easy, convenient and secure. Deadline is always the 18th at 5pm.
Your ad will run in the magazine, then be posted on the Website. Try It!
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1. Write your ad. Describe what
you’re selling. Indicate category.
Don’t forget price and contact info.

Be neat. We aren’t responsible for errors
due to illegible writing or unclear meaning.
We make final placement determination.

2. Count the words. Anything with
a space before and after counts as

one word (eg, phone number, email address,
price). We’ll spell-check, edit and abbreviate,
as necessary.

3. Mail your ad. Enclose check or
money order, or deliver to our office
with cash, or ...
Post your ad safely online with
Visa, MasterCard or AmEx at:

www.latitude38.com

1-40 Words:
41-80 Words:
81-120 Words:
Photo: B&W
Photo: Color

Mail (or bring) to:

Latitude 38

Attn: Classified Dept
15 Locust Ave, Mill Valley, CA 94941
Questions?: (415) 383-8200, ext 104 • class@latitude 38.com
VANGUARD 15, 2001. Lightly used.
Freshwater boat. Excellent condition.
Includes trailer, deluxe board bag, new
bungies. Located Richmond Yacht
Club. $4,000. (408) 920-5423 (days) or
mtclarke@mercurynews.com.

SAILING ZODIAC, SABOT MAIN. Custom sail-away, roll-up inflatable, power
inflator, transom wheels. $2,750. (949)
400-9856 or rkleishman@hotmail.com.

SPRINTA SPORT 23, 1982. Van de
Stadt designed midget ocean racer.
Excellent condition, but needs new
bottom paint. 6 hp Johnson with charger. Mostly Harken equipped. Hard
vang, 4 bunks, galley. 9 sails including 2 symmetrical and 1 asymmetrical
chutes. $4,500/obo. Bob (510) 568-1262.
J/24, 1980. In excellent condition, 6 hp
Mercury, removable roller furling with extra
sail with hanks, autotiller, genoa and spinnaker, new jib and mainsails, new standing
rigging. Call (510) 790-7217 (days) or
(650) 857-0464 (eves).
WAYFARER 16. All mahogany, mint
condition. Sails and trailer included. (734)
891-2347.

C.C. RIGGING

Wholesale Rigging and Installation
(510) 710-1360
PROFESSIONALLY-BUILT SKIFFS
Any size • Any design • Sailing or Rowing
Modern or Vintage • Cedar on Oak or Plywood
Finished or Unfinished • Call for Pricing
Portland, OR • (503) 223-4575 (msg) • melchiori@comcast.net
Latitude 38
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Camera-ready art OK
No photos/reversals
No Extra Bold type
Not to exceed 12 pt font
Artwork subject to editor approval.

All ads will be set to fit Latitude 38 standard.
Re-Run Ads: Same price, Same deadline.

ISLANDER BAHAMA 24, 1965. Nissan
4-stroke 5 hp, cockpit control, new rigging.
Sausalito berth. $2,000. (707) 571-8295.
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All promotional advertising
1 boat per broker per issue

Searching for People: $10 for 20 Words Max

24 FEET & UNDER

BOSTON WHALER SQUALL, 9’6”.
Unsinkable double fiberglass urethane
foam-filled hull, tows great. Stable. Perfect
yacht tender. Up to 3 hp ob. Oars, rudder,
centerboard, lateen sail, no spars, 3-pt lift
sling. Great shape. $350/obo. Call (415)
713-4511.

$70 for 40 Words Max

‘Trying to Locate’ Ads

ZODIAC YACHTLINE 420 DLX RIB. Custom cover, bimini, Garmin FF with depth,
temp, speed. 125 hours on Evinrude 50
hp ob. EZ Loader trailer with spare tire.
Perfect yacht tender in excellent condition.
$8,500/obo. (510) 523-1644.

ZODIAC YL DELUXE 380, 2005. Rigid
inflatable, 12’9”. 40 hp four-stroke Yamaha
engine. Excellent condition and ready to
go for the season. Asking $9,850. Includes
EZ Loader trailer and custom cover. See:
<http://www.geraldbartlett.com/zodiac/
pics.htm> or call (408) 209-6908.

$40
$65
$90
$20
$30

• Personal Advertising Only •
No Business/promotional ads
except Non-Profit, Job/Biz Op.

DINGHIES, LIFERAFTS
AND ROWBOATS

9-FT BOSTON WHALER. Excellent condition. Trade the Whaler for a recently certified liferaft, prefer canister type. Call and
let’s negotiate. Perry (415) 467-2572.

Business Ads

Personal Ads

CAPE DORY 22. Well-maintained, classic sloop built in 1985. Just had sails
cleaned, 5 hp Nissan 2-stroke serviced,
and boat hauled and bottom painted.
Roller furling jib. Many extras. $8,000.
Email: werblin@berkeley.edu or call (510)
642-7236.
GLADIATOR 24-FT FULL KEEL SLOOP.
Yamaha 6 hp motor. Full set of sails. New
mainsheet and tiller. $2,000. Call (650)
344-5967 or margreene@rcn.com.
CATALINA 22, 1976. Excellent. New
sails, loaded with gear and extras, spinnakers, trailer, cushions in and out like
new, autopilot, pop-top, set up to race
this year but illness forces sale. $3,500.
Email for pictures. (209) 552-9310 or
m_sprague@comcast.net.

FLICKA 20, 1979. This boat is hull #100,
black fiberglass, teak deck. Many new
items including port holes, deck lights,
and tan sails. Epoxy barrier coat, Yanmar
diesel. $25,000/obo. (805) 704-1946.

DEADLINE
is always the

18th at 5 pm
of the month prior to
publication.

Due to our short lead time,
deadlines are very strict and
include weekends & holidays.
• No ads without payments
• No billing arrangements
• No ads accepted by phone or fax
• No verification of receipt
• We reserve the right to refuse poor
quality photos or illegible ads.

BRISTOL CARAVEL 22. Beautiful classic
Herreshoff design pocket cruiser. New in
2005: 5 hp Mercury, main, 110 jib, Danforth anchor, VHF, Horizon depthsounder.
Standing and running rigging and bottom
paint, excellent. Alameda. Immaculate
condition. $4,595/obo. (916) 204-4646.

KAMAKAI 20, 1999. Topsail gaff cutter
pocket cruiser. See: <www.members.cox.
net/dwellens/kamakai/kamakai.htm> for
pictures and details. Call (619) 980-8704
or email: dwellens@cox.net.
SANTANA 20, 1978. Five sets of headsails, including spinnaker and 150 Kevlar
genoa. 5 hp Honda outboard, trailer. All in
very good condition. Used last 25 years
for family recreation on Folsom Lake.
Asking $3,000. (916) 342-2546 or (916)
967-9459.
SANTANA 22, 1968. Hull # 28, 6 hp
Yamaha. New Pineapple racing sails
including main, jib, genoa, spinnakers.
3 additional jibs and main. Additional
fairlead tracks and winches on cabin.
Lines led aft. Race ready. Alameda Marina
sail-in slip. $4,800. Ron (209) 988-2012 or
wajwriter@aol.com.

BLUEWATER DELIVERY • SURVEY
Over 100 deliveries from Mexico to Canada
All vessels • 20 years experience
USCG Master • Member ABYC • SAMS SA • (415) 722-7695
NEW for 2006! • HIGH DEFINITION PRINTS
256 INCREDIBLE SHADES! • CHART SAVINGS UP TO 80%
Worldwide • Sample Chart $5 • Affordable E-Chart back-ups

Bellingham Chart Printers Division, TIDES END LTD., PO Box 1728L, Friday Harbor, WA 98250

800-643-3900 • Fax 360-468-3939 • Web: www.tidesend.com

VENTURE 24. Trailer, cast iron keel, 8 hp
Johnson, five sails plus spinnaker, PortaPotti, airscoop. Equipped, ready to launch.
$2,700. (916) 635-8489.
14-FT MERLIN ROCKET. The elegance
of mahogany. The thrill of ‘hot rod’ lines
and performance. Built 1976, England.
New main and jib. Fully adjustable. Quick,
planes in 12 knots. Hand/car trailer.
Moving. $950. Geoff (707) 399-8219 or
gogeoff@gmail.com.

25 TO 28 FEET
NEWPORT 27, 1974. Ideal, fast, coastal/
Bay family cruising boat. Fin keel, new
Yanmar 17 hp diesel, three sails, two anchors, stove, VHF. Sleeps 4+2. Included:
36-ft slip at Pier 39, SF. Original owner.
Fair/good condition. Combination fast sale
priced $16,000. (415) 310-5888.
RANGER 26, 1972. Good condition. 10 hp
Honda, fix keel, full batten main, 4 bags of
sails, full winter cover. Trailer. Freshwater
boat, Tahoe. Double forestay, CB radio.
$6,500. John (530) 541-2442.
STOLTZ 25 SLOOP, 1982. Bottom
painted 2004. New: 6 hp Mercury 4-stroke
outboard with easy lift, cockpit and interior cushions and stereo. Sails: Main, jib,
genoa. 2 single, 1 double berths. Moss
Landing. $3,900. Call (831) 682-6331.
MacGREGOR 26S, 1992. Fresh water,
custom cruising interior, solar panel.
Honda 8, internal halyards and boom.
Lines led aft, all new Doyle racing sails
with spinnaker. Modified foils, rebuilt trailer
with brakes. One person rig and launch.
Asking $13,750. Dave (559) 673-2344.

27-FT SS DESIGN, 1968. Built by Bandholm in Holland. New rigging, chainplates,
turnbuckles, motor mounts, 40 gal ss
fuel tank, plumbing, electrical. New paint
on hull, deck and bottom. Full keel,
Yanmar 2Qm15. Boat needs finish work,
must sell. $3,000. (321) 446-1252 or
michaelmccarthy14@lycos.com.
PROFESSIONALLY BUILT 26-FT 6ton fiberglass double end cutter. Teak
cockpit, Yanmar diesel, new rigging, 7
excellent sails, windlass, vane, liferaft,
radar, dinghy, etc. Loaded. Most gear
new. Ready. Great Monterey mooring.
$23,000. Call (831) 521-4921 or email:
sallyanddennis@yahoo.com.

CATALINA 27, 1977. Dinette version
with Petter 16 hp diesel. This boat has
many upgrades & extras. Can be cruised
or raced. (707) 528-9520 or email:
nemphi@aol.com.
BALBOA 26, 1976 with 4-wheel trailer, all
in good shape. 1,200-lb swing keel, 9.9 hp
4-stroke Yamaha electric start. Sturdy, well
built. Sleeps 5. Self-tending working club
jib, 150 % genoa, all lines aft. Beautifully
balanced sailer, great Bay boat. Wonderful cruises to San Juans, Gulf Islands,
Baja, Lakes Powell, Mead, Delta, Santa
Cruz/Monterey. Porta-Potti, propane
stove, KM, DS, radio. Delta awning. Many
cruising extras, small inflatable, 200’ 1/2”
anchor line, 17# Bruce, 11# anchor, etc.
$7,900/obo. (650) 948-3010.
MacGREGOR 26X, 1999 with 70 hp Suzuki 4-stroke, better than new condition,
less than 2 hours on sails, less than 100
hours on engine, lots of extras, always
covered, never left in water. $18,900.
(408) 268-4573 or paul5z@comcast.net.

CATALINA CAPRI 26, 1990. Beautiful
and well maintained. Full keel, 9.9 Nissan,
open transom, speed/depth, new North
sails with furling, dodger, tiller, 2 water
tanks/batteries, spacious cockpit, large
bathroom, aft cabin, cruiser/racer. Los
Angeles. $18,500. Call for email. (310)
487-1309.
CAL 225 Mk II, 1979. $8,500/obo. Jensen
sloop, surveyed 8/03. Yanmar YSM8,
300 hours. New standing rigging, hauled,
bottom painted, 8/03. North main and jib,
good. Large V-berth, head, sink, forward.
Galley, sink, icebox, pressure water, all
safety gear. Inverter, 2 battery combo,
electric and manual bilge. VHF, new
compass, depthsounder. 10-ft inflatable.
Located Paradise Cay, Tiburon. Call (707)
585-0318 or maclumley@gmail.com.
MacGREGOR 25, 1977. Two sets sails,
easy mast lift, full boat cover, upgraded
interior, all in good condition. Mainly
freshwater sailing. 6 hp Evinrude, trailer.
$4,000. Honda EPA 2006 4-stroke 9.9 hp
outboard for Tahoe. $1,800. Chuck (650)
493-6588 or cethomas@earthlink.net.
ERICSON 27, 1977. Tiller, 2003 Honda
outboard. 2 mains, near-new cover. 3
headsails, spinnaker, holding tank, 2 batteries, built-in charger, knotmeter, depthsounder. Excellent interior. 2 anchors
and tackle. Safety gear. VHF. Lines led
aft. $7,500/obo. Call (916) 944-8713 or
(916) 803-7332.

MacGREGOR 26X, 1996. Motor sailer. 50
hp Tohatsu, low hours. Dual-axle trailer.
Clean, new bottom paint. All lines aft.
Enclosed dodger with windows, screens.
Upgraded galley, interior. Sleeps four.
Berkeley Marina. Great weekend getaway. $19,300. (408) 218-7606.

PEARSON 26 OD, 1978, Hull #29. 9.9
Evinrude, Pineapple sails, wheel, roller
furling, custom rudder, wisker pole, new
standing rigging 2004, sail cover 2005.
Great daysailer. Extra sails: Genoa, main.
$8,000/obo. Berthed in Richmond. Gary
(510) 889-8959.

NEWPORT 28, 1981. Saucy C&C design
in great shape. Wheel, Universal diesel,
Harken roller furling, North main/jib, adjustable backstay, enclosed head. Cruising chute and original sails included. Your
basic coastal cruiser. $11,100. Call (510)
658-1741 or rgriffoul@sbcglobal.net.

Alameda, CA -- (510) 523-6011

SANTA CRUZ 27, HULL #2, 1974. Hull,
mast, boom, trailer, 4 hp Johnson ob,
all solid condition. Original sails. Needs:
Electronics, standing/running rigging. On
trailer, new tires. Brookings, OR. $4,000.
Sam (541) 469-4281 or (541) 412-0612
(lv msg).

ISLANDER 26, 1977 AND SCHOCK 26,
1965. Both with trailers and both always
in fresh water in Tahoe, no rust, extra
equipment and sails. $3,500/each/obo.
Barry (805) 440-5651.
DUFOUR 27, 1974. Sound, fiberglass hull.
Great condition, clean, fully equipped,
2 mainsails, 4 headsails, VHF, inboard
10 hp freshwater-cooled Volvo diesel.
Full galley, standing headroom. Berthed
Coyote Point Marina. $14,000/obo. Call
Dick (408) 358-0384.

CORONADO 26. Galley, 5 hp outboard,
one main, three jibs, recent running rigging, roller reefer, bilge pump, 3 step
charger, shore power, sleeps 4. Berkeley
slip. $2,500/obo. David (925) 381-5523 or
Dpastorcid@aol.com.
CAL 25, 1975. Pop-top model. Great
singlehander, great condition. 1998 8 hp
4-stroke Evinrude, electric start, remote
gear/throttle control. Furling jib, Walker
Bay 8’ dinghy with sail kit. Recent upgrades: New battery, bilge pump, motor
mount. $5,500. Call (415) 508-0827 or
wildduck1975@yahoo.com.

MILLER 28, 1974. Canadian-built, full
keel, bluewater fiberglass sailboat. Keelstepped mast, oversized standing rig, 12
hp Yanmar, standing headroom, all lines
aft, roller furling headsail, wheel or tiller,
new bottom paint, no blisters. $5,500/obo.
(707) 823-0390.
CATALINA 250, 1995. Excellent condition,
Tahoe boat, water ballast swing keel version, 9.9 hp Merc ob. Galvanized dual-axle
trailer. Easy rig and launch. $16,950. Call
Greg (530) 308-0331.
RANGER 26 with fixed keel. One set of
sails, 2 outboard motors, Porta-PottI, fresh
water tank, sink, table, sleeps 3+ inside.
Very sound, no leaks or problems, ready
to sail. $3,000. (707) 616-4354 or email:
lem7001@humboldt.edu.
CATALINA 27, 1975. BMW rebuilt diesel,
many upgrades, 4 bags, tiller, dodger,
autopilot. Reduced $1,000, now $6,500.
In Ventura Co. (818) 363-6914.

All-Marine Electronics & Electrical
✦ System Design ✦ Troubleshooting / Repair ✦ AC & DC ✦ Quality Installation ✦ Licensed & Insured ✦
✦ Radio & RADAR ✦ Antennas & Mastwork ✦ Integrated Navigation Systems ✦ Auto Pilots ✦
✦ Battery Monitoring Systems ✦ Alternators, Regulators ✦ Solar ✦

CHOATE CF 27. Race/cruise. New faired,
epoxied racing bottom. PHRF champion.
Full sail inventory, adjustable everything,
VHF, outboard. 5’9” headroom. Fits in
24’ slip. Great in light air/heavy air/chop,
strong & fast. Emergency forces reduced
price. $9,000/best offer. (310) 398-1430.

29 TO 31 FEET
SANTANA 30. Diesel, MaxProp, jacks,
4 headsails, full batten main, wheel
steering with autopilot. Excellent condition and sharp looking. On the hard in
Napa. $20,000/obo. Email for more info:
robclair@comcast.net or (707) 935-8898,
ask for Bob.
NEWPORT 30 Mk II, 1982. Gary Mull
design in excellent condition inside and
out. 2-year-old main, 3-year-old 90% jib,
spinnaker. Harken furler, Lewmar selftailing winches, lines led aft, new bottom
paint Oct. ‘05, new standing rigging Feb.
‘05, lifelines 5 years old. Depth and knot
meters, diesel engine serviced Oct. ‘05.
Great cruiser/racer. Sleeps 6. More details/photos by email: lee1@pge.com or
(925) 933-9890 (eves) or (415) 973-2331
(days). Asking $23,000.

ALPHABOAT graphics
Creative and durable vinyl lettering, artwork and logos for your boat.

alphaboatsue@aol.com • (510) 599-1197

VOLPAR, Inc.

(408) 986-0848 • (800) 258-4545
Parts / Service • Penta Only
M-F 10am-8pm • Sa-Su 10am-7pm (pst)
email: Volpar@Volpar.com
June, 2006 •
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CATALINA 30, 1979. A-4, 630 hours. Perfect and strong, constant upgrades, 2nd
owner. Davits, upholstery, Awlgrip mast,
ground tackle, batteries and Tru-charger.
North sails, 150, 110, 90. Tiller. Bottom
10/05. $11,500. Terry (916) 777-7095.

The fast mainsail-flaking system
• Fast – release one hook per side to deploy
• Value – backed by a 5 year warranty
• Convenient – no sail or sail cover modifications
• Secure – with 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 support lines per side
• Choices – custom made for your boat
• Safety – no falling over the mainsail!

480-993-5280 • www.jiffyjax.com
Email: service@jiffyjax.com

Patent Pending

Stainless Steel
Chain

PACIFIC SEACRAFT MARIAH 31, 1978.
Cutter, LOA 39’, singlehander. Monitor
self-steering, lines led aft. Tillermaster,
sails, chain rode, new windlass, diesel.
Montgomery 9’6” sailing dinghy with 2003
Honda 8 hp. On 35’ mooring, Newport
Beach. Everything for $98,700. (714)
381-5610.
NEWPORT 30, 1976. Zarpa. Must sell,
bought other boat. New standing rigging.
Anderson self-tailing winches, Garhauer
vang, pressure water. Good running Atomic 4. Extra sails. Race ready Bay and Delta
cruiser. Well maintained. Price reduced:
$11,995. Call Donn (510) 538-7333.

Strength, Quality
and Dependability…
plus a Lifetime Warranty!

Custom lengths
in link sizes from 5/32" to 1"
in Proof Coil and BBB Chain

Stainless Steel Marine Hardware,
Rigging & Fittings at Reasonable Prices.
See our complete catalog and order on the Web:

Or call toll-free for catalog and to order

(888) 433-3484

MARINE

ENGINE CO.
PERKINS • YANMAR • ATOMIC 4 • VOLVO
WESTERBEKE • UNIVERSAL • BETA MARINE

CALL NOW FOR LOW ENGINE QUOTES
• Engine Repowering and Rebuilding
• Engine Sales, Service and Parts
• Complete Marine Engine Service

(415) 332-0455

ISLANDER 30 Mk II, 1971. New Yanmar
diesel. 5 sails, all in good condition. Recent bottom paint. Dinette, depthsounder,
new batteries, recent survey 2005. $7,500/
obo. Motivated. George (707) 882-2942
(wk) or (707) 882-2321 (hm).
BEAUTIFUL 1994 HUNTER 29.5 with
custom teak cabinets. Easy sailing in a
very comfortable boat. Loaded with all
amenities, leather wheel cover. Custom dodger, standard Hunter electronics, radio, professionally washed each
month. $39,500. (510) 582-8142 or email:
savillan1@aol.com.
BRISTOL 30, 1972. New List-reconditioned A-4. Monitor windvane, VHF, full
keel, tiller. Located Loch Lomand Marina.
$9,000/obo. Will trade for Yankee Dolphin
or similar with trailer. Talk to me. Call Kevin
for appt. (775) 843-0891.
COLUMBIA 29 Mk I, 1964. S&S design,
sloop. Fiberglass with encapsulated lead
keel, Palmer gas auxiliary. Berkeley berth
a possibility. $3,000/obo. Write to: Mozart,
PO Box 2552, Mendocino, CA 95460.
ISLANDER 30. Reliable Atomic 4. Well
equipped. Two autopilots, two GPSs, lots
more. Singlehanded, seaworthy. It breaks
my heart, but I must sell her. $3,300. (650)
728-7702.
ERICSON 29. $4,500. Hauled and bottom
paint October 2005. Honda outboard. A
good boat. Needs some cabin work. Boat
in Emeryville. (916) 769-4876.

CASCADE 29, 1974. Beautiful, clean
sloop. Quality built. New $2,000 main,
radio, lifelines, batteries. Rigging good.
Extensive recent work on Atomic 4, runs
great. Tridata, GPS. Pt. Richmond berth.
$9,900. Call (707) 578-0130 or email:
gffpwr@yahoo.com.
PACIFIC SEACRAFT 31, 1986. Cutter,
loaded with factory options and extras.
Great condition. Windvane, autopilot.
Radar, EPIRB, 3 VHFs, 2 GPSs. CQR
and Fortress. Solar, refrigeration. Low
diesel hours. Avon and 3.3 Merc. Ventura. $89,500. <http://www.members.
cox.net/ps31capella> (805) 895-4189 or
ps31capella@bigfoot.com.
OLSON 30, HULL #198. Warpath. Very
nice boat, ready to race or daysail,
double-axle trailer, 5 hp outboard motor.
Dry sailed. Good sail inventory. Double
spreader. New standing rigging 2003.
Lying Santa Cruz. $14,900/obo. Call
Ryan (831) 234-3229 or Geoff (831)
595-4180.
CATALINA 30 TMBS. Ultimate all-around
weapon, all the extra gear. Tall mast,
bowsprit, spinnaker, 2 jib halyards, 2
spinnaker halyards, full batten main, 3
headsails, rigid vang, tiller, all controls
aft. Universal M25 diesel, new bottom
and upholstery. $26,500. (650) 577-2933
or bruce.paris@cbre.com.
PRIME BERTH, BERKELEY MARINA.
Upwind ‘O’ Dock. No waiting. Comes with
sailboat. Islander 30, Mk II, 1971. Old,
classic warrior looking for new TLC owner.
Second owner. $5,000. Send email for full
particulars, good and bad, via return email:
islander30.1971@yahoo.com.

HUNTER 28.5, 1986. Dodger, hot water,
Yanmar diesel, autopilot, VHF, shower,
stove, Harken furling, inverter, wheel
steering, 3 battery banks. Sleeps 6.
$15,000. Call (707) 631-9464 or (707)
249-5109 or johnny@wunderbar.com.
NEWPORT 30 Mk II, 1976. Excellent
condition, original owner, fully equipped
for cruising, sleeps 6, new CNG stove/
oven, AM/FM/CD, 45 gallons fresh water,
holding tank, rebuilt Atomic 4, GPS, VHF,
depthfinder, knotmeter, autopilot, roller
furling jib, extra sails. $18,500/obo. (714)
637-5338.
PEARSON 30. No engine. Needs to be
rewired. Interior ok. Mast and rigging ok.
$2,000. (831) 462-2742.

Private Sailing Instruction
• Individual instruction on your boat to meet your needs and goals
• Certified instructor • 25 yrs experience • USCG 100 ton Master
• Available for skippered charters and West Coast deliveries
• Dan at (650) 325-1147 or elizabethdan@earthlink.net

WOODRUM MARINE
Specializing in custom interior
cabinetry, tables, cabinets, countertops,
cabinsoles. For power or sail.
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CARPENTRY

Mobile cabinet shop
Call Lon Woodrum at:

415-332-5970

/

CATALINA 30, 1985. Three-cylinder Universal diesel, wheel steering, self-tailing
winches, hot/cold pressure water. Needs
TLC. $ 17,900. Absolutely must sell. (831)
295-1360.
EXCEPTIONALLY CLEAN HUNTER 30,
1980. Recent and new items include: Jib,
head, holding tank, sanitation hoses, all
thru hulls and seacocks, water heater,
portlights, upholstery and cushions, hull
liner, lines and running rigging. $13,750/
obo. Gary (916) 383-2150 (days).
ERICSON 30+, 1985. Full batten main,
two jibs, Harken furler, repowered with
Yanmar diesel, 225 hours, new standing
rigging and lifelines 2004, self-tailing Barients, wheel steering, dripless stuffing box,
microwave oven, VHF, depth, speedo,
no blisters, excellent condition. $30,000.
(415) 479-5755.

32 TO 35 FEET
COLUMBIA 5.5 METER. Impatient is
completely restored from keel up, better
than new. Classic fiberglass sloop, superb
daysailer for family to play on or learn on.
Newly painted heavy-duty 4-wheel trailer.
Call Captain Bill Jarvis (510) 521-8075 or
capt207@aol.com.

PEARSON TRIDENT 31, 1978. Hull #6.
Richmond Marina Bay, F dock, 186. 24 hp
Volvo Penta diesel, very good condition,
very clean. Main and jib, Garmin GPS,
tiller steering, stereo, head, galley, 6-ft
headroom. (510) 527-2312.

33-FT APHRODITE 101, 1979. Sleek,
looks like a Swan. Easy to sail. Self-tacking jib, rod rigging, PHRF 132, Yanmar
diesel, two 100% jibs, one 150%, two
spinnakers. Just hauled 5/06. Alameda berth. Call (510) 527-1477 or email:
adlib81@comcast.net.

NEWPORT 30, 1972. Roller furling jib, full
batten double reef main in great shape,
6+’ headroom, spacious cabin, anchor
and rode. VHF, compass, depthsounder
and more. Atomic 4 needs work. Marina
Bay, Dock E. $7,500/obo. Call Jack (530)
241-5622.

CAL 35, 1981. This vessel has received
impeccable maintenance and is in excellent condition. It has an extensive list of
equipment that makes it a completely
self-contained cruiser. It is comfortable,
fast and strong. Call (619) 840-1011 or
tntaune@msn.com.

CATALINA 30, 1977. Atomic 4 inboard.
Main and 2 jibs. Autopilot. New LPG
system. Clean interior, newer upholstery.
$9,000/obo. (707) 753-1313.

MORGAN 33 O/I, 1976. $33,000. New
Volvo, feathering prop 60 hours. Quantum
main, 110% headsail 3 years old. New
electronics. Hard vang. Clean and big,
11.8’ beam. Liveaboard. Displacement
and sea-kindly shape handle Bay winds
comfortably. See: <sepwww.stanford.
edu/sep/brad/Pics/Boat/Interior/> Brad
(650) 400-6158.

RAWSON 30, 1981. Offshore ready. Spacious, comfortable and strong. Rebuilt
Volvo diesel, radar, GPS, SSB, windvane, fridge/freezer, 6 sails and much
more. Asking $39,000. In La Paz, Mexico
and ready to sail the world. Email Jay:
travellinglows@yahoo.ca.

CATALINA 30, 1980. All new rigging, large
sail inventory. New 3-cyl diesel, under 60
hours. Force 10. All new interior, SSB,
radar, much more. $26,800/obo. (925)
372-0475.

1D35, HULL 29. Outlaw. Always drysailed, freshwater boat. Quantum sails: 3
mainsails, 7 jibs, 6 spin, 1 code 0. B&G
Hydra2000 Ocean Package, Garmin GPSMAP 180, NAVTALK, Autopilot ST2000,
and Triad trailer. One-owner boat, stored
in an indoor heated facility. Sailed only
3 major regattas per year. Boat located
in Muskegon, MI. Transportation can be
arranged. Call Mario (415) 546-7245 or
email: mario_yovkov@yahoo.com.
MASON 34 DOUBLE-ENDED SLOOP.
10’6” Beam. Hull only. Honduras mahogany, strip-planked. Tiller steering, full keel.
Built by owner, always inside. You custom
design the interior. Located in Montana.
$15,000/obo. (801) 673-0975.

35-FT C&C 34R, 1990. Racer/cruiser in
great condition. Wheel, full galley, head
with shower, microwave, inverter, B&G,
Furuno radar/plotter, A/P, Profurl, battcars,
good sails, much more. Tacoma, WA.
$69,900/offer. Mark (253) 851-4497 or
mark@ays.com.

NEW ZEALAND-BUILT SLOOP. 1-1/2”
Kauri. Hull is edge-glued, timbers laminated. Tight hull, solar panels, 5 berths,
interior immaculate, new propane stove/
oven, head with holding tank, 20 hp outboard, sails OK, plenty of ground tackle.
$15,000. (831) 277-3971.

DOWNEAST 32, 1977. Cutter with
refurbished main, staysail, 110 genoa,
yankee. 30 hp Farymann diesel. Radar,
depthsounder, Loran C, GPS, Icom VHF.
New standing rigging. Needs some work
but still a very strong seaworthy vessel.
(510) 912-8946.

COLUMBIA SABRE 5.5, 32.5-FT. $8,500.
Cabin, head. Hull #120. New rigging, new
furler. Two sets sails, spinnaker. 1998
Johnson Sailmaster 9.9. Original bronze
trim and winches. Survey from 2002. Very
fun boat. Make offer. (408) 396-7698.

32-FT SLOOP BY LEGENDARY SWEDish builder Marieholm. New rigging,
fasteners, autopilots, etc. Beautiful and
cruise ready, built for Mexico or the
world. Must see, lots of sails, A-1 shape.
Asking $27,500/offers. Call Todd (510)
575-5880.

VOLVO PENTA
Specialist Dealer Since 1980
ESKELUND MARINE • (510) 523-7670

1913 Clement Ave • Alameda Marina • Bldg 13 at Pier 2

NOR-CAL COMPASS ADJUSTING

Magneuto™ System Exclusively
Boat Remains in Berth • Eliminates Deviation
Authorized Compass Repair • All Major Brands
Hal McCormack
•
Phone/Fax: (415) 892-7177

CAL 33, 1972. Lots of upgrades, furling
headsail, F/B main, Yanmar diesel. All new
electronics/instruments, recent haulout,
well equipped for cruising. Monterey
Municipal Harbor slip. For details see:
<www.schellenbergweb.com/boatforsale>
(831) 688-5543.
RAFIKI 35, 1980. New jib, cushions,
one hour on engine post-overhaul, one
month on new bottom paint. A solid deal
at $40,000. South Beach Harbor. Call
(916) 635-3820.
ERICSON 32, 1974. Universal diesel
2002. Standing rigging new 2004. Halyards led aft. Recent haulout 2005. New
plumbing and head. Pressure water,
oven, 3-burner stove. Great boat, ready
to sail the Bay today. $13,000/obo. (775)
342-8145.
ROUGHWATER 33. Thomas Gilmer design. He designed the Southern Cross 31
sailboat. This is a strong, proven circumnavigator. Fiberglass. Traditional doubleender. Lots of teak. Sloop with removable
inner forestay for storm jib. Furl-Ex roller
furling on headstay. Fleming windvane
(outstanding). Tillerpilot (electronic) by
SimRad. Solar panel. Simpson-Lawrence
windlass. PUR-40 watermaker. Furuno
GPS. Professional epoxy barrier coat on
bottom of hull. Reliable 20 hp Yanmar
diesel. $34,500. (650) 851-7795.
TARTEN TEN, 1980. Diesel, complete
sail inventory, new standing rigging,
recent haulout, all records, spare parts.
$10,500/obo. (831) 247-7013.

PACIFIC SEACRAFT 34, 1996. Crealock
sloop. Rigged for singlehanded offshore
cruising. Oversized winches, Seafrost 12v
refrigeration, propane stove, microwave,
B&G instruments, ST4000 A/P, ICOM402
VHF. Berthed Shelter Island, San Diego.
$146,700. For detailed info call (949)
489-1529.
COLUMBIA 34 Mk II. Beautiful custom interior, new Volvo diesel. One of the nicest
34-footers that you will ever find. Roomy
too. $42,000. Call (541) 264-0343. Photos
at: <http://s75.photobucket.com/albums/
i289/jtwhitefish/Matsu/>

HALLBERG-RASSY 31, 1978. Finances
force me to sell this boat that I really love.
If you’re looking for one of these boats
you’ll want this one. There’s probably none
nicer. Looks new and original. $45,000.
(805) 471-6863.
HUNTER 290, 2001. $10,000 upgrades
for 2004 Baja Ha-Ha. Radar, autopilot,
GPS, spinnaker and sock, jacklines,
spares. Spacious salon, 2 cabins, galley
with stove, shower/head. Furling headsail,
self-tailing winches, inboard diesel. Capable coastal cruiser. $54,950. Rick (510)
620-1969 or rjwhitfi@comcast.net.

32-FT COLUMBIA 5.5. Open cockpit
racer/daysailer. Excellent sail inventory.
$3,500. Please call after June 18: (707)
644-3366 or farwest33@msn.com.

34-FT WILLIAM GARDEN KETCH, 1966.
Mahogany on oak, copper riveted. New
shaft, prop and transmission. Perkins
diesel, radios, depthfinder, Sat Nav.
Needs some hatch work. Very clean,
great all-weather sailer. Liquidation sale.
$10,700/obo. Mike (925) 325-6301.
RANGER 33, 1978. Prefer selling 1/2
share, but will sell all. Upwind Berkeley
berth, well rigged, well kept, good condition, full sail selection, Atomic 4. Great
Bay boat, full galley. $22,000/obo. Call
DJ (415) 515-1353 for full specs, photos
and test sail.
345 FAST YACHT, 1983. Rare Camper
Nicholson, great sail or liveaboard. New
interior with teak and Koa wood. Rebuilt
Pathfinder engine, roller furling, Autohelm,
fore and aft cabin. Standing rigging good
shape, running rigging crap. $42,000/obo.
(775) 354-2795.

MARINE SURVEYS • Jan Van Sickle
Member: SAMS – AMS & ABYC

Ultrasound Thickness Testing of Steel & Aluminum

jtvs@post.harvard.edu • www.vintageyachts.org
(707) 939-9131 • No travel charge within Bay Area

ADVANCED OFFSHORE

Fall: Victoria, BC to SF, SF to Cabo, SD to Cabo • Spring: Mex to HI, HI to BC
Learning charters: BVI • Caribbean • Bahamas • Pacific NW ~ Families welcome!
Monohulls and Catamarans. ASA, private, chef service available.
www.OrcaSailing.com/Learn • (800) 664-6049 • (360) 671-4056
June, 2006 •
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OUR MISSION:

THE BEST POSSIBLE COVERAGE
AT THE BEST POSSIBLE PRICE
Complete offshore, coastal and Bay cruising
packages from experienced insurance professionals.
Liveaboard insurance

36 TO 39 FEET
HUGHES 38-FT SLOOP. Built 1970 in
Canada. 60 hours on new engine. Pictures available. Asking $36,000. Possible
Monterey slip. Call (831) 915-4984 or
(831) 775-2475.

BILL FOWLER of McDERMOTT COSTA INSURANCE
4049 First Street, #240
Livermore, CA 94550

(888) 408-8108
Fax (925) 606-6216

www.mcdermottcosta.com

Lic.# OB21939

QUALITY SAILS FOR LESS!

PETER NEVADA
(510) 523-3337
bluepelicanmarine@sbcglobal.net

SPECIALIZING IN
HIGH QUALITY
CUSTOM FIT
AFFORDABLE
CRUISING SAILS

SAILMAKERS TO THE WORLD!

•
•
•
•
•
•

Varnishing • Wood Refinishing • Leak and Wood Repairs
Teak Deck Caulking, Fastening, Repairs • Caulking
Port Light and Window Replacement
Gloss and Non-Skid Painting Featuring Sterling LPU
Hardware Installed and Rebedded
Interior/Exterior Restoration

Regina Roberts ~ Owner/Operator
P.O. Box 2658, Alameda, CA 94501

www.thefleetkeeper.com
Tel/Fax (510) 865-9375 • Cell (510) 499-7113

BAYSIDE BOATWORKS INC.

WORK GUARANTEED

Featuring
Paints

STRANGE MAGIC BY HUTTON is for
sale. A 36.8-ft steel sailboat, interior needs
to be done by new owner. As seen in pic
with mast and boom, sails, refrigerator,
diesel engine, etc. Will consider offers. Tamee (408) 956-1849 or (408) 646-7621.
DOWNEAST 38. A 41-ft pilothouse cruiser
with large bowsprit, three-sail cutter rigged
sloop. Just rebuilt original huge Lehman
diesel, one-year-old completely new
standing rigging, everything in excellent
condition, loaded for family and fun.
Doctor’s orders mean you steal this boat,
which has been made virtually new. Two
steering stations, two staterooms, davits,
jiffy reef and lazyjacks, great gear reduction on doubled main, power winch, all
lines back, totally new electrical with 8
new batteries and two chargers, electric
windlass, etc. Perfect ladder, great Bay
and Delta canvas, long list, everything with
attention to quality, durability and detail.
A steal for $69,000/obo. For pictures see
<http://www.ilpp.org/personal/boat/> Call
(510) 486-8340 or email: kal@ilpp.com.

FREEDOM CAT-KETCH, 1986. $69,900.
San Diego. Weekender or liveaboard or
shorthanded cruiser. Comfortable and
easy to sail. Pictures and description:
<www.freedomsailboat6252.blogspot.com>
Email: badkitty_barclark@yahoo.com.
FARALLON CLIPPER 38, 1955. Hauled
May ‘06, Stockton. New deck, topside,
boot, and bottom paint. Brightwork refinished. Interior defunkified. Looks, runs
(and smells) great. Decent sails. Shipping
to San Diego if not sold by July. $12,500.
Dan Payne, (619) 507-6129.

CAL 37, MODIFIED CAL 40. Under
restoration. New diesel, fuel tank, head,
electrical wiring, prop and shaft. Many
extras. Investment + 15%. Daily change.
Approx. $57,000. (562) 301-9736.
CAPE GEORGE 36. Commissioned
2004. Bronze windlass, 4 anchors,
autopilot, radar, depthsounder, VHF, 18
hp Sabb with pitchprop. 6’4” headroom,
offshore capable but unfinished. Located in Baja. Family of 5 needs bigger
boat. Delivery possible. $37,500. Email:
sunbreak@sunbreakea.org.
1964/91 36-FT DUTCH ROUND-BILGED
steel sloop/cutter. Insulated, strong world
cruiser. Total rebuild 1991. Sails well. Allen
Buchanan design. New Yanmar 1509, rig,
sails, radar, windlass, CQR, TMTL. Foldup ss sprit. Hauled out. $29,500/obo. (360)
385-7588 or cliffwds@hotmail.com.

JEANNEAU SUNSHINE 36, 1986. Performance cruising boat with large cockpit,
roomy salon, and three large double
cabins provide lots of room and privacy
for your family and friends. Excellent
racer. Swim platform makes boarding
from a dinghy simple and safe. Yanmar
3GM24/27 diesel. DataMarine instruments for speed, depth and wind. Autohelm 4000 autopilot. Dacron main sail
2001, Dacron #3 2003, Dacron #1, 0.75
oz spinnaker and a storm sail. Harken
roller furling system and a babystay
adjuster. Dripless stuffing box added in
2002 along with Martec two-blade folding
prop. Selling for only $49,900. Interested
parties please call (408) 353-5787 or
benson95033@hotmail.com.
ERICSON 38, 1981. New bottom 12/05.
Newer interior, dodger, roller furling, st
winches, Autohelm, 32 hp diesel, hydraulic
backstay, refrigeration. Great liveaboard,
very comfortable. $58,000, all offers considered. Seller motivated. (650) 438-5377
or (406) 870-0207.
HUNTER 36, 2004. $125,000. This one
is better than new. Owner spent more
time perfecting than using. Call for details
and specifications. New 3-blade prop,
asymmetrical spinnaker. Stackpack main
provides more sail area and full battens.
(925) 284-9080.
ISLANDER 36 FREEPORT, 1981, B PLAN.
Pathfinder diesel, electric windlass.
Excellent condition. Great for cruising or
liveaboard. $61,000. (925) 825-2026 or
jacksandy@astound.net.

BLUE DOLPHIN YACHT DELIVERIES

• • • Local experience • • •
100 Ton CG Master • Sailing and radar endorsements

New Rail 200,000# Capacity To 130'
●

We Specialize in
‘Classic’ Refinishing
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(415) 332-5744
2360 Marinship Way
Sausalito, CA 94965

Joe Guthrie
guthriejoe@hotmail.com • (415) 860-7245

SMALL AD, SMALL PRICES

•

RIGGING ONLY

Standing and running rigging, life lines, furling gear, winches, line, windlasses,
travelers, wire and terminals, blocks, vangs, etc. Problem solving is our specialty.
We are a rigging shop specializing in discount mail order. Free catalog.

www.riggingonly.com • (508) 992-0434 • email: riggingonly@comcast.net

s

t

HUNTER 356. 2002 Boat of the Year.
Class A bluewater cruiser. Take a look then
compare to others. Electronics, electric
windlass, refrigeration, microwave, more
extras. $129,500. (530) 273-2072.

FOLKES 39, 1986 CRUISING STEEL
cutter. This one is as good as it gets, built
solid, well cared for. Made to cruise around
the world. A 39-foot sailing yacht with 5
sails, Yanmar 27 hp. Solar power with 6
deep-cell batteries. Beautiful cedar and
teak wood. Many extras, too much to list.
$58,000. Call Jon (715) 792-5503 (hm).
BENETEAU 361, 2000. Great Lakes
freshwater boat classic. Main with stakpak. Yanmar 27, 362 hours. Autopilot
4000, electric windlass, Zodiac raft. Barrier coat (6). $115,000. Photos: <www.
beneteauowners.net> (925) 895-3660 or
yachtfinder@yahoo.com.
SAMSON C-PETREL 37. Ferro cement
sailboat. $38,000. Owner-builder. Yanmar
diesel, aluminum mast, stainless steel
rigging. Radar, GPS, wind generator,
solar panels, elecric anchor windlass, 7
self-tailing winches, brand new sails and
sailcovers. Propane heater. Rudy (510)
928-9100.

ISLANDER 36, 1979. $42,000/obo.
Very good condition. New mainsail, new
dodger, Harken furler. 1992 Yanmar 24 hp
diesel, 500 hours. Recent survey, many
more extras. (650) 592-1895 or email:
regande@nuevaschool.org.
PACIFIC SEACRAFT MARIAH Mk II,
1979. LOA 36’, LOD 31’, LWL 25’, Beam
10’9”, Draft 4’5”, Displacement 16,000-lbs,
Ballast 6,000-lbs. SA 596 sq ft, Headroom
6’5”. Fiberglass hull double-ender with
full keel and cutaway forefoot. Steering
by wheel and emergency tiller. Fully battened main, staysail, roller furling, foresail.
Yanmar diesel, 30 hp, serviced 10/05.
New rigging 9/03. Trinidad bottom paint
6/05. Radar, GPS, VJHF, SSB/Ham, Muir
windlass and much more. Asking $83,000.
Call Richard (415) 927-2765 (MWF 10 am
to noon or M thru Th, 7-9 pm).

ISLANDER 36, 1973 with repowered
Westerbeke 27 hp diesel, autopilot, windlass, GPS, propane stove with oven, H/C
pressurized water, shower, refrigerator.
New prop, 6v batteries, canvas, carpeting, cushions, bottom and non-slip paint.
Looks and sails like a dream. Custom
Lexan windows. Presently located in
Los Angeles and drastically reduced to
$33,900 to sell this summer. Owner may
consider financing with $18,000 down
and $600 per month for 32 months with
good credit. A great boat at a great price.
(310) 458-1229.
PEARSON 365, 1976. Incredible cruising
value. Radar arch, oversized self-tailing winches, lines run aft, rewired with
new panels. Far too much to continue
here. See <http://home.comcast.net/
~phlyphish/pearson365.html> for more.
Motivated seller at $39,900/obo. (510)
506-1991.
HUNTER 356. Almost all the options available plus upgraded AGM battery banks,
Balmar alt/reg, Link 2000, Pathmaker,
dual-station color radar, chartplotters,
fishfinder, deck-installed liferaft, max prop,
dodger, bimini, dual VHF, cruising spinnaker. $132,500. (707) 225-7890.

BALTIC 43, 1987. A truly beautiful and
well-cared-for vessel, one of only 47 in
the world. She has a very comfortable
and elegant interior that is both sensible
and seaworthy. Fast, responsive, fun to
sail and is well suited for daysailing or
extended ocean passage. Brand new
factory-installed teak deck. Berthed in
Sausalito. $275,000. <www.sfdolphindance.com> (831) 684-2457.

MORGAN 382, 1980. Well equipped, good
electronics, GPS, hard dodger, Perkins
4-108, Autohelm, Monitor windvane,
electric windlass, Adler-Barbour. Asking
$62,500. For specs please call (213)
500-0009 or (213) 999-1450 or email:
oukiva80@hotmail.com.
YORKTOWN 39, 1973. Factory aft cockpit
sloop. 74 hp Isuzu diesel. 2 mains, 130
genoa, 90 jib, storm sail. Norcold refrigerator, GPS, Autohelm, depth, wheel,
furling, oversized rigging, good glass, solid
decks. Comfortable cruiser for good price.
$42,000. Eureka. (707) 407-7124.
HUNTER LEGEND 35.5, 1993. 3 spinnakers, 5 jibs, A/P, GPS, all instruments. Includes Marina Bay condo berth. $75,000.
(415) 606-7573 or ptannerrce@aol.com.

TASWELL 43, 1993. CCC. One-owner
boat fully equipped in excellent condition. New dodger/bimini, Autohelm
7000, Furuno 24-mile radar. Balmar
(ACP750) 275 amp alternator, 40-gph
watermaker, Glacier Bay freezer/refrigerator/AC. Lying Alameda. $279,900.
Information/details/pictures: <http://
www.boats.com/listing/boat_details.
jsp?entityid=101670571> (408) 507-7508
or email: bob@sailboatcruiser.com.

40 TO 50 FEET

KELLY PETERSON 44, 1979. Extensive
refit, completely cruise equipped. Cruising
Mexico. $140,000. (818) 364-1920 for info
and where to view.
FARR 40 ONE TON. Ocean race modifications. All gear required for OYRA offshore
racing. Berthed at Richmond Yacht Club.
$44,950. Call Mike at (916) 769-0299 or
email: mcaplan@golyon.com.

MARINER 48 KETCH, 1979. Center cockpit bluewater sailer. George Stadell design
with spacious traditional teak interior, dual
heads,2 large staterooms. In good repair
with new fuel tanks, many extras and
ready for ocean passage. Located in Alameda, CA. $128,000. (510) 453-5929.
JEANNEAU SUN ODYSSEY 40, 1999. 2
cabins, 2 heads, 56 hp Yanmar, autopilot,
in-mast furling main and genoa, dodger,
bimini, watermaker, refrigeration, freezer,
davits, 4x 110 watt solar panels, inverters,
rigid inflatable, 15 hp, 2 GPSs, satphone,
datalink. Lying Curacao. $138,000. (604)
465-4898 or boatcasa@yahoo.ca.

HARDIN SEA WOLF 40 KETCH, 1973.
Beautifull restoration, new engine, electric,
plumbing, paint and varnish, canvas, refer.
Many upgrades. Ready to cruise. Owner
may carry with 50% down. Possible transferable slip in Los Angeles Harbor. Brokers
welcome. $59,500. (818) 667-3887.
WESTSAIL 43. Illness forces sacrifice.
Boat located in South Texas. First $60,000
gets her. (361) 230-2312.

KELLY PETERSON 44 CUTTER. Mexico vet and class of Baja Ha-Ha 2003.
$127,500. Currently in San Pedro, CA.
Much, much more info, pics and contact
info at: <http://tinyurl.com/md3qg> or call
Tom (213) 500-3545.

MARINE ENGINE CO.

Complete Engine Services • Gas & Diesel
30 Years Experience • Reasonable Rates
Tune-Ups • Oil Changes • Engine Rebuilding, etc.

bsite
our We

CHEOY LEE 48 CENTER COCKPIT.
It is completely cruise equipped. Too
many extras to list. It has it all. This
vessel has proven herself as a comfortable, easy to sail, fast passagemaker.
See at: <http://ALawrence6.photosite.
com/> $160,000. Call (520) 777-0069 or
almarine04@yahoo.com.

(415) 332-0455

www.latitude38.com

isit Latitude, updated daily, in glorious color! Place a Classified Ad with your
V'Lectronic

credit card on our secure server. Buy a LogoWear hat or t-shirt. Subscribe! Peruse
some of our Archives as well as dozens of interesting links. Try it, you'll Love it!!

COLUMBIA 45 SHOAL KEEL KETCH,
1972. Hull #3. Solid and clean motorsailer.
Perkins 4-107 with 425 hours. 200 gal
fuel, 200 gal water. Independent hydraulic
inside steering station. Paneled wood interior throughout. Tiled shower, galley and
heads. Great liveaboard or go anywhere.
Additional photos and info at: <http://
www.msnusers.com/Columbia45Hull3>
$65,000. Call (415) 420-4299 or email:
eprincipe01@hotmail.com.

ADAMS 40, 1984. Steel, excellent condition, cruise ready. $89,500/obo. (619)
297-3209.

MARINE & ENGINE SURVEYORS

Prompt • Competitive • SAMS Accredited
SF Bay Area • Most Surveys at $12 per Foot
Purchasing • Insurance Renewals • Accidents
Sheldon R. Caughey, AMS • (415) 332-2550 or 990-9707

CNI MARINE SERVICES

25-year licensed captain available for yacht maintenance, operation, and deliveries.
Services include varnish, paint, electrical, mechanical, and electronic installations.
Instruction, pre-purchase consultation, and photography also available.
Reasonable rates – Prompt service • (925) 685-6634 • captnedd@sbcglobal.net
June, 2006 •
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McGinnis Insurance
Yacht & Boat Insurance Only
COVERAGE AT ITS BEST

MASON ADRIATIC 48 KETCH, 1980.
Classic and very spacious, lots of storage. Turnkey boat. Exceptionally well
maintained. Photos and full specs at
<www.gaggia.li/Tanya/page0001.htm>
US$189,000 or serious offers. If purchased, $1,000 towards travel expenses.
Email: thoogeveen@highstream.net.

800-486-4008

BIANCA 414, AVION, with new Quantum sails, new bottom paint, new covers, modified rig and keel for enhanced
performance. 41.4’ LOA, 9.5’ beam.
Yanmar diesel, a beautiful boat ready
for anything. $58,000/obo. Call evenings
(510) 524-9166.

Call us at:
mcginnsins@aol.com
License #0570469

Hurth
GEARS

ENGINES

Why wait?
Same day shipping worldwide
Foley Marine Engines
800-233-6539

46-FT STEEL CUTTER, 1992. Industrial/workboat type design. New cockpit,
aluminum hard dodger, hydraulics 2006.
Detroit 353. Sound rig and sails, solar,
vane, etc. $50,000 range or consider
trade on smaller vessel or Eastern Sierra
property. Could finish interior to suit. (408)
656-7745.
41-FOOT GARDEN KETCH, 1976.
Excellent cruising platform at a bargain
price. This boat has cruised the oceans
many times and is ready to go again. Too
many features and equipment for cruising
to be listed. Asking $79,000. Call (415)
454-6008.

(US and Canada)

email: info@foleyengines.com
MONTHLY SPECIALS: www.foleyengines.com

HAWAII

LONG TERM DRY STORAGE
Clear Customs at our dock

888-458-7896
TOLL FREE

156°1'30" W
19°40'20" N

The friendliest boatyard in Hawaii

CHEOY LEE 40 MIDSHIPMAN. New
Yanmar engine, new canvas in enclosed
center cockpit, ketch rigged, fiberglass,
new systems. New Force 10, aft stateroom
with head/shower, forward stateroom with
head/shower. $79,900. Please call Bob
(510) 719-7153.
SPINDRIFT/PETERSON 46, 1983. Big
sister of Peterson 44. Perfect cruiser/
liveaboard. Cutter rigged sloop, center
cockpit, makes easy, fast sailing. Excellent condition, new tankage, wind
steering vane, etc. $125,000. Call (510)
601-6863.
OLD SAILOR LOOKING FOR enthusiastic new owner for 1980 Sampson 42 ferro
ketch, 45-ft overall. Insured. $23,500.
(360) 906-1289.

Hand Crafted, High Efficiency Light
New L.E.D. Night-Vision Option
Alpenglow Lights use the
latest compact fluorescent
and L.E.D. technology for
unmatched efficiency and
light quality. The attractive
wood fixture is available in
several models including
night-vision and splash-proof.
Prismatic lens designed for
wide-angle illumination. Dual
power switch allows choice of bright light or gentle glow.
Also, high-efficiency brass reading light. Brochure includes
helpful information on selecting cabin lighting.
Alpenglow Marine Lights
P. O. B ox 41 5 • E u re ka , M T 5 9 91 7 • 4 0 6 - 8 8 9 - 3 5 8 6
w w w. a l p e n g l ow l i g h t s. c o m
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GREAT OPPORTUNITY. Lots of boat for
the money. 44-ft Roberts steel cruiser,
center cockpit, cutter rigging. Launched
6/02. Cruise ready. Low hours Yanmar
diesel, radar, autopilot, EPIRB, liferaft,
watermaker, electronics, Hogin sails,
Harken roller furling jib and staysail,
LectraSan, too much to list. In Alameda,
CA. $230,000/obo. rbybarra@aol.com or
(510) 928-9100.

BENETEAU OCEANIS 46, 2000. Fully
cruise equipped. Already in Caribbean.
Stern arch with davits, solar panels, Aerogen 6 wind generator. Seafrost freezer.
A/P. GPS, Apex dinghy, 15 hp Mercury
outboard. etc. Excellent condition. <www.
sbcontrol.com/boat.htm> $195,000. (805)
969-3009.

BENETEAU 45f5, 1991. 3 cabins, 2 mains
and 155% jibs, 135% jib, drifter, 3 spinnakers. Deck hardware, autopilot, 1,100
watt inverter, AC/DC switch panel, stereo,
three-battery system with house/starting
and windlass batteries, electric anchor
windlass with chain, rode and 44-lb plow
anchor. Two GPSs, radar, VHF radio,
propane stove and oven, microwave,
pressure water system, hot water heater,
coffee pot and pantry. $85,000. Jim (949)
278-5812.
MARINER 40 FULL KEEL WORLD
cruiser, ketch rig. Rebuilt Perkins 4-236,
all spars rebuilt, new standing rigging, new
decks, housetop, hatches, water heater,
propane tanks. Great liveaboard with
shower, etc. Needs to be finished. Best
offer over $10,000. (707) 258-1494.

HUGHES NORTHSTAR 40, 1975. Center
cockpit ketch. Two cabins, each with
head. Fully equipped, maintained and
upgraded, with radar, GPS, solar and wind
gen, windvane,SSB/Ham. 3 sets of heavy
ground tackle, dinghy with 2 engines,
too much equipment and spare parts to
list. Kayaks, fishing and diving gear, CD
player, TV/VCR/DVD player. Currently
cruising in Mexico for last 2 years. Instructions included. Price reduced: $84,000.
sailinman@earthlink.net.
GOLDEN WAVE 42. Built by Cheoy Lee
1984, designed by Robert Perry for sale
by owner. This is a wonderful cruiser/racer
that has classic teak interior with 2 staterooms. Perkins 4-108, Barient winches,
Furuno radar, Horizon VHF, Benmar autopilot, Datamarine depth, app wind, knot/
log, electric windlass. Possible Sausalito
slip. The boat is in excellent shape with
many new improvements. (415) 846-6919
or email: sailonbaby@gmail.com.

/

SPARKMAN & STEPHENS 42 SLOOP.
$45,000. Aluminum hull, mahogany cabin,
beautiful, classic lines. Herreshoff-type
interior in excellent condition, hull very
sound, exterior could be brought back
to bristol. Built by Derecktor in 1970
to 1960 S&S design. Please email:
barrazeke@yahoo.com.
CHEOY LEE 48. She is completely cruise
equipped. This vessel has proven herself
as a comfortable, easy to sail, fast passagemaker. $160,000. Will take Class
A motor home in on trade. See photos
at <http://alawrence6.photosite.com/>
Email: almarine04@yahoo.com or (520)
777-0069.
CUSTOM BREWER 46 KETCH, 1972.
Teak hull, center cockpit. Major upgrades
in last five years including new 76 hp diesel. Large equipment inventory. $114,000.
Located in San Diego. See details at:
<www.custombrewerketch.us>

VALIANT 40, 1977. Cutter rigged, bluewater cruiser, Perry design. Mexico veteran
2001-02. Ready to cruise, new LP paint,
located in San Diego. Owners of 22 years
must sell. $90,000. See <http://members.
cox.net/ddalton3> for more info. (760)
230-1861.
COLUMBIA 43 Mk III, 1973. Ecstasy.
Rare tall cutter rig, lead keel. Skeg hung
rudder. Documented, Mexico vet. Stiff and
fast Tripp design. Liveaboard possible in
Marin. Huge updated interior. Clean boat,
second owner. New standing rigging 2005.
Profurl, Maxwell windlass, 300’ 3/8 HT,
bimini, more. Used as 6-pack charter boat.
$50,000/firm. No brokers. See photos:
<http://www.wilmermarine.com> Please
call Mike (510) 932-9305.
BENETEAU 461, 1997. 3 stateroom/3
head model, radar, SSB, full instrument
package, A/P, Avon, liferaft, Profurl, new
canvas, Yanmar, inverter, etc. Canal vet.
Fast, reliable, fun. $180,000. Call (760)
579-1093 or keweco@cox.net.

SAMSON 55 FERRO CEMENT SLOOP.
Project boat. New, never been on water.
Built new in Half Moon Bay. On gigantic
trailer. New 85-hp diesel engine, 200 gals
fuel, 150 gals water. Hydraulic steering,
windlass. Dry storage available. $10,000/
obo. Call (650) 224-1462.

CLASSICS

FELLOWS & STEWART ISLAND CLIPPER.
Nirvana. 44’3” auxiliary sloop. 1946
classic, beautiful lines, solidly built, carefully restored. Fast, full keeled, fir on oak/
bronze/African mahogany, coach roof. Full
cover. 6’ headroom, 8’7” draft, 9’10” beam.
Hauled, repainted, varnished, bottom and
topsides, April 2006. Recent survey rates
her in ‘above BUC condition’. Located Alameda. Price reduced: $45,000/obo. Call
Rob (510) 461-2175 or (510) 886-0902 or
robmickele@msn.com.

51 FEET & OVER

THE HYLAS 47, 1986. Designed by
Sparkman and Stephens, center cockpit,
cutter rigged vessel with three staterooms,
two heads with showers. $160,000. (253)
278-8827 or (831) 262-1940 or email:
mwills@istationinc.com.
SEAWOLF 47 LOA. Garden design.
Totally rebuilt in 1994, new aluminum
LeFiell masts, decks, cabin tops. Factory remanufactured Perkins 4-108 with
BorgWarner transmission with less than
800 hours. Harkin #2 roller furling with two
headsails. Manual windlass, solid stainless rails, sterling paint. Very long list of
items. $79,000 or best cash offer. This is a
wonderful sailing boat and she is beautiful.
Our life has taken a turn. Email for photos
and parts list: Webesailinon@hotmail.com
or (510) 428-1575.

1974 HUDSON FORCE 50 PILOTHOUSE.
Ford diesel 250 hours, diesel genset 0 hrs.
Good sails, mechanically sound, 3 cabins,
teak interior, lots of potential, possible
liveaboard slip. $95,000. Serious buyers
only. (650) 302-3446.

98-FT FOOT STEEL KETCH. Good condition, low time machinery, world traveler,
ready to go, got everything you need, good
for charter or great liveaboard. For sale or
trade. (916) 777-5326.

IRWIN 52 STAYSAIL KETCH, 1984. Center cockpit, twin rollers and in-mast furling.
Navtek hydraulics, Maxwell windlass, 3
anchors, cockpit enclosure. 6-cylinder
Perkins, 12.5 Westerbeke generator,
watermaker, bow thruster, 3-station air
conditioner/heater, Trace inverter, radar.
2 GPSs, B&G instuments, autopilot, walkaround queen in aft master, with tub and
shower. 20-gallon water heater, 2 forward
staterooms with heads and showers. 300
Sony CD Jukebox, Yamaha 400 watt stereo and 10 speakers. 8’6” Zodiac with 4
hp. Suzuki and tons more. This is not only
a fantastic sailing vessel but she is also
an excellent family liveaboard. $228,000.
Please call Richard for more information.
(310) 435-5667.
65-FT AMERICAN PRIVATEER STEEL
schooner. Dry-docked in Northern California. No miles on Isutta Fraschini 300
hp diesel engine. On trailer. Washer,
dryer, icemaker, refer/freezer, stove,
oven. Custom tiled bathroom, shower, tub.
Liveaboard. Survey w/pics: <http://home.
comcast.net/~shauna.renee/> Reduced to
$50,000/obo. (831) 251-3252.

1980 MURRAY PETERSON COASTER
III schooner. 42 feet, cedar over oak, teak
and holly interior, 100 hp Detroit diesel,
12-sail inventory. A traditional beauty.
$125,000. Call (208) 315-1050 or email:
lifeepbaker@hotmail.com.

CLASSIC SEABIRD GAFF CENTERboard yawl, Seabird. 26-ft, 33-ft LOA.
Carvel planked (Port Orford cedar above
chine, mahogany below) on oak frames
with bronze fastenings. Sitka spruce
spars, teak decks, 16 hp Yanmar diesel,
recent sails, lots of bronze hardware, full
cover, Tiny Tot wood stove. Solidly built by
Dutch cabinet maker in Mill Valley 1957.
A fast sailing, great looking boat in good
condition. Reluctantly for sale. $9,000.
(415) 252-9491.

MULTIHULLS
GO OUT THE GATE, TURN LEFT. 1964
Tahiti 30 ketch, cedar on oak, Volvo 2003
diesel, large sail inventory, AP, Hassler
vane, wind gen, solar, inverter, cruising
ground tackle. Mexico, South Pacific vet.
$9,500. Call (415) 227-4555 or email:
sail1025@aol.com.

34.5-FT DOUBLE-ENDED KETCH.
Classic Atkins, 1961. Yellow cedar on
Apitong, bronze, Yanmar diesel, teak
deck. Professionally maintained. See at:
<www.cascadecomputing.com/sailboat/
sailboat.html>

CATANA 53, 1994. Outstanding ocean
class performance cruiser. Recent refit,
repower, and survey. Custom rigging. 4cabin owners layout. Bluewater outfitted,
set up to be sailed by two. Proven, safe,
and comfortable. Extensive equipment
inventory. $539,500. Delivery/orientation
available. Info: svtizza@hotmail.com.

18-FT ALPHA CAT. $1,250/OBO. Extra
power from 10-ft beam. Special tilt trailer,
highway legal. Newer sails, trampoline
and trapeze. Photos by fax, no Internet.
Ray (209) 772-9695.

TRYING TO FIND THAT PERFECT, AFFORDABLE PRE-OWNED BOAT?
We just might have the one you’re looking for!
~ ~ ~ Financing available ~ ~ ~

212 International Blvd., Oakland • Rent, buy, or lease
All models in stock • New & Used • Only $35 for a lesson

Call Rudy or Sandy • Alameda, CA • (510) 928-9100

(510) 832-2429

JOHN TUMA BOAT BUILDER
Small craft for rowing, paddling and sailing
Shallow-draft sailboats a specialty

(510) 366-1476

SEGWAY OF OAKLAND

YACHT DELIVERY
Ex-Navy Captain delivering yachts worldwide since 1972
350 ton CG Master • Detailed knowledge Alaska to Panama
Resumé: www.master350.com • (250) 954-0427 • Cell: (250) 951-5201
June, 2006 •
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CORSAIR 36, 2004. Lightly used in
freshwater only. Rotating wing mast, Code
Zero genoa and furler, spinnaker rig, 15
hp Honda, flash water heater, tandem
trailer. The ultimate performance cruiser.
$218,000. Call (831) 426-6849 or email:
bill.jacobs@pacbell.net.

11am to 5pm

34-FT BROWN TRIMARAN. Hull’s
completely rebuilt. Amas freshly painted.
2-cylinder Kubota diesel. Cutter rig, extra
sails. Needs completion. Many extras.
$18,000/obo. (925) 584-7658.

R E P A I R S
R E P A I R S
R E P A I R S

HAYNES SAILS

A full service sail loft
Call

(415) 459-2666
for appointment

60-FT PERFORMANCE CAT, 1999. Four
guest cabins with heads and showers,
two crew quarters. Epoxy, honeycomb
vacuumbag post-cured hulls, structure
hardtop and daggerboard. Calvert Vectran
main, jib and screecher. Yanmars, Harken
hardware, Lewmar hatches, Balmar alts,
2 Glacier Bay refers, freezer. Air cond.,
8 gel cell batteries, flat screen TV, DVD,
VCR, CD, autoprops. One of the fastest
cats in the Caribbean, open, light and
airy. $950,000. Worldwide delivery. Email:
nlbolde@yahoo.com or (340) 998-1976.
USVI.

351 EMBARCADERO
OAKLAND, CA 94606

(510) 465-1093

Save Your Aft!
Using one of our 1400+ patterns or your
own pattern, let our craftsmen create a
comfortable, durable, and stylish set
of all-weather cushions for your cockpit. Find your custom, closed cell foam
cushions at www.bottomsiders.com!

BottomSiders
2305 Bay Avenue
Hoquiam, WA 98550
Page 224 •
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Call Toll Free: (800) 438-0633
Email: cushions@bottomsiders.com
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Fax: 360-533-4474

60-FT EX-DRAG BOAT, 1984. Lots of
hydraulics. 20 kw generator, autopilot.
Would make good conversion, runs great.
$35,000. (925) 783-0605.

42-FT FIBERGLASS RAWSON/MONK
1969, long-range trawler. Supremely
outfitted good condition. 800 gals. diesel,
Naiad stabilizers, hydraulic Get-home,
rebuilt Detroit 453, keel coolers, storm
plates, liferaft, EPIRB, 2 new generators, 2
radars, 2 Nav-Trak Laptop Nav Systems, 2
windlasses, weatherfax, SSB, color depthsounder, autopilot, isolation transformer,
bimini, 1800 watt inverter, 4 anchors,
watermaker, 2 refrigerators, 2 microwave
ovens, watermaker, Webasto heat, roomy
salon and galley, island bed, 2 heads, Lectra-San, stand-up shower, new carpeting,
stern davits, AB inflatable with 9.9 Honda
outboard, Honda Elite motor scooter and
much more at: http://www.sheerfolly.net.
$100,000. (831) 429-1780.

CORSAIR F28R, 1997. Excellent condition. Carbon mast and boom, Calvert sails,
extra spinnaker, 8 hp Honda, updated
rigging, Tacktick Sailmaster, all safety
equipment. Pacific trailer. Long Beach,
CA. Asking 75,000. Call or email for photos and equipment list. (562) 938-7623 or
zekejoseph@yahoo.com.

PARTS
YANMAR • UNIVERSAL • WESTERBEKE
PERKINS • ISUZU • PATHFINDER • ATOMIC 4
SERVICE
DIESEL ENGINES

Barbara Campbell

POWER & HOUSEBOATS

REDUCED: 53-FT FOUNTAINE-PAJOT
luxury catamaran. Totally customized, one
of a kind. Major refit in 2005: New mast,
sails, fridge and more. Family recently
returned from 5-year world cruise. Spacious, light, with panoramic views. All extras. 4 double cabins plus crew quarters.
Was $599k. Now $549,000. See: <www.
Rhapsodie.us> Caren (805) 745-5643 or
caren_edwards@earthlink.net.
CROWTHER 33 DEMOUNTABLE trimaran, Sundowner. Successful SF to
Caribbean cruiser. Successful 100 race
winner with 1993 Singlehanded Farallons record. Value priced $15,000 as is.
Needs work. Call original owner Joe (510)
734-4369 or (775) 972-1431 or email:
joe4ther@yahoo.com.
CORSAIR MARINE 31CC, 1997. #64.
Well maintained. Tapedrive main, jib, spinnaker, screacher, kite, fixed mast, new 9.9
Yamaha, anchors, enclosed, 2 hp dinghy,
trailer, full electronics, autopilot, solar. Las
Vegas, NV. $80,000. (702) 630-4468.

32-FT CLASSIC MONTEREY. Totally
restored Monterey fishing boat, converted
to day boat, sportfisher or Bay cruiser.
All woodwork had been done. New fuel
tanks, hydraulic steering, tinted glass,
etc. GMC 2-71 diesel engine. Needs
to be finished, such as controls, wiring,
exhaust and finishing touches. Must be
seen to be appreciated. $45,000, will
consider any reasonable offer. More pics
and details: ancona@mcn.org or pls call
(707) 964-5423.

65-FT WOOD CLASSIC, 1939. Heavy
built ex-trawler. GMC 12V-71, 21 kw generator. Full electronics. Lots of equipment.
Ready to go. Would make great conversion. More pics/details: ancona@mcn.org.
Asking $112,000 or any reasonable offer.
Call (707) 964-5423.
1964 R. FUNG YARD DRAGONFLY. 32
feet. All teak over Eucalyptus frames.
Perkins 6-354 diesel/overhauled. Electric
water heater, refrigerator, canvas, GPS,
sounder VHF, fishfinder, full head with
shower. Great liveaboard. $22,500. Call
Jim (510) 220-6480.

K

GRAND BANKS 46 ALASKAN, 1969.
Beauty. Twin Lehman diesels with low
hours, generator, dinghy with two davits,
fly bridge, two staterooms and two baths.
$89,500. Call (650) 851-4947.

36-FT KROGEN MANATEE, 1986. Spacious liveaboard cruiser. Economical
Volvo diesel, upgraded electronics and
appliances, 3kw inverter, VacuFlush with
LectraSan treatment. Complete specs
and pictures at: <http://home.comcast.
net/~Our-Salty-Dog> Price reduction,
$135,000. (650) 869-7270.

TUGBOAT YACHT CONVERSION. Completely rebuilt. Classic Rosenblatt design.
Length: 110-ft, Beam: 28-ft, Draft: 12-ft.
Approx: 1,200 square feet living space.
Built 1955, National Steel and Shipbuilding, San Diego, CA. Steel construction.
Custom galley: Mahogany cabinets, stainless 6-burner range, mahogany interior,
hardwood floors. 1 full bath with Jacuzzi
tub, tile walls and floor, pedestal sink.
2 half-baths. Radiant heat with oil-fired
boiler, hi-tech pro galley. See: <http://www.
tugboatsf.us/> $395,000. (415) 380-6213
or email: scott@tugboatsf.us.

LORD NELSON VICTORY TUG 37, Tugstyle trawler built in 1989. Teak interior
with teak/holly cabin sole. Hull is solid
fiberglass. 150 hp Cummins diesel, 7.5
kts at 2.5 gph. Single stateroom with VacuFlush head and separate shower. A/C and
Espar heater. Radar, sounder, VHS, hailer,
power windlass with pilothouse remote,
autopilot, inflatable with 3 hp outboard, s/s
Danforth-type anchor with all chain rode.
$175,000. Call (530) 476-3750 or email:
gfperry@frontiernet.net.

CALIFORNIAN 34 TRAWLER, 1983.
Twin Crusader gas 350s, 300 hours since
rebuild. Excellent condition, all new cushions. AC/DC refrigeration, propane stove,
GPS, depthsounder, windlass. Pullman
berth forward, two singles in mid-cabin,
and separate shower. All reciepts. 6-8 gph
at 8 knots. (650) 743-7521.

26-FT CAULKINS BARTENDER. One of
the best offshore boats ever built. Fresh
300 Series Chrysler FWC V8, 43 mph.
Excellent condition, trailerable, sleeps 2
with head, large cockpit. Hauled 10/05.
Type used by USCG and Aussie Beach
Patrol. $16,500/firm. (510) 830-7982.

1979 HERSHINE SAN FRANCISCO
trawler. Single 120 hp Lehman diesel, teak
removed from main deck, deck refinished
by Svendsen’s, bottom paint 5/06, Webasto heater, AC/DC/propane fridge, propane
stove, possible liveaboard slip in Redwood
City. $79,000. (650) 867-0946.

$89,000. 50-FT CUSTOM remodeled
former WWII mine sweeper. Spacious interior includes loft bed, living room, large,
fully-equipped kitchen featuring generous counter space, antique Wedgewood
stove, dining table that comfortably seats
up to 8, plus bathroom with claw foot tub.
Lots of storage space, including cementslab ‘basement’ where engine used to be.
Fully furnished with satellite dish and recently repainted interior. Electricity, water,
the works. Fully transferable liveaboard
status on one of Sausalito‘s most quiet
and scenic docks. Outstanding views.
Wooden hull refurbished in 2002. Also
comes with small dingy. Step out your front
door and take a paddle on the Bay. Email:
jake33383@yahoo.com for info.

28-FT MONTEREY CLIPPER by Anderson & Christofani, 1918. Hauled 10/05.
Sound condition. Detroit 2-53 diesel,
fresh top end 2004. Engine produces
7 knots and burns 1 gph. Fisherman’s
Wharf berth available. Currently working.
Fully equipped. New boat coming. $8,500.
(510) 830-7982.
43.5-FT LaBELLE TRAWLER. Sausalito
berth. Volvo 165 hp diesels, 500 hours.
7.5 Onan. Large safety glass enclosure,
panoramic vista. Full canvas. Large custom galley. Walkaround queen, tub; guest
stateroom with head. Excellent workmanship. Ask $159,000/will negotiate. May
finance or rent. (415) 331-5251.

COSTA RICA BEACHFRONT • Best Costa Rica Deals

9 acres beachfront, private, all services, calm water, $275,000.
2 cabins, beachfront near Montezuma, all services, 1,000 meters,
only $84,000. 130 acres, only $58,000, ocean views.
<www.YourCostaRicaRealEstate.com> • Toll Free (888) 626-0242

YACHT DELIVERIES

Motor or Sail • Mega Yacht or Family Cruiser • Whatever/Wherever
Our Approach is Professional • Meticulous • Thorough
sailon1@gmail.com
Capt. Greg Snead (415) 846-6919 • Capt. Phil Howe (415) 290-1659

BENETEAU 393 PARTNERSHIP. Beautiful 2002 39-ft cruiser. Sausalito berth. Fully
equipped, full electronics. Great sailing
boat and comfortable below. Carefully
maintained. Two sleeping cabins, large
salon. Non-equity shared use, one year
commitment minimum, from $400/mo.
(415) 331-4900 (day) or (415) 332-4401
(eve).
CATALINA 36, 1983. Dodger, bimini,
Autohelm, 120/12V refrigeration, inverter,
M25 diesel, depth, knot, wind meters,
offshore raft. New rigging, radar, sails, fuel
tank. Alameda berth. 1/4 share one week
per mo. $1,100 and $285 per mo. Experience a must. John (415) 740-4629.
CRUISE REGULARLY ON PEARSON
Coaster 30-ft fiberglass sailboat berthed in
downtown Sausalito. Non-equity partnership, $150/month. Call (415) 332-3414 or
gusvonb@yahoo.com.
SEXY, FAST, AND GOOD LOOKING
Newport 41 seeks experienced Bay
sailors for ongoing partnership. She is
well-maintaned and equipped for Bay and
coastal cruising and easy to doublehand.
Her comfortable upwind slip is in sunny
Marina Bay: Safe, secure, and close to
all the best sailing on the Bay. Equity plus
monthly dues. 3-1/2 years of records are
available. Go to <www.accidentalcruiser.
com> and click ‘Partner Wanted’ or email:
mostlyharmlesssailboat@gmail.com.
1/4 PARTNERSHIP AVAILABLE in
31-ft Dufour sailboat in Sausalito. Classic French design with modern interior.
Dining area, stereo, sleeps seven, full
kitchen, chart desk, head, shower, Volvo
diesel. Well maintained, recently hauled.
Low buy-in cost and dock fees. (415)
335-0550.

SOUTH OF THE BORDER

CONTEMPORARY 40-FT FIBERGLASS
houseboat. Bright, open, custom, 1995.
Nice galley, head, separate shower, open
topside with hot tub, wet bar. Liveaboard or
office. Needs work: Outdrive, engine, floor
and paint. Priced for quick sale. $13,950.
Email owner: forpropert@hotmail.com.
1979 BAYLINER CONQUEST 3150.
Fiberglass motorcruiser. Remodeled
galley and wet bar. Separate head and
shower, forward bedroom with queen
bed and two side berths. Recent hauling,
Chevy V-8s and Volvo drives. New batteries, carpet and paint. $18,950. Email:
yout1234@yahoo.com.

PARTNERSHIPS

18-FT BOSTON WHALER, MONTAUKstyle. 80 hp Mercury ob. New blue bimini
sun-shade and seat covers. LR 20 gal
fuel tank. newer fat tires on custom
trailer. Perm plates. $9,500/obo. Ray
(209) 772-9695.

PARADISE CONDO RENTALS. Marina
residence overlooking N. Vallarta Lagoon,
Banderas Bay. Access to 5-star resort
amenities. 2-bedroom, 2-bath condo or
3-bedroom, 3-1/2-bath, sun deck, palapa,
Jacuzzi, view. See: <www.paradisevillage.
com> Condo info: jnmoores@aol.com or
call (510) 865-7580.
LEARN TO SAIL in the Sea of Cortez.
San Carlos Sailing School, an ASA school
based in San Carlos, Sonora. Specializing in learn-to-sail cruises, vacations.
Also offer boat rentals, day trips. See:
<http://mexicosailing.com> or please call
(800) 874-4830.

AUSTRALIA • GREAT BARRIER REEF
~ ~ ~ www.sailingwhitsundays.com ~ ~ ~
A must-see website for anyone contemplating chartering a vessel in the
Whitsunday Islands • 74 islands • The jewel of Australian cruising
or call our Charter Manager at 011-61 (7) 4946-5299
COMPLETE MARINE WOODWORK
Design / Restoration • Expert European Craftsmanship • Interior / Exterior
Repairs / Maintenance • Marine Windows & Frame Replacement
Wood & Dry Rot Repairs • Varnish Work • Marine Painting
References Available • Reasonable Rates • Call (415) 331-6718
June, 2006 •
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Schionning Catamarans
www.schionningdesigns.com.au

HARDIN 45 KETCH, 1982. Heavy fiberglass, documented, recently and
fully equipped for serious bluewater
cruising. No teak decks but lots below,
aluminum spars, lots of quality gear with
many spares, ready to go. $120,000/offer/trades? Will deliver/help. Email:
shellback8067@yahoo.com.

Jim Milski, U.S. & Canadian Agent

(707) 748-7405

17 Embarcadero Cove, Oakland, CA 94606

(510) 532-1786
Fax (510) 532-3461
evstarmr@ix.netcom.com

Avoid Rocks, Shoals, Excessive Costs and Taxes!
We can help you plan any Maritime Transaction. Resolving
Marine Insurance Coverage, Warranty and Purchase/Sale/
Construction/Repair/Charter Disputes since 1960. Lifelong SF
Bay/Delta/Coastal Racer/Cruiser & Sailor. Affiliate Member,
Society of Accredited Marine Surveyors.

VICTORY/TRINTELLA 40. Located
in La Paz. Van de Stadt design, fiberglass ketch, teak interior. US documented. Center cockpit, rebuilt Perkins
4-236, roller furling, propane stove/oven,
fridge/freezer, autopilot, GPS, radar,
dinghy and outboard. $55,000. Email:
patencasa117@yahoo.com.
AHOY, BAJA HA-HA & SOUTHBOUND
cruisers. Think MexiColder. Custom,
low-amp, affordable refrigeration. Designed and built in the tropics for the
tropics. 100% cruiser satisfaction. Call
on VHF Channel 22 in Mazatlán. Website: <www.mexicolder.com> Email:
sales@mexicolder.com. Internationally
accepted marine surveys too.

BRAND NEW 45-LB CQR-STYLE stainless steel anchor. I now need larger size
for Mexico cruising. $475. Older 8’6”
Hypalon Achilles and 4 hp Johnson. Holds
air, runs great. Needs new plywood floor
boards made. $500. (707) 758-9046.
1993 NISSAN 5 HP 2-STROKE outboard
short shaft. Good shape except swivel
turn lock screw stuck in loose position. 50
hours of usage. Original tool kit, factory
service, owners manual, 3.3 gallon external tank. $400. Mike (805) 384-9851.

SELF-STEERING MONITOR WINDVANE
in good condition with all brackets, fittings,
spare parts, wheel adaptor and manuals,
$1,400. Email for additional details and
photos: mikkal@gmail.com.

CT-41, LA PAZ, MEXICO. Cruise ready.
See: <www.geocities.com/cheznous2029>
$65,000. Email: sv.spirit@yahoo.com.

TRADE
LOOKING FOR OFFSHORE 35 TO 45-FT
sailboat in excellent condition to trade
for 2003 Monaco motorhome, 35 feet,
2 slides, all options. Like new. 3,000 mi.
Warranty through 2011. (541) 420-6020
or dougboudinot@hotmail.com.

WANTED
20-FT ZEPHYR. Prefer fiberglass but
interested in any Zephyr in sailing condition. Call Nancy (209) 957-3361 or email:
nancysilvershadow@comcast.net.

Anchoring sail works
like a wind vane to
reduce swinging.
You'll sleep sounder.

USED GEAR
TWO YANMAR 52 DIESEL ENGINES
each with 3,000 hours, Model #4JH2E,
with or without saildrives, Model #SD31.
74-ft mast designed for catamaran. Teleflex Capilano hydraulic steering parts. Call
(415) 269-5165.

CAD designed plans and pre-cut kits for sail or power cats 24'-68'
For home or professional builder ✯ Ocean-going high performance

www.levelmarine.com
LEVEL MARINE, INC.

MONITOR SELF-STEERING WINDVANE,
in good condition. Will pay $1,800, or
offer if not in good condition. Dale (916)
704-0298.

SPINNAKER FOR ISLANDER 36 or
similar. Tri-radial 3/4 oz. No patches and
in great condition. 45’ leech, 27’ foot,
$550. Dahon folding bicycle, $125. Call
Jim (510) 791-2620.
SAYES RIG. Windvane-type self-steering
gear in near perfect condition. Cell phone
and rig located in San Jose. $1,500/obo.
John (520) 204-2269.
USED PUNCHLINES, DIESEL, $100.
18 hp Universal diesels with almost new
engines, 2 available at $2,500. 1 GM10
Yanmar diesel, complete, $3,000. 14 hp
Westerbeke diesel engine and tranny,
$2,500. Yanmar GSM for parts, $700.
11 hp Universal engine for parts, runner,
$400. (415) 272-5776.
AUTOHELM WINDVANE, SGC SSB/HAM,
autotuner, air conditioner, Avon, Achilles, 2-8 hp outboards, Yanmar spares,
Paranchor, oars, anchors, headsails,
stainless ballard, BBQ, chain, line, blocks,
scoops, trilite, gallows, charts, books,
Glendenning engine synchronizer, drysuit, compass, Baja filter, Bangstick,
chainplates, bow roller. (415) 497-3731
or brad-low@sbcglobal.

Does your boat have a diesel smell? A head smell?

A musty smell? Mildew or mold? Eliminate these problems with

FRESH AIR TO GO • www.freshairliving.com/lindaritz
(password: guest) See for yourself how it works, then call me,
Linda Ritz • (209) 586-3947

SHARE YOUR ADVENTURE!

Free web journals for sailors. Keep in touch
with family & friends • Premium accounts
add video, map-tracking, offshore posting.

Fast, easy setup • Great support!
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PALMER P-60 27HP GAS ENGINE, 2:1 reduction, V-drive, $750. Marine washer/dryer, Equator EZ3600 CEE ventless, $500.
Origo 3000 alcohol stove, $150. Trades?
(541) 264-0343 Newport, OR. Pictures
at: <http://s75.photobucket.com/albums/
i289/jtwhitefish/items%20for%20sale/>

CLUBS & MEMBERSHIPS
SINGLE SAILORS ASSOCIATION welcomes all levels of experience. Members
enjoy daysailing, cruising, group sails,
socials, etc. Monthly meetings 2nd Thursday of month, social 6:30 p.m., meeting
7:30 p.m., Oakland Yacht Club, 1101 Pacific Marina, Alameda. Guests welcome,
PICYA member. Call (510) 273-9763.
<http://www.sail-ssa.org>.

NON-PROFIT
USED DIESEL ENGINES. Volvo MD2B,
tired, good for rebuild, tranny included,
complete, $700/obo. Perkins 4-107, low
hours, out of 30-ft lifeboat, converted from
hydraulic, hand start to 12 volt starter and
alternator, shaft and prop included, 95%
complete, $1,250. Volvo 2040, like new,
180 hours, in shop for new valve job, no
tranny, 40 hp, $5,500/obo. Ray (209)
772-9695.
PACTOR IIE MODEM, $350. Spinnakers:
1/2-oz drifter, $400; 1/2-oz asymmetrical
spinnaker, very good condition, $600; 3/4oz tri-radial spinnaker, used twice, $1,500.
Spinnaker sock, $200. Genoas (all have
#6 luff tape): UK tapedrive 150%, never
used, $1,500; 130% with UV cover, good
condition, $500; UK tapedrive 125% with
foam luff and UV cover, excellent condition, $800. Set of spinnaker sheets and
guys, $100. Above sails for Morgan 382 or
any boat with I=46’. (510) 749-4911.

MISCELLANEOUS

MARIN POWER & SAIL SQUADRON
promotes high standards of navigation
and seamanship, offers members free
classes ranging from Seamanship to
Celestial Navigation plus cruises and
social events. Next class in Novato: July
11, 12, 18, 19. For details and registration
call (415) 883-6777.
GPS FOR MARINERS will be conducted
by Santa Clara Power Squadron, Sail &
Power Boating, on Tuesday, starting July
11th at Boaters World, 3291 Stevens
Creek Blvd, San Jose at 1830. Seating
is limited. For more information call Lu
(408) 448-9250 or see: <http://www.usps.
org/localusps/santaclara/>
BOAT SALE: RICHMOND YC Foundation
has many donated dinghies, power, and
sail boats at well-below market prices.
All proceeds go to Bay Area Sailors.
For details visit website: <Richmondyc.
org/foundation/forsale.asp>

PROPERTY SALE/RENT

MARINE FLEA MARKET / MARITIME
Day Celebration: Sausalito, 300 Napa
Street. Saturday, August 5, 8-6 pm.
Festivities include: Flea market, maritime
skills demonstrations, boat model races,
art, live music, food, boat rides and more.
Bring the whole family. Spaces available.
$30. <www.galileeharbor.org> (415)
332-8554.
WANTED: AUTOHELM OR HYDROVANE
self-steering vane, EPIRB. For sale: SSB/
Ham marine radio. Ron (541) 269-1737 or
setsail@rock.com.
CAPTAIN’S LICENSE CLASSES. OUPV
(6-pack)/100 ton Masters, plus towing and
sailing endorsements. USCG-approved
courses. Successful completion satisfies
USCG exam requirements. Offered by US
Maritime Academy of California. Weeknight classes in San Mateo, Sausalito and
Ventura. Call Mike (650) 298-9489.

SAILOR’S HOME, HAWAII. 2 blocks
from Kaneohe Yacht Club, finish of the
Pacific Cup. 20,000-sq. ft. of land, 3,000
sf of home, 3/3 including 2 garages,
shop, office, and legal vacation rental.
Room for a 2nd home. Fantastic Bay and
Mountain views, best sailing in the Pacific.
$1,775,000. Call Brett (808) 306-4959 or
email: bphillips@shidler.com.
EXECUTIVE HOME, ALAMEDA. 2/2.5,
two deep water docks, 50’and 30’. Breathtaking panoramic Bay and San Francisco
city views. Gourmet kitchen, huge master
suite with office. Large deck with enclosed
hot tub. <www.300tideway.com> John
(510) 301-4004.

WATERFRONT LOTS

Scams!

SAUSALITO SIDE-TIE 18 TO 56-FT. Excellent facilities. Reasonable rent. Special
deal for boat being sold. (415) 331-5251.

BERTHS & SLIPS

TRYING TO LOCATE

SAN FRANCISCO PIER 39 slip sublease
for sale. Dock B, Slip 19. Close-in, great
location. Facilities include tenant lounge,
showers, laundry, water and electrical
hook-up. Good parking. Walk to Fisherman’s Wharf, restaurants and downtown
SF. $12,500. Call (707) 433-1412.

MY OLD CAL 36, SOLITAIRE. Sold in
Marina del Rey in 1995. White hull, light
blue deck. David (603) 487-3248 or (603)
540-0656.

50-FT+ END TIE. Protected. Marina Bay
Yacht Harbor, for extended time. Pass
through cost, utilities extra. Liveaboard
OK. Call (510) 759-7777.
PRIVATE DOCK, 20 TO 50-FT. Brickyard
Cove, Richmond. Deep draft, protected,
easy maneuvering, secure. $7.50/ft LOA
per month. Call (510) 237-5021.
PIER 39 SLIP OWNERS. Tired of loud
smelly sea lions? Do you think the assessment fees are out of proportion to
services provided? Would you like more
slip owner input into marina operations?
Concerned about slip values? Call M.
Belden (209) 293-3111.
MULTIHULL SLIP AT PIER 39 for sale.
Two modified side-by-side slips. Unique,
the only double-wide slip in the Marina.
30-year lease. 36’ long and over 22’ wide.
Finger piers each side, not an end-tie.
Located east side, away from the Pier on
Dock C. Very quiet. $20,000 for both slips.
(415) 267-5908 or slip@antares-sf.com.
PIER 39, 40-FT SLIP. Most desirable
north (Alcatraz) side. Approx. 29 years
on lease, you own the sublease and pay
no rent, only maintenance fee of approx.
$200/mo. Includes access to inexpensive parking in structure. Price $14,250.
Owner: forpropert@hotmail.com.

Land and residences available on the Columbia River
Deep water moorage • Sandy beaches • Breathtaking views
Marina estates now available at affordable prices
Bill Coons • www.LowerColumbiaRealty.com • (360) 795-8299

f
Beware o

80-FT MARIN SHOWCASE SIDE-TIE.
First down the ramp. 8 feet depth at low
water. 25 feet wide. Perpetual ownership. No taxes. Only $272 monthly
maintenance. Trailer spaces $20/month.
Beautiful, prestigious marina. $60,000.
John (415) 309-8474.

www.latitude38.com

If you use your email address in your ad, please be WARY of Internet scams. Especially,
if they want to pay you MORE than you’re asking. It’s too good to be true. For more info
on these cons, see: <www.craigslist.com/about/scams.html/> Brave New World!

40+ FT BERTH FOR RENT, ALAMEDA
Estuary. Private dock, good security,
power, water, close parking, space to
work on your boat, peace of mind, good
deal. $240/month. Sorry, no liveaboards.
Also, boat electrical repairs. Call Capt. Ed
(510) 521-2000.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
CAPTAINS, FIRST OFFICERS & CREW
and Sailing Instructors. Rendezvous
Charters and Spinnaker Sailing is hiring. P/T or F/T, midweek and weekend
shifts available. Want to love your job?
Building sea time? Join this fun company
full of great people. Fax resumé to (415)
543-7405 or email: rendezvous@earthlink.
net. Questions? Call (415) 543-7333.
GROWING BAY AREA MARINA management company is looking for marina, office
and maintenance managers. Fax résumés
to: (866) 490-5919.
TRADE LABOR FOR LIVING arrangement in large, private crew quarters with
galley, head, direct TV/VCR, utilities and
view for one day/week and/or project completion of work on sailboat in Richmond.
Must be experienced craftsman, wood,
metal, glass. Call (510) 759-7777.
ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL Technicians: Svendsen’s Boat Works is seeking
experienced and motivated marine technicians to handle its growing service business. Specific requirements are for those
with installation and/or repair expertise in
electrical or mechanical systems. Preference will be given to candidates who are
ABYC certified or trained, and who have
a proven track record within the industry.
Positions are full-time. Compensation is
highly competitive with a complete benefit
package. Fax résumés to (510) 522-2889
or email: info@svendsens.com.

BERTH AVAILABLE. 36-ft berth at Pier
39, San Francisco. Very close in. Rental
by month or annually. (415) 474-2474.
36-FT SLIP AT PIER 39 FOR SALE.
C-35. Great location, close to everything.
Excellent marina facilities, good parking.
No liveaboards. $12,000/obo. Call Rafael
(415) 595-9428 or faloaca@yahoo.com.

VALLEJO BOAT WORKS. Young company with tons of potential looking for
positive-minded, experienced techs. Gas
and outdrive, diesel, wood, glass and
paint, travel lift operation, etc. Call (707)
554-2813, Ken or Richard.

Dropping anchor in the Bay Area & staying awhile?
Work with a realtor who sails and sells in SF.
1% of profits go to Save the Bay foundations.

John McCory • (415) 999-7207
www.johnatzephyr.com

OFFSHORE PASSAGEMAKING INSTRUCTION IN THE ATLANTIC
John & Amanda Neal are dedicated to providing hands-on,
documented instruction aboard their Hallberg-Rassy 46 Mahina Tiare III,
drawing on their combined 434,000 miles and 61 years of experience.

www.mahina.com • (360) 378-6131
June, 2006 •
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SHORT WAIT FOR SANTA CRUZ HARBOR SLIPS
The estimated wait for: North harbor 20'
6 months
North harbor 25'
1-2 years
North harbor wide 45' 1-2 years
South harbor 24'
5 years
No wait for kayak rack/dry storage (not all sizes available)
$85 annual waiting list fee for wet slips

JOB OPPS. cont.
CATERING AND MAINTENANCE. No
experience required but is preferred.
Prepare food for charters, crew and
maintain our 26 sailing yachts. F/T or P/T.
Fax resumé to (415) 543-7405 or email:
rendezvous@earthlink.net or call (415)
543-7333.
RIGGER WANTED: California’s premier
rigging shop is looking for skilled rigging
help for the best rigging projects on the
Bay. Leading-edge technology, great
clients, competitive compensation. Call
Scott Easom (510) 232-7245.

Santa Cruz Harbor
135 5th Avenue
Santa Cruz, CA 95062

(831) 475-6161

ASSISTANT AND/OR BOATWORKER.
One or two people, part-time or full-time
to help with business, organization or
upgrading boats. My interests include
mortage and real estate brokerage
(properties in Mexico and local properties). Also boat upgrading and sales.
Sausalito location, ability to travel a plus.
(415) 331-5251.
EXPERIENCED BOATYARD HELP.
We have openings for boatbuilders,
rigger, woodworker, f/g-gelcoat repair.
Competitive salaries plus benefits. Call
Anderson’s Boatyard, ask for Tom or Ron
(415) 332-5432.
ENGINE MECHANIC WANTED with outdrive experience for Santa Rosa marine
shop. (707) 586-7900.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Cabo Yachts • Scout Boats • Zodiac
EZ Loader
Yamaha • Honda • Suzuki

www.montereybaymarine.com

831.479.4595

Oceanus Marine LLC

Marine Surveying and Consulting
The Bay Area’s premier marine surveying
firm committed to excellence and value
in our surveying & consulting services.
John H. Moses M.S. (SA)
650.267.3104
oceanusmarine@hotmail.com
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CATALINA 38, 1981, HULL #130. S&S
design, white hull with blue sheer stripe.
Best value under $60k, replacement over
$150k. Fast Bay racer, PHRF 114, perfect
Delta cruiser. CNG stove and pressure
water, Universal 3 cyl diesel with very low
hours. Heavy duty #48 Lewmar 3-speed
winchs, wheel, roller furler genoa, spinnaker, etc. 3rd owner. Newport Beach only
since new. Photos and survey available.
Price reduced to $49,995, includes delivery to Alameda. Hurry. (949) 533-5317 or
(714) 545-4537.

BRUCE ROBERTS OFFSHORE 38,
1982. Commissioned in 1996. Fiberglass
hull, Volvo Penta, 3 cyl with turbo, 100
hours. New sails, 6 heavy duty batteries,
aluminum mast, all lines to cockpit. Hauled
10/15/05. New propeller. $23,000. (650)
948-3800 or (408) 242-1845.

It’s

y
HERE’S HOW

Eas

to place or renew a Classified Ad on
our Website:

1. Go to http://www.latitude38.com
2. Click on “Classifieds”
3. See ads from the last 3 months
4. Click on “Read this first.”
5. Read instructions, click on “click here”
6. Follow directions, fill in form on our
secure server, preview ad, submit ad
7. Get an automatic confirmation
8. Ad appears in the magazine, then one
week later on the Website
9. Deadline is always the 18th at 5 pm
10. Wow, that is easy!

CUSTOM YACHT CHARTER BUSINESS
for sale. 12-year-old California corporation. Includes 1988 53-ft bluewater coastal
cruiser presently berthed in South San
Francisco. Cremation scatterings, film
shoots, overnights, special events. Great
income for liveaboard skipper. Visit:
<http://vycyachtcharters.com> $250,000.
karel@pacbell.net or (650) 222-9475.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
COLUMBIA CHALLENGER 24, 1963.
Evinrude 6 hp outboard, 3 sails, PortaPotti, many extras. Berkeley slip. $999/
obo. Hal (510) 882-9384.

COSTA RICA

SF Sailor, 25 Years in Costa Rica • Real Estate Info and/or Travel Info

www.yourcostaricarealestate.com
Toll Free (888) 626-0242

y
Class Idea!!

www.latitude38.com

Place your Classified Ad on our Website with your credit card.
Fast, easy, convenient and secure. Deadline is always the 18th at 5pm.
Your ad will run in the magazine, then be posted on the Website. Try It!

1307 Sanderling Island ~ 5+ Bedroom 3 Bath

BOATER'S DREAM HOME!

Near the charming village of Pt. Richmond and the Richmond Yacht Club, this large family home is
minutes to deep-water sailing. The huge, open floor plan is complemented by vaulted ceilings and
large windows!

◆
◆
◆
◆
◆

64'x16' dock + 8' wide boat ramp from street to water!
Views of San Francisco Bay and Angel Island ~ Large decks
Free-standing wood-burning fireplace ~ Teak hardwood floors ~ Huge eat-in Kitchen
Spacious great-room with vaulted ceilings and lots of windows!
Easy access to San Francisco, East Bay, Marin County via I-580/80 and BART/Amtrack

For a virtual tour of this property, visit: http://www.brickyard-cove.com

MARGI CELLUCCI REAL ESTATE
1400 Pinnacle Court #414, Richmond, CA 94801

Ph: 510-237-0101 • F: 510-237-2202 • Email: margicellucci@comcast.net

Offered at $1,399,000 ~ $50,000 credit

USED SAILS
SAIL
EXCHANGE

• Largest inventory
• Pay cash for surplus
• Over 20 years in business
• Inspected, rated and
offered with no risk,
money-back guarantee
www.sailexchange.com

(800) 628-8152

Ryan's Marine
Specializing in Marine Electrical Services
for Your Boat
• Electrical system installations from inverters to
electronics packages
• Troubleshooting of existing systems
• Dealer for the complete Balmar product line
• Head and holding tank installations

(510) 385-3842
Ryan Schofield
Owner since 1997

Marine Engine Service

The Wincher

AT YOUR SLIP!

30 years experience • Universal/Westerbeke dealers
Repairs/Tune-ups all models • Engine Surveys, Instruction

BAY MARINE DIESEL

email:
rssailor@yahoo.com

510-435-8870

baymarinediesel@sbcglobal.net

The wincher changes your regular winch
into a self-tailing one. Four sizes are
available. It is a product that, by means of
one, singlehand movement, renders your
conventional winch self-sheeting and selflocking. The Wincher is made of a specially
designed rubber body that fits down on top
of the winch. As the sheet is being winched
home and is put under increasing load, the
coils 'climb' up the winch drum and fasten
against the ribs in the underside of the
rubber body.

Watski USA

P.O. Box 878, Walpole, NH 03608
(603) 756-3330 • Fax (603) 756-3336
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Tiburon Waterfront Living
On Your Terms
Beautiful new development of one of the last
great waterfront areas in Tiburon, with direct
access to marina slips, deep water docks,
and SF Bay! Featuring Town Homes and
Single Family Residences.

MAKELA BOATWORKS
Family owned since 1948

Wooden Boat Building • Repair and Restoration
19280 South Harbor Drive • Fort Bragg, CA 95437

(707) 964-3963

email: howard@makelaboatworks.com • www.Makelaboatworks.com

HEAVY DUTY DEEP CYCLE

MARINE BATTERIES
Available at the following local marine
chandleries and service distributors:
ALAMEDA
• Alameda Prop &
Machine
• Fortman Marina Store
• Mariner Boat Works
• Star Marine
• Svendsen's Chandlery
BENICIA
• Cruising Seas Services

Call for details:
Penny: (415) 601-8191
Jim: (415) 572-1999

MARTINEZ
• Diablo Marine
OAKLAND
• Golden State Diesel
• Sea-Power
OAKLEY
• Big Break Marina
RICHMOND
• Bay Marine

AMERICAN BATTERY • Hayward, CA • (510) 259-1150

LOCK, STONE, RAMSAY
D
E
W
&
WHITING, LLC
Marine Surveyors
80 years combined experience in the marine field
NAMS
ABYC Certified
SAMS
www.wedlockandstone.com

(415) 505-3494

ADVERTISERS' INDEX - cont'd
Easom Rigging ...................105
Edensaw Woods ...................86
EM Design .........................226
Emery Cove Yacht Harbor......97
Emeryville Marina ...............168
Encinal Sailing Foundation ...234
Essex Credit Corp. ..............115
Fago, Margaret Artist ..........224
Farallone Yacht Sales ............13
Fleetkeeper ........................220
Flying Cloud Yachts ...............21
Foam Creations ..................179
Foley Marine Engines ..........222
Forespar ..............................66
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Fortman Marina ....................94
FX Sails .............................112
Garhauer Marine..................77
Gentry’s Kona Marina .........222
Gianola & Sons ..................106
Gill .....................................62
Glen Cove Marina ..............146
Globalstar ............................85
Golden Gate Yacht Sales .......19
Golden State Diesel Marine .224
Grand Marina ........................2
H&S Yacht Sales ..................8,9
Hanse North America ...........33
Hansen Rigging ..................109
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Harken ................................64
Hayn Marine ......................110
Haynes Sails ......................224
Helms Yacht & Ship Brokers .234
Helmut’s Marine Service ......163
Heritage Yacht Sales ...........235
Hidden Harbor Marina........147
Hogin Sails ..........................88
Holmes Marine Specialties ...107
Hood Sails ...........................51
Hotel Coral & Marina..........212
Hydrovane .........................212
Interlux Yacht Finishes ............91
J/World ...............................69

Jiffy Jax ..............................218
Jim Fronk, Realtor................230
Johnson Marine, C. Sherman .82
Kissinger Canvas ................101
KKMI Boatyard .....................26
KKMI Engine ........................32
KKMI Paint ...........................36
KKMI Rigging .......................28
KKMI / Swan ....................102
KKMI Warranty ..................101
KKMI Yacht Brokerage ..100,235
Landfall Navigation...............67
Larry R. Mayne Yacht & Ship
Broker.............................237

Larsen Sails/Neil Pryde .......108
Lee Sails ............................220
Lewmar Marine ....................71
List Marine Enterprises .........105
Loch Lomond Marina ...........107
Lowrie Yacht Harbor ..............20
Maine Cats ........................192
Makela Boatworks ..............230
Marin Yacht Club ..................26
Marina Bay Yacht Harbor ....111
Marina Las Hadas ..............213
Marina Puesta Del Sol .........211
Marina Ensenada ...............231
Marina Real .......................214

A very special townhome is waiting for just the right owner.
This unique water property combines the beauty of living on the water with the ease of
a townhome. Dock your boat right outside your door at the 37-ft deepwater dock, then
come inside and relax in modern light-filled luxury. Completely gutted in 2003, now
features a gourmet kitchen, spa-like master bath, and wrap-around deck for entertaining
family and friends. Located on the quaint island of Alameda.
For additional information, visit my website, and see for yourself – is this your dream?
Offered at $1,299,000

Please join us at our Open Home:
Saturday, June 3 & Sunday, June 4
2 pm – 4 pm
Nancy A. Blom, REALTOR®
(510) 610-6126

www.PruRealty.com/NancyBlom
Nancy.Blom@PruRealty.com

RPARTS
REFRIGERATION PARTS SOLUTION

100% INTERNET BASED We carry a
complete line of refrigeration parts for
maintenance, repair, and upgrades for all
brands including Grunert, Glacier Bay,
Marine Air, Sea Frost, Adler/Barbour and more. We are also
pleased to offer R28+ vacuum insulation panels
(independent lab tests) all at Rprices: guaranteed
lowest!

www.rparts.com
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Scanmar International..........153
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Latitude 38
Classy Classifieds
"We just wanted to say thanks for your great magazine, 'Lectronic Latitude – and the Classy Classifieds. We advertised in
the March and April Classy Classifieds to sell our Slocum 43.
Of the 983 unique hits (or direct links) to our website, 358 were
generated from Latitude – far more than from any other source.
What makes it even more impressive is that we sold Allons'y in
North Carolina. Keep up the great work!
Larry McGill & Lena Blais
Baja Ha-Ha Class of '99
Puddle Jumpers Class of '00
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Spin Tec ...............................20
Spinnaker Sailing of S.F. ......104
Spinnaker Shop, The .............58
Starbuck Canvas.................103
Steiner .................................52
Stockton Sailing Club & Marina
......................................147
Svendsen’s Boat Works ...49,140
Svendsen’s Marine ..............153
Swedish Marine....................78
Swiftsure Yachts ..................236
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Tartan/C&C Yachts ...............15
Tim’s Zodiac Marine..............36
TMM/Tortola
Marine Mgmt ..................191
Tradewinds Sailing ...............97
Treasure Island Sailing
Center ..............................47
Treasure Island Yacht Club .....46
Trident Funding .....................60
UK Sails ...............................73
Vallejo Marina....................147
Vaughan, William E. ...........226
Ventura Harbor Boatyard .....115
Voyager Marine ...................72

Watermaker Store, The .......110
Watski ...............................229
Waypoint / H.F. Radio .........32
weatherguy.com .................230
Wedlock, Stone, Ramsay &
Whiting Marine Surveyors.230
West Marine - Bargain Ctr .....30
West Marine - Products .....24,25
West Marine - Boat Services...31
West Marine - Rigging ...........53
Don't forget to tell 'em that

West Marine/Steiner .............52
Westwind Precision Details.....37
Whale Point Marine Supply ...34
Wichard, Inc. .......................54
Winchmate ..........................30
Windpath Sailing, Inc. ..........81
Windtoys ...........................104
Wizard Yachts, Ltd. .............240
Wright Way Designs .............30
Yachtfinders/Windseakers .....18

Latitude sent you!

How about a commissioned
boat portrait for

'The Dad in Your Life'
or possibly of him?
VISIT

T
US A

DeWitt Art Gallery & Framing
(510) 236-1401
(800) 758-4291
www.jimdewitt.com

121 Park Place, Point Richmond, CA 94801
Tuesday-Thursday 11:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. • Friday 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. • Saturday 11:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

AGAPE
VILLAGES

SOCIETY OF ACCREDITED
MARINE SURVEYORS®
Serving Northern California

Al Blair, SA
(415) 456-3154

Jack Mackinnon,
AMS®/SMS
(510) 909-6956

Alan Hugenot, AMS®
(415) 531-6172

Randell Sharpe, AMS®
(877) 337-0706

Tom List, AMS
(415) 332-5478

R. J. Whitfield &
Associates, AMS®
(800) 344-1838

®

FOSTER
CHILDREN
NEED YOUR
HELP!
Donate your boat to support

AGAPE
VILLAGES
Tax Deductible

1-800-513-6560
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Mason Yachts International
Yacht & Ship Brokerage

30' IROQUOIS CATAMARAN
Ready for a quick sale.
$32,000.

Introducing the new CORSAIR
750 SPRINT. A new pocket rocket.
Winner of the Corsair Nationals.

Exclusive West Coast Dealer for: NorthWind Yachts & Bluewater Yachts

More than 200 carefully selected listings in power and sail
from 28' to 120'. Talk with any of our satisfied clients – buyers
and sellers – to find out what "the Mason Yacht experience"
meant to them. Call Bill Hersey or any of the experienced
team in the Sausalito office before you start looking.

SOL

D

SOL

CORSAIR 28CC NEW
2000 SEAWIND 1000
Ready for a test sail.
Cruising catamaran traded for new
2000 Corsair FCC in Hawaii $65,000. Seawind 1160. Must sell. $179,000.

D

MANY NEW LISTINGS
TOO LATE FOR PUBLICATION!
CALL (415) 332-8070
51' FINYA KETCH
K
58' ALDEN BOOTHBAY
OOTHBAY EXPLORER
O
2
$245,000
$279,000
279,000
2
FOR DETAILS A solid 10! $2

2004 CORSAIR 36 with trailer.
Call for a demo ride.
Reduced to $209,000.

We have 5 CORSAIR F-27s
for sale starting at
$38,000.
For details on these and
other yachts, visit us at

www.helmsyacht.com
YACHT SALES INC.

(510) 865-2511

314 Tideway Drive, Alameda, CA 94501

43' NORTHWIND SLOOP
$499,000

35' CHB
New decks. $79,000

The Encinal
Sailing FoundationSM

GREAT
STARTER BOATS
35' WAUQUIEZ PRETORIAN
Rare. $95,000

SOL

38' HANS CHRISTIAN
Traditional interior. $99,000

D
26' EXCALIBUR
Blue, with outboard, sails, etc.
$1,750 or best offer

36' MONK TRAWLER
Like new. $120,000.

36' GRAND BANKS
Fiberglass beauty. $87,500.

SAUSALITO
(415) 332-8070

MARINA DEL REY
(310) 577-8070

SAN DIEGO
(619) 224-8070

FT. LAUDERDALE
(954) 523-8054

See our Web site at www.masonyachts.com
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25' HUNTER
Light yellow, with outboard and sails.
$1,750 or best offer

All funds support

Encinal Sailing Foundation
A California non-profit tax-exempt corporation funding youth sailing.
Your boat donation supports youth sailing and offers you a tax deduction!

EYC (510) 522-3272

Yacht
Brokerage
Three Simple
Steps to Selling
Your Boat.

65' MacGregor PH
1990
$225,000
SISTERSHIP

1. List it with us.

62' Nautical Ketch
1985
$269,000

After 30 years in the yacht brokerage
business, we've learned a thing of
two… well, actually three.

2. Offer a warranty.

Selling your boat with a warranty will
significantly enhance its desirability
and resale value.

42' J/Boat
1999
$282,000

3. Listen to the offers.
It will be like music to your ears.

38' Hans Christian
1978
$89,900
SISTERSHIP

36' Sparhawk Cat
Ketch, 1988
$69,900

32' Ericson 200
1989
$59,900

Your yacht could
qualify for our:

"A smart way to sell a used boat."

Wouldn't you rather hear
offers than excuses?
Call us today
for details
((510) 236-6633 • fax: (510) 231-2355
yachtsales@kkmi.com • www. kkmi.com
530 W. Cutting Blvd.
Pt. Richmond, CA 94804
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SWIFTSURE
ßRACEßWINNERS
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CHARLOTTE SCHMIDT
YACHT SALES

4100A Harbor Blvd.
Oxnard, CA 93035
Fax (805) 382-2374

When Experience Counts

(805) 382-2375

Csyachtsales@cs.com
www.yachtworld.com/charlotteschmidt

55' CUSTOM ROBERTS
Built by Jomar, 1997. C/C, two staterooms,
inverter, autopilot, GPS, radar, dodger.
Excellent sailer. Reduced to $309,000

38' ERICSON, 1989
Many upgrades, radar, GPS, autopilot,
dodger, solar panels, ready to cruise.
At our docks. Asking $118,000

44' CT Cutter, 1986. Yanmar 66hp, new interior,
aft cabin, autopilot. Must see. Asking $149,000
Also: 54' CT, 1980, proven world cruiser.
Located in San Francisco. Asking $217,000
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53' SKOOKUM Center Cockpit Motorsailer
Ford Lehman 120hp, genset, dual steering,
inverter, furling jib, new radar, GPS plotter,
SSB radio w/Ham, extraordinarily well equipped
and sturdy ocean cruiser. Asking $319,000

41' TARTAN KETCH
Sparkman & Stephen design, Ford Lehman diesel, GPS chartplotter, radar, autopilot,Avon, many
upgrades. Possible slip. Reduced to $84,000

34' PACIFIC SEACRAFT, 1991
Crealock design. Yanmar diesel, cutter rig,
radar, GPS, autopilot, inverter, furling jib.
Excellent condition. $119,800

Peter Crane Yacht Sales and Charters
In Santa Barbara – experienced, interested, friendly, low pressure
Brokerage without Walls
Peter Crane (805) 963-8000 • Mark Scott-Paine (805) 455-7086

1984 Fully Custom Islander 40
Singlehanded TransPac vet.
$85,000

1968 Morgan 54
A very cool looking boat.
Nice equipment. $99,000

1990 Cheoy Lee 47
Pedrick design, good looking,
great sailor. $210,000

1981 Falmouth 22 Cutter
Legendary and rare.
$35,000

Tartan 38 Tall Rig
Fully cruise ready.
$99,900

1985 Young Sun Cutter
Fully equipped, cruise ready.
$159,000

Info & photos: www.petercraneyachts.com pc@petercraneyachts.com

LRM

LIST WITH US FOR RESULTS!

www.yachtworld.com/larrymayne
NEW NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA DEALER

IT'S HERE!
THE SPECTACULAR
HANSE 370 IS AVAILABLE
FOR VIEWING AND READY
TO DELIVER.

NE

W

BENETEAU FIRST 47.7, 2003 ~ $329,000
sistership

WYLIECAT 30, 2006
ULTIMATE IN SIMPLICITY
AND PERFORMANCE.

Sea Rea 410, '00, 750hp diesels ............. $239.000
Beneteau 40.7, '01, ready to race ............ $188,500
WylieCat 30, '06, hybrid .......................... $125,000
WylieCat 30, '97, outboard ........................ $90,000
Grand Banks 32, '67, diesel .............. PENDING SALE
Excalibur 26, '69, gorgeous classic ............. $12,000
Chaparral 23, '87, I/O, on trailer, like new ..... $8,000
West Wight Potter 19, '01, dodger, O/B .... $11,000

Larry R. Mayne
maynesails@aol.com

~ We Need More Quality Listings ~

(650) 888-2324

BENETEAU 351, 1990
$85,000

BENETEAU 350
1988 ~ $56,500

BENETEAU 331, 2001
$90,000

BENETEAU 323, 2004
$97,000

lic. calif. yacht broker

Planning to travel to some
far-flung destination?
If you’re planning
to fly out to meet
friends in Mexico,
the Caribbean or the
South Pacific, why
not stop by the
Latitude 38 office
before you leave
and pick up a
bundle of magazines to share with
cruisers?
We promise
you’ll be a hero
— and you’ll probably earn a few
beers for your
efforts.

The Latitude 38 office is open 9-5 weekdays and is located at
15 Locust Ave. near Miller Ave. in Mill Valley, CA
Call (415) 383-8200 for directions.

ISLAND PACKET 420, 2000 ~ $329,000

ISLAND PACKET 35, 1990
$135,000

X-YACHT 412, 2001
$267,000

NEWPORT 30, 1977
$14,900

SAN JUAN 25, 1980
$7,200

HUNTER LEGEND 45, 1988 ~ $105,000
PASSPORT 40, 1985 ~ $149,000

FULL SERVICE
BROKERAGE
Ask about our financing
services and our full service
department that can handle
your after sales needs.

1220 BRICKYARD COVE RD.
PT. RICHMOND, CA 94801

www.passageyachts.com

Fax (510) 234-0118

(510) 236-2633
June, 2006 •
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info@sancarlosyachts.com
U.S. Toll Free 1-877-694-4568
U.S. Fax 1-520-232-2032

NEW
NUMBERS!

Charlie Bloomer, Marisa Velasco
& Denny Grover
Empresas Pahinga S. de R.L. de C.V.

POWER • SAIL
w w w. s a n c a r l o s y a c h t s . c o m

On Marina San Carlos and
the Sea of Cortez, your
just a few hours
south of Arizona!

Mountains and desert on the Sea of Cortez. The fastest growing, largest independent boat brokerage South of the Border! All within a few
has over sixty top-quality cruise equipped sail and power boats available now – and we're
hours' drive of Tucson.
adding boats every week.
San Carlos offers U.S.-quality boat workers and facilities, certified surveyors, everything you might need. Most everyone here speaks English,
too. We can arrange discounted lodging for your stay, dive trips, sportfishing, horseback riding, golf…you name it!
is a different kind of brokerage in a different
We're only a toll-free phone call away 1-877-694-4568. Come see why
kind of paradise! ¡Se habla ingles tambien!
SAIL
27' NOR'SEA CUTTER, '85 ..................................... 44,000
29' ERICSON sloop, '75 ......................................... 14,000
30' CATALINA sloop, '78 ........................................ 20,000
30' FORTUNE cutter & trailer, '84 .......................... 27,500
30' HUNTER sloop, '80 .......................................... 12,000
30' NEWPORT Mk II sloop, '79 .............................. 14,900
32' CROSS 32R & trailer, '74 .................................. 25,000
32' MARINER ketch, '72 ......................................... 39,900
32' WESTSAIL cutter, '71 ........................................ 58,900
32' WESTSAIL cutter, '75 ......................................... SOLD!
33' WAUQUIEZ GLADIATEUR sloop, '82 ............... 54,900
34' HANS CHRISTIAN cutter, '76 ........................... 45,000
34' TA SHING CENTAUR sloop, '79 ....................... 49,000
35' CAMPER NICHOLSON sloop, '74 .................... 59,500
35' ERICSON sloop, '76 ......................................... 37,900
35' YORKTOWN sloop, '77 ..................................... SOLD!
36' ISLANDER sloop, '74/75 ................................. 2 SOLD!
36' UNION POLARIS cutter, '77 ............................. 62,000
37' ENDEAVOUR Plan B sloop, '78 ........................ 52,500

37' PEARSON sloop, '89......................................... 69,500
37' DUFOUR cutter, '81 ......................................... 32,000
37' HUNTER cutter, '82 .......................................... 37,900
37' PEARSON wing-keel sloop, '89 ......................... 69,500
37' SANTANA sloop, '70 ........................................ 17,000
38' HUNTER 380 sloop, '99 .................................... SOLD!
38' ERICSON sloop, '84 ......................................... 75,000
38' DOWNEAST cutter, '75 .................................... 34,000
40' CATALINA 400 sloop, '95 ............................... 145,000
40' COLUMBIA cutter-rigged sloop, '64.................. 55,000
40' IRWIN CITATION sloop, '79 ............................. 46,500
40' HANS CHRISTIAN CHRISTINA, '86 ................ 165,000
41' COOPER 416 pilothouse sloop, '79 .................. 99,000
41' MORGAN O/I ketch, '78 .................................. 69,750
41' BENETEAU 411 sloop, '99 ................... SALE PENDING
42' CASCADE CC ketch, '65 ................................... 42,000
42' CATALINA Mk II sloop, '97 ............................. 154,900
42' BROWN SEARUNNER cutter, '76 ..................... 59,500
43' MASON cutter, '79 ......................................... 130,000
46' PAN OCEANIC CC cutter, '85 ......................... 149,000

51' CUSTOM STEEL CC ketch, '76 ....................... 125,000
POWER
21' TROPHY 2052 walkaround, '01 ....................... 25,000
28' CARVER RIVIERA with trailer, '84...................... 37,000
28' CHRIS CRAFT AMEROSPORT cruiser, '88 ......... SOLD!
28' CHRIS CRAFT CATALINA 280, '85 ................... 39,500
31' TIARA 3100 EXPRESS sportfisher, '93 .............. 140,000
31' SEA RAY AMBERJACK EXPRESS, '92.................. 97,500
32' HATTERAS sport fisherman, '83 ...................... 129,900
33' TROJAN 10 METRE sedan sportfish, '84............ 65,000
34' CRUISERS 3375 ESPRIT EXPRESS, '97 .............. 94,500
37' HATTERAS convertible sportfisher, '77 ............ 109,000
38' BERTRAM sedan sportfisher, '76/'01................ 145,000
42' CALIFORNIAN tri-cabin trawler, '78 ............... 129,000
42' GRAND BANKS classic trawler, '76 ................. 159,500
42' GRAND BANKS classic trawler, '70 ................... 50,000
43' WELLCRAFT Portofino Express, '89 ................... 86,000
44' TROJAN F-44 Motoryacht, '78 ........................ 110,000
46' OCEAN convertible sportfisher, '82 ................. 189,000
47' C&L SEA RANGER trawler, '79 ........................ 199,500

43' OCEAN ALEXANDER TRAWLER. A Pacific Northwest classic! This example
is in excellent condition
throughout and very well
equipped. She's in the water,
waiting for you, ready to
continue cruising Mexico
and beyond!
$185,000 USD

38' ALAJEULA CTR, '76. A pretty version of this Atkins
bluewater classic. Beautifully maintained, w/fresh
brightwork & new LPU paint
on hull & topsides – pristine!
Alajuelas are known for
stability & tracking underway, stout const. & heavy
glass lay up. With virtue of simplicity, her systems limit-ed
to only those necessary for safe passaging. $85,000 USD

41' BENETEAU 411 SLOOP. A proven winner from
Groupe Finot, the popular
three-cabin version of this
highly popular design. She
was upgraded at the start
of her service with all the
option packages and has
been well taken care of
since commissioning. The owners' plans have changed and
they'd like to move up to something larger. $139,500 USD

DONATE YOUR BOAT
to the Aquatic Protection Agency.
We protect our precious coastal
waters from illegal toxic pollution.
We can use your equipment, so you
will get maximum value for your
donation.

Call 415-235-0756
or 831-247-8228
boats@aquaticprotection.org
We are on the water, monitoring
cruise ships, performing BlueBoater
trainings, and testing outfalls for
harmful toxins.

www.AquaticProtection.org
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37' TAYANA There's no better maintained or documented Tayana 37 in the world! Upgraded with
extensive equipment, she's first class. $119,000

44' ROBERTS, 2000
Loaded. Cruise ready.
$230,000

33' RANGER
Clean, classic. Ready to sail.
$28,500

39' YORKTOWN, 1980
Cruise ready entry level cruiser, well equipped,
canvas, roller furling, electronics. $59,500

27' CATALINA, 1985
Great Bay boat. Tiller, Diesel.
$14,950

PEARSON 10M, 1974
Full Signet gauges, fourteen bags of sails.
This boat is ready to go! $25,900

2099 Grand St. #9B-03, Alameda, CA 94501

(510) 523-5988 • www.newerayachts.com

FREE Report

FEATURED YACHTS

Answers to the Ten Most
Common Questions Sellers Ask!
Selling a Yacht! For most people, it’s a little like being on trial:
They’re faced with more questions than they could imagine and one
wrong answer could cost them dearly. For first-timers, the decisions
can seem overwhelming. Even for experienced yacht owners,
keeping up to date with the changes in the brokerage market
– or perhaps overcoming problems they ran into last time – can
be daunting. That’s why information becomes such an invaluable
commodity for anyone selling a yacht today.

24/7 INFO:
888-827-1891
x 3123

At Pacific Coast Yachts, Inc., we have compiled a list of answers
to ten of the most common questions most yacht sellers face.

24/7 INFO:
888-827-1891
x 3123

To get your free copy of this
report call 24 hours for a
recorded message:
888-827-1891 ext. 2043
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Bermuda Ketch
57 Feet LOA
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Pacific Coast Yachts, Inc.
1349 Park Street, Alameda, CA 94501
(510) 764-1734

24 Hour Recorded Info By Phone Or Fax: (888) 827-1891 Ext. 2043
Berkeley-Brisbane Boat Sales +

Mak
Offere

(800) 262-5959
28' BAYLINER, 1995
$22,900

36' GIBSON Houseboat at Berkeley Marina for sale
at $26,900. Great liveaboard. Make offer now!

48' CALIFORNIAN, '86 3-stateroom model. $264,500
49' SEA TRAWLER, '65, wood, twin dsl .. $17,900
46' CHRIS CRAFT CORSAIR, '56 ........... $49,000
34' TIDEMAN TRI-CABIN, '57 ................. $21,000
34' NAUTELINE LIVEABOARD ............... $24,900
30' LANCER SAILBOAT, '84.................... $17,000
27' CATALINA, '77 ................................... $11,900
26' RANGER, '71 ....................................... $7,500

Now Brisbane and
Berkeley Boat Sales
(510) 548-1202
cell (415) 515-9215
www.marinesource.com/bbs

BILL CREALOCK
40
Cutter rigged and loaded to go cruising. Electric winches and
bow thruster for easy handling. Full electronics include autopilot, radar, chartplotter, GPS and more. Also features a diesel
fireplace, beautiful teak interior and a spacious layout.
Just traded in and priced to sell at $275,000!

42-FT TAYANA CENTER COCKPIT, 1982
$149,000
Tax Deduction

Located in
Sausalito, CA
Hull material:
Fiberglass
Engine/fuel type:
Single Diesel
View full specs at:

oceanicyachts.com
June, 2006 •
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CABRILLO YACHT SALES
"Discover The Difference"
Two Locations to Serve You!

(619) 523-1745
www.cabrilloyachts.com
Sun Harbor Marina (next to Fisherman's Landing)
5060 N. Harbor Drive • San Diego • CA 92106 • Fax (619) 523-1746

GO FASTER

W i zard

Bill Lee
Dan O'Brien
Tom Carter

345 Lake Ave., Suite G
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
(831) 476-9639 fax (831) 476-0141

D.
YACHTS LT

www.fastisfun.com

structi

m Con

Custo

64' TAYANA, 2007

on

• 200 hp diesel
• 650 fuel
• Electric windlass
• Four cabins
CALL FOR THE
TAYANA VIDEO

2007

2006

46' TAYANA PILOTHOUSE
325 gal. fuel, dual stations,
three cabins. Ready to ship!
Packe

Island

48' TAYANA DECK SALON
In stock/on our dock.
Could be yours for the new year!

t

New to

37' ISLAND PACKET
The best equipped cruiser like it
around.
Perform

Marke

42' MURRAY PETERSON SCHOONER
Built in 1980 of cedar, she is well worth
her $125,000 asking price.

ance

Hunte

rs

42' LACOSTE
S&S design.
New Dyform rigging.

HUNTER 376
HUNTER 42
Show really well.

ruiser

Full ke

C
World

40' VALIANT, 1992
Incredibly well equipped to cruise the
world.
r Dock

33' HANS CHRISTIAN TRADITIONAL,
1980
Also a PACIFIC SEACRAFT.
Marke

el

36' UNION POLARIS
In Mexico.
Call Keith at (520) 743-7833.
a
Two av

On Ou

New to

t

ilable

37' TAYANA MK II
The most popular cruising boat in the
world.
New to

47' VAGABOND KETCH
Ready to cruise the ocean blue.
Only $159,000.

t

Marke

t

30'-36' CATALINAS
Come and see why these recreational
boats are so popular.

w w w . c a b r i l l o y a c h t s . c o m

w w w . c a b r i l l o y a c h t s . c o m

tayana yachts sales/service

Your Mexico / Pacific Coast Connection
For Tayana Yachts and 75 Used Yachts

www.cabrilloyachts.com

Mexico Connection
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Keith Demott

(520) 743-7833

FARR 58 PERFORMANCE CRUISER. Rare
and exceptional fast cruiser. Custom built
with many exceptional features. $319,000

SANTA CRUZ 52 Two stateroom/two head
layout. Extensive equipment, excellent condition. Superb, fast cruiser/racer. $575,000

SANTA CRUZ 50 The fastest. Tall carbon rig,
deep bulb keel. New paint and great equipment. $239,000

SCHOCK 40 Canting keel. Goes
really fast. Outsail 50-footers. Excellent
condition.
$99,000

OLSON 40 Extensively cruised, rarely raced.
These are very nice sailing boats. $79,000

35' CENTER COCKPIT CRUISER Separate
aft cabin. Volvo diesel, generous tankage,
refrigeration. $24,900

Give A Little…

cepting
Now Ac biles!
Automo

Give A Yacht…
Your generosity will give your boat a new home and
give you a nice tax break and great satisfaction…
Our growing Scout program needs your support:
• Any serviceable vessel can be used.
• We'll make the transfer quick and easy.
• Tax benefits from donating can meet and sometimes even
exceed the amount realized from selling your vessel.
Donatio
• You can eliminate the bills associated with the
ns
Are Tax
cost of owning your boat.
Deducti

ble

Donate Your Boat to the Sea Scouts
San Francisco Bay Area Council,
Boy Scouts of America
For more information contact: Matt Meyers
1-800-231-7963 x145 • mattm@sfbac.org

Marotta Yachts of Sausalito
Brokers of Fine Sail and Motor Yachts

415-331-6200 • info@marottayachts.com
See at:
www.marottayachts.com

42' BENETEAU FIRST 42s7, 1999 The last 42s7 launched,
she embodies all the improvements Beneteau made in building her 150+ sisterships! Two cabin owner's version. An
unusual combination of short rig and deep keel makes her
perfect for conditions here.
Now $175,000

See at:
www.marottayachts.com

40' SPARKMAN & STEPHENS YAWL, 1953 Designed by the legendary
Olin Stephens and built of the finest materials by one of Europe's
premier yards, Irolita's long-term owner has lavished time and money
on this dark blue-hulled beauty. Flawlessly varnished cabin trunk,
completely redone interior. Transferable Sausalito YH slip. $110,000

See at:
www.marottayachts.com

38' WAUQUIEZ HOOD, 1982 Exceptional performance cruiser,
the French equivalent of a Swan. This one is bristol – the interior
shows as new. Beautiful teak decks in fine shape. The retractable
centerboard allows access to areas inaccessible to most sailboats
this size. Transferable Sausalito Yacht Harbor slip. $89,500

ING
LIST
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E
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See at:
www.marottayachts.com

38' BENETEAU, 1990 Beneteau's Moorings 38 model is a sleek,
fast two stateroom/two head racer/cruiser; it's been a mainstay
of the Moorings fleet for years and is perenially popular on the
brokerage market. In addition to showing nicely inside and out, this
one has a new suite of sails and rebuilt Yanmar engine. $74,000

D
UCE
RED

See at:
www.marottayachts.com

43' BENETEAU 432, 1989 A modern classic and one of the most popular and successful mid-40 footers of all time. This is the three-stateroom
version with a rebuilt 50 hp perkins engine as well as new spar, boom,
rigging and sails (main & jib) – an investmestment of well over $10k.
Lovely varnished cherry inter., light/airy w/6'4" hdrm. $119,000

See at:
www.marottayachts.com

40' ENDEAVOUR, 1981 These US-built high-end cruising sailboats are
hard to find on the west coast and this particular center cockpit vessel
is well found and shows nicely. Very spacious below, finely finished in
teak (6'4" hdrm), and offers all amenities necessary for comfortably
cruising or living aboard. Transferable Sausalito YH slip. $99,000

See at:
www.marottayachts.com

31' CATALINA 310, 2000 This modern classic is well
equipped, VERY lightly used (only 89 hours on the
engine) and very clean (just detailed, she looks practically new). She's also the deep keel version and is turn
key for Bay sailing or coastal cruising.
$79,500

See at:
www.marottayachts.com

32' HUNTER 320, 2000 Very clean inside & out w/low time on Yanmar dsl (barely 200 hrs), she's also the deep draft version (preferable on Bay). Motivated owners, offers encouraged; note she's THE
most competitively priced 320 on the market at present (and this
reflects the owner's motivation, not vessel's condition!) $64,500

See at:
www.marottayachts.com

37' HUNTER 376, 1997 Cruising World Boat of the Year (Best Value)
in 1997. Freshwater cooled Yanmar diesel with low hours, main with
Dutchman system and electric self-tailing winch, all lines lead aft,
huge cockpit with walk-through transom, substantial dodger. Three
staterooms, 6'6" draft. Transferable Sausalito YH slip. $119,000

ING
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See at:
www.marottayachts.com

42' CHRIS CRAFT COMMANDER, 1968 This early fiberglass Commander has all the right equipment and touches, such as diesel
engines, plotter, transom port lights, original art and period furniture
– must be seen to be appreciated. With transferable Sausalito
Yacht Harbor slip, she'll make a perfect weekend retreat. $99,000

ING
LIST
NEW

See at:
www.marottayachts.com

37' RAFIKI, 1976 A bulletproof, heavy displacement, full
keel, canoe-stern, cutter-rigged sailboat, Touching Sky is a
must-see timeless classic. Wonderful passagemakers, several
Rafikis have completed circumnavigations without incident.
Competitively priced, never cruised, shows very nicely. $76,000

D
UCE
RED

See at:
www.marottayachts.com

32' ERICSON, 1986 Classic Bruce King design, originally
launched in '67, sporting an integral lead keel, spade rudder,
deck-mounted mast and a double-spreader rig was years ahead
of her time. Even by today's standards, the boat holds her own
in terms of aesthetics, build quality and performance. $45,900
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44' BREWER CC, 1988
New rig and sails,
roller furling boom, cruise equipped.
$210,000
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&
B
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www.yachtworld.com/anchoragebrokers
#1 Gate 5 Road, Sausalito, CA 94965

(415) 332-7245
yachts@abcyachts.net

25 Third Street,
San Rafael, CA 94901
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(415) 457-9772
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TARTAN 3700, 2000. Yanmar w/453 hours, radar
w/repeater at helm, AP, FB main, 110% & 135%
cruising spinnaker, new dodger & covers. $220,000

43' SWAN TOURING MODEL, 1986
Perfect for two couples. Two cabins, two heads,
great galley. $215,000

O'DAY 39
Low hours on diesel, nice sail inventory, 3 staterms.
You never see these on the West Coast. $79,900

FREYA 39, 1978/81
Newer Yanmar, Monitor, AP, radar/GPS, SSB,
more. $125,000

43' RON HOLLAND, 1986
Second owner, Perkins 4-108, genset,
SSB, watermaker, more, nice.
$168,000
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38' HANS CHRISTIAN CUTTER, 1979
Newer Yanmar 56 hp at 90 hrs. 9 sails, new
Raymarine radar/depthsounder. $105,000
SAIL
54' CT .................................. '80
53' Amel ketch ..................... '98
52' Hartog schooner ............ '99
50' Gulfstar, Mex. ................ '77
49' Cold Molded Custom ..... '91
48' Mariner CC .................... '79
48' Hughes yawl .................. '72
47' Lippincott ...................... '98
47' Hylas ............................. '86
47' Vagabond ...................... '80
44' Brewer ........................... '88
44' Sea Wolf CC................... '79
44' Hylas ............................. '86
43' Ron Holland ................... '86
43' Morgan .......................... '85
43' Swan ............................. '86
42' Custom schooner ......... '72
41' Newport 41S.................. '79
41' Morgan OI 416 .............. '82
40' Valiant ........................... '77
40' Cheoy Lee yawl .............. '73
40' Hunter (2) ............. '95 from
40' Cheoy Lee MS ............... '75
39' Freya .............................. '81
39' O'Day ............................. '83
39' S&S, nice....................... '53
38' C&C MkIII ...................... '86
38' C&C ............................... '76
38' Catalina (2) ...'83 &'84 from
38' Ingrid ........................'74/84
37' Tartan 3700 ................... '00
37' Endeavour ..................... '79
37' Irwin CC......................... '80
36' Beneteau 36s7 ............... '96
36' Pearson cutter ............... '77
36' Hartog, steel .................. '92
36' Islander ......................... '76
34' Islander ...................'75/'85
34' Cal ................................. '69
33' Britton Chance ............... '75
33' Newport ......................... '84

SEA RAY 340, 2001
Clean.
$173,000

217,000
440,000
195,000
89,000
189,000
139,000
60,500
89,000
200,000
130,000
210,000
115,000
185,000
168,000
125,000
215,000
39,000
55,000
79,950
92,500
49,500
122,000
79,000
125,000
79,000
110,000
84,000
35,000
41,000
95,000
220,000
59,500
40,000
112,000
57,500
24,500
49,500
31,500
25,000
29,500
36,500

44' HUDSON SEAWOLF CC, 1979
Great liveaboard or cruiser. AP, SSB, aluminum
mast, roller furling, real roomy. $115,000

32' Aloha ............................. '83
31' Pacific Seacraft Mariah .. '79
31' Hunter ........................... '98
30' S-2................................. '79
30' Catalina .......................... '81
30' Islander Bahama ......... 1977
30' Pacific ............................ '71
30' Newport ......................... '85
29' Hunter 290 .................... '01
29' Van der Stadt ................. '69
28' Islander ......................... '76
28' Islander Bahama ............ '82
27' Catalina .......................... '78
25' Pacific Seacraft .............. '78
14' Whitehall, sail/row ......... '02
12' Beetle Cat, wood .................
POWER
62' Elco Classic MY ............ ,'26
61' Stephens ....................... '66
57' Chris Craft ............... 3 from
52' Bluewater....................... '82
50' Stephens (2) '65 & '70 from
50' Sea Ray Sundance ......... '93
49' Kha Shing ...................... '84
43' Wellcraft Portofino ........ '88
42' Post SF .......................... '81
41' Chris Craft 410 MY ........ '80
41' Defever .......................... '81
34' Sea Ray Sundancer ....... '01
33' Sea Ray 330 SD ............. '97
32' Bayliner, diesel............... '89
30' Sea Ray 305 DB ............. '88
30' Sea Ray Sedan............... '79
28' Bayliner ......................... '95
28' Maxium ......................... '99
27' Sea Ray 270 .................. '88
26' Osprey ........................... '02
26' Calkins ........................... '63
24' Bayliner ......................... '98
24' Regal 242, trailer ........... '98
22' Grady White 222 w/trlr .. '02

41' DEFEVER TRAWLER,
1981
$115,000

39,500
83,000
53,500
26,000
24,500
20,000
15,000
23,000
57,000
16,000
15,200
19,000
7,500
18,000
11,000
9,975
450,000
250,000
119,000
99,500
129,000
290,000
179,000
99,500
97,000
85,000
115,000
173,000
75,000
79,900
59,900
20,000
31,000
49,000
28,900
98,000
15,900
15,900
37,000
59,000

32' REGAL,
1999
$69,900

SLIPS AVAILABLE IN SAN RAFAEL @ $300 PER MONTH

HUNTER 40s. Two are 1995s from $122,000.
One 1987 at $79,900.
All three are in nice shape.

C&C 38. Pictured: 1986 MkIII, newer rod rigging, newer sails, newer LP. $85,000
1975, newer engine, good sail inventory. $35,000

47' HYLAS, 1986 (pictured). Newer engine,
brand new dodger, 3 staterooms. $200,000
Also: 44' HYLAS, 1986, $185,000

50' MARINER CENTER COCKPIT PH, 1981
Full keel, spacious and seaworthy. Genset, air/heat.
$179,000

57' CHRIS CRAFT, 1961
Nice slip in downtown Sausalito. Shangri La.
$179,000
One of three 57s on the market.

NORPAC
YACHTS

HOORAY – SPRING IS HERE!
LIST YOUR BOAT NOW!

On
Hwy 101

FOR MORE
SEE OUR

norpacyachts.com

557 Francisco Blvd., San Rafael, CA 94901

(415) 485-6044

• FAX (415) 485-0335

WEBSITE

email: info @ norpacyachts.com

100' MEGA SLOOP

Massive, high-tech, cold-molded sloop. Racer/cruiser,
Cummins dsl, 25 T. lead, watermaker, large high-tech
sail inventory, huge gourmet galley, sleeps 17+, radar,
and full elect. and more! Excellent condition.
Would make GREAT MEDITERRANEAN CHARTER VESSEL.
Asking $1,995,000

37' CARVER 350 MARINER, '99 Near new appearance.
Twin 350XL Crusaders, map/GPS, VHF, Furuno depth, AC, full
galley, shower, genset. Nice, clean, comfortable. $99,950

40' NORTHSTAR Ctr ckpit ketch by Sparkman & Stephens.
F/G, dsl, wheel, full keel w/cutaway forefoot, furling, teak &
holly sole, 2 heads & showers, more. Needs some sprucing up but
is a premium quality cruising yacht at a great price. $49,500

38' KETTENBURG sloop. Dsl. Total refit incl. engine
reparted in 2000 & well kept since. Dodger, spinn, Pullout double berth, H&C press. water, AP, radar, SSB, GPS,
etc. A classic cruiser in fine condition. $49,950 Ask

34' DUFOUR sloop. Great sailer and cruising
boat. Wheel, diesel, shower, spinnaker, inflatable, teak & holly sole, full cover, lifelines, USCG
document, and lots more! $34,500 Ask

50' STEPHENS aft cabin flybridge/pilothouse motoryacht. Twin diesels, diesel genset, bronze fastened,
AP, radar, davits, 2 heads, shower and more! A great
design from a great builder. Asking $128,950

42' DUTCH STEEL MOTORSAILER cutter.
100hp diesel, centerboard, windlass, 15 bags sails,
solar & wind charging, full galley, shower, vane, new
radar, dinghy w/motor & more. $39,950/offers

58' ALDEN MOTORSAILER

STEEL

CANADIAN EXCELLENCE

58' ALDEN BOOTHBAY Motorsailer Ketch. Aft S/R, PHcenter cockpit, dsl, furling, AC, Onan, radar, inflate, lrg. sail
inventory, etc. Loaded w/world cruising gear & amenities.
Super boat! Must see! U.S. document. Ask $279,000

36' STEEL HARTOG ketch, Dsl, wheel, doubleended bluewater cruising design. Illness forces sale of
the dream. New sails, new dbl. spreader main mast,
needs mizzen mast. Great bargain at $20,000 Ask

42' SPENSER Sloop. F/G, dsl, GREAT CRUISER.
Many spares & gear, 6'7" hdrm, radar & lots of
elect. Watermaker, vane, wheel, AP & much more!
Excellent boat well set up to cruise. Ask $64,950

SAIL
56' HERRESHOFF MARCO POLO Schooner
by Legendary Yachts. Shows as Perfect.
Absolutely breathtaking .. Ask 600,000
56' SPARKMAN & STEPHENS alum slp. The
famous Lighting just restored . 450,000
48' STEEL PH ED MONK SCHOONER. Dsl,
14' beam, 32 tons...135,000/obo
47' VAGABOND ketch. Project...86,000/obo
41' MORGAN O/I, cent. CC, dsl...Try 49,950
40' VALIANT. Famous Bob Perry doubleender designed for safe, comfortable
cruising w/performance. Diesel, full
cruising gear & more ... Asking 94,950
40' ANGELMAN ketch. Big, robust, world
cruiser. Diesel and more. Beautiful and
ready to cruise .......... Asking $49,000
40' NEWPORTER ketch. Perkins 4-108
diesel. Big, lots of potential .... 27,500
36' NIELSEN classic 1918 Danish aux. sloop.
Nice condition ............. Asking 15,000
36' GARDEN ketch by Formosa, F/G, dsl,
shower & more ........... Asking 16,500
34' ANGELMAN Sea Spirit ketch. Diesel,
shower and more ........ Asking 29,950
33' RANGER sloop. Diesel, F/G. We have
two ...................... starting at 16,500
32' ALDEN MALABAR .....Reduced! 13,000
32' ENGLISH-BUILT NANTUCKET yawl by
Offshore Yachts, Ltd. Diesel, wheel and
more! Salty cruiser ...... Asking 16,950
32' YORKTOWN, F/G, diesel, recent
upgrades ......................... Try 22,000
32' ARIES Dbl-ender, F/G, just refit, dsl, new
furling & more! ......Reduced! 17,500
32' PIVER TRI ktch. Fast, dsl ...10,000 obo
31' CHEOY LEE O/S ktch, F/G, dsl, radar &
more ............................. 14,950 Ask
30' LANCER Slp, dsl, fixer.......13,950 obo
28.5' PEARSON TRITON. F/G, diesel.
Near total refit of Alberg's legendary
Pocket World Beater ........ Ask 16,000
28' SAMURAI sloop, diesel ....... Ask 9,950
28' H-28 HERRESHOFF ketch. Classic
beauty, I/B, very nice! ...Ask 18,000
28' LANCER sloop w/trailer, Honda,
outstanding condition .......Ask 7,900
28' MORGAN sloop, diesel, roller furling,
roomy & comfortable .....Ask 13,000
25'1" FOLKBOAT classic wood beauty at
Lake Tahoe ...................Ask 10,000
24' RHODES/MacCorty by Seafarer. O/B,
main, jib, genoa, all glass ... Ask 2,900
POWER
63' FERRY conversion, 671 diesel, 19.5'
beam, excellent condition . Ask 28,000
55' NORTHERN STEEL TROLLER. Reliable &
economical Cummins dsl, good heavy
weather boat set up to go to sea & stay
there. There's more!........ Ask 35,000
52' HACKER classic cruiser, twins, beautiful
pre-war gem, ESTATE SALE ...... 65,000
45' STEPHENS 1929 classic .... Try 75,000
43' GRAN MARINER Cruising Houseboat,
low hours on V-8s, fixer ..39,750/obo

42' CLASSIC '50s Hunter Sedan in great
shape, good liveaboard & very nice,
twin V8s ........................ Ask 23,500
37' CHRIS CRAFT CONSTELLATION. 454s,
very clean .................. Asking 29,950
36' CHRIS CRAFT CAVALIER. Aft cabin,
flybridge, rwin V8s, many recent
upgrades, very nice ............... 34,950
36' UNIFLITE. F/B, aft cabin, twins, radar,
GPS and more! ........... Asking 59,950
35' STEEL CHRIS CRAFT ROAMER, cruise/
live, twins, rare & very desirable
1956 ........................ Asking 34,750
34' CHB TRAWLER. F/G, 2 helms, dsl, 2
S/Rs, radar & more!......59,850/obo
32' BURNS CRAFT houseboat, V8, clean, poss
liveaboard berth, more ..... Ask 23,500
31' MONTEREY BAY EXPRESS PH utility,
F/G, 1991, twin 130 Yanmars, trailer,
UCSG-documented, commercial quality
gem .......................... Asking 44,950
30' RINKER EXPRESS. Twin V-8s, stored
when near new. Needs some work. A
lot of boat for the money. Bargain.
..............................Try 29,000/obo
30' ALUMINUM CREWBOAT, 671 dsl, inside
seating ...................... Asking 22,000

30' CHRIS CRAFT Constellation, twin V8s,
very nice 1967 ........... Asking 14,950
29' TOLLYCRAFT EXPRESS cruiser. Twins, good
boat, runs well, great potential .. 2,950
28' CLASSIC MONTEREY TRAWLER by Christofani. GM dsl, very nice ......9,000/obo
28' OWENS FLAGSHIP. Twins. EXCELLENT
1959 GEM! ................... Ask 25,000
28' CARVER F/B, 1979, Glass, twin
V8s ........................... 12,950/offers
26' BARTENDER by Caulkins. Fast,
seaworthy .......... 2 starting at 13,500
25' APOLLO cruiser. Double axle trailer,
V8, refrig, very nice! .......... Try 6,000
25' FARALLON SF w/trailer. New twin 180
hp Volvos, radar, etc .... Asking 38,975
25' BOSTON WHALER pilothouse FRONTIER. I/O, 260 hp & 9.9 hp Troll.
Comm'l quality & loaded. Radar &
more! ........................... Ask 37,000
16' SIDEWINDER ski boat w/trlr, 115 hp
Mercury O/B, glass ........... Ask 2,000
OTHER
2 LIVEABOARD HOUSEBOATS in San
Rafael............ Starting at 23,500 obo
60' STEEL BARGE, 20-ton A frame, spuds,
deck house, more........Offers/55,000
56' LCM-6 w/dive support, steel, W/H,
twin 671s, full elect .............24,950

CED

REDU

54' CT-54 CENTER COCKPIT PILOTHOUSE AFT CABIN
KETCH. Dsl, full keel, 7 Barlows, bow thruster, watermaker,
genset, inverter, dual helms, full galley, 4 staterooms, 2
heads & more than you can imagine. Ask $217,000

35' CHB TRAWLER. Glass, twin diesels, low hrs,
dsl, genset, new tanks, dbl aft cabin, flybridge & P/H
helms, 2 heads, full galley, radar, etc. Exceptional condition & more! A VERY GOOD BUY! Asking $87,000

CENTER COCKPIT

CENTER COCKPIT

41' ISLANDER FREEPORT cutter ketch. Dsl, F/G, genset,
wheel steering, two private staterooms incl. double aft, shower,
two heads, roomy and comfortable. Great cruise/live and
more!
Asking $61,500

37' GULFSTAR center cockpit sloop. Double aft stateroom,
sleeps 6, roller furling, dodger, dsl, solar, full galley, 2 heads
w/showers, teak & holly, sole & more. Comfortable &
attractive cruiser w/the right features. $49,950 Ask

IDEAL CLASSIC
LIVEABOARD/CRUISER

65' CLASSIC, '31 WHEELER MY. 16' beam. Over
$40K hull refurbishment in October '04, and she is ready for
you to finish restoration. Wheel House, diesels, three heads,
huge salon, crew's quarters, more.
Asking $64,500

41' MORGAN 416 center cockpit aft cabin ketch.
Diesel, dodger, 2x lifelines & pulpits, furling, wheel, big
inventory, diesel genset, 2 enclosed marine heads, radar and
more! Cruise and/or live aboard. Nice! $79,950 Ask
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Nelson's Yachts Dry Storage
Yacht Sales
$5/foot

Nelson's Marine ~ Home to Nelson's Marine Boatyard, Nelson Yachts,
Fred Anderson Woodworking, and
Jack D. Scullion Rigging & Electrical

Nelson's Alameda Dry Storage
ALAMEDA POINT
Home of Hansen Rigging,
UK Sails,
Rooster Sails

Celebrating 21 Years of Service to Bay Area Boaters!
SACRAMENTO AFFILIATE: McClellan Indoor Boat & RV Storage
(916) 640-0161 • www.mcclellanstorage.com

NELSON

Yachts

Hunter Trailerables
(510) 337-2870 • see ad p. 83

Nelson's Marine
1500 FERRY POINT
ALAMEDA, CA 94501
(510) 814-1858 • FAX (510) 769-0815

